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. - TRANSACTIONS 

ASIATIC SOCIETY. 

O s s ~ ~ v n r ~ o s s  respecting t& remarrtalk 
, SOL-LUNAR INFLUENCE in the FEVERS 

with the Scheme of' an Astrononl ical Epl~ernerisfbr 
the purposes o j  Medicine a~td Meteorology. 

W HILST the interesting and successful re- 
searches of the, Asiatic Society are. excit- 

ipg the cu'riosity a d  expectation of the learned in 
every quarter of the worlcl, it is natural for those. 
who are prosecuting - discoveries in medicine and 
meteorology to look towarcls I ~ d i a ,  for some in- 
formation respecting the nature and peculiarities 
of the climate in which we live.. Possessing, as 
we do, the peculiar advantages of a tropical situa- 
tion, with a more extensive field, and greater cou- 
veniency for making observations than any Euro- 
p a n  nation ever enjoyed before, i t  is an expecta- 

* '  Mr. BALPOUX is the a~ltlior of the Paper in the Second Vo- 
lume of the Asi~tic Researchas, entitled a "Treatise on the in- 
" troduction of the Arabic bat0 the Peraian, aud Imguage of 
" Hidortan." 
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!d R E M A R K A B L ~  EFFECTS OF SOL-LUNAR 

tion which they have reason to entertain, and 
which, on that account, and many other conslidera- 
tionq we ought, if possible, to gratify. 

One of the most striking and interesting pecu- 
liarities of this climate i s  the wonderful connection 
that subsists between the paroxysms of fevers, a d  
certain relative positions af the sun and moon; 
and as it is a peculiarity that leads to new ideas re- 
s ecting the theory and treatment of the whole P c ass of febrile diseases, a& sug ests Desiderata 
for meteorological research ; and t If erefore presents 
to the physician and,philosopher, one of the most 
important phenomena in nature, I have chosen it 
for the mb~ect of this paper. 

I. Of the NUMBER a d  IMPORTANCE of the DIS- 
EASES th t  berlong to the C u s s  of FEVERS. 

As the terms fmers, j&.ile disea8ei, or ih of 
fmers, cannot convey to those who have not p r e  
fcssionally or regularly applied themselves to the 
study of medicine, any just or adequate idea of tbe , 

great extent and magnitude of this subject, I have 
thought it expedient to take this occasion to ob- 
serve, for their information, that the c h  Offmerg 
or ,fibrile dicreases comprehends, not only the dis- 
orders that alwaya receive the appellatio~~ of fevers, 
b ~ t  a very &reat number of others that are never 
distinguished by this name, although the fever 
which accompanies them, constitutes the very a- 

of the disease. Diseases of this description, of 
destructive to the human 
called fevers, arc most of 

estalegue. 

The Fague, putrid sore-throats, epidemic ca- 
tarrhs, if' ysenteries, pleurisies, peripueumonies, ch, 
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I INFLVEWCE I N  THE REVERS OF INDIA, &c. 9 
lics, cholera morbus, acute liver, the small-pox, 
merwles, erysipelas, elephantiasis, rheumatism; 
gout, toothachs, ophthalmias, megrims, obstruc- 
tions of the liver and spleen, diarrhw,  consump- 
tions, spitting of blood, and henlorrhoids ; many 

I species of hy hondriasis, insanity, epilepsy, te- r hnua an'd ast ma; the state of teethin In chiE ! dren, all local inflammations, external an internal, 
accompanied with fever of any kind, and all sores 
and ulcers, especially of the legs in warm climates. 
In  short, all diseases attended with periodical exa- 

I cerbations of fm, however obscure, &e. &c. 

With whatever success, therefore, I may have 
acquitted myself in my research ?.cspectz~tg the 
&a off=#, i t  will appear from this explanation, 
that the object, at  least, cannot, with truth, be 
represented as unimportant and useless. 1.t'cannot 
be unimportant and useless to investigate the na- 

, ture of a class of diseases, by which the whole of 
the human race is sorely afflicted ; and ultimately 
three-fourths of mankind are carried to the grave. 

11. Of the efects of SOL-LUNAR INFLUENGE im 
FEV EBS, &nominated Continued, Remitting, a d  
Intermitting. 

A colleetm of all the observations I have made 
oo this subject would be much too vol~~dinous for 
a place amongst the researches of the Society. 
For my present object, it will be sufficient to state, 
as briefly as possible, the general conclusions that 
I have;been led to draw from a view of the whole ; 
and they are those that follow. 

I . ' l g t .  Of the PAROXYSMS Of FEVERS. 
In Bmgal there is no room to doubt that the 

hums frztne is affected by the influence connect- , 
B 9 , 



4 REXIARKABLE EFFECTS OF SOL-LUNAR 

td with the relative situations of the sun and moon, 
In certpin states of health a~icl vigour, this influ-' 
erne has not power to shew itself by any obvious 
d e c t s  ; and in such cases i ts  existence is often not 
qknowledged. Eht in. certain states of debility 
and disease it  is able to manifest itself by exciting 

febrile paroxy~m : and the propensity or aptitude 
of the constitution, to be affected with febrile par- 
oxysms in such cases, may be denominated the 
paro,r~smal &p i t  ion. 

From the great variety that appears in the vio- 
lence and repetit-ion of paroxysms, in different cases. 
at the same juncture of time, when the exciting 
power must act equally on all, i t  must be inferred, 
that the paroxysmal disposition exists in different 
cases in various degrees ofpropensity. 

I t  appeaw also, from the history of fevers, that 
there is a dispositian in all af them, which gradu- . 
ally increases and advances to a state in which it  . 
becomes ripe, or prepared for that remarkable 
change which terminates in a solution of the fever; 
and is denominated a crisi8. 'Illis tendency in 
fevers tnay be called the critical disposition; which 
distinguishes itself in different cases, and a t  diffe- 
rent times varidiis degrees of q~aturity. 

The constitutions that prevail in different kinds 
of fever discol-er obvious pcculiarities \vith respect 
to the progress ancl maturation of the critical dispo- 
sition. Rut that which is most important, and 
most material for the okjcct of the present expla- 
nation, is a peculiarity that shews itself in the cri- 
tical disposition of the conlrnon typhus. I n  cases 
of this fever, which is that which prevails in crowd- 
ed cities, ant1 in jails, shi s, and hospitals, in an  

, countrieo at all seasons, anc P is hy far the most com- 
\ 



INFLUENCE IN THE FEVERS OF INDIA,  &c. b 

,man, i t  i s  well entabliahed by ex eriencc, that t11e I' . fever being once comnienced, t ie psroxysms are 
very rarelv disposed to cease in less rhan four days, 
and eeldoin SO soon; and are not ill general in- 
cliiied to continue more than twenty-one. 

The laws that regulate the progress. and matura- 
tion of the critical dispolsitian, in that constittitioil 
which prevails in remitt itig and intermitting. fmeis, 
which are generally attended with large secretions 
of bile, and are the endemic fevers of warm cli- 
mates, have not been as 'yet ascertained by any 
precise rules respecting their duration. But it ap- 
pears to  me that, whenever there are free dis- 
charges of bile, there is always a greater tendency 
towards a crikis or solution of the fever, than when 
there appears but little or none, which is gene- 
rally the case during the height of the typkus; and 
until  some approach towards a crisis either perfect, 
or imperfect has taken place : and the peculiar pa- 
roxysrrral, as well as the critical disposition in the 
typhus, and, in remitting and intermitting fevers, 
giving occasion4 to for~lls of difYerent 
ration, may perhaps Ile connected. 
states of the liver peculiar to eacli, 

0 f Perfect Types. 
~ebr'i le paroxysms universdly 'discover a ten- 

dency to appear and ctisappear in coincidence with 
those positions of the sun anti moou that regulate 
the r$ing and falling of the tides. 

The diurnal and nocturnal increase of sol-lunar 
powel- acting on constitutions, in which tbe pro- 
pensity of the parosysinal dispositiorl is complete , 

B 3 



6 - REMARKABLE EFFECT8 OP,90~LUWAl t  

and perfect, produces paroxywne every twelve 
hours in coincidence with the periods of the tides*; 
m d  canstitutes t y p ,  which, on account of this re- 
gular coincidence, I have denominated perfoct. 

Of Imperfect Typea. 

m e  diurnal and nocturnal increase of sol-lunar 
power acting on constitutions in which the pro- 

ensity to paroxysm' is incol11plet.e or imperfect, 
%as power only to produce paraxyams in coinci- 
dence with every second, th~rd,  or fourth period 
of the tides, or others moqe remote; constituting 

, types, which, on account of this irregular winci- 
dence, I have called i q e ~ f e c t .  ' 

By the discovery of this aim le and univcreal K principle, we are able to unfold t e whole mystery 
of types; and, to explain all the divemities that 
have appeared under the distinctions of corstinaced, 
remittzg, and intemitting fevers. Fevers, hither- .. to denominated continued fevers, and supposed 
from the obscurity of their remissions to have none, 
are all of them to be considered as nothing else 
than fevers of a perfect type, in which two daily 
remissions may always be discovered, by attending 
to the remissions of sd-lunar influence, especially 
those of the morning; and fevers haring pa- 
roxysms every twelve hours with obvious remis- 
sions, whether denominated continued or remit- 
ting fevers, are also evidently fevers of a, perfect 
type. 

, I expresa myself in this manner for the sake of brevity, mean- 
ing that the parexysms occur in coincidence with the positions of 
the sua and moon that occasion ttte tides. The tides, it is well 
known, do not coincide with those esactly, but follow them a con- 
biclerable time after. 



Fevers in which the paroxysms do not succeed 
each other in twelve hours (and which have been 
hitherto denominated interrni tting fevers when the, 
remissions were complete, and remitting fevers 
when they were not) ali belong to the class of im- 
perfect types. 

For the purpose of illustrating these explanatioar 
respecting types, I have constructed Table I. 

ad. Of t;.e  DURATION^ and CRISES Of  FEVER^. 

Of the &rations and wises of Fevers of a Perfect 
Type. 

Febrile paroxysms shew themselves more fre- 
quently during the. period of the spring tides than 
at any other time, and as these advance become 
more violent and obstinate ; and on the other hand, 
tend no less invariably to subside and terminate 
during the neaps. 

By the concurrence of the remarkable and sud- 
den remis~ion in the power of sol-lunar influence at 
the commencement of the neap with critical dis- 
pitiona in a state oj'pe?=fect mrrt h rity, all the diffe- 
rent perfect types, produced in the manner I have 
explained, are brought to a final termination or 

h i s ;  and are thus limited to fevers of 

The operation of this law is explained in Tabla 
IT, which exhibiting examples of the different du- 
rations of perfect types, with the manner in which 
they are formed, unfolds at one glance, the dark 
and once impenetrable secret of crisio; and ac- 
countsfor all the diversities that may appear in 

. 

their duration at different times. 
I3 4 



An application of these principles enables 11s to 
explain 111 a sin2ilar and consistent manner the 
formation of crises that ha\x been called hpe1:fec.t. 
It is obvious that whenever the rrmission in the 
power of sol-lunar influence a t  the commencement 
of the neaps acting equally on ,all, produces in 
some cases p e ~ f i c t  crises, and in ot hers crises that 

- are imnprfect, that the latter must be rkferred to 
I the iminature and unprepared state of .the critical 

disposirion to concur completelv in that event. . 
And althougli perfect clises, ow*ing to the cause 
which I now mention, do not always take place a t  

-such junctures, ye t  na,feaer, as far as my experi- 
ence goes, ever passes the commei~cement of the 
neaps without some eviclen t abaten~ent or  remis- 
sion in the clegree of it8 violence ; or without ex- 
hibiting some evident approaches towards a solu- 
tion or crisis; aud thev are approaches such as 
these, in which the cr'itical disposition concurs 
only partially and incotnpletely with the remission 
of sol-lunar poweri that constitute those changes 
in the state of fivers that have been hitherto deno- 
mina ted impemfe~rt crises. 

This explanatio) respecting the nature of impel- 
f ic t  crisis being premised, I hare now to observe, 
that  although Table 11, exhibits only such forms of 
perfect types as terminate by a finat and perfect 
ensis on the commencement of the neaps, it will 
now be u~ell  uncierstoocl, that all fetcrs do i ~ o t  
terminate finally and completely at  this juilcture; 
but  that in many cases, the criscs bciag i;?,pclfect, 
the paroxysms continue to return for sollle time in 
a more moderate degree, and generally postl~oiling 
with the peiiods of the tides, subside, and at last 
disappear gmtlually and imperceptibly. The ii71- 

\ pe~ject  .tn.ises of'l:erfict typcs, such as these I\- hi ch 
J hare just describeti, being less dxstinctly ~uarkcd 
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in their form, I have not attempted to represent 
them by any diagram. 

..Of the Durationr and Crised of Fevers of an I*- 
fect Type. 

- For the same .reason I have not attempted to re- 
duce, to.a synopsia or 'table, the duratiom and cri- 
res of imperfect types; and because I am perfectly. 
satisiiecl that the same rinciples are equally ap- E plicable to explain the w ole: 

111. The precerlihg THEORY e.t.tmded to  the whole 
Class (lt FEBRILE DISEASES. 

I n  promating this .analysis, we have obtained 
the knowletlge of three very important principles 
in the pathology of fevers. 

I&. That tnc paroxysms of fevers are produced 
by the action of solhuzur i n z u m e .  

Ed&. That there is, however, a certain state of 
the human constitution, denoininated the paroqs- 
ma/ dispositim, required to concur with the exa- 
cerbations of sol-lunar power in esciting and re- 
iterating paroxysms, in such a manner as to forin 
fevers. 

:d&. That in the -course of tlle disease there 
takes ill  the constitution a certain state, ile- 
nolninated the cr-itical disposition, which tending 
gracii~alfp tomdurity, at  length concurs with certain 
rcnlissions of sol-lilnar po\tTer in producing a crisis; 
by wl2ich salutary change the tendency to pa- 
rosysn~ is diininiuhed or removed, so as to bring 
fevers to an end after certain intervals of time. . 



10 .REMARKABLE EFFECTS OF SOL-LUNAR 
In my explanation of this theory, I have hither- 

to confined myself as much as possible to exampks- 
of the typhus, and of the endemic, smitting, a d  
intermitting bilious fevers of this country; parti- 
cularly those without local affection; and such 
therefore as are strictly denominated fevers. I 
now mean to e x t e ~ d  it to every disease that is dis- 
tinguished b febrile paroxysms, returning in coin- 
cidence w i d  the periods of increued sol-lunar 
power, whether with or without local affection;. 
andas there is no disease of the numerous list de- 
tailed at the beginning of this paper, excepting 
the plague*, catarrhal fevers, and one or two 
more, in which I have not myself distinctly ob- 
served the coincidence of concomitant fever with 
the exacerbation8 of sol-lunar influence ; the whole 
of that catalogut?, and many others, though not 
generally distinguished by the appellation of fevers, 
are to be considered as nothing more than so many 
different modifications of fever; in which the pe 
culiar constitution of each is variously atfected by 
the action of sol-lunar power, and in such a man- 
ner as to produce the great variety of febrile form6 
that daily appear. ' 

The exacerbation and remission of febrile pal 
roxysm in coincidence with the rising and falling 
of sol-lunar power constitutes the general and dis- 
tinguishing character of fever or febrile disease ; 

* rn several of the cases of  tlre plague, recorded by Dr. PA- . 
TRICK RUSSEL, the febrilb paroxysms returned obviously every 
twelve hours in coincidence with the periods of the tides ; and his 

' predecessor and relalion, the author of the Natural History pf 
Aleppo, says positively " that the generality of fevers there, and 

indeed almost all acute disews, are sub,ject to exacerbations 
once or twice in twenty-four hours." Vide Doctor MII.LAR'S 

O b ~ m t b n r  on the prewtWtliq= D k i w ~  af Orcat Britain, page 
' 203. 
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and although the lowe& degree of this power act- 
ing on paroxysmal dispositions in a high state of , 

propensity, may happen to produce fibrile pa- 
roxysms at an unusual period, such instances, 
though apparently ewcep tionr, are n<r argument 
against the truth or principles of the general law : 
but are consistent with it m every respect. 

Combining thenfore the operation of the princi- 
ples we have obtained from this analysis, we are 
enabled to construct a therrrem, which serves to 
explain in a new, but satisfktory manner, the 
whole clasu of f e h l e  diseases. 

THEOREM. 

TkJwtuating fwce of s&mar injawme coinciding 
and co-operatiqg in all ifa uariow atages and de- - 
g m ,  with the zrariauo nwu'ijicationr of the pa- 
r@ dipsition, extit@ jbbrik parazysma te 
attack cm aU tibe days cf the ntaps and springs, 
and supports d rejtwates them, according to rra- 
rku types, until the csnwnmemenf of d~ferent 
-neaps ; at which junctures the maturity of the cr i  
tical dispmition happening to concur with the pe- 
riodical dtxlkre @ ro l -h& i$tume, these pa- 
r o q w m  then adwide and c m  to a tamination or 
crisi9: a d  tAw fbmr dzfimni ruccessk of pa- 
o-~z~~srna  mfitzctiqg jeuers of sariow length or 
& r a t k  

I I t  has been observed, respecting the Various 
forms of durations, that some are apt to occur 
more frequeutly than others. To search for a solub 

of this question a~nidst~the chaos of the incor- 
rect and miltdated history that has been accumu- 
lated on the subject of fevers, would be unsatisfac- 
tory and useless. It will be far more profitable to 
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observe their course with.attcntio11 in future, when 
the laws that directs i t  are explained and under- 
gtood, and I have I-IO doubt that any physician 
who will carefully attend to the diurpal and noctur- 
nal returns of the tides, and will constantly hold 
before him the prevaiting tendency of fevers to ap- 
pear a t  the commencement, and dui-ing the period 
of the springs; aiid on the other hand their pre- 
vailing tendency to subside and terminate at  the 
tonlmencement and during the period of the neap ; 
together with the  observation^ that have been made 
respecting the propensity of the paroxysmal, and the 
maturity of the critical disposition, will soon olltain 
more information respecti~lg the phenomena of fe- 
vers; and be able to forin more just aud certain 
judgments anti prognostics respectinq every event, 
thail if he were to study the history of medicine, 
as it  is now written, for  a thousaild years. In 
short there is no revolution or change in the course 
of fevers that may not be explained by these gene- 
tral principles, in a manner that is consistent with 
the laws of the human constitution, and those of 
the great system of revolving bodies, which unite 
together in producing tllern. 

Befo~e I conclude this article, I must also re- 
comment1 to every practitiouer who wishes to eman- 
cipate l~imself  ' f io~n the beaten track, to attend . 
carefully to the appearaace of the urine ; for I can 
assure then?. from the experience of many years 
attentive observation, that there is to be observed, 
i n  the fevel*s.of India, a constant and regular fluc- 
tuation in the co1ou1- and consistence of the urine 
in  fevers. That is to say, regular diurnal and sep- 
tenary changes in its character, coincident and 
correspondent with the exacerbatioils and remis- 
sions of sol-lunar influence. 



Th& periodical fluctuation in the state and a i -  
pearance of eruptions, sores, and ulcers in this 
country, being always connected with the periodi- 
cal changes of a concomitant fever, an attention 
to these will be no less instructive than to those of 
the urine; and if the periodical changes of each 
were regularly and accurately delineated and ex- 
pressed In .colours with a pencil, by ajutlicious and 
careful observer, they would forin a recorcl in me- 
dicine and. surgery of a new kind ; which I hare  
no doubt, would place the whole of t11is cloctrinc 
upon the basis of ocular demonstration, and afford 
to the most incredulous ant1 inattentive perfcct con- 
viction of its truth. 

IV. Devintions+ from the preoniling tendencies' o f  FE- 
v ~ ~ s d u r i n g  theperiods oj'the SPRIXGS XEAPS. 

Althoiig'l the gericral theorem, which I have ad- 
vanced in the preceding pages, describe the pre- 
vailing tendencies of fevers during the springs and 
neaps, it is necessary to  observe, t h a t  those ten- 
dencies are liable to frequent and remarkable devia- 
tions from the various stages that the moon xnay 
happen to occupy on her own orbit; by which her 
distance from the earth may Ee considerably in- 
creased or diminisherl; and consequently her powtr. 

From observations Tatelv made at  the General 
lIospital a t  Calcutta by 31; JAMES HOWISON, Doc- 
tor JOHN CAAIPBELL, and Doctor JOHS FULLAR- 
TON, it appeared that the lnoon during the period 
of her greatest horizoatal parallaxes had sufficient 
power to suspend, in a very conspicuous matlner, 
the common tendency of the n a p s  to produce a re- 
nlissioil of h e r .  And when the greatest horizon- 
tal j)arallaxes happen to  coinci(la with the powcr 
~f 801-lunar influence during the springs, we xnAy 



reasonably infer that the power of exciting and 
v p o r t i n g  paroxysms must then be considerably 
w e d  above its usual force. 

Beaides the deviations that may arise from this 
cause, it is also reasonable to suppose, that the 
state of febrile paroxysms must be occasionally af- 
fected by every other change or perturbation of 
the moon's influence ; but these are less remarkable, 
and have not been as yet ascertained by accurate 
observation. 

V. Of fhe 'state of FEVEES in India, dmng the 
EQUINOCTIAL PERI~DS. 

I am now come to take notice of tlie remarkable 
appearances observed in fevers about the vernal 
and autumnal equinoxes. On this subject I have 
received from others very little information ; but I 
have not been inattentive mpelf to those periods ; 
and can pronounce with confidence, although my 
observations have not been recorded with regula- 
rity, that fevers are apt to occur more frequently, 
and with greater violence abeut both of those pe- 
riods, than during the intervals either of summer 
or winter. 

From these observations . I  was induced many 
years ago to advance, that the power of sol-lunar 
influence was considerably greater during the equi- 
noctial periods than during the intervals either be- 
fore or after them. It has therefore lately afforded 
me considerable satisfaction to discover In DE LA 
L N D E ' S  astronomy, that DE LA PLACE has de- 
termined, from a very large collection of observa- 
tions made by DE LA LANDE hiuiself, that the 
tides at Byest, about the tirne of the ~quinoxes, 
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I rise at a medium two f e t  higher than at the time 
1 of the solstices *. This discovery ie agreeable to 

thegeneral law of attraction; and it i~ not to be 
/ sup osed that the influence of the aun and moon 

un c r  er the tropics, acts with a force inferior to that 
which produces this difference in the height of tha 

I tides on the northern shores of Europe. 

How far sol luqar influence affects the fevep of ' the higher latitudes of the globe, is a question that 
I does not come within the scope of this enquiry. 
I The annexed table, however, extracted from Dr. ' C u n ~ r e ,  of Lioerpwl.8 medical reports on the cf- 

fects of the water, kc. page 230, r i n t s  so strongly 
to this subject ; and is so imme iately connected 
with the present article, that I could not resist the 
temptation of giving it a place ; conceiving that it 
may become a stronger inducement to observation 
than any admaition or exhortation that1 could 
offer. 

Dr. CURRIE'S table was formed by him to shew 
the number of typhus fevers admitted illto the 

' 
Liverpoi disgensaiy in the course of seventeen 
years: and the admissions in that space of time 
amounted to no less than 48,367. 

I 

, The great majority of patients admitted in the 
months of the spring and autumn, which I have 

I denominated the equinoctial. periods, compared . 
with those admitted in the months of summer and 
winter, which I have called the inter-eqi~inoctid 
intervals, cannot fail to attract the notice of every 
observer. 

- . . - , - . . , -rm 

I Astronomk par JEROME LB FUANCAIB LA LAXBE, Edir 
tion Troisienw Reqw et Augmeatk, h e  UI, pa@ 52J. 



Without attending to fractions, we obtain from 
the facts established in this record,. the following 
statement of admissions. 

For the mean of the equinoctial period; . . 19,980 
For the mean of the inter-equinoctial inter- 

vals, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  11,239 
For the comnion mean of those periods and 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  intervals, l9,Og 1 
For the rise of: the equinoctial mean, above 

the com~non mean, . . . . . .  889, say 850=* 
For the full of the inter-equinoctial mean, 

below the common mean, . . 859, say 850=& 

Those facts, expressed in other terms, amount to 
these ; 

1st. That whilst the temperature of the season i n  
the spring was passing from cold to hot the num- 
ber of typhus fevers rose about f, above the com- 
mon standard. 

~ldly. That whilst the temperature of the season 
in the autumn was passing fiotn hot to cold, the 
number of typhus.fevers rose in like manner about 
Sf. above the common standard. 

3dly. That during the months of atrnmer, when 
the heat of the season is greatest, the number of 
typhus fevers Jill beneath the commdn standard 
about -&;-and 

4thly. That during the months of winter, when 
the heat of the season is lea% the nuinbei- of ty- 

' phus fevers fefl in like manner below tile com~non 
. rtandard iu the same proportion, about h.. 
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That the number &fevers should increase equal- 
ly duriag the transition from cold to hot, as from 
hot to cold, and. under the two opposite ex- 
tremes of permanent heat ant1 permanent. cold, 
ghould equally diminish, are facts that are no 
doubt.curious. At  present, however, I mean. only 
to suggest, that, if the theory of sol-lunar influ- 
ence should ever be adqi t ted in Europe, those 
phenomena,, apparently so very repugnant; may 
all be reconciled and referred to one common cause, , 
without involving the smallest inconsistency or 
contradiction. 

VI. Testimnica respecting the efects of SOL-Lu NAR 
INFLUENCE in the FEVERS Of INDIA. 

As i t  is impossible on 'this occasion to  detail a t  
full lenwth the various observations and arguments 
from wRich I have been led to adopt this theory, 
it is necessary to  state, that i t  has not been taken 
up rashly; that i t  is now submitted to this Society . 

after the observation and reflection of thirty years; 
and that i t  is confirmed, in its most essentiai points, 
by the concurring observations of a large body of 
respectable gentlemen, whose names are contained 
in the following list. And i t  is flattering to me to  
add, that Lord T E I G N ~ ~ O U T H ,  who was then Go- 
vernor General, conceiving that the correspon- 
dence of those gentlemen on this subject promised 
to be publicly useful, orcleird my treatise, con- 
taining their letters, to be printed and circulated 
at the expense of government. 

Besides establishing unquestionable evidence of 
the general influence of this law in Uelgal, these 
testi~nonies serve also to correct a very erronemis 
notion advanced respectirlg sol-lunar illfluence by 

'. Doctor LIND, by shewing that its eff'cctsin fevers 
C 



are no ltcrs manXest at  the distance of many hun- 
dred miles from the highest reach of the tides, than 
at CalCElttu, and other parfs of Bengal, to which 
the tides flow daily. The distances marked in the 
eolumn, appropriated to that 
nearly the number of miles in a rrpose' irect line are between veTy 
the places where the observations were made, and 
the utmoat reach of the tides at the springs. Doc- 
tor LIND'S theory made me anxious to ascertain 
these distances with precfsion ; and the Military 
Surveyor General was so obliging as to direct it to 
be done at his office. 

- 
Lieutenant L. Hook, ........v. 

Lieutenant A. Black, . n 4 4 

Captain R. Ogle, :a . 
Major %James Prisgle, 9 * . . . - 1  

Lieutenant Robert Cumming, - . ........ Lieutenant S. Sinclair, 
Lieutenaht T. Hamilton, . . . . 
Captain S. Knowles, . 1 

Mr. William Chambers, 9 .  . 
Major Robert Bruce,. . . . a 

Mr. James Ross, Assistant Surgeon 
Mr. Adam Burt, Assistaut Surgeon 
J. G. Henderson, Surgeon, . . . 
Lieutenant Predk. Marsden, 9 

Mr. J. J. Vaumorel, Assistant Sur- 
geon, .................... 

Mr. H. Mair, Head Surgeon,. . . 
Captain Bradley, ............ 
Mr. Ch. Desrough, Assistant Sur. 

geon, .................... 
Captain George Wood, . . 
Mr. Jama Wilson. Surgeon, - 
Colonel George Deare, . . 
Captain Richard h e b e r ,  

CORRESPONDENTS. . 
il$ 

-3' x .B 
Yean 

10 
13 
24 
24 
14 
14 
14 
24 

; 
24 
11 
13 
14 
14 

- 
36s 
150 
270 
36s 

58 
ditto. 
dim 

270 
160 . 

370 

240 s 

53 

660 

4 
23 
13 
25 
33 

Stationn. 

. -- 
Ramnagor, . ., 
Sylhet,.. . . a e - .  

Cooch-Behar, . . 
Benares, ....... 
Midnapore,. . . 
Ditto, ........ 
Ditto, ......... 
Calcutta, . . . . 
Cooch-Behar, . . 
Dinagepore, . . 
Benc~len,  .... 

Ramgknr, ---. 
Moorshedabad, 
Calcutta, . . . 
Rohilcud, . . . 

S r i  ;a, 
$4 
l i k  - 



370 
530 
sao 
sod 
150 
50 

Mr. John Gilchrist, Assistant Sur- 
geoa, .................... 

Major S. fimer, ............ 
Captam 3. Rattray,. ............ 
Mr. Chaa.Todd, Assistant Surgeon, 
Mr. ChBs. Campbell, Assistant Sur- 

geon, .................... 
Mr. P. Cocbrane, Surgeon, . 
Mr. W. kaillie, Assistant Surgeon, 
Lieutenant James Price, 9 

Lieuteaant John Towers, 9 . 
Lieutenant Robert Dee, . . . . - .. Lieutenant Thomas Broughan, 
Mr.W.Daviclaon,Assia~tSurgean, 
Mr. John Corn,.. ............. 
Doctor J. Campbell, Assibtant,- . 
hetor Alexander Campbell, Sur- 

I p n ,  .................... ............ 
I Mr. J o b  Miller, 

Mr. W. F. G a M ,  Surgeon, - 
Mr. W. Boyd, Surgeon, 9 .  . 
Mr. W. Allison, Aseistant Surgeoo, ................ &jDr Dunn, 
captain N. Macleod, 9 - * 
Mr. T. Henckell, 9 . . . 
Mr. James McDougal, A-sistant 

&rgew,. . . . . . . . . - . - . . . . . .  
Mr. Jobn Hannah, 9 . . 
Dr. Robert Bruce, Surgeon, . 
Mr. W. Coote, Assistaut Surgeon, 
McGeoroe Davidson, Surgeon. 
Doctor $ Fontma, istant Sur- 

,n, .......a. fY1 ......... 
blr. James Laird, Surgeon, .... 
Mr. Robe@ Collins, Surgeon, 
Mr. P. Ewart, Assistant Surgeon, 
Captain Dennis, .............. 
Major A. Kydd,.. ............ 
Doetor P. Wade, Adstant Surgeon, 
Mr.P.Tmhe& .............. 
Mr. W. Dick, Assistant Surgeon, 

I 
c 

- 
11 
45 
24 
11 

4 
14 
13 
13 
12 
11 
10 
10 
1 1 
9 

15 
30 
17 
10 
3 
25 
25 
24 

S 

16 
12 
12 

1 * 
I 7 
13 
12 
25 

19 
14 
13 

2 

Midnapore, .... 
Jc.llasore, ...... 
Bauleah, . - 9 .  

Fort Marlbrough, 

Chunar, 9 .  

Cawnpo~e, - 
Chitterpore, - . ...... Juanpre, 
Sylhet, 9 . 
'I'ipperah, ...... 
Calcutta, -. 
Ditto, ........ ........ Ditto, 

Buxar, . . 
.. Berhampore, 

Cooch-Betnu, . 
Jessore, 9 

Di@pore,. ..... 
Calqutta, . . 
Luckaow, - . 
Dacca, * . 
C.Icu(1., ...... 
Dacca, ........ 
Run,~re ,  . . 
Ramgur, ..... ." 
Pettebeat, . .'. 
4ssam,, . - 
CalcultB, . 

- 

- 

- 



CORRESPONDENTS. 

The information sent to me by those gentlemen, 
was all of i t  received in the space of a few months, 
in consequence of a circular letter, requesting ob- 
servations on this subject, and on any side of t h e  
question, from those who might be inclined to 
give it. Several of those gentlemen I had never 
seen in my life; and with Inany I had the honor 
only of a slight acquaintance. Had I continued 
longer to collect testimonies, I am confident, that 
notwithstanding the diffidence and reluctance with 
which people commit themselves upon a topic of 
this kind, that I might have obtained ia direct 
proof of sol-lunar influence, a much larger body of 
evidence than is to be found in any single record 
in direct proof of the tides of the sea. 

- - 
boctor G .  Boyd, Head Surgeon, 
Doctor James Hare, Assistant Sur- 

geon, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

The order for printing and ciyculating my trea- 
tise on sol-lunar influence, along with my corres- 
pondence on this subject, at the espense of go- 
vernment, is contained in the following letter. 

To D o c ~ o p  FRANCIS BALFOUR. . 
PUB. DEPT. , 

SIR, 
The Governor General being always disposed to 

encourage the servants of the Company, in in- 
stances of publications that pron~ote sclence, or 
are calculated to do a general service, directs 

e & '  
Sa 
.S E 3 
Qg g 
Milea 

,- . *  
c .F! 
Y r g  
-C c 
'ij cr 

2 . 5  
Years - 

12 

6 

Statiow. 

Calcutta, . . e . .  . 
Major Dicksoo, . . . . . i 25 Cooch-Behar, . 270 
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me to inform you, that the expense of your ublica- 
tion, entitled " A Treatise on Sol-lunar In uence," 
will be defrayed by pvernmeut.  

4' 
YOU will therefore he pleased'to circulate copies 

of this woi-k to the different parts of the country 
where you think . i t  will be useful ; and likewise 
transmit twenty copies to this office, to be for- 
warded to the Honorable Court of &rectors. 

I am, SIR, kc. 
(Siglzed) C. SII AIL ESPE AR, Szrl-Secretur~. 

CALCUTTA, COUNCIL CHAMBER, 
the 7th April, 1794. 

To accumulate testimonies of tlie remarkable ef- 
fects of sol-lunar influence in India is now almost 
superfluous. In  the western parts of Izdia i t  is no 1 

less genexally acknowledged than in Bengal: and 
I shall conclude this article with an extract frcim a 
letter which I received some months ago, from a ' gentleman hi@ in the medical line a t  Bombay; 
and no less so In the opinion of the public. Iiis ' name l~owever I forbear to publish, ,lot l l a r i r ~  

1 previously asked for his permission. 

" BOMBAY, 6th dfay, 1801. 

" The influence'of the moon on the humall body, 
" has been observed in this part of India by every 
" metlical practitioner. I t  is universally acknow- 
" ledged by the doctors of all colours, of all casts, 
" and of all countries. The 'people are taught to 
" hlieve it in their infancy ; and as they gro'w up, 
" they acknowledge it from experience. L sup- 
" pose that in the northel-n latitudes this power d? 
" the moon is far less sensible than in I d i a ;  q ~ ( j  
(6 erhaps less so in Bengal than in our neighhour- 
" Rood. We here universally t h i s l  that tile rtatc 

C 3 



" of weakly and diseased bodies, is much m f b  
" ensed by the inotions of the moon. Many peol 
" ple know the very day on which t h e i ~  intarnit- 
" tents will make their appearance; and every full 
t' and change increases the number of the patients 
" of every practitioner. It is no argument against 
" this influence, that diseases appear duricng every 
" day of the month. The human body is subject 
" to alterations from a thousand external circum- 
" stances, and from many affections of the mind, 
" These lay the foundation of disease .at  every pe- 
" riod; but they do not overthrow the evidence of 
" lunar influence : although they are apt to mie- 
" lead with regard to effects that depend on that 
" alone. That the human body is affected in a re- 
'' markable manner by the changes of the moan, I 
" am perfectly convinced, although I cannot con- 
" stantly pretend to see the operation of the gene- 
" ral law; nor to account at  all times- for its per- 
" turbation ; and agree in thinking that an attention 
" to the power of the moon is highly necessary to , 

the medical pra~titioner in India?." 

VIL Of Securing and Extending eur kwddcdge of 
SOL-LUNAH. INFLUENCE. 

'. As those discoveries regarding the effgcts of sol- 
lunar influence lead unavoidably to new ideas re- 

* Having neglected to apply to the author of this letter for his 
permission to give his name to the public ; and being very ,untviI- 
ling to deprive the doctrine of lunar influence of the support, which 
it cannot fail to derive from such an evidence, I will now ven- 
ture to discover, that he is no other than DoctPr HELENUS 
SCOTT, of Bombay. From the information of Doctbr HUTTON, 
who resided many years as Surgeon at Penung-; anpl of Mr. 
JAMES LUMSDAINE, Surgeon for a number of years at Fmt 
mari@o': I have now, also, the satisfaction to kqow, that sol- 
lunar influence shews. its effects in a very conspicuous manner i s  
the prevailing diseases of those islands; and that an attention t a  - its laws, is of great bportapce o~ conducting their cure. 
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+spctmg the nature and cure of fwers, i t  has be- 
come an object of real importance : ,first, to aecure 
the knowledge we hare already obtained of this 
principle; that i t  may not succumb to any illiberal 
attempt to suppress or smother it, by rep~esenting 
it as insignificant and useless; or by ascribing to 
it, the wild and groundless &lusions of astrology : 

/ mwcd&y, to render the road to future observation 
and f ~ ~ r t h e r  discovery more easy and accessrble, by 
wmoving the allnost unsu~mountahle obstacles 
that present themselves, in the inb~icacy anti la- 
b u r  of' astronomical irivestigahns : and thirdjy, to 
render our knowledge af it so precise and wdl de- 

, fined, that i t  may assu~~ie the form and attl-ibutes 
af real science, by furnishing precepts f o r  the pur- 
pose of applying i t  to the iiltpoven~ent of useful 
arts. 

1st. To place this theory an a firm and secure 
h n d a t i o n ,  I shall follow the example of the 
learned ABBE' R ~ N x ,  in his obse~vations on the 
flux -and reflux of the atmosphere * : and shall 
assume i t  as a princi le requiring no further de- R monstration than w at it has alread received 
fiom astronomy, that the influence of' t g at  attrac- 
tion, which regulates the motions of tlw plaaeta~y 
system, is continually and w i t h t  ceasing exert- 
ing itself,- in a pmpwtioaable degree, on every 
particle of this. globe; and Wt i t  cannot be other- 
wis .  

I 

TlajG existence of sol-lunar inflaence being de- 
moastated by astrronomy, i ts  action on the human 
f~arne is no brage~ a matter of doubt; and the 
oaly quedion, that we have to consider is, not 
whetba that power does actually exist, but whe- 

The PLilosophical Magazine, Vol. V, page 105. 
C 4 .  



ther i t  manifests itself by the signs of any obvious 
effect or change in the huinan constitution. 

With respect to this important question, I shall 
content myself with stating in a very few words, 
that all the observations I have made myself, to- 

ether with those that have been communicated $ other gentlemen, concur to prove, not merely 
that sol-lunar influence manifests itself by evident 
effects upon the humail constitution, but that the 
attacks, e~-acerbations, remissions; postponings, and 
relapses, of the paroxysms of fevers, which com- 
prehend the whole of the evidence that is neces- 
sary' to constitute a complete demonstration, are, 
in a wonderful manner, coincident in time, and 
correspondent in degree, with the periodical 
changes that take place in the power of sol-luliar. 
attraction. 'Ib reject, therefore, those accumula- 
ted proofs of its actual operation and efficiencil, is 
to violate the principles .and rules, by whic we 
infer the existence of a connection or cause, in 
every question of philosophy, or common occur- 
rence of life. 

The proof of regular changes in the atmosphere 
corresponding with the revolutions of lunar attrac- 
tion, being now established by the discovery of a 
regular diurnal, and a septenary flux and reflux in  
the mercury of the barometer, coincident with the 
diurnal and septenary revolutions of the same 
power, the theory of sol-lunar influence in fevers 
receives from this event all the support that can be 
derived from a fair a~zalogy : and it may be infer- 
red with reason, that changes such as these in the 
element in which we breathe and move, are not 
likely to take place without corresponding pertur- 
bations in tbe human frame. 
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The existence of a diurnal flux and reflux in the 
mercury of the barometer, is now sutficieutly 
established by the observations of Father I~OUDIER,' 
at Chandernagore; of Mr. TRA I L, Mr; FARQUHAR, 
and Colonel PEIRCE, at  Calcutta; and those which 
appear in my treatise, on the barometer, inserted 
in the fourth volume of the Asiqtic Researches; 
and on the Coast of Corcimatldel, by the observa- 
tions of Doctor ROXBUKGH -I-. On the other side 
of the globe, they have been obseryed in Sorsrh 
America $, and the TYest Indies 11 ; and also at dif- 
Rrent places in Europe 9. 

The proofs of a septenary,$ux and reflux, in tlie 
mercury of the barometer, is confirmed by the ob- 
servatioils of Mr. TOALDO, Father COTTE, and 
others; but ,still more pointetlly by those lately 
made in England by Mr. Hown RD, to be found in 
a paper read before the Askesialz Society in London, 
and published, in the seventh volume of tlie Philo- 
sophical Magazine. 

Such is the support and security which the doc- 
trine of  sol-lunar influence in fevers derives from 
'evidence direct and analogical From the sublime 
discoveries of LAVOISIER respecting the composi- 
tion of the atmosphere it receives protection of ano- 
ther kind. In  the present imperfect state of our 
knowledge regarding the component parts of at- 

* Trdit6 de Meteorologie, par LE P. COTTE, page 343. 
t Vide the Transactions of tile Royal Society, Vol. - 
1 Trait6 de Meteorologie, par LE P. COTTE, page 399. 
N Doctor MOSELEY'S Treatise on the Diseases of the West In- 

dies, and LE P. COTTE. 
5 At Berlin, by M. CIXANGEUX, vide Trait6 de Meteorolo- 

gie, par LE P. COTTE, page 618, at Pudua; by Mr. TOALDO 
and his Nephew, vide Trait6 de Meteorologie, par LE P. COTTE. 
page 616, &c. kc. 



mospheric air, and the mode of their combination, 
who will presume to limit or defiue its connectiorh 
with sol-lunar influence ? Who will be so hardy 
and so regardless of his bwn reputation aa to pro- - 
nouhce, without proof, that this influence hiis m 
power to produce any change whatever in the na- 
ture of this con~pounded fluid ; in the smallest de- 
gree connected with useful knowledge; or neca- 
sary in any respect to be known i 

ddly. For the purpose of removing the o b s h c I g  
that arise from the intricacy and labour of astrono* 
mica1 investigations, in which those who are em- 

loyecl in the study and practice of medicine can 
Kave no 1eisul:e to engage, i t  will be sufficient ta 
present a plain and simple idea of this power, with 
the common changes to which it  is liable, ab- 
stracted from all the complicated circumstances by  
which those changes are produced : The conside-. 
r&n of which, t l~ough indispensibly necessary 
for the nicer purposes of astranomy, are by ma 
means required for those of medicine and meteoro- 
lczgy. 

It was determined by ,DE LA PLACE *, in 1790, 
that the force of the moon to  excite those p e r t u r h  
+ions that manifest themselves on the surface of 
aur globe, by the elevation of the tides, is three, 
and that of the sun one. Assumixlg this as a foun- 
dation, we have only to conceive that those two 
quantities of power, sometimes assisting and some- 
times counteracting each other according to the 
varying positions in which they are placed, pm- 
duce the corresponding changes that are obse~ved 

Astronomic per JEROME LB ~ B A N C A I S  LA LANDP, T o m 4  
$I& Troisieme Edition Revue et Atlg~nentke, addititxu et c a r m  - tions, page 737. 

1 
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I in the paraxysrns of fevers ; remembering, a t  the ' 
same time, that those are occasionally subject to 
certain perturbations of infeiior cotwqwnce, from 
the attractiorzs of the pfinets. To conceive this, 
is aP that is required. 

I 
I 3dh .To render our knowledge of this principle 

sufficiently pedect, by giving it all the advantages 
af numerical precision, without w 11ich no pllysical 
principle can ever acquire the form and etficiency 
of science, it is necessary that all the ysrious de- 

I gees of increase ar decrease that sol-lunar influence 
is lia,ble to undergo at  various hours of the day 

I and night, shotdd be accurately ascertained, and 
ezpessed i~ nnzrmbers. - 

I t  is to attain. this end that I am now led to pro- 
pose the scheme of an astronomicaE Ephmeris for 
the purposes of medicine and metewoltagy, con- 
taining a column f w  the hord v a ~ * i a t k  of sol- 
I w r  power - both day 'and night, ascertained and 
expressed with all the precision that can be ob- 
tained. 

The perturbing 'fbrm of the maon being found 
by DE LA PLACE to be three, ancl that of the sun , 

one ; and four, therefore, being the whole of the 
perturbing power with which they can act upon 
this globe, we shall obtain by dividing this sum 
into forty parts or tlegrees, a scale sufficiently ex- 
tensive and miau te for expressing all the Meren t  
degrees that can possibly occur. 

By ma& of this Ephemeris, every phenomenon . 
that appears being insiantly and easily compared 
with the existing corresponding degree of sol-lunar 
power, certain general truths will a t  length be ob- 
tained, respecting its agency and interference in 
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the different processes of nature, and operations of , 

art. We shall ultir~lately discover u-here it assists, 
where i t  counteracts, and where i t  produces no ef- 
fects a t  all ; precepts and cautions will thence arise .# 

to direct our conduct : and thus assuming the real 
character and oifict: of science, i t  will becoine an  
instrument of inlprovement and perfection in the 
useful occupatious of life. I n  our nativt country 
the respectable tradesmen, who are employed in 
the iml~ortant national concerns, of supplying our 
fleets. destined for distant voyages and warm cli- 
mates, with wholesome and durable provisions, are 
often unaccountably disappointed in the quality of 
the diff'erent articles which they provide. Perhaps 
they may discover that all the days of the month. 
are not alike farourable for the important processes 
of brewing, and baking, and of preservin-g. meat. 
And perhaps abroad, the manufacturers of indigo, . 

sugar, saltpetre, and opium, rnay find out hereafter, 
that the success of their different operations are not  
altogether unconilected with certain periodsof time. 

To  those who are proficient in astronomy i t  will 
readily occur, that the construction ofan Ephemeris, 
such as that which is proposed, is not merely specu- 
lative or impracticable, It will occur to  thein that 
there is 110 hour or division of the colurnn appropri- 
ated to the variations of sol-lunar power, for which 
the precise degree or quantum of its force is not 
either ascertained by astronoinical theorems already 
demonstrated, or readily deducible from such de- 
motastrations. On those gentlemen, wliose studies 
have qualified them, and whose zeal may incline 
tbein, from a sense of its utility, to complete the con- 
struction of this instrument, I must for the present ' 
rest my hopes. My own imperfect knowledge of as- 
trollom y, ancl the precarious state of n ~ y  health, render 
me at this time totally unequal to such an exertion. 
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CO NCL'USIO N. 
I 
I 

In  concluding this paper, I hope i t  will not:be 
deemed disrespectful, if to prevent future mistakes, 
I should take this opportuni,ty of declaring expli- 

I 

I citly own sentiments respecting the result and 
success of these investigations. 

" Having discovered the Zmus of .fibrife pa- 
t L roxysm,s, and having marked their course and 

I " periods in a manner that was never explained ol: , 

" clone before, I conceive that I have been able to  a 

" unfold a history and theory of fevers entirely 
6 C new; consistent wlth itself in every part, and 

I " with the other ap earaiicrts of nature ;- perfectly 
I " coilformable to t l e  laws discoveretl by the ini- ~ " nlortal NEWTON ; and f capable of producing impor- 

1 " tant improvements in medicine and n~eteorology.". 

I 
I Should these pretensions prove groundless and 

visionary, having submitted them to this Societ 
I shall a t  least obtain the credit of having soug l? t 1 investigation. If they be fair and just, the harm- 
less vanity of proclaiming them will not obliterate 
all their merit. 

Of all the phenomena that occur in the contem- 
plation of animal nature, i t  will be readilyacknow- 
]edged, that the puro.rysmsof:fivers are the n~os t  in- 
teresting to manliind. The history of every age 
declares the dreadfi~l desolations they llave made 
in every country ; and I>y far the greatest portion 
of the h11l:lan race continues. to be swept away by 
.this toi.sii,!e di*it.aae. 



REMARKABLE EFFECTS OF S O L - L U ~ A ~  

The cause, however, that produces these re- 
markable effects, and determines the paroxysm of 

fevers to appear in different cases in various order 
and succession, constituting fevers of diferent  
types; and that again which determines different 
types to come to an entl after certain intervals of 
time, forming these into fevers of dgerent  dura- 
tions, are questions which have hitherto defied the  
research of physicians; and cannot be explained, 
except by the laws of sol-lunar influence. 

T A B L E  I. 

E.~pZains the T ' s  of Fevers. 
The different types that occur in fevers are form- 

ed by febrile paroxysins continuing to return in 
.succession for a certain number of days, a t  an  in- 
terval of twelve, twenty-four,' and .forty-eiqht 
hours; or solrle other larger multiple of twelve 
hours ; and allnost invariably in coincidence with 
.the period of the tides. The types of fevers, there- 
fme, are formed-by the action of sol-lunar influ- 
ence producing parosysms in coincidellce with the 
periods of the titles, at  the intervals I have describ- 
ed: and ditfer from each other, only in do far a s  
their paroxysms return in succession a t  intervals 
for~netl by different multiples of twelve hours. 

To  convey a aeneral idea of this discovery, I 
haveconstructecfl.able I, observing that i t  applies 

. to  explain all the types that I have ever met with 
in India; and agre'es perfectly with the types that 

* are described by other authors. The first of these 
examples, from the perfect coinciclence of its pa- 
roxysms with the period of the tides, I have - 
called a perfect type; .and all the others, from their 
iillperfect coinciclence with those periods, imper- 



fect types. But as the paroxysms of the imperfect 
types, after the commencement of the neaps, are 
generally disposed to become less distinct in 
their form, and therefore not s o  easily reducible to 
the figure of a diagram, I have confined my repre- 
sentation of types to the period of the q r i n g s ;  
when the paroxyslns or fevers happen towards tlie 
middle of the day and night; and are most regu- 
lar and distinct. 

1st. Days are represented by the divisions of the  
horizontal lines of the table. 

gc#y. The aroxysma of fevers are represented by 
dots placed a ! ove and below these lines. 

Sdly. Single dots above the line represent single 
paroxysms happening towards the middle part af 
the day, and are pointed out by the letter d (for 
diuml )  placed a t  their beginning on the left. 

4th4. Single dots k h  the line represent single 
paroxysnls happening towards tbe middle part of 
the night, and ar.e pointed out by the letter n (for 
nocturnal) placed at  their beginning on the left. 
5tR4. Two dots in one division, the one above, 

the other belont the line, denote a diurnal and iioc- 
turnal paroxysm on the same clay. 

6c;Jtly. The dflerent successions of dots on the 
different horizontal lines of the table, proceeding 
from the beginning of the line on the left to i@ 
termination on the right, exhibit examples of va- 
rious successions of paroxysms; constituting spe- 
cimens of diferent febrile types that occur daily In 

course of nature. 
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T A B L E  11. 
Explains the Dzcrations and Crises,of Fevers. 

Fevers of all the different types that are produced 
in the manner tlescribetl in Table I. are l~mitecl to  
forms of diferent durations, by the remarkable re- 
mission w hicll takes place in the power of sol-lunar 
influence on the con~mencement of the neaps ; and 
which brings them a t  these junctures to a termina- 
tion, or crisis, whenever the state of' the body is 
sufficiently disposed to concur in that event. This 
is illustrated by the variations produced in the dwa- 
fion ofpe~f ic t  types as exhibited in this table ; which 
will also serve, without any other diagram, to give 
an idea of the variations produced in a similar 
manner in the cluratio72s of types that ape impeTfect. 

1st. Days are represented by the divisions of the 
horizontal lines of this table. 

2diy. The paroxysms of fevers are represented 

,f 

by dots placed above and below these lines. 
3d4.. Single dots above the lines represent single 

paroxysms happenin$, towards the middle part of 
the day, and are polntetl out by the letter d (for 
diurnal) placed a t  their beginning on the left. 

4thly. Single dots belorn the line represent single 
paroxysms happening. towards the middle part o f  
the night, anti are po~nted out by the letter n (for 
noctu~~ial) placed at their beginning on the left. 

5th<y. Two dots in one division, one above the , 
line, the other below, denote a diurnal and noctur- I 
nal paroxysm on the same day. 

Gthly. The successions of dots on the dif- I 
ferent horizontal lines of the table, proceeding from 
the beginning of the line on the left to their ter- ,I i 
minatioa 'on the rigl~t,  represent the different suc- ( 

cessions of paroxysms that occur in fevers of a 1 
pzrJEct type, (or what are commonly called con- 

i 
i 



I timed fevers,) which ceasing on the mmmeke- 
ment of the news, constitute dtferent d u r a t h o  qf 
perfect t y p ;  and those will serve also to give an 
idea of the variety that may be produced in a sid 
mihr manner in the dbrattbn of type$ that are am-, 

I perfect; commonly called remitting and ,in termit. 
ting fevers. 

7thd . Although single paroxysms will appear 
from t& disposal of the dots in this table to be 
confined to the neaps, and double paroxysms to thd 
springs, i t  must however be understood, that this 
is not always rigidly or invariably true; and they 
are represented here in this manner, only to de- 
note their ,general and prevailing tendency and 
course; which must always be liabk 'to certain de- 
viations, not only from uncommon rtuilrbatiom in 
the state of sol-lunar idhence irselr but alao from 
the usual and regular action of this influence hap- 
ping to exert itself upon extraordinary degrcea 
oS paroxysmal propensity. 

8thZy. The daily postponing of the paroxysms 
cannot be easily represented on a fixed or immove- 
able diagram of this kind. &It the effects which 
it bas of dq t ing  their accesjiom from night to 
morning, about the middle of the neaps, is denoted 
by ahifting the eingle dots, that represent the par- 
oxysms a t  this time, f r m  the nocturnal to the 
diwnal side of the tine. The postponing of thZ 
paroxysms is a phenomenon that has been too little 
attended to in the history of fevers. 

EXPLANATION OF TABLE 111. 

I This is the second Table irl Doctor CURRIE'S 
I Medical Reports on the effects of water, 8ic. ar- 

ranged agreeably to the doctrine of sol4unar in- ! fluence. 
VOL. VIII. D . 



In order to accommodate i t  to this idea, the 
column of the Jarmaly and Februuy admissions 
are removed from the left to the right-hand side of 
the Table; so as to bring all the three months of 
the winter interval to ether, dnd to preserve thC 
natural order in whic f the. admissions followed 
each other, the whole of these two columns is 
raised one step higher: so that the Januory and 
Feebrmary adnlissions of 178 1, are brought upon 
the same line with those of llecenaber 1780, and 
therefore follow them, in this Table, as they really 
occurred ; and so also with all thk rest. 

By this arrangement the admissions of January 
and February 1780, 'are thrown out of their proper 
place at  the top of their respective columns, but 
are inserted at  the bottom; and thus fill up the 
vacancies that ivere occasioned by raising the co- 
lumns in the manner 'described ; and by thls means 
the amount of these columns is preserved the same 
as in the original Table. 

The elevation, however, of the Janua y and Fe- 
brwtry admissio~s above the lines in which ' they 
stood in the original Table, makes a small altera- 
tion in each of the aqnual- amounts; but as that 
does not alter the sum total, nor affect, in the smal- 
lest degree, the present question, i t  is of no conoe- 
quena. 





11114 Paroxysms at various intervals, in 

12 hours, 

24 hours, 

I 24 hours, 

24 hours, 

I 48 hours, 

I 48 hours, 

+and called 

I 
J 













EXTRACT frm a JOURNAL, during the late Cam4 
paign in EGYPT. 

BY C A P T A I N  C. B. BURR. 

A BOITT three miles to the westward of Ginnie, 
on the opposite side of the Nile, are situated 

the ruins of the ancient temple of ISIS, now better 
known to the Arabs by the name of Dendera; be- 
ing a corsuption of Tentyris, which name was 
once borne by a city, of which the present temple 
is all that remains to denote its former splendour. 
f i a t  part which 'still exists, is surrounded by such 
heaps of rubbish, broken zvalls, and fragments of 
an Arab village, long since mouldered on its parent 
ruins, that little is perceptible in approaching, ex- 
cept five clumsy pillars forming part of a detached 
temple at some distance from the gate, with which 
i t  is in a right line, though now separated by a 
tank, filled by the inundation of the Nile, Theae ' 

columns are connected at  their base by a stone 
wall in which there appear to have been eight, one 
at each corner, and on? on either side of an eqd 
trance in front and -rear of the building ; which is 
about forty feet long, and possessing nothing 
worthy attention. 

Beyond this, on the summit, arid partly buried 
in the inoond of rubbish, is a gateway much ruined 
on the side we approacl~ed from, but whose inter- 
nal face is an object of pect~liar admiration: its 
high state of preservation, the excellence of its 
sc~~lpture, the simplicity of th'e style, the excellent 
execution of the figures, chiefly female, the hiero- 
glyphics, and other ornamental parts, excited my 
surprise beyond what I had expected or thought 

D 2 
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possible. I t  is p~.obably rather an advantage to 
the temple, its being so suri.ounded with ruins as 
to be secreted till >.ou approach 'sufficiently near, 
to  ~ece ive  a more perfect imp~ession of its beau- 
ties. The rubbish, however, with which i t  is 
choaked up, confines the sisht too much, and 
almost precludes the possibility of viewing the 
building with so p ~ i  an as would a'rise 
fronl a tp-eater choice of -situation on the part of 
the spectatm. Passing this gateway, the passage 
tl~rough which is also beaudfu'ully sculptud, we 
reached on the right hand a temple, smrmlnded 
by a gallery still entire, though almost buried ; 
the whole ornamented with a variety of figures, 
s~~rrounded with hieroglyphics, which dm~btl'e,ss 
explain the meaning of the various objects, some  
human, others of a Jess definite nature; h e  work- 
manship is in very great preservation, bitt the gal- 
lery so filled as to prevent our stantling erect, though 
the body of this temple, into which we descended, 
was near thirty feet in height, coverid with large 
slabs of stone. The entrance to  this edifice is 
through a carridore supported on pillan ahnost bu- 
ried in the ruins. 

The grancl temple, re t i~rd  from the gateway nbon t 
fifty yards, presents a front of ope hundred and 
forty feet a t  the base ; a t  least what is now the ter- 
replaill :" and abont sixty feet in height, the rest be- 
ing invisible. This part is in the most perfect state ; 
the fillet, torus, and almost every ornamental part, . 
save what the bigotry of the Arabs has induced them 
to deface, being in excellent preservation. I n  t h e  
centre an entrance of nineteen feet lends into a peri- 
style divjcled by three rows of columns on either 
sideof twenty-two and a half feet ci~.cuinference, t h e  
front row conllected to each other, a t  their bases, by 
a mall ; which, from a part that has been cleared 



away by the h a m  to ascertain the elevation of the 
I building, exceeds ten feet in height; from the top of ' this to the entablature of the columns, the s ace is 

leftopen; within are nine pillars to the rig ! t and , 
left, (tallying in siae and design with those in froat,) 
that support the roof of tlse peristyle; which is or- 
namented in the most beautiful styie, with a vast va- 
riety of figures, and representatians of aquatic 
scenes. Many groupes of men and beasts are hem 
represented; some perfectly of a terrestrial and fami- 
liar nature, others allegorical, amongst which is a 
fine figure of a bull butting a t  the new Moon. The 
dresses, the utensils, canoes, and Inally of the articles 
of the domestic aconomy of the ancient Egyptians, 
are herein represented in the most minute and pleas- 
ing mannet:; and the entire state of these figures, 
not only id shape, hut colouring, conveys the most 
perfect idea of the habits of. the times. A vast re- 
%mblance exists in the dresses with those at  p r e s a t  
worn in India; the cholie of the women, the nwizd, 
and many others, claiming a direct comparison. It 
has often struck me, and never more forcibly than in 
contemplating this ten~ple and its sculptures, that 
there must have existed a much greater affinity in the 
customs of, and of course a more friendly intercourse 
amongst, the nations of the East,forinerly, \vllen 
they pursued one systen~ of worship, t h in  since the 
introduction of Christianity and Mul~o?netanism; 
which, by generating the most rooted and inveterate 
prej~tctices, have estranged the afl'ections of mankind 
from those, tv1101n no political difference co~lld ever 
have affected. Of this we had an example even 
amzllgst the present ioliabita~ts, who, regarcling us 
as infidels, hate us, thougll we cnrne as friends. 
Their dislike, however, they founci it prudcn t to con- 
ceal; hu t  they were not equally rca.erved ~vi t l~respect  
to the Hinrloos, whom they often expressed tlieir ab- 
horrence of. This detestatiorl of' Fugariaiti llas in- 
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duced them, and doubtless been their sole motive 
for taking so,much pains, to mutilate every figure 
.of Isrs, whose features are chisseled out; and many 
of the other figures, wbose situations were not so 
elevated as to preserve them from the destructive 
contact of the Arab, have auffered al~nost perfect - annihilation. All beyond it, however, are extremely 
perfect, and the who!e ceiling, with one or two 
trifling exceptions, is entire ; the capitals of the pil- 
lars are square, each fdce having had a,representa- 
tion of ISIS'S head oo it, .which, though so roughly 
handled, the turban has in 110 instance been destroy- 
ed, and the colouring of it, the bandeaus, and other 
decarations, are still In the greatest perfection. The 
atone of which the temple is b.uilt is a kind of free- 
stone, As this would not receive either polish or 
paint, .fi res and hieroglyphics,, with which every I part o f t  e peristyle, both internally and externally, 
is Covered, have, in the interior, been plastered over 
with a fine cement, which has not only received a 
polish that his stood the test of ages, but has re- 
tained the brilliancy of the tints, particularly the 
blue, in a manner almost incredible. The mystia 
symbol of the wihged Orb, of which reiterated re- 
presentations decorate the ceiling of the central 
division of the peristyle, extending entirely across, 
bears the brightest hues ; the same mysterious ty e - 

rl adorns the entablature over the entrance, and t e 
interior face of the sanie part of the gateway; the - - 

walls are covered with various sculptures, repre- 
senting different parts of the history of Isr s, one or 
two of the principal figures in each, being evirleatly , 

the same, though each cornpaLtment into which the 
wall is divided, represents some separate event; 
but above the head of I s ~ s ,  on each of the sides of , 

/ 

each column, the two central front ones exceptecl, 
is the Deity's birth, without variation, all most ele, 
gan tly e x a u  ted, and exact coun terpart4 of eacl~ 
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other. The interior length of this peristyle is one 
hundred and twen ty-three fcet, and sixty-four d ~ e p  ; 
the walls, at either end, near nine feet thick, decreas- 
ingexternally as they ascend; thbslabsof stoneform- 
ing the roofs, are over the centre columns, twenty- 
five feet long, about six bruad, and extremely thick. 

Hence, by a large portal of elegant architecture, 
w e  entered the vestibule, the roof' of which, consi- 
derably lower than that of the peristyle, is supported 
by six pillars, t111:ee on either side; their decorations 
m u c h  mutilated : the little that is visible, shews 
them to be fluted. This room is about half the 
length and bl-eaclth of the outer one, but being 
nearly filled with rubbish, we passed through ano- 
ther  large doer, into a room of the same length and 
height, but narrow enough to admit of large slabs 
reaching across without the-intervention of pillars. 
Apertures are cut in the ceiling to admit air and 
l ight ;  and a passage or door, to the right and left, 
leads to ot%er arts of the temple. Facing the 
door where we p, acl entered, is another which led 
into a third room rather lar r, and lighted in like r manner from above ; from t lese there are four doors 
leading to different parts of the building, to the 
right 'and left; and a portal facing that by which 
w e  had entered, which k d  us into a dark recess 
about thirty feet long, and twenty-five broad, whose 
roof in like manner consisted of transversal slabs. 
This .probably svas the great sanctuary, at the fur- 
ther extsernity of which was a hole, through which 
we were enabled to descend into a vault, which, like 
the  rest of  the apartments, is nearly filled with earth. 
We, however, ascertaintrcl by our lights, that the 
floor above was forlnetl of nuillerous small slabs of 
stone cernentecl to each other, and destitute of any 
other support than what they derived froin the ju- 
dic ia l~  mapprr i n  which they were united. - Re- 
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turning hence, after visiting some rooms to our , 

right, we weut through a passage to the left tha t  
led to  an apartment, where we in vain endeavored 
t o  maintain our ground against a host of bats, that  
finally obliged us to resume the course of this pas- 
sage, which led by many steps of ea6y ascent, and 
many wiildiiigs round their centre, to the summit 
of the temple ; in approaching which it branches off 
to  the right and left, the latter opening to a corri- 
dore, within which was a sanctuary, through the 
floor of which a perforation afforded light to a +rt 

I of the temple which h a d ~ o t  fallen ulider our obser- 
. vation, On the ceiling of this corridore, which is 

about twenty feet long, and half that breadth, is a cu- 
rious feinale figure sculptured in relievo, represented 
in  a Bent, extended posture. The limbs, though dis- 

ro ortioned, are particularly beautiful: it is in the 
RigRest preservation, and worthy peculiar attention. 
By some steps projecting from the rear of the peri- 
style, we ascended to its su~~lmi t ,  whence we com- 
manded a fine view of the country; Ginnie, our 
camp, and the meanderi~igs bf the river; in our 
Tear was a spacious burial ground ; beyond an ex- 
tensive desert. The intesvening chstance to the 
.Nile was covered with rushes, and a thorny weed 
which gave the coun:rv a verdant appearance, and 
supplied the place 07 a kxuriant cultivatioii. 
The numerous villases, each shaded by its grove of 
dates, affordecl a taint conception of an Indian 
scene, but the sterility of the neighbollring deserts 
that hountletl4he contractetl landscape, forbade the 
indulgence of the pleasing cornparibon. 

On the slabs are cut the names of several French 
travellkrs, who visited the place in 1779, and one 
of a democrat, dated the year eight. 

Leaning over the temple, I discovered, o n  the 
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fillet, a G e e k  inscription in a state of great preser- 
vation, which I transcribed, and afterwards revised 
from below ; unfortunately the information it cow 
veye is trifling, and the obliteration of a part prevents. 
its being of that utility I had at first .anticipated. 

. Though we had ascended by the stairs, the mound 
of ruins on one-side presented a more ready descent; 
and industriously profiting of the moment, we lost 
n o  time in completing our observations. 

The F T ~ P L ~  have been digging round, and within 
the temple, in different places, to. ascertain its di- 
mensions, and we were i.ndebted for our access to 
many of the rooms, to the pains taken by them to 
discover their en trances ; for which purpose they 
.haye removed a great deal of rubbish. The whole 
exterior of the temple is in perfect preservation, ex- 
cept the defacement which n ~ a a y  of the figures 
within reach have suffered. On the somth and west 
faces are some very elegant spouts for carrying off 

'.water, issuing from tlie ~nouths of couchant lions, 
decorated with rams-horns. The whole summit of 
the temple is disfigured by heaps of rubbish, and 
fragments of-' walls, as also the mounds which sur- 
round it, which probably owe their esistence to a 
colonade, or some range of bail(1ings with which it 
was enclosed, and which are no\\; buried. To the 
southeast, at some hundred yards distance, is a 
ruiner1 gateway boasting litde beal~ty ; it is situated 
a t  the foot of the e~ninence on which the temple is 
built, and being almost beyond the range of the 
present ruins, might have belonged to some other 
edifice. Some wretched Ambs, who employ thetn- 
selves in digging amongst the ruins, hrought us a 
few Roman coins, which we purchased. 

Though we had been several hours in contem- 
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\ plating the beantiful monument before us, yet we 
had conceived but an inadequate idea of its varied 
perfections ; so inany objects occurred to arrest our 
attention, each discovering some peculiar attraction, 
that i t  would have afforded ample occupation during 
our remaining stay at Ginnie, to have 6estowed on 
each the consideratiop they merited; a circum- 
stance which g!eatly damped the anxiety I had be- 
fore felt. to v is~t  Thebes, where such an infinity of 
matter presents itself to the iaquisitive traveller. - 

Our Indian followers, who had attended us, be- 
held the scene before them with a degree of admira- 
tion bordering on veneration, arising not only from 
the affinity they traced in several of the figures to  
their own deities, but from their conviction of its 
being the work of some Rricshas, who they con- 
ceived had visited the earth to transmit to an ad- 
miring posterity a testimony of supernatural talent& 

I shall dismiss this subject by observing, that 
though the conteinplation of these surprising mo- 
numents of the genius of the ancient Egyptians cre- 
ates a high idea of their civilization, and respect for 
their antiquity and progress in arts, i t  is obvious they 
are greatly indebted to a beneficent providence, 
which by placing them in a temperature, where the 
frequent and sudden tfansitions of climate seldom 
if ever occur, has given to their works a permanence 
they could never have derived from the combined 
power and art of man ; though it  must be allowed, 

' 

that, notwithstanding the apparent aridity of the 
atmosphere, owing to the almost perpetual abseucc 
of rain, the exhalations' from the circumjacent in- , - 

* It is an opinion in Egypt, that the fall of these dews, not only . 
averts the plague, but cures those who are affected with it. 

N. B. SON~NI, in vol. 111, of his Travels in Emgypt, giva very 
correct deli~~eations of some of the most remarhbk sculptures ~f 
Ibis temple. 



uadation are so great as to occasion, a t  one period 
of the year, a humidity little inferior to that which 
would proceed from actual imtnersion ; and which 
in dmr consequences would equally atiect that 
brilliancy of colouring which has stamped a cha- 
racterisxic preeminence on these chcj'd'euvres. 

TO ROBERT HOME, ESQ. 
Sectzta~ to the Asiatic Society. 

HE ingenious and learned author of the inquiry T~~~ into the life and writings of HOMER speaks of 
abstracted mythology, as the result of reat searqh 
and.science : being a comparison of t f e harmony 
and discord,> the resemblance and dissimilitude, of 
the powers and parts of the universe, it often con- 
sists of their finest proportions and .hidden apti- 
tudes, set together and personated by a being act- 
ing like a mortal. 

It is from this and similar observations of this ia- 
structrive writer, qnd from the history of the Hea- 
vem by the Abbe PLUCPIE, that I have been led to 
investigate the mythology of India; and to apply 
their mode of reasoning to a system which has ge- , 

nerally been considered as a heap of wild and ex- 
travagant fable. 

\ 

In fact we must view the images of Indza in the 
light of hieroglyphics, and endeavour to develope 
the allusion : this is the object of the accompany- 
ing attempts ; but I only offer my conjectures ; I 
insist upon no hypothesis. 

Jf these essays should be deemed acceptable by 



tbc Society, it mill be an inducement .to me to eoa- 
h u e  the research. 

I am, Sir, your obedient Servant, 
J. D. PATERSON. 

DACCA, Qe 4th January, 1803. 

Of the ORIGIN of the HINDU RELIGION. 
BY J. I). PATERSON, ESQ. 

T HE Hindu religion ap ears to me to have been 
originally a reform o f existing systen~s, when 

the arts and sciences had arrived a t  a degree of 
perfection ; that it was intended to correct the fe- 
rofiousness and corruption of the times, and to re- 
duce mankind t o y  artificial order on a firmer base 
of polity ; that i t  was the united effort of a society 
of sages, who retained the priesthood to themselves, 
and rendered it hereditary in their familes, by the 
division of the people into separate casts ; that it 
was supportecl by the regal authority, whiqh, while 
i t  controllecl, i t  supported in retilril : that i t  was 
PI-omulgated in all i ts  perfection a t  once as a, reve- 
lation of high antiquity, to stamp its decrees with 
greater authority; and that i t  was founded on pure 
Deism, of which the Gayatri, translated by Sir 
W L L L I A B ~  JONES, is a striking proof; but to com- 
ply with the gross ideas af the multitude, who re- 
qnired a visible object of their devotion, they perw 
scnitied the three great attributes of the deitr. 

The first founders of the Hindu religion do not 
a p p c x  to have had the intention of' bewildering 
their folioivers with inetaphysical definitioni ; their 
desci~ipcion of the clcity was confined to those at- 
tributes which the wondess of the crcatioil so loudly 
attest: his almighty power to create; his piovl- 



dence to reserve ; and his power to annihi&e or 
change w t be has created. 
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In  fact, no idea of the deity can be formed be  
yond this: it is simple, but i t  focces cmvi t t i ,m 
upon the mind. This simplicity, however, was 
destroyed when they attempted to describe these 
attributes to the eye by hieroglyphics ; perhaps let- 
ters had not then been invented, in which case 
they could have no other mode of instruction than 
by signs and embiematical figures. 

-In order to impress on the minds of mes a sense 
of their total and absolute dependance or1 him, by 
whom they live, and from whom they hake their 
being, they invented the hieroglyphical figures of 
RRAHMA V I S H N U ~ I ' V A .  

As emblematical of 
Creation . . - Preservation- Destruction. 

These are referred to 
Matter0 . Space - Time. 

And painted them 
W---  Blue White. 
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BRAHMA had o~qinally five heads, alluditig to the 
five elements; hdnce in one of the forms given to ,' 

SI'VA, as the Creator, he is likewise represented 
with five heads. But the introduction of i m a p  
soon led the mass of mankind to consider these per- 
sonified attributes as real distinct personages; and as 
one error brings with i t  many athers in its train, 
Inen separated into sects, each selecting one of the 
triad, the particular object of their devotion, i? 
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In the course of investigating the ceremonies of / 

the Hz'ndw, , and in attempting to develope their 
meaning, it will be found necessary to compare ' 

them with the ceremonies and rites of Egypt: the 
resemblance is strikiug ; they mutually serve to ex- 
plain eaqh other; and leave no doubt in my mind 
of their connexion, or rather identity. 

Tl~e annihilation of the sect and worship of 
BRAHMA, as the ISWARA or supreme lord, is alle- 
gotically described in the Ch'ic'hand of the Scanda 
Purdn, where the three powers are mentioned as 
contending for precedency. VISHNU, at last, ac- 
knowledges the superiority of SI'VA; but BRAHMA, 
on account of his presumptuous obstinacy and 

ride, had one of his heads cut off by SI'VA, and fkpd. abolished. 

The intent of this fable is evidently to magnify 
the sect of SI'VA above those of BRAHMA and 
VISHNU ; and if, instead of the Dkatiis themselves, 
who are described as the actors in this allegoiical a rama). we substitute the contending sects, the fa- 

ble will appear not destitute of foundation in histo- 
rical fact.. 

Of the VA'HANS, or VEHICLES Oftke GODS. 

When the symbolical worship was introduced, 
the vehicles of the new deities were necessarily 
allegorical : the Ydham of the three supreme per- 
eonified attributes were purity, truth, and just~ce ; 
the first was typified by the Swan,' which,. clothed 
with unspotted whiteness, swims amidst the waters, 
as it were distinct from, and unsullied by them, as 
the truly pure mind remains untainted amidst the 
surrounding-te.rbptations of the world. 
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GARU'DA and ARU~NA are two brothers, the one 

remarkable for his strength and swiftness, the other 
(ARV'NA) is described as imperfect, and, on ac- 
count of his defects, destined to act as chariateer to 
the Sun. ABU'NA is the dawn, the. morning twi- 
light, which precedes the Sun: GAEU'D.~ is perfect 
light, the dazzling full blaze of day, the type of 
truth, the celestial Yihan of VISIINU. 

I 

Justice, typified in the sacred bull, is the Viiha~ . 
of SI'VA. The Bull, whose body is PpramVwpra, 
and whose every joint is a virtue; whose three 
horns are the three Yiclas'; whose tail ends where 
Ad'krma, or injustice begins. 

Of OSIRIS, HORUS, TYPHON, and BBAHMA, 1-IS* 
NU, and SI'VA. 

IF we consider the Egyptian O s r ~ r s  not as a 
name, bat as a title of supremacy, which each sect, 
as their doctrmes became in turn the established 
lrligiun of the country, applied exclusively to the , object of their worship; and if we consider it as 
the same with the Sanscrit ISWARA (the Suprem 
Lord), it will greatly illustrate the identity of the 
religions of Egypf and Hindostan, by a close coin- 
cidence of l~istorleal fact. The three great attri- 
butes of the Deity had ip course of time been , 
erected into distinct Deities, and mankind had di- 

- vided into sects, some attaching tllenlselves t s  
R s a ~ a i ~ ,  some tc, VISHNU, and others to Sdva. 
The contention of schismatics from the.sarne stock, 
is always more inveterate than where the dXe- 
m e  is total, the sect of BBAHMA claimed 
exclusive pre-eminence for the chject of their 
choice, as being the c~atiwe power, the I s w ~ a a ,  
or Supreme Lord. Tbe two other w'ts joined 



! 
@inst the followers of BRAHMA, and obtained so 
complete a victory as to abolish totally that word 
ship j the sect of SI'VA, being the most powerful, 

1 rendered theirs the established religion, and claim- ' ed for Sr'va, in his turn, the exclusive title of 
I'S'WARA. The sect of VISHNU, or HEHI, at length 
emerged from its obscurity, and, in concert with the 
followers of the Sacti, or female power, destrsyed 
and abolished the sect and worship of SI'VA ; thus 
VISHNU, or HERI, became the I'S'WARA, and his 
worship the established religion. This seems to 
have been the case i11 Egypt; for, if we substitute 
the name of OSIRIS for ~ J R A H M A ,  HORUS for VISH- 
N U  or HERI, TYPHON for SI'VA, and Isrs for the 
female rinciple, the history agrees in all its parts. 
A proo f?' of the identity of SI'VA and TYPHON is 
the title of BABON. Mr. BRYANT says, that " BA- 
" BON was thought to have been the same as TY- 
" PHON, by some esteemed a ,female, and the wife 
" of that personage." One of the titles of SI'VA is 
BHUBAN, or rather BHUVAN-I'S'IVARA, the Lord of 
the Universe; his consort, in this character, is 
styled BHUVAK-I'S'WARI', which may have occa- 
sioned the uncertainty mentioned by Mr. BRYANT, 
with respect to the sex of that Deity, since Bhu- 
van, (world), or the Universe, io a part of the titlr . 
of either. 

The Sun is one of the forms of HERI, or VISHWU; 
0srsrs.and H o ~ u s  are both supposed to have been 
the Sun. The I~u l ia )~  expedition of O s x ~ r s  coincirles 
with the adventures of RA'MA, ene of the incarna- 
tions of VISIJNU. The four months sleep of -Ho~us 
tallies with the four months sleep of VISBNU. 

The sacred Bull, the vehicle of Srfva,. was the 
emblem of justice, and peculiarly sacred to him 
amongst the Idianr ; and the livlng anirnal itseif 
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was venerated qt Menzphis and Thebes, under the 
names of APIS and h l ~ ~ v ~ s .  The Phalloe of OSIRIS 
was an ob'ect of wosship, and it is known to be the 

i' hieroglyp lic of SI'VA : and lastly, OSIRIS, like 
BRAHMA, is described as a great lawgiver. 

If the conjecture I have set out with in this article, 
be considered with attention, i t  will account for the 
mixed character of the Grecian BACCHUS. 

1 .  

The word Surd in Samcrit signifies both wine and 
true wealth ; hence in the first C'hand of the I2d- 
*an of VA'LMI'C it  is expressly said, that the D k -  
rratds, having' ~eceived the Surd, acquired the title 
of Surm, and the Daityas that of Asura from not 
having received it. The Villa is represented as t h a t  
wine and true wealth ; and the Dtvaths as enjoying 
it in a superior degree, being termed Suras: the 
prince, or supreme leader of the Suras, became in 
the Grecian Deity (by a confined translation of the 
word), the god of wine and drunkards. 

BACCHUS, or OSIRIS, was represented by an equi-  - 
lateral triangle; SI'VA has the same hieroglyphic : 
the worshi of BACCHUS was the same as that w h i c h  
is pait1 to d I'VA ; i t  had the same obscenities, the 
same blootly rites, and the same emblem of the ge- 
nerative power. 

In  BACCHUS n ~ a y  be, traced the characteristics of 
each of the personages in the Indian triad ; and t h i s  
may be accounted for by supposing the Greehs to 
haie  been deceived by the title OSIHIY; thev, con- 
sidering it  as the name of an individual, kingled 
the characters and adventures of all the three in one 
personage. BACCHUS may possibly be derived from 
a title of VRIHASPATI, VA'G-I's'A, the lord of' 
speech, which might be applied to BRAHMA' as the 
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husband of SARABWATI', the' goddese of: speech. 
The Greeks .called him Bnoi\iros, as Sir WILLIAM 
JONES says, without, knowing why ; and he war 
styled by the Romans, l l j ~ u ~  A : his feasts were' ct- 
lebrated for several clays at the winter solstice; 
from him they were called Br~malia, and the win- 
ter solstice itself B r u m .  

The crescent of SI'VA may have saggested the 
horns of BAC(:HUS ; and his army of Safyru, and vic- 
tories in ,fndia, shew the resemblance of this part of 
his character to VISHNU as RA'MA, who, with his 
army of monkies, overran the peninsula of India. 

It  was a common practice with the Greeks to dis- 
guise their own ignorance of the purport of a fo- 
reign word, by supplying a word of a similar sound; 
but different meaning, in their own language, and 
inventing a story to agree with it: thus Mdru, or 
the north pole, the sup osed abode of the Dtvatds, 
being considered as t /'I e birth-place of the God, 
gave 'rise to the fable of Bacc~us ' s  second birth 
from the thigh of JUPITER, because Mera ,  a Greek 
word approaching Miru  in sound, signifies the 
thigh in that language. S ~ V A  is descl.ibed as taking 
the form of a Sinh, in the battle of DU RGA' and 
MAHISHA/SURA; he seizes the monster with hie 
claws and teeth, and overthrows him, while DUB- 
GA: with her spear, finishes the conquest by his 
death. Thus B a c c ~ u s ,  under the same form, is 
described as destroying the giant R H ~ C U I .  

R h ~ c u m  retorsisti Leonis 
Unguiblcs horribidique Mala. 

The Hindu sacrifices to D U R ~ A ~  and CA'LI' rescm- 
ble those of B a c c ~ u s .  When the stroke is given, . 
.which severs the head of the victim from its body, the 
cymbals strike up, tho Sanc'ha or Bwcinum is blgw~,  

E a 
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Ling; hence SI'VA'S title of ARGHANA'T'H, and in 
the Agama, ARGHA-I+s'A, both meaning the Lord 
of the sacred .Vessel Argha. 
' 

VISHNU is represented, in the tenth Avatdr, as 
the destroying power, thus ascsibing to him the 
attribute of SI'VA. 

VISHNU is represented by. the Yaishnavas with 
four arms, and in each hand he bears a symbol. 
These svlnbols seem intended to unite the three 
great atiributes in him, and to express his universal 
rupremacy. The Lgtos typifies his creative power, 
(in allusion to the Lotos which sprang ti-om his na- 
vel). The Sanc'ha typifies his .attributes of preser- 
vation, and the inace that of destruction; while 
-the Ctiucra expresses his universal supremacy, as 
Chncru-YartZ, or Lord of the Chacra, when .applied 
to amonarch, indicates universal empire ; applied to 
aPundit, the possessor of the whole circle of Science. 

~ f ~ i v * , &  the C a ~ a n v ~  POWER, a d  BHAv*/NI'. 

Of Ca1~-----a)2cl--- CA'LI'. 
When the persoi~ified attributes of the Deity 

ceased to be considered as mere hieroglyphics ; when 
;mankind began to view them in the light of distinct 
persons, and attaching thenlselves to the worship 
of one or of the other exclusiyely, arranged them- 
relves into sects, the worshippers of SI'VA intro- 
duced the doctrines of the eternity of matter. In 
order to reconcile the apparent contradiction of as- 
signing the'attribute of creation to the principle of 
destruction, they asserted, that the dissolution and 
destruction of bodies was not real, with respect to 
matter, which was indestructible itself, although 
its inodifications were in a constant successioii of 
mutation ; that the power which continually ope- 

, rate8 these changes, must necessarily unite in itsdf 
E 3 
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the attributes of creation and apparent destruction: 
that this power, and matter, are two dlstinc t and co- 
existent principles in nature; the one agent, the 
other patient; the one mule, the other fkrnak; and - that creation was the effect of the mystic union of 

4 these principles. 

The hieroglyphic of this union was worshipped 
under a variety of names, BNAVA and RHAYA'NI; 

, MAHADE'VA and M A H A ~ ~ ~ A ' Y A ' ,  &c. Thus the 
attribute of creation was usurped from BRAHMA, 
by the foilowers of SI'VA, to adorn and charac- 
terize their favorite Deity. 

This seems to have been a popular worship, for a 
great lengtl~ of time. Two sects, however, sprang 
up out of it : the one person~fied the whole uuiverse, 
and the dispensations of. providence in the regula- 
tion thereof, ip to  a Godtless; this sect retained the 
female syml)ol only, and rleeominated theluselves 
Shcta, as worsllil)pers of the Sacti, or fenlale power, 
cxclusi\~ely, which they called Pracriti; and 
whicl1 we, fsorn the Latin, tern1 nature. 

The other sect insisted, that there was but one, 
eternal, first ciuse; that every thing existinq, de- 
rived its existence from the sole enersy of that first 
cause ( ~ J ' i r a ~ e n ) .  

I n  order, therefore, to express their icleas of the ,' 
absolute independence of this supreme owrer upon 
any extra co-operation, they took for t g eir s?-inl,ol 
the male emblern, unconnected with that of the fe- 
male ; a thirtl sect likewise arose, which intentled 
to reconcile the idea of the unity of godhead with 
that  of the existence of matter ant1 spirit; they, 
therefore, contended, that the union of those two 

rinciples was so mysteriously intimate as to form 
gut ouc being, which they ppreesented by a figure 
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I ' half inale and half female, ancl clenonlinated HARA- 

GIURI', and AKDHANA'KI' IS'WARA. It is probable 
that the idea of obscenity was not originally at- 
tached to  these s.ymbols : ah1 it is likely, that the 
inventors themselves might not have foreseen the 
disorders which this worship would occasionan~ongst 
mankind. Profligacy eagerly embraces what flat- , 
ters ite propemities, ancl Ignorance follows blindly 
wherever example excites : it is, therefore, no won- 
der that a geneyal corruption of manners skould 
ensue, increasing i l l  proportion as r l ~ e  distance of 
time involved the origil~ni meaning of the symbol in 
darkness and oblivion. Obscene mirth hecaine the 
principal feature of the popular s~lpersrition, and was, 
even in after time@, extenclecl to, and intel-lningled 
with, gloomy rites and bloody sacnfices. An he- 
tero~eneous mixtilre, which appears totaliy irse- 
concileable, unless by tracing the steps which led 
to it. I t  will appear that the ingrafting of a new 
symbol, upon the old superstition, occasioned this 
strange medley. The sect of V r s ~ x u  was not 
tvholly free froin the propensity of the tiines to ob- 
scene rites ; it had been united in interest with that 
of SI'VA, ill their league against the sect of URAH- 
aa, as was expressed by an image, called HAR- 
HERI, half SI'VA ancl half VISHNU. Tliis unioii 
seems to have continued till the time when an em- 
blem of an abstract idea, having been erected into ' 

an object of worship, iiltroduced a .revolution in 
religion, which Inti a violent and extended effect 
upon the inanuers and opinions of mankind. 

It was then that a gloomy superstition arose, 
which spreacl its baneful influence with .rapidity 
amongst inankind; which degraded the Deity into 
an implacable tyrant; which filled its votaries with 
imaginary terrors ; which prescribed dreadful rites ; 
and exacted penances, mortifications, and expiatory 
sacrifices. In  short, i t  was the worship of CA'L 

E4 
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and CA'LI', introduced by the sect of SI'VA, which 
caused a total separatioi~ of the sect of VISHNU, and 
introduced those religious wars which, in distant 
ages, seem to have distracted mankind; and of 
which traces are, even at  this day, to be found. 

With n view to ~ i t e  the three great attributes of 
creation, preservation, and destruction in one sym- 
bol, the S aivas personified the abstract idea of time 
(Cat%), which may, figuratively, be said to create, 
preserve, and destroy. They therefore distinguished 
artificial time and eternit with peculiar emblems, tu in which the attribute o destruction, the cha~ac- 
teristic of SI'VA, evidently predominates. The per- 
sonified Sacti, ar energy of each of these allegorical 

ersonages, was decorated with corresponding em- 
Elem, The contemplation of the distinctions of 
day and night ; of the light and dark divisions of 
the month ; of the six months night and six months 
day of the Gods (occasioned b the apparent obli- 
quity of the Sun's path); and i astly, the contrast , 
of the visible creation with eternal night, suggested 
the idea of painting C A ' ~  white and CA'LI' black, 

TO SI'VA they have given three eyes ; probably 
to denote his view of the three divisions of time, 
the past, the present, and the future. A crescent 
on bio forebead pourtrays the measure of time by 
the phases ~f the Moon. A serpent forms a neck- 
lace to denote the measure of time by years. A 
second necklace, foj~ned of human skulls, n~arks 
the lapse and revolution of ages, and the extinction 
and succession of the generations of mankind. l ie  
holds a trident in one hand, to shew that the three 
great attributes $re in him assembled and uniteti. 
h- the other hand is a kind of rattle, called 'damaru, 
shaped like an hour glass: I arn inclined to think, 
i t  was really: at  first, intended as such; since it 
ggrees with the character of the Deity ; aed a sand 
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I gheri is mentioned, in the Sastra, as one of the 

modes of measuring time, and of ascertaining the 
length of a gheri. 

In the hieroglvphic of the Mah6 P ~ a l a y a ,  (or 
grand consumma6on of all things, when time itself 
shall be no more,) he is represented as trodden under 

foot  by MAHA' CA'LI', or Eternity. 

He is there deprived of his cre'scent, trident, and 
necklaces, to shew that his dominion and powers are 
nomore. He  is blowing the tremendous horn, which 
announcee the annihilation of all created things. 

MAIIA' CA'LI', black and .dreadful, is encompasa- 
ed by symbols of destruction: two of her hands 
see111 employed in the work of death: of the other 
two, one appears pointing downwards, alluding to 
the universal havoc which surrounds her,: while 
the other, pointing upwards, seems to promise the 
regeneration of nature, by a new creation. 

When the Sun .begins his southern declination, 
the night of the Gods begins : that is, when their 
supposed abode, Mkru, (the north pole) begins to  
be involved in a night of six months: and, .as this 
period may he considered as a type'of Afghh Pra- 
laya, the worship of MAHA' CA'LI' is celebrated at 
the comlnenceiilent thereof. 

31.1 HA' CA'LI' is represented without a crescent, 
(the artificial measure of time,) because it is,unne- 
cessary to her character as the hieroglyphic of eter- 
nity. Hut the belief of the Hindus in successive 
destructions and renovations of the Universe, ac- 
counts for her wearing a Mund Mild, or necklace 
of skulls, as emblematical of those revolutions. 

~ ~ A H A '  CA'L, a8 represented in the caverns of  
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Elepanta, had eight arms. In one hand he holds 
a human figure1 in another a sword, or sacrificial 
axe; in a third he I~olds a basin of blood; and with 
a fourth he rings over it the ' sacrificial bell : two 
otherarms are broken off; but with the two re- 
maining he is drawing behind him a veil, which 
extinguishes the sun, and involves the whole Uni- 
verse In one undistinguished ruin. One of the titles 
of this tremendous Deity is BHAIRAVA, the horrific, 
but his principal designation is CA'L AGNI RUDHA. 

I f  the contemplation of the grand consli~nmation 
of all created things struck the mind of the initiated 
Brlthmen with awe; the'uninformed mass of people 
would not be less affected with the dreadful ap- 
pearance and implacable character of this Deity. 
10 appease and reconcile so tremendous a Hekg 

, would naturally become an object of the greatest 
necessity ancl anxiety; the personified metaphor of 
all-devouring time, presented to their eyes- a divi- 
nity delighting in blood and slaughter; the zeal of 
worshippers encreased in proportion to their terrors. 
The unenlightened mind dwells with disturbed and 
anxious attention upon horrors of its own creation; 
and superstition takes its form and colour from the 
objects which excite it : hence arose those bloody 
rites, those consecrated cruelties, and those astonish- 
ing penances, which not only obtained in India, but 
pervaded almost every part of the ancient World. 
Thus a new sul>erstition was grafted upon the old, 
as much adapted, by its vain terrors, to &grade the 
hnrnan mind, as the former had been to corrupt it. 

If it was intended to instruct inankind in the 
hieroglyphic language of former ages, and to shew 
them how absolutely necessary it was, to make a 
sacrifice of t t ~ i r  vices and clepraved appetites, be- 
fore they could render themselves acceptable to the 
Deity, could any way be more natural than to typify 
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tho*, vices by animals whose propensities are ana- 
logous to them; and by the allegorical slaughter of 
them before the altar of the Deity, to  denote the 
sacrifice required. T o  the uninformed multitude 
such an hieroglyphic would seem to prescribe the 
actual sacrifice of the animal. The emblcrnatical 
appaiatus of CA'L and CA'LI' would confirm them 
in tile error; and when once the idea was admitted, 
that the -blood of aili~nals was acceptable to  the 

1 Deity, fjinaticism wouhl soon demand human vie- 
, tinis. I i~rni l i~l t ion and presents appease earthly 

princes; but. the divinity of fanaticism was sup 
posrtl to require more costly offerings, and the se- 
verest mortifications which inventive zeal could 
augeest; a false pride, and vain ambition of dis- 
playing superior sanctity, excited an emulation 
amongst the deluded zealots, which steeled the heart 
against pain, and supported the sufferers under all 
their self-inflicted torments. 'I'his artificial insensi- 
bility acquired the reputation of inspired fortitude; 
and the aclniiration of ignorant multitudes repid 
the fanatic for his roluntal-y tortures. 

Such were the disorders which arose out of the 
worship of e~nblematical Deities. 

The doctrines of the Saivus seen1 to have extended 
theniselves over the greatest portion of mankind; 
they spread alnougst remote nations, who were ig- 
norant of the origin ant1 meaning of the rites they 
atloptctl: ant1 this ignorance may be considered as 
the cause of the mixture and confusion of images 
and it1e;is which characterised the mytlmlogy of 
the ai~cient Greeks awl liomans. 

In fact, foreign nations could only copy the out- 
- 

wart1 signs and cerexi~onies: they could not be ad- 
mitted beyond the threshold of the temple: the 
adytuln was impenetrable to them. CA'L and Ccr'ipr 
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assumed various names : CA'L became Cao~oa, 
MULOCH, SATURN, DIS, PLUTO, and TYPHON; 
C ~ ~ ~ i ' b e c a m e  IIECATE, PROSERP~NE,  and DIANA, 
who was worshipped with bloody sacrifices at  Taa- 
pis. It was to the barbarians that the Greek8 were 
referred, by their own writers, to learn and under- 
rtand the names and origin of their Deities. 

SI'VA, in his character of the Creative Pourer, bc- 
came the ZEUSTRIOPHTHALMOS, JUPITER, and OSI- 
RIS; his consort, BHAVA'NI', became JUNO, VENUS, 
CYBELE, RHEA, the Syrian Goddess, the armed 
PALLAS, ISIS, CERES, and ANNA PERENNA. This 
multiplication of Deities arose from t h e  ignorance 
of foreign nations as to the source of the supersti- 
tion which they ado ted, .and the original. mean- 
ing of the symbols; t ! ey supplied their want of in- 
formation by fables congenial to their own national 
character and manners : hence arose those contra- 
dictions, which made their mythology a labyrinth . 
of konfusion. 

When the Saivas intended to ascribe particularly, 
to the object of their worship; the benefits arising 
froin any operation of nature, they decorated the 
image with suitable emblems, and assigned to thc 
Deity a corresponding title. 

For instance, SANCARA, (which signifies the be- 
nefactor,) is a title of one of those forms of SI'VA 
or CA'L. TO him the gratitude of the Saivas attri- 
buted the blessings which are derived from the- 
waters of the Ganges, which rolls its fertilizing 
stream through various countries, bestowillg life 
and happiness on millions of created beings. 

They 'therefore adorned the -image of CA'L with 
emblems applicable to the movntain whence that 
stupendous river flows. 
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As this beneficial stream makes its way from the 
tops of that mountain through the creepers and un- 
derwood, which seem to obstruct its passage to the 
plains, i t  is represenfed to flow from the head of 
the Deity, through his ,jat'4, or clotted hair: and 
as tigers, elephants, and serpents, infest the skirts 
of the mountains, he is surrounded with serpents, 
his lower clothing is the skin of the elephant, and 
he is seated on that of tlie tiger. ' He is likewv-ise 
called NI'L-CANT'IIA (blue neck), from the, ap- 
pearance which the clouds assume when arrested 
in their course by t l ~ e  overtopping summit of the 
mountain. 

I-Ie has likewise the title of Giri I's'w~aa, or lord 
of mountains; and this union of the attributes 'of 
SI'VA N-ith those of t)le mountain, is more dis- 
tinctly pointed out in his marriage with PA'RVATI', 
a derivative from pamat, a mountain. 

As the image of Sivn,  in thjs character, was an 
object of local veneration, its worship was probably 
confined to the banks of' the Ganges. Hat1 it reached 
the nations of Europe, he would have been consi- 
dered as a distinct and separate divinity, an3 ranked 
amongst the river Gods. This symbol is admitted 
by the Vakhnavcrs:. but in order to ascribe this in- 
estimable gift to VISHNU, and to assert his su- 
periority over SI'VA, they insist that the river first 
flowed out of Vaicun't'ha (the heaven of VISHNU), 
'from the feet of VISHNU; that when i t  had de- 
scended upon the mountain Cailris, it was received 
by SI'VA, and placed on his head a~uongst hia 
plaited locks. 

On JAGAN-NA'TH, kc. , 

The temple of JAGAN-NA'TH is a ~ ' ~ I I ~ O U S  resort fbr 
pilgrims of all sects, for i t  is revered by all, i t  is a 
converging point, where all the contending parties 
unite in harmony with each other. What is the 
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secret spring of this concurrence of sentiment in 
sects, otherwise so irreconcilable to each other? 
What is intended by a representation, so extraor- 
dinary, of the Deity of the place : a figure that re- 
sembles nothing in the heavens above, or the earth 
beneath, or in the waters under the earth. 

\ 

These questions will naturally arise upon a view 
of the accompanying drawing, taken from a large 
picture brought from the temple, in possession of 
Rdja PARAS'U RA'M. 

It is a representation of the SNA'N JATRA, when 
the images, stripped of their ornaments, are bathed. 
But it is this unadorned condition of the image 

t ~ that leads to the discovery of the mystery. 
I 
r The Pranawa, or mystical character which re- 
# 
I presents the name of the lleity, is thus expressed 
t * 
I 9 . By making a cypher thereof in this man- 

i 

a filling them up, and giving a body . 
ner' gat 
to the central and connecting part of the cypher, 
you have 

From this cypher, they have made three distinct 
Idols ; probably, to prevent the original allusion 
from being too obvious to the multitqtle. SUBHA- 
DRA"S place is, however, always between the other 
two, for she represents the connecting participle of 
the cypher; the propriety of her being so situated 
is theiefore evident; and.as the actual connection 
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I 
b is dissolved, by the separation of the figures into 

distinct idols, we see the reason of her being re- 
presented. without arms. 

CRISHNA, as PARAME'S'WARA, is JAGAN-NATH, 
or Lord of the Universe; his half brother is BAL- 
RAW (a terrestrial appearance of S L I V A ) ;  and SUB- 

! nnon~'  is a form of DEVI. 
I 

To me i t  npwars a stroke of refined policy, in the 
first founders b f  tlie temple, to present, as an ob- 
ject of worship, ' the personification of the triliteral 
word which is held in reverence alike by all sectaries; 
and to give i t  a title which each sect might apply to 
the object of its particular adoration. The ititention 
of the foundation was evidently to render the tem- 
ple a place of pilgrimage open to all sects, and to 
draw an immense revenue from the multifarious re- 
sort of devotees. The ornaments and apparel with 
which they cover the image, conceal the real figure 
from the multitude, and give it an air of mystery: 
the fascination of. mystery is well understood by 
the Brahmem. 

JAGAN-NA'TH and BAL-RA'M have both the same 
form, to shew their identity, and their f'aces .have 
the respective colours of VISHN a and SI'VA. Con- 
sidered in this point of view, this temple may be 
considered as the rallying point for the three great 
sects. It is upon this princ~ple, that JAGAN-NA'TI 
and BAL-RA'M appear sonletimes with the attributes 
of GANE'S'A, to shew that i t  is one and the same 
Deity who is worshipped under so many names and 
forms. 

On CRISHNA. 
When the Vaishnavas separated thelllselves from 

the Sai.ca,s, they introduced a new symbol of the Sun, 
under the name of CRISHNA, as a contrast to the 
horrid rites of CA'LI; which had so disgusted them, 
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CRISHNA, being an incarnation af, VISHNU, is de-dl 
picted with the same characteristic complexion o f  
dark azure, to identify the Deity in the symbd. 

I _  
The Earth is represented as a Cow, the cow of 

plenty; and as the planets were considered by the 
Hindus to be so many habitable Earths, i t  was na- ' 

turd to describe them by the same hieroglyphic ; 
and as the Sun directs their motions, furnishes them 
with light, and cherishes them with his genial heat, 
CRIYHNA, the symbol of the Sun, was pourtrayed as 
an herdsman, sportive, amorous, and inconstant. 

The twelve signs are represented as twelve beau- 
tiful Nymphs; the Sun's apparent passage, from 
one to the other, is describecl as the roving of the 

, inconstant CRISHNA. This was probably the ground- 
work of JAYADE'VA'S elegant poem, the Gtta G6- 
lyinda. It is evidently intended by the circular dance 
exhibited in the Rcis'idtrd. On a moveable circle, 
twelve CRISHNAS are placed alternately with twelve 
GO'PI'S, hand in hand, forminga circle; the God is 
thus multiplied to attach him to each respectively, 
to  denote the Sun's passage- through all the signs ; 
and, by the rotary motion of the machine, the re- 
volutiohof the year is pointed out. 1 

CRISHNA obtains a victory o p  the banks of theYa- 
nzzmd over the great serpent C'ciliyd Ndga, which had 
poisoned the air, and destroyed the herds in that 
region. 

This allegory may be explained upon the same 
principle as the exposition given of the destruction 
of the serpent Pytflon by the arrows of APOLLO. 
It is the Sun which, by the powerful action of its 
beams, purifies the air, and disperses the noxious 
vapours of the atmosphere. 
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Both in .the Padma and G a d a  we find the 
serpent Cdllya, whom CRISHNA slew in his child- 
hood, among the Deities " worshipped on this 
" day; as the P'thian snake, according  CLEMEN ENS, 
" was adored with APOLLO at  Delpht." 

Perha s this adventure of CRISHNA with the 
C&ya $&a, may be traced on our s here, for we P find there Serpentakiu on the banks o the heavenly 
Yamund, the milky way, contending as i t  were 
with an enormous serpent, which he grasps with 
both his hands. 

The identity of the APOLLONOMIOS ~ ~ ~ C R I S H N A  
is obvious: both are inventors of the flute; and 
C R I ~ H N A  is disappointed by TULASI in the same 
manner as APOLLO was deluded by DAPHNE, each 
nymph being changed to a tree ; hence the Tulasi is 
sacred to CRISHNA, as the Laurus was to APOLLO. 

I 
1 The story of NA'REDA visiting the numerous 
i chambers of CRISHNA'S seraglio, and findingcarsn- ' 

NA every where, appears to allude to the universality 
I 
1 of the Sun's appearance at the time of the Equinoxes, 

i there being then no part of the Earth where he is not 
visible in the course of the twenty-four hours. 

The Demons, .sent to destroy CRTSHNA, are per- 
haps no inore than the monsters of the sky, which 
allegorically may be said to attempt in vain to ob- 

I struct his progress through tlie Heavens. 
I 

Many of the playful adventures of CRISHNA'S 
childhood arc posibly mere poetical enibellish- 
mants to complete the picture. 

Perhaps the character of C R T ~ H N A  should be re- 
garded in a two-fold light ; in one as the symbol of 

VOL..VI 11. F 
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the Sun, in the other as an allegorical representa- 
tion of the rise and progress of the doctrines of the 
persecuted Ynisltnavas, from the infancy of the 
sect till its full establishmei~ t. CA NSA is represented 
as a S'AIVA ; he appears to have persecuted the 
sect of VISHNU : b ~ l t  that oppressed sect seems to  
have multiplied under persecution, till the increase _ of their power enabled then1 to overthro\o their op- 
pressors ; and, finally, to establish the doctrines of 
VISHNU upon the ruins of S ~ ~ V A .  

He is represented as a warrior with s i ~ l  faces: he 
is ari11e.d with a r r o w  and spears, and he is drawn 
riding upon a peacock. I suppose this figure t o  be 
an emblem of the sun, invented by the worshil>pers 
of the Ling, when they first separated illto a dis- 
tinct sect; or, in the hieroglyphical lan4uage of 
the Brahmens, when he was produced froin the 
seed which MAHA'DE'VA shed upon the Earth, after 
he had been separated from HHAVA'NI; with whom 

, he had beell in strict union a thousand years. M y  
supposition, however, contradicts the present re- 
ceived opinions of the Hindus; for they do not 
consider CA'UTICL'YA as the Sun. But, if we exa- 
mine the figure, we shall find that i t  can only be 
applied to the Sun; and i t  will be found to agree 
in  all its parts. 

The fIindus divide the year into six Ritm, or 
seasons, in each of whicll the Sun appears with a 
different aspect. There are six stars in  the lunar 
constellation, Criticri; and, as he derives his name 
from that Nacshatra, those stars are repi-esented 
as his nurses, one for each month. Prol~ably the 

'syn~bol was invented either when thcSun was itself 
i n  that lunar constellation, or in the n ~ o n t h  C.'cirttca, 
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1 when the Moon was full in -Critic&. His arrows 
and missile weapons represent his rays; the APOLLO 

I of the Greek8 had also his bow and quiver of arrows. 
The worship of CA'KTICE'YA takes place on the last 
day of Cdrtica, as preparatory to military expedi- 
tions, which ought to commence, according to 
MENU, in the month Agrahhyana, the Sun being 
more propitious a t  that period forsuchundertakings. ~ 

The setting Sun seems followed by the host of 
I Heaven; but h ~ w  can this be expressed in a single 

hieroglyphical figure? It was done by giving hlm 
a peacock for his Vdhan, or vehicle, in which the 
tail of this beautiful bird, studded with (yes, and 

I expanded behind the God, ourtrays the f rm.iment 
spangled with stars. The $ ,gyptiam sometimes re- 
resented the Sun in the character of a warrior, and 

I 1 e is said to have been addressed as such in the 
mysteries. But CA'RTICE'YA is not'now considered 
by the Hindu as the Sun : to account for this, I 

I suppose, that whenever any new sect arose amongst 
the Hindus in former ages, the leaders invented 
new symbols, exclusively peculiar to themselves, 

1 with a view to render their separation from the 
1 parent stock more complete, and to nlalk their 
1 worship with distinguishing characters. This prac- 
1 tice would give rise to various and diWrent repre- I 
I sentations of the same otiect; and, in course of 
1 time, as the heat of religious animosities cooled, 
I these various symbols would come to be considered 
1 as separate Divinities, and be all blended in one 

mass of superstition. l h u s  the Sun, under the 
name of CA'RTICE'YA, bcco~i~es the got1 of war; 
and, under the name of CRISHNA, the shepherd 
god of Mat'hurci and Vkind&r;a~ul. The Suti is now 
separately worshippecl under the names of $dry4 
and Aditjla. 

i F 9 



Of €hi: Ehblem fl tiie YisiBl& He.&efts. 
I am led to believe, tliat many of the fables, in- 

se~ ted  in the Purdnas, were invented, either after 
tlie real meaning of an liieroglyphic bad been lost, 
,td conceal that ignorance, or purposely to mislead. 
the mass of people, and prevent too curious and 
dos'e an inquiry-. 

INDRA is described, like ARGUS, covered with 
eyes; to account for this, the fable relates, th& 
INDRA, having seen the beautiful wife of a certain 
RishiY, was anxious to tie more intimate with her; 
But the watchful husband prevented the intercourse, 
lly arriving unseasonably for the god; the enraged 
a'aint uttered an imprecation, and wished that the 
god might be covered all over with representations 
of what had been the ob'ect of his desires; thet 2 curse took immediate e ect. The god, full of 
shame, repented, and, by his entreaties, a t  last pre- 
vailed on the holy man to mitigate the curse, by 
changing the marks of his shame to as many eyes. 

I consider this fable as an instance of the fore- 
8 i n g  observation : for INDRA is a personification 
ot the atmosphere and visible Heavens; and, of 
course, the eyes with which he is covered describe 
the stars. The rain-bow is the bow of INDRA. 
The water-spout is the trunk of his elephant; thun- 
der, lightning, and rain, and every pllenomenon 
of the atmosphere, belonm to his department; and, 
like the JUPITER of the 8 r e e k ~  and Romans, he has 
 is Heaven, a n~ansioll of sensual delights and en- 
joyment. 

Of JUPITER and EUROPA, and JUPITER anti LEDA. 
The Hindzrs have eig!lt representations of female 

figures, which, except In sex, exactly resemble the 
I 

AHILYA', wife of G ~ T A M  A. 



Daity, of which each is a Sncti, or power, with tlq 
whc attributes and vehicle: h l ~ ' ~ ~ ' e ' w v &  is ti% 
&cti of MA~E'SA,  01. SI'VA; BRA'HM~, OF B ~ a ~ i r  
rn'vi, of BRA,HMA'; 'NA!RA'YAN.~, of NAAA'TU A ; 
$ I N D ~ ~ ,  of JNDUA ; CAUBXA'RI, of CB'RTICE/BA ; 
Y ~ ' . R A ( H ~ ,  of VIGHNU, in the Visrbha Amt6r;  NA- 
R ~ W N H ~ ,  af VISHNU, i n  t l ~ e  Narqsialu Avatar; 1 and APARA'JITA', a form of BIUYA(NL, the feiw\e 
principle: this last may be tile aphrodite of the 
Greeks. It is probable that the ~~presentazioll of 
M A ' ~ $ ' W A R ~ ,  or a female SI'VA, riding w a white, 
bull, may have given rise to the story of EUROPA'S, 
rape: and the segresentaion of 'b+'nari, or the.fe- 
male BRA~IMA', with the swan, may, in like mapr 
acr, have accaioned the &:able of' JUPITER it114 
&IDA. These explauations were, perhaps, invented 
by the Gneb to account for rsyndwks, of the ' kg of s hich &ey vex iglonst, , ~ 

i ANNA PERENNA. 

The Aaa~nr ~&nse.lveea wene iQInorast d the his- 

"K of hii goddess, and he migin of her r i ~ g  
db wgh ehe wae an o l , ~  of their s7eflr&mtion rRI)(! 
worship. F r w  wbsnoe did tllis ignorance p r o m i  , 
Was it h a t  h e  memory of the iustitution w l s  lo* 
jn itil m o t e  antiquity i Or was it  an a$optjon ef 
a f~nejgn r i a ,  without Averring i.ts wigin ? 

\ 

According to some a u h r s ,  0k was the dauglkter 
d BE&u~,  and irister of DIDO, wlm fled to BATTUB, \ 

king of the iale of Malta, afier the death of 1x2~ 
sister, whw H I E ~ B A G ,  king of the Getufi, et- 
kmpted to take Cartlruge. Not tinding hel=seE 
safe with BATTOS, on account of the threats of 
HIERBAS, she fled to LAURENTUM in Italy, wllere 
&WEAS wae settled: he met her on the banks of 

NulDniciu8, and received her iato his pslaee, 
F 3 
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treating her with the respect due to her quality. 
LAVINIA considered her as a rival, and sought her 

, destruction; but ANNA being adtnonished of this 
in a dream, fled to the river Numicius, whereof she 
was made a Nymph, as she told those who sought 
for her, and ordered them to call her in future 
ANNA PERENNA, because she should for ever re- 
main under those waters. - 

placidi sum Nympha Numic! : 
Arne perenne latem, Anna Perenna vocor. 

OVID, Fmt. L8. ' 3 4  Vera. 653. 

The Albans instituted rejoicings on the.banks of 
the river, with dancing and feasting; and the Ro- 
mm, in imitation of them, did the same on the 
banks of the Tider. The dances and sports were 
very indecent and lascivious. OVID has described 
these festivals, which were celebrated on the I 5th 
March: they sacrificed to her for long life; annare 
et perennare. 

I t  is probable that this legend was a popular tra- 
dition, merely local, peculiar to the Ho~nans and 
.Albans; but i t  was not the sole conjecture, for, ac- 

. cording to OVID, some supposed hes to be the 
Moon, some THEMIS, and others 10; some ima- 
gined she was the daughter of ATLAS, and some 
took her for AYALTHEA, who.nursed JUPITER in 

&is infancy; while others conceived her to be an 
old wornatl of Bovilla, who was supposed to have 
fed the people of Rome, in very ancient tirnes, when 
oppressed by famine, in a miracuious manner, and 
to have then fled and disappeared in the holy A v m  
tine Mount, and in gratitude for this relief' this fesl 
tivtl had been instituted by the Homalzs. 

Amidst so many conjectures, perhaps we may a t  
this &stance of time discover the mystery at & I 
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nares, in ANNA PU'KN'A' D ~ ' v i ,  the Hindu God- 
dess of Abundance, whose naine is derived from 
Anna (food), ant1 Pzirn'Q (abundant); let us regu- . 
larly weigh each con,jecture mentioned by OVID, 

. rqjecting only the local story of the deified sister of 
DIDO, and we shall find none that is inapplicable 
to the Hindu goddess. 1st. The DIANA of the 
Rmnalu was represented with a crescent on her 
forehead; it was her chzracteristic mark. The 
Hindu gotltless, as bring the consort of SI'VA or 
CA'L, is clecorated in like manner; this may ac- 
count for her being considered as the Moon. ~cl ly .  
The attributes of THEMIS, whether slrc is consi- 1 dered as CERES, wllicll war the s~ippositinn of ' CLEMENS of ALe,~-andria, in his description of her 
obscene mysteries; or as the woddess of justice,, 1 piety, and virtue, as describe$ by D ~ o n o n u s  91- 

1 CULUS, are equally applicable to ANNA PU'RNA' 
DE'v~; the conformity of her name and office to 
theattributes of CERES is strikingly apparent. But, 
if THEM IS is justice, piety, and virtue personified, 
the character will equally suit the consort of the 
god of justice, V R I ~ H A  I'S'WARA, and the lord of 
the sacred bull, DHERMA RA'JA'. 3~11~.  That she 
was 10, the daughter of INACHUS, under the form 
of a cow, is a supposition which will not be found 
inapplicable to ANNA PU'RNA' DE'v~,  when i t  is 
known that the Earth, symbolized a$ a cow of 
plenty, is one of the farma of the Hindu goddess, 
4thly. That she was the daughter of ATLAS, ~ ~ A I A ,  

who was beloved by JUPITER, is a conjecture for 
which a foundation may be traced in the Hindu 

, goddess. Might not the name of MAYA or MAHA 
MAYA (the beloved consort of S i v ~ )  have given 
rise to this conjecture ; the Hindu term being ap. 
plied to signify the mothcr, the great mother! 
Sthly. The image of ANNA YU'RNA' is represented 
sitting on a throne, giving food, with a g o l d e ~  ladle, 

F 4 



to an infant S~VA,  who stretches out his little hand 
to receive it. Is  not the resemblance particularly 
striking between this re resentation and the cha- R racter of AMALTHEA, w o nursed JUPITER when 
an infant? Lastly, the tradition of her being the 
old woman of Bovilla, which OVID himself seems 
inclined to adopt, is equally applicable to ANNA 
PU'RNA' DEV~,  who, according to the Purcinas, 
under the form of an old woman, niiraculously fed 
VYA~SAMUNI, and his ten thousand Pupils, when 
reduced to the extremities of distress and famine 
by the anger of S i v ~ ,  because VYA'SA had pre- 
sumed to prefer VISHNU to him. 

It may not, therefore, be a n  unfounded conjec- 
ture, that the consort of S ~ V A  is the point in which 
all those opinions meet, and that they were found- 
ed on confined and confused traditions of the god- 
dess of abundance. 

Description of ANNA PU'RNA' D E ~ ,  from the AN- 
NADA' CRIPA'. 

She is of a ruddy co~nplexion, her robe of various 
dies, a crescent on her forehead; she gives subsis- 
tence; she is bent by the weight of her full breasts; 
BHAVA, or S ~ V A  (as a child), is playing before her, 
with a crescent on his forehead; she looks at him 
with pleasure, and seated (on a throne) relieves his 
hunger; all good is united in her; her names are 
ANNADA', ANNA PU'RWA' DEvI, BHAVA'N~, and 
BHA'GAVAT~. 

EXTRACTS. 
- Sunt quibus hac luna est, quia mensibus impleat annum: 657 

Pars Themin, Inachiam pars putat esse bovem. 
Invenies, qui te Nymphen Atlantida dicant; 

Teqrle Jovi primos, Anna, dedisse cibos. 660 
Haec quoque, quam refenam, noshas-pervenit ad aura 

Fama: nec a velA dbidet ilb fide, 
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Plebe vetas, et  nullis etiamnum tuta tribwis, 

Fugit; and in sacri vertice montis abit. 
Jam quoque, quem secum tulerant, defecok ill01 665 

Victus, et humanis usibus apta Ceres. 
Orta euburbaais quadam fuit Anna Bovillia 

Pauper, sed m u u d ~  sedulitatis, anus. 
11117, levi mitd  canos redimita capillos, 

Fingebat tremuld rustica liba manu. 670 
Atque ita per ulum fumantia maae sdPbat 

Dividere. !? rn ppopulo copia grata fuit. 
Pace domi f a d  signum posuere P e r e ~ q  

Q d d  sibi defectis illa tulket  opem. 678 
OVID, Faat. Lib. Sd. 

. 
Of the F ' r  Months S k p  Haaus and .Vawuu. 

The Abbe PLUCHE (to whose ingenious work I 
am so much indebted), mentions two liieroglyphios, 
one taken from the Isim table, encl the other ck- 
scribed upon a Mummy. They both d a t e  to the 
rsleep of HORUS. 

The one represents a couch, in the form of a 
lion, with H o ~ u s  swaddled up and sleeping on it. 
Beneath the couch are four jars: an ANUBIS is 
standing by the sicle of the couch; and an ISIS a t  
the head i f  it, in the act of awakening H o ~ u s .  

When ANUBIS, or the Dog Star, rose theliacally, 
the Egyptians considered i t  as a warning to them 
of the approach of the inundation, during which 
the operations of husbandry were suspended; this 
suspension was deemed a period of rest : to exprese 
that inaction, H o ~ u s  was described as swaddled 
up, unable to use his arms, and sleeping upon this 
lion-formed couch. ANUBI s is putting hiin to rest, 
because the rising of the 11% Star.proclaimed that 
cessation of labour. The four jars denote the four 
months. When, by the operations of nature, the 
water has subsided, and the river has been reduced 
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within its banks, labour is resumed, and H o ~ u s  is 
awakened by ISIS, or personified nature. 

I n  the other hieroglvphic, we hare the same 
couch with J - Io~us  swaddled up, but in the act of 
turning himself: these are only three jars under 
this couch, to denote, ' that this action of turning 
himself to sleep, on his other side, takes place a t  
the colnmence~nent of the third month. This in- 
terpretation I have g-ken, because what follo~vs, C 

respecting the sleep of VISIINU, seems to justify it. 
Let US therefore turn to the Hindu representatioi~ 
of the four months sleep of V z s a ~ u  or HERI. 

On  the eleventh day of the enlightened half of 
the lunar month, Asdrh, VISHNU begins his repose 
on the serpent, Sisha. On ' the same day of the  
bright half of the lunar month, Bhddra, he turns on 
his side; and on this day the Hindus celebrate the 
Jal Ydtrci, or the retiring of the waters. On the 
eleventh day of the bright half of the lunar month, 
Cdrtica, he is awakened, and rises from his sleep 
of four months. 

The allusion will be made perfectly clear, when 
i t  is known that water is considered as one of the 
forms of VISHNU. 

The water, rising till i t  covers the winding niazes 
of the river's course, is personified by VISHNU sleep- 
ing upon the serpent Sdsha, whose hundred lieads 
are the numerous channels which discharge the wa- 
ters into the sea. As long as i t  continues to rise, 
be sleeps on one side. When the inundation, hav- 
ing  risen to its height, begins to subside, he turns 
on the other side. When tlle waters have run off, - 

and the winding banks of tlw river are co~npletely 
.cleared of the swoln waters of the inundation, be 
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is said to have arisen from his sleep, being invoked, 
and awakened with this Mantra, or incantation. 

" The clouds are dispersed, the full moon will ap- 
" pear in perfect brightness, and I come in hope of 
" acquiring purity, to offer the fresh flowers of the 
I I season; awake from thy long slumber, awake 
" Lord of all Worlds." 

Let us compare the Hindu legend with the Egyp-. 
tian hieroglyphic, and I think no doubt can remain 
of the identity of Hoaus and VISHNU, or HEBI; 
and if this position be admitted, we shall find our- 
selves in possession of the Key to the Egyptian, 
Grecian, and Roman mythology. 

Of the DUBGA' PUIJA'. 
T h e  AbbC PLUCHE mentions an Egyptiaa hicro- 

glyphic from the Isiac table. HORUS, armed with 
an arrow, is slaying a river horse, or Hi$papdamas, 
which is surrounded with the leaves of the Lotos, 
and other aquatic plants. He says, " By this mon- 

ster, which dwells in the Nile, and comes out of 
" it to lay waste and devour whatever i t  meets 
a with, we can understand nothing but the inun- 
" dation." H o ~ u s  is the same with HERI or VISH- 
NU. If the Snivaa admitted in this country a simi- 
lar victory over the inundation, they would substi- 
tute S~VA,  or his consort, for the Yaishnava Symbot 
Hosus. 

The s hinx, an emblem of the Sun's passage 
through and VIRGO, would suggest the i d a  
of decorating CA'LI, like the armed PALLAS, aa 
VIRGO, attended by her Sinh, or Lion, who is S i v ~  
himself in that form; and they ascribe to her a 
victory over the monster Mahish A'dra, a 
with the head of a buffalo: this animal delig pG ta in 
water; and, when he comes out of it, is as destruc- 



$ivt?, by laying waste and devouring tk h a r e ,  iik 
the Hippo$otms; the latter ililimal not k i n g  a 
native of Hinhstan, i t  was natural to supply its 
-plate with m e  which had similar charactecjstics. 
Jf the Hindu religion was brought from Egyp~  into 
J d a ,  the importers of i t  would see the same phz- 
nommon of h e  annual rising of the river; buerhey 
would observe, that in this country it, was accgrxi- 
panied with heavy rains, thunder, lightni.ng, and 
atorms of wind, an apparent war of the elements. 
Bence *he buffalo-headed symbol of the inudation 
was erected into .a gimt, at the heacl of a vast anny, 
-warring against the Gods: the novelty of these 
~pbenomena, to the first comers, would s u g g ~  to 
them this poetical perao~fication. The title brae 
by CA'LI, in. this character, is DURGA', or rather 
DURGATI N A ' ~ T N ~ ,  the m o v e r  of difficulties; as 
&e'is a form of C A ' ~ ,  she has h e  same b1orid.y rites. 

, 'Sbe .A&& mentions .the Ckrwpw, as a jsr. itr . , 
pitcher ,of w~ter, intded LO make the. pp le  x- 

:quaimbed with ezk t  pmgxess and iwsaoe af ? 
idw ia;unde%iim : be .adds, that they usad :to .mark 

# I 
:these jars with the f i g s r e T  or a small cross 

e. rms the increase and swel l i~g af the river. 
~ P n 3 '  i s the  q Y p  tian word, which .is rendered CG- 

.pojlos by the Greeb; the infpjmation, wbich this 

.seems intended to convey, was .so particular1 ae- d cessary to the Egyptians, that i t  is no won er it 
should, in couase 04: time, ;cease to  he .w.nsiderwl as 

.3 
,.;1 mere sign, .sad acquir'e a lace .amongst tkr: R6- 
' l;'ie's tbemee1ve.s. Tlle wor C 4 d ,  by' tlle aaal ' 7 .  J' Y 
,of the Jirnsa-it laqgmpe, .become$ ,Crum,hh, W ~ I C  1 .- . 
~-+igxifie+i a jar .or : ~t .gives panle, ip Hindu 
' ;Zo.di~c, 'to the sign Aq.uariur. This Curnblr , G'hrctkz, 
'or jar, 'is the pri~cipal al,j,ct in the .cehbraticw of 
.tht: Mi& jv~rship. Tt is w m i h e s l  a~ almost, .the 

P 







B t i y  itself It cannot be dispensed with; while 
the image of Z ~ U R G A '  may be omitted entirely. The 
Vairrhntzmd use the acred jar, which they mark 

with several crosses. in thii manner 
, + The 

Slavaa mark the jar with a. double triangle, thus 

4 9  : one triangle signifies S ~ V A ,  uniting in him- 

sel the three great attributes: the other triangle is 
his consort, with the same character and attributes. 
'I'be w o r ~ h ~ ~ ~ e r s  of the Szcti, or female principle, 

.mark the jar with this figure k .  These marks 

are called*jafi#r~: they ate,, in .fact, hieroglyphic 
characters; and there is .a  vast variety of them. 

, The above are only mentioned here, because of their 
use in th is  PG&, and as they distinguish' three 
principal sects of the Hindus. , 

' h i s  dncidence  between the Hindu ceremonies 
md the Egyptian flgures, is remarkably striking. 
They appear to me to explain each other: and we 
can scarce doubt of the identity, when we consider 
that this ceremony takes place at the autumnal 
equinox, at- which time the season of stotms and 
inundation is over, and thev are supposed to have 
beea sabdued, during the hn's  passage through 
the s i p s  Leo and Virgo. 

@a the Hrt'ti $the HINDUS, and the  HIEARIA OJ 
the l i o ~ ~ x s .  

I :The Romam celebrated the Hilaria at the vernal 
I fiquinuiwx, ih honour of the Mother of the Gods. , 

It was a festival which was contitliled for several / &ys, with ?eat display of pomp and rejoicing: it 
.kg* the eighth day before the Calemtls of April, 
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or the 95th of March; the statue of CYBELE was 
carried about in procession, and the attending 
crowds assumed to thelnselves whatever rank, cha- 
racter,, or dress, their fancy led them to prefer: it 
was a kind of mas uerade, full of mirth and frolic. 
I n  fact, i t  was 9 t le Earth, under the name of 
CYBELE, which was worshipped a t  the com- 
mencement of that genial season, when she re- 
ceives from the Sun those vivyfying rays, which are 
so adapted to the production of fruits a i d  flowers, 
Let this ceremony be compared with the Hindu ce- 
lebration of the Hzili, at the same period of the 
year. The epithet of Purple is constantly given to 
the spring by the Roman poets, in allusion to the 
blossoms, which nature, as i t  were in sport, scat- 
ters over the Earth with such variety and profusion. 
The Hindus design the same idea in the purple 
powder (Abir), which they throw about at each 
other with so much sportive pleasantry : the objects 
of worship with the Hindus are the Earth and Fire; 
that genial warmth, which pervades all natare at 
that period of the year : the licentiousness of the  
songs and (lances, at this seasqn, was intended to 
express the effects of that warmth on all animated 
objects. 

'The  Hindus have likewise their masquerading 
processions, in which Gods and Goddesses, Rajas 
and Ranis, are represented; and the ce'rernonks are 
concluded, by burning the past or deceased year, 
and welcoming the renovation of nature. ' . 

Of the VA'STU PU'JA' of  the HINDUS, and the VESTA 
ofthe ROMANS. 

On the last day of Paush, the Hindus make swees 
meats, with Til, or sesamum: it is therefore called 
T'liasancr&nt. I t  is the day when landholders wor- 
shi the E'arth ant1 Fire. The sect of S i v ~  sacrifice 
a s rl eep .to the Earth ; and the Vai8hnava.r offtt up 
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their bloodless oblations to fire. The ceremony is 
called the Yhstu PG6. Ycistu is the habitable Earth. 
Agreat X&cE was callecl VA'STU PURUSH ; the ex- 
pression is used by a raiat to his zemindar, as a title 
of the highest respect. I think, that, in the name 
of the ceremony, and in the objects of worship, 
may be traced the Goddess VESTA 'of the Rornam: 
the Goddess of Nature, under whose name they 
worshipped the Earth'and Fire. 

The Fable of R ~ R  RHADR,  invented b y  the S'AIVAS 
to exalt their OPINIONS and SECT. 

This fable, I conceive, is descriptive of an at- 
tempt to abolish the worship of the inale and female 
symbols; of the struggles of the contending sects; 
and (asit is the nature of fanaticism to increase and 
spread in proportion to the opposition raised aqainst, 
it) of the final establisliment and extension of that 
worship. It seems a story invented by the Saivas, 
to shew the imbecility of their oponents, and to ex- 
alt their own doctrines. 

DACSHA celebrated a yajnya, to which he invited 
all the. Dhatds, except his son-in-law, S i v ~ .  His . 
consort, the Goddess, being hurt at  this exclusion, 
went into the assembly, and remonstrated, but in 
vain; sheexpired with vexatiou upon the spot. S i v ~ ,  
upon hearing this, throws his Jetci, or plaited hair, 
upon the gr&nd, and from that produces I ~ ~ R B H A D R ,  
a fi~rious be-ing, arined wit11 a trident, who imine- 
diately attacks, ancl disperses the whole assembly; 
puts a stop to the sacrifice; and cuts off the head 
of DACSHA. S ~ V A  took u p  the body of his deceased 
consort, and placing it upon his hcart, in a fit of 

' madness, clan(-ed up anti tlown the Earth, tl~rcaten- 
ing all things with ( I ~ s t r i ~ ~ t i o n .  \ - I S H V U ,  at the. 
request of the other Ddvnth, wi th.i~is.Cltuera, cu t  
the body of  SAT^ into fifty our pieces, which S I v 4  
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in his frantic dancing, scattered in different parts 
of the Earth. Each place where a part fell became 
a place of worship, dedicated to the female Power : 
and the frenzy of S i v ~  subsiding, he ordained, that 
the LINGA should likewise be worshipped at each 
of those places ; and DACSHA, on condition of em- 
bracing the doctrine of S i v ~ ,  was restored to life, de- 
de raded with the head of a goat instead of his own. 
I sfould imagine that the furious Bis BHADR, pro- 
duced by S i v ~ ,  was a vast body of fanatics, raised 
by the Rrahmms of that'sect, who might, at that 
time, have been both popular and powerfuli proba- 

, bly this was a vast body of fanatic Sannyasas, inte- 
rested in the dispute by personal motives, as well.= 
instigated by their Brahmens. 

The attempt to abolish the worship failed, and 
served to establish it firmer, and extend i t  farther 
than ever. The Gods themselves are represented as 
the actors, instead of their votaries; but it may al- 
lude to some commotion that really happened. Pro- 
bably the. heads of those sects, which had intro- 
duced this symbolic worship, were alarmed at  the 
progress of it, and at  the effects produced on the 
morals of the people : they wished to abolish it when 
i t  had taken root too deeply; and as they had in- 
troduced it, S i v ~  is described as the son-in-law, and 
 SAT^ as the daughter of DACSHA. 

0; the VENERATION paid t o  KINE. 

This supers ti tion appears to me to have arisen from 
the humanity of the first legislators, toprevent the hor- 
rid practices which were prevalent in the ancient 
world, and which exist to this day inAbyssinia: I mean 
the savage custom of clevourii~ the flesh of the living 
animal, torn from it while roar~ng with anguish, and 
expiring in protracted agony. To eradicate a prac- 
tiCe s~ deteotable, and dreadfillly cruel, they might 
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csnsider difficult, if not impossible in the then ex- 
isting state of society, &out interweaving the pm- 
sewation of so naeful an animal, with the indispensa- 
ble duties of religion. They therefore rendered it 
sacred. . 

The BuiI wa, made the ~mblem of Justice, the 
vehicle of S'r VA ; and the Cow, a form of BH A'V AII, 

'. and the emblem of the Earth. A mere civil insti- 
tute, might have k e n  deemed inadequate to work 
the intended nbnn. But an .indirpensable duty, 
enforced by dl the sacred obligations of religion, was 
thought mon li kelg to produce the efict  ; as haring 
more hold upon the human mind : especially when 
that religion was promulgated as the immediate re- 
velation of the Deit . I Mankind natura ly rush into contrary extremes 
under tho impulse of religious zeal ; and the animal, 
which had been the subject of voracious ctuclty, 
became the'object of religious veneration and wor- 

I hip. 
When these animals w e  thus exiilted, the slaugh- 

ter of them was considered as a sacrilege : it was a ' natutal consequence. But superstition did not stop 
I there ; the dung came to be considered as pure ; the - 

Rindus use it diluted with water, and mixed with 
earth, to purify their shops and houses : the spot, 
on which they eat, is plastered with this composition; 
and the idolr arc purified by a mixture of the dung,. 
urine, milk, curds, and butter of thc animal ; nay, 
a small quantity of the urine is dally sipped by 
some : every part of the animal is dedicated to aome 
divinity with appropriate invocafions ; and what ori- . 
ginated in policy, has ended in gross superstition. 
The horrid re asts of the anQent world are frequently P alluded to. t is said of ORPH PUS, C d d i h  et victu 
f&do deterruii : notwithstanding whi cb, the Grecians 
are reproached by JULIUS FIRMICUS with perpe- 
trating these horrid repasts, as part of the ceremony 

1 VOL. 7411. . G 
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in the Dionysiqcs-Vivu m lui~iant deritibis taurum, 
crudeles epulas .annuis commemorabionib~s excilantes 2 
--and again-Illic, in orgih Bacchi, inter ehias plr- 
ellas et vinolentos senes, cum tScelerum .Pornpa pre- 
cederet, alter. nigro amictu teter ; alter,*&tmsa a n p  
terribilis ; alter, c h e n  us ore, durn viva Pecoris 
membra discerpit. Ju / . Firmif. De errore prafa- 
arum Rcligionum. This horrid custom was very an- 
tient ; and I suppose, with Mr. Bsucs, 'that.the 
prohibitions in Deuteronomy were particularly le- 
velled at this execrable practice ; a d  this ividence, 
I think, strongly corroborates my  supporition. The 
S~yptians seem to have extended this policy to sheep 
and goats : for the ram was worshipped at the vernal 
equinox, and the goat was worshipped a t  Meniphi. 

R'EMARKS ON THE FOREGOING ESSAY.' 

BY H. T. COLEBROOKE, Esq. , I 

S E V ~ R A L  points, relative to  the religiob .ccre- I 
monies of the Hindus, and their mythology, whicti 
the preceeding Essay has touched upon, seem> to re- 
quire elucidation, independently of the purpose, for 
which they have been there mentioned. The fol- 
lowing remarks are therefore subjoined, with a view 
of adding 'some information on 'those subjects. 

'P. 60. The eight factis or energies of as many 
Deities, are dso called Mhtris or mothers. They 
are named BRA'HMI, &c. because' they issued from 
the bodies 'of BBA'HMA and the other gods re'- 
spectivcly *. . . 



In some pliicer, they ,&re &us enumerated : 
BBA'EMI', MA'HB'B'WARI', AINDBI', VA'RA'HI', . ' 

.VAISHN'AVI',. CAUMA'BI', CHA'MUI'DA:, and 
CHABCHJCA'. However,- some authorities reduce 
the. nuinbdr to seven i omiting CH A'MUN'D A' and . . 

CHA~CHICA'  ; but inserting CAUVR'BI'. . 

PRAY s q s  are addressed to the 'Mh'tris .on various. 
.occasions ; especially in the Cavachas, or defensive . . 
incantations. I shall' cite two b way of example ; ' 
and subjoin extract8 from the drran'd' tYaa p u r d ' ,  
descriptive of these goddesses. . 

I 

cc MAY BRAHMA'NI', conkmng the benefit of 
all benedictions, protect' me' on the east ; and , 

NA'RA'YAN'~, on the south-east, for the sake of 
~ealising every wish MA'HE'S'WARI' too, on the 
south, rendering every thing auspicious; CHA'- 
NUN'DA', on the. south-east, discomfiting all ene- 
mies; and, on the west, CAUMA'RI', armed with her 
lance and slayer of foes :- on the north-west, APA- 
RA'JITA', the beauteous giver of Victory; on the . 
north, VA'RA'HI', granter of boons; and on the 
north-east, N A'RAGI NHI', the banisher of terrour: 
May these mothers,' being eight Deities a~ ld  active 
powers, defend me." . 

Another incantation simply enumerates the same 
.eight goddesses ; .and proceeds thus : " may these . , ., ' 

'and all Ma'trls guard me with their respective wga- . ' 

pons, on all quartcrs and on e ~ e r ~ , ~ o i n t .  

In the  Dhri'ma'hdtm,va, the assembling of the 
Ala'rris to combat the demons is thus described. 
"I'he energy of each god, exactly like him, withthe 
salne,form, the same decoration, and the same ve- 
hicle, came to tight against the demons. T h e  Sacti. 
~f BRAHMA', girt with a white cord and. bearing a . 

* 

.'hollow gourd, arrived on a car yoked with swans : ber 
G2 , 

. .i 
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title is BRA H M A'N 1'. MA'HE'S'WAR~' came riding 
on a bull, and bearing trident, with a vast serpent for 
a ring, and a crescent fbr a gem. C~u~A'ar ' 'bcar ing  
a lance in her hand, and riding on a peacock, being 
Ambicri ;n the form of CA'RTIC B'Y A, came to make 
war on the children of DITI. The S'acti named 
VAISHN'AVI' also arrived, sitting on an eagle, and 
bearing a conch, a discus, a club, a bow, and a 

-sword, in her several hands. The energy of HAW, 
.who assumed the unrivalled form of the holy boar, 
likewise came there; assuming the body of VA'RA'HX*. 
NA'RASINHI' too arrived there embodied in a f o r m  
precisely similar to that of Na'isrn~A, with an e rec t  
mane, reaching to the host of stars. AIN DBI' came, 
bearing the thunderbolt in her hand, and riding on 
the king of elephants, and in every respect like IN- 
DRA,  with a hundred eyes. Lastly, came the dread- 

' ful energy named CHANDICA', who sprung from the 
body of DB'vI', homble, howling like a hundred 
shakals : she, surnamed, APARA'JITA', the uncon- 
quered goddess, thus addressed IS'A'NA, whose 
head is encircled with his dusky braided locks.' 

The story, which is too long for insertion in thiq 
place, closes with these words : ' Thus did the 
wrathful host of Mdtrfs slay the demons.' ' 

In the Uttara Calpa of the same Pwbn'a, the. 
, Mtrr"s are thus described, CH A'MUN'D'A' s tanding 

on a corpse, VA'RA'HI sitting on a buffalo, AINDRI' 
mounted on an. elephant, VAISHN~AVI' borne b y  an 
ea'gle, MA'HE'S'WAR~' riding on a bull, CAUMA'RI' 
conveyed bp a peacock, BRA'HMI carried by a swan, 
and APABA'J~TA' revered by the universe, arc all. 
Mu'/rIs endowed with every facdty.' 

'It may be proper to notice, that CHA'MUN'ISA 
CHARCHICA', and CHAV'DICA', are all fo rms  
of PA'RVATI'. According to one legend. CHA'- 



MUN'DA' sprung from the frown of PA'RVAT~, 
to slay the demons CHAN'DA and MUN'DA. Ac- 
cording to another, the mild portion of PA'XVAT~ 
issued from her side, leaving the wrathful portion, 
which constitutes CA'LI or the black gooddds. 

C A U V ~ R I  is the energy of CUVE'RA; the deformed 
god of Qches. NA'AA'YAN'~, mentioned by Mr. 
PATEESON, and, also in the prayers or incantatiqns. 
above cited, is the same with ,Vars~a'avi. . 

P. 69.  ANN^-PU'RN'A' DE'V~, or the goddess 
who fills with food, is the beneficent form of PHA- 
VA'NI ; and very similar to LACSHM~ or the goddess 
of abundance, thou& got the- same Dsity. She is 
described, and her worship is inculcated, in some ,of 
the Tanrras ; but not in the P'urbn'as, so far as I can 
learn, except. ip the Siva p&n'a ; and the legends, 
concerning her, are not numesoas. She has a tem- 

. ple at B e w e z ,  situated near thpt of VIS'WE'<WARA. 
. . 
In addition t o M r . . P ~ ~ p s o a ' s  it may 

be observed, thg S I L I ~ S .  JTALICUS I(Z'Pi~. 8, v. 
28, I 84) makes the nymph, who was worshipped in . 
hab, to h e  been A p . ~ b , ! $ h e  ,sister qf D;D;~ : ?bd 
M A C R O B X U ~  says (Sa;. 1; c. .~?) ,  sacrifices, bsth . 
publick and private, were ~ f l ~ r c d  the.$onr&ns < _ ,  , . -  to 
ANN A:.? A ; ut an~~~i , 'p+nlmi t '~ue ,~  Cornmidi , . 
liceat. , . .' 

Perhaps ANNA-~U'RN'A' ~jliy b a r  affinityto AN- 
IONA.  Certainly this term,'either in its litefal sense, 
or as a personification (SPERCE'S Polymetis, dial. lo), . 

is nearer to the Srznrciit anna, food ; than to its sup- 
posed root atanus, a year. . . 

I . .  . . 

P. 74. . The JaZay&tr(i, heie mentioned, is not 
'univetsalfy oi generally celebrated ; and a'ccordingly 
'it is not noticed in, various treatises on the calendar 

G 3 . . 
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of Hindu feasts and holidays. The Vukn'u d'bermbt- 
tara, cited in the fii'arlana rattra, does indeed direct, 
that, on this day ( I  ~ t h  Bhhdra in the bright fort- 
night), a jar of water, with,certain other'specificd ar- 
ticies, be given to a priest ; and the Bhawishya re- . 
quires, that JANA'RDAPTA, or VISHN'U, be wor- 
shipped with appropriate prayerr : but the ceremony, 
to which Mr. PATERSON alludes, must be.a dieerent 
one ; and, if I am rightly informed, a festival, which . 
bears the designation menlioned by him (Jalaydtrri), 
is celebrated at the temple of JAGANNA'T'HA~ and 
perhaps at some other plpces. 

% 

' P. 77. At most festivals, no Iess than at that df 
DURGA~, a jar of -water is placed, ahd conscciated by' , 

I .  prayers, 'invoking the presencF of the 'deity or deities . 
who are on that bccasiori worshipped : adding also 
invocations .fo Gangh. and the other holy rivers.' 
when the celebration of the fdtival is completed; 
the holy water, contained in.the jar, is elnp1,oyed by . , 

the priests to sprinkle or t6 bathe the person, , , .  whs 
coxpmands . .. and defrays. thg celebratiqn. .. . . . , ' !. 

, ;  : i  ' , . - '  . 
a ~ariousyuntras, or mptical figuri and ' harks, 

are appropriated to the several Deities, and to the I 

different titles of each Deity. Such figures hre vsually 
delineated on the spot, where aaconsecratad &r is to 
be placed. These yarrtras, which are suppose4 bp. 
superstit;ops Hindus to. possess occult powers, ark 
taught in great detail \by the Tantras or A'gqma ~ 
Slistra : but seem to ba unknown to the '@dus an4 . 
Purrinas, 

P. 75. The H 6 l h  is kid, in some Purdna, ta . 
have been ipstituted by the king A M B A R ~ S H A  (the 
great grandson af BHAG~RAT'HA) ,  according tc~ in-' 
structlons from NA'REDA, for the purpose of corn-. 
teracting a female demon hawed D"HuN'D'+IA', wllosc 
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practice it 'was to destroy children. In  its origin, this 
festival does not seem to have had.any connexion 
with the vernal'quinox, nor with the close iif the 
yea? ; but with the close of winter and the beginning 

.of Yasanra, or the hdiata spring. However, it now 
corresponds with the end of :he lunar year, and the, 
approach of the equinox. 

i 

P. 79. 'The pila sancrkn/i, or day on which the 
sun passes from Dhlrnusk into the 'sign 1CZocara, is 
the festival of the winter solstice. It  must have been 
60 fixed, at the period when the Indiarl calendar for 
the solar year was reformed, and the origin of the 

4 .  

ecliptick was ,referred to the first degree of Mksho. 
It derives its name from the ordained use of l ib  or 
seed of Indian sesamum, six different ways, in food, 
ablutions, gifts, and offerings: or, according to .a 
vulgar explanation, it is so called, because thence- 
forward the days increase at the rate of a tila or grain 
of sesamum in each day. A similar festival is re@< 
lated by the lunar month ; and hao several tirnes 
shifted its day, I t  is kept on the twelAh of the bright 
half of Mhgha, according to the Yishn'u d'kermbttara ; 
and on thr: eleventh, according to other authorities. 
Probably it once belonged to the first day of the 
lunar MLgbn. 

The  Vdstu p;jL, as an annual ceremony, is pecu- 
liar to D'ha'cri and districts contigllous to that pro- 
vipce : but is not practised in the western partsof 
Bengnl; and, so far as I am informed, is altogether, 
unknown in other parts of India. The word Yhstu 
signifies, not the habitable earth in general, but the' 
site of a house or other edifices i n  paqicular. 





EXTRACTS f r o m  rk -1 -&', er. 
'( ESSENCE of LOGIC," )ropesed as a smaN . 
SVPPLEYENT to  ~ r a b i c  and Persian Gram- 
mar; and w i t h  a v i m a t o  ehrcidate certnin Pointr  
connected with Oriental Literature. 

BY F R A N C I S .  B A L F O U R ,  ESQ. 

ALTHOUGH the :warks;,6f A e r s r o ~ r ~  , were 
translated into Arabic qapy centuries ago, and there 
be no doubt that the system. of logic gepeially as- 
cribed to.him constitnta, a t  this time, the logic of 
all the natiqns. of Asbwho possess the Mlbornwdan 
hth, ye't.-I.do not find that this, point has k e n  4i-r 
rectly mnfirmed, by trandations from the Arabic ol 
Periafr 'into the bguagq of .Europe. ,-!i t least none 
that I kn& of have g p r e d  in India. . : 
The follorsidg extra,mi takhl from a' ~ksiaiz pan- 

dation of the Tehaceb ul Maritik, or Esscncc of Logic, 
an Arabic, itreatise of .considerable repute, seem to 
place this question beyond doubt, by their close co- 
incidence in cvcry pipt  with thg: system referred to 
ARISTOTLE;. ' * . , ,  . ,  . 

TQ. the logical ' system of this wonderful genius, 
moderd philosophers of distinguished eminence, and 
amoeet  these, Lord K,ATN ks , have not hesitated 
to impute the blanle'of retarding the progress of sci- ' 

cnce and improvement in Ez~rope for two thousand 
years, by holding the reasoniug faculty conscrained 
and cramped by .the femrs of syllogism. 

Fmm some of the extracts contained i n  this pa- 
per, it will appear, I st. That the mode of-rcasonlng , 

by fnnuctiorr, illustgated and improved by the great 
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Lord VERULAM, in his Organum Novirrn ; and gene- 
rally considered as'the cause,pf the rapid progress 
of science in later times, was perfectly known to 
A'RISTOT~R, and wm.dist.inctly .delineated by him, 
as a method of investigatian that leads to. certainty 
or truth * ; and 2dly, .that ARISTOTLE was likewise . . perfectly acquainted, net nierely with the form of 
Induction, but with the proper materids to.be em- 

, ployed in carrying it on-Facts and .Experiments f. 
We are therefore led'to infer, that all the'blame 

of confining the h~iman mind for &long 5 time in 
ehains by the forms'of. syllogism, be .fairly 

, imputed. to ~ R I S T O T L E  ;. nor all the merit of en; 
I . ' hrging it Arid setting it free; Acribcd to Loid YE- 

RULKM; The vast extent of ARISTOI'LE'S' learning 

f 

. . 
* Vide the Section of Inductio~a. , I 

.. t Vide +he Section of the q a t t e r  01 Syllogism, 
$. O I ~  tbe6 th  of .T/~ly l S 0 3 ,  whd$ this paper *as,dcii*red to 

the Matick Sbciety; I .had bda#d of Dr. G ~ t z r s C b  admaable a' 
position of &e&tfqior a ; ~ d p n i i & ~ ~ f  ANIY~OTLB,;  hut bjd,i*ler 

, k e n  fo r~una te  enzugi~ t o . p e t  with it ,  or to kcow ally tlllng 
.of his lent i~nents  on t l ~ ~ s  question, gritil the 12'th of ~ o v c n r b ~ ~ ~  

- when tit6 acCidtnta1 sa?e.oI; :I private library gave me an opportu* 
aity of pnrchssil~g it. From the perusal of thir wonderful mk? 
I have IIJW tile ~ t i s l a c t i o q  to dkover,  thst  the, 9jectu:: 
\v t~ ich  I had been led to draw from these scanty lrrdrcrlals~ 
ccnlplett.ly ,coahrn!ed by tbe.o;;i:~ion of an author, wb!) $ Prm 
bahly better ualificd t6bn a!lj-l~receding commelltator an AB18' 
T.)TLB'S wi)%s to C e d e  on this'subjcct.-Vid'e G ~ G B " '  
A n r s s o r i e ,  Voi. I. page 6%. 7 6 . 7 ~ ~ 7 9 ,  %c. . 



The discussion of these points, being' in some de- a 

gree curious, and not altogether ,unconnected with-. . 

the pursuit of Oriental literature, may not be unac- . 
ceptable to this Society. But, taken in anotl~er.view, ' 
I conceive that they may bccome in some. respect 
useful. A scientific analysis of 4he reasoning facul- 
ty, delineatin'k all its powers a n d  'operations+. and 
affixing to each an agproprjated form of expression,* 
gives, naturally; to thbse-who acquire it, a mode of 
thinking that is acculdate and p f a n d ;  and establishes ' . 

amongst the learned a pecnliar style, more precise' 
and enllgiltened than that ,wh'ch is employe4 by the 
multitude in thi:,corn*on traf!sYim hf h. . .- ' 

. . . . 

By assisting-the Oriental student to attain thinhe- 
gree of impraveqeit., I-. 'by flattered ~nyaelf that 
these extrpcts may b e c q  useful. This is the mo- 
tive that first "iquced -he. r6 f akb ' t he  trouble of. v 

t r a n s l a .  t m ,  j n t ~  E n g l i s h : a d ,  they are now , . ., 
submittedio thelhciety, not as a part of rnetdply 
sical learning, but as a more adeanced staic of gram. 

qntax teach - 

ringing s&tences 
for expresoing' wirh piecikiikhe different steps and 
9peraMnr of& repop,i.gg .$c&:*. ?d t h $ ~ $ p ~ s  
the h&ht-ij'and ii,&t.ittrponatrt daegNc of alascr~cal imz . 
provern'eqt, +. 
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the N- of ~ o d ,  the ~amp~iomlc ,  the 
Merciful ! 

EXTRACT8 FROM THE TEHZEEB UL 
MANTIK. 

THE C O N T E N T S .  

'PART I. Or DBPIIITION. 
I SBCT. I. OF EXPBESSIOS. 

1 '11. OF IDEAS F O R M ~ D  sr THE INTEL- 
LECT. 

I 
I 111. OF. THE FIVE URIVBBSAL JDBU . 
I 

I CALLED PBSDICABLSS. 
I N. OP DIFFERENT i z x ~ s  on DPPZWZ- 

TIONS. 

PART IL OF DEMONSTRATION. 
SECT. I. OP PROPOSITIOXI. 

' 11. ,Or SYLLOGISM. 
111. OF INDUCTION. 

IV. OF AICLOGY. 
V, OF T W U  DIYZ0102q O? SYLLOGMMS 

ACCORPIRQ TO ~ 8 x 1 s  MATTE.. 
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I 
T H E . '  P R.& F A  C E .  

A PREFACE in common language. L &at which 
is put first. Technically it is that which is necessary 
so the exdanation of anv science with clearness and 
pccspicui~ It  has th&efac become aq established 
custom w ~ t h  authors, previovsiy to the introduction 
oftbeir .subject, to a p p r o w e  the first chapter to 
this purpose, callin it a Preface. Under this head f are comprehended t ree different articles; Ist, The 
narure or description of science ; !id, The elUJ or use 
of the science ; ad, The subject of the science ; or a 

those of its essential parts that are to be investigated . . 
. or considered; such as the human body in medi- - , 

' cine, words and sentences in grammar, and duf;ni- 
, . 

don  and demonstration in logic. , 

Accordingly let it be understood, that knowledge, 
br images acquired by the mind, is of .two kinds; , '  

, 
i e i h e r  the simple impression of an object, or the pro- ' . 

, Quction .of a n  image by reflection, that is, by re]!- 
tion. T b e  first is perception, the second intcllecy 
tian or judgment. 

Pcuception is either the idea of a single objcct, 
such as the  idea of ZEID ; or of several objects, ,such 
as the idea of ZEID and OMAR. Or it may be the 
idea of an' object atanding in a relation that.is im- 
perfect ; for example, the slave of ZEXD ; or in a 
relation that is perfect, in which case it must not be 
connected with a predicate, .but without one, such 
as' t:?e exreb, (i. e.) bent thou: It may also be in . 

construction with a predicate, providetl that it  imply 
no concluim; as in the idea uf .conjecture a d  
doubt. 





EnteUection or judgment consists in  giving assent 
to some proposition, such as '' ZEID is standing,'' 
or " ZEID is not standing." 

Each of those, namely, perception and intellection,' 
are necessarily divided into two kinds, viz. Those ac- 
quired by intuition without any previous argument or 
prmf, and therefore called intuitive ; and those ac- 
quired by investigation and reasoning, and therefore 
called demonstrable. W e  have f herefore established 
h m  distinctions, viz. perceptions intuitive, and per- 
ceptions~demonstrablc : or in other words, 

I .  The  known perceptible. , 
2. T h e  unknown perceptible ; 

and intellection or truth intuitive, and intellection . 
or truth demonstrable ; in other words, 

1. The known demonstrable. 
2. The  unknown demonstrable. 

The idea of beat ancl cold, is an example of the 
kmwn perceptible. 

I 
The  idea of angels and genii, is an example of 

the unknown perceptible. 
The  proposition t11at the sun shines,. is an exam- 

ple of the known demonstrable ; and 
The proposition that the world was created, and 

I 
I that there is a Creator, is an example of the 
I 
I unkqown demmstrabk. 

I In the language of logicians, examination or in- 
spection is the contemplation of the thing known ta 

I 

obtain a knowledge of the thing unknown ; that is 
to say, the contemplation of the known perceptible, 

1 and the known dernonsfrable to obtain a knowledge 
of the unknown perceptible and unknown demon- 
qtrable ; and as mistakes often happen in this investi, 

' H 
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gation, there is indispensibly required some general 
rule t o  preserve the mind from falling into an .error 
in ,the process of thinking. This rule is logic. 

Prom this discussion, therefore, it appears that the. 
.Nature of logic may be defined " A general rule 
which guards the mind against errors in thinking." 
But in the language of logicians, thinking is an 

arrangement of certain things known, to obtain a 
knowlege of things unknown. Consequently the end 
or use of logic likewise becomes obvious' and mani- 
fest. - 

There now remains to be examined, only the sub- 
ject of logic ; and this is the known perceptible and 
the known dtmonstrable, in such a form as to lead 
to the unknown perceptible and unknown demon- 
strable. The first of these is called lZejnirion ; the 
second demonstration or proof. T h e  idea of an 
animal endowed with the faculty of speech," leading 
to the idea of man, is an example of definition. The 
proposition, " The world is liable to change, and 
evety thing liable to change is created," leading to 
the conclusion " that the world was created," exhi- , 
bite an example of demonstration. 

P A R T  I. O F  D E F I N I T I O N .  

Exrassslow in the technical language of logi- 
cians, is the existence of a thing in such general use, 
that there necessarily or irresistibly arises from the 
knowledge of that thing t h ~  knowledge of another 
thing. The first they call the Sign, the' second 
the thihg sig?lIJ;ed. If the sign be a word, they call 
it verbal expression ; and if not a word, they call it 
expression not verbal ; and these two together com- 
prehend six different distinctions ; I .  Assigned ex- 
pression verbal ;. 2. Assigned expression not verbal ; 

U n 
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I I 3. Natural expression verbal ; 4, Natural expression 
I not verbal ; 5. Intellectual' expression verbal ; 6. 
1 Intellectual expression not verbal. The word Zeid 
I appropriated to an individual, is an example of 
I assigned expression verbal. The four signs, a line, 

a knot, a land mark, a signal, are examples of as- 
signed expression not vtrbal. The exclamatio? oh ! 
oh ! froin a pain in the breast, is an example of na- 
tural expression verb21 . The quickness of the pulse, 
indicating fever, is an example of natural expression 
not verbal. The word Dciz heard from behind a 
wall, and implying the existence of a speaker, is an 
example of intellectual expression verbal ; and the 
sign of smoke, implying the existence of fire, is an 

, example of intellectual expression not verbal. 

But of all these different modes of expression, we 
mean, at present, to consider only that of verbal ex- 
pression assigned, which is of rhree kinds ; I .  That ' by conformity ; 2. That by implication ; and 3. That 
by association. Thus a verbal expressioo assigned, 
may denote its object by corresponding with the 1 whole of its character ;- as the word inmun, man, 

1 denotes a living being endobed with speech. By ex- 
pressing a portion of its object, as the word insaun 

, ti. e.) man, implies an animal. By acting without 
I or beyond its object, as the word insaun (i. e.)  man, 

implies a being capable of science, and the art of 
I writing. The first is agreement or coxiformity, the 

second implication, the third association. 
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But in the case of expression- by association, the 
association must either be intellectual-inferred, as 
for example, the idea of light associated with one that 
is blind ; or founded on real knowledge, such as .the 
idea of generosity connected with a Prince. 

, And it is further to be remembered, that con- 
formable expression is necessary to implication and 
association, whilst these, on the contrary, are no; 
required for conformable expression ; to that where- 
ever implication and association are expressed, there 
.must also exist conformable expression ; but where 
these is conformable expression it does not necessa- 
rily follow that these must be also implication or as- 
rociation . 

i f  the terms of the conformable exp~ession consist 
of parts, and these parts be conformable to portions 
of the sense, then that term is a compounded word ; 

' and the compound is either perfect, giving to the 
r hearer complete satiafaction ; or imperfect. Perfect 
1 compounds are of two kinds, uiz. predicative, such as 

" Zeid is standing ;" or insawz, such as eareb, beat 
thou. Imperfect compounds are of five kinds, ]st, 
The composition of relation such as " the slave of 
Zeid ;" ~ n d ,  The composition of qualification, such 
as '' an excellent man ;" 3rd, The composition of . . confirmation, such as '' the man in the house ; rth, 
The composition of numbers, such as Hemseh Usher; 

-ahd 5th, The composition af habit, use, custom, 
such as Balbec," which originally is the name of 
a devil or king, and has now become the name ~f a 
city. 
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But if the terms af conformable expression be not 
of this description ; that is to say, if portions of the ex- 
pression be not conformable to portions of the sense, 
it is then called simple qr uncompounded ; which is 
of three .kinds ; lst, When the sense is affirmative, 
arjd at the same time expresses in its form one of the 
three tenses, it then constitutes that part of the speech 
called a verb. Z. If it do,  not express time, but 
merely some .object, then it is a nourl ; and 3. If it 
express neither time nor any 'particular object, then 
it is apariicle. 

T h e  noun is of several kinds ; 1st. Appellations or 
proper names ; 2nd. Generic names ; 3rd. Unfimited 
or ambiguous terms ; 4th. Synonimous terms ; 5th. 
Technical terms ; 6th. Literal terms ; 7th. Meta- 
phorical terms. l .  As a noun may express one or 
many, it is either singular, or plural. If it express 
one with an appropriation to a particular individual, 
then it is a proper name ; such as the names ZEID 
and OMAR, k c .  2. If it express one, without any, 
appropriation to a particular individual, and all the 
individuals be equal or abke, then it is a generic 
name, such as a sheep, a goat, &c. 3. If it be va- 
riable with respect to priority or excellence as the 
word, nature, or existence with regard to the Creator 
and his creatures, then it is variable or ambiguous ; 
4. If the noun is common to many objects, and is 
appropriated to each of these alike, as the word Acetr 
which signifies self, gold, fountain, and the eye ; 
then it is synonimous or equivocal ; 5. But if it be not.  
wiformly su, but being first used in one ser,se, and 
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afterwards converted to +nother, becomes current in 
its new acceptation, it is then metaphorical, and 
takes its character from the person who employs it. 
If the speaker be an illiterate common person, it is 
called a vu&r phrase ; if he be a man of science, it 
is called a iechnical term ; and if he belong to the law, 
it is cdleda law phrase. But if this be not the case, 
and a word be used indiscriminately in both ways, 
tie first directly applicable to its original otjject, and 
the second to that to which it is transferred ; such as 
the word lion, it constitutes, when signifying a fierce 
animal, the literal or 6th species of Noun, and when 
used to denote a hero, the 7th species, or Jigurative. 

BE i t  known that the object of the logicians consi- 
dered strictly is the thing comprehended by the un- 
derstanding. Our discussion respecting expression 
and language was necessary to our design merely be- 
cause this is the instrument or means by which that 
is conveyed or understood. Know then that an idea, 
which in the conception of tbe understanding, is not, 
true or applicable to the whole of the individuals of . 
a class, is a particular idea ; and that an idea that is 
applicable to the whole without restriction is an uni- 
versal idea, even although it should exclude the ex- 
istence of other constituent parts, for example " an 
equal to GOD," or though it should express a being 
having no existence, such as the Unca ; or if there 
should be found a single being with the mere proba- 
bility of another, such as the Sun ; or with the im- 
possibility of another, such as the Creator ; or where 
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several individuals are included with a limitation, ! such as the wisdom of GOD. 
I 

I 
I 

i Raving ascertained the distinction between univer- 
I sal and .particular ideas, then know that there are 
I I established, among universal ideas, the four follow- , ing relations : I .  'The relation of disagreement ; 2. 

The relation of agreement ; 3. Relation between the 
general and particular idea in one way ; 4. The rcla- 
tion of the general and particular idea in no way. 

I 
i 1. The  relation of contrariety or disagreement is 

that in which 'there is a general repugnance on both ' sides as between man and stone, which do not reci- 
procate or correspond'in any point ; this relation lo- 
gicians call contrariety, and the two general -ideas 

I with regard to each other contraries. 

a. The  relatiorr of agreement is that in which there 
is a perfect reciprocity and agreement, for example , " man" and " an animal endowed with speech;" 
For where there is a man, there aiso is an animal en- 
dowed with speech. This is called the relation of 
agreement ; and the general terms are called cor- 
respondent or reciprocal. 

3. In the: relation called Amom Chisoos Mutlick, 
the sense of the general idea is correspontling or reci- 
procal only in one way; and not in the other; for 
example ".man," " and living animal," where there 
isma man ther; is of course a living animal. But the 
reverse of this is not necessary. 'I'his relation is called 
Anlorn Chisoos fllzitlick, and both terms opposed m 
each. other AIIZONI ' C ~ ~ S O O S  ,Wu/lick. 

d l .  And the relation of Amom Chisoos min zctqj.48 is  
that in which there is no reciprocation between thq 

, ferms in any way ;' such as '; aniolal" and '' black- 
I 
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ness ;'' For sometimes there i* an animal without 
blackness, and sometimes blackness without an ani- 
pal, This is called Amom Chjsoas min wojkb, and the 
terms i n  relation to each pther Amom Chisqos min 
fuGjkh. 1 

I Tbe result is thig, that in tbe f i s t ,  the basis bf 
the universal is disjunciion on both sides ; In the se- 
cond, the basis of the universal is cmjuncrion ; In the 1 .  

i third, the $asis of the universal is conjwction on one 
side, qnd di.+~ction on the other ; and in thefowrib, 1 thpe is on both sides, ie certain points dirjunctron 
and certain points conjunction. 

- Let it also be remembered that sometimes the 
term A z z i  is used for Achuz  a portion, that i s  to. 
say that whatever is ranked pnder a general idea iq 

' called Jhszi. But the first, viz. Achuz, is called a 
real portion, and the second Juxxi rzauf, that is, a 
 elated part. According to this rule, therefore, man 
with regard tp animal is a related part ; and animat 

! is a p~ with regard to Jisn~ naurni or body defined ; 
I and body defined is a related part with regard to body 
i in general, qccordingly whatever is arranged under 
I a genera! ide? may b,e called Juzzi +uufi, or a related 
a !!Irk 
I 
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THE universals or predicables are altogether of 
five kinds, viz. gems, species, difference, peculi- 
arity, accideni. Nor every miversa1 is reducible to  
one of two kinds ; it is either inherent: in the form, 
or not inherent in the form. If it be inherent in the 
form, this also is of two kinds. It either includes 
the whole form or character of the individuals under 
it;  or it is only a part of the form ; if it include the 
whole form of the individuals under it, such as, 
" Man," which includes the whole form of Z E ~ ,  
OMAR, or BECKAR, &c. then it is called a species. 
Zf it be not the whole form of the individuals, but  

rtion, this also is of two kinds. I t  either 
compre Only a %o ends the whole of the different individuals, 
or it does not ; if it comprehend the whole, like Hey- 
waun, &ima2, which comprehends man, horw, and 
goat, varying in their character from each other, 
then they call it a genus, hut here there is a nice 
digtifiction ; for animal'' which is in one lace a 
genus, in anothrr way becomes a species. #'or ex- 
ample, when it is asked what is the nature of man or 
horse, and it is answered that they are animals, then, 
in this case, it is a genus : because here the idea of 
animal with regard to man is only part of his cha- 
tacter, and at the same time comprehends man 
and horse, which vary in their nature from each 
other. But when the question is put respect- 
ing the nature of hone, p t s ,  and sheep, &c. 





in thir case animal is a species ; for the thing under- 
stood by animal is not a part of the. character, but 
the whole of the character of horse, goat, and sheep. 
But if it be a portion of the character in such a man- 
ner as not to include the different associates, but to 
exclude them, then it is a df~ffe?n6e, for example, 
nautik, speaking ; which is not the whole, but part 
of the character of man, which they abstract. 

These three are called xautiaut, inherent or essend 
tial. Whatever is not essentially inherent in the cha- 
racter or naturc, is likewise reducible to two kinds; 
it is something exclusively appropriated to one object 
only, or it is not exclusively approp'riated to one ob- 
ject only. If it beexclusivelyor peculiarlyappropriatcd 
like laughter, which is the peculiar property of man 
alone, then they call it chaweh, a 
or peculiarity. If it be not 
such as the colour yellow and red, t 
uuri J aum or common accident. 

LET it be remembered, that our object in dio- 
cussing the subject of ideas was to obtaiu a know- 
ledge of the known perceptible, in such a manner or 
form as might lead to a knowledge of the percepti- 
ble unknown, and this they call maurif, that is, 
&yfnirion ; and, therefore, since its col:stituent puts, 
which are the five universal ideas or predicnbks, have 
been just now described, adefinition, which in reality 
consists of those, is of course, already crplained. 
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e r i f o i  t k  -Ikiagld&edis that regioting 
which every circumstance is colkcted .that can tend ' 
@give a pr+tti&a af it!; take;.fortxamplc, heiwdzrir , 
no~i~,;;a_spcp~~S,a~~im~zZ,, the defirljtjog of .>f.i% 
~~un,''  that, is Mun; ahd, iri d e q i n g ,  4 e  def;iition 
p i A t - c & ~  w'itk ,:the' tkiirg dcfix~&-&t ;is $9 . 
say, the desc.ugtion lvith q a r d  tp ,the thing3dc- , 

scribed &*it biand-in ' the relat izn-of. G ~ s ; a ~ t i r  muri 
uh~kt&,xd G s & p c ~ a d e b c c r ~ ~ t  jlip lJr&i.r-c$red 
thit.the defin;tion should be more pejspicuous, - t h q  

- it,more t l i a ~ . . ~ n d  obvio\ia, a& fo r  this iehun-dc: 
f i in i sgb$utml tb t  isgws&cqdnl, tksn IPq t l d d ~  
defined,is qot, .prop@ ; such, for eumpre, .'asihe. dy7- 
rhptioh/ef. .&;t by fbb : f e ~  -&nl&;-'.- $&&&. j*. it 

adm$s&le tro degnq b ~ , a  tqn~ t at is l e ~ s . g g e r ~ 1 ;  
kc% a i  the 4Gcriptiari of 'nn&ul&. the d d  itfan i 
.~cwse;th~rc;laciom.~t~'q&~~Z dnd n, nb:is K ~ldion ChusgoreMu#bk,:and notthat of ,fu.yy~au( 
or pkifeet agtetrilkTt, '-&ich is' fequircd ; h d r  ii it lil; 
l d a e k ~  'qeficqby.iiw~r)s~af &hmgkq&dly k d ,  
~r less knpw.9 \than the, 'ihing'd&qed, because i t ,  is 
r q u h  thit-t$& d&cri$tihn sh0u.d cwesp6cf: arid 
be.? t k e q a e  time q , w '  cl,eari.. . . ,. . ! I 

... . - ./, L.:'..,-. .. . 1 T ~ ' Q & I S C . ~  d r f i o i h n '  .u~ j  +reQcliski,:bdn~ 
nbwbnderstood, kt it -ge rkmiiibered thi t  defihi- 

' this may'all bk :.referred 'io f&i. &iGere~.rt '~8d~,Zviviz1 

. I  . . !  

1.' I f  the definitidn ;ankilt of the niarGt &nos 
md.\he.ixsa~cst difference; then it is a perfect defini- 
tion, such as Heiwaun Naulik, the .definition of man. 
2. If it consist of the remotegenus and the nearest 

I 3  
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I 
I difference, or the nearest difference alone, then I't is 

an imperfect definitiotl, s u c h u  Jinn Naunu'Naaiik 
for man, or Naud alone. a. If the descrip~im 

: 1 ,  
consist of the nearest gendo, and the property or 
peculiarity, .such as Rekuaun Saihuk, . a creature 
that laukhs, for man, it is a perfect mark or desig- 
nation. ; 4. :And if it consist of the remote genus and 
peculiarity;, or of the peculiarity alone, then it is an 
imperfect mark, or description, such as J?nn Naumi 
&dat, a p* of 'laughing substance, or SalfJlakie, 
laughing, d y ,  as a designation of mat). 

And further, . designation by common accidclrt , is 
not conceived' to be .good ; because the object of 
definitidn is the discrimination of the thing defined 
from others3 and this is not obtained from common 
accide~t.  Sometimes in the H~uidj Naukis and Risimi 
'Naukis, Indication bya more common word or ver- 
bal ikscriptibn is admitted. That is the real mean- 
ing of a word not being well nnderstood, another 
word is employed to. explain and elucidate ; for in- 
stance thcy say Urruzfur h o o d  assad to explain 
Ruzfur, which also means a lion. . And in like man, 
ner in verb4 dacriptiop the designatian is effected 
by an exptission more coininon, as for esample, when 
a peno~i  who does not know. it asks - " what is pain" 
thcy will bsy it.is a thing common to all ;. and thus, 
in tlie Huddi Naukis and Resimi. A7aukis, if ,a more 
common word be used, it i s  allowed.. 

' 

. - . . 
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I.-E.T' .h%c'~GCme&'t3~~, tbnt the40bjebjert dl.c&si- 
dering truths, is to, obtain a knowledge of truth krrtwv 
in u c b  P, &rm, -to lerh ks-~te. mt ~ " o w k d p l d  
#r@b kndnoyn ; qnd thh tbcy call syllogism and raa- 
w&,g :. and since a syllogism.is,~cmposed of pro o- 
iiim, +rpraP ioa iknoage  'of thew is requi+Bot . . . . 
CQ-. -, . . 

. . 

. . .  '- * 
A prophition is a sentcncc .containing either a 

ttbth.c~'m' u n t i ~ h  ; W is tb.say, in the language of 
hgifinab, it. i s a e o m ~ ~ r  affitmacloa contttiniag 

I what is trme' pr false ;. 8 u c h . a ~  ZEID ir stcsnding, i n  
contradikinctwn to an expression, such i s  Arreb, 
tvhich do&' nd kon+ey any-asserdbn. I n  jhort, the 
thing predidated is called o 'piwpositien, and if that 
proposition affirm something of another ,thing, as in 
the precdink example, or deny any thing af.an0th.q 
thing, as ?PI the example Z s r ~  Kauir~ nais!, ZEID is- 
pot stasdhg," then these are absolute propositions, 
qnd the Jirst is called an absolute affirmative, and . 
)he second an absolute negative, an? the subject of 
which the affivation is made, corresponding to 
vly&/idtz in gr-mmar is called Mozooy ; as ZEID in 
the sentence Z B I ~  Kqim: ancl the thing spokens 
or proposed respecting the Jfozoocy is called MA- 

! m o o l :  such is Knuitu 11e is standing, in the sen- 





tencc ZEXD Kauim, correepondihg in the languaga of 
syntax to the term Chabber. 

~h~tvhich '&cpoues the connection between the 
subject and predicate is called Rnubit or copula., In 
gram- the make use of the word Hoe for this an- 
nection ; mi sbmethin similar being rpguired for 
connecting the mrdr '' k~ D Kauini' .,they have, for 
this purpok, substimi td th,q pronoun Hoo, which is 
uvderstood ,witbout being sxprcsscd. 

' ..  
But i f  the thing predicated bereot affirmative or 

negative of iomethln ascribed to something, as in 
he preceding, examp f es, then such a' proposition is 
dcnatnisated..c~~ditioml, & far example, " if the 
run shine, then it must be day," The  first member 
of  th is  s e q t ~ n c e ~  .'* If the sun. shine," - logicians cdl 
A$~kudsem,: th'@.l ,  the. antecedent ; awhicti cams- 
ponds t o  the I term " shirt" the q o d t i o t r  i n  syntax, 
and the "ucond part of the pmpositi& " Then it 
b t  be dry,'' .is denominated tauli, that is, the 
cobsequent,; whicb comsponds to the term Chabber 
in dyntax. - ' 

. .. 
. . . .  

This  bei.n~pr&nised, know that in ahsolute or ca- 
tegorical prp ositibn admits of various distinctions 
ansing from t 1 e nature'of ' the AfozooeA or. subject, 
kc. &c. .A, I 

. . 

A RxLtoGr SU is a Sentence composed of propo- 
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sitions, a d  .in sdch a manner? that there' nccess9. 
rily ariser from this composition another sentence. 
Know then that having finished our investigation of 
propositions on the previous- knowledge of which all 
reasoning or demonstration depends, I shall now con- 
sider dvonstrat ion :-Demonstration or reasoning 
is the process of inferring something from the state 
of one thing t o  prove the state of another; and this 
is of three kinds, viz. Syllogis~)l, Induction, and rim- 
hg. Spllogism is that in which an inference is 
drawn f r ~ m  a general rule or class to  a subordinate 
part or individual belonging to that class; which 
must of course partake of its general nature or cha- 
acter. , This species of argument affords cerfainty or 
truth. .Take, for example, " The world is changea- 
ble, and every. thing liable to change was created ;" 
thus they obtain the conclusion that the world did 
not exist from eternity, that is, was- created. Be it 
then understood, that two sentences combined, from 
the nature of which there necessarily arises a third, 
constitute what is called Keeause or syllogism : and 
the third sentence thus obtained is called Ncte jrk, 
that is, the conclusion. . - 

The subject and predicate contained in the con- 
clusion of the syllogism described is called the Mad- 
deh, that is, the matder of the conclusioq; and tlie 
order in which 'they are placed constitutes what is 
called Heiye~, that is, the form or figure. If the 
matterand.figure of the conclusion appear in the pre- 
mises of the syllogism, then that syllogism is called 
conditional, because the conditional particle Leikitr 
must be included in it. Take, for example, c C  when- 
ever the sun shines day must exist ;" but the sun 
shines, which gives the conclusion-" Then day ex- 
ists," which is materially and formally contained in 
the precedjng syllogism. But if the conclusion be 
not materially and formally expressed in the pl.ernises 





d the syllogism, then it is denominated Ikteraruri, 
tha,t is, simple or categorical : whether it be abso- 
lute or cohditional. 

I 
I The subjccd considered in the co~clusion of a simple . 
1 sylfogism is calkd Asrur, that is, the minor ; and 
' the thing predicated of the subject is called Akbr, 

that ie, the major; and the proposition which con- 
tains the minor is called Sururi, minor proposition ; 
and the proposition which contains the maBr, i s  
called Akburi, or major proposition ; and the term 
wit4 which the subject and predicate of the conclu- 
sion are both compared is called the middle term or 
H d i  Osit, or Osit, &c. kc. &c. 

N. B. .From the various modes in which the mid- 
dle term may be placed, there arises a division of 
syllogism into four different form or figures, or Ash- 
kaul; which arc again subdivided and branched out 
into a great many subordinates. 

BE i t  known that Induction is the procesc of coI- 
' 

lecting particulars for the purpose of establishing a 
general rule respecting the nature of the. whole class. 

Argument, or reasoning, is supposed, as we fotmer- 
ly observed, to be of three kinds, A'yElogisrn, Induction, 
and ~ n a ~ b ~ ~  ; and syllogism has been just now dio- 
cussed. Induction is of two kinds, viz. perfect and 
imperfect. I I 

I t  is pegect induction when the general rule is ob- 
tained from an examination of all the parts. For 
example, all animals are either endowed with speech, 
or not endowed with speech. But those endowed 
and those not endowed are both sentient, there- 

I fore all animals are sentient. This is an  example 
1 
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of perfect Induction, which produces certainty. 

It is imperfect induction when a number of indivi- 
duds of a class being overlooked or excluded, a ge. 
nerd rule is thus established respecting'the whale; 
For instance, if it should be assumed that all ani- 
mals move the under jaw in' eating, because this is 
the case with man, horse, goats, and sheep, this 
would be an example of imperfect induction, which 
does not afford certainty : because it is possible that 
some animals may hot move the under jaw in eating, 
as it is reported of the Turns Jh or Nehung7 the cro- 
codile. 

Having considered the first two modes sf reason- 
is, there still remains to be kxplained Analogy. 

SECT. IV. OF ANALOGY. , 

.  ANALOG.^ .is the unfolding of an affinity or re- 
semblance between two subordinate parts of the same 
class, differing in their nature and'. properties, so as 
to establish a general law md axiom respecting both ; 
take, for example, the general rule, that " grapes 
arc prohibited because wine is,:' which conclusion if 
obtained thas. . The  cause of the'prohibition if wine 
is intoxikaties ; but .i~otication exists also in the 
grape.; ,therefore, it is proved that the grapelikewise 
js prohibited. The. instruments of this process arc 
a ~ a l y l i  and selection, '&c. &c, 
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LET it be observed, that as syllogisms hare been I divided according to their $p or fm into abso- 
1 lute and conditional, so are they likewise distin- 
I guished according to their mner of constituent parts, 

into five different classes, uix. the demonstrative, the 
I casuistical, the rhqtorkal, the poetical, the so- 

phistical. 
I 

I. T h e  h o n s t r a t i v e  are composed of truths, that 
is to say, perceptions, the different species of which 
are six.. 

1. Intuitive or self-evident truths ; to obtain which 
thc bare inspectibn of the subject and predicate, 
and . the relation in which they stand to each 
other. is sufficient : for example, " a whole is 
larger than a part." 

I 

I 2. Evidences, obtained by means of sensation 
which are called Hbiaut if they be external, 
~ c h  as " the sun shines, the fire burns; and 
Judimut; if they be internal ; as, for example, 

hunger and thirst." . 

/ a. Experiences, which are t h e  conclurion~ formed 

I 
'by the :understanding from,repeated trials ; as, 
for example, f '  th'at Scainmony is a Cathartic." 

.' < 
4 .  Traditions, which s e t h e  c ~ n c l u s i ~ n s  which 

I the unaerstanding forms from the'reports of a 
number o people ; and which cannot be sup- 
pused to. [ k false, 'such as the ririssiori of the 

, P r o p b d f * ~ ~ H & ~ ~ ~ w , .  and JESUS C~UJIM,' % - a 
I . . 





6.. Conjectures, which are qpinions founded' oq 
notions respecting quality and motion ; and 
f m e d  by ipferring ak efect from a supposed 
principle or cause I such, for example, as 
'' That  the light of the moon is derived from 
the light of the sw." . 

I 
6. T h e  g w r a l  properties of matter, that is, such 

as are obvious wlthout the intervention of any 
latent intermediate' idea, for example, " four is 
an even number." 

N. B. In  the original here followa the distinction 
of demonstration or proof into reasoning 2 priwi 
denominated Berkaun Lemmi, and reasoning b - 
pQstgriori denominated Bcrhaun Armi. 

11. The casuistical or dirputative, 'which -are, 

1. Current and prevailing opinions agreeable t o  
the ideas &.the multitude, such as '' learning 
is good, and ignorance bad." 

I 
I 2. Malicious insinuations artfully expressed to 
I conceal the motive. 

111. The' rhetorical, , , which are composed, 

1. Of propositions takqn for granted upon some 
respectable au&ority, such as that of the pro- 

I phets and fathers. 

1 2. Of presumptions or suspicions grounded on 
r the frequency of some improper practice ; such 

as that of a person being a thief from his going 
abroad in the night. 

IV. The poetical, which are founded on fiction. 
Honey, for example, they make a liquid ruby. 
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i V. The sophistical, are composed, 
I 

I. Of vague language without specifying any pre- 
cise object,'such as the vague expression 6 L  The 
person to whom we allude." 

2. Quibbles, which, though absoliitely false, ex- 
hibit some appearance of truth ; as if I should 
say, that " the figure of the horse which is 
painted on the wall is a horse ;" that " every 
horse neighs ;" and, consequently, that " the fi- 
gure on the wall must also neigh." 





V. 

An Account af thc ~ & u ~ e t n e u t  an Arc . - ,  on ilu 

1 Miridian on the C ~ A S T  ~ ~ C O R O M A N D E L ,  md 
the Length of a Degree deduced thrrrfrotn ilr t?w , 

I batitudd 12' 32'. 

\ 

BY B ~ I G A D E  MAJOI WILLIAM LAMBTON. 

IN a former Paper which I had the honour to corn. 
municate to the Asintick Society, I ave a short 
!ketch of an intended plan for establis a ing a series 
of connecting points commencing from the Coro- 
~ani ld  Coast, and extending across the Peninsula ; 
but that Paper was only meant to convey a general 
idea of the principles on which the work was to be 
conducted; a more circumstantial and scientific ac- 
count,-it was thought, would be more to the pur- 
pose, when I had the means ofputting the pIan in exe- , 
cution, and detailing the particulars. Since that time 
I have received a most c~mple t e  apparatus, which 
bas enabled me to proceed on the scale I originally 
proposed, and what is here offered is the beginning 
nf that work, being the measurernen t of an arc on 
the meridian, from which is deduced the length of 
deyree lor the latityde 1 2 O  32' which is nearly the 
qiddie of the ars, . 

The triangles here mentioned are those only, from 
~ h i c h  the arc is obtained, a d  the base line, the 
foundation to the whole, is a measured line near the 
Seq Coast, an accqunt of which is here subjoined, 
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SECTION I. AN ACCOUNT PF THE BASE LINE. 
SOME time had been taken up in examining the 

country , best suited for this measurement, and at 
length a tract was found near 81. Thomas's Mount, 
ixt~ernely well adapted f&, the purpose, being an 
entire flat, without any impediment for near eight 
miles, commencing at the ram ground, and extend- 
ing southerly. This being determined oh, and the 
necessary preparations made, it was begun on the 
10th of April, and completed on the 22nd of 1149, 
1802. 

I had expected a small transit instrument from 
Bngland, for the purpose of fixing objects in the 
alignement, and for taking elevltivns and depressions 
at  the same time ; but that instrument not having 
arrived, I thought it unnecessary to wait, particularly 
as the grpund was so free from asqents and descents ; 
I therefore used the same apparatps as I had formerly 
done, viz. the transit circular instrument and the 
levelling telescope fixed on a tripod with an elevating 
screw in the center. In all horizontal directions, 
this telescope fully answers the purpose, and 
there has been na deviation fmm the level to exceed 
26' 30" excepting in one single chain, and those 
cases but very few, I feel entirely satisfied as to the 
accuracy of the whole measurement. 

The chain which was made use of is the one I 
formerly had, and I was fortunate enough ta  receive 
another from Eng kgnrl, made also by the late Mr. 
I~AIMSDEN, and this having been measured o g  by 
the standard in Lottdon, when the temperature was 
50' by F A H R E N H ~ ~ T ' S  thermometer, it afforded me 
an advantage of correcting for the effects of expan- 
sion, a circumstance in which I was by no meam sa- 
tisfied in, the former measurement. In orfer, there- 
fore, to have a standard at aH times to refir to, I haire 
reserved the new chain for that purpose, and uscd the 



old one only as a measuring chain, by which means I 
can always determine the correction for the wear. 
By referring to the annexed table, it will appear 

that rhere are only four angles of depression, and two 
of elevation, taken in the whole length of the base ; 
the rest are a11 horizontal measurements, and many 
of them consist of a great number of feet before it 
became necessary either to sink or elevate the cof- 
fers; when that was done, great care was wken to 
mark the termination of the preceding measurement ; 
and for that purpose a small tripod was used in  the 
shape of a T, with three iron feet to run into the 
ground, the straight side of which T was placed in 
the line. Another small T was made with its top 
also parallel to the line, and fixed upon the liirge 
one so as to slide to the right or left, and upon that 
again was a long piece of briss made to slide out at 
right-angles to the top of the T ; in the middle of 
this .brass "a mark was made, which was brought to 
a plumb line let fall from the arrow, and the height 
from the brass to the arrow was noted down ; when 
the succeeding chain was laid, which was tr, com- 
mence the new level or hypothenuse, the arrow was 
then brought, so that a plumb line freeIy suspended, - 
would coincide with the mark on the brass slider. 
The height of that chain above the brass myas likc- 
wise taken, by comparing those two heights the cle- 
vation or depression of the new commencement wao 
determined, and those differences noted in the se- 
venth and eigth columns ofthe table. The differences 
of the two aggregates containsd in those colu~nns, 
when applied ro the ascents and descents, will there- , 
fore shew how much one extremity of the base is 
above the other. The  height of the chain at the 
commencement and termination of the whole was of 
course taken from the ground. 

All the other particulars respecting this n~eascre- 
ment are nearly the same as that in the efisorc coun* 
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try, a full account of which has been published in a 
former volume of the Asiatic Researches. Some lit- 
tle alterations have been made in the coffers ; that 
is, they were all of the same length; and the whole 
together about ninety-six feet, so as to give room 
for the pickets with the brass register heads. The i r  
sides continued to the ends, and their depth on each 
side was the same, for the purpose of being turned 
every day that they might fall into a curve by their 

I 

own weight and that of the chain. I also used tripods 
with elevating screws in the center, for supporting 
the coffers, making n o  other use of pickets,than for . 
the drawing and weight posts, and or carrying the  
register heads. T h e  top of each stand on tripod was 
a thick circular piece of wood fixed firmly to  the 
end of the elevating screw, and a slip of board was 
fastened across the circular top, screwed into the 
center, and allbwed to turn round. When the ends 
of two coffers were placed on the top piece, this slip 
of board was admitted into the under part of each, 
and prevented their sliding off, a precaution that w a  
very necessary on account of the high winds. 

The  point of commencement of the base'was bad 
by dropping a plummet, from the arrow of the chain 
suspended by a silken thread. A long but small 
bamboo picket had been driven into the ground till 
its top was level with the surface, and the cavity of 
the bamboo was such as just to receiye the plummet, 
and when the first chain was in the coffers, drawn 
oil t by the weight at the opposite end, it was adjusted I 

by the finger screw .at the drawing post in such a 
Insnncr that the plummet might hang suspended over, 1 
the cavity of the bamboo, while the thread was ap. 
plled to the arrow. This was done within the oh- 
scrvatory tent, that the plumb line might l~an  freely % without being disturbed by the wind. 'I'he amboo 
p~cket  was preserved with great care during the time 
4 was observing for the latitude, and was then pm. 
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tected under the frame of the zenith sector. When 
the tent was removed, a large bamboo flag-staff was 
erected, whose cavity covered the picket, and in that 
state it remained until the measurement was com- 
pleted. 1 ~t tile temiination of the base, being the end of a 
chain, one of the large hooped pickets was driven 
into the ground till its top was on a'level with the 
coffers and under the arrow of the chain. The  op- 

I posite end being adjusted by the finger screw, the 
arrow at the leading end was nearly the center of the 

I picket. A mark was made, and a small round headed 
nail was driven in till it was level with the surface. , 
The chain was again applied, and the arrow cut the 
center of the nail. The  picket had been driven up- 
wards of two and a half feet into very hard clsty. 

Bht that those extremities may bc preserved, in 
I case they may hereafter be referred to, I erected small 

masses of hewn stone eight feet square at the bottom 
1 and four ar the top, the axis of those masses being 

made to pass through the points of commencement 
and termination, and in order that this might be cor- 
rectly done, the following method was used. 

I marked ant the foundation of the building, so 
that the picket might be as nearly in the center of it 
as possible. The  earth was dug about 2 6 o t  deep, 
reserving a space round the center untouched. After 
the foundation was brought to a level with the sur- 

I face, the first tier of stones was laid, being one foot 
1 in height. The  inner part was then filled up with 
1 slones and mortar, taking particular care at the same 

time that the center was not toucberi. The next tier 
of stones was then laid, which was six feet square and 
one foot high. This also was filled in with great 
care, and some cement an4 bricks put gradually 
round the icket. Afier that the last tier was laid i which was ! our feet square and also one f o ~ t  high. 
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When these stones were firmly fixed small silken 1 
threads were drawn across each other in the diagonals 
of the square. A plummet (pointed), was then sus- 
pended from the point of intersection of those 
threads, and they were so moved that the point of the 
plummet coincided with ,the center of the nail in' 

. the picket. The  position of these threads being de- 
termined, marks were inserted in the stone. T h e  
cavity was then filled up, and a square thick stone 
was fixed in the middle of the mass, having a circu- 
lar place of about four inches diameter, sunk half an 
inch deep, and whose center was marked by a point. 
This point, by moving the stone and again applying 
the silken threads was brought to coincide with the 
point of intersection, and then it was firmly fixed and 
pointed. 

Precisely the same kind of building was erected at 
' 

the beginning of the base, but in place of having a 
picket in the center, four large hooped ones were, 
drimn into the ground, forming a square of about 
ten feet, the small bambao picket being intended as - 
the center. Silken threads were then drawn across 
from the diagonal pickets, and so moved, that the 
plummet first used, suspended from the point of in- 
tersectioil of the threads, might drop into the cavity 
of the bamboo. That being adjusted, lines were 
drawn on the tops of the pickets where the threads 
had been extended. The building was then erected, 
and the center both of the second qnd last tier, was 
marked by the intersection of those threads when ap- 1 

plied to the marks on the pickets. 
Such has been the mode of defining the extremi- 

ties of the line. The  buildings are well built 06 
stone and some brick, and will remain for years, if 
not injured by acts of violence. They are intended 1 

.to receive an instrument on the top, and the points 
are poincs of refirence if it should ever be thought. 
necessary to have recourse to them. 
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&XPANSION or rns CHAINS AND rrrrla COMPARATIVE' . , LENGTHS. 

As I wi~hed to be satisfied with respect to the ex-. 
pansion of each of the chains, and their comparative 
lengths, I made a course of experiments for both 
purposes. I had accordingly the coffers arranged 
near the ground, that the drawing and weight posts. 
might be driven deep and firmly fined. Both the, , 

.chains were then put into the coffers, and the com-, 
parisons lwde as follows : 

April I@, at six P. M. the. temperature by a mean 
of five therrhometers was 85O,6. 

Three comparisons were made, and the' old chain 
exceeded the  new one, nine divisions of the micro- 
meter screw. 

April io, at six A. M. the temperature by a mean. 
of five thcrmometers was 7g0. 

Four copparisons were made, and the old chain 
exceeded the'new one nine divisions. Therefore at 
the commencemont, the old chain exceeded the new 
one in length, nine divisions of the micrometer. ' .  

May 23. After the base was completed, 'the tem- 
perature by a mean of five thermometers, 
was $6O. 

By a mean of five com- 
, . parisons, the old chain 

exceeded the new one ! 0,65 di;ision% 
24. The'temperature by a' mean 

of fiire thermometers 
was- 8a0. 

And a mean of six compa- 
risons, gave the excess. 
of thq old chain above 
the new one - - - I l,o8 do. 

25. The temperature was 87.'. 
-And a mean of t w o  corn- 

. parisons, gave .- ' - 1 1,00 do. 
- .  

I 

Mean 10,136 d ~ ,  



Hence it appears, that at the conclusion of t h e  
base, the old chain was longer than the new one, A 1 

. divisions of the micrometer very neatly, so that it 
had increased from being in use, 2 ditisions, or & 
inches. 

These ex eriments were made with great atten- 
tion, and w k' en either chain was stretched out by 
the weight, it was carefully bkought into a hne in 
the coffers. 

As I had reserved the r.tw chain for a standard, 
and knowin the tempera 'e at which it had been 
measured o fi. in Londorz, W considered it an object 
to determine its rate of expansion and contraction 
compared with the thei-mometkrs which had been in 
use in measuriqg the base, since these wett but corn-' 
mon ones, and might probably differ fiom those 
made use of by ~ e n e r a l '  ROY and others, who had 
determined the expansion of metals by the pyro- 
meter; and I was further induced to do this, from 
seei~ig the great variatidn among them, when the 
degree of heat became above one hundreti, which it 
generally was in the coffers every day befori I left r 

off. T o  avoid those irregula~ities arising from the 
expansions being checked by the resistance from the, 
pressure on the coffers, I chose the times of sunrise, - 
and from one to two o'clock, P. M. for making the 
observations. Sunrise in India is generally the coolest . 
time of the twenty-four hours, and the chain had 
during the night, on account of the uniform state of 
temperature, full time to- free. itself from any resist- 
ance. At the hottest part of the day l~kewife tl~ere 
is a considerable time when the thermometers are 
nearly stationary, which will atiord t ime for the re- 
sistance in  the coffers to be overcome, and it is.ne- 
cessary to  pay particular 'attention to this circum- 
stance, for the chain wih be perceived to lengihen 
often for nearly half an hour after the thermometers 
are i t  their highest. 
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I had made a great many experiments prior to 

the measurement, but found great irregularity, 
partly from not attending sufficiently to the above 
circumstance, and partly from the unsteadiness of 
the drawing post, notwithstanding it was driven' 
deep into very hard ground, and secured, as I 
thought, by having large stones pressed close on 
each side of it. To remedy this latter inconveni- 
ence, I had a staple driven into a brick wall, into 
which the iron was fixed with the adjusting screw 
for the chain, after which I perceived a perfect 
coincidence with the arrow and mark on the brass 
head, except what arose from the trifling expan- 
*ion and contraction of the iron which held the 
chain. I then began a new course of experiments 
on both the chains, and the results were as fol- 
lows ;- 

a Experiments for determining the expansion of the 
nmu Chain. 

VOL. VIII. L 

1802. 

- 
.Month. 

4.2 
5' 

14' 

15.: 

16.0 

Mean 00>742 

TIME. 

a rise' 

6.0 rise. 
a rise- 

rise. 

rise. 

u2 

'8 d 

;pa e l l  

'11624 

123a8 
82,5 

"99l 

121a9 
79,7 

L 

'I 
v r B  1, . - - - - - - - -  

93.4 
40,8 
41,s 

39,1 
37,7 
40,s 
42,2 

REMARKS. 

Weather 
clear sad 
willdy 
during 
the whole 
of tllese 
experi- 
ments. 

.A 

51 
64 
64 

60 
57 
63 
66 

To51 ex- 
d P W S I O U  

i.f;;t;;: 
Inches. 

,245157 
,307648 
,307648 

,288420,00737 
,273999 
,302841 
,317262 

Total 
doe to 

Inehea. 

,00734 
,00754 
,00744 

,go727 
,00747 
,00752 

I - 
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&,rperiments fop determining the expum'rn of the 
old Cbain. 

It appears from these reatlltq that the expan- a 

sion due to 1 of the thermometer is less than what 
has been allowed by experiments made in England, 
but this might arise from the thermometers, as they 
were such as could be purchased in the shops, and 
therefore most probably of the best kind. Great 
care, however, was taken to watch the moment 

- when they stood the highest, and though they va- 
ried from one another considerably at  that time, 
yet that variation was gel~erally the same in equal 
temperatures, 

1 The reductions from the hypothenusts to bring 
them to the horizontal level, were made by num- 
bering the feet from the old chain as they were 
measured, viz. by calling 38 chains 3 % ~  feet, 
which woultl he saoo, 1 I5 feet by the new chain; 
but this would no sensible error in the 
versed sign of a very small angle, and on that ac- 
count these decimals were not taken inta the c o w  



putation, which was thought less necessary, since 
the whole deduction did not 'amount to three 
inches. Neither was any notice taken of the dif- 
ferent heights o f  the hypothenuses or levels one 
above adother, as that difference was too trifling 
to affect a length of thirty or forty chains. The 
base has therefore been considerecl at  the same dis- 
tance from the center of the earth, before it was 
reduced to the level of the sea, and the pcrpendi- 
cular .height. of the south extrsmi ty, which I have 
considered as' nearly the general height, has been 
taken for that purpose. That perpendicular height 
was obtained by cam paring the south with the north . 
extremity, and the height of the latter was deter- 
mined by observations made at  the race-stand and 
on the sea-beach, where allowance has been made 
for the terrestrial refraction. The following is the 
manna in which it has been determined : 

On-the to. of the race-stand, the under part of 
the flag on t b e beach was observed to be depressed 
y 30"; and at the beach, the top of the race-stand 
was elevated 7' 15'. When the instrument was on 
the platform of the race-stand, the axis of the te- 
lesco e was on a level with the top of the railing, 
whic K was observed from the beach. But a t  the 
beach the'axis of the telescope was four feet below 
the part of the flag which had been observed. . 

The horizontal distance from the station on the 
stand to that on the beach is=19208 feet. Then 
as 19808 : 4:: Rad : tan. 43", which must therefijre 
be added to the obsel-ved depression of the flag- 
Hence y1,30 +&= 10' 18' is the depression of the 
axis of the telescope on the beach, observed from 
the race-s tand. 

Now the station on the beach is nearly at  right 
angles to the meridian, therefore, by allowlng 

L a  
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6U957 fathoms to the degree, 19908 feet will give an , 
arc of 3' 9"very nearly, which is the contained arb 
And the differehce between the depression and ek- 
vation being 9' 5sJ', we have 3 :  O:' "' ""=5",5 for 
the terrestrial refraction. Hence, shec  the observ- 

I 

eci elevation of the stand, phis ha% the  contained 
a1.c would give the angle subtenhed by the per- 
pendicular height of the stand above the telescope 
at the beach, were there no ref'ractiofi, we shall 
hare. 7' 15'; +?-5",5=s1 44" for thk true angle 
subtended by th i  perpendicular height, which be- 
ing taken as tangent, to the horizontal distance 

' and radius, we have R : tan. 8' 44" :: l$2OS : 
48,797 feet the hriqht requited. But the axis of 
the telescope on ihe beach was determined by 
levelling down to the water, to be 21,166 feet 
above the sea. Which, added to the above, give 
69,963 feet for the perpendicular height of the top 
of the stand above the levd of the sea. 

Now the top of the race-stand was determined 
by levelling to be 31,25 feet above the north ex- 
tremity of the base; which taken from the other, 
leaves 38,713 for the north extremity of the b* 
above the sea, which extremity being, by the ta- 
ble, '%r?,96 feet above the south extremity, w s  
shall have 15,753 feet from, the pespendiceler 
height of the south extremity of the line above 
the level of the sea;,. and from this height the 

i lingth of the base has'been seduced. 

: The angles of elevation and depremion were 
taken by the circular instrument, from a mean of 
several observations, and tlle error of collimation 
was corrected by turning the transit over, and 
horizontal plate half-round. But the ryeather was 
rather dull during the whole of these operations. 

1 
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TABLE. 
Containiag the partic~ilars of the measurement 

ef abase line near St. Thomas's Afmnt, cummenc- 
ing in latitude 18",00',19",5.9 N. and extending 
40006,4418 feet South Westerly, making an awke 
with the 1lleridia1100 1 0 '  36'. The first colt~inn con- 
tains the number of the hypotheause, or measured 
distances. Tlle second the length of each ill feet. 
The thiscl the allgles of' elevat~on and depres'6ion 
(which each hypothenuse makes with the horizon). 
'i'he fourtll the quantities to be subtractdi fl-om 
the respective hy pnthenuse to seduce it to the ho- 
rizon. The fifth the ascents and de- 
scents to each hypothenuse. 'l'he ,sixth the com- 
menceinent in inches of every tyvp~thenuse above I 

or below the :ermir;atioa of the one p~tecedini; 
and the seventh csn@ins the mean tempevirture 
during the respective weasuranent. 
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North above the south extremity 22,96 feet in perpendicular 
height. 

1 



A t  the commencement, the old chain (with 
which tlle measurement was made) exceeded the 
new one by nine divisions of the micrometer, equal 
to O' '  :i4 6 3  feet. Therefore 1 0  j ."'" ' x  
460 w ~ l l  be the measures in lengths of the new 
chain, equal . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  40001,4420 

At the concliision, the old chain 
exceeded the new one by eleven di- 
visions, consequently it had increas- 
ed by wear two divisions of the mi- 
crometer = 0,0008 feet. Hence 9y 
xQOO=ro,i600 feet, is the correction 
for the wear, whicli add . . . . . . .  SO, 1600 

Whence the apparent length of the 
base, will be 400,016020 lengths of 
the new chain, . . . . . . . . . . . .  40001, @SO 
The sum of all the corrections in co- , 

lumn fourth for obtaining the ho7 
rizontal distances, is 0,9359 feet, 
which muat therefore be deducted . --4,2359 

And this will ive the apparent hori- 
zontal lengt 'C, of the base, in terms 
of the uew chain 400,013661 
lengths, or . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4001) 1,3161i(i 1 

The mean temperature for the whole 
base is 900, 8 and the new chain 
was meaauted off when the tl-tet- 
mometer stood at  509 henee to re- 
duce the whole horizontal length 
to the standard temperature of 
620, the equation will be expressed 
by (w. bOW) X o 0014--(6Y-W)X 08 I?V 

1% ?' 
400,013661 feet, or 5,1162 feet 

. . . . .  which must be addecl, , +5,1i6S 
Hence the whole horizqntal distance 

. . . . .  corrected for 620 will be, 40006,4813 
Which reduced to the level of the 

sea will be, . . . . . . . . . . . .  4006,44 18 
z4 
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Note, the quantity +,W4 inches ie the expan- 
sion of the chain due to.] o of the thermometer ds 
determined by my own experiments detailed in the 
annexed memoir. By General ROY'S experiments' 
with the pyrometer, it was +,00763 inohee. 

The quantity 4-,01837 inches is the expansion 
of 100 feet of brass due to l o  of the thermometer. 

By the experiments I made in the M F ~  t h  
expansion of the old chain was +,007915 inches 
due to 1 0. By these experiments i t  is +,00737 
inches, but I give the preference to the latter on 
accountof the chains being fixed to the wall. 

The radius of curvature for reducing the base 
to the level of the sea, is assumed at 34487418 
fathoms being the radius to the meridional circle 
on which one degree is computed to be 60191 in 
the latitude of 13 0. 

SECTION 11.-0 bsemations for detemining t k  
Angle rvhiclr the Base Line m k e s  with the Me- 
ridian. 

I 

At the North end of the base 
latitude . . . . . . . . . . . 13O 00 99", 58 N. 

September 24th, on the evening 
the polar star when at its 
greatest Eastern elongation 
waq observed to make an an- 

le'North Easterly with the 
Ease line produced, . . . . . 1 O 35' 08", 7 

The apparent polar distance of 
the star at that time was 1 
44' 40" 2 with which and the 
above latitude, the computed 
azimuth was, . . . . . . . . 1 47 95,  7 



1 Therefon the line when produced 
Northerly will make an angle 
with the meridian North East- 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I d y , .  o la 17,o 
September 86th, un the evening 

the angle North Easterly with 
the base line produced was, . . .  1 35 13, 1 

The apparent polar distance on 
that day was, 1 44' 39" 8 
which will give the azimuth, . . 1 47 25, 9 

Therefore the angle ktween the 
line and meridian will be, . . . .  0 19 19, 1 

@tember 30th, on the evening the 
angle was observed, . . . . . . .  1 35 06, 7 

The apparent polar distance for 
that day being 10 44' 38" 1 the 

. . . . . . . . .  azimuth mill be, 1 47 93, d 
Hence the angie by this observa- 

tion is, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 1% 16, 8 

At the South end of the base-La- 
titude. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12 53 512,s 

October 7th. In the morning, the 
polar star when at its greatest 

1 western elongation, was observ- 
ed to make an angle N. Westerly 

1 with the baseline produced. . .  1 59 S6,9 
The apparent polar distance at 

that time was 1 o 44' 35,7, and 
this with the above latitude will 
give the azimuth. . . . . . . . .  1 47 18, Q 

Therefore the angk \~:..hich this 
line produced, makes with the8 

. . . .  meridian North Easterly. 0 19 18, 7 
. . .  And the mean of these h u r  is O 12 16,14 

The last observation was made under the .most 
favourable .circumstances, it being just day lig11.t; 
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the flag-staff a t  the north extremity of the line was 
observed immediately after the star ; and the morn- 
ing being perfectly clear, no unsteadiness or uncer- 
tainty arose from the effects of the vapour, which 
had occasioned the difference between the angles 
on the 24th and e&h. 

When the observation was made on the ~ t b ,  a 
blue light was fixed at the south end of the base. 

SECTION 111.-Commencement of the o p e r a t i o n s f m  
the base. The large theodelife. 

After the cornpletioll of the base line, there re- 
mained nothing of importance to be done until 1 
received the large instrument, which arrived in the 
.beginnipg of September. I had however made an 
excursion down the sea coast, as far as PozdicherTy, 
.for the purpose of selectin the properest stations 
'for detern~ining the lengt f of a meridional arc. 
This and the measurement of a degree at  right-an- 
:gles to the meridian I considered as the first object 
of this work: I accordingly loit no time in pro- 
ceeding to accomplish these desiderata. 

The instrument above alluded to was made by 
(Mr.. CAHY,. and is in most respects the same as 
that described by General ROY in the Philoso- 

' phical Transactions for the year, 1790, with the 
l~nprovements made afterwards in the microscopes, 
and in an adjnstn~ent to the vertical axis, by which 
the circle can be nhoved up or let down by means 
of two capstan screws at  the top of the axis. These 
-pre mentioned in the Philosophical Transactions 
for 1795, in the account of the trigonometrical 
survej. By sinking the circle on the axis, it is 
better adapted for travelling, ancl when the micro- 
scopes are once adjusted to minutes and seconds, 
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/ on the limb of the instrument, the circle can always ' 
I be brought back to the proper distance from them. 
I Great attention however is necessary in bringing 

the axis down, so that the wires in each microscope - 
1 being fixed a t  o posite dots on the limb, they may R coincide with t e same dots when the circle is 

turned half round, or made to move entirely round, 
and in a contrary direction to what it had -been 
moved before ; which latter method has been re- 
commended by the maker. This circumstance - 

I specting the axis should be most scrupulous~y at- 
tended to before the adjustment of the m i c ~ o m e t e ~  
begin, so that when by arranging the lenses in such 
a manner that ten revolutions of the micrometer 
may answer to ten minutes an the limb, and thew- 
fore one division to one second, the circle a n  
always be brought to its proper height, by trying 
the ~erolutions of the micrometer. 

It has however been found from experience, 
that unless in cases of very long and troublesame 
marches, i t  is not necessary to sink the axis. The 
carriage being'perfoimed altogether by-men, them 
is not that jolting which any other mode of con- 
veyance .is subject to, and as ]: found, that a con. 
siderable time was taken up in adjusting the axis 
before the revollitions of the micrometers could be 
brought to their intended limits. I therefore laid 
it aside, unless under the circumstauces above 

' meqtioned. 

The se~ic i rc le  of the transit telescope is 
,cited to 10' of a degree in place-of 30, w h i c ~ : ~  

. the case with the semicircle described by General 
Roy, and the  micrometer to the horizontal micro- 

. scope applied to this semici!-cle, making one revo- 
, lution. in two minutes, and five revolutions for ten 
minutes on the limb ; and ti= scale of the micro- 
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meter being divided into sixty parts, each part i s  
therefore two seconds of the circle. 

A number of experiments have been made for de- I 

termining the error of the semicircle, and to ascer- I 

tam the place of ,the fixed wire in the horizontal I 

microscope, so as to divide the error. I t  has ap- 
peared in the event, that the teilescope being in its 
right position, (t5at is, when the limb and micro- 
scope were on the left hand,) and the fixed wire 
placed at Zero on the semicircle, when the circle 
or limb of the theodelite was turned 1800 in Azi- 
muth, and the telescope turned over, the fixed wire 
was then distant from Zero on the opposite part of 
the arc by a mean of a great many observations 
9' 5 7 ,  the half of which is therefore the error, 
This half was carefully set off from Zero by the 
moveable micrometer wire, and the fixed one 
brought to coincide with it. On the right appliT 
cation of this error, there will be 1128", 5 to add 
to the elevations and subtract from the aepressions. 
The observations for determining this quantity 
were repeated at  different times, and under the 
most favourable circun~stances ; the adjustn~ents of- 
the whole instrument being frequently examined, 
and the level applied to the telescope, reversed a t  
most of the observations. For the line of collima- 
tion, as these corrections depend on having a well- 
defined object, I fixed a bamboo lipwards of a'milq 
distant from the observatory tent, and tied round 
i t  several narrow stripes of black silk, one of which 
was near the horizontal wire when the axis of the 
telescope intersected .the staff after being brought 
to  a level by the bubble. Then the instrument 
b&ng adjusted, and the telescope directed to the I 
bamboo, being perfectly level, and the wire of the 
micrometer in the piece brought to the intersection 
of the cross wires, the angular distance to the 



inark on the bamboo was measured by the nmsof 
that micrometer, and the wire brought back to 
the point of iutersection of the other wires. The 
circle was then turned half round and the telescope 
reserved or put again into the same Ys. The level- 
ling adjustment was thep made, and the angular 
distance from the intersection of the wires to the 
black inark again taken, half the difference be- 
tween which and the former was of course. the er- 
ror of collimation. This error was repeatedly re- 
duced till i t  became very small, half by the finger 
screw of the clamp to the semicircle, and half by 
the adjusting screws to the levelling rods. After 
that, the remaining error was repeatedly examined 
and found to be a",% to be subtracted from the 
elevations and added to the depressions when the, 
telescope is in the ordinary positioa, or when the 
semicircle and microscope are om the left hand; 
but vice versa when in the contrary position. These 
errors of the senlicircle and line of collimation being 
opposite, the result from comparison will be, " That 
when elevations or depressions are taken with the se- 
micircle, i'2B' rnust be added to the former, and 
subtracted from the latter." 

And that when the elevations and depressions 
are taken by the micrometer in the eye piece 2",36 
must be deducted from tlie elevatioms and added to 
the depressions. 

The micronleter in the focus of the eye-glass of 
the traasit telescope is the same in all respects as 
the one mentioned by General ROY, that is to say, 
the circle or scale is divided into one hundred divi- 
sions, and there is a nonius fixed to the upper part 
of the telescope, wh~ch defines the re\.olutions of 
the micrometer as far as ten for the e1ev;ltions and 
ten for the depressions. The following experiments 



have been made with the same, marked bamboo, 
for ascertaining the value of these divisions, and it. 
has been found that seven revolutions and 61,4 di- 
visions are equal to ten minutes on the limb of the 
semicircle, so that one division is equal to ,788 of 
a wcond. 

TABLE 
Of experiments for deterntining the valuation of the 

m l u t i o n s  and divisions on the micrometer in the 
eye-piece of the telescope. 

Hence one second will be equal to 1,269 divisions. 
One minute . . . . . . . .  75,72 ditto. . 

Ten misutes . . . . . .  757,Z ditto. 

SECTION IV. 
Anqles taken with the large . theodeli te between 

97th September 1802, and 13th of April, 1803. 

Ilbimme- 

rim. 

994 
1005 
1002 

AT THE NORTH END O F  THE BASE. 

Between And 0 bserved Angles. 
O I U  

Nu. of 
se- 

cofids. 

780 
800 
787 
794 
788 
782 

788 

South end of ] Mount station, . . .  91 09 04 the base, 
Perumbauk hill, . . 09 47 58,g 

No. of 
8 

cundd 

783,5 
787 
773 

794 

Value of 
1 Di.+ 
moo. - 
0,780 
0,800 
0,787 
0,794 
0,788 
0,782 -- 
0,788 

Perznnbad hill, Mount station,. . .  81 31 05,2 

Mean - 
, 

Miera- 
tp Divi- 
~1000s. 

d 
1000 

0,788 

Valw of 
1 - 
*on. -- 
0,788 
0,782 
0,777 
0,788 
0,794 

. 

Month. 

Nov. 26. 



North end Of ) Mount station, . . I 1 19 S9,5 the base, 
Perwmbauk hill, . . ' 1 13 56 47,3 

. . . . . .  . Mount station, ditto, 102 37 14,8 

AT THE MOUNT STATION. 

North end of. South end of the base, 77 31 93 the base, 
Perumbauk hill, . . 88 06 38,9 

Sduth end of . . . . . .  the base. ) ditto, 103519,g  
- - 

~ertcrnha& hill, Mungot station, . . 99 30 03,6 
Muflapode hill, . . .  63 30 18,2 

I 

AT PERUMBAUK HILL. 

North end Of ] Southend of the base, 56 15 26 the base, 
. Mount station,. . .  10 39 16,s 

South end of 1 ditto, . . . . . . .  66 47 49 the base. . 

Mwrget s&tion, ditto, . . . . . .  36 58 15,l 
. Coonouwaucz~m hiil, 59 43  12,g 
Muflapode hill, . . .  43 52 13,9 

Mullapode hill, C o o ~ a t c c u m  hill, 16 50 59 . 
AT MUNGOT STATION. 

/ Pnar&auk hill, Cumomawum hill, 88 05 47,6 
. .  Mullapde hill, .  '79 08 56,4 

Mutlapode hill, 'Tandray station, . . 124 40 2 4 8  
. . . . . .  

I 
Mannoor station, ditto, 75 25. 54,s- 
Mount station, .Perumbauk hill, . . 50 3 1 41,7 
MuUapode hill, Munnoor station, . 49 14 eg,e . 



6 MEASUREMENT 8F 4 W  A1C ON THE 

Betmeen And Observed Angks. 
O I N  

/ 

Perrrmhuk hill; Cmowaucum hill, 139 29 07; S 

~ a U C U m  j boor station, . 81 91 03,O hill, 
Tandray station, ditto, .. . . . . . 52 53 20,O 

M u q o t  station, . . 28 17 36,7 

Mungot station, Coonomaucum hill, . 100 $7 1 1,4 
AIuZIapode, . . . . ' . 49 34 39,4 

, Tandray station, . . 44 15 %,9 
Mullupode hill, ditto, . . . . . . 93 50 05,g 

Coonoorvaucum hill, 50 54 39 

AT TANDRAY STATION. 

- , Mungot station, Munnoor station, . 60 18 30,7 
MuZZapode hill, . . . 27 02 00,l 

, Munnoor station, ditto, . . . . . . 33 16 30,8 
Mullapde hill, Urrumbaucum hill, . 94 00 0 1 , ~  

Pmnauk hill,. . . . 80 48 38,8 

AT URRUMBAUCUM HILL. 

Mullapode hill, Tandray station, . . 43 08 50 
Poonauk hill, . . . . 1 1 1 52 28,9 

AT POONAUK HILL. 

I hill, Urrumbaucurn hill, 89 95 15,6 
Tandray station, . . $7 13 47,4 

I &Iaumdoor hill, . . . ' 49 19 0,46 
I 
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I 

i Between . And Obseroed Angles. 
i 0 I . I #  

1 dllactwr bilb Pad* statibri, : . . . 23 $9 57,s 
. . 

Urrumbaudum hill, , $9 18 50,7 _ .  I ' 

' ' AT A L L A C M R  HILL, . . 

~oonaui .hill, Padree station, . . . 91 99 I 3 
-Urrumbawumhill, . 110'08 92,3 

I 

AT PAUDREE STATION. 

i ' P h a u k  hill, Alkzkoor hill,' . . '. : 64 44 5?, 1 

. . - A T  ~ ~ U L L A P O ; I E  HILL. . . , 

~~k hill, 'Tandrtty station, . . 7 1 ' 39 26,s 
' . ' " '  Urrumbaucum hill, . 28 42 le ,6 

Maurndoor hill, . .. . 58 02 19 
Ta$ra' station, Urrumbauczim hill, . 48 57 07,9 f . .. Perum aucum . . bill, . . , ,{ MOWBRAY'S hou~e, . 3 5  17 00 - 

\ 

Maurndoor hill, Carrangooiy hill, . , 45 48 00,6 

AT MAUMDOOR H I G L  ' 
\ 

MuUapode hill; Pdnauk hill, . . .:. .ye 3B 40 
. '  Cn~ram@l hill, . , 69 50 21,5 

Carrangoo& hill; TPoritty hi 1, . , . . 44 46 e 1,6 
. # 

9 
AT CARRANGOOLY HILL. 

Mullapode hill, Mdtcmdoor hill, . . 64, 9 1.44,1 
Maurndoor hill, Woritty hill, . . . , 80 37 98,s - 
Permacoilhill, ditto, . . . . .  . . 2 8 3 3 1 8 , 6  

I Vellungcaud hill, . . ,S6 40 0,2 
< .  . 

AT IVORITTY HILL. 

Cawangooly hill, Maurndoor hill, . . . 54 36 13,l 
Permacoil hill, . ,. . 109 %i 09,4 

Pemqogil hill, '~oonurn hill, . . -. ." 17 46 10,3 
vot; VIII. h1 

I 



AT PERMACOIL MILL. 

I .  

.&tween . ' And 
.) , , - OhepDcaAq@. 4 t. , 

T&t& hill, Car~aag*I hill, . . 4% 0 1. S , l '  
- ~ ~ n ~ h i l f  . . . . 1% $1 m,@ 

huh hh, 1st flag on redhill, . 53 19 1 1,s 
YeUungcaud hill, mqao&, hill,. . . 98 58 93,4 

r - ,  T r l  KW ~ t a t i ~ ~ ~ , r e d h i 1 1 , , ~ 8  99 @3,$ 
&r4fQn' cits- .ktto ! .  . .. . . 

" tion, . 3 ,  . . . 15 57 39,B 

- W c d A a t i o n , , .  , 49 57 14,4 
~ ~ , s ~ o ~  + .:.. &to . . 

, ditto, . . . # 99 4lJ 

AT V E L L ~ G C A U D  HILL. 

~ ~ w ' L  , . hill, ' Carrangoo& hill, . . 114 9 1 ISA 
' 

' Newstationon red hill, 57 13 97,2 

AT THE ~ E W  S T A ~ I O N  ON BED .HILL. 

P@ hill,' Vel~~n~Caud hill, . . 44 15 SJ$ 
. , - Moaiatt~h . s W ~ ,  . 99 w,lb 

. , .  
#:';,,I :.! i L  . . , 

AT MOOBAVAN STATION. ' 

1 
. . Chengcaud sta- $mil 

acnh-. ',-. . . . . ss 1 ~ $ 6 , 0  
C. . . . . T r i u a d m  hill, 64 48 38,s 
ht CM hill,. lst.fliq~ on ,red hill, ' 81 48 30 

Chengcaud station, ., 54 33 15 
v 

I New station on pe-oil hill; , 
! . . . . . . 64. 37.9rljP 

. . . .  . 
; AT THE FIRST FLAG ON BED HI&&. 

~ ~ ~ l ) n . h i i  . Permmil hill. . .. . 3s 54 56,i 
Station near Mwatan, 76 96 0391 
.' . . . . , 

. . . ? . A T , W N ~ ~ ~ H ; I L L  1 ;  . .  . . , , ' ;  

Pemn4cdiI hill,. Wioritty hill, .. . . . . . 27 99 5315 
- . - . . .lstAag on red.hill, . 87.51 51,s 

, . -  .,, I ...- ' 



I r 
I p .  

near Afimdan, 9 1 45. *,,9 

I ditto, ... . . 7 6  09 og,!? 

4 T  CaENGGAUD;ST&Tr9)r. .: 

: P ~ o i l ~ i l ~  M h .station, . .. $1 .04 %,g . 
&tan qtatiop, . 5 1 4 9  O S , ~  

Tn'- 
i;11m?171r;' 1 ditto,. . . . . (X ne 353 

t%MvmhOU;: ditto, . . , .. ; 49 q~ 9475 

I " m q  3, . 1 A %I 43,25 
4, 4A9 
5, - &S3 -- .. 

. . ,  , 7 . , 40,5 
9, ; 

I ' 

M;% 
1.0, . ' 5996 

I 

I ] , , % .  * . . .  .43,6'7 

, . I 

ill 2 
I 
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The angles in general have been taken three and 
four times, and every time that the ohtject was ob- 
served, both microsc~pes wers.hacl off thrice, and 
two separate field books 'kept for makin i Out the ang4es. What .are here recorded, are t e means . . . taken from the two books. In case a difference in 
those angles, noticed at the time, left any reason 
to suspect an error in the instrument, ,the division, 
between tGe dots was carefully examined, as well 
as those to the right and left, and if any error was 
discovered, . a l l m n c e  was made accordingly. 

. . SECTION V. T R I ~ N ~ L ~ ~ .  . , . 

~ w t h ] ~ n d  of the Bore ,from the South End of the" 
Base40006,4. - , . .  



I 

NO. Statio:~. . , O ~ ~ $ ~ ~ ,  

---- , -I-- . - 
0 I N N 

, , h r t h e n d  of &e 
:'base,  . . 8121b5$1-,03 

3 . . @ r m h k f ~ 1 ,  10 3 3  1.6,@ - ,~2  . 10 35 16, 
Mount stat%ll, 88 06 38,Z ,-,a3 --- , . 

'1800000,2 ,08 ,08 +,1,180.  
. .,: . 

. . . I : M9unt s b t i 0 n . f ~ ~  
. . . . 

,S&h ' h d  of the  ~ a r e , f r o &  Mount Slation 40965,8. 

O l N  

South end of the ' 

. . 
' ' ~ o u t b  end of the base, 9 1'89,~ 

. pmh'h* . . f  omit station,' nl. - 434953 
.* .. . ., . 

, . 0 .  

IL appears from examioing the iboge: 'trianglrs, 
tbat there -is a difference i n  the distan,ce. from the 
.north .end of .th,e base and Mount station, by the 
first and second triangles, and. also .a difle~ence in. 
the distance from the south end of the base to Pe- 

, '. 

rumlauk hill. It may be necessary to qotice here, 
that there was di%culty inWtakinp all the% . 
angleo, on m u n t  of the ~ ~ e r y  thick, vapout. which ' ' 

constantly f l o a  near the surface of the flat where 
the base line 'runs, alqos t immediately after day- . ' 
light,. to very neai the. time of dun-setting. All - , 
the an les, and particularly at the north and soutll 
end o f -the base line, have been repeatedly taken, 
and the- only, time drhen the Aa -staft' appeared dis- , 

tinctly, aw in the mofning o ? the 7th of' Octobep, , a ' 
' 

- .. , : ., . ,'M ' 

. , .  - . - - . . . * . -. .. . . 
l 



w& 3 ~bscmd the p l i r  star at the MU& d d 
~ ~ a a e ~ .  -- . 

I .  

Tt was diaedvered, that at P-huk hill, thee 
%ad been an error ifi ? t a g  ofl south end bf 
the base, most probabl of 10" h m  rbe rnicrorne* 

: ters, as all the angles w LC k had a d r e n c e  to that 
point, :exceedtd what t h y  ought ta hatre by 
ten 6i' twelve ~econds. f h: cbnsequence of this dis- 
agrdment, I chose to take the eupplemental an 16 
in the second and fourth tfiangtes, after the ot  f ek 
angles had been correutd. The .distance of the 
north cad of the base from P e - a d e ~ ~  
mined in the w c o ~ ~ d  triangle, bein .taken as a bafe 

f . 'in, the &rd triangle, wherein the t 'ee tes h a v ~  , ~ 
been obwrved to determipe the ,dishince rom Pe- 
rumbauk to the Mo~mt, and from the north end df . 
the base to -the Mmnt; i t  qpean that the, &t tdr 
disti&&&es out wi&ie 9 4  df la fa& &I what. 
had ik&nz-brought 'by r'he first 'triangle;. ~ d - t h a t  

, the bistanae.&om the s&th end-2  t e base to Ptt- 
f i d  and fourth rumbauk iin defived f m  

trkngles, ilikjq: g~iy , 1 4 uif r Em& The distana . , 
. . fro& the &'cwzt- -to Pmuqbauk being that frob - 

which all the operations are to comrhence, I wished 
40 be as' @Yticuh~ as .posdi61d' in de~rmining it, 

I 

ahd the results .ftsm' the third and folttth 4i?ibngIth 
'make it 43495,a and 4'%95,5, dk@ri&qlp 
'tenth of .a foot. ' .: .J : ' . . i  



Fet~mbauk HiU from Munet  *tation *@%la 

1 
0 1 4 1  a '  r :n, 

P c r u & w w n .  
hi& l 6 i P G  +,3 1 .  , 1 6 5 0 5 9 , 5  , . ' . , M d w I l ! f l ,  ' 139 f97 ,8  -,9' . ': 139 29 07,C 

'Caanooluoueun .' . hill, 0 B 0 ,  23 39 53,5 - -- 
1 ..?,oq .-,__ - 

P ~ u ~ u k  hill, - - 105534,l 
Coonoom from Mullapdlrc hill, - - 47085, 

. .  . .. --- , . , . .  . . . .. , . 
\ . . .  * . . , . . '  . ; 



No. 

9. 

4tatio* 

Mullopbde bill, 
Mungat station, 
Mumaor station, 

I : -  Munnoor station * 

Aaglu for 
calcotatioll. 

0 I 11 

81 r0 57,4 
49 14 39,s 
49 34 3%8 

- 
1180 

ObRMed 
-1- 

O I N  

81 10 56,s 
40 14 29,4 
49 34 32,4 

179 58 58,6 

Id. 

DirtaWs 
m f-t. 

1~ 5 
gg a d  

,48 

= 
-- 

N 

-,21 
-,I3 
-, 14 

-,48 
-. 

-,+ 

Mullapode Hill from Munnoor station 44944,~. 

I I I 

52 53 21 
93 50 03 
33 16 31 

-C- . 
Mulllrpd& hill, '- - 81734,7 Tw4hfw I { M u n m  .@ti*, - 65395.7 

- - 

nduU;rpode hill, 
t rtation, ",Zq statiom, 

I 
Mullupode bill, - - 81731,9 

Tad%' sation fmm { Muw0t ~tafiao, - . 47I05,3 
- - 
- 

0 1 11 

QS i7 36,7 
,124 40 24.2 
27 02 00,1 

4 

180 o 01 

11 

+,04 
-,6 124 40 23,6, 
-,I 27 02 00 
---a 

! ,42 X , S  
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Muagot statian from Musnwr s t a t b  5@6$&7. .. 

NO. S b t b ~ .  

O l U  </ 

Mungot station, 75 25 .54,8 -,3 
12. Munnogr station, 44 15 84.9 -8 . . 

In  the 'quadra~ahral: farmed by ~ z ~ d a p d e  hill, 1 
Mutgvt hill, &l2lr#1~~ station, and- Tandrgy sta- 
tion, .the side and T C U U ~ F I ~  is conlrnoh 'I 
to the- tenth a d  eleventh triangles, the first qF 1 

which gives i t  8179 1,9 feet, and the latter 8 173!2,7 1 
feet,; the mean of whiqh is a 1732,3 %if w7liclilip- 
combs the base for ~xtepding the'trikpglea westerly. 1 
These,reblts appew to be sufficiently' correct, since I 

i . the bases) on which the two trranglm haw begn 
formed,-were c l e r i d  -tiom the different sides gf 
the triangle Perumbduk hill, Murgot hill, anh 1 
&blapade hill, vin. one from the side Mullapt@ 
hill and Mungot hill, the other from the side &Id- 
lcrpode hill and Perumfiauk hill, on which was corn-- 

uted the side Mullapode hill and Coonmwafl~~um 
tiu, and from that *again the side M&~G& hill 
and >funnoor statiog which, however, came out 
thc same as ahen obtained f ~ o m  the distance Md- . 
lapode hill a'pd Mqgot bill, 

It will also appear that in the triangle compubd I 
gn ths bae Mungot hill and M u n m  station, thht 
each of the sides, Jfmnwr statior~ and Tundray 
otation, and Mmgot and Tandray become common 
to the triangles, Mulkzpode hill, & n w  and Ta)t. . 
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dray and MuUnpodi hill, Mtc~rgot and ~alukia i  
cach ta each, and that in +e first pase, there is a 
difkrence of and in thq second of -& of a foot. 
These circumstances will, I conceive, prove the I 
operations to be sufficiently sitisfactory. 





Obrerved 
Angles. . 

---C- 

- 0 , " "  

Cawmgmly hill, 64 21 44,l -1,2 

180 6,1 3,4 +S,7 180 

Maurndoor bill, - - 110182,4 
. Caffangoo'~ frpl. { hill. - l M s , *  

Carranpoly hill from Maumdaor hi4 I: 1098%4. 
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Carrangooly kill from Patmocoil hi# 134$36,4. 

Angles. 

Cwtan&. hill, 36 40 B , 2  -41 36 rlo 26 
2. Permucdb hill, 38 58 23,4 -P, 1 qs 58 2a 

F'elkrnpaud 114 21 15,4 -1,9 114'91 12 
'- - 

,180 00 07,O. 1,4 +5,6 180 '00 00 

- .  

. . . . 

Permacoil laif/ from I~ellungcaud hill 88004,7. 

\ 

Wsmitty hill from Permacoil. hill.6804 1,s. 

1 .  ' 
I 

' I  

~ ~ n i - i t t ~ h i l l ,  , 

Permucoil kill, . 
Coonuna hill, 

24 

1 .- % 

: ;7, i 6  ' ; 0 , 3 b  
134 51 00,6 -,9 
27 22 53,3 +,3 -- 

1'80 00 4,2. 

.- _ _ . I-.-.. __- - .  . 

CYwritty hill - - - pe,mncoil.m; - A . - , . . .  
104847, 

' 1 '. #, ' ;7 .k i9 
13d 50 58,s 
27 22 j2,5 

1 - -- 
,5 +3,71180 00 00 

1 ' 



g6. Woaritty hill 31 32 18, 
46 21 11,s , , 

1---, 

,77 . . + 
3 - 

P m o i l  hill, 1 49184,s 
9 1939,O 

1 t 
f > 

Permacoil hip fm Mylum station 491 86,8. 
. . . .  -- - 

g o .  0 
.. I . 

Permad hill, 72 26 53,3 -,34 
27. Wlum station, 73 09 50,7 -,34 ' 

n!ooratanstation, 0 0 0 

, r -  

. . 
. - -  

I 

i 
. . - . . . - .- - . . - 
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Coonurn Rill from&& #'@ Q?I red *ill 57567,7. :i 

b 

I 

N.. . 
Cmub hill, 

2s. 1st F k ~ g  oh red , : r i  
hill, ' 76 26 03,l -,I 

M U W # U S ~ O P ,  81 45 30 -,l 

, * ,  
. , . - -~-taahb 

,I1 . . .  . -  . -. .. . . . -  

~iimaco?l:fli16 froh t k m c  station& . redhi12763~4, . 1. , 

Permacoil hill, - - 
Momran station from New hill, 

Permacoil hillfi60m hlooratan station $3350,15. 

30. 
Permacoil hill, 
Mdmatanstiition, 
C h p a ~ d  sta- 

, tion, 

. I P~rmachil hill, -, - )  Ckngcau$ station from iwmMa,, statian, 
I .  4 .  . - .  8 . . . - .  A .  --- 

Ce@fj8,1 
J 722225P,7 j k .  . . ' .., 

1 

. . p m  59 5 4 5  

0 '. 8 .  

42 57 l4,4 
85 13 36 

51 49 04,4 

a t *  

42 57 1.63 
85 13 37,6 

s l  49 06,? 
- - -  

" 
-,4' 
-,6 

-,4 t 
-17 -4 .6  is0 on ,mA . 



* 

' Obwmed 
ko .  s k k .  Angles. 

o r b .  0 0 1  

Coanum MI, 0 0 0  
31. Moo~$anst+ion, 54 33.1.5 -,2 

Ckagcaad sta- 
tion, : . 49 24 35,7 -,P 

. .  . 
t 160 00 00,o 

Caonum hill, - . - - 606543 
- - a d . # t ~ p  omatan station, - 73259,Q 

b 

Mmafan station from Ch.engcaud :$tation 738548. 

' The angles have been taken with much care, and 
I believe with as much accuracy tis the nature of 
such a process admits of; difficulty, however, very 

' freyuently aroSe from-the haziiess of the weather, 
' . which -rendered the objects at the 'very distant 

points extremely dull, and occasioned some irregu- 
larity in the angles. Whenever that happened, 
the observations were often repeated, and in case 
any ,one, in particular, was different from the 
other so much as ten seconds, it.was rejected till 

' ,the tllree angles of t he  triangle had been observ- . 
1 ed. ;If the sum of these angles was near what i t  -. . - . - - - 

32. 

C 

Moardrmstakion, 
h ~ d  sta- 

tion, 
Tri-m, 

0 ' . " .  

64 42 ~ S , S  

66 8 35,2 
49 8 - 

is0  00 7,6 

Moomtasetatiw, - 
' n"*mm { Clungcaud station, - 

, 

n 

-,5 

-,5 
53,Y'-,4 

87360,7 
86367,(1 

1 

' 

' 66 1 32 
49 8.53 
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ought to be; no further notice was taken of it; 
but should the sum of the three angles be nearer 
the truth by taking it into the account, and that 
there appeared an irregularity in the other two ob- 
served angles, I have made it a rule to take each 
observed angle as a correct one, and divide the ex- 
cess or defect between the other two, and then 
compute from the given-sicle the other two sides; 
and after doing the same thing with each of the 1 

angles successively, a mean of the sides thus brought 
out was taken, which, to certain limits, will al- 
ways be near the truth. I then varied the selec- 
tion of the observed angles, rejecting such as I 
had,reason to doubt ; and by correcting them, and 
computing the two required sides of the trian le, 
those which gave the sides nearest to what fad 
been brought out by the other*method, were adopt- 
ed, let the error be what it would. This, however, 
has rarely happened ; and when it did, great pre- 
caution was used; and no angle was rejected with- 
out some reason appeared to render i t  doubtful. 

I n  correcting the observed angles to obtain those 
made by the chords, I have used the formula given 
by the Astronomer Royal, in his demonstration of 
M. D E  LAMBRE'S problem, which appears in the 
Philosopl~ical Transactiolls for 1797. The spheri- 
cal excess is of course had frotn the well known 
method of dividing the area of the trianwle in 
square seconds, by the number of seconds in t%e arc 
equal to radius, where the number of feet in a se- 
cond may be had by using the degree as has been 
commonly applied to the mean sphere, or the meam 
between the degree on the meridian and it8 per- 
pendicular. This being of no further use thin to 
check any error that might happen in ymputing. . _ .  - 
the corrections for the angles. .$: ; , . ' # 

.;.. J I ~  In  convertin the sida of the triangl&b@ W,  
VOL. VII& N 
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'fie length of a degree has bee~.wmputed fTor eve y 
ten de ; ees from the meridian to its perpendicular 
op gn &ipsoid, whose digmeters were iin the ratio 
of one to 1,0067, which is derived f ~ o m  taking the 
degree on the meridian, in latitude 50" 41' to be 
6085 1, and the degree perpendicular thereto 6 1 1 88, 
in the same latitude. These data would gjve the 
merjdional degree, in latitude 13*, to be 60191, 
and the degree perpendicular' equal 60957, which, 
howeve, is l o t  the case; but no sensible error will 
wrive 14 making those corrections from taking the 
arcs a fevy peconds more or less than the truth. 

aeduetim of tb Bistmoes to the rme~.idicm af Trivaa- 
dep~mm, fm dctermino'ng tha h g t h  of the iw- 
1:estiiaJ ark 

sides of the gr& triangles, from which the 
arc is dedved? falling very qearly in tbe sane me . 
ridian ? and .. ,. pot more than 16365,g feet vest frog '-Y 

the mendian of Trivandepomm, the south extre- 
mity tyqf the arF, there required ne sefermc~ to 7ny. 
&y@9@esis pf the earth" figure for gett int  the erqc4 
distance .. ..,.. betweep the parallels, so that t e latitude 
of p point where a great circle falling from the sta- 
tion of observation'near Paudree, will cyt the me- 
ridian of Tr&grzdeporu?n at right angles, may be de- 
t-yned pi@ sufficient accuracy by computing , . - 
spherically, and the distances, yrhep reduced to the 
meridian, ' \ the distance from Trivaradepo~w tq 
Cooriuna hil. excepted,) may be. eonsidered as & 
chords of arcs on the meridian, and therefore the 
arcs &emselves may be had, by allowing 6w 
fathoms to the degree, as had been obtained. from 
.the sum of those reduced distances, the sum there- 
&re of .a.G these arcs vyill make the ( d o l e  me& 
dional arc, which is a nearer approximation to the 
tru!F . 



Seqing that a line drawn from the station of ob- 
servation at Paudree, to the station at Maurndoor 
hill, would fall nearly in the direction of the meri- 
dian, that distance has been computed, by taking 
the sides Poonauk hill to Maumdeor hill, and Pm: 
nauk hill to P&dree, and using the internal angle 
at Po-& hill, corrected for. the chords. This, 
however, was scarcely necessary, except for shew- 
ing the arrangement of the points. 

The foilowing table will shew the arrangement 
of the sides, and their reduction to the meridian 
of Trivandeporurn. 

THE NOBTHINGS EEDUCED TO ARCS. 

Trivalzde vrurn to Coonurn hill, . . 194548,177 
Coonum ! iill to IYooritty hill, . 104887,47 
FYooritty hill to Maurndoor hill, . 1334 13,15 
Ilfaumdoor hill to Paurlree station, 91 1478,57 

' ~ e n ~ t h  of the terrestrial arc, . . . 574527,96 . --- 
Or fathoms, . . . . . . . . . . . . 9578 1,3266 --- 

, 

gw sub- at to. 

Trklrdepo-, C m m  hi, 
Comm hill, Wwritty hill, 
Y w d 5  hill, ~arrangwly, 

Marmdoor, 
Maurndoor, +-, Paudree station, 

piseaoces horn the 
panlleb of the Bemirp.referred to 

::rh of 

5 31 50,3 .N. W. 
0 03 18,4 N. W. 
52 45 21,9 

1 50 51,2 N. W. 
.I 02 W,7 N. E. 

Meridbin. 

12059,S W. 
108,3 W. 

75851,4 E. 
4303,5 W. 

%-DM- 

125129,l 
104887,5 
95281.8 
133481.5 
21 1512.1 

Perpendienlu. 

124547,5 N. 
104887,4 N. 
57666,O N. 
133412,5 N. -- 3844,4 E. 21 I477,5 N. 
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, .  SECTION VII. 

~bserua t ia r  by the Zenith Sectot for the latitude of 
Paudree station, and the station near Trivandepo- 
rum ; and the length of the cekstial arc. 

The zenith sector, with which these observations 
have been taken, was made by Mr. RAMSDEN, 
and is the one alluded to by General ROY, in the 
Philosophical Transactions for 1790, being then 
unfinished. The radius of the arc is five feet, and 
the arc itself is of that extent t o  take in nine de- 
grees on each side of the zenith. It is divided into 
degrees, and smaller divisions of 20' each, which 
are numbered. Each of these last is again subdi- 
vided into four, of 5' each. The micrometer which 

4 
moves the telescope and arc, is graduated to se- 
conds, and one revolution moves the arc' over 
1) 10" 08"', but the scale being large, a small frac- 
tion of a second can be easily defined. The con- 
struction, and improvements to the zenith sector, 
are so well known, that a minute description of i t  
here would be unnecessary. I t  will therefore suffice 
to say, that as far as so delicate an instrument can 
be managed in a portable observatory, or travel- 
lingotent, which never can otier the advantages of 
a fi;ed, well contrived building, I have every rea- 
son to be satisfied with it. 

The time I commenced observing at Paudree sta- 
tion was during the heavy part of the monsoon, 
which occasioned frequent interruptions : and al- 
though I had intended observing by at least three 
fixed stars, I only succeeded to my satisfaction in 
one, which was Aldebaran. With that star I had a 
fortunate succession for about sixteen nights ; some 
few of those observations being less favourable than 
the others, were rejected, and the rest, from which 
the latitude was determined, appear in the following 
table,arranged in the order in which they were taken. 



During the time I was at  Trizrandeporum, near 
Cuddalore, the weather was settled and serene, and 
the nights perfectly clear, so, that I had an. unli- 
mited choice of stars, but having been successful 

1 with .Al&baran, I chose that star for determining 
1 the length of the arc. 

As I consider the celestial arc more likely to be 
erroneous than any terrestrial measurement, I have 

I thought i t  necessary to give some account of the 
I manner of observing and of adjusting the instru- 
1 ment, for after two years experience, I have found, 
1 that notwithstanding the great powers of the zenith 
I sector, extreme del~cacy and attention are requi- " 

site to render the observations satisfactory. The 
following method of adjustment I have always prac- 
tised. After having brought the vertical axis 
nearly to its true position by the adjusting screw a t  ! 

the bottom, or. so that the wire of the plummet 
I 

would bisect the same dot when the telescope was 
moved to the opposite side, or half round oh the 

1 axis, I then examined whether the dot at the cen- 
tre of the horizontal axis was bisected, and whether 
the wire moved in the vertical plane clear of the - 
the axis; for unless it be perfect1 free, all the ob- 
servations will be false. When l had bisected the 
dot, I either took out the microscope and looked 
obliquely, or did the same by a magnifying glass, 
and by that means 1 could discover the smallest pa- 
rallax. If it admitted being brought nearer to the 
axis, i t  was done; but I found 'from experience, 

I that i t  was more eligible to leave the wire at  a sen- 
I sible distance than to bring it very near. Having 
I 
1 satisfied myself in this particular, I examined with 
I 

the microscope again in front, movedfhe wire freely 
in the vertical plane, and then bisected the dot. 
The $elescope was then moved, so that. the wire 
was brought over the dot zero on the arc, and the 
same precaution used with respect to the wire m0.u- 

N 3 
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ing free of the arc; and here, as well as above, I 
found i t  best to alIow' a sensible distance between 
the wire and the arc. 

The microscope by which the upper dot in the 
horizontal axis is examined, being fixed by the 
maker, the axis of vision is of course at right angles 
to the vertical plane, and will meet that plane in the 
centre of the axis, but the lower microscope is move- 
able, and requires care to fix i t  so-as to have the 
wire in the axis of vision, and be free 'from the 
effects of arallax, this I have done by moving it 
alohg the \ rags plate in front of the arc, till the 

apr ared free from curvature, and then ad- 
justed t e dot. In  these late observations, I have 
generally made the final adjustment by the light of 
a wax taper, for the wind being sometimes high and 
troublesome, I found there was much irregularit ' 
in the observations, until f adopted that metho c l  
I therefore closed the doors and windows of the ob- 
servatory tent, so as to have a perfect s t i l l ~ s a  

- within. The distance of the wire f m  the axis 
and the arc is likewise better defined by a t a p  by 
noticing the shadow in moving the light to the 
right and left. 

rn fixing the instrument for the star, great eare 
was taken to have i t  placed in the meridiatr, which 
was done by s mark a t  near the distance of a mile, 
(generally,me of. my small flags), the polar star, 
having been previously observed by the large the- 
odolite for that purpose. The telescqe was then . 
moved in thevertical: till: the wire of the lummet 1 Was at the nearest division on either lim . to thd 
aenith distance of the star, which could always be 
marlp known. The micrometer, bavin been pa8 
to zero, was fimly. wrewed, and. the f ot on the 
limb. careful$ bisected, the instrument was tFlnaetl 
Iqlf round ; the *stment cxdned and eor~eet- 
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dd, if necessaty. That beiitg done, the &greed 
and minutes, &c. on the arc wet& noted down; as 
was also the particular division on the micrometer 
scale, a t  which the index stood, and the fitactionat 
part of a division m case there were arty. In thi$ 
state every thing remained to within f i R m  or 
twenty n~inutes of'the time the etar was ta  pass, 
when I re ired. to the tent, and again examined 
whether t R" e wire bisected the Jot; if it did not, the 
instrument was again adjusted to tile same clot, and 
the horizontal axis also examined by the upper mi- 
croscope, all this being done, the sector *as placed 
in the meridian. 

- When the star entered the field of  vie^, the mi-- 
crometer was moved gently till the star was near 
the horizontal wire, but not bisected till. i f  c a H ,  
hear the Gertical, that the micrometer inighg &, 

be turned back, but continue movm'g ie the same. 
direction. This I did to avoid any false rnofibn: 
in the micrometer screw, and I was led to this 
precaution by the repeated experimeats I had made 
in examining the divisions on the arc, for it soine- 
times happened after moving the arc over one of 
the divisions till the wire bisected the next d d ;  
and then turning it back again, that the index of 
the micrometer was not a t  the same second, but 
W'pmd over it perhaps one, and sometimes two 
~econds ; but by movin over the next five minutes, f In the same directioq t e number of revolutionst 
arid seconds were always what they ought to be, 
to some very small fraction. This anomaly, how-, 
ever, only happened in some situations of the screw,, 
and to avoid any erxbrs arising therefrom, I adopt-' 
ed the above method, 

The zenith distavce 6f the #tar being now had, 
on one art of the arc or limb, after the saarie pro- - hS been gone through ha heact niglit, with 
regact to Bn acljustment, the dcnith d b ~ c o  wad 

N e  
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taken on the other part of the arc, by turning the 
instrument half round on its vertical axis. The 
mean of these two. was therefore the true observed 
zenith distance, and half the difference was the error 
of collimation. For applying these to the,purpose 
in question, the mean of the zenith distances being 
corrected for refraction, the declination of the star 
for each of these ni hts, was corrected for nutation, t aberration, &c. to t e time of observation, and the 
mean of the two taken for determining the latitude. 

In this manner has the whole series of observa- 
tions been continued, by turning the sector half 
round every night, for the purpose of observing on 
opposite parts of the arc, and each compared with 
its preceding and succeeding one. In pursuing this 
method, it was unnecessary to notice the error of 
collimation for any other purpose than as a test to 
the regularity of the observations ; .for until th 
became uniform, no notice was taken of the zenit X 
distances, concluding that there had been some 

f - 
% 4 mismanagement, or some defect in the adjustment. 

The following tables contain the observations by 
the star AMebaran, for determining the length of 
the arc. 

Observations at the statim near Paudree. 

Mean 13 19 49,018 

Mean of the 
corrected de- 
clinations. 

0 I I1 

16 06 20,70 
16 06 20,69 
16 06 20,68 
16 06 20,61 
160620,60 
16 06 20,58 
16 06 2Q,39 
16 06 20,36 

16 06 19,64 

Mean of the ze 
nith distance 
on each arc. 

0 I I1 

2 46 32, 5 
2 46 32,d 

. 2 46 31,78 
2 46 31,60 
24632,60 
2 46 32,90 
2 46 30,06 
2 46 28,57 

2 46 29,71 
3 

Day of the month. 

Nm. 23d mcl24th, 
. 24th and 25th, 

25th and 26th, 
30th and IstDec. 

Dec. Istand2d, 
2d and 3d, 

12th and 13th, 
13th ayd 14tb, 

Error of col- 
lima. applied. 127th. 

Latitude. 

- 
0 I 11 

13 19 49,20 
13 19 48,83 
13 19 48,90 
13 19 &,01 
131948,O 
13 19 47,68 
13 19 @,43 
13 19 51,79 
13 I9  '4993 

. 
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Obsmat ions  at the station' near Trivandeporum. 

0 1 11 

1 Mean 11 44 5i?,59 

Latitude of the station near Pnudree 13 19 49,02 - -.  
Latitude of the station near Tri- 11 44 2,59 

vandeporum . . . . . , . . . . . . 1 .  
Difference of latitude, near&. 1 34 56,43 

The latitude of a point where a circle pass- 
ing through Paudree station, and cutting the he-  
ridian of fiivandeporum at right angles, will be 
$3" 19' 4g1',02 - , from which deduct the latitude 
of the station a t  7rivandcporum, equal 1 1 " 49' 55Y,59, 
will leave lo 34' 5 6 , 4 3 ,  or 1°,58233 nearly; by 
which divide the number of fathoms in the terres- 
trial arc = 9573 1,3266, &c. we shall have 1" = 
60494 fathoms, nearly, for the degree in the inid- 
dig of the arc, or latitude 12" 35' nearly. 

APPENDIX. 
Since the account of.the meridional arc was made 

out, I have conlpleted the measurement of a de- 
gree perpendicular to tlie meridian in latitude 19" 
32' nearly, which is derived from a distance .of .  
fifty-five miles. and upwards, between Cnrangooly 
and Curnatighur; two stations nearly east. and ' 



west fiom each other; and the followin,q triangles 
have been made use of to obtain that distailce. 

Distance, Caran,polyfi.om Petmacoil 1 %836,4. 
. . .  . . 

NO. G t a t i a  

. . 
0 / N 

I 180 80 05,96 

Carangooly from Maillacherry Droog 2084 18,9. . 

43 33 14,O 

180 00 08,i 

The distance from Curnatighur to Mailbwhemy 
has aIso been brou ht out from a northern series 
of triangles derived f rom the side of honuuk hill 
and -Maurndoor hill, of the great triangle H a m -  
door, Poonauk, and Muhpode hill : the trian les 
are Potmauk, Maurnhr  and Hanamiamailh; %a- 
na~damulla, Maurndoor, and Telloor ; T e l b 9  Ha- 
tiandamulh and C'ur~bi~lrur ; Curnatighur, Ted 
-b and Mdillacherry Dmg. Upon the distance 
from Curnatighur to Maillacherry as a base, the 
distance from Curmtighr to Carangooly has been 
computed, and differs only two feet from that 
derived from the side Carungooly and MaiCZucheq 
Droog : but there was some variation in the angles 
taken at Poonauk hill, which renders it doubtful, 
for the present, which to select; I have therefore 
relied on the single distance given in the thirty- 
fourth triangle. 
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I Of the Polar Star Obs~.~.vatiom at Carangooly and 
Curnatighur, and the Length of a 
pendicuhr to the Meridian, 
for the Latitude of la0 32' nearly. 

As the method of determining the difference of 
longitude of two places, by taking the angle with 
the meridian and each station reciprocally, requires 

'very great accuracy, I have thought i t  necessary 
to give an account of the obsetuat~ons for that pur- 
pose, and to state at the same time, the difficulty 
of taking them, particularly at Cwnati,sur, whose 
great height subJected i t  to a constafit haziness, 
whkeby the blue lights at  CarangeoZy were repeat- 
edly fired withont effect, appearing'too faint to be 
seen when the wires of the telescope were illumin- 
ated : some nights, however, were favourable, when 
the whole d the lights were distinctly seen ; but 
the anxiety, which occurs on such occasions, Mill 
sosnetinles cause irregularities in the angles ; a few 
on that aacmnti, when the lights expirod before 
the observations were thought sufficiently satisfaca 
toy, have been rejected. Those which appear in 
the folbwing account, are such as I Rave deemed 
od, thou h there is a greater difference among 

g e m  tlran $ could have lkished. But! as f had na 
positive reaso~ for setting them aside, I have accord- 
ingly used them ; and have ende.woured to lessen the 
error, by increasing thenmber ofobservations,&Ca"- 
rangooly, between the polar star, at its greatest west- 
ern dongation, and the veferring lamp a t  Saldawtuk. 

o r 11. 

March 20, in the evening, . . . .  0 84 48,h 
. 2 1 , .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 2 8  

22, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  59,s 
23, . . . . . . , . . . . . .  48,8 
25, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . 
50,2 

. . . . . . . .  . .  26, :; ; 48,O 
27, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4639 
29, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  45,4 



&tureen the Lamp at Sallawauk and the Blue Light ' 1  
at Curnatighur. 1 

. . .  March 30, 84" 38' 24",0 

. . . .  23,55 . . . .  April 4, 19 ,e 

. . . .  eo ,o 

. . . .  a2,62 -- I 

Mean . . . . . .  84" 30' 81",87 . I 

TABLE. Contaifzing the appdreut Polar Distances 
~ f t h e  Star, and the apparent Azimuths cfbr the 
Nights of Obserwation ; and also the Angks be- 
tween the reLJkrring Lamp and the Meridian of  
Carangooly. 1 

22 1 44 22,88 
23 1 44 23,r6 

i 

27 1 44 2428 
29 1 44 24,62 

Mean - - 2 21 45,67 
Observed angle between the lamp and Curnntigliur, - 84 38 21,87 

I 

Ohserved angle meridian of Carangody and ditto, - - 87 00 0734 
1 

Obsmations at Curnatighur, between the Pohr 
I 

Star, at its greatest eastern Ehgat ion ,  and the 
referring Lamp at Maudimungalum. 

May 14, in the morning, . . ; 82" 26' 25",6 
15, . . . . . . . . . . . .  25 ,2 
16, . . . . . . . . . . . .  25,6 
20, . . . . . . . . . . . .  2s ,29 ~ 
el,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  96,1 



Between the g e r r i n g  Light and the Blue Lights 
at Carangooly. 

~my 18, . . . . . .  8" 35' 34,50 
. . . . . . .  36,30 
. . . . . . .  40,lO 
. . . . . . .  42 ,O 
. . . . . . .  41,25 
. . . . . . .  38,20 
. . . . . . .  35,57 
. . . . . . .  38,40 

. . . . .  Mean 8 35 38,26 

1 TABLE. Containing the apparent Polar Distances 
#'the Star, the apparent Azimuths for the Tim 

I of Observation, and also the Angles between tlte 
I referring Lamp and the Meridian of Curnatighur. 

- 

If the mean of all t he  angles be taken, the ob- 
served angle a t  Carangooly, between the meridian 
and Curnatighur, will be 87" 00' 07",54; and the 
observed angle a t  Curnatighur, between that meri- 
.dian and the station a t  Carangooly, will be 92' 4 9  

I 15",93. In order, therefore, to correct these angle! 
for spherical computation, i.t will first be neces- 
sary to ascertain the distance between the parallele 
of CarangooZy and Curnatighur, so that the one 
being known, the other- may be obtained. 

Apparent 
Azimuth. 

0 1  N 

1 47 10,76 
1 47 11,15 
1 47 11,34 
1 47 12,OS 
1 47 .12,25 

Mean - - 84 14 37,67+ 
' Observed angle between the lamp and Carangooly, - + 8 35 38,26 

Observed angle meridian of Curnntigl~ur and Carangooly, 92 49 15,93 

Angle Star 
and Lamp. 

0 / I1 

82 26 25,6 
82 26 25,2 
32 26 25,6 
92 26 28,29 
32 26 26,l 

Angle Pele 
and Lamp. 

0 I . 0  

84 13 36,36 
34 13 36,35 
84 13 36,94 
84 13 40,37 
84 13 38,35 



Let PC and PG be two meridians, afid .let C 
and G be the stations at CarangooZy a n d  Curnati- 
,phur. Let Cs  be a arallel of latitude at C, meet- 
ing the meridian of 8 umtighur produced, and let 
CR be a great circle perpendicular to the meridian 
of CarangooZy falling from that place, till i t  meet 
PG produced in R. 

Now GCR is a 
spheroidical trian- 

.P 
gle, and the chord 
of the arc G C  is gi- 
ven from the thirty- 
fourth triangle; and 
since the angle P G C  
is known, the angle 
CGR is known, be- 
ing equal 180" rnr'm.8 
the observed angle 
a t  Curnatighur, or 
87" 1 0144",07.-And Q 
by the same reason- 
ing the angle GCR 
will be given, being 
equal theangle PCR 6' 
(90") nzinus the ob- 
served angle at Ca- @ 
rangooly, that is 8' 
59' 52",46-Hence, by first considering this as a 
plane triangle, and taking the angle at R, the 
gu plement to the, other two, the sides CR and C7-k may be obtained, and llsed as arcs for cor- 
recting the angles at C and G, which will then be 
2" 5 9  52",2 and 87" 10' $3",79 respectively, which 
are the angles made by the chords of the arcs CG 
and RG at C and G. Iience the supplement to 
these (89" 49' 34",01) will be the angle at R made 
by the chords of the arcs R C  and RG. From 
these data will be had RC=990837,8, and &G= . 
15228,74 feet. 
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But to find the small space Rs on the meridian 
of Curnatighur, between the perpendicular arc and 
parallel from CarangooZy, let the triangle CRs be i taken as a plane one. Then. if to the corrected 
angle CRs (89" 49' 94'',0 1) be added the supple 
ment to the spherical excess in the triangle RCG 
(ot',5), we shall have 89" 49' 24",5 1 far the angle 
sRC. Draw R t parallel to sC, meetin 
ridian of Carangooly, roduced in t. T len since f: f the 
the angles PtR and sC are equal by construct 
tion; and the triangles sCR, CRt  considered as 
plane ones, the angle CRt is equal half the diffe- 
rence of the angles P C R  and PRC, that is = 

1 
9 0°+8 o 0  4 ?' '1 4"95 l)=oO 5' 17/',74, Hence is 

I the twosangles CRs, sCR, and the side CR; by 
which the spa11 side Rs  is had, equal to 4*8,0a 
feet, which, deductecl from GR, gives Gs= 
IL78Q72 feet, equal to an arc of 2' !26",58 on the 
meridian, and this is the difference of the latitudes 
of Carangooly and Currultighur. Hence if the la- 
titude of *~arangooly be 12" 32' 1&",27, that of 
Curatighur will be 12" 34' 38",85, and their re- 
spective complements will be 77' 27'' 47",73 and 

I 

77' 25' 2 I", 15. Hence in the triangle PCG, on the l 

spheroid, is given the two sides PG and PC,  the 
co-latitudes of G and C, and the two observed 
angles PCF and PGC. 

Then as the tan. 77" a8 34",44 (half the sum of 
the sides PG and PC) to tan., 0" 1' 13",29 (half 
their difference) so is tan- 89" 54' 41",73 (half the 
sum of the angles), to tan. 8" 56' 1 01',23 (the half 

When the polar star observations were made at Carangooooly, 
no double azimuths could be taken, and therefore the latitude of 
the place was necessary to compute the azimuths, in order to get 
the direction of the meridian. As I wished to deduce the latitude 
of t.!arangody from that of the observatory at  Madras, the fol- 
lewing method was used to obtain it. 

kt P be the pole, PT the meridian of Tdv~mkporum, 0 the 
at Madras; and let C be, the station at Carangooly, 

that at  Wvundqorrm, OM an arc of a great circle; perpendi- 
cub to 13% falling frpm the observatory, and Cm another per- 
pendicular arc from Carangooly. Then if the ratio of the earth3 
diameters be talcen as 1 to 1,003567, and the degree on the me- 
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difference of the angles). Therefore 99" 50' 5 1",96 
and 86" 58' 3IU,5, will be the angles at Curmtighur 
and Carangooly, such as would have been observed 
on a sphere, the latitudes and longitudes beins the 
same. The11 by using these angles, with the sides 
P C  and PG, and computing spherically, the angle 
CPG, or differenceof longitude, will be 48'47",75, 
with which, and the side PC, or co-latitude of 
Caraqgooly, in the triangle P C R ,  right angled a t  
C, the side CR will be had equal 0" 47' 37",45. 

Now the chord of this grc is the distance CR, 
equal 290837,S feet, and therefore the'arc itself is 
990841 feet nearly. Hence 47' 37,45 : 290841 :: 
60' : 366355,08 feet, or 6 1059,Z fathoms nearly, 
which is the length of the degree perpendicular to 
the meridian at  Carangooly'. 

ridian be 60494 fathoms ; by using these p 
data, and computing on the elliptic hypo- 
t l~sis ,  the degree perpendicular to the m e  
xidian 12" 32" w'ould be 60906 fatholns, 
which for tlie present purpose is made use of. 

By the triangles, the point 0 is east from 
the meridian of Triuandqwrwn 190561,12 
feet, and north from the perpendicular at 
that station 480563,62 feet. Also C is east 
630'90,s feet, and north ~87100,96 feet, 
from w.llich, and applying the above de- 
grees, we shall have the arc TM 1" 19' 26*,4; 
Tm=47' 2;",56; aiid therefore=Mm 31' 
59",84. Also OM 31' 17",13, ~ m = l O '  
27';42, and P O  76." 53' 56.",7, tlie latitude M- 0 
of the observatory being 13' 04' 09",3. 

Then iu the spherical triangle PO-I ,  
right angled at M ,  we have Cos O M :  Rad "' 

: : Cos. P O  : Cos P M x 7 6 0  55' 48",72, to 
which add the arc firm, there will be had 
Pm=77" 27' 4in,56, tlie co-latitude of the 
point PA. 

The11 again as rad. : Cos Cm:: Cos mP: P 
Cos PC=77" 27' 47',77; therefore the latitude of Carangooly, 
will be 120 32' 1 2  ',!23. 

* The ratio of the earth's diameters has been deteAined, by. 
using the degree as brought'out here, and the one'in latitude 50. 
41', as deduced from the measured arc .between GreewiJ l  md 
Piii is. H lii~h is 6085 1 fathoms ; and these two give the ratio of 
the polar to Lhe equatrial diameters to be 1 : 1,003567, supposiu~ 
the earill to be an ellinsoid. 

- 
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I POSTSCRIPT. ' 

I -Since the above has been written, the triangles 
derived from the side Maumdoor and Poonauk, and 
brouqht down westerly as far as IVoritty, have been 
computed, and it appears that the distance be- 
tween ~Waumdoor ' and l o r i t t y ,  which is common 
to both series, exceeds the former by 6,9 feet; 
so that the mean of the two, equal 133485,O feet, 
1x1s been takell for obtaining anew both the meri- 
dional and perpendicular arcs ; the former of which , i s  574337,01 feet, and the latter P90848,5 feet ; 

1 whence the degree an the meridian will be hat1 
, 60495 fathoms nearly, and the degree perpendicu- 
I ' lar to the meridian at Carangooly 61 061 fathoms 

nearly. 

The difference of 6,9 feet Is more than what I 
expected, but i t  has been occasioned by the great 
difficulty in getting the angles in the great triangle, 
Maumdoor, Mullapode, a i d  Poonauk. But as i t  
appears that the side Mulhpode and Maumdoor has 
been in excess, and the side Poonazck and Maum- 
door in defect, it must follow that the mean dis- 
tance of &Iaumdoor and Ifi'britty, brought out by 
triangles derived from these two sides, must be 
very near the truth. 

Now this latitude has been made use of to find the latitude of Cur- 
nntighur, and the same process has been followed for finding the 
length of a degree on the per ndicular in the latitude of Carangooly 
as is here given: and that d tr gree taken, with the easting of the ob- 
servatory from the tueridian of Carangody to compute the latitude 
a second time, whicl~ came out 120 32' 18",27, and is here applied 
for re-computing the perpendicular degree: but the difference is 
too trifling to affect the difference of longitude, and therefore the 
degree comes out tbe same. 

It is scarcely necessary to notice, that the distance of the obser- 
vatory from the n~eri'dian of Trivirndepoorurn being s a  trifling, no 
spheroidal correction has been thought requisite for obtaining the 
latitude of tile point M, and much less for that of C. 
VOL. VIII. 0 











VI. 
On the Hindu Sy~tems of ASTRONOMY, and their 

\ 

I connection with Hiato y in ancient and modern times. 

! BY J. BENTLEY, ESQ. 

1 IN my last pa Jer on the antiquity of the Sdr b i? Siddhhta, pu lished in the sixth volume of t e 
Asiatic Researches, I endeavoured to e)~plain, in 
as simple a manner as possible, the pri~~ciples on 
which the Hidu artificial systems of astronomy 
are founded. It was my intention to have post- 
poued the present paper until I should procure se- 
veral valuable works. which, through the assis- 
tance of tny friends, I am endeavouring to, collect 
from different arts, which would enable me w 
give a more per ! ect and satisfactory account of the 
ancient astronomy and history of I~d ia ,  than I an 

I at present; but having lately, by chance, sesa the 
first number of the Edinburgh Review, wherein the 
writer has thought proper to attack my laat paper, 
I feel i t  incumbent on me to come forward as early 
as possible, to repel his observations, and to shew ' 

I. how little he is acquainted with the matters he 
pretends to review. 

The Reviewer says- 

" Mr. BENTLEY appears to be a mathematician of 
" considerable industry and merit. In this disquisi- 
" tion he has supplied some instructive observations 
" on the principles of the Hindu astronomy, and on 
." the manner in which their. cycles were or might 

have been formed ; he has also exhibited useful 
". formulz, shewing their application in discovering 
" the actual position of the heavenly bodies. 

" His discussion relative to the antiquity of the' 
0 a .  
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" Sdrya Siddhhnta, involves points of the utxnost 
" importance; no less, indeed, than whether the 
" whole of the Samerit literature shall be consider- 
" ed as the spurious productidn of a recent age, or 
" genuine monuments of primeval times. U'e shall 
" endeavour to do justice to his formidable attack 
" dn the Indian gymnosophists. 

" The Szirya Siddhdnta is generally believed to be 
" the most ancient astronomical treatise the I-ii~zdus 
"have; and, according to their notions, was re- 
" ceived by divine revelation %, 164,899 years ag.0. 
" But the mean result of calculations, from ten d ~ f -  
" ferent data afforded by !hat work, and on its 
" own principles of asstlining the position of the 
" heavenly bodies to have been accurately obsqred 
" a t  the time i t  was written, gives only 73 1 for the 
" date of its composition, or the ycar of our Lord 
" 1068. ' But, independent of all calculations, an 
" astronomical work, entitled the Bhamotee, was 
" composed 700 years ago by ~ O T O N U N D ,  who, ac- 
" cording to Hindu accounts, was a pupil of Vs-  
" RA'H A A ~ I H I R A .  The commentary on this. trea- I 
" tise declares. that VAHA'HA was the author of the 
" Szirya S'iddhcinta. Therefore any Hindu work, in 
" which the name of VARA'HA i s  mentioned, must , I 

" evidently be modern, and this circumstmce alone 
" totally destroys the pretended antiquity of many 
" of the Purans and other bdoks, which, through 
" the artifices of.the Brcihminical tribe, have been 
C' hitherto deemed the most ancient in existence. 
" Now all the other astronomical works Mr. BENT- 
" LEY has seen, adopt the system in the Szirya 
"Siddhdnta by VA RA' H A*. 

This must be a n~isrepresentation of the Reviewer, see page 546. 
547, of Vol. VI. where I have mentioned and clescribed other 
s~sterlls. J, B. 
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" A work ascribed to PARASARA, a philoso her, 
" who is supposed to have lived before the F e d h  
" were arranged in their present form, exhibits a 

I " still more manifest proof of forgery, since one of 

I " the formula: it exhibits mentions the era  of SACA, 
I " which began Anno Domini 78." 

After giving this outline, which is very defec- 
tive in many respects, the Reviewer commences 
h ~ s  attack as follows :- 

I 

" It would be easy to shew, that the circum- 
" stances so forcibly stated, by no means justify 
" the sweeping inference deduced by our author. 
" VARA'HA MIHIRA was never considered as an an- 
" cient writer ; and is supposed, by Sir ~V~LLIAM 
" JONES, to have flourished A. D. 499. Thkt he 
" was the author of the Sdrya Siddbdnta, rests on 

. " the single authority of the commentator of the 
" Bhamotee, a work which seema to have been I 

" composed in Siam; though we greatly wish Mr. 
'. BENTLEY had imitated Sir W I L L I A ~ ~  JONES, on 
" sl~ch occasions, by inserting the original passage. 
'' But on what authority does our author assume, 
" that the &@a, or cycle of VARA'HA, is that of 
" VPRA'H,A ~ I I H I R A ,  the modern astronomer? We 
" fiud the Hitzdu cycles altvays distinguisl~ed by 
" the names of diffesent Deities. There is the DE- 
" vi Calpa, the SU'RYA Calpa; the present is the 
" VISHNU Calpa, and we .entertain no doubt that 
" the VARA'HA Calpa derived that designation from 
" the VARA'VA Avat~z~,  01. incarnation of V I S ~ N ~ ,  
" in the form of a Boar, as is the universal opinion 
" of the natives.- Now the name of VARA'HA MI- 

' 

" H r R A  unquestionably, does not occur in the Pic- 
" ram, .or ip. any yolk,-pretending to antiquity ; 
" and we have s e q  in what light we are to consi- 
" der the VARA'IC~ Ca1pa." - , 

:I) 3, . . .. . U  
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That VARA'HA MIHIRA was the author of the ' 
Sd y a  LYidrlAbnta, does not rest upon the single au- 
thority of the commentator on the Bhamotee, but 
on several undeniable facts,-it is clearly shewn by 
the other works of VARA'HA, which bear his name, 
one of which, the Jlitirchrnava, (JATOK ARNOVO) is 
compared with the Shrya Siddhrinta, a t  page 573, 

- 4, 79. Nay, tlx very circumstance to whlch the 
Reviewer hhnself alludes above, of VARA'I~A being 
supposed to have flourished A. D. 499, ought to 
have led him to the same cpnclusion. For why is 
VARA'HA supposed to have flourished in A. D. 499? 
Because he had fixed the vernal equinox to the be- 
ginning of idmini in that year, and settled the rate 
of precession to be from thence corn uted at 38" an- R :~l'ually: Now this is absolutely t e case .in the 
Szi+ya Sidd'cinta, as well as in all the other works 
d VARA'HA ; and the sanie system, motio~s, and 
positions of the planets, given .by that astronomer 
in those w ~ r k s  which bear his name, are likewise 
the same in the Srya  Siddhdnta. Bnt, indepen- 
dent of all these tindeniable facts, there is not a 
Hindu astronomer, who has the smallest preten- 
sion ta the knbwledge of the history of astronomy 
in Idb, that does not know that VARA'HA was 
.the -real author of the Sliya Siddhhnta, and not 
'gnly of that work, but also of the Brahma Sid- 
-dk&nta, t h e  &m Siddhhia, the Vasishfa Siddhdleta, 
ant1 the Pmkastya Siddhdnta, which are calIed the 
%ve Whbf i tas  of V A W A ' ~ ~ A  MIHIRA ; land in allu- 
&$ion to which, one or more single works have been 
written under the title of '* Panckd Siddhdnta," as, 
srypoded to corltain the essential parts of the five 
*S1'ddhdn?uu of VAR A'H A. 

I 

. The H i n t i ~ ,  in nerd, know very.little about 
tke.time in which ? ARA'H A flourished. Some refer 
him to the ara of VICRAMAB~TYA, or fifty-six 
years before CHRI~T,  while others, from the cir- 
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cumstances abovernentioned, refer him to A. D. 
qgg, which shew how little they know of the real 
time he l i e d  in, which was between seven and 
eight hundred years ago. 

1 With res 'ect to the different systems of astrow- 
my which R ave been framed from time to time, 
there are but three now generally known, all of them 
modern. The first is the BRA'HMA Cuba, invented 

I by BRA'HMA GUPTA, ~iear 1300 yehrs ago; the sc- 
cond, the P A ~ A  Oalpa, said to have been in- 
vented by a penon of the name of Sd DHAU 
PADMA, or SRI DHARA PADMA NA'BHA, between 1 eight and nine hundred earn ago; and the third E and last, the VARA'HA alpa, invented by VAHA'- 
HA MIHIRA, between seven and eight hundred 
years ago. Hence it may be seen, that the diffe- 
rent systems bear the names of their inventors, and 
not of the Deities ; for there is no such Deity as 
PADMA, though there is a system of that name; 
therefore it must be sufficiently obvious to every 
candid mind, that these real systems of the astro- 
nomers, were the basis on which the writers of 
Hirrdu romance, or modern P u r h ,  erected their 
ideal ones of the BRA'HMA C@a, the PADMA Cab 
pa, and the VAEA~HA Caipa; the two first of 
which they fancifully represent as past, and assert 
that we are now in the third or last. Bus the truth 
is, that none of these artificiai systems.are yet m- 
pired (except in the idea of visionaries), nor will 
be for many millions of yearsi t9 come. 
The number of years now d q s e d  of 

the first, . s 1979948905 
And there are yet to expirc, . . aa705 1095 
The years elapsed &,the Gulp of 

VA RA'HA, . . . . . .  1955884906 
And there rernain yek to expire, . 88691 15q96 
As to the systems which wera in use before the ia.. 

0 4 



vention of these moclkrn ones, and by which the. 
Hindus reg~ilated their fiistory .in ancient times, I 
shall notice them in their proper place.' , I 

I have nothing to do with visionary dreams of ' 

. , antiquity', nor \i.i th the &leal systems of the Edin- 1 
burgh Reviewer, my object is truth. The Eclinh~gh 1 
Reuiewer says, there is the D ~ v r  Calya, the SURY A 

~ 
C&i@z, and ihe VISHNU Cnlpa; yes, and a great 
many mnre, .which he will find iu the Trrntrus and 
ether books-,of the 'Hind&; ae the GAN'ES'A Calpa, 
dre.Pr~rs~-Ca&a, t h t ? Y ~ ' ~ ~ r  Cw&a, kc. Butqre . 
these ' astrmonmical  systems? And if they are, 
upon. what authority does he @ve thein as such i 
F6r- be' dbes ,not .  vou'chsafe ' to lhforln his readers 
f herit.ha f&nd them. '. I am afraid the Reviewer lias 
mistahidthe sense of the word Calpz, which he will 
find t o . h i u ~ r n a n ~  meanings. The Hindu astronomers 
who& 'l have consulted on the: subject, and who 

, cettaialy <re the bestjudges in matters of this na- 
mre,' psitively deny that there are any such sys- 
tems as mentibned by the Iteviewer; that, on the . 
bontrary, ' they imply'nbthing .mbre nor less than , 
the paxticular' form of worship directed for each 

' Deity, ,&c.* and 'are , to .  be found, in that 'sense 
'only, in the Tantras, &c. Hence the reader may 
easily see inwhat  light the D ~ v i  &@a, the SU'RYA 
&@a; and the VISHNU Calp,. of the Reviewer; 

. ax6 to b&:eonsidererl. 
I. . . . . .  

N o  astroabmical . system can possibly have a 
name before it' is .invented : .and wbether.such sys- 
teni is called by -the name of its inventor, or whe- 
ther fancy or caprice niay call i t  by the name of 
any Deity, flbwer, mountaia; or any thing else, 

, . istill' this .can make no  difference. whatever with 

* , Same writers of romance ma have adopted these names 
i o ' m a n j  sytems, but they have no ing to do with real h is toj  or 
actruuomy. 

th 
. . 

- .  
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respect to the antiquity of the time in which the 
systen~ was framed. If, therefore, the time in which 
any sys tem was framed be known, (either froill 
that of the inventor, or froin the positions of the 
planets or other rlata, given in such system,) then I 
say, that ally book in which the name of that par- 
ticular system is mentioned, cannot possibly be 
older than the time the systenl was framed and ob- 
tained its name. 

That system which is contained in the Szirya 
Siddhknta (though originally invented by VARA'HA 
~ I I H I R A ) ,  is now most certainly called the Cu@a 
of VABA'HA, or of the Boar; but whether that sys- 
tem obtained its present name from the inventor, 
or whether fancy has had any share in it  since, stilt 
this  can .make no difference, as it  can neither en- 
crease nor diminish the antiquity of the system; 
which, from conlputations. founded on undeniable 
principles, I have shewn and demonstrated to be 
only between seven and eight hundred years old ; 
and this I maintain to be true, whether VARP'HA 
MJHIRA was the inventor of the system or not. 

. . Now since this system, called the Calpa of VA- 
RA'HA, or of the Boar, has been framed oilly he- 
tween seven and eight hundred years, i t  follows in- 
dubitably that any work in which the Calpa is men- 
tioned, cannot possibly be older than the time of 
its invention, but may be considerably less. 

I t  was not necessary that the name of VARA'HA 
~ ~ I H I R A  should occur in. the Purdnas, to prove 
them modern; for, putting VARA'HA an J his sys- 

\ ten1 altogether out o f ,  the question, yet still the 
.names, not only of the princes in whose reigns he . 

lived, but also of several others, down to the last 
Mahornedan conquest, with the years of each reign, 
are to be found in some of the Purdmn; a most 
certain proot; that t h e i  works are not the genuine 
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monuments of primeval times, as imagined by the 
Reviewer.-The Reviewer again says :- . 

" The mention of the.era of $aca, in a work at- 
" tributed to PARA'SARA, is only decisive against 
" the passage; for we are satisfied, no work of . 
"great antiquity can exist in a country where the 
" art of rinting is unknown, free from interpola- 
" tion. 531 e institutes of TIMUR are now acknow- 
" ledged to be genuine, and written under the di- 
" rection of that conqueror, though they are.found 
" to contain an account of his own death. Some 
" copyist of the fiisi Parasara was acquainted with 
" an useful formula: which he ii~judiciously inserted 
" in what he considered its proper place: did our li- 
" mits permit, we could distinctly prove, from con- 
" siderations unconnected with astronomy, that tho 
" high antiquity attributed to the Hindu records is 
" founded on evidence of a naturealmclst conclusive." 

I t  would appear then, if my pandit, or any other 
BrBAmen, should take it into his head tq compose 
a bobk, and father it on some ancient philosopher, 
or Rislti. but, from ignorance or inadvertence, he 
sho~lld introduce some modern 'expl-essions into it, 
that, according to the notions of the lieviewer, the 
words by which the forgery wauld be detected are 
to be consitlel-ed as interpolations only, and the rest 
of the work genuine, though a downright imposi- 
tion. It seems the lieviewer is not aware of the 
diff'erence betwren the style of the ancients and that 
of the moderns, by which \ye can in some measure 
forin an opinion whether a work is fo rg~d  or not. 
Neither does he seem to be aware that, if an ancient 

, work is interpolated by some modern copyist, sea 
wral other copies ought to be found free from the 
interpolation, 

PARA'SARA is si~pposecl to baye lived near 3000 
gears ago, and from t h q  time to the era of Sac4 
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I there were about 1300 years, during which a meat ' 

i number of copies of the Criani Porbsara mighthve 
I been written in different parts of India; yet no copy 

I has been ever yet seen, that does not contain the 
passages alluded 'ta. n u t  independent of this fact, 
(which is a strong proof of the whole being a mo- 
dern forgery) the style of PARA'SARA, according to 
Sir WILLIAM JONES, resembles that of the Yedd, 
whereas that of the Crishi Parhara has not the 
hos t  distant similitude ; and, according to the in- 
formation which I received respecting it, was com- 
posed by a pandit, not a great many years ago, at  

1 Nu&. We know to a certainty, that books have . 
beensushered into the world under different titles, 
as if eritten by different people, and at  different 
periods imrhensely distant from each other, though 
composed by one person only. Of this we have an 
instance in the five Siddhlintlrs of VARA'HA. 

The most candid part of the Hdw,  indeed, will , 

acknowledge, that literary forgeries are. thus fre- 
- quently committed; yet, at  the same time, they en- 
deavour to palliate i t  by saying, that men are under- 

of doing so, in consequence of the de- 
pravity the necessiX o f t  e age we live in, which can relish no- 
thing but what is supposed. to bear the stamp or . 
appearance of antiquity. Hence, they say, learned 
m n  are sometimes under the necessity of fathering 
their works on the sages of antiquity, to obtain. a 
due respect and attent~on to their precepts, which, 
otherwise, would not be attended to. And with 
respect to modern names or expressions occurring in 
such books, they are considered by the generality 
of the Hindus, ratlier as indubitable proofs of the 
gift of prophecy, which they firmly believe their an- 
cient s a p  possessed, than as marks of forgery or 
interpolation. Hence every species of literary in@ 
position may be colnmi tted without the smallest 
danger ofdetec tion. 3 
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With respect to those considerations unconnected 
with astronomy, from which the Reviewer says he 
could distinctly prove, " that the high antiquity 
" attributed to the Hindu records is founded on evi- 
" dence of a nature almost conclusive," we wish he 
had stated those weighty consitlerations, or told us 
where we might find them; for tlie astronomers 
and others now engaged in investigating the anti- 
quities, arts, and sciences of India, are unwilling.to 
take his ipse di,rit for i t ;  particularly as he had but 
the moment before totally destroyed the credibility 
of those very recorcts he woiild wish to support, by 
saying, that " 110 work of any great antiquity can 
" exist in a country where the art of printing is un- 
" kno\vn, free froill ihterpolation." How is i t  pos- 
sible then, that they are to be considered asancient 
rccorcls, when every line of them may be interpo- 
lated? who can pretencl to judge of those parts'which 
are genuine, and those which are not?  for certainly 
j t  is not necessary that a part that is interpolated 
s l ~ o u l d  have ally date or mark annexed to it, by 
\t.llicli it might be kilow~l; therefore the autheatl- 
city of works so interpolatetl, must be as fully to. 
all intents and purposes destroyed, as if the whole 
were an actual forgery. . . 

The Reviewer sl~oulri orlly judge for himself,- 
for that evitlence wliicll he may thmk is of a nature 
almost conclusive, n~ay be no evidence a t  all to 
others. Ant1 I ail1 atiaid, that unless his gymnoso- 
pflids f n c l  a better aclvocate ill tlieir cause, their 
p:etensbns to superior antiquity, to. arts, and to 
sciences, must sou11 fall to tlie ground.-Lastly, 
tile Heviewer says, 

" Ry exhibiting the mean tesult only, we have 
'.' gi.ven 1111.. BEXTLET'S argunlent an advantage to 
." wliich it is riot entitled ; the individual results 
". fi.onl each of the ten clata vary from YOO to 1100 
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1 " years for the age of,  the Shryu Siddhciqta. Hence 
1 '' the only legitimate inference that can be deduced; 

" is either that the heavenly bodies were so inaccu- 
" rately observed by the author as to furnish no ba- 

~ " sis for calculation, or that the observations were 
" made a t  a period prodigiously anterior to that as- 
" suined by Mr. UENTLEY. The first alone is admis- 
" sible, and in that we are disposed to acquiesce." 

Lest, however, his readers should not be inclined 
to admit of such a conclusion, he endeavours to  
throw a suspicion on the whole thus: 

" But when i t  is recol!ected how many collations, 
" researches, and ingenious conjecti~res have been 
" requisite to restore Greek and ICoqzan writers to 
" their pristine sense, some eilquiry would be ne- 
" cessary respecting the manuscl.ipt used by Mr. 
" BENTLEY, and the certainty of comprehending 
" his text, which he interprets differently from his 
" instructors. At present Mr. BENTLEY is involved 
" in the following dilemma, either that the obser- 
" vations of the heavenly bodies contained in the 
" Sdryn Siddhdnta are wholly erroneous, or that they 
"were not made a t  tlle period he conjectures." 

The Reviewer had it fully in his power to have 
ascertained the fact, whether the copy of the S d ~ y a  
Siddhhnta, in nly possession, was correct or not, by 
merely referring to a paper of hir. DAVIS, in the 
second volume of the Asiatic Researches, page 232. 
He might have calculated the places of the planets . 

. from the numbers there exhibited, and compared 
them with those givkn by me ; which would have 
shewn him whether I deviated from my inst~uctors 
or not. I f  he found that I had cominitted a mate- 
rial error, or deviated from truth, he woultl then 
have been justified in exposi~ig i t  to the world. On  
the other hand, if he found that it was right, i t  
would have been equally his duty to have candidly 
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acknowledged it. For, as POPE yery justly .says, 
respecting the moral qualities of a good Critic: , 

not enough WIT, ART, and LE.QBNIN0,join ; 
In all you speak, let TRUTH and CANDOUR shim. 

It is much to be lamented, that the very reverse of 
this is but too often the case, and that men suffer 
theirjudgment to be biassed by their prejudices. 

By exhibiting the mean result of ten different 
operations ', viz. 73 1 years for the age of the Sirya 
Siddhdnta, the Reviewer conceived he did me more 
justice than I' was entitled to; and therefore, to 
counteract it, as he thought, instead of giving the 
whole of the different results, from which his readers 
would be enabled to form a just opinion, he makes 
choice of the two extreme results, as differing most 
from the mean, and concludes from thence, that 
either the heavenly bodies were so inaccurately ob- 
served by the author as to furnish no basis for cal- 
culation, or that the observations were made at  a 
period prodigiously anterior to that given by me. 

Now, i t  must be immediately apparent to any 
man of comn~oi  sense, that by taking the two ex- 
treme results only, no other inference could, consis- 
tently with truth, be drawn from thence, but that 
the work must have been written a t  some period - 
between these extremes ; the mean of which 
- 1 ? 0 5 + s 4 0 = 7 2 2  - years. , 

\ I'n computations, depending on a number of ob- 
, servations, it is well known that astronomers reject 

such as are found to differ most from the mean re- 
sults ; for in all cases some of the data, from their , 

These were the results which the Reviewer ought to havegiven 
his readers. 
Moo~'sapogee, gave 605 years. ~ u h r e a ,  - . 875 years., 
MOON'S node,. 5 8 0 ~ .  
SUN'S apogee, 1105 -. 
VENUS, . . 860 -. 
M A R S , . - - - * . * . . .  340-. 

SATURN, 805 -. 
MARS'S aphelion, 64 1 -. 
Length of the year, 7 3 6 ~ .  - 

MOON, . . . . . . . . 759 -. Mean age, 73 1 -. . 
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natt~re, will be more erroneous, and less to be de- 
pended on than others. Had the Edinburgh Re- 
viewer, therefore, adopted this plan, and rejected 
the extremes, 1 105 and 340, as too incorrect, no 
fault whatever could be found with hinl for so 
doing ; for the remaining eight results. would still 
have been more than sufficient t o  answer the purpose 
required. 

But .his views, as may be easily Been, were to en- 
deavour, if possible, to discredit any investigation 
that should in the smallest degree tend to open the 
eyes of the public with respect to the true antiquity 
of Hindu books;'and therefore he asserts, that the 
heavenly bodies must have been so inaccurately ob- 
served by the author, as to furnish no basis for cal- 
culation, or that the observations were made at  a 
period prodigiously anterior to that assigned by me. 
Wby did he not point out what these errors were, 
that his readers might judge of the truth or false- 
hood of his assertions? 

But in order to shew the fallacy of the Reviewer's 
argument, let us endeavour, if possible, to ascer- 
tain the quantity of the errors from the years only, 
on which the Reviewer grounds his notions. 

The years*are obtained by dividing the error in . 
the position of the planet, at  a certain instant, by 
the error in the mehn annual motion, which, by its 
gradual accumulation, is supposed to have caused 
the error in position. Therefore, silppose we de- 
note the error in position by x, and that in the mean 
annual motion by y, and that $= 1 10.5 ; i t  is re- 
quired from thence, to determine the quantities x 
md y, which the Edinburgh Reviewer would wish 
b make his readers believe, must be so 'extraordi- 
narily great as to leave no basis for calculation : I : 
sa i t  is absolutely impossible, nor does the nature 
0 ? the case admit of such an unjust inference. For 
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any two quantities whatever, whether large or 
small, that are in the proportion of 1 : 1105, will 
give the same quotient. Thus, suppose ,r=1105 

\ .  

minutes, and y= l  minute, then, -=I 105. 
Again, suppose s= 1 105 seconds, and y= 1 second; 
then, 1105, as before. Or, suppose x=921", 
and y=0, 2", then, -,=I 205, as before. Hence 
i t  evidently follows, that as 1103 may be deduced 
from any two quantities', however small, that are 
in the ijroportion of 1 : 1105, so may 340 from any 
other two quantities whatever, small or large, that 
are in the proportion of 1 : 340. I t  is, therefore, 
the heighth of absurdity to pretefid to draw any 
conclusion relative to the supposed qnantity of er- 
ror from the years exhibited; and if we wish to 
shew the errors, i t  must be done' by a direct corn- 
putation, and not by ideal notions or sophistry. 

The Reviewer perhaps conceived that all the re- 
sults shoulcl come out exactly the same; if so, i t  is 
more than he had a right to expect from the most 
correct European tables extant. If we examine the , 

second edition of LA LANDE'S tables, we shall find 
.that one of the data will give us 3 18 years for the 
age of it, and another 543 years : but would this 
be a sufficient ground to assert; that either the hea- 
.verily bodies were so inaccurately observed by the 
author as to ,furnish no basis for calculation, s~ that 
the observations were made at a perio;f'p~odigiously 
anterior to that assigned to LA LANDE'S second edi- 
tion'? The error from which the 943 pears arise, only 
amount to about one minute and half, which may 
shew the Reviewer, that he is not to assumethe quan- 
tity of the error from the number of years. There 
are, perhaps, no astronomical tables in existence, that 
do not contain errors, but these errors are always less 
a t  or near the time the work is written than at  any 
distant period whatever. Therefore, ts put this 
matter out of dispute, .I shall . exhibit, in the 
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following' table, the errors in the Sd y a  Siddhhta 
I 

with regard to the places of the planets, kc. at 
different periods, by which may be known by in- 
spection only, the period of time at or near which 
it was written. 

I 

TABLE 
Of the errors b the SGrya SiddhBnta, with respect to 

the places of the Planets, 4c. a t  the under-men- 
- tioned perwdp. . . 

- -~ - - ~  ~-~ - - -  ~ 

By corn aring the errors given in the preceding 
table a t  t R e different periods, with each other, it 
will appear, that they were least between seven and 
eight hundred years aqo; which clearly' demon- 
strates that the Sliryu ~&dhiinta, was written at or , 
near that time. For all astronomical works, whe- 
ther founded on real or artificial systenis, must ne- 
cessarily give. the positions of the planets nearer the 
truth, at, or about' the time in which they were 
originally framed, than at any other distant period 
whatever either before or after. 

With respect to the errors in the places of t11~ 
planets as con~puted from the Shrya Sidd.hdnta, they 
are not to be attributed to incorrect obsei-vatjons; 

VOL VIII. P 

Phnets, 8fc. 

MOON, - apogee, 
-node,- 
V~ffns, ' 
Mbsa, 
-aphel. 
JUPITXR, 

.SATUQN, 
Sun'sapogee. 

l3. C. Before CHRIST.-A. C. -4fier CHRIST. 
k 

B. C. 3 102.' 

0 "  

5 52 34- 
30 11 25- 
23 37 31+ 
32 43 36- 
12 05 42+ 
9 47 00-t 

17 12 36- 
21 25 43+ 
3 15 53+ 

A. C. 499. 

0 , "  

0 10 14- 
4 52 53- 
3 56 06+ 
3 33 41- 
2 32 42+ 
1 30 504- 
1 48 56- 
2 50 094- 
0 05 45- 

A. C. 1499. 

O I W  

0 07 394- 
2 09. 56+ 
1 32 04-21 
4 32 25+33 
0 06 27- 
0 47 00- 
2 38 S6+ 
2 64 05-21 
1 01 45- 

A. C. 999. -- 
0 , "  

0 01 02- 
1 21 59- 
1 12 01+ 
0 29 22+ 
1 13 08+ 
0 21 554- 
0 24 20+ 
0 03 33- 
0 33 45- 

A. C. 5099. 

0 , "  

3 43 37+ 
27 21 28+ 

13 29- 
42 20+ 

g 39 17- 
9 03 11- 

18 01 45+ 
36 5 j -  

4 23 22- 
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foi they prideipally arise from the hature of the 
artificial system adopted by the author, which did 
not admit of a nearer approach to truth ; in order 
po explain which, it is necessary to be observed, 
that in the Hkdu artificial systems, the astrcn~orners 
fix on a point of time back as.an epoch, at  which 
they assume the plafiets, &c. to have been in a line' 
of mean conjunction in the beginning of Aries in 
the Hindu sphere. But as no period can he found, 
at which the planets were actually in a line of 
mean conjunction, i t  must be obvious, that the mo- 
tions requisite to give the mean place$ of' th% 

-.- 

planets when t l ~  system is framed, eonnme~:% 
from any such assumed epoell of mean coujonction, 
mus't,deviate Inore or less, from the truth. Foi, 
the mean motions of such of the planets, as werc 

actually passed the position assumed, w,itl q m e  oat 
greater, and those that fell short of i t  less than thk 
truth, in proportion to the differences between the 
real and assumed mean places. 

Thus :-suppose n, to be the number of years 
expired from the assumed epoch of mean conjunc- 
tion at the time the system is framed; and let M, 
be the real mean annual motion of a planet deduced 
from observatiorls or otherwise ; then ,7M x n, would 
be the mean place of the planet at the end ofn years . . 

from the.epoch of assumed mean conjunction, pro- 
vided the planet was in the position assumed. But 
if M x n, wasfound to exceed or fall short of the 
real mean place of the planet at the end of n years, 
then, it is evident, that the planet was not in the 
position assutned at the epoch, and the motic~n must 
be encreaoed or diminished accordingly, so as to 
make i t  give the real nlcail position of the lanet; 
-for inAtance, su pose that M x n, fell s ort of P rl 

the real position o the planet at the end of n years, 
by the quantity d,-then, M++, would be the 
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mean annual motion required; hut if M x st, .ex- 
oceded the real mean lace by the quantity d, thea 
M-+, would be t i?, e motion required. Hence,' , 
it must be evident, that the mean annual motions 
deduced on these principles, must be always affece 
ed by the differences between the real mean places 

' 

of the planets, and that assumed at  the epoch. 

The motions requisite to give the real mean 
places of the planets being ascertained, the astro- 
nomer in the next place assumes, at pleasure, any 
convenient cycle ot years, and assigns the number 
d~cvalutions of each planet in that cycle. 

In computing the number of revolutions of each 
planet, in order to avoid fractions, he rejects such 
as are less than six signs, as of no consequence; 
and, for the rest, he takes the next greater entire 
number. Unless he may deem it necessary, in 
some instance, to epcrease or diminish a little the 
motions; in which case, though the fraction may 
be under six signs, he.may take the next higher 
number t,o encrease the motion, or if above six 
signs, he may reject it, to diminish the motian. 

From the revolutions thus obtained, the mean 
places of the planets in the heavens are determined 
by the following proportion :- 

As the nzsrnber of years in the cycle -assumed, . - 
Is to the revoZutions of any planet in that cycle,; .' 
& ,is the time ezpired, from the epoch assumEd, 
To the planets m n  longitude. 

These are the piinciples on which the system 
given in  he Szirya &&hta, as far as relatea to. 

'the laneta, is founded, and which I shall a~w-pro- , 
cee , I  to demonsqate. 

P a  
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According t6 the Sdrya Siddhdnta, the planets 
are assumed to have been in a line of mean con- 
junction in the first point of Aries in the Hindu 
sphere, at the beginning of the Cali Yug; I shall 

- 

therefore carry back the calculation to that time, 
in order to shew moF clearly, the-actual differences ' 
between the real mean places of the planets at that 
period, and that which was assumed, and the con- 
sequent.effect thereof on the mean annual motions 
thence deduced. 

The year 4900 of the Cali Yug, ended on the 1 a th 
:of Apnl 1799, at forty-five minutes forty-four se- 
conds past nine P. h1. on the meridian of Lanka; 
or fifty-one minutes forty seconds past four, P. M. 
oh the meridian of Paris. The mean places of the 
planets at  that instant of time were, according to 
the third editian of LA LINDE'S tables, as follow : 

European sphere. Hindu sphere. 

The len th of the Hindu year, according to the 
Szirya Sidd 5 cinta, is 365 days, .6 hours, 12 minutes, 
36 seconds, 33 third,% 36 fourths, in which time 
the sun is supposed to make one complete revolu- 

.- 
NOTE-There beiug an error in the number of rcvolutionsof 

Meray, .  as given in tbe Shrya SiCdgRtcr, it is bere omitted.-- 
See Ariatie Researches, volume VI, section 61, page 566. 
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tion in his orbit. The mean motions for which, a e  
cording to LA LANDE'S tables, are as follow :- 

European sphere. ' Hindu sphere. 
T. 8. O ' * 1:1. O ' ' 

SUN, I o 00 OO 58,671 1 U 00 .OO OO,OOO 
MOON, IS 4 12 47 39,284 IS 4 12 46 40,613 
VENUS, I 7 15 12 en.306 1 7 is 1 1  23,635 
MARS, 0 6  11 95 17,822 0 .6  11 24 19,150 
JUPITER, 0 1 00 21 49,153 O 1 00 20 50,483 a 

SATURN, 0 0 12 14 08,b15 0 0 12 13 09,343 

4900 ~ i n d u  ears, of the above leegth, are equal 
to 1789767 1 ays, 9 1 hours, 45 minutes, 44 seconds; 
or, 4900 Jzrliun years, 42 days, 21 hours, 45 mi- 
nut-, @ seconds; the mean motion for which, , 

from LA L A N ~ ' S  tables, are as follow :-- 

European sphere. Hinh sphere. 

which motions being deducted from thk mean Ion- 
'tudes at  the end of the year 4900 of the Cali 

F u ,  above determined, we shall have their re-' 
r ective mean positions at the beginning of the 
&li Yug, the assumed epoch of mean conjuncti~n, 
3s follow ;-- 



- - 

Eurojean sphere. 

Whence, i t  is evident, the planets were not in 
the position assumed, Now taking the differences 
between the positions above found in the ETindu 
s here, apd that which is assumed in the Sdrya 
i!$ddhcinta, notin those which were past the point 
assumed,' with t f e sign +, and those which fell 
short of it, with the sign -, we shall have 

0 ' -  

Sun-, ootoO 08 
MOON, 4- 00 05 56 =c: + 356" 
VENUS, + Qgl 43 36 = -I- 117816 
MARS, - 19 05 49 = - 43549' 
JUPITER, + 17 oe 53 .J + 6137s. 
SATURN, - 90 59 03 = .- 75543" 

Now, since the lanets were not in the position 
assumed, by the a ! ove diffe~ences, i t  is evident, 
that if we wish to calqulate the mean places of the 
heavenly bodies, at  the end of any number of 
years from this assumed epoch, we must take the 
above differences into the account, by adding 
those of the Maon, Venus and Jupiter, and sub- 
tracting those of Mars and Saturn ;-Thus, if n, 

' he any number of years whatever, then I say, 
I 
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!   hat the mean places of the planets at the end of zz 
yeas, in the Hindu sphere, will be as follow :- 

netefpre, if we divide these by ?t, we shall 
have the w a n  annyal metions requisite to give 
the same positions at the end qf fi year% as 
follow ;- 

lYindu sphere, . . 

Hence, it i s  apparent, &a$ all Hindu books or 
tables, which itssclm9 cr mean conjunction of the 
planets at  thq beginning of the Cali Yug, must ne- 
cessarily give the motions of the Moon, Venus, and 
Jupiter, greater, snd those of Mars and Saturn less, 
$hap the &rcrpeooar make them, 

- -Z& aa ROW pu* this to the test with ~ s p e c t  to 
the motionr in the &rya SiaQkdrztab4. I have al- 

P4 - 
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ready shewn, that the Sh y a  Sidhhnta must have 
been written between seven and eight hundred. 
years ago ; we shall therefore call it the end of the 
year 4100 of the Cali Yug, or A. D. 999, which 
will be near enough for our purpose; then rr, in 
the above formule, beconles 4 100. 

In the year A. D. 999, the corrections requisite 
to be applied to the Moon, Jupiter, and Saturn's 
mean places, on account of the inequalities in their 
respective motions arising from mutual attraction*, 
were 

.For the Moon,, - + 8' 5V = + 5301',0 ' 
For Jupiter, - + 13 11,7 = + 791,7 
ForS$turn, --- 31 48 = -. 1908,O 

These must be brought now into the formula 
as they could not, from being variable, be in- 
cluded in the mean motions. Hence, the mean 
motions requisite to give the mean places of the 

lanets in A. D. 999, agreeing with Europem ta- 
&esl are as follow :-- 

Hinds sphere. 
r. 8. O ' " 

SUW, 1 0 00 00 00 

which quantities being reduced, and cam pared 
I 
I 

with the motions given in the Sdya Siddh6ntal we I 

shall have 

See A+atic Researches, VoL XI, p, 568, 5 64  . , .  
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From computation. 
9. s. - " 
1 0 00 00 00,oo 
IS 4 1% 46 40,8!2 
1 7 15 11 59,36 
0 6 11 94 08,53 
O 1 00 91, O5,64 
0 0 12 12 50,48 

By the Shya 
Siddlrhta. 

? . L o  ' * ,  
1 0 00 00 00.00 

13 4 19 46 40,80 
1 7 15 1 1  53,80 
0 6 1 1  94 W,60 
0 1 o o e 1 ~ , o o  ' 

0 0 IS 19 5440 

- Here we have a most decisive proof of the rin- 
ciples on which the system given in the k 4'. urya 
Siddhctnta is founded, and consequently of the 
time a t  or near which that work was written : for 
the motions, above dedilced froin computation, 
scarcely ditier half a se&hd from those giveu in 
the Sdrya Siddhdnta. But these difherences, small 
as they are, do not arise from errors in observation; 
but from the re\~olutions of the planets assigned to 
the cycle of years assumed by the author of the 
S r y a  Siddhdnta. 

. . 

I n  the S d y a  Siddhdnta, the least cycle in which 
I 
I the planets are assumed to return to a line of mean 

conjunction in the beginning of Aries, isA080000 
Let the motions above found, therefore, 

g?ziltiplied by this number, and we shall have 

Revolutions. s. o 
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Now, taking the nearest entire numbers (ex- 
cept for Mars, which in order to iriwease its mo- 
tion a little, take the next greater number), and 
we shall have 

From computation. By the Stirja 
Siddhdnta. 

SUN, 1080000 Revolut. 1080000 Revolut, 
MOON, 14458334 - 14438334 - 
VENUS, 1755594 - 1755594 - 
&IARS, 55'40-08 - 574208 - 
JUPITER, 91055 - 91055 -- 
SATUHW, . 3664&$ - 36648 rrt- 

The nu~n  bers from ' earn putation being the same 
as in the Sdrya Siddhhta, the mean motions and 
positions of the planets, to.be from theqce de- 
duced, must necessarily be the same also, 

If the numbers above found, be multiplied by 
4, uTe shall have the revolutions of the planets in 
a Mattct Yug, or 4320000 years : and if the rev- 
lutions in a Mdhn Yug, be mtiltiplied by 1000,,we 
get the revolutions in a Calpa. 

The mode of applying the above numhers to 
practice, must be sufficiently obvious froin the 
manner in which they are determined, as well ;to 
from the rule laid down a t  page 211. I shall, 
however, add here a few examples. 

1st. Let it be required to determine the Ikfeon's 
mean longitude, at the end of the year 4100 of 
the Cali Yug.- 

. . 
The revoluti~ns of the Moon in = 144383JI the cycle of 1080000 years . . 1 
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Hence the longitude required, 
Revel. 

=-100=5481(2 laewoa . . . ) 2 9 4 8 0  

By LA LANDE'S tables, 
Hinh sphere, . 1 S8. 9' 41' 10# , 

lnequality'(tee page e 16) + 8 59 
2 9 5 0 9  

Difference, the former short by . - + 0 I g 
Or thus-- 

2d. Let it be required to determine the Moon's 
.wean longitude, at the end of the year $100 of the 
Cali Yug, reckoning the years from tlie beginning 
of the Calpa of VARA'HA. 

The years expired of t11e Calpa of VARA'HA, a t  
the beginning of the Cali Yug, . = 1955880000 
Add . . .. . . . . . . . 4100 
Total years expired A. D. 999, ' . 1953884 109 
Hence, J 4 4 3 6 8 3 4 ~ l @ S 8 8 8 4 1 0 0  

l o B o O u O  

=26147877680' rev. . . ] , Pr. 9' 48' Off 

t l ~  lkloon's meap longitude as before. 
Or  thus- 

3d. Let it be required to determine the Moon's 
mean lon itude, at the end of the gear 4100 qf 
the Cali f ug, reckoning from the end of the CnQu, 
as directed in the Graha Ydmul. 
The years in the wholeCalpa, . =4320001)000 
'The years elapsed, as above, . . = 1955884 1 0 0  
Therefore to expire in A. D. 999, 22641 15900 
Hence, I ~ ~ S R S S ~ X C S ~ ~ I  I O ~ O  

1 0 8 U ' O O U  

=31605458313revol. . . 1-98. PO' Ocb 

*The difference of 4' I" in the moon's place, arises from the TP- 

jectiop of the fraction 60 in fornling the number of revolutions- 
the real quantity being 14438334 rev. 0s. @'. instead of wl~ich 
14438334 was taken as t l~e  neiarest cntire number-fracliocs not 
being admitted in the Hindu artificial systems, and the error pro- 
duced in consequence = I#$%; = 1' 2 in A. D. 999. a. a 
1040, the error was not ing; since that time it has encreilsed, 
@ad pow amount3 to upwads of eleven minut% 
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which, substracted from twelve 
sigus, leave . . . . 3 P 9 48 00 

' the' longitude as before. 

llIy intention in giving these examples, ia to 
shew, that as the system 1s entirely artificial, i t  is 
i~ninaterial whether we make the calculation from 
the beginning of the Calp ,  the end of the Calpa, 
or aily other period a t  which a mean conjunction 
of the planets in the first point of Aries, is assumed 
in  the system ; for the result must ultimately come 
out the same, either way. 

By attending to the principles on which the mo- 
tioils given in the Shrya Siddhdnta are founded, i t  
must appear evident, that i t  could not give the 
places of the planets sufficiently correct, for any 
considerable length of time: for, as n, the number 

' 

of years from the epoch of assumed mean conjunc- . 

tion (in the formula, page 215), varies, so must the ' 

mean annual motions depending thereon. Therefore 
those  notions which would have given the posi- 
tions of the planets sufficiently correct, when the 

' 

Siirya Sid(1Ilrittta was written, would uot answer at 
prcsent. This fact the Hindu astronomers disco- 
vered by some means or other, between two and 

. .three hundred years ago; they found, that in order 
to have the places of the planets sufficiently accu- 
rate, i t  was necessary to subtract three revolutions 

. from those of Venus ; two from those of Jupiter ; 
ancl. to add three revolutions to those of Saturn, in 
108 OOCO years. 

The works in which these corrections are given, 
are, the .Siddhdnta Rahasya, dated in 15 15, Saca ; 
Graha Taraugini, dated 1530 ; Siddhhnta Munjari, 
dated 1531; aud several others of modern date 
now in use. 
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These corrections appear to have been introduced 
about 245 years ago; there'fore let us try how far 
they will agree with our fo?mula, page 215. Let 
the time a t  which they were introduced. be sup- 
posed the end of the year 4660 of the Cali Yug, or 
A. D. 1559. Then substituting 4660 for n in the 
formula, we shall have the mean hnua l  motions 
requisite to give the laces of the planets at that 
time, agreeing with ~ ~ T c t ~ e c I u ,  tables as folluw :- 

The corrections, on account of the inequalities in 
the motions of the Moon, Jupiter, and Saturn, 
being at  this period inconsiderable, they are ac- 
cordingly neglected, as of no consequence : there- 
fore the above quantities being reduced and com- 
pared with the motions in the modern tables, we 
shall have 

From computation. Modern Hindu tables. 
r . 8 . O  ' a r. d. O ' " 

SUN, , 1 0 00 00,00,00 1 0 00 00 00,oo 
&foolv, 13 4 I2 46 40,70 13 4 12 46 40,SO 
.VENUS, 1 7 15 11 48,98 1 7 15 11 49,20 
MARS, 0 6  11 2409,81 0 6 . 1 1  2409,60 
JUPHER, 0 1 00 81 03,65 0 1 00 2 1 03,60 
SATUBI, 0. 0 12 12 53,13 0 0 12 12 54,OO 

The a reement between which is sufficiently ob- 
vious. f.c t the motions above found be  now mul- 



tiplied by I 0800~0, the number of years i< the 
oasumed cycle, and are shall have 

Revolutions. s. 
SUN, . . . 1080000 0 0 
.MOON, . . . 14438333 11 0 
VENUS, . . 1755590 9 6 
MARS, . . . 574308 2 3 
JUPITER, . . 91053 0 15 
SATURN, . . , 36644 3 00 

Now taking the nearest entire numbers (except 
for Saturn, which, in order to encrease i ts  motion 
a little, we take the next greater number), and we 
shaIl have 

From computation. Modem Hindu tables. 
SUN, 1080000 revel. 5080000 revol. 
MOON, 14438334 - 14438334 - 
VENUS, 1755591 - 1755591 - ' 

MARS, 574208 - 574208 - 
JUPITER, 91053 - 91053 - 
SATURN, 36645 - 36645 - 
Having thus, I hope, fully and clearly demon- 

strated the principles on which the Hindu artificial 
systems of astronomy are founded, and shewn that, 
according to these principles, the Sziya Sddhcinta 
must hare been written between seven and eight 
hundred years ago, and at no other period what- 
ever; i t  must now be obvious to every candid 
mind, that the assertions of the Edinburgh Re- 
viewer ase totally unfounded. 

The table exhibited in page 909, will shew how . 
much lie must have been mistaken in his notions 
with regard to the basis of calculation : For if there 
vv7as no such basis, then the errors, or differences 
in that table, ought at  every period to be the same, 
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Reither Pitci.emeing nor diminishing ; the contrary of 
which mast clearly appears; for between seven and 
eight hundred years ago, the errors were leust+ . 
and encrease gradually, whether we go back into 
antiquity, or forward from that period ; which de- 
monstrates, beyond the power of contradiction, that 
the work was written a t  or about that time. 

The formation of the numbers, given in the Sdr- 
p Siddhrinta, will shew likewise, that no other mo- 
tions could have been given to  correspond to the 
positione !of the planets, with which they rnust 
agree. Therefore, I say, i t  is indispensibly requi- 
sitte.that the :Edinbut.~h Revieyer, if he does not 
choose to acknowledge his error wit11 the candour 
due fi'm e gentleman, should distinctly point out 
to his readers, and the world a t  large, that precise 
pericul of time, so prodigio~isfy antator to that given 
by me, a t  which the a r y a  Sidhhnta, in his ~cteas, 
gave the .pasitions of the heavenly bodies nearer 
the truth than between seven and eight hundred 
years ago. And not only point ol.it the precise 
time, but also the tl~ell actual mcau positions of 
the planets, &c. according to the sI:.~yn Sidd/id7z!al 
and the best modern Europeara tab':cs. I t  is by 
these means anly lle can convillce his readers of 111s 
candour, Truth, and abilities. 

As I have, in the preceding pages, stated fully 
all that can be necessary respecting the principles 
of the Hindu artificial systems of astronomy, the 
Srirya Sicklhhttu, and the antiquity of the system 

- it contains, I shall now take leave of the H e ~ i e w e ~ ,  
and proceed to other matters of mole iluportance 
to tliose who wish to form a True jcclg~nent of tlie 
real antiquity of the Hindu history, kc. 

Rlost of the Eastern nations, and the Hindus in 
pa~.ticular, appear to have employed, froill time 



immemorial,, artificial systems, not only in a a b  
aomy, but also for chronological purposes. There- 
fore, to form a just idea of the Hindu history and 
its antiquity, a knowledge of these systems, and 
of the various changes that have taken place from 
time to time, is absolutely necessary. 

Two of the most ancient Hindu systems now 
known, and which in early times were applied to 
the pnrposes of chropology, are contained in an as- 
tronomlcal work entitled the Graha Mzmjari. - 
This work is ,extremely valuable, as it enables us  
to fix, with precision, the real periods of Hindu 
history, with their respective durations; and to 
shew from thence the alterations that have since 
taken place by the introduction of new systems. 

Thefirst system mentioned in this work consisted 
of 2400000 years, which was called the Calpa.- 
This period *as divided into Manwantaras and 
Yugs*, as follow : .. 

,4 Satya Yug consisted of . . .  960 years. 
. . . . . . . . .  A Trtt6, 720 

. . . .  . .  A Dwhpar, : 480 
A Cali, . . . . . . . . .  240 - 

. . . . . .  A Mahd Yzg,, 2400 - 
71 Mid16 Yugs, . . . . . .  170400 . . . . . . .  with a Sutya of, 960 - 

. . . . . .  A Manrtlanfara, 171360 - 

14 Manwanfaras, . . . . .  2399040 
which, with a Satya at beginning, 960 

Form the whole Calpa, . 52400000 
/ 

& 

T h e  Gilpa is also dividedinto 1000 Mahh Y ugs, of 2400 years each. . 



The. yeam expired of the above .system, at the 
era of VICRAMA'DITY A, were 1 190687 ; which 
being reduced into Mamuantaras and Yuga, we 
shall have 

4 A &ya at the beginning, . . . . . . , 960 
6 Mamantaras complete, . . . . . . 1098 160 
67 MaM Yugs of the 7th Manruantara, 160800 
Thence to the era ~VICRAMA'DITY A, 707 

Total years expired, , . . . , , . , , 1190627 

Hence it ap that the Cali rug, of the 67th 
Mah6 Yug, o P" the 7th ~ m ~ m t a r r r  of this system, 
ended 707 years before the era of VICRAMA'DITYA, 
or 764 yeara before C ~ ~ r s ~ - T h e r e h r e  

golden age, began B. C. 3 164 
or silver age, '. . . . 8204 

or brazen age, . . 1484 
iron age, . . . . . . 1004 

And ehded, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7641 
Making in all 8400 years. 

During the first riod of 960 years, called the 
golden age, the H!& have no real history; the 
whole being fabulous, ' exce t what relates to the 
flood, which is allegorical y represented by the 
fish incarnation. 

P 
With the second period, or silver age, the Hindu 

empire commepces, undet the: Solar and Lunur 
dynasties;. .and from . Bunaa, the son of S ~ X A ;  
the h t  of the Lunar line. thev reckon about 

down te the &d i f  the Dw@r, 
Q 
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which make, at an average, twenty-four y q s .  to 
a, reign '. 

Towards the close of the fourth period, this sys- 
ten1 appears to have been laid aside, as the re- 
peating the same names over again, would, in 
time, cause a confusion in history. 

The next system mention& ih the Grqjia Mw- 
jari, consisted of 387600000 years, which was 
cealled the term of. BRAHMA"~ life. This, period is 
divided god subdivided in the following manner: 

A CUM is called a day of B~AHMA', which in *is 
system contains, . . . . . . . . . .  5.000 years 

And his night is of the same leng$h, . 5000 
A day and night therefore, . . = , . 1 0 0 0 0  
30 of such days and nights make 

a month; . :. . : . . . . . .  = 3QOOOO 
And 14 such I.lviiths a year, . =. 8600000 
And; 107 such years and eight . 1 

months make the full per id  
of BRAHMA''S life, . . ' . . .  = 3876000OQ 

The Calpa, or da of BRAHMA', is divided into 
ikIamantaaas apd &vgq, in yle following manner : 

* Tbe Tk&d a d  Dsadpar together ma&e 1200 years, whih, 
divided by 50, give 24 years to a reign. It id soleewhat remark- 
able, that the principal &tern nations date the commencement 
of their empires from nearly the s i w  tiwe. 'lku wq 6od the 
Chinese empire began under the dynasty of HIA, accod~lg to 
PLAYFAIR,. ............................... g. C. 2207 
'I&ekingdomefEgypt, ...................... - 2907 
'J'bckiagch,1P'ofA8m'4 .... .#.... .......... - ' 222 1 
The empire of Iordicl ilnde~ the so@ asd luaar line& - 2204 
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Tears. Bfontha 

A Satya contains, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 0 
ATrttd, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 6 
ADruhpar, . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . .  1 0 
ACali, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 6 

AMBjlhYwg, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 O* 

71 &%h4 Yugj, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  355 years 
With a Satya of, . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 

Make a Manwarntara of, . . . . . . .  357 
. . . . . . . . .  14 such Manwantaras, 4998 

Which with a &%a at the beginning, 2 
Make a Ca@a7 or day of BRAHMA'? . . 5000 yeah 

The years expired of this system, at the be- 
winning of the Satyu, or golden age of the former 0 
system, were, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 13560000 . . .  Adcl thence to the Christian era, 5164 
Total years expired at the Christian era, 2 12563 164, 

1 

I After, 193799386 years had been expired of 
BRAHMA"~ life, he, for the first time, created the 
Earth, and ordained that, at the end of every 
Calp, or 5000 years, i t  should be destroyed; and 
again reproduced. 
Therefore, f r ~ m  the years elapsed, . 53 1 f 563 164 ' 
Take the years at the first creation, = 19579fJ986 : 
Remain, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  18763878 
The years fram the first creation to the Chm'stitzn 

' era-which being divided by 5000, the quotient 
will be the number of times the world has been. 
destroyed and created, and the reminder- will 
shew the years expired since the last creation. 

I 

* This Yug of fire yean is to be met wittr in r n q  bo&, i 

Q 2 
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' ' = 37591 times destroyed and Thus T~~ ,, 
created, and 3878 years from the last creation to 
the Christian era.-Now since there are 357 years 
in each Manwantara, we have the date of tlie 
commencement of each as follow : 

The first Manwantara, . . B. C. 3878 years. 
The second, . . . . . . . .  - 3591 - 
The third, . . . . . . . . .  - S164 - 
The fourth,. . . . . . . . .  - 9807 - 
The fifth, - 9450 - . . . . . . . . . .  
The sixth, . . . . . . . . .  - 2093 - 

\ The seventh, . . . . . . . .  - 1736 - 
The eighth, . . . . . . . . .  - 1379 - 
The ninth, , . . . . . . . . .  - 1092 - 

: The tenth,. . . . . . . . . .  - 665 - 
The eleventh, . . . . . . . .  - 308 - 

. . .  . . . .  The twelfth, ; A. C. 49 - 
The thirteenth, . . . . . . .  - 406 - 
The fburteenth, . . . . . .  - 763 - 

and ended, . . . . . . . .  - 1 1 90 - 
. Making in all about 5000 years, with the sandhi 

of two years. 

Having t l~us exhibited the pericxfs of ancient 
history, according to both s~stems, the annexed 
table will now shew, at  one vlew, the commence- 
ment of each period, by which the corresponding 
times in each system may be more easily seen and 
understood. 

. . .  
By this table it wdl appear, that the Satyo, or 

F age. as we may call it, of the first system, 
on the =me year that the third Mamua~tara 

o f t  e second system did; that is, .the year before 
CHRIST 3 164. And that The ninth Mammntma, 

, of the seconfi system, began- &he year B. C. 1029, 
only e i g h m  years after the commencement of 
the CPli, (#on w, of the firet system. 
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Hence, from the beginning. of the third Mm- 
ruuntara, down to that of the nrnth, inclcldes nearly 
the same time as the Satya, Trktd, and Dwlfpar of 
the first system ; and consequently, that the events 
af history recorded in these periods, if transferred 
to the former, should be found under those parti- 
cular Manruantnras which corresponded with the 
actual times in which they happened, unless pur- 
posely destroyed or perverted, in modern times, 
to prevent a discovery of the change that has 
teen made in the systems. 

Therefore, without entering min~itely into the I Hindu history. let us see how far the periods of 
the two ancient systems agree, with respect to the I same events, which will be the most certain mode 
of proving the truth of these systems. 

The Hindtls place the flood in the Satya, or 
golden age :--on we 
find, according 
the flood took 
and that the 

1 TA'MASA. from the universal darkness which then 

I overspred the earth-therefore the two systems 
agree in this point. 

The next period is the Tritrj, or silver a e, at  a or about the commencenlent of which the in& 
empire began under the Solar and Lunar dynas- 
ties. BUDHA, the son of MMA, the, son of ATHI, 
was the first of the Lunar line, and from him 
down to the end of the Dw(tPQr, or brazen age, 

h (being 1200 years) there were about fifty reigns. 
Now by referrin to the table, we see that the be- 

I 9 ginning of tbe rktb of the first system, corresponds I to the latter part of the fifth Manwantara of the 
1 second ; we therefore naturally look into the .Pu- 

rhzas under that period, and there find, among 
Q 3 
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r>thersnames of persons-who then lived, those of 
ATRI, %MA, and BUDHA, which shews the exact 
agreement between the two systems. 

We next come to the sixth Manwantarn*, which 
- by the table, began 11 l.years later than the Trktd, 

or silver age. Among the names we find men- 
tioned in the Purdnas in this period, are BHRYGU 
a n d . D A c s ~ ~ ,  who appear to have been cotempo- 
yary, or nearly so.-For YAYATI, the fourth prince 
in descent from BUDHA in the Lumr  dynast ac- 
cording to the Purdnas, was married to d 2 v n -  
YA'NI', the grand-daughter of BHR~GU, of whom 
he begat two sons, YADU and TURVASU ; and of 
SARMISHT'A', the daughter of VRYSYAPAHVAN, the 
grandson of DACSHA, he be at  three sons' more, 
vie. D R U H ~ A ,  ANU, and ~ U R U  ; consequently, 
BHR~GU and DACSHA must have lived about the 
same period, and that BUDHA could havq been 
earlier only by a few years, perhaps one or two ge- 
nerations at most. These circumstances, though 
they may appear to some at  first sight as trivial, 
hivolve facts of considerable importance in the 
hindu history, while, at  the same time, they . 

prove the truth of the ancient systems., 

DACSHA a pears to have been an astronomer, 
and to have ! orlned the twenty-seven lunar man- 
sions, and other constellations, of which he is al- 
legorically called the Father, as in the following 
verse of the Calicd Purcina. 

L 

* Before CHBIST 2093. 
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f i a t  is-" In the early part of the Trktd Yug, 
" the daughters of DACSHA were born ; of these 
" daughters he gave twenty-seven to the Moon." 

DACSHA, in some res cts, bears a strong re- r semblance to ATLAS, w o, according to heathen 
was the father of the Pleiades and 

yades, t e Critic& and Rohinf of DACSHA. AT- Y tllO'oT 
LAB is supposed by some to have been the son of 
ASIA, the daughter of OCEANUS :-The Purdnus 
make DACSHA the grandson of the daughter of 
OCEANUS. 

We next proceed to the 7th Mmaa ta ra .  
Among the names given in the P u r 6 m  in this 
period, we find those of JAMADAGNI, BIS'WA'MITHA, 
and BHARADWA'JA, men who, according to .the 
Hindu history, lived towards the close of the Trkth 
rug; for JAMADOGNI was 'the father of PARAS'U- 
RA'MA, and nephew of BIS'WA'MITRA. Hence the 
two systems agree ih this point. 

The next period wk come to is the Dw~iipar Yug, 
or brazen age crf the first system. This period is 
rendered famous in the Hindu history, by the war 
that took lace towards the close of it, between J' the sons DHRYTARASHT'RA and those of PA"NDU. 

Among the names of meli we find mentioned in 
Hindu history, as living in this period, are those 
of PARA'SARA, VYA'S his son, GARGA, GA'LAVA', 
ASWATTHA'MAN, CAUSICA, DI'PTIMA'N, CRYPA, 
R~SHYAS'BINGA, &c. 

By reference to the table, this period corresponds 
to .the eighth Mamantara of the second system, 
under which we accordingly look in the Purhms, 
and find, as might naturally be expected, among 

Q 4  
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others, the followin names, viz. VYA~S, GA~LAIA, 
ASWATTHA'Y AN, 8 AUSICA, DI'PTIMA'N, CRYPA, 
and R~SHYAS'RINGA *. 

Having thus fully and clearly proved the truth 
of the ancient systems, it is unnecessary to pro- 
ceed farther in the way of comparisons; nor. in- 
deed could we, as the fourth period ended shortly 
\qfter. 

We shall, therefore, now p c e e d  to some of the 
observations that have been left us by PARA'SAEA, 
GAHGA, and others of the ancients, which will 
enable us to judge with more certainty of the 
actual time in which they lived, as well as of the 
progress then made in the science of astronomy in 
Idza. 

It appears, from what is stated in the Pbhari 
San'hith, relative to the commenceulent of the 
six Hindu seasons, that the solstitial colure had 
passed through the first point of DhanisAt'hrS, 
and t k  middle of Asash$, while the equinoctial 
colure cut t b  teq,tb degree of &harant, and 3" 90' 
of Vhdc'hb. 

$he same positions of the colures are als'o given 
in a little treatise on ancient astronom , annexed 
to one of the Yld#s, in the possesion o ? Mr. COLE- 
PaoorrE, wbich he obligingly lent me, the sixth 
yerw of which runs thus ; 

* In each Manwantara, down to the foqrteentb, -only a few 
am? are given ya in the present Pcrrdnm, whicb seem to 
have been exhcted from eome larger worLq that an not now to 
pe f d .  . . 
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That is-" In the beginning of Sfravisht'ha, the 
" Sun and Moon ascend towards the North, and 
" in the middle of Shrpa, or the mansion of the 
" serpent, the Sun goes towards the South ; the 
" former, always in Mdgh, the latter in S'rhana." 

About the year A. I). 597, the solstitial colure, 
according to BRAIIMA' GUPTA, cut U. A'sMrd in 
3' SO', and Punamasu in the tenth de ee, which 
made a difference in the positions of t r e colures, , 

of 2s" aW, from the time of PARA'SARA. For, the 
longitude of the first point of S'rmi~lit'hh in the 
Hindu Sphere is, . . . . . . . = 9s. 93" 90' 
And Y-20' of U. A'shdrd, . . =: 9 00 00 
Difference or precession to A.D. 527 = 93 ao 
Which at  50 seconds per annum gives 1680 years, 
Add from A. D. 527, to this time, = 1977 
Total ears since the time of P A R A ' S A R A ~ ~ ~ ~ '  
Whic i: make about one hundred and fifty years, 
before the beginning of the Cali Yug of the fiist 
s stem of the Graha Munjari ; or about one hun- 
J e d  and thirty-one years, before the end of the 
eighth Manzvantara of the second system. 

I It appears also from the little work ahove-men- 
tioned, and its commentary wherein G A ~ A  is re- 
peatedly quoted, that the Sun and Moon were s u p  
posed to return to a lihe of conjunction in the first 
point of S'ravisht'hd, at the instant of the winter 
solstice a t  the end of every cycle or Fug of fivq 
years. I n  this period the moon was supposed to 
make sixty-two revolutions to the sun, and sixty- 
peveq to the same fixed star, or the equinox ; tor, 
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i t  seems, they had no knowledge of the precession 
of the equinoxes at  that time. 

The number of mean solar days assigned to this 
cycle of five years was 1830, and the number of 
lunar days in the same time 1860. - Hence 
lst, The solar 

days in a year, . != = 366 days 
. ~ d ,  The lunar I - -  - 

ddys in a year, . = 378 * 
3d, The moon's r. 8. e I I/ 

mean annbal in& 24- 0 0 
tion . . . . . . 

a h ,  The moon's ]= 6 s ? j  = daily motiop . IS 1049% 
. . days. II .  m. sec. - 

5th,Them&n1s 
pel.iodical revol. 

Gth,The~noon's , e s o  

synodical revol. 1 - 2  1s  93 IS.+$ 

It appears also, that the greatest length ~f the 
clay was thirty-two Dandas, or twelve hours, 
forty-eight minutes ; consequently, the latitude of 
the place of observation must have been about 
1 3 + O  North. There is no mention made in this 
work, nor in that of PARA'SARA, of the narnes of 

* CADMUS, about fifteen centuries before CHRIST, intro- 
duced the O c t ~ t f f i s ,  or cycle of eight years, into Grcce.  In 
this cycle there were ninety-nine lunatims, of thirty lanar days 
each. Therefore, 

The lunar days in the cycle were, - - . - . . 2970 
T h e l ~ n a r d a ~ s i n a y e a r ,  *..-..*---..- =*=371f  
The ancient Hindvs made it as above, 372 

The difference is 3 of a lunar day, which being taken from 366 
>&e solar days, leave 3653 days for the p t x  of CADMUS,--this 
I I 

&. hw. m. 

in eight years makes 2922 solar days-Hence, % = 29 12 21 
Za. ' ' )I). m?c. 
;qg,h the luoation of CADMUS, which L 1 24 short of the an- 
cient hindu lunation. 
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the days of the week, or of the twelve aigns; 
whicb seem to have been introduced into the Hindu . 

astronomy a t  a much later period. 

From the above short sketch, the reader will be 
able to judge of the progress made in astronomy in 
India near 3000 years ago. He will perceive that the 
Hindus at that time, possessed nothing that could 
be called astronomy, no more than other nations. 

days. hrs. m. wc. 
The findus made the lu- = eg -- le - 93 stt 

nation then . . . . . . . . 1 
The Europeans make it now 29 -- 12 -- 44 3 
Difference about : . . . 20 49+ 

Which in- less than 165 years would produce an 
error of one lunation '. 

After this period, we .  meet with nothing on 
astronomy till we cove down. to BRAHMA' GUPTA, 
being a space of. a b ~ u t  1680 years, which seems 
t o  be an entire blank in the .Hindu astronomy. 
This astronomer flourished about A. D. 587, .and 
finding that the ancient systems were very imper- 
fect, on account of the shortness of the periods, 
he framed an entire new system, on a much larger 
scale, making the Calpa to consist of 4330000000 
years. To this cycle or period of years, he as- 
signed the following revolutions of the planets, kc. 

Planefs. ' ' Apsides. ---- 
4320000000 480 

MOON, 57753300000 488105858 
330 

VENUS, 70W389492 653 
292 

JUPITER, 364226455 855 
SATURN, 146567295 41 . 

Nodes. retro. 

23231 1168 
511 
893 
267 

63 
584 

* This makes an error of one day in lees than six years, which 
shews that the Hindus, at that period, couM not determine the 
times of conjunctions and oppmitioor of tbe Sun and Mom fop six 
yeam t o g a  correct, much less e d p m ;  the calculation of which 
t h y  must have been t k ,  and for many agcr after, totaliy un- 
acquainted with. 
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The revolution of the equi- 
noxes, in 4S9000000 years J = 199669 

Mean solar days, . . . . . . . . .  15779 16450000 
Lunar days or tithis, . . . . . .  1608999000000 

N e  made Sunday * the first day of the Calpa, on 
which, clay, at  sun rise, the planets, hc. are as- 
sumed to have been on a line of mean conjunction 
in the first point of Aries in the Hhdu sphere. 
The ycars expired of this system on the 1st of Kai- 
sac'ha (or Yyakh)  this year = 197.2948905. Hence, 
the mean places of the planets, &c. may be com- 
puted, from the above data, for any instant required. 

This is the third and last aystem, to which the 
Bindm have transferred their history, and for 
whicl~ purpose, ill imitation of the ancients, they 
divide i t  into Manwantaras and Yugs, as follow : 

A ,'?aiztya Yug of, . . . . . . .  1736000 years. 
A Trdta of, . . . . . . . . . .  1896'000 - 
A L)ro/ipar of, . . . . . . . . .  664000 - 
A Cali of, . . . . . . . . . . .  4~4rooo - 
'A -ilfuhi Y q ,  . .  '. ....... 4 3 9 0  - 

/ 

71 JIahriYt~gs, . . . . . .  306730000- 
, with a Satya of, . .. . . . .  1798000 - -- 

A ikfanrnantara, . . . . .  308448000 - - 
14 Mamantaras, . . . . .  43 18't72000 '- 
with aSutya at beginning of, 1788000 - -- 
The modern Calpa, . . . .  4390000000 - 

I 

This is the iirst system, so far as we yet know, in which the 
names of the days of the week and the twelve s i p  were intro- 
duced. These were probably received from the West, and tbe 
tirat point of Aria was fixed to that oint in the Hi& sphen, 
which corresponded with the insent  JIhc rmd quinox, which, 
ill the time of BBAHMA" .GUPTA. wasthe beginning o f  A d d .  
This position has, therefore, a direct reference to tbe act& tima 
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In  order to show how the Hindu history, accord- 
ing to the two former systems, had been trans- 
fared to this, let 1979948905, the years now ex- 
pired be retlucetl intu Mcmroantaras and Yug-$, and 
we shall have 

A Saty4 at the beginning, . . = 17e8aoo years: 
6 Manrumtarca~ comalete, = 1 850688000 - 

W a  of the 98th ~ a ? d  Yug. 1788000 - 
T~dthofditto,.  . . . . . . . .  l2g6oo~-  
D w w r  of ditto, . . . . . . .  86400 - 
Expired of the Cali of ditto, . 4905 - - 
Total years expired, . . . .  1979948905. 

Hence, it is evident that, we are now in the 
4906th ear of the Cali Yzg, of the twenty-eighth 
Mah& f ug, of the seventh Manwantara of this 
new system. 

Now, if we transfer the names, &c. in the four 
ages of the first system of the &aha dfw$aP.i, to 
the &@a, Trdtd, Drubpar and Cali above-men- 
tioned, and those in the ilfar2wantaras of the se- 
cond system, tb the Manwantnra of the same name 
in this ; then we shall have the periods of Hindu 
history, according to modern notions, founded on 
the system of BRAHMA' GUPTA. 

In  the first place, by transferring the names, &c. 
in the Ddcipnr Yocg of the first system, to the pe- 
riod of the same name in the new system, PARA'- 
SARA, VYA'S, and others; who lived .near three 
thousand years ago; are thrown back into antiquity 
about 5000 ears ; and the same persons who lived 
in the eight E Manwantarg, of the second system, 
by the transfer, will appear as yet to come ; for we 
are n6w only in the seventh of the new. Secontlly, 

.the twelve signs were first introduced, that is to say, near 1300 
o; though hitherto but little, if at all, attended to by wrilers '"% on the indu astronotny, &c.' 



BUDHA, the son of %RIA, the first' of tho h&ar 
line, who be,- his reign a b u t  the begiririia of 
the Trttli of the first system, or 2804 ye&,- # C. 
will, by the transfkr, be placed at the distance of 
8 163 108 years, before the Christian era ;--Thifdly, 
in the ~rkt6  and Druhpar of the Arst system, t h e  
were (taken together) la00 years, during which 
about fifty princes in the Lunar line had rewned in 
succession, but the Trttd and Durhpar of t& new 
system contain 2160000 years, which divided 
among fifty, give43~00years toa reign;-burthly, 
B u ~ w q ,  the son of S ~ M A ,  l.ived twardh the dose 
of the fifth Manwantara of the s e c o d  system, 
which being transferred to the new, his name will 
appear at two distinct periods of time, immensely 
distant from each other, viz. in the fifth A f a n m , -  
tara, and again in the Trttd Yug, of the twenty- 
eighth ' Mahh Yug, of the seventh Mamantam, 
being an interval, at the least, of 426816000 years; 
-Fifthly, the n~others of the children of YAPA'TI 
(seepage 830) who lived in the sixth Manwantara 
of the second syatem, by being transferred to the 
sixth Manruaniara in the new, are thrown back 
several millions of years before their children, and 
DACSHA and BHR'IGU, by the same transfer, are 
tbrown back, from their cotemporaries, niany mi- 
lions of years. Lastly, SWAYADIBHUVA, the A n ~ n f  
of the Hindus, who, according to the second sy+ 
tern, lived 3878 years before CHRIST, is placed, 
by the transfer, '1972947101 years before that 
epoch.--These are a few of the inconsistencies in- 
troduced by the adoption of the new system of 
BRAH~IA'GUPTA, tile rest may be easily conceived. 

To reconcile these different absurdities, it was -- 
necessary to new model the whole of the Purhnas, 
and to introduce such fictions and prophecia, as 
seemed best calculated to answer the end in view ; 
but which after all, only serve to shew, in a more 
glaring manner, the folly of the attempt., 

5 
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The enonnous length of the periods in -the 
new system, required that the life of Inan should 
be proportionably extended, which was accord- 
ingly assumed : In order to account for the same 
Rtjhis being ~~ent ioned in different periods, im-, 
'iuensely clistant from each other, they are asserted 
not only to have existed at all times, but to be 
still living. But as all men were not.,R&his, a ~ c l  

1 rn there were twenty-seven Mah6 Yugs: from tbe 
beginning of t lx seventh Man~antara to the com- 
mencement of the twenty-eighth Mdci Yug = 
116640000 years, during which there is no sha- 
dow of history; to account for this, they there-. 
fore pretend, that at the end of every Mahd Yug, 
OF l~l3eo000 years, the same names, persons, &c. 
agdin occur, as in the preceding period; so that, 
by having the names, kc. for one Mahd Yug, or 
set of four ages, we have theni for all the rest. 

VYA'S, and others, as I have already noticed,. 
I lived in the ei 11th Manwantara of the second 

system of the 6 r a h  Munjdri, but by the trans- 
I fer of the names in that Mamwntara, and in the. 

ninth, tenth, &c. to the periods of the same names. 
in the new system, they would appear as yet to 

/ come; therefore, to reconcile this, all thqt was 
necessary was to convert it into a prophec , which 
was accordingly adopted in the modern Jurdrnaa; 
so that those men who in reality are long since d 

past and gone, appear, in these books, as if yet to 
come ; and as many millions of ages must elapse, 
by the new system, before the periods of their 
prophesied existence can arrive, there is no great 
danger of detecting the falsehood of such pro- 
phecy. 

It may however be easily conceived, that such 
a change in the history, by the introduction of a 
new system, though highly flattering to the vanity 
of the Hindzcs in general, in exalting them, at 
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least nominally, iu point of antiquity above all 
other nations, would naturally be opposed by m a n s  
as long as any knowledge remained of the ancient 
systems, therefore, the suppression of these would 
become necessary. Accordinwly we find, by a 
tradition still current among t%e learned Hindmy 
that the Makhrdstras, (Mharatas) destroyed all 
the works of the ancient astronomers they could 
meet with ; which, in some measure, may account 
for the deficiency we have observed in astronomi- 
cal works, anterior to the time of BRAHMA' GUPTA. 
But if the Mharatas did actually destl-oy the w ~ r k s  
of the ancient astronomers, it may be justly in- 
ferred that other works of antiquity, the subjects 
of which might contradict the new order of things, 
havealso met the same fate. 

From the foregoing view of the artificial systems 
which have prevailed at different times, and of the 
various changes that have been made in the Hincfu 
history, &c. the reader will now be able to judge 
for himiself, and form a just opinion af .the anti- 
quity. of the books of the Hindas, their ,arts and 
their sciences. 

In the first place, it must be evident, athat as 
the artificial system of BRAMA' GUPTA, now called 
the Ca@a of BRAHMA', apd to which the modern 
Hindu have artfully transferred their history, 
is not yet' 1300 years old, no book whatever,' 
let its name or title be what it will, in which the 
monstrous periods of that system, or any allusion 
to them, is found, can ossibly be older than 
the time of its invention 4 And secondly, that 

The author of tllis system, as well as the time in which he 
lived, is well known to the learned, and aubject to no doubt. 
Tbose who wish to see the age of the system determined from 
computation, , may consult Vol. VI, A&tic Researches, page 
574581. , . 
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Bone of the modern Romances, commonly called 
the Purhzas, at  least in the form they now stand, 
are older than 684 years ; the time when the four- 
teenth Mamantara of the second system of the 
Graha Munjari ended ; but that some of them are 
the compilati,c,ns of still later times. 

I We may, perhaps, be told by some person who 

i 
has suffered his imagination to get the better of 
his judgment, that the Hindus firmly belie& in 
the prophecies in the Purdnas, and that we have 

I no right to doubt their authenticity, or what m i -  
versa1 opinion sanctions as true. 

With respect to the firm belief or universal opi- 
nion of the Hindus, we know too well the fallacy 
of it, and that it is not in the smallest degree to be 

I relied on. We know that i t  is the universal opi- 
I nion of the Hindt~,  that PARA'SARA, VYA'S, GARGA, 

and others, lived near 5000 years ago. But we 
know, to a certainty, from the positions of the co- 
lures in the time of PARA'SARA, &c. that such 
opinion is totally false, and that i t  arose from the 
transfer of the names of men living in the Dwlipar 
Pug of the first system of the Gmha Munjari, to 
the period of the same name in the modern system 
of BEAHMA' GUPTA and that a similar transfer of 
the names in the eighth, ninth, tenth, 8ic. Man- 
wantaras of the second system, to the periods of 
the same name in the new, gave rise to the pre- 
tended prophetic effusion in the modern Pur&nps,hc. 
-Moreover, we know, that i t  is the general opi- 
nion of the Hindus, that VARA'HA ~ I I H I R A  not 
only, lived about the year A. D. @9, but also a t  
th< era of VICRA AIA'DITYA, or fifty-six years be- 
fore CHRIST; which opinion we know to be incon- 
sistent with truth, and contrary to the course of 
nature. VARA'HA MIHIRA, in his rule for calcula- 
ting the precession of the equinoxes, given in his 
work, en titled the Jdtacrirnava, says,- 

BOL. VIII, K 
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That is, " From the year of Saca take 421 :- 
" having put the remainder down in two places, 
" let oue of then1 be divided by ten, and the quo- . 
" tient taken from the other, the residue is the 
" precession in n~inutes." 

Hence many of the Hindu3 have, errontously, 
concluded that VARA'HA MI t i  I K A  must have lived 
in the year 491 of Suca, or A. D. 499. Btlt surely 
there is not the smallest foundation to draw any 
such inference froin the passage, for, he might have 
lived a t  the present time and given the same rule. 
I n  fact, i t  might, with equal propriety, be 
tended that he lived at  the beg~nning of the Ern ali 
Yug, because he assumed the planets to have been 
in a line of mean coqjunction in the first point of 
Aries at  that time. Not satisfied, however, with 
thus stretching a point in favour of the w iqu i t y  
of their author, thev go something farther, ancl en- 
deavour from the f6110wing verse of the Naatarat~ar,- 
which they generally quote, to refer him to the era 
of VICI~A~IA'DITYA, fifty-six years before CHRIST, 
or upwards of 500 years still earlier than the former. 

That is, '' DHANVANTARI, CSHAPANACA, AMA- 
RAS'I N'IIA; S'AN'CU, BE'TA'LABHATTA, GHATACAR 
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PU'RA, CA'LIDA'S, the celeb~lited VARA'KA MIHIRA 
and BARAEUCHI, were the nine gems in the coun- 
cil of Raja VICRAMA." 

U on shewing the above verse to an intelligent 
pan c r  it, he s~niled and said, with a degree of can- 
dour I did not expect, that the inference, with re- 
spect to time, usually drawn from it, was not just; 
for that there had been several princes of the name 
of V r c r a b r ~ ,  or VICRA~~~A'DITYA. That, ~ X C ~ U -  
rive of the one from whom the epoch'is reckoned, 
there was another in the time of SALVAHAN ; a 
third who had succeeded Rqju BHOJA ; and a fourth 
lineally descended from the latter, now living at a 
place, )called Bhdjpoor, beyond Patna :-that, be- 
side these, there were many others, who had sprung 
u at different periods iu the same family, but that 
t I! e particular prince in whose time VARA'HA MI- 
HIRA, and the others above named, .flourished, was 
the immediate successor of Raja BHOJA. For, that 
they were first in the council of Rajah BHOJA, and 
afterwards in that of VICRAMA'DITYA his successw. 
This simple explanation of the pandit, was a com- 
plete solution of the mystery on. which the pre- 
tended anti uity of the works of VABA'HA, AMA- 
RAS'INHA, 8 A'LIIIAS, BARARUCHI, kc. were found- 
ed, and which led many into an error that they 
were written before the Christian era, tl~ough in 
reality little mare than seven i~undl.ed years old. - 

Raju BHOJA, according to the Ayeen Akbery, be- 
gan his reign about the year 1 153 of SALVAHAN.- 
This, however, must be incorrect, for it  Seems, that 
according to Hindu accounts, and others, he began 
his reign about 2 10 years before the death of Rqja 
PITHAURA, who fell in battle with the Mahornedans, 
A. H. 588, or A. D. 1 198. And as Rda R I ~ ~ J A  is 
said to have reigned IOfl years, he must consequently 
have ascended the throne A. D. 982, ancl ,died A. 
D. 1082: which agrees exactly with the tirne in 

R 2 
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which me know VARA'HA MIHIRA must have flotta 
rished, according to the positions of the planets, &c. 
given by him in his works, as well as from the  ; 
date of the Bhksvati, composed in A. D. 1099, by 
one of his pupils. Raja BHOJA, according to the 
Agni Purdrzcr, was succeeded by Raja VICRAMA. i 

BARARUCHI, one of the nine above-mentioned, I 

was the author of a popular Work, entitled Sin'hd? 
sana dwltrin'sati, relating to Rnja BHOJA. T h e  1 
names of CA'LIDA'S, BARARUCHI, &c. are to be met  
with in the Bhoja Chainpu, as also in the Bhoja . 

Prabandha, from which last-mentioned work the * 

following passage is taken :- i 

I t  The Brdhrnms se&ng him (i. e. CA'LIDA*~) said i 
-0 CA'LIDA'S, BHOJA does not give us, who are 
learned in all the Yddas, any thing." I 

Several other passages might be quoted ftom the i 
Bhoja Prabaniha, to shew that CA'LIDA'S, BARA- i RUCIII, and a great many other learned men whose , 
nan~es are therein mentioned, lived a t  the court of 
BHOJA. The Rhoja Prabajzdha, is said tohave been 
written by Rdja BULLA'LA SE'NA. 

We may now plainly perceive, fi-om the whole 
of the above facts, the little dependence there is to I 

. he placed on what is usually called the universal or i 
g e ~ ~ e t a l  opinion of the Elindzls ; which when tho- i roughly sifted ant1 examined to the bottom, proves , 
at  last to be fonnded, principally, in vanity, igno- I 

ranee, and credulity. 
A great deal more migbt be said, respecting the i history and astronomy of the Hindus; but having . 

already extended this paper to a much greater 
length than I originally intended, I shall now talie d 

leave of the sulject. I 









An ESSAY on the SACRED ISLES in the WEST, ruitk 
other Essays connected roi th  that Trorb. 

B.Y CAPTAIN I?. WILFORD. 

INTRODUCTION. 

A T the moment of appearing before the tribu- 

I 
nal of the Asiatic Society, and of the public, 

i t  would be in vain to attempt'to conceal my eino- 
tion and anxiety. On the merit of tlie composi- 
tion alone, I 'am conscious their judgment nus ;  
rest ; and this conviction agitates me with doubt 
and apprehension. 

. I have omitted no endeavour to render this work 
as free from imperfections as my abilities would 

-allow ; but the subject is so novel, and the source 
of information so remote from the learned in E7m- 
rope, that I must confess I feel no small degree of 
uneasiness on that account. Fortunately for me, 
the Society, to which I have the honour of pre- 
senting my work, will stand between nle and the 
public, for it  is in the power of every member, 
whether conversant with the Sanscrlt languaee or 
not, tp ascertain the genuineness of all the autho- 
rities cited by me; the books, from which I have 
drawn my information, being by no, means rare 

9 .  . . , \  
nor difficult to be procured. 

The grand outlines and principal features of this 
essay are also well known to  pandits and learned 
men in India. A few passages, anecdotes, and 
circumstances may be, perhaps, unknown to man 
of them : but these are perfectly immaferial ; 
whether allowed to remain or not, neitheS my 
foundation nor superstructure can be affected. 

R 3 
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The Sacred Isles in the West, of which Sweta- 
dwipa, or the White Island, is the principal, and 

. the moat famous, are, in fact, the holy land of 
the Hindus. There the fundamental and myste- 
rious transactions of the history of their religion, 
in its rise and progress, took place. The White 
Island, this holy land in .the West, .is so intimately 
connected with their religion and mythology, that 
they cannot be sepamted : and, of course, divines 
in India are necessarily acquainted with it, as &s- 
tant Mwelmans with Arobiu. 

This I conceive to be a most favourable circum- 
stance; as, in the present case, the learned have 
little more to do than to ascertain whether the 
White Island be Engkand, and the Sacred Isles of 
the Hindus, the British Isles. After having ma- 
turely considered the subject, I think. t+ are. 
My reasoris for this o p i n k  are given i~ the p r e  
sent work, and I submit them with all hue defer- 
ence to the learned, declaring publicly, that I have, 
to the best of my knowledge, fairly stated the 
case, and that I have not designedly omitted any 
passage that might induce a different conclusim. 
At the same time I desire them to believe, that I 
do not mean to write dogmatically, even wh& I 
seem to m a k  a positive assertion, and that I never 
entertained an idea that my c~nvictiop s h d d  
preclude the full exercise of their j~dgment 

Should the learned, after a due investi tioa of 
the subject and of the proofs I have a ? duced in 
support of my opinion, dissent from it, a d  assi 
a n o h  situation for the White Island, and t % 
Sacred Isles, I have not the least objectiop to i t : 
for, admitting my positiov to be right, I am con- 
scious that Britaza cannot wceive any additional 
lustre from it. Indeed I had originally suppogd 
Crete to be meant, and 'it was not without some 
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reluctance, that I gave up the first inipression, 
originating from no unspecious reasons, which 
however yielded' to more solid proofs. 

The difficulties I have experienced in bringing 
forward this work, were numerous. Some 0r1g1- 
'nated fiom the nature of the work itself, and of 
the sources from which I drew my information, 
whilst others were of a most pelplexing and tlis- 
tressing nature in themselves. 

My original design was to have published my 
essay on the Sacred Isles by itself, and this several 
years ago, when it  was ready for the press. But 
in that detached state, if I may be allowecl the es-  
gression, unaccompanied with the geography of tlie 
country from which I drew my intbrmation- re- 
specting them, and unconnected with the general 
system of geography of the Hindus, i t  woulcl have 
appeared to great disadvantage. Beside, i t  \\?as far 
from being so complete as i t  now is; for I have 
since found many valuable and interesting illate- 
rials, which have enabled me to form a more ade- 
quate idea of the subject. 

A fortunate, but at tlie same time a most dis- 
tressful discovery contributed to delay its publica- 
tion. Though I never entertained the least doubt 
concerning the genuineness of my vouchers (hav- 
ing cursorily collated them with the originals a 
little before I had completed my essay), yet when 
I reflected how cautious an author ouglit to he, . 
and how easily toistakes will take place, I resolved 
once more to make a general collation of my 
vouchers with the originals, before my essay went 
out of my hands. This I conceived was a duty 
which 1 owed, not'only to the public, but to my 
own character. 
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I n  gding on with the collation, I soon perceived; 
that whenever the word Sfwetam, or S'weta-dwipa, 
the name of the principal of the Sacred Isles, and .  
also of the whole cluster, was iutroduced, the 
writing was somewhat different, and that the 
paper was of a different colour, as if stained. Sur- 
prised a t  this strange appearance, I held the page 
to  the light, and perceived immediately that there 
was an erasure, and that some size had been ap- 
plied. Even the former word was not so much 
defaced, but that I could so~netimes make i t  out 
plainly. I was thunderstruck, but felt some con- 
solation, in knowin: that still my manuscript was 
in my own possession. I recollected my essay o n  
Egypt, and instantly referred to the originals which 
I had quoted in it, my fears' were but too soon ? 

realized, the same deception, the same erasures 
appeared to have pervaded them. I shall not  
trouble the Society with a description of what I 
felt, and of my distress a t  this discovery. My 
first step was to inform my friends of it, either 
verbally or by letters, that I might secure, at least, 
the credit of the first disclosure. 

When I reflected, that the discovery might have 
been made by others, either before or after my 
death, that in one case my situation would have 
been truly distressful; and that in the other my name 
would have passed with infamy to posterity, and 
jncreased,the calendar of imposture, i t  brought on 
such paroxysms as threatened the most serious 
consequences in my then infirm state of health. 
I formed a t  first the resolution to give up entirely 
my researches and pursuits, and to inform tiovern- 
ment and the public of my misfortune. But m y  
friends dissuaded me from taking any hasty step; 
and advised me to ascertain whether the deception 
had pervaded the whole of the authorities cited by 
me, or some parts only. I followed their advice, 
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and having resumed the collation of my vouchers 
with, unexceptionable manuscripts, I found that 
the impositions were not so extensive as I had ap- 
prehended. 

The nature of my inquiries and pursuits was 
originally the source of this misfortune. Had they 
been confined to some particular object, to be 
found within the limits of a few books, as astro- 
nomy, it could never have taken plaqe; but the 
case was very different. The geography, history, 
and mythology of the Hindus are blended toge- 
ther, and dispersed through a vast number of vo- 
luminous books, in which prevails a most diss~ist- 
ing confusion and verbosity. Besides, the titles 
of their books have seldom any atfinity with the 
contents; and I have often found most valuable 
materials in treatises, the professed subject of 
which was of the most unpromising nature. 

. . Thus when I began to study the Sanscrit lan- 
guage, I was obliged to wade, with tlifliculty, 
through ponderous volumes, generally without find- . 
ing any thing aaluable enough to reward me for 
m y  trouble. But in the course of conversation, 
my pandit, and other leal.nec1 natives, often men- . tioned most interesting legends, .bearing an astanish- 
i r ~ g  affinity with those of the western ~nythologists. 

I consequently directed my pandit to make ex- 
tracts from all the PurcEn'us and other books rela- 
tive to my inquiries, and to arrange them under 
proper heads. I gave him a proper establishment I 

of assistants and ~vriters, and I requested him to 
procure another pandit to assist me in my studies; 
and I obtained, for his further encouragement, a 
place for him in the college a t  Benares.. At the 
same time, I amused myself with uilfolding to 
hiin our ancient mythology, history, and gee+ 



graphy. This was abmlutely necessary, as a clue 
to guide him thl-ough so immense an undertaking, 
and I had full confidence in him. His manners 
were blunt and rough, and his arguing with me an 
several religious points with coolness and steadi- 
ness, a thing ve uncommon among natives, (who 
on occasions o ? this kind, are apt to recede, or 
seem to coincide in opinion,) raised him in my es- 
teem. I aficted to consider him as my Guru, or 
spiritual teacher; and at certain festivals, in return 
for his discoveries and communications, handsome 
presents were made to hiin and his family. 

The extracts which I thus received from him, I 
continued to translate, by way of exercise, till, in  
a few years, this collection became very volumi- 
nous. At our commencement, I enjoined him to 
be particularly cautious in his extracts and quota- 
tions; and informed him, that if I should, at a 
future period, determine to publish an 
strictest scrutiny would take place in t K e collation. the 
He seemed to acquiesce fully in this ; and we went 
on, without any suspicion on my part, until Sir 
WILLIAM JOWLS stron~ly  recommended to me to  
publish some of my discoveriea, particularly re- 
specting Egypt. I collected immediately all my 
vouchel.s selating to that country, carefully revised 
my-translations, selected the best passages, com- 
pared them with all the fi-agments I could find 
among our ancient authors, and framed the whole 
into an essay. I then informed my andit that, KT previously to my sending i t  to Sir .JONES, a 
most scrupulous collation of the vouchers, with 
the original manuscripts from which they were 
extracted, would take place. 

To this, without the least alteration in his 
countenance, nay, with the greatest cheerfulness, 
he assented; and as several months intervened, he 



had time to prepare himself; so that when the m b  
lation took place, I saw no ground to .discredit hia 
extracts, and was satisfied. 

I have since learned, that, as the money for his 
establiahmmt passed through his hands, his avari~ 
cioue disposition led him to embezzle the whole, 
and to attempt to perform the. task alone, which 
was itnpracticable. In order to avoid the trouble 
of consultifig bmks, he conceived. the idea of 
faming legends from what he recollected from the 
Petrh'm, and from what he had picked up in con- 
versation with me. As he was exceediilgly well 

I read in the Purdn'as, and other similar books, in 
consequence of his situation with a Marhadta chief 
of the first rank in liis younFr days, i t  was an 
ea$y task for him ; and he etudied to introduce as 
much truth as he could, to obviate tile danger of 
immediate detection. 

Many of the leaends were very correct, except 
in the name of t h  muntry, which he generally 
altered into that of either E g ~ p t  or S'wdtam. 

His forgeries we* of three kinds; in the first 
there was only a word or two altered; in the se- 
cond were such legends as had undergone a more 
material alteration ; and in the third all those which 
he had written from memory. 

With reg& to those of the first class, when he 
found that I was resolved to make a collation of 
the manuscripts, he began to adulterate and dis- 
figure his own manuscript, mine, and the manu- 
scri ts of the college, by erasing the original name b o f t  e country, and putting that of Egypt or of 
S'ruCiam in its place. 

To prevent my detecting those of the second 
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. class, which were not numerous, but of the.gr&t- 
est importance in their. nature ; and as books in  ' 
'India are not bound as in Eumpe, and every leaf 
is loose, be took out one or two leaves, and sub- 
stituted others with an adultero~s legend. In 
books of some antiquity it is not uncommon to  see 
a few new leaves inserted in the room of others 
that were wanting, . 

To conceal his i~npositions of the third class, 
which is the most numerous, he had the patience 
t o  write two voluminous sections, supposed to be- 
long one to the Scandapurdn'n, and the other to 
the Rrahdn'da, in which he connected all the le- 
gends together, in the usual style of the Purdn'as. 
These two sections, the titles of which he bor- 
rowed, consist, as he wrote them, of no less than 
19,000 Slocas, or lines. The real sections are so 
very scarce, that they are generally supposed to 
be lost, and probably are so, unless they are to be 
found in the library of the Rajah of' Jayanhgar. 
Other iinpostors have had recourse to the Scan'da, 
Brahrndn'da, and Padma-purdn'as, a great part of 
which is not at present to be found ; and for that  
reason, these are called the Purknas of thieves or 
impostors; ,though the genuineness of such parts as 
are in common use has never been questioned. 
-Some persons attempted, by such means, to de- 
ceive thc famous JAYASINHA, and the late TICAT- 
R A Y A ,  prime minister of the Nabob of Oude. 
They were discovered, lost their places and ap-. 
pointinen ts, and were disgraced. . 

My dief pandit certainly had no idea, in the 
first instance, that he should be driven to such ex- 
tremities. I used (as already remarked) to trans- 
late the extracts which he made for me, by way of 
exercise; and never thought, at that time, of 
cotnparing,thein with the ongirials; first, hecau8s 



I .had no teasan to doubt their authenticity; and 
secondly, because it would have been soon enough 
to make .the collation when I had determined upon 
publishing any part of them. 

This apparently lulled him into security; but, 
being afterwards sensible of the danger of his de-. 
tection, he was induced to attempt the most daring 
falsification of the originals, in order, if possible, 
to extricate himself. When discovered, he flew 
into the most violent paroxysms of rage, calling 
down the vengeance of heaven, with the most 
horrid and tren~endous imprecations upon himself 
and his children, if the extracts were not true. 
He brought ten Brrihmem, not only as compurp- 
tors, but also to swear, by wllat is most sacred In 
their religjon, to the genuineness of these extracts. 
'After givlng them a severe reprimadd, for this 
prostitution of their sacerdotal character, I, of 
course, refused to allow them to proceed. 

. A n d  here I shall close the recital of what relates 
personally to a man, whose course of iinposition I 
have deemed incumbent on me to lay before the 
public. He came to me in distress, but with a 
fair reputation ; he is now in affluence, but wit11 a 
character infamous for ingratitude, and fraud, and 
deceit. His voluminous extracts are still of great 
use to me, because they always ,contain much 
truth, and the learned, therefore, have not bee11 
misled in their general conclt~sions from my essay 
on Egypt; though i t  would be dangerous for any 
one to use detached passages, and apply thein to 
any particular purpose. I11 the course of my pre- 
sent work, I have collected carefiilly what I could 
find in ItzOia concerni11g~Ethio~)iu and Egypt. 

A few instances of tbe i~npositions of m y  palidit 
will exemplif~~ his motle of psocecding. 'l'lle first 



is a legend of the greatest imporhuce, a d  sdd to 
be extracted from the Padma. I t  contains the 
history of NOAH and his three dons, and is writ- 
ten in a master1 style. But unfortunately there ?- is not a word o ~t to be found in that Purcin'o. 
I t  is, however, mentioned, though in less explicit 
terms, in many Purbn'as, and the pndi t  took 
particular care in pointing out to me several pas- 
sages which confirmed, more or less, this intereat- 
jag legend. Of these I took little notice, as his 
extract appeared mare explicit and satisfactory; 
and I do not now recollect in what Pecr&nra8, at 
other books, they are contained. I t  is acknow- 
ledged, that the three sonsof SWAYAMBHUVA arein* 
carnations of the TRIM u RTI ; and they are declared, 
in general, in the Purrin'as, to have been created 
by the Deity to marry the three daughters of the 
first man, with a view to avoid the defilement of 
human conception, gestatian, and birth, 

DACSHA and B R A H M A ' ~ ~  a human shape; CARD- 
I DAMA, or CAPILA, or CABIL, (the name of CAIN 

among Muselmans,) was SIVA ; and the benevolent 
RUCHI, was VISHNU : one of RUCHL'S titles is S'AR- 
M A  and S'AMA: SIVA is called HA and HAM in 

I the objective case ; and BBAHMA, or DACSHA, is 
declared to be PRAJA'PATI, nearly synonymous 
with JYA'PATI. 

In the Mahd-Bhcfrata, section of the Adipumu, 
there is a much more positive passage. D'II ARM A 
or the first man, sprang from the right side ok 
BRAHMA; which was cut open for that purpose; 
to him were born three sons, SAMA,, CAMA, and 
HARSHA. 

The rest of the legend, about the intoxication 
of NOAH, is from what my yandit picked up in 
conversation with me. 

1 
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, One of the sons of NOAH is called ILA'-PATI, 
s nonymaus with JYA~PATI, the lord of the earth, K t c same with PEAJA'PATI, or the lord of man- 
kind. Indeed the denomination of Prajbpati is 
originally no more than Jdpaii, with the upsarga, 
or indeclinable particle pra, used intensively. Ju& 
i s  the pribciple of life in a living being; hence a 
man is called Pra-jh, from his superiority above 
the rest of the animal creation, Besides, it is very 
common in Ittdja to prefix the particle pra to pro- ' 

per names of Iloly men, and more particularly so 
among the Balrdd'hist~. Thus they say, Prac 
S'aaana, the venerable S'WANA. Pra-cirjya-sira, 
the venerable sire of the Af?yya8, PPU-leoara, &c. 
In the same manner, PRA J A ~ P A T I  signifies the ve- 
nerable JA'PATI, the chief of the animated cl-ea- 
tion. This wilt not seem in the least surprising, 
when we reflect that the Hidu.~  never admit of 
any legend, without cliafi.guring it so as to make 
i t  their own. Resides, we see the enmity between 
R R A H ~ ~ A '  and SIVA remaining still in theic human 
shapes; for C A R D D A ~ I E ~ ' ~ ~ A H A  killed his brother 
D A ~ S H A .  

It is ackn~wled~ged, both by Hindus and the 
western mytllolagists, that at every renovation of 
the world the same events take place, the same 
heroes re-appear upon the sceae; and of course 
S'AMA, CABXA, HARSHA, or PRA-JA'PATI, are born 
again to every MENU. 

ILA, or ILA', called also ID'A', and TR'A#, was 
the son of NOAH; and ILA'-PATI is synonymovs 
with JYA'PATI, and implicitly so with JA'PATI. 
This ILA is called ILYS in the theogony of OR- 
PaEus, and GHILSHAH in Persian romances, which 
literally ans18;ers to ILA'-PATI. He is, perhaps, the 
same with the eldest ILL'S of HOMER. 



The next legend is that of SEIL~RAYIS, which 1 
the pandit has most shamefully disfigured. She is 
well known in India under the name of S'AM~DEV~ ; 
and she is the goddess of the elenient of fire, so i n i ~  
mica1 to the vesetable kiogdom, the St'hdwaras, or 
immoveable be~ngs; and of course to their chief, 

I 
VISHNU, in the character of the Amatt'ha tree, / 
which is declared to be the first, the chief of trees, 
and of course St'hharpatt, or Staurobates. 

SAME, and the Amuatt'hu tree, have each two .-. 
countenances; one is that of a tree of the same 
name, the other is that of a human being. In this, 
which is their original character, SA'nxi is the same 
with URVASI, who married PURURAVA, the grand- I 

son of NOAH, exactIy in the same degree of de- 
scent with the fou~~der  of Ninbe. The same .IS I 
called also AILA in the Purdn'as, and LAILAN- 
*HA H by Persian romancers, NINUS by the Greeks, 
and in the Tarnuti dialect he is called NILAN. 
Their amours and their quarrels, and ultimately 
their reconciliation, are the subject of a beautiful 
drama. Her charms certainly effected the conquest 
of LAILAN'S heart; they quarrelled, and she dis- 
appeared in a most wonderful manner; but LAI- 
LAN, with powerful spells, forced. her back. SEA 
ntIRAMIs first conquered STAUROBAI'ES, but was 
conquered by him at last. 

S'AM~ and PURURAVA were changed into two 
trees, without losing their human countenances, 
the SAM; and the AS'WATT'HA; the ST'HA'IVABA- 
PATI and S'AM~-DEV~ remaill dallying in the tree 
of the same name ; hence she is really SAMS-RAMA, 
though that denomination be never used. 

Her history is to be found in the GAN'ES'A, 1 ! 
VISHNU, and Bhdgavat Purdnas, and also in the 
Mahf Bhcirata, but it is incomplete in each i 
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of them : and- the whole must Be brought toget.her 
and compared with the accobnt given of her in t k ;  
above Nataca, or dramatic poem. 

It is my intention to resume her history in the 
coursb of this work; and, in the mean time, I shall 
observe, that she was born at  Tihotra (or Tri-hotra), 
to the west of Dehli; acknowledged to be the same 
place which is now called Tehora or Tehra,  and 
Tdhra in the P~eingerinn tables, near the riyer 
,%tluj: Tihtra  is also supposed to be the same wrth 
. Tri-garta, a place often mentioned in Hi& books. . 

That goddess was the daughter of AURVASA, who 
presides over the elementary fire, and is most inimical 
to the St'huwars, and their lord and pati of course. 

\ 

The story of the t d o  dbves, mentioned in my 
essay on Semiramis, is unknown to the Paur'anics; 
but there are some legends about them in the wes- 
tern parts of I d a ,  where they apply them to, or,' 
perhaps, framed them, in consequence of the two 
doves found by MOHAMMED in.the Caaba at  Mecca; 
which they claim; with some reason, as a place of 
worship belonging originaIly to the Hindua. 

The misfortune which befel MAHA'-DEVA is well 
known : b.ut the discerption of the sacred Linga is 
represented, in the Purhnas, in a dieerent llght. 
It was divided into twelve parts, besides many , 
splinters. These twelve Lingas preside over the 
twelve months of the year. I was concerned, fot 
a long time, that I could not disco\;er the least ves- 
tiges of the legends concerning PERSEUS, ANDRO- 
WEDA, and YEGASUS, nor even. the names of the 
principal characters : but these I have lately found 
in the Ymtra-r&a, and other books, with a most \ 

ample account of the thirty-six Decani, so famous 
VOL. VIII. S .  
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in Egyptian astronomy, and called Dreschn is I 
Sanscrit. 1 

P ~ n s ~ u s  is called there PRI~TAS'IRA, or the man 1 
with the l;aroa9s-head, and the same situation is I 

assigned to him in the heavens. Iie is also called I 
S/AILA:MUC'HA (or having a stony face or head), al- 
luding to the head of MEDUSA, which turned the 
beholders into stone. PEGASUS is also nlentionecl 
there under tlie name of SAMP'DBA-PACSHI, or the 
bird of the ocean. He is likewise called SAMU'DRA- 
PADA, because his hindparts and feet are coilcealed . 
in the ocean. The lesser horse is called Hayagriva: 
but the legends of all these are still wanting, ex- 
cept the last, which will appear in the course of 
thls work. ANDROMEDA is called VEJA'RA', and is 
represented with her head shaven, and her hands 
bound in fetters. CASSIOPEA is called LEBANA', 
and CEPHEUS NRYPA or NKY-RUPA, and Persiffn 
authors say, he is the same with CAI-CAOUS. He 
is slightly mentioned in other Hindu books as. a 
great k ing He was the father of tlie CEPHENES, 
and Cephzsene was their native country ; in Sanscrit 
Cdpifdyana. CAPES'A is CEPHEUS, and Cipis'a is 
the patronymic appellation of his descendants, 
called also Sihlucas. 

I 

My essays on the chronology of the Hhdw and 
mount Caucasus, are almost entirely free from the 
forgeries which I have stated, because nly chief 
pandit had little to do wi th  them. I recollect only 
three instances in which he interfered; and in them 
the legends were, as usual, disfigured by him. They 
are legends respecting PROMETHEUS and the Eagle; 
with some particulars relating to Bhnzfyati a d  the 
Lipari islands. Gatdda's den is are11 known to this 
day, to pilgrims, and the Hindus of these parts. 
The place .is called Shibr, in I'vIajor REN,~.EL's maps, 

* .  . 

, 
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for Shabar; and i t  is not far from Bdmtyan. There 
G a d d a  used to devour all the Shabarm who passed 
by; and, in the Purctn'as, all savage tribes are thus 
called. Amongst others were some servants of 
MAHA'-DEVA whom he devoured; this drew upon 
him the resentment of that irascible deity, whose 
servants are called Pramat'has: hence, probably, 
the ground-work of the fable of PROMET'HEUS and 
the Ea le. All the rest is an improvement, from 
what t f e Pandit gathered out of our conversations 
on the subject of ancient mythology. His account of 
Bdmiyan, from the Budd'ha-dharma-charitra must 
be rejected till its genuineness be ascertained. There 
is such a book a t  Benares, but all my endeavours to 

rocure it  have been fruitless. In  this legend he 
Eas certainly adopted admirably the manner, style, 
and notions of the followers of BUDD'HA, and the 
idiom of the language of their books. I have'seen 
the ori inal legend from which he framed his own, 
about t % e islands of Lipari, but it  has not the least 
relation to these islands, and belongs to some place 
in the mountains to the north of India. 

I n  like manner, many of the legends cited in 
my essay on Egypt, though they have a striking af- 
finity with those of that country, are not expressly 
said-to belong either to that or to any particular 
country, being related in general terms. In these 
cases, my Pandit inserted the name of Egypt, and 
if the name of any other country was mentioned, he 
erased it, and put that of Egypt in its place. Yet 
the similarity between these legends, and many 
more which are quoted in the course of this work, 
and the authenticity of which may be depended 
upon, with those of the Egyptia~2s and other my-. 
thologists, is so striking, as t,o evlnce their original 
identity : for so near a coincidence, in my humbla 
opinion, could not have been merely accidental. 

~e 
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1 evinces also some remabe cemmuxligatica, at bast, i i, not some affinity, at an early periqd, bletwwa the  
@ions amoqg which we fiud thw leg04d? equdly 
current. . . 

h tlie Hkdu books, we read of m e  prinees who 
raised rnauntains of gold, silver, q ~ d  p~ecious atones; 
gome three; athers only one : but whether this be 
qpplicable to Egypt does, pot appwr, rlither tik con- 
trary. It wgs, however, a psac+e formelfi and, 
if ~estricted to a single pyramid, i t  waa intended 
for the mountain of Goo, the b l y  maunb Ikkeru. 
If three pyramids were c-tructed, tkdy were in- 
tended to represent the three peaks of db;Przlr Them 
is a beautiful pyramid a$ $arncftIh near lhmmq 
built by a k i q  of Gaur, or Beagal i t  is cunical, '. 
and of earth, wl th a coating of b~ickq, a-sd is aboua 
seventy geet high. In the inscription found there 
some years a&o, i t  is declared to he mtmdect aa a 
representation of Merq, which is represented of a 
conical figure by the Hindncs, but like a square py- 
ramid by the followers of @ U P ~ ' H A .  Tim tower, 
or pyramid of Babel, was of a square form, with 
seven stages or steps, like Mexul. 

The recession of the sea from the vdley of E m  
is no where mentioned : but the same miracle is re+ 
corded as performed by several holy men, particu-. 
larly on the western shores ~f lozdict, Indeed, whew 
ever the Hindu writers treat of the accession ofi 
lands, which were formerly occupied by the sea, 
they never fail to attribute it to the prayers of 
some holy personage. 

In  the course of my correspondence with the ve- 
nerable Sir WILLIAM JONES, the Institutor and first 
President of the Asiatic Society, and my patron in 
Oriental literature, 1 mentioned the discoveries 
which I thought I had made, and particularly re- 
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spkting Ethiopia and x g ~ ~ t .  He expFessed his 
surprise; but could hut be brought to believe an 
early, h even any communication whatsoever, be- 
tween the inhabitants, of those cauntries and the 
f l i$d~s .  ' As I was just entering upon my studies 
and literary eh uiries at that time, he wrote me 
dandidly, that 1 e was afraid I had been inisled by 
Inthusism, and cautioned me not to trust to the 
verbal accounts of the Brahmefi; but requested 
that I would, for his satisfaction, send to  him the 
necessary written documents from' the Purdti'as. I 
complied with his request most chearf'uhy, and sent , 

him all my voachers as correct as possible. After 
rusing them, he wrote to me nearly in the fob 

!%ing words, the purport of which 1 recollect pel; 
fectly, but lament that his Ietter being mislaid, 
canfiot produce it. 

'' Having read thk numerous passage ybu adduCe, ' , 

" in support of your assertions, in their bri~ihal  la&: 
4' guage, in the extracts; you have s ~ h t  me, bot& '' alone and with a pandit, -1 ani furly satisfied that 
'' there existed an early communication bfttiveeri tht? 

, " Hindwand the inhabitants of Ethiopidaud Egyjt." 

He then ihbbrmed me, tb?t his. cdleictbn. of tb 
Pwddar being i.i~,lcoinplete, he bad l l d t  betin~slh ta 
compare all the extraots which I had. sent to hiila 
~aaeernieg Etbpia dnd Eggpt, birt that he ha$ 
hund several of the most. essential, such as' the Ipr 
gends about N A ~ H U ~ T  alid the PALLI, aid that 1~ 
could bear testimony to their general accurqcy; 
Wide, W A I w&,. and his being appointed. gurtn 
dim of the south-west quapter of the dd,conti,tuht, 
being well known to learned padits ,  they had 
p o i a d  ma to him sevefd. passage* in other Fur& 
#as and Sanscrit books, relating to N,%IRI~~T,  
fa~c 'as ; -@wf~~,  &c, se that be das:fully &winced 

S s 
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of their genuineness and antiquity ; and as for the 
others of less importance, he did not entertain the 
least doubt about their being equally genuine. He 
added, that learned pandits were, besides, well ac- 
quainted with the general outlines of most of the 
other legends I had produced ; and concluded by 
saying, that he intended to make some remarks on 
my essay on Egypt, in which he would express his 
conviction in those terms. 

I n  the remarks which Sir WILLIAM JONES did 
afterward subjoin to my essay, and which were 
published with it in the third valume of the transac- 
tions of the Asiatic Society, he could not have in- 
tended a stronger public testimonial than that which 
he had communicated to me privately. But as the 
terms of one passage, relative to the Sanscrit papers 
which I transmitted to him, as taken from the Pu- 
rhn'as, and other books, might be understood to 
iinply a more general collation of my extracts with 
the original works, than had taken place, or could 
have been meant, I have thought it incumbent on 
me to add the preceding explanation of the real 
circumstances. 

I shall ever lament that I was the cause of Sir 
"'.WILLIAM JONES being thus misled like myself. I 
have shewn that I was exposed to imposition ; first, ' 

from the nature of in literary pursuits ; and, in the i: second place, from t e confidence which I reposed 
in the integrity of my native assistants, and more 
particularly my chief pandit. This no longer exists, 
and of courseno similar deceptioncan now take place. 
If a word, or a passage of impartance in any manu- 
script, bears the leastmarkof a'dulteration, i t  must be 
given up, unless corroborated by collating i t  with 
other books, which are totally free from suspicion, 

. J have ,prepared two copies of my vouchers, one 
for, the Asiutic Society, and the other for the Col- I 



lege of Fort IViiliarn. ' I have already presented one 
to Mr. COLEBKOOKE; and 1,take this opportunity 
to acknowledge the friendly assistance I have al- 
ways received from that gentleman, and his ready 
conimunication of ever -sort of information that 
could be of use to me, t ii rough the whole course of 
my literary pursuits, and for which I return, most 
gratefully, my most sincere and hedrty thanks : and 
I candidly acknowledge, that without his assistance 
I should never have been able to bring to a conclu; 
sion, in a manner. satisfactory to myself, the pre- 
sent work, which, from its nature, and that of 
the materia1s;is attentled with difficulties of which 
few people, unacquainted with the subject, can 
form any idea. 

With regard to the British Isles, I soon found that 
the and outlines were perfectly correct; even more f so t an those of my essay on Egypt and Ethiopia, 
which countries are very little known to the learned, 

- and of which little is recorded in the Purdn'ns, when 
' 

corn ared to their holy land. Rly pandit had filled E up t e rest with a vast number of legends of all 
sorts, but most of them of little inlportance, a d  
affording very little light on the subject. 

b 

The White Island, in the West, is the hbty land 
of the Hindus. I t  is o f  co-urse a sort of fairy land., 
which, as might be expected .from their well known 

, disposition, they have not failed tq store with won- 
derful mountains, places of worshil), .and holy 
streams. I t  w ~ n l d  be highly imprudent to attempt 
to ascertain their present names and situation; 
though I have occasionallv broken t1:rough thih 
rule, and niay have been kduced, by a s t ~ . a n p  ri- 
milwity of names.and other circumstances, wlrhin . 

the fascinating attraction of conjectural ety 1110- 

%Y, 1 
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Shovld the learned reject 'this, not deeming the 
presumptive roofs strong enough, I beg the~r  in- 
dulgence in t 1 e few cases of this description, which 
certainly ciyanot mislead them. It is seldom dzc 
lot of authors to write without some enthusiasm, a 
portion of which may perhaps be necessary. I have 
faithfully collected whatever I could fiad in the 
J'urcinlas and other Hindu books, relatiog to this 
holy land, whether bearing some marks of truth, or 
obviously fictitious ; and I solemnly declare that I: 
have not the desire, either to defend or impugn the 
notions of the Hj~dm, as I conceive them', in re- 
gard to these Sacred Isles. 

It would have been doing injustice to the sub- 
ject, to have attem ted to give an account of these 

I Idands, without t!e geographical ~ y s t n n  o f  the 
Hindus, who believe them, and cmsider them as a 
terrestrial paradise. 

I have, therefore, premised an ample, but still 
incomplete system of geography, sccording to the 
followers of BRAHMA' and BURD'HA. 

. I have added an &$say on tho chronol9gy of the 
Hindus and the emperors of India; with geogra- 
phical, mythological, and historical sketches of the 
Intermediate countries from India to the British 
Isles, inclusively. I t  will appear, in the course of ' 

this work, that the language of the followers of .  
BHAHMA; their geographical knowledge, their bis- 
tory and mythology, have extended through a range- 
or  belt about forty degrees broad, wross the OM 
continent, in a South-East and North-West direc- 
tion, from the Eastern shores of the ildaldyca peainr 
sula to the Western extremity of the British 6SJR6 

Thmugh this ihmense range, the same original 
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religious notions re-appear in various places, under 
various modifications, as might be expected ; and 
there is not a greater difference between the tenets ' 
and worship.of the Hindus and Greeks, than exists 
between those of the churches of Rome and Gema. 
With regard, to the languages, both ancient and 
modern, through this bdt, their radical wortfs, 
verbs and nou:u, with others regularly deduced 
from them, are in great measure Sanscrit. It can- 
no t  be expected that their respqctive graznu~ars 
ehould preserve much affinity.. I t  is the fate of 
every language, when in a state of decay, to lose 
grtiduallv its-cases, moods, and tenses of the se- 
cond order, and to employ auxiliary verb, which 
theSanscrit usessparingly, and by no n :an3 through 
necessity. I have observed that graahal state of 
decay in  the &n~cri$ language, through the dia- 
lects in use in the Eastern parts of India dowe to 
the  lowest, in which last, though all the words are 
Sanscrit more or less corrupted, the grammatical 
part is poor and deficient, exactly like that of our 
modern languages in Europe, whilst that of the 
higher dialects of that countr is at least equal to 
that of the Lrrtin language. $ rom sueh state of 
degradation no lan,quagr, c a l  recover itself: -all the 
~e f inments  of civihzat~oo and learning wiU never 
retrieve tlx use of 4 lwt case or mood. The im- 
provements consist only in borrowing wvords from 
other l a n g u a ~ s ,  and in flaming new ones occa- 
sionally. This is the r e n ~ v k  of an emineht mo- 
dern writer, and experience sbows that he is  per-. 
fectly right. Even the Samrit alphabet, when 
 ripped of its double ietzers, and of those p~cuGar 
to that language, is the Pelasgic, ind letter 
is to be found in that, or the other mcient alpha- 
bets which obtained forrnerly a!: over Europe, and 
I am now preparing a shorf essay on that interest- 
ing  subject. 

1 
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The principal object 'I have in view in this essay 
is ,to prove that the Sacred Isles of the Hindus, if 
not the British Isles, are at least some remote 
country to the North-west of the old continent ; 
for I cannot conceive th,at they are altogether Uto- 
pian or imaginary. But a secondary one also is to 
prove that the greatest part of the legends, which 
formerly obtained all over the Western parts of the 
world, from Itidia to the British Isles, were origi- 
nally the same with those foilnd in the mythology 
of the Hindus. Besides these, they hart also in 
every country local notions and legends, as well as 
local Deities, and which of course were peculiar 
to them. 

The principal essay on the Sacred Isles in the 
Wesf; will appear, with the permissioil of the 
Asiatic Society, in a future volume of their Re- 
searches ; anrl i t  is proposed to publish the series 
of essays mentioned with that work in the follow- 
ing order. 

The INTRODUCTIO~T. 
' ESSAY I. On the geographical systems of 

the Hindus. 
a - XI. Geographical and historical sketches 

LT on Anu-Gangam, or the Gangetic 
provinces. - 111. Chronalogy of the kings of Ma- 
gadha, emperors of India. - IV. On VJCRAMA'DITYA and ~AI, 'IVA'- 

HANA,  with their respective aras. 
- V. The rise,. progress, and decline of the 

Christsan religion in India. - VI. - The Sacred Isles in the West. , 
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CHAPTER THE FIRST. 

OF THE GEOGl<APHTCAL SI'STEMS OF 
THE HINDUS. 

SECTION I. 
General Tdeas of these Systems. 

T HE Hindus have no name, either for geogra- 
phy or geometry, hut we are not to infer 

thence, that they have entirely neglected these two 
sciences. ' They are cer ta i~~ly  pretty well acquint-  
ed with geometry, but they consider it, and with 
some reason, as part of tlie science of numbers; 
and neither call oiir denomination of geometry, 
which signifies surveying, be considered as a very 
apposite term. In the tiine of the famous JAYA- 
SINHA, Raja of Jnyapur, the learned a t  his court 
wave i t  the name of Cshitra-dcrsa~za, or the inspec- 4 
t ~ o n  and knourledge of figures ; anti a treatise on  
geometry, composed by his coininantl, is still called 

' by that name. These elements begin with a4 in- 
quiry into the properties of lines sinlply co~nbined 
together, which combination is callecl acslrCtra, or 
informous. They then proceed to the consiflera- 
tion of iewular figures or cshttm, as a triangle, a 
sqyare, cuie, kc.  whilst an angle is called mu- 
tra, or inforinous. 

The Hindus give various naines to geographical 
tracts, such as Bi~livnna-Cdsa, or treasure ,of ter- 
restrial ruansions ; Cs1tEt1.a-Samtisa, or combina- 
tion \of countries; Bhlivar~a-Sngcira, or ocean of 
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mansions or habitable places. Such a geographi- 
cal treatise is cited by Signor BAYER, under the I 
corrupted appellation of Puwana-Saccaram. Ano- I 

ther treatise in my possession is called Trail6cya- 
darpan'a, and was given to me by the late Mr. 

I 
REUBEN BURROW, who procured it near Hartibtir. I 

.It6 naine signifies the mirror of the three worlds, 
meaning heaven, earth, and hell, and answers ex- 
actly to the treatise ascribed to Saint PATRICK, 
and called Dissertatio de Tribus Locis, or habitaculis. 
It was written some hundred years ago, and the 
copy I have is of the year 17 I S of VICRA~IA'DI- 
TYA. In several Purdn'as, there is a section ex- 
pressly on the subject of aeography, and for that 
reason called ~ h b a n n - ~ & a .  It i, also denomi- 
nated Bhli-c'han'da, or section of the earth. Except 
the sections contained in the Purcin'as, geographical I 
tracts are in general written in the spoken d~alects, 

I 

and are extremely scarce, as they are discounte- ' 
nanced by-the sacerdotal class, as are historical I 
books. This they have often acknowledged to me, 
saying, they have the Purcin'm; what do they 1 
want more ? Besides, as they are written in the 

vulgar dialects, they are the works of persons not I 
sufficiently learned and informed, and very apt, as ' 

I am told, to hazard occasionally a few heretical 
notions. They are not, however, so strict in the 
Pekhin, and the western parts of India: there, I 
at3 credibly informed, they have treatises expressly 
on the subject both of history and geography. 

There are two geographical tracts in-Sandcrit: 
the first, called Yicramapratiddfo vyavast'hli, 'is at- 
tributed tp VICRAMA'DITYA, probably the one of 
that name, who lived, as we shall see hereafter, 
in the fifth century, and it is said to consist pf 
eighteen, or twenty thousand slbcas or lines : the 
second, called Mu~ja-pratides'a-yavast'hd, is attri- , 
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b u t 4  to king MUNJA,, the dncle of the famous . 

BH~JA, who lived in the latter end of the tenth 
century. I t  ie nearly the same with the former, ' 

including some amendments and additions. These 
two pographical treatises cannot Lnlt ' be carious 
a d  ~ n t q ~ i r ~ ; ,  buti unfortunately, they are not to 
be. kund in' this part of India They are however 
p l r e ~  common in the Western parts of it, and par- 
ticularly a~ in Gwjar&', where they have been 
seen b several respectable pandits of that colmntry. 
The f rai-L6cya-darpan'a, which J mentioned be- 
bre, ia according to the system of the fdlowers of 
B~:DD'HA, and is written in an nncsutb dialect of 
the inland parts of Ituk'ct, with a strange mixture. 
(Pf Slamit words and phrases. 

The Cshttra-Sada is,another geographical tract 
by tbe Jainas, which f lately procured. It is writ- 
tea in PracrYt, asserted by. some to be the same 
with the Bdli or Mdgad'hi dialect, but probably . 
somewhat differenr: from that used in the Burman 
empire,. Sam and Ceylon. The BkZi or Migadhi, 
was the. language used at the court of the emperon 
of India, kings of' Magad'ha or Bahar, ant1 called 
also Bali-putras, because they were descended from 
tlPe famous BALI, or NANDA ; and their kingdom 
i3 denominated after them Poli by the Chinese. 
This last is. accompanied by a copious commentary, 
with several ,fanciful delineations of the world, and 
of mount Mkru. 

With regard to history, the Hindus really have 
nothing but romances, from which some truths oc- 
oasionaily may be extracted, as well as from their 
rographical tracts. Those in Gamcrit are the. 

har i t rq  or actions of VICRAMA'DITYA, of king 
~ H ~ J A ,  and others. 
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The Y,Yhit-Catlh& is a collection df historical 
anecdotes, snmeti~nes vely interesting, and consists 
of ~ 0 0 0  5 1 6 ~ ~ .  

In the.spol<en dialects, there is the romance of 
P R ~ H  U-WA'Y A, containing an account of his wars 
with Sultan G a o ~ r  ; part of i t  is in my possession. 
It is exactly in the style of ,  our old romances in 
Europe, with nearly the same proportion of histo- 
rical truth. 

In several of the Purhnras there is an account of \ 

the principal events, which were to take place durd 
ing the Cdi-yug *. These come: down as late as 
the eighth and ninth .centu-es; except in the Agni 
and the Bhavishya Purdn'us, in which there is an 
account written, as usual, in a prophetical style, of 
the principal events, which were to take lace, as 
late as the twelfth century. In  the time o ! ACBAR, 
a supplement was added, down to. HUMA'YUN, as 
is obvious from the lists of the kings of Mdkua in 
the second volume of the Ayin-Acberi. Since that 
timeanother sup lement hasbeen added, down to 
the beginning o ? the eighteenth century. 

I t  is universally acknowledged, that the court of 
the kings of &Iagad'ha, now the province of Baitar, 
was once, one of the most brilliant thatever existed, 
and that learning was prorqotcd there, t h g h  its 
various branches. Their vernacular language was 
cultivated, and many valuable treatises were writ- 
ten ill it, in order to diffuse knowledge,an~ong all 
classes of men. This, I am informed, was carried 
so far as to incur the reseutment of the whole sa- 
cerdotal class, who unanimously declared, that 

- - 
The Brahmhndo, Bhhgavat, Yishn1'q and V 6 y ~  Putcinbr. 

Sections on Futurity. 



Magad'ha could no longer be'considered as a pro-. 
I per country for the twice-born to live in, without 
i lesing the fruit af their good works, and greatly 

impairing their energy in the paths of righteous-. 
ness. 

' Besides pographical tracts, the Hindzcs have also 
maps qf the world, both according to the s stem 
of the Pwrhn'ics, and of the astronomers : t h' e lat- 
ter are very common. They have also maps of 
India, and of particular districts, in which latitudes 
and longitudes are eqtirely out of question, and 
they never make use of a scale of equal parts. The 
sea shores, rivers, and ranges of rnountatns, are 
represented in general by straight dines'. The best 
map of this sort I ever saw, was one of the king- 
dom of Napcil; presented to Mr. HASTINGS. It 
was about four feet long, and two and a half 
broad, of paste board, and the niountains raised 
about an inch above the surface, with trees paint- 
ed all round. The roads were represented by a red 
line, and the rivers with a blue one. The various 
ranges were very distinct, with the narrow passes 
through them: in short, i t  wanted but (I scale. 
The valley of Napcil was accurately delineated : 
but toward the borders of the map, every thing 
was crowed, and in confusion. 

These works, whether historical or geographi- 
eal, are most extravagant compositions, in which 
little regdrd indeed is paid to truth. King VICRA- 
MAIDITPA had four lakhs of boats, carried on carts, 
for ferrying his numerous armies over lakes and 
rivers. In their treatises on geography, they seem 
to view the globe through a prism, as if adorned 
with the liveiiest coloura. Mountains are of so- 
lid gold, bright like ten thousand suns ; and others 
are of precious gems. Some of silver, borrow, the 
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mild and dewy beams of the mam. There a n  ri- 
vers and. seas of liquid amber, clarified butter, 
milk, curds, and intoxicating liquors. Geogra- 
phical truth is sacrificed to a symmetrical arrange- 
ment 'of countries, mountains, lakes, and rivers, 
with which they are highly delighted. There are 
two geographical systems among the Hindus : the 
first and most ancient is accordi&g to the Purhnlds, 
in which the Earth is considered as a convex sur- 
'face gradually sloping toward the borders, and sur- 
rounded by the ocean. The second and modern 
system is that adopted by astronomers, and cer- 
tainly the worst of the two. The Paurb'icj con- 
sidering the Earth as a flat surface, or nearly so, 
their knowledgs does ,not extend much beyond 
the old continent, or the superior hemisphere: but 
astronomers, being acquainted with the globular 
shape of the Earth, and af course with an inferior 
hemisphere, were under the necessity of borrowing 
largely from the superior part in order to fill up 
the inferior one. Thus their astronomical know- 
ledge instead of being;of service to geography, has 
zugnented the confusion, distorted'and d~slocated 
every part, every countrys in the old continent. 
The Puurhn'ics represent, in !general, the Earth as 
a flat surface ; though it a pears from the context K to be of convex figure, wit a gentle slope all round 
toward the ocean, which is supported by a.circular 
range of mountains, called Locdlocas by the Hin- 
d ~ ;  C,!f by 1C~zcsulrnam, and by our ancient my- 
thologi~~ts Atlas; Dyris; Dyrim, from the8anserit 
tir, and tiram, the margin term or border of the 
world, o r  the liirder (Earth's) Threrni in the Ed& 
Semudr. 

The Jemo and the ancients in general, consider- 
ed the Earth as a flat surface. This idea was cer- 
tainly a most natural one, till the study of astro- 
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nomy had undeceived the learned, who, as usual 
I 
t . at these earIy times, did not impart this discovery 

t o  the vulgar. 

On the hi her parts, and in the center of the 2 Earth, the rdw place a mountain standing like 
a column 84000 Yqcuuzs high, Seooo broad at  the 
top,and 16000at the bottom. It is circular, and 
in the shape of an inverted cone, This idea p r e  
vailed once in the West: for, when CLEAN THE^ 
asserted that the Earth was in the shape of a 
cone, this, in my opinion, is to be understood 
only of this mountain, called Mh, in India *. 
ANAXIMENES said that this column was plain, 
and of stone : exactly like the Mkm-pargzuette 
(pamata) of the inhabitants of Ceylon, according 
to Mr. JOIIVILLE, in the seventh volume of the 
Asicrtic Researches. This mountain, says he, is en- 
tirely of stone, 68000 Yojam high, and IoOcK) in 

.circumference, and of the same size from the top to 
the bottom. The divines of Tibet say, it is square, 
and like an inverted pyramid. Some of the fol- 
lowers of BUDD'HA t, in India, insist, that it is like 
a drum, with a swell in the middle like drums in 
Ihda; and formerly, in the West, LEUCXPPU~ had 
said the same thing ; and the Baudd'hista in Idia  
give that shape also to islands. This figure is given 
aa an emblem of the reunion of the original powers 
of nature. Mkr& is the sacred and primeval Linga: 
and the Earth beneath is the mysterious Ybni ex- 
panded, and open like the Padma or Lotus. The 
convexity in the-. centre is the 0 s  T i m ,  or navel 
of VISHNU : and they often represent the physiolo- 
gical mysteries of their religion, by the emblem of 
the Lotoa; where the whole flower signifies both 
the Earth, and the two principles of its fecund* 

J .  

PLUTARCH de placit. philowpb. 
f ~aileye-dcrparxr, 

VOL. VIII. T 
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tion : the germ is both Mdru and the Lhga: the pe- 
tals and filaments are the mountains which encircle 
Mdru, and are also the type of the Ytni: the four 

\ leaves of the calyx are the four vast regions, toward 
the cardinal points : and the leaves of the plant are 
the different islands in the ocean round Jambu: and , 

the whole floats upon the waters like a boat. The 
Hillclzcs do not say, like the Chldeans, that the 
Earth has the sha e df a boat, which is only the 
type of it. I t  is t 1 eir opinion; Pdo  not know .on 
what authority, that at  the time of the flood, the 
two principles of generation assumed the shape af 
a boat with its mast, in order to preserve mankind. 
Enthusiasts among the Hindus see these two prin- 
ciples every where, in the clefts of rocks, commis- 
sures of branches, peaks among mountains, &c. 
The Earth is typified by a boat; the Argha of the 
Hindus, the Cym6ium of the Egyptians, are also 
emblems of the Earth, and of the mysterious Yhi. 
The Argha,' or Cymbium, signifies a vessel, cup, or 
dish, in which fruits and flowers are offered to the 
Deities, and ought to be in the shape of a boat; 
though we see many that are oval, circdar, .or 
square. IS'WARA is called Argha-nbt'h'a, (or the 
lord of the broad-shaped vessel * :) and OSIRIS, ac- 
corcling to PLUTARCH, was commander of the Argo, 
and was represented by tho Egyptians in a boat, 
carried on the shoultlers of a great many men, who, 
I think, might $e called, wit11 . ~ropriety, Argo- 
nauts. The ship, worshipped by t e rSumi, accord- 
ing to TACITUS, was the Argha, or Argo, and the 
.type of the mysterious Ybnd. The Arghu, with the 
Z i n p  of stone, is found all over I?~dia as an ol!ject 
of worship. It is strewed with flawers, and water 
is poured on the Lingz. The rim reprcs.ents Yhi, 
anrf the fossa rnvicula?.is, ant1 illstead of the Linga, 

* Asintic Rgsearehes, Vol. 111, page 364. 
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- ~ ' W A R A  might be represented standing in the 
middle, as they used to do in Egypt. 

11. The Hindus have peculiar names for the four 
cardinal oints, derived from'their respective situa- 
tion, wit \ regard to a man looking toward the ris-. 
ing sun, which is the most proper time to worship 
him. The East, from that circumstance, is called 
Para, and Pdrua, or before: ' the West, Apara, 
and Pasfchima, o r  behind. The South, being then 
to the right is called Dacshin'a, and the North 
Vhmu, ' or the left. . : .  

From ahshinfa comes obviously the Greek dezion: 
the Latin h t e r ,  dexterum is from dacsh-tir, or 
dacshutz'ram, towards the right. P ~ c h i r n a  is ob- 
viously a derivative form, the root of which, pas'cha, 
is no longer to be found in Sanscrit, unless in other 
irregular forms, as pashchbt ; but it is still in use in 
the spoken dialects, in which. it is pronounced 

, 

pichu,,and from pas'cha is derived the Latinpost, or . 

behind, and postumua for postimus, answers to p d -  
chim, or pas'chum, in the spoken dialects. Para  

. is the English wordfore: thus we say a fairy from 
the Persian Pem'. It is also pronounced pra, as in 
pra-ph ,  the firerfoot, or fore part of the foot, 

- 
including the Tarszls and Metatarszk; and from i t  
is derived the Latin prE and the Greek pro. From 
this circumstance there arose a peculiar division of 
the old continent ; the midland countries are called 

, Mad'hyama, or in the middle; those toward the 
East Para, but more generally, Pkrua: Para  is 
used oftener as an adjective noun, as Para-Gaw- 
did, the Eastern Gan'dica. The countries towards 
the West are denominated Apara, Apar. Its de- 

i rivatives are aparhm, aparenfa, an adverb ; aparica, 
I aparich, aparicam, masculine, feminine, and neu- 

T a 



. ter*. This division is used in scripture, 'in which 
the apellations of Parvaim and Ophir, signify the 
countries to the East and to the West. These de- 
po~ninations are not deducible from the Hebrew, 
but only from the Sanscrit language: and Apar 
and Aparica are the same with Ophir, Aphar, and 

'Africa. . In  Hebrero, the word Ophir, without 
points, is written Aupir; and the learnkds bishop 
LOW*FH derives Africa from Aupk or Auphir. T h a t  . 

country, we are told, was thus called from a cer* 
tain APHEO,~, or APHRAUS, who was the son of 
SATURN and the nymph PHEAURA, according to 

, the Paschal chronicle. He was the brother of PI- ' 
cus and CHIRON, and is called APHAR by CEDRE- 
NUS. Ahother ancient author, as ' I  have some- 
where read, calls him OPHRIS and APHRA ; and 
says he was a companion of HERCULES: and 181- 

' ' 
DORUS arldst, that the apellation of Aaer was sup- 
posed to have been Aper originally. The word 
Aparica ie then synonymous with Ibericw, Iberica, 
&c. Thg Latin word Apricrra seems to have been , 

used to denote a westerly situation, as being more 
favoured with the congenial warmth of the sun. 
This ridiculous notion, still prevalent among the 
country people in many parts of Europe and in In- 
dia, orig~nated from a sup sition, that the Earth 

I was a flat surface. Thus tEy say, that part of the 
country is fertile, being under the sun af three; 
but the other is not so, being under the sun of 
nine o'clock. The word Awca is not u e d  by 
the followers of BRAHMA' to denote the Western 
parts of the wdrltl ; but it is constant1 so by the 
Bnrdd'hisrs. Thus in Ava and in 8+, tho 
Western parts of the world are called, by Mr. Jo- 

Aparica is a regular dirivative form, but not in use in this part of 
indiu: yet it is in, tl~e dialect frob the Sunwrit current in Ccylm, 
where it is written Apricn, and Apar~ga. 

.t ISIDORUS de originibus. 
4 
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IN v r L L E *, Apriea- Dani, a h  Aparehgo- Dane& by 
Captain hl 2 HOS Y. These denominations are 8an- 
scrit, Aparzca-Dhdnf the Western mansions, or 
countries. Dhhrzi is a place of abode in Samcrit: 
in the language of Ylbet, it is den, anit signifids also 
a country-/'; and the Word den, in En lish, claims 
the same original derivation. The 8 urmahs, aay 
Amarccg*, which is still a further corruption like 
Ap rehgo. The Eastern parts are called, in Ckylon, r P ma-zoeede8yeh from the Sanscrit Puma-deka, or 
Purva-videha, or 1.Tideha~ya in a derivative form, the 
country of Puma, or toward the Fast. In Ava they - 
say Piopii-videha, but it should be Pr~ppi~videha; 
for Mr. BUCHAMAN, in his interesting account of the 
learning and manners of the Burmahs, informs us, 
that in that country they generally use the letter I 
for R; t h a  in the Bengali dialect they say Yurob, and 
Pob for the East. The North is called, by the Yinha- 
kra, Ostaoroocooroc9-Dertrehinneh, according tocaptain 
MAHOWY, from the &merit Uttara-curu, still used 
to signify the Northern parts of the old continent. 
The same is called Uncheugru by the Burmahs, ac- 
cording to Mr. BUCHANAN ; but in the account of 
P. SANGERMANO, lent to me by Captain ROMAINE, 
it is Undeugru, which seems to be but a corrup- 
tion from Utdara-curu. The Soitthem parts are 
called Jambw-hipa in Ce a, and Zabu-dzb by the P B u m k s .  In the Vayu urcina, the Eastern part . 
of the old continent is equaliy called Purva-huipa as 
in C q h  and Aua, and the river Oxm is called 
Apara-ga~ldich, or Western &nrdicd ; whence we 
may safely m d u d e ,  that tl~ey said also Apara- 
dw@ for the West. Apareyam and .4pareya are 
regular derivative forms from Apara; and fio~n them 0 

is obvi'ously derivetl Iberia, the ancient name of 

. . * Adatic Researches, vol. VII. 
t Aipbab. Zbd, p.' 588,. &c. 

T S 
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the Western parts of Europe, including Gaul and 
Spain. HOMER uses, in that sense, the a pllations 1 of Hypereia and Apera"; Abera is foun m A p l h  
dorus; for thus we must read instead of Ab&~u, a3 
we shall see hereafter. I t  is wall known to the 
learned, that, at a very remote period, Europe and 
Africa were considered but as one of the two grand - divisions of the world ; and that the appellation of 
Africa was even elrtended to the Western parts of 
Europe, all dong the shores of the Atlantic. Hence 
the West wind, or Zephyrus, is called the LybWlo 
or African wind ; and HOMER, if I am not mista- 
ken, makes Zephyrus to blow directly from L$bia, 
or AJriia intq Greece, 

Instead of para and purva, the word much'a, face, 
or front, is often used, particularly in the spoke  
dialects, and some times with the augmeptative 
particle su; and in the dialect of Bengal, sho; thus 
they say sho muc'h, right in front; due East. 
Though equally grammatical, yet i t  is not usual to 
say, Su-para, Su-puma, Sho-para, or Sho-puma, in 
that sense. It seems,'however, that it was once in 
use ; for in Scripture we have Paraaim and Se-pa* 
vaim, or Se-pharaaim, the name of a couutry, the _ 

situation of which is by no means well ascertained; 
yet it is probable, that i t  was near the moqntains 
of Se-phar, or Se-para, towards the East, according . to Scripture : and it is not unreasonable to suppose, 
that Pamaim, Se-pharwaim, with the mountains of 
Se-phar, belong to the same country, which I take 
to be India, called by the Copts, Sopheir; and by no 
means to be confounded with Ophir. InduT is also 
called, by HESYCHIUS and JOSEPHUS, Su-phir, or 
4%-pheir; and So-phora by PROCOPIUS j-. 

7 

* ODYSS. Lib. VIo. v. 4, et Lib. VIP. v. 8, Apollod. Biblioth, 
p. Lib. II. 5. lo. 

t ,PROCOYIUS i.g S~hol. ad Lib. 3, Regum, 
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The Snnscrit appellation of P m a m ,  for the I 

Eastern countries,. is written Parvim in Hebrew 
without points; but. with points it becomes Par-  
wim, which a pears in. a plural form. The Sep- 
tuagint read J' harvaim; and, in that case, in the 
singular number, . it should be Parva or Pharva. 
In  the course of etymological enquiries, I have al- 
ways found it more convenient to read the Hebrau 
without points, when the affinity is obviously 
greater.' Thus the word in question is written 
without points P-r-v-i-m, or with the vowel inhe- 
rent to every consonant, as in Sajucrit, and the 
common Ndgri, Pa-ra-va-i-ma: the only diiiicult 
in Nhgri and Hebra ,  is to find otlt, in a w o r l  
what consonants are to coalesce. The words Se- 
phar, and Se-phamaim, without the points, are to 
be read Se-para and Se-parvim. 

The mountains of Se-phar seem to be that range 
called Be-pyrrus by PTOLEMY, and placed by him 
to the North of India, answering to the first range, 
or snowy mountains. This range, in PTOLEMY, 
begins at  Hardwhr, and instead of Bepjjrrus, seve- 

, ral authors read Sepyrrms. In J$nscrit, &-parg, 
and Vi-para or Bi-para, for thus it is generally pro- 
nounced, are synonymous, and perfectly Gramma- 
tical, though perhaps never used; and signlfy right 
before, due East. Bi-para signifies also Eastern- 
most; and, in its first acceptation,' is tWe swne 

. with before in English, which is now synonymous 
with jore, or afore: yet there is no doubt but that 
formerly it was otherwise, and that before signified 
right gore. I t  is true, that the particles a, and 
bi like'ge, in the dialects from the Gothic, areoften 
used without enhancing the signification of the 
word they are prefixed to. Thus jore and bejore, 
para, su-para, bi-para, and su-naucha, or sho-rnucha, 
IP Bengalce, signify tbe same thing. The posterity 

T 4 
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of SHEM, we are told in scripture, dwelt in the 
Mesha as thou goeat unto 
East. This seems to be 

meant as an explanation of the word Mhar ,  and 
a t  all events implies, that this mountain was a rest 
way to the Eastward. In Europe they d l e  f the , 

West Hesperus, and the country toward the West 
Hqer ia .  That country is considered by the Pau- 
rdn'ics, as the abode of the Gods, or Sur6hyam, an 
appellation well known to the learned, and applied 
by them, in conformity with the Pzirh'as, to .the 
Westernmost part of Europe, or the British Isles. 
Another denomination for Surhiuyam, and which 
might be Sanscrit, is I'shpura, or I's'-pura, thou h 
probably never used. This was pronounced by t f e 
Gothic tribes As-burh, As-byrig, As-purgium: they 
said also As-gard, which implies the same thing. 
There Is'A, or IS'WARA VISHNU, resides with alI 
the Gods. 

The word Is'a was renounced ASW, AbiOj, by 
the Greeks, As hy the 60th; and for puri, or pra, 
the Goths said burh, byrig, or burgh; the Greeb 
pyrgos. The words As-pri, As-burh, Asprgium, 
Itesperus, are pronounced by the Persians, As- 
bug; where buTj or bun&, is synonymous with 
puri, purh, $c. In their romances, we see Cai- 
caw going to the mountain of Az-burj, or As-bue, 
at the foot of which the sun sets, to fight the Div- 
sejid, or white devil, the Tcira-daitya of the Purd- 
nfm, and whose abode was on the seventh sta of 
the world, answering to the seventh zone op the  
Baudd'hists, and the sixth of the Pur&nlics; or, in 
other words, to the White Island. The Goths, ~t 
is true, placed As-burh, or As-gard, in the East; 
for when they had conquered the Western abode 
of the Gods, they found . none there ; and rather 
than give up this idle notion, they supposed that 
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As-hnrh, or As-gard, was in the East. Bc.;ides 
mount Mdru is anothe~ Sur&yam, Ad-hrh, As- 
gard, and is in the East. 

The Jews and the Arabians, to this day, call the 
South Y a m ,  Yamin, and Jamin, which imply the 
right. The Hijzdw call the South also Yamyu or 
Jamya, and Y'masya; because YAMA (PLUTO), . 
called also YAMAN, is the guardian of that quarter: 
and when PLINY " says, that the Hindus called 
the South Dramasa, it  should be & m a ,  from 
J a m y a ,  as Diamrma for Jarnu&, the river J a m d  
We have seen that dezion in Greek, and dezter, 
deterurn in Latin, are derived from the &)writ 
damhiria, dacsha-tfr, and dacsha-tipam : and i t  is 
not improbable, but that sinister9 sinistmm, si~zik- 
terium, or the left in Latin, and ardsteros, ardsteron 
in Greek, are equally derived from the lSlrn8cr-d 
'Senis-tfr, or 'Senis-tz'ram, and A'rasya-tiram, or 
Arm-&dm; that is to sa , SATURN'S quarter, in 
the same manner that t i ~e Hindu8 say, YAMA'S 
quarter, for the South ; for SEN IH, or A'BAH, re- 
sided in the North : J U P ~ T E R  gave him that quar- 
ter for his residence, and made him guardian of 
it. SATUBN, according to CICERO and PLUTARCH, 
was peculiarly worshipped by tl16 nations in the 
Western parts of Europe, and in the North ; though 
the latter says, that, in process of time, his wor- 
ship began gradually to decline there. He was 
born in the left, and perished on the right. The 
Greeb and lComans coilsidered the South a~ on the - 
right, and the North on the left. Among them, 
as well as the Hindets, the right was considered as 
more honourable, and, of course, in wors h j pping 
and perfbrming processions, they turned towards 
the right, keepisg the object of their worsliip on 

* Lib. 6'. c. X I X  
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the right; but the Greeks, says PLTNP, on these 
eccasions, turn to the left : and, among the Greek8 
and Romns, in their races in the circus, they 
drove round the Spina, or ridge in the middle, 
keeping it all the while on their left. The H i d &  
seem to have always considered the four cardinal 
points in .the same light ; but various systems ap- 
peared at  different times, in other parts of the 
world. EMPEDOCLES, according to PLUTARCH, 
maintained, that the suinmer solstice happened in 
the Eight, or North; and the winter solstice in the 
left, or !South. This system prevailed once in the 
West, and of course the West was before, and the 
East behind, or aparam, apereria, $c. from that 
time the winter solstice was called by the Latians, 

' Hibernum, ~vllich cannot be derived from hperns, 
winter. This last comes from the Samscrit hima; 
and, iu a derivative form, haima ancl hairnas, snow; 

, and hyems implies the snowy season: and mount 
Hainaos, or Hc~mzu, in Thrace, signifies the snowy 
mountain ; and as the West was then bejore, it 
was called Szc-para or Zephyrus, Se-phar and Se- 
pyrrw, like that famous range of mountains in the 
East, mentioned by PTOLEMY, and in the Bible. 
King JUBA, a fanlolls antiquary, was also of opi- 
nion, that the North is on the right; and this is 

, confirmed, by ACHILLES TATIUS. The Egyptim, 
says PLUTARCH, placed, the North on the right, 
and the South on the left, These alterations must 
have occasionetl feuds alnopg augurs and astrolo- 
gers; and were, probably either admitted or re- ' 
jected at different times, according to the power 
and influence of prevailing factions. This h a p  
pened no less than four times in Egypt; and, of 
course, four times the points wherein the sun rises 
and sets, were considered in different points of 
view, abd received different denominations; and 
well they might say to Hxaouo~us ,  that the sun 
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b d  four times altered the time of its rising and 
setting. Twice i t  rose where it rose before; and 
twice i t  did set, where it was seen to rise before. - 
All this hap ened, they said, without the least aE R teration in t e climate of Eggpt. These enigmas, 
or paradoxes, were much admired formerly, and 
they were not very willing to explain them. 

. The same thing happened in Europe; for the sun, 
shocked at the abominable repast of A T R ~ U S ,  turned . 
back, and set where i t  used to rise before ; that is to 
say, an alteration took place in the applicatidn of the 
denomination of befire and behind, right and left, 
with regard to the four cardinal points; and 
ATBEUS is re resented as a falllous astronomer, 
who explained' the yearly revolution of the Sun, 
performed in a contrary direction ; in Consequence 
of which the Sun is said, by the Bauud'hists, and 
also by Brahmens, to rise in the West, and to set 
in the East: and the famous inountain of Asta- 
gira, behind which the Sun disappears, is called ' 
also the mountain of the rising Sun, or Udaya-giri, 
and even Mahodaya. I n  the extracts from manu- 
.scripts, in the library of the king of France, there 
i s  one from the golden meadows of the famous 
MASOUDI, who lived in the tenth century. The 
author says, that in the opinion of some pl~iloso- 
yhers, the renewal of the world would happen, ' 
when the circle of the ruling stars shall be accom- 

lished ; then what had been North will be South. 
t u t ,  according to the i d a n $ ,  says he, the Sun 
remains ,3000 years in each of the twelve signs, 
and performs his 1-evolution in the heavens in 
36,000 years. That, when 11e passes through the 
meridional signs, the world w i l l  be reversed; North i 

will become South, and South will become North: 
that is to say, as I take it to be, the North will 
be considered as the right of the world, and the 
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South as the left. Some Hindus are of \opinion, 
that, at  the,end of the'Calpas, a total renewal of 
the world will take place, and every thing will 

I be reversed; the gods will become devils, and the 
devils gods. The giants, they acknowledge, were 
PLiraa-divas, or the first gods. The Egyptians, 
perhaps, entertained the same notions, and the 
inytl~ologists in the West certainly did. , 

III. Another division of the world, is into a 
maillland and islands, which is also that of sc r ip  
ture, ih which the isles of the nations, or Iie- 
hagoim, are often mentioned. This division has 
also been admitted by ,Musulmns, who call them 
Jezair-alomnm. Commentators understand by them, 
not only the islands, but also the peninsulas in 
the Western parts of the old continent; for in 
Sonscrit, &@a implies only a country, with waters 
on both sides ; so that, like Jazirak in Arabic, they 
may signify either islands or peninsulas; dwip 
andLjazircrh are often used to signify countries bor- 
dering upon the sea only. By the isles of nations, 
the isiands, peninsulas, and maritime countries in 
the \.Vest, and particularly in Europe, are under- 
stood : it is even so with the Paurdn'ics, who are 
very little acquainted with the Eastern parts of 
the old continent, even to a surprising degree, and 
nluch less then we could reasonably suppose. 

Tile most remarkable feature of this system is 
mount -44kru in the centre, the Olynpus of the 
Hindits, the place of abode of BRAHNA', and his 
Jirbhii congregation, or court. This mountaia 
niacle also part of tlre coslnographical system of 
the Jeas; for 1s.41~11, making use of such notions 
as were g.crlerally received in his time, introduces 
L u c ~ ~ ~ i r ,  in Smscrit SWARBHA'NU, or light of 
heaven, boasting that he would exalt his throne 

1 



above the stars of GOD, and would sit on the 
mount of the congregation, in the sides of the 
Nort t~.  Mi ru  has also the name of Sabhd, because 
the congregation or assembly of the Gods is held 
there, on its northern side. The hill of GOD is 
also frequently alluded to in the psalms, though, 
in some instances, i t  seems to imply mount Moriuh. 
@mlnsalaa have admitted this mountain, under 
the name of Caf; though they confbund it, in ge- 
nerd, with the mounta~ns of Ldcdldca, which sur- 
round the world : but when they say it is the v a t 4  
or pivot of the world, this is to be understood of 
mount M i m ,  which the Paurh'ics describe exactly 
in the shape of a pivot ; and even Mkm, in Samerit, 
~ignifies an axis or pizlot. According to ANQUE- 
TIL DUPEBEON, the Parsis call this centtical 
mountain Tireh; and the whole world is equally 
surrounded by an immense range of mountains. 
I n  Ceylon, this surrounding range is called Chacra- 
am-tta, according to Captain MAHONY *, which, 
in,Samcrit,. signifies any thing in the shape of a 
ring of coit. The Rurmahs call i t  Zetkia-v& 
which word ie pronouaecl Salczuedl by Mr. J O I N V I L L ~  
and said to signify the world in general. In Zetkia- 
&la, v6k signifies a ring, or any thing in an an- 
nular shape, from the Samcrit acilya; and Zetkia- 
arikz, or Saakurcll, may be a corruption from S'6qa- I 

ocflys, the ring of S'A'CYA or BUDD'HA, WIIO is sup- 
posed to have made it. The Western mythologists 
suppose$ the world, and its seas, to be surrounded 

wre ,  ac- by a land, or continent, of a circular fi, 
.corditlg to PLUTARCH, anti SILENUS'S narrative, as 
related by ELIAN; gnd the pilnt of the A r p a u t r ,  
being near Peace, or Iceland, wds very much afraid 
of being driven on its shores t. 

* Avidtic Researcl~es, Vol. VIf. 
. . .  f vryh. ~ r g ~ t .  Vul. XI, p. 187. 
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?%ere are several divisions of the old contineht: 
the first, and the most ancient, according to the 
Purdn'as, is into seven dwipas; the Baudd'hists in 
India reckon eight of them, this number being a 

- favourite one aimong them. The followers of BUD- ' 
WHA in Tibet, Ceylon, and Ava, have retained the 
Brdhmenicul divisions, and reckon but seven. This 
division was made by PRIYAVRATTA, the eldest 
eon of SWAYAMBHUVA, or ADAM, in his old age, 
and previous to his withdrawing into solitude. 
He had ten sons, and i t  was his ~ntention to di- 
vide the whole Earth' between them equally : but 
three of them renounced the world : their names - 
were MED'HA', AGNIBHU, and MINA, or MITRA. 
In  the same manner NEPTUNE divided the Athntis 
between his ten sons : one of them had Gades, a t  

: the extremity of the Atlantis to his sham. The 
A&ntis was probably the old continent, at the ex- 

\ 

tremity of which is Gades. This island or conti- 
nent is supported by VARA'HA on one tusk accord- 
ing to the Paurhn'ics : but according to mytholo- 
gist, in the West, ATLAS supported the heavens, 
though, he is said some times to support the world. 
The Maulmans say that the Earth is supported on 
the horns of a bull. This Atlantis was over- 
whelmed with a flood likewise ; and it seems that 
by the Atlantis, we should understand the antedi- 
luvian Earth, over which ten princes were born to 
rule, according to the mythology of the West: 
but seven of them only sate u on the throne, ac- 

a 
cording to the Paurddics. T K ~  names of these 
islands are Jam& proper or India, C'us'a, Pkcsha, 
8dlmali or 'Salmala, Crauncl~a or Croun'da 'Saca 
and Pwhcara. These dwfpas, or countries, give 
their names to so many respective zones round 
Jferu, which is the name the Paur&n'ics- give also 
to the Poles. If we disreward entirely the diagrams, 
or fanciful schemes, of tl$ astrowmerr, and adhere 
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to the text of the Purhn'as, we ahall immediately 
perceive that these seven zones are really our seven 
climates : for Jambu, or India, is the first, and Puah- 
cara is declared to be at  the furthest extremities 
of the West, and in the same climate with Uttara 
Curu; which last is expressly said to be the coun- 
try lying South of the Northern ocean. Pushcara 
is the Thule of PTOLEMY, and the modern Iceland, 
under the Arctic circle, at  least, the sensible one. 
It is true that the seven climates, in general, were 
not supposed to extend much beyond the mouth of 
the Borysthenes: but PTOTEMY, and AGATHEME- . 

RUS, by dividing each climate into three parts 
(like the Hindus, who divide the seven zone-like ' ' 
regions of Heaven, Hell, and Earth into three, the 
beginning, the middie, and the end), thus made 
twenty-one subordinate ,climates, extending from 
the equator to the polar circle. Every climate was 
denominated from some famous city, country, or 
island in i t ;  thus we have .the zone or climate of 
Meri;e, that of Rhodes, &c. The dwipas, or cli- 
mates of the Hindus, radually increase in breadth, 
from the equator to t t e polar circle,. from a whim- 
sical notioli that they are all equal, as to the super- 
ficial contents. The seven zones of the Hi~zdw 
correspond with the following countries : Jambu is 
India, Cuda answers to the countries between the 
Persian gulf, the Cnspian sea, and the Western 
boundary of India. Ylacsha includes the lesser 
Asiu, Armenia, kc. 'Salmali is bounded to the West 
by the Cronia~z seas; that is to. say, the Adriatic 
.and Baltic seas. Crauncha includes Germany ; 
'Sacanz, the British isles; and Pzcshcara is Iceland. 

. The Puurdn'ics, however, consi~ler these seven 
,zqnes in a very different light, and the text of the 
Yl;t.Ln'ns is-equally applicable to their scheme. By . 
&ih*~ ,. they unclcrstanci, in genersl, the North pole, 
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but the context of the Pur&t(aa is against this SUP I 

position. I n  these sacred bwks, Mkru is consi- 
dered solely as a point to the North of India, from 

I 
1 

' 
-which four large rivers issue, and flow toward the 
four cardinal points of the world : and we frequent1 

I wad of countries and places said to be to the Nort H 1 
of Mtru, others are declared to be West, East, 
South, and North-west from it. This surely can 
have no refednce whatever to the North pole, 
where the denominations of North,-East, and West 
vani~h. 

This Md~w will appear in the sequel of this work, 
to be to the North oTIndia, on the elevated plains 
of Tartary, and in the latitude of forty-five de- 
grees. This point is considered in the Pur&#tw, as 
the center of the world as known to the Hindus: 
there is its zenith or Mdru, which is as applicable 
to a line passing through the centre, zenith, and 
nadir of a place, as to that Ipassin through the 
poles. In whatever light we consi f er MJry i t  is. 
always the centre of the world, as delineated by 
the Paurcfn'ics. COSM AS, surnamed IN DOPLEUS- 
TES, from his travels into India, in the sixth cen- 
tury, says, that in his time the Brdhmens asserted 
that, if a line was drawn from China to Greece, i t  
would pass through the centre of the world, or 
through this Mdm. The Paur$n'ics and astrono- 
mers in Indin, had not then attempted to disfigure 
their cosmographical system : and did not, at that 
period, consider Mdru as the North pole. Round 
this point they draw seven zones, and the context 
of the Purkvas is as favourable to this supposition, 
As to the fornler, because these zones equally pass 
through the abwe islands. These zones have in- 
troduced much confusion, and entirely disfigured 
their geographical system. They are by no ineans 
countenanced in-the body of rlw Pvrdn'w; beiug 



wlY introduced in a section of some of them called 
BM-c'han'da, or section of the Br th ,  which seems 
to be interpolated, and of a more recent date. 

The Hijzdus, and the fbllo~vkrs of BUDD'EEA, differ 
donsiderably about the shape, and situa_tion of the 
zones. The PaurMics say, that they are so many 
concentric circles enclosing Jdmbu, and situated be- 
tween i t  and the land which bounds the Universe, 
and the first climate is that of Mkru, included in 
'the hipa  of Jambu : among the Greeks and Ro- 
~ n 8 ,  the 6rst climate was that of Mero?. Astro- 
nomers having discovered that the Earth is of a 
globular form, have placed them wit3in the South- 
ern hemisphere, which they fill up entirely. The 
Balldd'hists of Tibet represent these zones as so 
many concentric squares between Jambu or India, , 

and mount Miru. The followers of BUIJD'HA in 
Ceylon consider them as so man circles, but place 
them also between Jambu and &h, considered as 
the North pole. The Jainas in India have, in great 
measure adopted the Hindu system : but reckon 
ei ht dw@d~: *&@a-rtt'ha-mai ha2 Jhgd sltra, the 
w f ole world consists.of eight dw@m, sa s the au- 
thor of the Trailoqa-dorpn'a. Thoug[ the fol- 
lowers of RUDD'HA seem to reckon seven dulipas, 
like the Hindua, they really reckon eight ; for Mkru 
is not included am'ong the seven : they say the se- 
ven ranges of mountains, or zones round Mk7v: 
but  the Paurhnics consider Mkru ant1 Jan~ou as 
one of their seven d~uips.  Seven is a favourite and 
fortunate numbel- among the Hindus: eigh- among 
the Bawid'ftists; and nine formerly in the West, 
and in the North of Asia. Between these zones, 
there are seven seas, or rivers only, according to 
some of the followers of BUDD'HA, and some Hin- 
& also. There are even some, who consider these 
oceans, or rivers;either as one, or only as so many 

YOL. VIII. u 
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branches springing from one head, and )viqdifig 
seven times round M~Tu, according to the Pau~cf- 
~ i c s ,  or, eight times, accordipg to tlw Baudd?hiata: 
but according to SERVIUS, the Styx went nine 
tiinee round the Earth. They reckoned, qccbrd- I 
ingly, nine seas and nine dwipas, or worlds. These 
nine worlds are noticed in the Edda-Smzudr, a d  

* the nine oceans are mentioned by PLUTARC~, who 
informs us that a certain Timarchw  sited the pra- 
cle of TROPHONIUS, where, in a vision, he saw the 
islands of the departed in the eighth part, or divi- 

I 
I 

sion of the ocean. These islands, accorGiag to the 
Htndw, and the followers of JINA, are constaqtly 
placed in the last sea but one : thus they are in the 
sixth, according to the Hindus: in the seventh, 
according to the Jainas: but the Western mytho- 1 

logists placed them in the eighth, because they rec- 
koned n i ~ e  Feas. Nine was held a mystical and 
sacred number in the Northern parts 04' the old 
continent, from China to the extremities of the 
West. The Chbri observed the ninth day, month, 
and gear, sacrificing ninety-nine men, as many 
horses, &c. The number seven washeld to be sa- 
cred by the Hebrcs, ancl also by Arlusul4nans to 

i 
this day, who reckon seven climates, seven seas, 
seven heavens, and as many hells. According to 
Rabbis and Mmlmaz ahthors, the body of ADAM 
was made of seven hqndfuls of mould taken from 
the seven stages of the Earth: ancl, indeed, the 
seven zones, or ranges of mountains, are arranged 
by the Hindus like so many steps, rising gradually 
one above another, in such manner that M k  looks 
like an immense pillar or obelisk with a case, e i the~ 
circular or square, and consisting of seven steps, 
but, according to others, of eight, or even nine. 
The length, or height, of this obelisk is to i ts  
breadth, as 84 to 16. The Hindus generally repre- 
sent mount il.fCru of a conical figure, and kings 

3 



Were formerly fond of raising, mounds of ear* in 
that shape, which they venerated like the divine \ 

Mhu, and the Gods were called down by spells to 
come and dally upon them. They are called Mkru- 
J'ri?zgas, or the peaks of MJru. There are four of 
them either in, or near Benares: the more mgdern, 
and, of course, the most perfect, is at  a place call- 
ed Sdr-dt'h. I t  ivas raised by the son of An Em- '. 
perm of Gaui; in Benial, with his'brother, i n  the 
year qf VICH~QMA'DITYA, 1083, answering to the 
jeer of CHRIST, 1027, as mentioned in an iasc-p 
tion lately found there. This emperor had, it  seems, 
annexed Benares to his dominions, for he is rec- 
koned a$ one of the kings of Benares, under the 
name of BUDD'HA-SENA. This conical hill is about 
sixty feet high, with .a small but handsome octa- 
gonal temple on the summit. . I t  is said, in the 

. inscription, that this artificial hill was intended as 
a representation of the worldly Mdru, the 1:ill of 
GOD, and the tower uf Babel, with its seven steps, 
or. zones, was probably raised with a similar view, 
and for the same purpose. 

I observed be'hre, that the Hindus place Jam& . 
within these seven inclosures, while the heterodox 
Bt&dd'hists insist that i t  is without, and that these 
s e ~ e n ' r a n ~ e s  of mountains, or dwipas, pass between 
it and Mkru. As these zones, ranges, and inclo- 
surgs are impossible, and, of course, never existed, 
they are to be rejected: but the countries, and 
isl?nds, after which they were denominated, and 
through which they are supposed to pass, probably 
existed with their surrounding seas. The Nubiaa 
geographer is the only author, I believe, who hai 
connected the seven climates with as many sw, 
or rather bays, and gulfs, as he calls them. ' . 

IV. The first, or hlpu of '~ambu ,  mmmonly , 
called India, was formerly an island, as it appears 

u sr 
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from the inspection of the country. The British 
provinces along the Ganges from Hari-dwdr, down 
to the mouth of that river, was formerly an arm of 
the sea : and, in the same manner, toward the West, 

' another arm of the sea extended from the mouth of 
the Indus. to Hari-dwcir, and there met the other 
from the East. A delineat.ion.of the Northern 
shores of India .could not be attended with much 

I 

difficulty, as they are, in general, sufficiently ob- 
vious. The sea koast may be traced from the Neel- 
gur  m6untains to Rdjamriltl, where i t  turns sud- 
denly to the West. There the shore is bold, and 
rises abruptly, forming a promontory, consisting 
chiefly of large rounded stones, irregularly heaped 
together, but these irreguIar heaps may be only 
the ruins of more regular sti.ata in the mountain. 4 

These stones are, in general, of an oval, yet irre- 
gular shape, about two feet long, sometimes three. 
Their superior and inferior surfaces are somewhat 
flattened, and, in some instances, I thought I per- 
ceived, that one was toncave and the other cori- 
vex. I found, also, there some Volcanicnuclei above 
one foot and a half in diameter : in one that was 
broken the interior coats were very obvious : the 
outward surface was remarkable for numerous 
cracks and fissllres, some very-deep, and all form- 

\ ing together a variety of irregular fiwures. This I 1 
found at  the foot of the hill, near t t e  S4cm'-pZZy 
pass ;* unfortunately, I am riot sufficiently acquaint- 
ed w ~ t h  Natural History to enter upon' such a sub- . 
ject; and I shall conclude with observing, that I 

. conceive the cascade of Muti-jirnd, near this place, 
to be the remains of the crater of a Vulcano. This 
I mentioned with a vier to engage the attention 
of persons better qualified than I am, for such en- 
quiries *. 

* In  consequence of thm, Mr. SAMUEL DAVIS, soure time 
g o ,  requested a Grmrcrn gentlema, well skilled in Natural His- 



From R&adhl ,  the shore trends towards the 
West,. forming sever,al head-lands ; the principal of 
which are Mongheir, and Chunur. From thence it 
goes all along the banks of the Jmnh to Agra, and 
to Delhi, where i t  ends, forming .two small rocky 
eminences;. and then turns suddenly to the South 
West; and formin an irregular semi-circle, i t  f trends towards the nclus, wllich it joins near .Bac- 
ka~; a t  the distance of about -four coss from that 
place, and one from Lohri, or Rohri, where, sud- 
denly turning to the South, i t  goes towards Rant- 

. poor, qixteen coss from ICohri, and four from Gun- 
mot on the In&, This account is from Captain 
FALVEY, who visited that country about the year 
1787, From Delhi to Rackar, ia a direct line, 
there are no mountains, for the hills remain.to the 
South of this line, forming an i~nlnense curve. Thus, 
from the mouth of the Indus to that of the Ganges, 
round Delhi, i t  is an immense f l a ~  and level coun- 
try, The beach of the shores t o  the North, at  the 
foot of the snowy mountains, and to the South, 
round the island of India, in ancient times, is co- 
vered with pebbles, some of the most beautiful I 
ever saw, But the greatest part of them are not 

- real pebbles; they are only fragments .of stones; 
marble, and agate, rounded and polished by mutual 
attriti/on, produced by'the agitation of the waves. 
It seems as if the waters, which once filled up the 
Gangetic provipces, had been suddenly turned ints 
earth : for the shores, the rocks, and islands, rise 
abruptly from the level ; and are every where well 
defined, and strongly marked ; except where the 

torg, and who w 6  going upon tlie Ganges, for the henetit of his 
health, to stay at RQamdhl, and ascertain, whether these were 
the remains of a Vulcano or not. That gentleman, whose name I 
d o  not recollect now, having maturely, exalllirred every portic~lar ap- 
p r a n c e  about Macti-jirnL and R h j d h l ,  wrote a short essay, in 
wmcll he pruves these appeara~lces to Ite Vulcanic, awl the C~P- 
a d e  to be the qndubilable remains of the onin. of a Vtclcono. 

. 
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surface of the adjacent level has been disturbed by 
the incroachments of rivers, and torrents from the  
hills in the rains, or by the industry of man. This 
I noticed particularly about Birbhoorn, and. to the 
South-east of Chunar. What we 'call the hills in 
this country, and which appear such, from the im- 
mense plains below, are, in reality,, the table-land 
of old Indid. In  the Gangetic provinces no native 
earth is to be found, and the soil consists of vari- 

. ous strafa of different sorts of earths, in  the great- 
est confusiop, the lightest being often found below 
the heaviest. The deepest excavation, that ever 
came lo my knowledge, was made,' some years ago, 
near Benares, a t  a place called C-4, within a 
furlong, 1 believe, of the Ganges, by some gen- 
tlemen who were erecting some indigo works. 
They pierced through an amazing thick strh 
turn of stiff eartb, without obtaining water. ,They 
found then several beds of mould and sand, re- 
markably thin ;, then at  the depth of a b u t  ninety- 
five feet, they arrived at an old bed of the Gange8, 
which consisted of a deep stratum of river sand, 
with bones of men and quadrupeds. They were 
supposed to be petrefactinns, from their extraordi- 
nary weight, though they preserved .their original 
texture,. The human bones were entire, but those 
of quadrupeds were broken, and bore evident marks 
of their h a v i ~ g  been cut with a sharp instrument, 
+his bed wls exactly thirty feet below the present 
bed of the Ganges. Belay this stratum of sand 
they found another of clay; and below it, some 
mould : then, at the depth of about one hundred and 
five feet, they found a bed of fine white sand, such as  
is fount1 on the sea shore. lTnder this they found 
a bed of the same clay and earth as there was above : 
and tEey were relieved from their labours, by a c* 
pious st;-eain of fresh water. The sight of the sea 
sand gave me some hope of finding some marine 
productions, but I was disappointed : which shews 
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that this bed of sand *ab merely adventitious, and 
Wad been brought down by the river. from the 
.&ores t~ the lower parts of its bed ; and thit  the 
dld b~ttom of the sea was considerably below. The 
'6ame appearances, with human bones, have been 
45dnd. lately at  different places, iri digging wells 
fit& the Gahgea, and generally at the same depth . . 
nearly, 

'. 
: Ta ascertain the quantity of the declivitp, both 
of the country and of the bed of the Ganges, would 

' k useful and entertaining: but I have nothing 
but coitjectures to offer ori this subject. When we 

'corlsider the numerous windings of this i-iver, we 
maymfely conclude, that the declivity cannot be 

.consideiablq. It is greater 'from 'Hu&dr to AEkt- 
,hub&, .and through the country of W e ,  than any 
Where dse. From Allahbad to &cri-gut@, it ap- 
pears to be t.rifling; but from the head df theDclta, 
.'wlme the banks are generally about thirty feet - agbove the sU;&ee 'of the watek of the river, when 
at their lowest period, 'the declivity is unifohn down 

- to  the sea (whew the land is nearly on a level midl 
:jt), f%k space of t w t ~  hundred and thirty miles : I 
Srave ofben observed, be~veenAZZuhabadand~~amCihZ, 
that there was no ,sehsible declivity in the surface, 
6f the waters of the rivei;  hen at thek lodvest 

. perid, -foi. ten miles, in some places fifteen, 'an'd 
-eveti twetlty in othen. For since' there- was- .rto 

-ist?miMe current -in the river, when the- winds were 
d e n t ,  there cowld be po declivity. Biside's, the 
6ver  Cusa, which fell into the Ganges formerl'y 
:%ppositk Nj&mbhl, has aleefed its course, andjoins 
'&is river twenty-five miles higher up, which i b  the 
~ d i s h c e ' '  between Nabob-gunge and its 'rreserit .&outh. . 3f the declivity was very consi erable, 
.this could 'not have hdppened. In the Westein 
parts of the Gaizgetic piovincts there are two .dc- 

~ * 
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clivities, 6ne from the ~ o r i h  and the .other froq 
the West, in consequence of which the rivers Oow 
in a compound,direction toward the South-east. 
But 3s you advance toward the East, t& declivity 
from the West toward the East decreases,gaduallyX 
and of course the rivers incline more and mpre to- 
ward the South,, till the declivity f t ~ ~  t&e West, 

# disap earing entirely, they Sun directly South into - 
the 8 anges. The rivers in Bahar, to the South of 
the Ganges, mn also directly North iqto the Ganges. 

This in1and:sea being narrower at the bottom, 
near Hardwhr, was of coyrse sooner filled up; and 
the . table land of old fizdia, ab.out Delhi, UI vpry 
little above the level of the country. In  the time 

- . of BBAGIP.AT'HA, the Gangetic provinces are re- . 
presented as uninhabitable, except in the uppe.r 

arts of the country, where SATYAVRATTA, or 
koaa, is said to have generally resided, . &*GI-. 
EAT'HA went to HardwQr, and obtained the Ganges, 
led lher to the ocean, tracing, with the wheels of 
his chariot, two furrows, whi'ch were to be the 
limits of her,incroachments. The distance betwees 
them is said by some to be four coss, and according 
to others four Yyaruzs; and the Ganges has never 
been known,. it is said, to transgress on either 
side. Thiq le end is of great antiquity, ss i t  :L 
mentioned by B HILOSTGATUS in his life of APOL-. 
LDNIUS. The Ganges, says he, once near1 over- . 

flowed all I d a  (the Gangetic provinces); gut hi3 
son directed its course towards the sea, and thus 

- rendered it highly beneficial to the cquntry. Thtg 
we read in the history of China,, that the Hql l lo  
formerly caused great devastatioqs all over the 
countn; but the emperor Yu went in search of 
its source, from whence he directed its course to ., 

the sea. HERCULES, at the corninand of OSIBIB, 
' 

k o q b t ,  &e Nik:from Ethiopia; this Chr&tiaqs 
I 
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ynd M i i ~ n ~  formerly attributed to ENOCH, or 
J~prs .  BHAGIRAT'HA thus brought the Ganges to 
a lace on the shores of the ocean, called C;apgdT 
s&ara, where i t  was made to discharge its waters 
through seven ~har'nels ; but, according to others, 
through one hundred. The first number is menq 
fianed by MELA, and the other by APVLEIUS. 

- Eois regnator aqiiis in flumina centum, 
, Discurrit, centurn valles illi, oraque centum, 

Qceanique fretis centeno jungitur arnni. 
, '' This king of the Eastern wave Tuns into a hun- 

+' dred stireams; with a huledred mouths, through a 
+' hundred channels, like so many vallies ; and joins . 
f L  $he ocean through a hundredfold strea~n," 

The %ange$, advanclslg toward the ocean, was 
frightened, and fled back thraugh one Irundred 
channels, according to the Pnurdn'ics; and tl~rough 
t l~ i s  exer~ise she goes twice eve+ day. 

This happened at a place called ~ur\cfn~a-~&ara, 
or old Sgara ;  for the new ScEga7.a is in the island 
gf that name near the sea, and the old one is near 
Fulta, cloge to a place called Mun'da-gacb'ha, or 
.&tiwagatcha, in Blajor RENNEL'S Atlas. There is 
an insignificant stream very often dry, wliich is 
the true Ga~ges, which divides its waters into se- 
ven sinall rivulets, some of which are delineated 
in the Bengal Atlas : from this circumstance, the 
Ganges is called S'ht-muc'hi-Gar@ in the spoken 
dialects, or with seven mouths. When she is 
called Scita-muc'hi, or with one hundred mouths, 
this implies her nulnerous channels, through the 
$underhnds. Tlie old Sdgara, probably the Oceapis 
of l ) r o ~ o a u s  the Sicilian, is now about fifty miles 
fip the Southern extremity of Shgar island; and 



this distance shews the encroachment of the land 
upon the sea, since the days of BHAGIRAT'HA, who 
lived above twg thousand years before CHRIST, ac- 
cording to the genealogical scare prefixed to my 
essay on the chronology of the Hilrzdus. The new 
Sgara  was originally on the sea shore, but i t  is 
now five or six miles from it, toward the East, and 
many more toward the North. It is to be wished, 
that the era of its foundation could be ascertained, 
as it would enable us to form some idea of the 
gradual progress o f  the encroachments of the Delta: 
upon the sea. 

There can be no doubt, but that the hctitiou's 
~ 0 i l  of the Gan etic provinces, and of the Panjcib, 
has been .broug f ~t down by the alluvions of rivers 
from the countries to the North of India. The 
quantity of earth thus brought down must have 
been very considerable a t  a very early period; but 
it is very trifling at  present, for these alluvi6irs 
have left nothing but the bare rocks, with such 
parcels of ground as were out of their reach, from 
their being supported and protected by stony ram- 

I 

The country between the ranges to the 
F:zh of India is a table-land, and forms, o it 
were, so many steps, as mentioned in the Trai- 
.Ibcya-de~pan'a, and by the Paurdn'ics. This cir- 
cumstance was ascertained .by Mr. SAMUEL DAVIS, 
who weut as far as the first range. This was also 
confirmed to me by natives, with respect to other 
parts of the country, as far as Cushrnir. On these 
table-lands are also various peaks and mountains ; 
and the beds of the rivers look like so many r a m  
vines of an enormous size. 

V. By the dz@a of Jambu, the Paurhn'ics un- 
derstand, in general, the old continent, but the 
follo~vc-ers~of UUD'HA, in Tibet, Ava, and Ceyh, 



r~idefstand Indict; and many passages' from the 
Purdn'as, prove that it was originally underataod 
of India only. 

The &ofpa of Jambu, or India, is called also 
Can)d-Jrugiu, or the island of the virgin or damsel, 
daiikhter of king BHARATA, the fifth from SWA- 
Y a a r n H u v A ,  or ADAM. Her name was ILA; or 
the Earth : this was also the name of the daughter 
of .SATYAV'RATA, or PR'~THU ; for. though the 
'Earth was his wife, she became also his daughter, 
The sea surrounding Jambu, is called the Lavana- 
samudra, or salt sea. It would have been hi hly 
imprudent for the Paurrin'zcs to have placed t ere 
seas, either of inilk or honey. 

R 
The second h~fpa ,  is that of Cda, thus called 

either from a sage of that name, or from the grass 
Cu.sl'a, or Poa, supposed to grow there plenti- 
fully. It includcs all the countries from the Indus 
to  the Persian gulf, and the Caspian sea, which 
,probably the Puurdn'ics made the l im~ts of that 
country, or dwjpa, and afterwards supposed to form 
a watGy belt round the zone of Cus'a, under the 
name of sea of Surd or Irh, or sea of intoxicating 
liquors. The origin of this denomination may pos- 
sibly have some affinity with Jran, and the Sicr or 
Assur of scripture. It is probable that $ur and 
Assur were once considered as synonymous; if not, 
then Sur, or Syria, certainly extended once from 
the shores of the Mediterranean sea to the gulf of 
Persia, and even included the greatest part, if not 
.the whole, of Arabia. The h @ a  of Cw'a is the 
land of Cush of scripture, at least, part of it. Cu- 
s'ha should be pronounced nearly like Czuha, but 
not quite so forcibly, like the two ss in the Eng- 

word cession. The third dwipa is Placsha, or 
the country abounding with fig-trees. It is called 
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P~langshu by the mythologists of Bootan, and in- 
cluded the lesser Asia, Armenia, &c. The name 
still remains in Placia, a town in Mysia, the inha- 
bitants of which, y i th  those of Scylace, had a e- 
culiar language, which was the same with t 1 at 
spoken by tlie Petasgi of Crestone, or Crotone, above 
the Tyrrhenians, in Italy; and by the Pelasgi, 
who lived on the shores of the Hellespo~t, accord- 
jn, to HERODOTUS. Thus the denornipation of 
Placshu, or Palangshu, seems to be the same with , 
Placia, and Pqlasg'ia; and the Pe2asg.i came origi- 
nallv from the lesser Asiu. It is bounded by the- 

., sea bf icsicu, or juice of the sugar-cane, and which 
seen~s to be the Euxine sea : but this ~ ~ 1 1 1  be the 
subject of a separate article, when it will ap ear, 
that the Paurcin'ics have confounded the As i' -, or 
Ash-tree, with the Icshu or sugar-cane, as this tree 
produces also a sweet juice, famous in the Edda, 
and called, when boiled, asky, b the old Scythia~ls 
(according to HEBODOTUG, w TI o has, however, 
strang+y misrepresented the tree from which this 
sweet juice was procured,) and which was after- 
wards boiled into a hard substance, like that of the 
sugar-cane, which is called gur  in Ifidia. Hence 
the Icshu sea, is called also in the Purtin'as, the sea 
of Gzida in Sanscrit, and pronoupced gur  in the 

, spoken dialects. 

The fourth cr"reripa is S'lflmali, Sdlmalri, or S'cilma- 
lica, or the countr .of the willow", and of the 
lord of the willow d 161males'wara, S.rilmalicesla, the 
same with ZamoLis, called also, more ,properly, 
Salmolxis and ZalmoLris., I t  extended from the 
Eu.~ine to the shores of the Baltic,and Adriatic seas. 

* The word S'Llmalo is generally undemtood to signify Born- 
&: but it signifies also such trees as- produce oottoq unfit for . 
spinning ; and I shall shew, \r hen I come to treat of S, 'd l~&~ 
dwipa, that it is to be under:* there pf the willop. 



I t  is surrounded by. the sea called Sarpi, PrYta, or 
clarified butter. 

The fifth dwfpa is called Crauncha, and Craun'dtz, 
which ihcluded Germany, fiance, and the Northern 
parts of I tah.  " Crauncha is the same with CRON u s, 
confounded wi ,h SATURN by Western my tholo- 
gists ; and the Baltic and Adriatic seas were, pro- 
bably, called Cronan, from the dwipa of CruLrnc.a. / 
It is surrounded by the Dad'hi-Sdgara, or sea of 
curds. 

The sixth a'wipa is called Sicn, and Sdcunt, and 
includes the British isles. It is surrounded by the 
sea of milk, or the white sea; Cshiricbd'hz and,  
Dugd'hhbd'hi, Cshlra-Sdgara, or Cshira-Samudru, 
Cshira-Salila, Cshiranid'hi, Cshirdrn'ava. It is call- 
ed also AmrTtibd'hi, or sea of Amrita, oynonymous 
with Amafnci, from which they made Amalchiuln 
in the West. I t  is called, also, Somashilibd'hi, or 
the sea of the mountain of the moon. 

The seventh dw@a is Pushcara or Ice-land, sur- 
rounded by the Swciduda, Swicduduca, Swddyjafa, 
Payod'hi, Toyabd'hi, or the sea of fresh water: for 

- i t  was, also, the opinion-of the ancients, that the ' 

furthermost ocean was of fresh water : Scythicus 
Oceanus dulcis est, says QLIN Y. 

The Western ocean is, in general,' called Maho- 
ddbd'lzi and Mahicrn'atla, or the great sea; and in 
the Revac'han'da, the CshiraySamltdTa is said to 
come down as low as the parallel of Himnmcin, or j 
the snowy mountains, or about thirty degrees of 

i latitude North. CALANUS seems to allude to these 
wonderful seas, when he said to ALEXANDER'S 
messenger, that formerlx there were springs of ' 

water, others of milk, honey, wine, and oil; but  
1 
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that in the present wicked age and degenerated 
times, they had disappeared. This i s  also the opi* 
nion of many divines in India, who believe, that  
in Culb-yldga these seas have disappeared, or are 
turned salr, and bitter, and also, that ' the white 
island, is. become black, on account of the sins of 
mankind. ONESICKITUS, to whom C~izarus was 
sl~ealting, was probably unwilling to give credit to 
these seas of milk, wine, and honey, but could have 
no 'great objection tu springs only of the same. 
One of the seven seas is called Cahaudra-Sdgara, or 
sea of honey, I believe, in .the Sidd'hunta-S'i~omwi. 
There is another division of the world into sev.en 
h ipas ,  inore complete than the preceding, but i t s  
origin is not mentioned. Their nalnes are, Jambu, 
in the center ; to the West, reckoning from North 
to South, are the dmipns of Yardha CMU and 
Sanc'ha; to the East, reckoning from South to 
North, Ya~dblu, or Mukaya, Yama, and Anga. The 
(druipar of Cus'a and Yama, are acknowledged to be 
East and West with respect to India. Jambu here 
appears again in a different light. I t  includes In- 
dia, the elevated plains of Tartary, and mount 
M67.u,, and extends towards the West to the Cas- 
pian sea and the Persian gulf. The followers of 
JINA, in +&'a, represent Jambu nearly in the same . 
light, except that they make it  lar er, and seem f to extend i t  as far as the shores of t e Eurine and 
Merliterraneatt seas. Yardha dwipa bein situated 
in the North West quarter of the old 8 ontineat, 
is Europe, as will appear more fully in the course 
of this work. The dmipa of Cus'a, according to  
this new division, includes the lesser Asia, A r m -  
nia, S"yria, ant1 Arabia. There seems also to be a 
third dwi/)a of C'uda near the equator, which in- 
cludcs Kthiopia, &c. The Paurdnfics account 
plausiblv for these three different situations as- 
signed *to CusJa, by supposing it o~ving to  the 
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successive emigrations of the original inhabitants 
of that country; and the first and secopd C d a  they 
consider but as one ahd the same. 

The third dw@a is that of S'anc'ha, or Africa, of 
which they know but little, and nothing beyond 
Ethiopia, or rather Abyssinia and Egypt, with the 
Eastein shores. It retains, in great measure, its 
Sapqcrit name ; an extensive art of that coast be- g ing called Lengh, and Lengh- har, to this day. But 

, PTOLEMY extends it as far as cape Gardafui, to 
' 

the South,of w3ich he places another cape, called 
Lingis, or Singis extrem. The denomination of 
Sanc'ha is obvious also in the names of Singis, 
Lmghistan, and perhaps Lengitana, Langim, &an- 
rhaga, Lenighi, and even erhaps Senegaal, from the B Swcrit Sanc'haln, in a erivative form; and the 
Trogfodytes are called to this day Shangalas. ' 

$'anc'ha-hipa signifies the island of shells, and 
the natives, according to STRABO, used to wear 
large collars of them ; but, according to the Pau- 
rdtr'im, the inhabitants used to  live in shells : pro- 
bably in caverns, hollowed like shells, or compared 
to shells. The famous demon S'A'NC'HAGURA, live8 
in a shell. When CRISHNA killed him, he took 
the shell in which he lived, and which is nqw be- 
come one of VISHNU'S insignia. This strange idea 
was not unknown to the Greeks, who represent 

NERITES, who -is one of the CUPIDS, as 
living in shells, on the shores of the Red sea. 
Shne'ha-dwipa is then s nonymous u-i th Trogbdy- 
tica of the ancients. $he Trogodytes, or inhabi- 
tants of Caves, are called' in scripture Sukim, be- 
cause they dwelt in Sucas, or dens; but it is pro- t 

bible, that the word Suca, which means a den only. 
in a secondary sense, and signifies also an arboul; 
a booth, or a tent, .was originally taken in the 



stnse of a cme, from Sanc'ha, and afterwards ustd 
to imply any fabric to dwell in. Thus the word & 
is obviously derived from the Siznsbrit d'hhi, or 

I ,dm, in the labpage of TIBET, id which i t  signi- 
fies any plabe, house, or even kouintr'y td live in. 
The Sakim, or Sukkiim, were a powerful nation in 
the time of REHOBOAM, for they accornpanied.S~~- 
S H A G  in his expedition against Jerusalem; and we 
find their descendants, in the third cetltury of the 
Hejira, crossing Arabia, and invading Irak-Arabi, 
or the country about Babylon, under their 'king 
SAHEB-A L-ZENG, or the lord of Emg, who appears 
as a successor of the famous SANC'HA-MUC'HA- 
NA'GA, a giant in the shape of a snake, with a 
mouth like a shell, and whose abode was in a shell : 
and \nth0 had, as usual, two countenances, that of 
a man, and another of a snake. He was killed b 
CR~SHNA ; but his descendants and subjects, in s f - 
milar shapes, still remain there. He is called also 
PA'NCHA-JANYA. The breath of the SANC'HA- 
NA'GA is believed; by the Hindw, to be a fiery 
poisonous wind, which bums and destroys animals 
and vegetables, to the distasce of a hundred Yo- 

janas round the place of his residence: and by this 
hypothesis they account for the dreadful effects of 
the Sdmum, or hot envenomed wind, which blows 
from the mountains of Hubab, through the whole 
extent of the desert. The sage AGASTYA, who is, 
supposed to live in the South West, or Abyssinia, 
put an end t o  this evil, and even reduced the ser- 
pent so much as to carry him about in an earthen 
vessel. This legend is current in the Western parts 
of India, but, how far i t  is countenanced in the. 
Purcin'as, I cannot say. The Hindw, in the Wes- 
tern parts of India, are remarkably well acquainted 
with the superstitious monuments, rites, and le-• 
gends of the &fusuh?uzn~ in Arabia and Egypt, such 
as the serpent Heredi, the black stone in the Caaba, 

I 
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the two pigepns destroyed by MOHAMMED, and 
the impression of a foot on a stone there. ' These, 
plausibly enough, they claim as their own pro- 
perty, and have traditionary legends, 
to be grounded on the Paurcfn'm, thorlg rrporting , perhaps, , 

n& expressly found there. They say, there wai 
formerly a great intercourse between them and ,  
Egypt, Atywinia, and ,Arab&, where there are 
Hindw and Brcfhrnen8, even to this day, as well as 
all. over Persia, and even in Georgia. Fackeem 
occasionaly go there ; and certain it is, that the 
famous URD'HA-BA'HV, who travelled to Micuw, 
and died lately at Benares, attempted to to 
Egypt, but he went no further than ~ l - ~ a t i F a n d  
Bahrein, on the Western shores of the Persian 
gulf, beins deterred from going further. I have 
made mentlon of hini in my essa on SAMI-RAMIS, 
called SAMI'-DE'VI~ by the d n d u .  PPTOLEMY 
saw many Hindus at Alexandria, and they used to 
visit the temple of MA HA'-BHA'GA'-DEVI', at Barn ' 
byke, or Mabog, in Syria, according to L u c m ~ ,  
as cited by the authors of the ancient universal 
history. 

The mountains in which SANC'HA'SUBA lived, 
are called to this day Hubab in Arabic, or the 
mountains of the serpent ; and the people of these 
niountains have, according to the Abyssinian tra- 
veller, legendary traditions of a snake; who for- 
merly reigned over them, and conquered the king- 
tloln of Sirt. They are famous, with their gerpen- 
611e tribes, in Oriental tales; and in the Arabiapl 
Rights, we read of the miraculous escape of SIN- 

. B A D  from the devouring mouth of that.dreadfu1 
race, wlio lived in caves among the mountains. 
Near that country he was exposed to many clan- 
e r e  from the birds called Rocks, or Simorgs, the 
Garddas of tlle Pauriht'ics, whom Pemiua roman- 

VOL. VIII. X 
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cers represent as living in Madugadcar, according 
ta MARCO POLO. The serpent 'Sanc'ha-Nag& is . now called Heredi in Egypt. The Mwt~Ima~ in- 
sist, that it is a Shaikh of that name, transformed 
in@ a snake; the Chrbtiam that i t  is Asmodeus, 

, mentioned in the book of Tobit, the AshmugLdiv 
of the Persiano. There, in the &o@ of S'anc'ha, 
is the capital city of Naisrit, or Palli, called CrrSir- , 
lutnganli, being situated on the river CrYshna, . or 
Crlshrzdnganci, that is, with a black body in a hu- 
man shape; for rivers have two countenances. 
NAIRR~T had a famous elephant called C'urnuda, 
with the title of Nairritycfdigaja, or the elephant 
of the South West quarter, or Nairrlt. Wonder- 
ful stories are related of hipl ; and there is no doubt 
but some of them are mentioned in the Purhn'aa, 
or some other books; but I could not find them. 
This famous elephant is, however, mentioned. in 
Lexicons, and lived in Sanc'ha-dwipa, with his 
tribe of giantsin the shape of elephants, or rather 
with two countenances. The names of several 
rivers in that country are pure Sanscrit, and ob- 
viously allude to the ahcient inhabitants, in the- 
shape of elepl~ants, living and sporting on their 
hanks. Thus the Aistameaos is from Hasti&, 
or Hasti-mati, full .of elephants. The Marcb was 
called Astwlas, from Hasti-sabhcf, because their 
chief held his court there. Astaboras, or Astaba- 
ras, was also the name of another river there, horn 
Hasti-vara, or Hasti-6rira, the country along its 
banks being full of e l i p l ~ a ~ ~  ts, w ]lose abode it was. 

There the unfortunate SIN BA D, according to the 
author of the Arabian Nights, was once 'more in 
the most'imminent danger amongst this Elephan- 
tine tribe, on his return from Sersndip, or ra- 
ther Serandah, or Madagascar, called also R a d ,  
and in. the Plirtin'as, Harin'a. 
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In my essay on &gypt7 I mhtioned the unfor- , 

tunate affray between the son of CUSSID, and some 
of these elephants, in consequence of which he be 
came a Caunupas, or like a dead corpse. cannot 
a ~ t a i n  whether the whole legend be genuine or 
not : certain it is, that in Lexicms the Caren@ 
are mentioned as belonging to the train and re- 
tinue of N A ~ R R ~ T ,  or PALLI, and of course they 
lived either iu Ethio#a or in Egypt. 

The dwlpa of Sanc'h is supposed, by the Pa* 
rddics, to join the island of Sumatra, or of the 
Moon. This mistaken 'notion has been adoped by 
PTOLEYY, and after hirn b Oriental writers. In K the beginning of the Bra m&dda-pr4ltd, Lanci, 
or the peninsula of ,Malaya, and Sucmtra join the 

- island of Sanc'ha, or Zengh. Samht'hitarn, adFiering 
to, is a participial foftn, answering to cmtitum in 
Latin, aiid sun-iatamai in Greek. This is under- 
stood of the island of Mandara, or Sumatra ; for i t  
is positively declared, that MaM hnch,  or Mi- 
Each, and Sumatra, are separated by a strait called 
Lanch-cPrudra, or the gates of Lancd. PTOLEMY, 
however, supposed it was the peninsula of MLfac&. 
that was thus joined to Ajrica; and, for this pur- 

ose, makes'the shores take a most circuitous turn. 
E L  EDRISSI asserts equally, that the isle of Makl , 

joins, toward the West, to the country of Zengh. 
The inland, or Mediterranean sea, is calletl Y&* 
dcrdh't!, or the sea of Yama ; and by PTOLEMY Hip 
pados, perhaps from the &merit Updbd'hi, which 
would imply a subordinate or inferior sea. 'Illis 
expression would be perfectly grammatical, but I 
do not recollect that i t  is ever used ~ p p a d o s  may 
also be derived simp1 rom Ab(rhi7 pronounced hf Apd'hi, or the sea. e tract of islands calred 
Raneh by Arabian writers, and ipcludin Mada- 
gcuMr and the s u w n d i n g  @@do, is &iously 

X e  , 



the &@tx of Harin'a, mentioned in the Bhhgmafa, 
along with Sanc'ha, in the South-West quarter of 
the old continent. This island being also called in 
Arabic, the isle of the Moon, has occasioned some 
confusion. Doctor VINCENT has thrown much 
light on this subject, in his learned and elaborate 
treatise on the Periplm of the Eythrczan sea; by 
which it ap ears, that the notions of the Arabs, 
relating to t f'~ ese seas, are more conformable to the 
Pur&as .than PTOLEMY'S description. The three 
drubas to the Eastward, are Yamala, or Mulaya, 
now the peninsula' of Mdlauf, and the adjacent 
islands ; as for the &u@a of Yama, its situation. is 
rather obscure; the third is Anga-diutpa, in the 
North-East, by which they understand China. 
There is very little about it in the Purdn'as; and, 
with regard to the dtuz'pas of Yama and Ma- 

' laya, they will be the subject of a particular para- 
graph. #, 

I 

YI. There is another division of the old conti- 
nent, extracted chiefly fro111 the Bhhghata, the 
Bramdn'di, and Brahmd-Puranas, which represent 
the world under the emblem of a Nymphcza, or Lo- 
tar, floating on the ocean. There the whole plant 
signifies both the Earth and the two principles of  
its 'fecundation. The stalk originates from the na- 
vel of VIBHNU, sleeping at  the bottom of the 
acean ; and the flower is described as the cradle of 

, BRAHMA', or mankind. The germ is both Mhu 
and the Linga: the petals and filaments are the 
mountains which encircle Meh, and are also the 
type of the Yoni; the four leaves of the calyx arq 
the four vast dwipas, or countries, toward the four '1 

. I  

cardinal points. Eight external leaves, placed two 
by two, in the intervals, are eight subordinate 
dzuipa6 or countries. 
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The four great countries, or -&faIra-dwip, are 

Uttara-curu to the North, Bhadras'va to the East, 
Jambu to the South, and Ceturnaiu to the West. 
In the intermediate spaces, in the North-West, are 
Swarm-prast'ha, or Ireland, and Chawdra-daccls- 
Avarttam, or Braitain. In the North-East are 
Ramunaca and Mandara; these are unknown, and 
have been placed here probably for the, sake of 
symmetry. In the South-East, Lunch, the penin- 
sula of Mhlaca, Sdnhkiu, or Ceylon: in the South- 
West there is Hasida, the Raneh of A~dbidri au- 
thors, now Madaga~ar  ; and Pkha-jmya, or 
Sanc'ka; as may be seen in the a~companying deli- 
neation of the worldly Lotoe. 

The usual division of the known world is info 
nine c'ha?a'das, or portions, exactly of the same aize, as 
to superficial contente, but of very liaerent figures 
and dinjensions. In the center of the olcl conti- , 
nent, on the hi hest and most elevated s ot, is the ' 

division called f ldvrattd, or the circleof P k: ta the 
East is Bhndrdma, and to the West Cetumdla, OF 
simply Cctu. Toward the !huh aqe t h ~ e  ranges 
of mountains, and as many .to the Worth ; between 
them are fou; divisions, two between the three 
ranges in the South, and as many between those in 
the North. The names of the ranges, to the South 
of I h r a t t a ,  are Ilina&chaZa, Himddrh, or the 
snowy mountai!~ : to the North of this range is the 
second, called Ifima-cdf'a, from its golden peaks ; , 

the country, or division, between them, is called 
Cimpu-rusha, or C'innnra-dhan'da. The third range 
is callecl Nkhad'ha; and the country between this 
and Hema-cut;?, is called Harivarsham, or HarG 
c'handa. 

To the North of Bhra t ta  are the 17ih. or blue 
mountains : to the North of this range i4 another, 

X 3  
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called '&eta, or the white mountains : the coun- 
try between these two is called Ramyaca: the 
third and last range is called 'SrInga-vdn: and the 
country between the two last, is Hiran'yamaya, or  
Hiran'maya. These six ranges extend from sea to  
sea, and are of different length. according to the 
latitudes they are in. The length of the two in- 
nermost ranges, and of course' of the longest, is 
equal to the breadth of Jambu-dzdpa, or lOO,oo0 
Yqanas; the length of the two nliddle ranges, 
'&eta and Hema-ckt'a, is w, tw)O Yganas : the two 
outermost, ST a-v& and Himrichah, are 80,000 
Ygarsas in lengt 7 . These mountains are StMK) Y* 
janas broad, and as many high, or about i0,OiM 
miles : we are informed, in the C&cd-purhda, that 
i t  was so formerly; but that since, the n~ountaine 
have gradually subsided, and that the highest is 
not above one YMna in height, or less than five 
miles. 

According to the Trai-kya-darpnn'a, these 
ranges do not extend from sea to sea, and occupy 
little more than the fourth part of the breadth of 
the old continent, which is, in that treatise, said 
to be equal to 60,000 Yganas. \Thk length of the 
two outermost ranges is declared to he 49042 Y* 
janaa; the two middle ones 84116, and the two in- 
' nermost 16,838. This is the more reasonable, 9 

these three ranges, very plain and obvious in the 
North of Ibdia, are soon confused toger her, and 
disappear at some distance from it; and as 150.000 
Yojanas, in the Trai- locya-&rpanla, are considvrttd 
as equal to 180 degrees of lon 'tude, the first range 
will extend East and West, a f out two and twen 
degrees of longitude, which is the utmost breadt "r, 
of I d a .  The difference between the two other 
ranges, and the first, is disproportionate and inad- 
missible ; and the proportion given in the Purrin'aj 



, of their.iespective lengths, is inore natural,. :being 
in the ratios of ten, nine, and eight. In t h ~ s  man- 
ner the three .ranges are, in a great measure, con- 
fined to the original Jambu, or India 

The country, to the South of the Southernmost 
range, is called BhCirata, and originally was con- 
fined to In&; but it is also enlarged, along with 
Jambu, and is now made to extend from the sliores 
of the Atlantic to those of the Eastern ocean. 

I n  the same manner, the country beyond the 
Northernmost range, as far as the Frozen ocean, is 
called Curu, or Azr'hvata, being the native coun- 
try of the famous elephant of INDRA, called Air&- 
rbata, and of his numerous tribe and descendants, 
whose ~ m c v i ~ ,  or spoils, are 'to be found in vast 
quantities in the Northern parts of the old conti- 
nent. These nine divisions are said to be perfectly . 
equal in superficial contents, though of different 
shapes : and the only difficulty in delineating a ge- 
neral may of the world, is to divide the whole sur- 
face into nine equal parts, one of which, in the 
centre, is to be a perfect square, and out of the 
eight others, every two divisions are to have ex- 
actly the same figure and dimensions. The ac- 
companying map of Jambu, which is very com- 
mon, is supposed to be drawn on these principles; 
but whether i t  be very exact in that respect, I 
shall not determine, as I am by no means willing 
to go through the necessary calculations, which, 
after all, would prove of 110 use. In consequence - 
of this arranvment, the first range, or the snowy 
mountains, l ~ e s  untler the parallel of fifty-two de- 
grees of latitude ; the second under that of 650 48'; 
and Niaha'ha in 760. Miru is here supp"osed to 
be the North pole. The tl~ree other ranges be- ' 

yond Miru are exactly in the same latitudes, 
X 4 
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reckoning from the opposite side of the equator, . 
which circumscribes the Northern hemisphere. 
But Mdru is not the North pole ; it is true that i t  
is the Nava, Nobch, or under the ninetieth degree, 
not from the equator, but from the horizon ; or, in 
other words, i t  is the zenith and centre of the 
known world, or old continent, not inkluding the 
sea; and this centre, according to, the Paurbn'ics, in 
the time of COSMAS INDOPLEUSTES, itl the middle 
of the sixth centur , was said to be exactly be- 
tween China and dreece. We read constantly in 
the Purctn'as of countries, mountains, and rivers, 
some to the North, others to the East, or to the 
West of Mhu; the country of North Cu~su, be- 
yond Mt?ru, is repedtedly declared to be to tfie 
South of the Northern. ocean. All these ex- 

ressions shew very plainly, that by M&u, the 
$aurhnfica did not originally understand the No th 6 pole, Chich they call Sidd'hapar, which place, t e 
astronomers say, cannot be under the North pole, - - 
because i t  is in the track of the sun ; for when the 
sun is there, i t  is midnight a t  Lane& and in India; 
i t  must be then under the equator. This is very 
true; but we are to argue,. in the present case, ac- 
cording to the received notions of the Paurdn'ics, 
who formerly consid~red the Earth as a flat sur- . 
face, with an immense convexity in the centre, 
behind which the sun disappeared gradually, de- 
scending so as to graze the surface of the sea at 
Sidd'hapura. In the -Brahmtin'da Purcfn'a section 
of the Rhuuana-Cos'a, it is declarecl, that one-half 
of the surface (vtdi) of the earth is on the South 
of Mdru, and the other half on the North. All 
this is very plain, if we understand it of the old 
continent ; one half of which is South of the e l e ~  
vated plains of little BokhcEra, and the other half 
to the North of it. Then, twelve or fifteen lines 
lower, the author of the same Pzlrunfa adds, andz 
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these two countries, South and ~ o r t h  of Mh, 
are in the shape of a bow ; this is to be understood 
of their outermost limits or shores. 

Another irrefragable proof, that by M h  we are 
to understand the elevated plains o f  little Bokhdra, 

. . are the four great rivers issuing from it, ancl flow- 
ing towanl the four cartlinal points of the world; 
three of which are well known to the Himtar. 
These rivers are the Ganges; the Sit&, .flowing to- , 
ward the East, and now called the -Hara-Morm; 
the Bhadrd to the Nbrth, and probably the Jenisea 
in Siberia; the fourth is the Apara-Gan'dicd, or 
Western Gan'dicd, called more generally Chacshsc. 
It flows toward the West, and its present name, 
among the natives, toward its source, is Cocaha, 
and fr.)m the former is derived its Greek appella- 
tion of 0.w. 

Thue the dietance of Mkru from the equator is 
reduced from rjinety degrees to forty-five ; the d i e  

, tance frola the equator a t  Lapzcci, to Sidd'ha-pra, 
or the North pole, is reduced from one hundred 
ant1 eighty to ninety degrees ; and every distance 
fi'oln N ~ r t l ~  to South, in the Hirzdu n~aps, must be 
reduced in the same proportion. 

Thue the snowy mountains, to the North of In- 
Bia, and placed in the map in the latitude of,fifty- . 
two degrees, are brought ciowu lower into twenty- 
six degrees, the half of fifty-two: and they really 
begin that iatitutle near Assam; but.they are made, 

' most erroneouoly, to run in a direction East and 
\Vest. STEABO descants a great dcal upon. the di- 
pction of the mountains to tlie North of India*, 
from Hipparchus and Eratosti~e?les; and concludes - 

S~snso, lib. 11, page 118 -ad 120. 
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by saying, that the obliquity- of the direction of 1 
these ranges was to be retainer1 in the maps, ex- . I 

actly as it was in the old ones. The whole reduc- 
tions are thus exhibited in the following table :- 
The North Pole, 90' 

660 parallel of 66' or Polar circle, 
128' . . . . . .  64" first ran e North of Mdw, f 114 2' . . . . .  57 1 second itto, ditto, I 

104 52 third ditto, ditto, I . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  go 45 M h u ,  

76 . . . . . .  38 third range, South of Mdm, 
65" 8' . . . . .  39' 34' second range ditto, 
52 . . . . . .  26 snowy mountains. 

Instead of the numbers beyond Mdru, their com- 
plement to ninety is to be used. 

But as M h y  or the centrical point between the 
sources of the four great rivers, is not in the lati- 
tude of forty-five degrees, a further correction must 
'take lace. No precision can be expected here ; 
but tfis centrical point cannot be carried further 
North than .thirty-nine or forty degrees; and the 
three Northern ranges ,will fall in the following 
latitudes. 

I 

ME'RU in 40°, the Nfla range in 47; &eta in 
520, a'nd Srieci-van in 59.. 

- .The summi: of M4ru is represented as a circular 
laill, of a vast extent, surrounded by an edge of 

Kills. The whole is called i[cioratta, or tbc circle 
of IU, and considered as a celestial Earth, or 1 I 

1 Swargabhhl; and i t  is thus called to this day, by 
the people of Tibet, the Chinese, and the'Tarta3.o; 
and, like the Hindus, they have i t  in the peateot i 
veneration, worshipping its encircling mountains 
whenever they descry them. According to DE 
Gurow~s,  t l ~  Chinese call them Tien-c'han, and 
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the Tartars Kiloman, or the celestial mountains. 
In ?Met they call them Tangra, or Tangla, accord- 
ing to F. CASSIANO and PURA'N-GIB; the latter 
accompanied the late LAMA to China, and gave 
me an accurate journal of his march from Tism 
Lu& to Sifing, or Sining. 2Tng+, in the lan- 
guage of the Tartars and Mogub, signifies the hea- 
vens ; and even Tibet is called Tibet-nngri, or the 
heavenly country of Tibet. The name of T ' h m  
is given by the Chinese to the mountains to the 
North of Hima: to the Southern part of the circle 
they give the name of Sioue-c'han, or snowy moun- 
tains. This ran@, says DE GUIGNES, runs alonga 
the northern lim~ts of India, toward China, encom- , 

passing a large space, enclosed, as it were, within 
a circle of mountains +. The Southern extremity 
of this circle is close, according to the present 
Hindu maps, to the last, or Northern range, called 
Nishad'ha; anri this is actually the case with the 
mountains of Tangrah, near Laaa, which is in the 
interval between the second and third range. Ac- 
cording to I?. CASSIANO, the mountains of Tan- 
grah are seen from the summit of Cambdki, several 
days journey to the Westward'of Lassa. The fa- 
mous PURA'K-GIR left them on the left, in his way 
from Tiuoo-Lumbo to China, .at the distance of 
about twelve coss, and clici not fail to worship 
them. At the distance of seventy-seven coss from 
the last place, he reckoned h a  to be about 
twenty COW to the right; .twenty-three coss beyond 
that, he.was near the mountains of pinjink Tangrh, 
a portion of that immense circi~lar ridge. In his 
rogreBs toward the famous tern le of Ujuk, or, R bzuk, called Souk in the maps, e saw them se- 

veral times. Ciose to Ninjink-Tangra he entered 
the mountains of Lu~kinh, called Lmlrin in the maps. 

-- - - - . - . 

Hidoire dm Huns, Vol. 11, in the beginning. 
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VII. This sacred mountain, or heaven-like coun- 
tly, made part, i t  seems, of the sacred cosmogra- 
phy of the ancients. The Jms had some notions 
of it, and called i t  the mountain of GOD: they 
afterwards, with great propriety, gave that name 
to mount Moriah. The Greeks had their mount 
Olympus, inaccessible but to the Gods; and Pdii- 
vratta, or Ilh-rrratta, signifies the circle of ILA, 
the Earth, which is qalled also I'dcf. O l y m p  is 
derived from the Sanscrit Iaprr, or fibpus, the holy 
city of ILA, or IDA : thus i t  appears, that OZynapus 
and Ida were originally the same: In  remembrance 
of this holy circular s ace, the Greeks and Romans, B when wishing to buil a town, marked out a circle, 
which the first called Olyrnpw, and tfie ,others 
Mundw, from the Sanscrit Mun'da, a circle; they 
said alsourbs orbis, which is a translation of mantda, 
in the language of the Gods, into that of mortals. 
According to Du PERRON, the Parsis are acquaint- 
ed with such a mountain in the centre of the world; 
and so are the Musulmans to this day. It was not 
unknown to our ancestors, the Scythians; for they 
are introduced by JUSTIN, saying, that their n.a- 
tive country was situated on an elevated spot, 
higher than the rest of the world, and from which 
rivers flowed in all directions. The Jews and 
Greeks soon forgot the original i l f k r u ,  and gave 
that name to some favourite mountain in their own 
country ; the first to mount Sion, or Moriah. The 
Greeks had their Olyvzpus, and mount Id&, near 
which was the city of Ilium, Aikyanl in Sanscrit, 
fionl Ila; whose inhabitants were Meropes, from 
Merupa; being of divine origin, or descended from 
the rulers of Mdru. 

This mountain was even known in Europe to a , 

late period ; for it is mentioned in the Nubian geo- 
grapher, under t h e ~ a m e  of Moregar, from Meru- 



giri, or M e ~ ~ i r ,  the mouotain of M m .  It is 
,described by him as of an immense height, circu- 
lar, and enclosing several countriei with~n. 

This sacred mountain is called, by divines in Ti- 
bet, Righkl: hence SOSTHENES, as cited by PLU- , 
TARCH*, instead of saying that DIONYSIUS, or 
BACCHUS, was born on mount Mkr26, or Meros, 
says, that he was born on mou~lt Argillus, which 
he places, it is true, either in Egypt or Ethiopia. 

I n  the same author we fincl another ridiculous 
story about this mountain, under the name of the 
bed of ROREAS, which he says was one of the high- 
est peaks of mount Caucasus, and from which 
JUPITER hurled SATURN down into Tartarw. 
Mount Miru  is called, in the Deccan, the moun- 
tain, peak, CzSt'a of Boreca, or the pole Boureka, 
by Mr. BAILLY, and other French authors. In 
the Tamuli language, and others in that country, 
the North is called Vcidaca, Ycidaburram, or Ydda- 
purram, generally pronounced Ydraca, &c. the 
North wind Ydran'ada, from the root Yada. In 
Sumcrit, Udac. is the North, or Uttnra. Yada sig- 
nifies originally high, great, &c. and the North is' 
called, in Sanscrit, Uttara, from its being sup- 
posed to be the highest point on the surface of the 
earth. The Greek8 thus translated Cht'a, the peak 
of Burraca, Badaga, .Badaca, by the bed of Bo- 
REAS; because Koiti, in Greek, signifies a bed. 
This mode of translation seems to have been much 
in use among them ; for they translated Deo-bdn, 
the forest of the Gods, by Theon-painai, Deorz~rn- 
pane.  The Atshcimi a owerful tribe in the hills 
near the G a n p ,  bb;r &tomi, or people without 
mouths. 
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The Bitrigi mountains of PTOLEYY,'~~ the De6 
can, are in the country of the Badegas, according 
to  European travellers of the seventeenth century ; 
and their language is called Badiga. Thr! inhabi- 
tants of that country are called, in the Tamdi dia- 

1 
lect, Ydducin ; and by others Yaduca and Vizdugab, 
but p e r a l l y  pronounced Vbrugcfs and 1.Y-a~ ; ' 
though in writlug they retain the letter D, which 
has a peculiar sound between 0 and R, a9 in San- 
d. NONNUS, in his Dimysiacs *, takes particu- 
lar notice of mount M h 7  and of its circular sur- 
fkct on its summit. " BACCHUS," says he, " or 
" CR~SHNA, divided his forces into four armies; 
a' one he sent .to the foot of the Northern moun- 
" tain, with a circular summit, and surrounded 
" with deep vallies shaded with trees; and from 
" this peak, in Caucasw, issue many rivers, de- 
" riving their waters from JUPITER." This was 
JUPITER PLUVIALIS, the INDRA of the Hindus, 
who holds his court on the summit of MJru, which 
i s  called the Swerga, or heaven of INDRA. To 
this mountain EUHEMERUS gives the name of 
Olympw, , and very properly. I t  is em hatically 
called, as we have seen, the circle o P Zld, or 
Id4 or It'hrafta; it mi ht be called also I&@, or 
116p, the city of the f arth, or 11%-puo, f h m  12a 
or I h ,  which sounds exactly like Ilos in Greek. 
ILA was the son of VAIVASWATA-MANU, or NOAH, 
and who, in his old age, resigned the enipire of 
the Earth to him ; and thus he became Iki-pati, or 
Jljd-pati, the Lord sovereign of the earth, and ILUS 
the eldest, in HOMER, lived near ~nouilt Olytnpus 
and Ida, in the city of Ilium, inhabited by ME- 
ROPES. 

ILA', Idd, and Ird, in Sanscrit, signify the earth ; 

* Nonnr Diony. lib. XXVII. v. 150, kc. 
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and these three names are to be. found in the Greek 
language: Ilya, or Ilos, signifies mud; Era  is the 
earth ; and IDA' is the name of the godde'ss Earth, 
Idea mater, both in Greek and the ancient Gothic. 
ATHENAGORAS, as cited by RUDBECK*, informs 
us, that, according to ORPHEUS, water was first, 
and from .it was created Ilys, or Earth, in arc un- 

fwmed state ; ILA', or ILA'S, was the son of MANU, 
or NOAH, called also MITRA VARUN'A in the Pu- 
rtin'aa, or the friendly VARUNA, or NEPTUNE. 
According to HESY(:HIUS, ILAON, a hero, was the 
son of POSEIDON, the God of the sea. Jyd, in 
Sanucrit, is the Earth ; and in Greek, Aia, Gd, 
or GuG, which last signifies eartha and also d ~ .  
Thus, in Sanscrit, I L &  is the earth, and Aileyam is 
dust and earth also. Aileyam-pus is synonymous 
with ILh-pm, and is the famous city of INDRA, 
and of the Gods ; a heavenly city, which is really a 
terrestrial heaven. The followers of ALEXANDEB 
mistook a small mountain, between CabuE and 
the Indw, for the original Mkru. This -is called 
Mdrw-hznga, or the eak of Meru, in the Purtf- 
das, and is considere 1 as a splinter of that 'holy 
mountain. There are many other hills thus called 
in  India, besides artificial ones ; and the Gods are 
supposed to come and sport there occasionally. 
Tile Gveeka had likewise several holy mountains, 
called OL mpus and I&. EUHEMERUS calls it Tri- 
phylian d:Ympus, because J U  P rf m TRIPHYLIUS, or 

- Sivn, with his trident (trisul), resides there, and 
fixed it on its summit. The Trisul is called, Tri- 
$hula, in the North-West parts of India, from the 
Samcrlt Tri-phda, which is rendered in Lexicons 
by Tri-cantaca, or having three [oints. The wmd 
phnla was used in the VTest in t iat sen-'and the 
obelisks in the. circus were called Phale. Eut as 
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Tri-philio~, in Greek, signifies three tribes or fami- 
lies, EUHCMERUS thought proper to translate it 
thus ; besides, he f o ~ ~ n d  three nations and cities in 
the legends of India, which he might conceive 
countenanced his translation. The abode of CJrb 
rms was' called Cekus, or Coilus, by the Latianb; 

l 

and he is the same with SI'VA, called the God of 
Caikis, because he rqsides on Caikisa, one of the 
three peaks on the summit of MJru. 

Mount Meru is ;aid to be of four different co- I 
, lours, toward the four cardinal points; but the 

Paurhn'ics are by no means unanin~ous about them; 
'and the seas, through the reflection of  the solar 
beams from each side, are of the same colours. 
The East, like the Brhhmens, is of a white colour ; 

I 
the South, like the Vaisyas, is yellow; Apara, the 
West, like the Shdras, is of a brown o r  dark co- 
lour; and the North is red, like the Ghatriyas. 
But in the Hairnuvatchan'da, Me'ru is said to be 
supported, or propped, by four enormous bu t  1 
tresses; that toward the East, is of pure gold; 
toward the South, of .iron ; to the West, of sil- 
ver; and the buttress to the North, of copper. 
Thus toward the East i t  is yellow, to the South 

, red, white to the West, ant1 of a dark brown to 
the North. There are several other opinions, which 
I shall pass over with observing, that the Indian 
ocean is callecl drun,oda, or Arzlnodhdhi, or the 
Red sea, being reddened by the reflection of t l~e  
solar beain,s from that! side of Mkru which is of 
that colour; and Y L I N Y  nearly says the same 
thing'. I shall pass over the extravagant ac- 
counts of this famous mountain, represented by 
some as scone, by others as an in\~erted one. In 
Ceylon, they say it is in the shape of an immense 
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round colun~n : in Tibet this column is said to be 
square ; some of the followers of J I X A  comrlare i t  
to  a drum, that is to say, they give it the shape 
of a barrel. This iclea, however extravagant and 
absurd, prevailed once in the West, as we have 

' seen before. 

VIII. The rivers flowing from Mdru are four in 
number: there are four also in scl,!p. tire; and we 
read, in the Edda, of four pri~naval rivers of milk 
flowing from the teats of the cow Azcdhzcltrbla. In 
all these accounts, these rii-ers are only branches 
of an original one, called Swarg/~ngh, or M a d & -  
chi, in the Pacrdn'as: in the Edda all rivers tlerive 
their origin from that qalled L'luer gelmer; but in 
scripture 1t has no name. 

It rises from under the feet of VISHNU, a t  the 
polar star, and, passing through the circle of' the 
moon, it falls upon the suminit of Mirzr, where it 
divides into four streams, flowing toward the four 
cardinal points. According to Genesis, this river 
went forth, watering the garden of Eden, and of 
course winding through i t ;  from thence i t  was 
parted, and became into four heads. The Pawti- 
n'ics use the same expression, but in a literal sense; 
and suppose that these four branches pass actually 
through four rocks, carved into the shape of four 
heads of various animals. The Ganges, running 
towards the South, passes through a .cow's head ; 
hence India is called the  country of the Cbw, its 
inhabitants are descended, according to some, from 
a cow, whence they are styled Guu-vnnsas, they 
were originally Go-pdlts, or simply Pallis, or shep- 
herds. To the West is a horse's head, froin which 
flows the cltacshu or oxus: and the inhabitants of 
the countries borderil~g on it, are of course As'vus, 
or Turangamas, horses or rather horsemeq. Ac- 

VOL. VIII.. Y 
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cording to Scripture the house of TOGARMAH, or 
THORGAMA, as he is called by CEDBENUS and SYN- 
CELLUS, traded in the fairs of Tyre, with horses. 
Toward tlle East is the head of ,an elephant, from 
which flows the river Sit4 : and to the North is a 
lion's head, from which flows the Bhadrusanzh; 
hence this count , the same with Siberia, is called 
the kingdom o f t  "l e lions: and there was actually 
a powerful Tartapdm tribe called the tiibe af the 
lion. 

The Raudd'hists have no rivers cm MLm; but 
place the origin of them in the South-West quar- 
ter. The reason of this is, that they place the  
seven duGpas, or ranges of mountains, with their 

' seas between Mdru, and I a d ~ ;  or Jambu-hipa. 
These seven seas, or rather the river of milk, 
winding seven times round Mkru, is the ori- 
qinal nver, which re-appears in the South-West, 
and there parting, becomes into four heads of ani- 
mals, the same as in the Purcin'm. But the rivers 
are very different, being the Ganges, the Sind'lw 
or Indw, the Parhkiu or BroRmtt-pactra, which springs 
from the head of an elephant; and for this r e a m  
upperTibet is called the kingdom of the elephant, 
though these are no  elephants there at  present. 
The other river, toward the North, issues from a 
lion's head, and is called Sttci: it is the O w -  
These four rivers spring from the roots of the tree 
Jambzl, of a most extrava,gant size. The Batad- 
d'ltists seem to know but of one tree of knowledge, 
and granting all our wishes. The Paurdn'ics have 
many, which they call Cirl@mrlcsha. There is but 
one in the Mosaical account, and the JIwlnaazls 
acknowledge but one, which they call Tuba: and 
our ancestors boasted of the famous Ash-tree 
Ygdrdsil. This river of milk, winding roulid Mh, 
is not peculiar to the followers of BUDD'HA; I re- 
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member seeing in one of the Purddm, that the 
heavenly Ganges winds seveq times round Mlru  ; 
that is between that mountain, and the dltaipa of 
Jdmbu. The Styx, according to mythologists in 
the West, went nine times round the world; for 
nine was a favourite number among them : and the 
ancient Goths reckoned nine worlds, or dwbas. 
The elevated plainr of M6ru are perhaps the ,high- 
est spot, or at least the liighest flat in the old con- 
tinent. Its height toward India, and China, is 

: i t  is not so considerable toward the 
orth, and is still less toward the North-west, Kfodigious 

where the ascent between the Lithinos-pyrgos or 
stone-tower, and the station of the merchants 
ttading to China, is by no means very difficult. 
The Lithinos-pyrgos still exists under the name-of 
Chalsatoon, or the forty columils ; and is famous all 
over these countries. 'The station of the merchants 
is still their place of rendezvous to this day, and 
is called Tuct-Soleiman, or the throne of SOLOMON. 
The Lithim$-pyrgos is at the extremity of a small 
branch jutting out of a range of mountains to the 
left of the road, or to the Xorth, and projects to- 
ward the South, and ends abruptly in the middle 
of  a plain. Its extremity, consisting of a solid 
rock, has been cut into a regular shape, with two 
rows, each of twenty columns. The front part is 
in a very ruinous condition, and the upper row of 
columns remains suspenrled from the top : the co- 
lumns below answering to them, with their enta- 
blature, having been destroyed. It is a most won- 
derful work, and ascribed by the natives to super- 
aatural agents as usual. 

At the distance of a day's march toward the East, 
is Hoshdn, or Oshn, called also OosA, or Owsh: 
there .begins a chain of n~ountafns, from whicli 
springs a rivulet called Aschon by STRAGENBERG : 

V n 



the range itself is called Aidzin by Major RENNELL, 
in- his map of the twenty Satrapies of DARIUS 
HYSTASPES. Tliere'ends the country of Rokhdra, 
and begins the empire of China. It is a famous 
pass, and is naturally the rendezvous of the mer-' 
cl~ants trading from the West to Chilza. It is - de- 
fintled by a fort, now in ruins, and on a small 
peak near it is a very ancient building, like a 
tower, of a wonderful structure, called the throne 
of SOLOMON, near it is a mosque of curious marble. 
Then, for ten days, there is nothing remarkable; 
the ground gently rising. and falling ; and yoti ar- 
rive in the vicinity of miiles of lead, which is ex- 
ported all over the country. Two days f ~ ~ r t l i e r  
you eater the plains of Cushgha, which is one day's 
jouruey further. . 

This account is takkn from the journal of a Ris- 
sian, called CZERNICHEF, ~ 1 1 0  travelled that way 
from Boliitdra to Cashn~ir, in tlie year 1780, and 
was kindly gi\;en to me by P. WENDLE, a t  Luck- 
nozrl. He had been made prisoner on the frontiers 
of Siberia, by tlie Calmaclzs, apd sold as a slave t o  
the Usbeck ~ a r t a r s .  His master, who was a mer- 
chant, went to trade to C&shg.hhr, Ybrc'hand, and  
Cnshmir ; aud, being pleased w it11 his behaviour, 
gave him his liberty. In company with some Ar- 
menians he came to Lucknow, \vhere he was relieved 
bv Sir E'YRE COOTE, whose geiierositg enabled him 
t6 revisit his native country. P. I V E ~  DLE repre- 
sented him to me as a plain honest man, and with 
his master he had lei~rned Persian enough to make 
liimself untlerstood. Iiis route froin Cogend to 

I Ycirc'hancl is as follows : 
From Cogmd to Cucata . . . . two days, 
J?drh~'fhl, . . . . . . . . . , . one day, 

. Gherribd and ChBfsatoon . . . two clays, 
Ifoshdn pass . . . . . . . . . . one day, 



. . . . . . . . . . .  ' ~ e a d  mines ten days, 
To Girrel, and entrance into 

. . . . . . . . . .  the plains two days, 
Chshghrir, with a mud fort . . one day. 

Tn the mountains to the right of the road from 
Cddghdr, to Yirchnnrl, he was tolcl that the I~zdus . 
had. its source. Accorcling to tile account of some 
natives of Samarcand, the first part of the route 
~ t a n d s  thus : 

Lbjend, 
Climbhdam . . . I . . . . . . . . .  10 coss, 
Cucan . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  19 

. . . . . . . . . . .  . Murghulrin 15 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Nemukhdn lo 

. . . . .  Tukt-Sol~mcwz or Oush 10 

Their account mas from report ; for they never , 

had travelled that way. Cdnbddam seems to be 
the Candeban in STRAHLENBERG'S map : C'ocan or 
-Cucnn, the Cqena of the Nubinn geographer: and 

ernukhdn is the Namagan of STHAHLENBERG'S. 
he Lithinos-pyrgos seems to be the Clzfor Aacabrt F 

of the Nubian geographer, which must have had 
something very remarkable to be thus noticed. 
One dav's march toward the East is the fort and 

ass of ;4.stas, A t s ,  or Btshan. The fort on a high 
gill was built to put a stop to the incursions of ttlc 
Yicrli~, from Bagharghar or Tancabas, whose capi- 
tal city was thirty-seven days march to the East- 
wa1.d. From Astas to Tobbot, there were ten days 
march, according to the same geographer, who , 

meant Crishghdr by it, perhaps, because the cara- 
vans to, ant1 from Tibet met there; and hfr. D A ~ -  
Y I L L E  is of the same opinion. In ITLUGBEG'S ta- 
bles, and in the Ayin-Acberi in the printed copies, 
we read Rzis instead of Ozlsh : the distance bet wee^ , 

cogend and Owh is about one hundred and thirty 
Y s 
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miles, which agrees tolerably we1l:with the above 
account. 

Between the rayges to the North and South of 
N6ru, the Pauranzcs place two other ranges of  
mountains ; one on each side of Mdru, and in a 
North and South direction. The Western range, 
called Gand'hamtidana, does really exist, and an- 
swers to the Corncedi mountains of PTOLEMY, called 
also Cumuda in the Purdn'as. But the Eastern 
range, called Mhlyavdn, and answeriug to the 
former, exists but in the imagination of the Pau- 
rdn'ics; symmetr certainly required. it, and this 
was enough for t i; , em, 

IX. I n  the v'& Pu~Cra'a~ we are told, that the 
water or Ogha of the ocean, coming down from 
heaven like a stream of Pmrita upon M&u, en- 
circles it, through sevm chaasels, for the space of 
@,OW Yojmca, and then divides into four streams, 
which, fdling from the immense height of M k ,  
rest themselves in four lakes, from which they 
spring over the moantaino through the air, just 
brushing the summits. This wild account was not 
unknown in the West; for this passage is tjans- 
lated, almost verbally, by PLINY and Q. CURTIUS, 
in speaking of the Ganges. Cwn magno fragore 
ipsius stutim . fontis Ganges erumpe't, et magnorum 
fnontium juga recto alveo stringit, et ubiprimvm 
moliis pla~tatzes contingat, in quodam lacu kospitatur. 
The words in Italics are from PLINY *, the others 
from CURTIUS 7. ' 

These four lakes ape ,called A T U ~ Z ~ O ~ '  in the East; , 
Mhnlzsa in the South; in the West Stodd: the 
fourth, is the North is called Mahd-Bhadrcf. 

* PLINY Vl. c. l a0 ,  .+ CURTIUS VIII. c. 9". 
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From M d m - S e r m a ,  or, according to the vulgar 
pronunciation, Mrinsarau~; the lake of Mdna or 
Mdmsa, issues the Ganges. According to PUKA'N- 
.GsR, who accompanied the late LAMA to China, 
and had seen that lake in his way from L u s ~  to 
Lddac, it .is called in Tibet, Ch-Mdpanh, or the 
lake of ~ C i p a d t .  I n  tbe LAMA'S map it is called 
Mapama: but PU~AN-GIR,  a well informed man, 
asswed me that its true name was Mdpnh. It 
was probably written at  first Mapam by Portzcgue~e 
Jesuits, in whose language the letter M, at  the entl 
of a word, has a nasal sound, as it had in Latin, 
and is to be sounded like the let* N at the end of 
a word in Frmch. 

This lake i; constantly celled Wnsaraur by 
pily~ims ; but there appears, according to the Pm- 
rants, to be another, a great way to the North ; 
this they call Bidu-Sarmara, or the lake formed 
by the Biradu, or drops of water falling from t l ~ e  
hair of MAHA'-DEVA, when he received the holy 
stream, from on high, on his head. There is cer- 
tainly some cenfusion in the Pur(mfas about MBm- 
&romra; and we must h e n  acknowledge two 
lakes of that name : one on the summit of J ~ ~ T w ,  
and the other to the South of it: for the sacred , 

books cannot be reconciled otherwise. In that case 
+!nclec-snruwma, npeationed but aeldqn, is the same 
liylt11 the Southern &lanu-scdrouara. The great 
,Wbna-sarouara, which proceeded from the heart of 
J~RAHMA',  is on Mdru, and tbe four great rivers 
issue from it : but from this Mansarazlr, Sauth uf 
,Mdru, the Galzges is the only river issuing. It is 
of course tlze aayw with Bin&-saraur, or the lake 
N;ibafih af &me of Tibet. 

According to PURA'X-GIR, this lake is situated 
GQ e1evati.d plaincovered kith long grass, to thu 

Y 4  
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North of which is a conical hill called Khyem-lung, 
an& dedicated to MAHA'-DEVA; and which is in- 
serted in the map of the LAMAS. but w i t h o ~ t  name, 
and with two roads endlng there. It is one of the 
Southern peaks of mount Cantaisch, which rises 
above the rest to an amazing height. A small 
strea,m, rising behind the subord~nate peak of 
Khy~'m-lu)g-, is consitlered by pilgritus as the source 
of the Gnnges. There ended the survey of the Lama 
mathematicians; and the countries to the South, 
and South-West, were added afterwards, from the 
report of natives. During the rains the lake is said 
to-overflow, and several streams rush down from , 
the hills ! but they soon dry up, even the sacred 
strean] itself not excepted. 

According to PURA'N-GIR, and other pilgrims 
from hdia ,  this extensive plain is surrounded on 
all sides by peaks, or conical hills, ,but very irre- 
gular : toward the North they rise gradually, and 
a little beyond the sugar-loaf hill of Khyrrm-lung 
begins the base of Cnritaisch. Toward the East the 
range of peaks is very low, forming only a serrated 
crest. To  the South this crest is much higher than 
toward the other cardinal points : but, to the North, 
the mountains beyond the crest are very high. 
The Southern crest is very near the banks of the 
lake. The lake itself forms an irregular oval, ap- 

roaching to a circle, but the two inlets or srnaller 
akes to the North are said not to exist, for Pu- P 

RAN'-GIR'S route was to the North of the lake, and 
close to its shore, and he did not see thern. Pil- 
grims are five days in going round the lake, and 
the place of worship, or Gombah, is to the South. 
It consists of a few huts, .with irregular steps down 
the banks of the lake. The Ganges issues from it, 
and during the dry season its stream is hardly five 
or six inches deep. It does' not go through tb 
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lake called Lalzken i n  the maps; i t  flows to the 
South East of it, at  the distance of two or three . 
coss. This lake is called in India the pool of'K.n'- 
VANA : and because lie is the Lord of Lnncd ; his 
pool is called the lake of Lnnch, or Lnnken, in the 
maps. 

Tl~e lake of Man-snrau~. is men tionecl hy PLTNY, 
as I observetl before, ant1 it is probably the same 
that is mentioned by CTESIAS, who says i t  was 
eight huntlred atada in circumferellce. hi. POLO 
describes it as to 'the West of Tibet, but :does not 
mention its name. I t  is noticetl by P. ~IONSEHRAT,  
who accompanietl the Emperor ACBAR in his espe- 

, dition to Cabul, in the year 158 1 .  l i e  calls it Rlrin- 
sareror, and, from the report of pilgrims, places it 
in thirty-two degrees of latitude Worth ; and about 
three hundlttl anci fifty miles to the North-East of 
Serhind. The 'first Europea?~ \vho saw it, was P. 
ANDRADA, in the gear 1694 : and in the years 17 15, 
and 1716, it was visitetl by the ~llissionaries P. 
DESIDERIUS, and EAIANUEL FREYEB. 

The Burmahs call this lake Anauckit, and place 
four heads of animals to the f o ~ ~ r  cardinal points, 
from which spring the four great rivers ; and thus, 

, in  the opinion of the divines of Tibet and Am, this 
.lake is the real Mhn-saraur. From this clescription 
one might be inducecl to suppose this lake to be the 
crater of a Volcano, but much larger t l~an.any now 
existing. CTESIAS says that a liquid matter like 
oil was swiniming on its surface, and was carefully 
colloctecl by the inhabitants, and M. POLO aclds, 
tha t  pearls were found there. The pilgrims I have 
consulted knew nothing either of this precious oil 
or  of the pearls. They shewed me, however, small 
pebbles, some like pease, others as big as a pigeon's 
egg, which they told me were found on the shores 
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I of that lake, and that pilgri~ns used to take a,few 

of them as relics, to give to their friends : and I 
was presented accordingly with some. They are in 
general as trapspareat as the purest chrystal, and 1 
should suspect them to be pieces of chrystal, broken 
and rounded by mutual attrition, occasioped by 
the motion of waters; 

To the West of this lake springs the Sita-Ccint'hb, 
probably the Sitocatis of ARRIAN. It it3 calletl also 
the Miech'hh-Gangci, or impure Ganges : and is sup- 
psed ,  by some, to be the same with the 'Satlaj or 
S~tloiki in the Punjdb : this erroneous idea seems te 
originate from its being called by pilgrims Sitibdci : 
but its true name is Sttodci, nearly synonymous with 
Sta-cdnt'hii. The famous JAY A-SINH A, Rujuk of 
Jaypocr, sent people as far as the Cow's-mouth, and 
they found that the Sitodb, after flowing for a con- 
siderahle space toward the West suddenly turned 
to the South, came within two miles of the Cow& 
mouth, and fell into tihe Gangea about siateen coss 
lower. 

To the East, or para, is the Arzimda lake, lite- 
rally the water or lake of Aru~a'a or D m  ; and it 
is called to this day Orin-nor, or t4e lake of Or&, 
and from it  flows the yellow river, the St6 of tbe 
Pwhdas, calkd also Para-Gaddaca, or Easterr% 
.Gan'dica. 

A P A S ~ ' A ,  o r  to the West, is the Sih& l ah  
from which issues the Apara-Gan'dicf or Western 
GanJdkd, called also Chec8hu in the Purhu'a, Oxua 
by the Creeh, and Cocehzc by the natives. This 
lake at  the source of the O m ,  is noticed in some 
maps : b th;: natives it  is called Cwl or the lake ; 
and by Jeroim huthorn Dirr-saluin; sccotding to 
Sir W. JONES, in his life of NADIR-SHA~~ ; &a- 
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rara, in Sanacrit, signifies the lake of the Gods, or 
the divine lake. According to them i t  is near the 
mountains of An&mas from the Sanscrit And'hu-la- 
nma, or Ad'R-Tamas : both words imply darkness ; 
but being joined together, im ly it in a superlative P degree ; and it is tbe name o one of the divisions 
of hell. On their suinmit is the Bel~r,  or dark coun- 
try of the maps. The Ant'hema mountains are calletl 
Sacr6nthema by BERNARD GOEZ.  An intelligent and 
well informed native of B i d w s k ~ ~ ,  and royal mes- 
genger of that country for forty years, under . 
AHMED and ZEMAN-SHAH, iqforrned me that Sw? 
Anthema is the true natne ; that aer or svrreh signk 
fies in his country, etad, h t t ,  or border, and ap- 
pears to be the name of a place near the Antheuzts 
mountains, as Ser-Hind, or on the borders of Hiad: 
This lake is said to be three days journey in cir* 
cumference. The Oj.us does not spring immedi- 
ately from it, but at  the distance of fifteen miles te 
the West i t  emerges from the ground. The &skg 
i a  the sacred stream which sanctifies the. waters of 
the O w ;  but by no means the main stream, which 
is more to the North. It is so with regard to the . 
Ganges, the sacred stream of is called Alaca- 
nmda, and is but a small river, the source of which 
i s  twelve coss to the North-East of Bodaridsramq 
and, I believe, about 130 miles froni Hardwr%r. 
From the lake to the hills to the Eastward is aq 
extensive lain, called S1Erhgh-C'hopirn, or the 
plains of C .f opawn. There are four laces there mew b t~oned by GOEZ, Ciarcizsmr, or /ihr~C'hadf the 
four cedars, like the four cedars, or pines, .perhaps, 
near Cashntir, calletl Chh-Chmur also : these fbur 
trees nu longer exist '. Sarcil was explained to mq, 
by CAMBER-ALI, the king's messenger, by &re& 
- - - 

Mr. FORSTER renders the word Chtmdr by p h  1- in hh 
wco~nt of Cmhmir, aud be is prhap right. 

\ 
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cul, or Ser-cul close, or on the borders of the lake : 
and Serpnnil by Ser-pamer. These mountains are 
called in the Pudn'us Cumuda, the Comrvdi of 
PTOLEMY, and Anjana br Crlshna the black moun- 
tains. CAMBER-ALZ gave me a dreadful account 
of them from report, for he never saw them, bu t  
at a distance, 

The fourth lake in the North is called ,iMabh- 
Bhadrh, which is probably the lake Suisnns, from 
w!~ich flows the river Irtiz. As the epithet ,Maha 
implies a great lake, L am sometimes inclined to  
suppose i t  to be the same with the lake Bailcal; 
but it is too much out of the way : though I illust 
confess, that its distance call be no objection with 
the Puurtjn'ics. Besides, the I3aikal lake is called 
'to this day Sze:eto-~fiore, or the holy and sacred sea, 
and the country about it, ant1 all along the Ergone, 
or Argon, is considered as holy by the Hindus, who 
occasionally visit this sacred spot. EI I L, in his 
travels, mentions his seeing a Ilij2du there from 
Madras. STRA H L E N  BERG saw allother a t  Tabolsk, 
who, i t  seems, hat1 settled there. I have seen two 
who had visited that country, one was called Areef- 
wara, whom I mentioned in my essay on mount 
Caucasus. The four sacred rivers springing from 
the Mhn-saroaarn, accordin to the divines of 5 Tibet, are the Bramb-putra, t e Ganges, 'the Izdm, 
and the Sit&. The Ganges is the only one that 
really issues from that lake, or if the three others 
do, it must be through subterranean cl~annels ; and 
such comn~unications, whethcr real or imaginary, 
are very common in the Yurdn'as. .The Sith may 
he the Si'todh, Sitbd4, supl>osed to communicate 
with the 'Satlnj or 'Satodara, thus called from ita 
hundred branches or bellies, through which it is 
supposed to fall into the sea. 
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/ The hzdu was supposed formerly to hare  its 
source not far from Afdn-sarmara, . which P. Mo,N- 
sERnAT places in thirty-two de~rees  of latitude 
North; and 'the source of the Yndus in latitude 
3e0 15: the difference of longitude between the 
source and the lake 1" 45'. 

The differeice of longitude between Delhi, and 
Munsarovara is according to MONSERRAT 5' 2'. 
This places M h a r o c a r a  in S 2 O  2' of longitude, 
and both its longitude and latitude are remarkably 
correct: but what is more surprising, the good 
father was ignorant that the Ganges issued from it. 
ABUJ, FAZIC places the source ot the Indus nearly 
in the same latitude wit11 Cashmir, but eighteen 
degrees to the Eastward. T i e  Itzdw has its source 
four or five days journey to the North-West of 
Ydrc'haud, according to  CZERNICHEF : i t  runs 
rhence in a direction South South-East toward 
Lddac, and within two days journey of i t :  nay, 
merchants, who trade from India to Chhgkar, say 
it can be done in one day. The Indw then turns 
i~nnlediately toward the West, taking an immense 
sweep round Caslrmz'r; and the place near Lriclnc; 
where i t  turns suddenly to the Westward, has been 
mistaken for its source. 

X. The followers of JINA in the Trai-locya-der- 
pan'a represent the old continent, as consisting of 
two concentric dwipas, of the same superficial ex- 
tent. They call the wl~ole world Arai, or .4'dai- 
dwipas, 1iter:tlly the .two and half Islands. The 
t w o  first dzuipas are Zambu in the centre, and 
Dhdtuci: and they are divided by an intermediate 
sea. The ivhole is surrounded by the ocean, in ' 

which are many islands, cailed, in general, Antaca - 

o r  Anfa-mai-(I-aipcrs, or the islands at  .. the . - ,  anta (end, 
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or extremity) of the world. The  first of them is 
the W-hi te Island, and the last 8wayambhw~a-dw&a, 
called Pzcshcara in the Purddas. . 

Reyoncl this is the half-of Pushcara, the '&ant&- 
bhumi of the Yurdn'as, which surrounds the worId, 
as well as the mountain of Mhnasottara, called 
LochEoca by the Pauriin'icg. ~ e y o n b '  t h b  circular 
range is the other half of Pushcdra: but as it is out 
of the world, i t  is not included in their system of 
geography. 

I n  the division of the old Contirient into nine 
parts by the Paurirn'ics, Blr61-ata is edoneously in- 
troduced : i t  should be Ndbahi. For AGNID'HRA, 
the son of PRIYAVRATA, the eldest son of ADIMA, 
had nine sons ; called NABA'HI, ILA'VRATTA, CIM- 
PURUSHA, HARIVARSHA, CETUMA'LA, BHADRA'S'VA, 
RAMAN'ACA, HIRAM'MAYA, and Coau. Thus we 
read in Sanchoniathon that PHOS, PHUR, or PHLOX, 
answering to AGNI'DHRA, be a t  sons of vast bulk, 
whose naines were given to t e countries they in- 
habited. 

i 
PR~YAVRATA had ten sons, as we have seen be- 

fore ; ainong whom was AGNID'HRA. Three with- 
drew into forests ; and the seven remaining were 
a pointed to rule over the seven great divisions of  
t l! e world, called the seven &$as. The great 
urandson of AGNID'HRA, called BHARATA, gave 
:is name to the country South of Himhlaya, which, 
under that denomi~lation, was originally confined 
to bzdia; but i t  is now made to extend from sea to 
sea,along the range of the Snowy mouptains. This 
we are told in general in the Pur6n1as: but i t  is by 
no means the case, as it mill appear from the parti- 
cidazs, that Bhhata ,  forms a semi-circle round 
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Mdru, beginning in the West in 'fifty-two degrees 
~f latitude, or nearly so: being, as i t  is declared 
in the Purdn'm, in the shape of a Cow. 

To King BHARATA, MAHA'DBVA gave eight 
sons and one daughter, called ILA', or Cumdr6, em- 
phatically the Maiden. A new division of the 
Earth took place according to some; but the ge- 
neral opinion is, that i t  was only a partial one. 
Be this as it may, it appears that, out of the ten 
divisions of the old continent, Bhhrata, included 
nine; Curu, in the North, being excepted and left 
out. 

According to the Prabhdsa-c'han'da, the names 
of these nine c'han'das or sections are, reckoning 
from the East toward the West, Indra-IEzelipa or 
Ga~zq'harva-c'han'da, Caseru, Tpmrapurn'ah, Gab- 
hastimcin, Cumciricd, (India), Nagd-dhan'da, Saamya, , 

Varnn'a-c'hmida, and G a n d ' h a r v a - c a d  again. 
I n  the Rev&-c'hanfda, their names are thus exhlbit- 
ed ; Gnd'hama, Cafsem, Tamraparn'i, Gabhasti- 
mhn, Curndricd or I~zdia, Nciga, Saumya, Yarun'a, 
Chanfdra-&uipa. 

In the same section we find another variation; 
Gand'harva, Cdseru, Yamrapatra (erroneously for' 
Ta~nm-purn'ah), Shilastica, Curnhricci (Inclra), Bhci- 
ga-dwipn (probably for Ndga), Suz~mya, Varun'u 
and Chanfdra-dwipa. The first and the last divi- 
sions are, in general, called Ghand'hama-c'hadda, 
k i n g  supposed to be the abode of the Gods, with 
their usual retinne of heavenly musicians. Through 
the seven remainink divisions, seven rivers are sald 
t-a flow. They have a common source in the lake 
from which issues the Ganger. To the East are, 
the Nalini, flouring through Caderas ; the Phmi,  
$bough Tamapurdh; Hkidini, through Cabhas- 
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timrfn. To the West, the Sith 'or Jmar t t s  flows 
tllrollgh the country of C'arun'a; the C'hacshu, 
through Saumya; and the Sind'hu, .through.Nhga- 
c'han'du. Between these, in the middle, is t he  
Ganges, which flows through Cumhricci-c'han'da or 
Azdia. 

I n  tile Vdyz~ Purcina, the ori .in of these seven R rivers is tlius described; Nort of Cailhsa is the 
Gazcra mountain, at  the foot of which is the Bindu- 
sarocarn, or lake with golden sand. There w r ~ ~ t  
B H A G I H A T ~ ~ L A  to fetch the Ganges, called Y'riyat'ha- 
g-rE, because i t  goes through thrce paths, or chan- 
nels. 

There he obtained the Ganges from MA HA'-DEVA, 
which dividing into seven streams or piths, is 
called, from that circumstance, Saptad'hd. The 
Sifd goes through countries inhabited by the Si- 
rind'lzras, the C'untalas with long hair, the Chinas, 
for this is considered as the native country of the 
Chinese; til~e Barbaras, Yavasas, Druhas, Tusitci- 
ras living among snow, Culiudas, Ancas, Locn- 
varas. The Sitd goes towards the West, and falls 
into the sea of salt water. 

The  Chacshu flows through the countries of tlie 
'Chi/zamunus, or C'hinanzen, Y'anganas; Sarva-Chlieas, 
Sand'hras, Tzrshciras ; I'urnl~acus, read Lum~acus, 
Pahvas, Daradas, 'Sacas or Saxons. 

The  Sind'hu goes tlirough Daradas, Ccip'mirm, 
Garad'hhras or Gandari, Yavnnas or Grccb of Bac- . 
trin, Hrldas, R hotas, the K hodot)s of ?he Bassurics 
of Uio~aysius *, 'Sit.upr/ur.as (living in the town of 
'Siuapura, or S/leopoo~*), I1zdrah6sas fidhntis, l'isnr- 
jayas, Suind'harcrs, (livil~g on the banks of rhe 

+ S T B P H ~ N  of Ryzartium ad vocem. 



Sind'hu), Rattd'hrachraw, &~Irmat1as, Bhiraro- , 

hcas, Sud-mw'hss, U7dd'hamad. The Ganges 
flows through the Gand'ha~vq, Cimzgrm, Yac- . 
siras, Rkshasas, V;idy&dYharas, U~agaa (or large 
snakes ; these are tribes of demons, gqod and bad, 
in tbe hills), CciIapagrhntuem, Pdradus, ' S v i g ~  
n'm* 'Svss'm Cirdtas, Pulimia, Cwawus in Cum 
abotat TamMar, Sam- Bhdratm, PaacRQlas, C&i 
or BePlares, Mat as, Magad'has (or South.Bahur), 
Brshmttmas, Tw, B a n e ,  Colingas, Tamra- 
lt$tas (or Tamhk), Sam-Bhdrata or Samdrata, 
ae pronounced in thi  spoken dialects, signifies a 
native of India: and I am told, that it is used, 
though very seldom, in that ense. The HErhf 
or Brahmhputra goes through the Niskhdus, Rdc- 
$hasas, Lrpa-Bangas, (or near Bengal), the Dhiva- 
ras (or boatmen), IElshicas, Nikamuc'hae, Ceralas, 
Oshtacardas, CCdtas, Cdodaras, V i d a s ,  Crt. 
&a, Swa?rofabhdshitas (living near &ma-gum, 
or Sbaargaum, near Dhacca.) 

The PLtwant flowe through countries inhabited 
by the Apat'hm, or whose country is without paths, 
then through the large lake of Xitdrad'hyuzartta, 
through tlze C'harpat'has', living near difficult 
passes, the Imiras'an~bupat'has, the Mod 'Ayzmd'hQ- 
nas, the Nurnascdras, the C u d a - p r h a a ,  then 
Mls into that sea, in which is Indra-&)@a, and 
which joins the sea of salt. The Nahti goes , 

th~ough the Tomarus, remarkable for their quivers, 
8s implied hy their name, through the Haasa-mhp- 
gcas, or those living near the paths of the Ansees, 
or water fcwls, that is to say, among mai-shes; 
through the $a-hun hacas, or who seen1 to repeat 
incessantly the words hmg hang, like the Chinese, 
then, after forcing its way through many hill@, h 
goes through the Carnlaprd~aran'as, or wearing 
ear-rings, then through the ds'm-mc'k$, horse- 
VOL. VIII. 2 .  

'* , 
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The dzjipa of Indra, a very large island, appean. 
to he Japan: for it is described as the island of the 
rising sun, which is the meaning 'of the words 
Japan or Gepuen. The Nalinf, called Si~zd'hu, or 
Rlara-Attock by.pilgrims from Ikdin, is the Hoang- 
ho or Cara-&loran. It is called the great Attock, . . or fbrbi'dden river, because strangers are seldom 
perildtted to 40 beyond it. This forbidden river 
is ndtlced by PLINY *, though he does not nien- 
tion its name. I t  was equally forbiddell to those, , 
who came from the West, on the part of the Ro- I 
mans (negotiutores nostri), or to those who came 
from I~zdza. For there were two roads fsequented 
by merchants, according to PTOLEMP, from the me- 
tropolis of China ; one leading to Bactra, and the 
Western countries, and the other to Pulibothra and 
India. 

faced, Sicatas, parrot-faced, Paroatamanus or hilI- 
men, and Vidyhd'haras, and falls into the Maho- 
dad'hi, ' or p e a t  sea. 

The Pdoani is probably the river of P6 or Bhb, 
and .calIecl Pa-chu or water of P d  before i t  inters 
China, where it  js called Kin-sha-kSang; and 
Yangtse-kynng. The lake of hdrad'hyumm is 

robably that, which covered once the province of 
Fu-@aq, and was drained up in great measure 
by one of the Emperors of .Chi?la; some extensive 
lakes in the lower grounds still remain. The epi- 
thet of Namdpc&r&a is well adopted to the Chime, 
from their polite an y:.; seremonious behaviour, with 

The learned in Tapal, consickr the Brahndputra 
to be the Hlidini of thei; sac;-ed books. 'I'hev 

, 
bowing, kc.  

I 
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came to Benares, about nine years ago, a most re- 
spec table native from that country, called BHA GI- 
RAT'HA : being very old, he wished to die on the 
banks of the Gan es, at  the holy place of Cadi. f He had been to C ina, and favoured. me with a 
short account of his journey. There, he says, that 
the Burram ooter is the same with the Hkidini, 

. and that t I! e Hara-moren is the Nalid. This 
river, says he, is also called, by Hindu ilgrims, 
the Burrah-attaca, or great Attock, or ? orbidden 
river. He had promised to favour me with further 
articulars; but soon after, the venerable old man 

Ereathed his last on the banks of the G a h . ~ .  
- 

The dwfpa of Chan'dra in the West will appear, 
in the course of this work, from the Purdn'as, to 
inqlude the British isles : but as it is considered 
here as one of the nine grand divisions of the Em- 
pire of Bhbrata, the Paurdn'ics must have com- 
prehended under that appellation a more extensive 
region @together, than the British isles, and in- 
cluding the Western. arts of Europe, under the 
name of liguria, or Jwr, which I shall shew - 
hereafter to be synonymous with .the counti-y of 
Chan'dra, or Lunus, emphatically called Udpn, or 
the Lord of the Zodiac. The king of the dwipa of 
Chan'dra being cansidered as a vassal, was occa- 
sionally summoned ' to appear before Eis Lord Pa- 
ramount; with all the Kings of the world in India, 
at least, accordi.ng to the RevB-ch'an'da, a sectiw 
of the Scandu-purcin'a. 



Xisf OJ M o u ~ m ~ n s ,  R r r ~ a q  mi C~VJU*BXM, 
from the PUEA'N'AB, a d  o t b  .&oh. 

I 

I. IN tbs Brahmhn1&-Pur&ailr wa hava the I 

&Uowing list o f  the mcarntama, rivere, a d  coun- 
tries in the Empire of BHA'RATA. 1 
To the East it is bounded by the tribes of Ck& 

#at, or shepherds, living in the b i b  to the Nortla 
and North-East o f  Bengat; ta tbe \Vest, by bh6 
Yavanas, or Greeks o f  Bactriana. The four great 
tribes live in the middle, and there y o  wven prin- 
cipal i-anges of mountains, or eula pmtw : M m  
Ilendra, toward Madraa, Malay#, op. tkr: ~t Q# 
Maktbar, Sah3a, toward Powvah, S w t i d v ,  &YR. 
sha, Vin'Aya (the Bind hills), and Par(p4tra. 

The in&rior mountains are Mne&m, Yihgh~, 
Dctrdura, CeUChda, Sawram, Ahiruica, Yjk Ma, 
fiparoate, Czatuca, CtWasm'ls, Tmgaprsast'ha, * C' r& 
d g i r i ,  GoJKanp,. Hmi-pamuta, Pushpqiri, J e m  
to, Rttivrftaco, near the Revd, or Nw& river, 
In these rnoblntainous countries live the ' A m  

. MCech'haa, or foreigners; ascl all these mwsoina 
are in tlx Deccam. 

The principal riwrs are Gwng6, SiPe'dhu, &rayw 
ztati, Satadru or Satlaj, Chan'drakkaga w Chinab* 
Yamuna or Jumna, Sarayil or Sarjero, Airavati or 
Ravy, Vitasta or Bidasta, Vipos'a or Beya, Dmica, 
Cuhu, Gomati, D'hutpapa, Bf kud&, Drishadvati, 

I CaLls'ici or Cosa, Vrltiyci, ~Virvirci., Gan'daci, lcshu, 

* Section of  the Eartl~, 
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M l f B  : all & e x  flow f rob  Himmat, ot the Lowy 
mountains. 

Yedamrltf, YedavatZ, Vratra 'hd,  Sind'hu, 
~dn'dk, ChwtZrt~R, Sadynbii, -$fahi hear Curnbq, 

. Pdrh, Charmanzratf YiddL, Vidtrdvatt, or Be@& 
tiver, ' &pr& near w i n ,  Avanti: all these riters 
flow f m ~ 1  the msuntains d Pbriycttra. Son&, 
N a d d ,  Sumahddrztrnh, Mandiei~zt, Ilaudm'4 
&om Chitracri'tlf, Tarndsd, Pippald Smdt, Cdrd- 
tafrd, Currdtyb, Pis'hehkd Chifotp(llb7 P@dsd, 
J&7~ekuZd, Y&hkhint ,  Sineraju, fIsit6ctimat!, Mat- 
.-add,. Tridivd, &ram$: These are born from thk 

Rfcsha i w n  taias. 

me TdpE Taptj, Fqmlidi, Mmind'hyh, Madrh, 
Mahadld, Virt'avct, Vaitaran'i near Cztttm, Sini- 
b a h ,  Cmudaatt, Ned, Mahd-~aari, Burg&, An- 
rnddild ; aP1 these 4prmg frmn tge VVind'hya moun- 
$&IS. G d k r k  BMrnarete&', Cr?shnrf, Ydu, $o~zl 

juh4, T~dcngabh.hadrh, & p y g $  Cavert: i H  these 
a m  from the $a& mouhtains. Crithrrihdd, 2'knt- 
raparn'f, Carmaj6, Fttdyatriva ti, fh m the iWalnyh 
mountains. Trisbd, RYtz~ulyi, Dracshali, 2i.i- 
&ti, E&ngb&&, Fms'arE'hurd: These procegd froip 
the motmtains of Mahend~a. 

R&kic.ct, &mdi.i, a&snIfa@, -WanZcrah%i~S, Cry- 
@, Pd&h42i, f&m the mountains of SUtti?~z&~r; all 
these r iven flbw immediately ihro the ocean. 
This is not tiue, For the Igurascpti, E'anlwzci, Go- ,- 

ma+!, &. faH iato the Ganges. 

Then fob~lr d. list of-' cai~nfiieis : die name3 are. 
irt tk plural, an& of course sigrtify tl~e inhnljitali ts' - 
of these cou~tries, 47z.n~ near Tuhnerm, Put2chrila, 
\ W a  ur' Sdbva, Javgali-z, S'krnseim, the S-liruse~zf 
of' Amraw; Bk&m&faj BWhd, Pat'hes'zcard, 

21 3 
* 



Vatsa, CisrZshta, Culya, Cpntakz, Ccis'icos'aiu or 
Benares, Tilinga, Ma.gadYha, Vrica: these are in 1 
Mad'hyades'a or middle of India. 

In  the North of the Sahya mountains rises the  
Godheri:  on the banks of the Crlshnd, are exten- 
sive and famous districts : there' is the mountain 
Govadd'hana, made by I N  DRA ; through RA'MA'S 
pleasure it is Swerga, or heaven. There BHARAD- 
WA'JA built a town, with gardens and pools. Yhh- 
Zica Balk, Yhtad'hhna, Abhira or Pallis, in Can- 
deish ; Cdlatoyaca, Aparita, Sddra, Pahwava, Chap- 
ma-c'han'daca, probably the C h a r m  of PLINY,  
Cambga, Cij or Coj, Roh-Coj or Arachosia, Da- 
rada Darda D m u r d ,  Barbara or Yarvara Priya- 
Zauclca, P fna, Tushdra, or snowy country. Bdhya- 
todara; there live the descendants of ATRI and 
BH A RAD w A'J A ; Prast'hala, Cm'ervca, Lampdcas- 

- t'hcinaca, those who live near the sthdn of Lampaca 
or Lamech, now Lamgan ; Pidica, JuhGda, Apaga, 
Alimadra, there live Cirt5tas;or shepherds ; Tomaro, 
Hansadrga ,  Cds'mira, Tdqgam, Chlilica, B&wq 
in the Yayu Purhn'a, '4huca,  Purn'a-darua, 

8 

To the East are the And'hravbCd, Sujaraw, An.: 
'taragiri within the hills,, Bbhirgiri without the 
hills, Plawangaua, Angeya Maluda, or MdMa, Md- 
lavarti, Brahmot tara, Pravijaya, Bh6rgavlingeycr, 
Art'haca, Pragjyotisha, now Gohati, in Assum, 
Munda, Yideha the country of the famous JAN AC A : 

, Tamraliptica or Tarntook, h i l a ,  the Malli and 
mount Mallus of P L I N Y ,  toward the  gang^, now 
MaCbfioom in Midnapoor, Magad'ha, or South Ba- 
Ihar, Goviltdyha. . Toward the South is Pdddya, 
the country of PANDION,  CeraZa, Cerala-ddaI 
Chailya or ChoEa Coromandala, Culya Setuca, Mtk 
shica,' Gutncina, Mahh-Rasht'ras Mah6-rattas; M&- 
hishica, Colinga, Abhira, or Pallis,' Vaishiw, A'tu- - 
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q a ,  living in the middle of thick forests, Vara, 
Pulinda, Yind'hya-mumica, Vaidarbha or Burra- 
Nagpoor, Dan'daca, Paunicd, Maunica, As'maca, 
Bhoga-vard'hana, Nairn'ica, Cuntala, Aszd'irra, 
now Telingana, Udbhlda, Nalaca, Aliw. 

' The next are in front of the Yind'hya mountains : 
Suryciccira, CIOImdna, Durga, Cdlitaca, Puleya, 
Surala, Rupasa, Thpasa, (these are probably the * 

Tabassi of PTOLEMP; for, ill the Dekan, they yro- 
nounce that word Tabasa,) Surasita, C a ~ ~ a ~ c h r a ,  
Ncisicya, Antara-Narmadci xvi thin the hTarmatki, 
Bhdnu-Cach'ha, Mciheya, 8cis'wata. 

T h e  followinq are behind the mountains of 
yind'hya : ~cikava ,  Carwho, Mecala alon the 
Narrnadd, called also Mecalct, Utcala, or 8 r i q  
Lfttamcirdna, Dw'hran'Li, (the country of Dosarene, 
in the P E R J P L U ~  and P T O L E ~ I Y , )  Bhoja, Cislz- 
cind'haca, Tosala, (the Tosale of PTOLEMY, and 
Jesual of European travellers,) Cos'ala, Traipura or 
T$perah, Vaidica, Tumura, Tupura, J'I7atasul.a near 
Naishad 'ha-des&, Anaya, (in the Vhju  Pu?.ir?l'a, 
Anuya,) Tu~z'dicera~ Yitihotra, D'halzanjaya. - 

There are also other countries called Nigurhara 
for Nagarhara, called Naliierhur i l l  the Ayzlin 
Acberi, near C&bul, Hansamul.ga, the ff unlsa, pro- 
bably the white Hunni o f  Cosnl~s INDOPLEUSTES, 
in the sisth century, and who inhabited the upper 
part of thef'altjhl. Their chiefs were called C'ollas, 
and it is related, that once tbeir army besieging a 
city, drank up all the water round i t ;  as water i s  
very scarce in that country, it is very possible. Dar- 
oa, Sahanhaca, l'rigarta, Mdlaua, Cirdta Tdmasa. 

IT. In the Varh-sanhita, an astronomical trea- 
he, there is a Inore complete list. In Adqd'hyanj, 

z 4 
F .  
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middle or inland country, are the hllowing hibes: 1 
, Bhadra, dripneda, Ma~'&vya, SaAzva, Mp, Ud- , 

jihdm, Mkru, Vatsa, Ghosha, Yilmmu, Sdraswata, I 

Mat= or Matsyu, all these are Mad'hyanzica or in 
the midland Mat'huraca, AM- Jyotislza, Dhamtb- 
ranJa, Ju?.asena, Gauragriva with' white necks, 
Uddehica, Petle'dya, Geidcidvatt'ha, Pd~$&6, S;aeeta 
or Ou& and Benares, Canca, C u m ,  Cdlaceti, C'u- 
m a ,  Pdriydtra (said to  be at the m r c e  of the 
Chumbul), in other Pzcrd~'as it is called M p d t r a  ; 
Naga, Audzcmbara, Cdpiskt'ala, Gajkhvuya. To- 
ward the East, are the Anjarea, Vrfghabha, -D'hw$a, 
Padma, Mdt'yauatgiri, V$gkm-neuclha or T y p  
faced, Suhma, Cdrvat'a, Chcin'drapura, Su yacarana, 

. c'hasa, Magad'ha, Sioirgiri, the mountains of the 
8iviras. (These' no longer exist as a nation : their 
name, in the spoken dialects, is Sur'r. They are 
said to  have heen very powerful once in  the G d n -  

etic provinces, as well as the Hur tribe, who no 
n g e r  form a body.) T h e  Siviras, or Sibim, are 
the Sabiri of N O N N U S .  Mit'ltida or North Bahar, 
Samatat'a, Un'dm,' Asvavh&m or horse-fbced, Ikzn- 
duraca, Prhcjyotisha, the Lauhitya river, C%hfPvtdo- 
Samudra, the sea or lake gf pi&, Pec~wkddz or 
,Canibals, [Jdaya-giri, Bhadra, Gaddaca those of 
GaLda or Gaur, (the Corygazus of PTOLEMY,) 
Paun'dra, Utcala, Cdd, Mecula, Ambash fa, ( t h  Am 
basta of ARRI A N ,) Ecapada or single-footed, Tmra- 
liptic; or Tamlook, Cos'alata, called Tos'ala-Cos'aEaca 
in  the preceding list, Yardd'hadnaZ or B u r h a n .  

In the South-East is Cos'ak, Culkga, Banga, 
Apa- Balzga, Jat'nra, Anga, 'Swlica, Y-darbhs, 
Yatsa, And'hra, Yaidica, Urddhva-cdnt'a, w i th  high 

- necks,) Yrlsha, Ndlicera or NdficeJa, Sicmatrrs, ac- 
I cording to the Yrihatcat'hb, Charma-&o@a, Vid'- 

h.ycfntaravbsi~za, (living in  the interior parts of 'the 
Yind'hyap mountains,) T r w a  or Tipperah, ' 8 ~ ' -  
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rud'hara, Hema-cli'ta, Vyilagrfva, (with necb 
like snakes,) Mahhgrlva, (long necks,) Ckhcind'ha, 
Cdnthka8t'haN, Nishhdha-rhkt'ra, Purica, Rm1&ra- 
#'a, Nagmzparn'a, 'Sabura, a wild race. 

, In the South is Lancd, or the peninsula o f  Ma- 
&a, Chlhjina, Sauricam'h, Thlicata, Girinagara, 
Malaya the Mahbctr coast, Daradura, Mahenctra, , 

MctZiPuira, Mhw-Cack'kcz, Carco~a, Tanca, Vana- 
h i ,  'Sivica, C'han'icha, Cauncan'a; ' A  bhira, 'Aca- 
m, Vm'a, Avantaca, Dasapuru, Gontardda, C'era- 
kca, Carn'ht'a, Mdkt'az~i,  Chittra-Czita, Nisicya, - 
Cbbldgiri, Chola, C~auncha-druip6'h, '( the islands of 
tlte water fowls o f  lacfa-dines,) Jafcid 'hara, C h e -  
y a ,  Rz'shyamuc'ha, Yaidurya, 'Sandha, or islands 

. of shells, (they are tnore generally called Baratla . 
and Barola; hence cowries are called Barafas, be- 
cause they come from that country). ilfuctcitri 
Vdrieharcr, D'harmapattana-&uIpa, an island, oppo- 
site to D'harrnapattan. (D'harmapattan was for- 
merly a lace o f  some uote between Calicut and 
~ a w a o r .  ,f Gadardshfra, Cryshna-Yellura, Pis'ica, 
Abyddr+, Ceceurnanaga, Tumbavana, Cdrmhdeyacn, 
Ydmyodad'ki the sea o f  Yama, or Southern sea, Td- 
psddrama-Rlshiw, Carrchipura, Caqjivoranz, China- , 

pattana or Madras, Devttrshica, Yinhrilu or Ceylon, 
Blshnkha, Bula-dma-pattanp, or Mahd Ralipura, 

, POW Mmelivoram, Dan'dacarzana, Timingala, S a d -  
bhakul, Cach'ha, Cunjarada1.2, Tamraparni. 

I n  the South-West is Pahmava, Carnboja, Ara- 
, ehoaicr, Siad'hu, &uvtra, Vhclamuc'hu, Ambu, Am- 

bash t'a, Campilla, Narinzuc'ha, 'Anartta, Phedugiri, 
Yawana-mdrgana, (those who live toward the passee 
leading Into the countrv o f  the Ydvnnas, orGreeks o f  . 
BACTRLANA, or the frr.o;~tiel.s o f  theycivalzns,) Canz'a- 

I p r h r d a ,  Sabaraca, 'Szidra, Barbara, C'iratn C'hntu- 
da, Cravykc'hya, 'A Dhira, Chanchzicn, H L ' I I ' ~ ~  it =i, 



Sind'hu-Calaca, Raiubaca, Surhht'ra, Bddarn, 
Dravida. These are in the great sea, -or near the 
great sea, il.1a.n1imdn, Meghvdn, Vanoglza, Cshurarc 
pnwa, -ASTAGIRX, APARA'NTICA, a t  the end of the 
West, Sdnatica, perhaps Sintica, Haihayu the Per- 
sians; Prasastddri, Ucchna, Panchanada, or Pan- 
jiib, Rdmatci, Pdrata, Taracshica, Jringn, Vais'yu, 
Canaca, 'Saca, Nirmaryddamlech'hns. These are 
impure tribes living on the borders. In  the North- 
West, fMan'davya, Tushbra, liila, Hala, * Madra, 
As'maco,' Culu, T(rlaha, (Strirnjah) or Amazones, 
Nrysinhaaana, C'husta, T7en'umati, Phalngulzrca, 
Aguruha, i&ruha, Turuca, C&?maranga, Ecavilo- 
chana, (one-eyed,) Svlica, 'Dirghagriva, ,or with 
long necks. 

T o  the North is Cailisa, IIimaaLn, Vasumhngiri, 
D'hanushmdn, Crauncha MPru, Uttnra-Curu with 
the epithet of Cshdramina, or N.orth Curu under ' 
the lesser Fish, or the lesser" Bear, 

Caicaya Cabul, Yisciti, or Yrimuna, Bhogaprasta 
or Ha?.d'it.ar, A?-jundyana, Agnid'hra, Adars'a, An- 
taradzpipi, the Doab between tile Garlges and the 
Jumna, Trigartta, Tahora, Turagdma or As'aa- 
muc'hrz, Ces'ad'hara, Chipitnhsicp, Driseruce, Vh- 
tad'hdna, 'Sarad'hdna, Tacsha-gilr ip the Vrlirat- 
cathd, (these are called Tacshila, the Tpxila o f  the 
Greeks, and the ruins of which are to be seen be- 
tween the Vetastri and Azdus,) Pushcnlrivata, Cai- 
nhtaca, Cant'ad'hdna, Ambara, Mndraca, Mdlaua, 
Paulrzva, Cach'ha, Dan'da, Pingalaca, IMdn'ahala, 
(now Manh61 in the mountains to the North of 
the Panjdb,) Hzin'n, (the Hunnoi of COSMAS,) Co- 
hala, Siitaca, ~Vbn'davya, Bhtitapura, Gand'hara, 
Yasfovati, Hemathla, R(janya, Cnchara, Gnz1y4~ 
Yazcd'lzeja, Sameya, 'Sydnzaca, Cshemad'hurtta. 
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To the North-East (it should be to  the North- 

West,)  is &Ierwa, (the mount Meros o f  the Greeks,) 
Nasht'a-rdjya, Phshupala, Cira, Cbmiru ,  Abhi- 
sdra (which includes part o f  Cris'mira to  the North- 
Wes t  : this was' the kingdom of  ABISARES ; by 
Abhistira they oftener understand C'cjs1mi?.a,) Da- 
rada, Tangan'a, Cirldta, Sauritya, Yana-rashtra. 
Brahm-pkra, Ddruada, Amaravcina, R@ya-Ci'rhta, 
China, Caulinda, Pdava,  Lola, Jatdd'hara, Cumha, 
C k a ,  Ghosha, Canchicn, Eca-chav-na, Sucarn'a-lrhzi, 
Yasud'hana, Dtvishta, Pauvaril, Chivara, ATivu- 
sanar, Triwtra, (or with three eyes,) Mu~!jddri, 
&ma, Gand 'ha rva. Then PcinchLla, MLgad'hica, 
ChZinga, 'Avartta, 'Anartta or Dwciraca, Silzd'hu, 
$awira, Jfdrhtura, Madrba, 

To the South o f  the Jambud,  Prayaga, or -4IZa- 
habad, Narmadd, Ardd'ha-'Son'ct the Sone, (IT hich 
is considered as the half o f  the Narmadci,) Undra, 
Yanga, Suhma, Calivga, YLhlica' or RaD, 'Saca, 
Yauann, Magad'ha, 'Sabara P~.ci.gjyo~is//u i 11 Assurn, 
Chinu, Camboja Arachoaia, Mecala, Cirhta, lyicnfd, 
Bahirbnta-'Saila, (within and \vithout the hills,) 
Pulinda, Dmvira, (all these are South o f  the Yct- 
mund,) Chambd, [Ldumbara, Causdnzhi, l/eu7i, Jlclnd'- 
hycit'nvi, (the forests o f  the Vznd'ltyan hills,) Culin- 
ga, Pun'dra, Goldnghla, 'Sriparmta, J7ar~1d'/znnzh~, 
or Byrdrccin, Jeslzumati, Tnscara, (a tribe o f  rob- 
bers,) Pdrnta, Cantara, Gopawija, jrushnd'hiinya, 
Catisca, Taru-Canaca, (or golden tree,) Ihhana- 
sisha, Samaras'ura, Bheshnjcz, Bhishnca, 'C'hntusll- . 
pada, (with four feet,) Cr'ishicara, Nrlpafrinsr~t~ . 
Phpapspi, (these are tribes o f  rol~bers,) I'yaldranya. 
(the woods o f  snakes,) Yashoyuta, Ticshn'a. (the 
Sun rules- there,) Girisnlila, Durga-coshala, MuI.z~- 
cach'ha, A'i'amudra-Romaca, (the sea o f  Rome,) Ilir- 
+hdra Vakar~ctsi, Ttrncada, Halo, Strirnjya, and 
the islands in the ilfahd1.n1ava, or great sea, Mad- 



kacra-rasa, Cwzsma Rab, some read Midhwr; Ra- 
eaca, Sarmplrala, (t f is last is the name of the coun- 
try at  the source of the Gangea, according to the 
divines of Tibet, and the lake Sw-MapanR m m s  to 

ha, Jfutsctica, Aha, Mauddcial, Uttara-paiddyu, 
or North Pandu, on ths banks of the Hy8lnspea. 

I 
be called by them the sea of Mtztroh)'Salila-mani 
the jewel of the sea, Lavan'a the sea of salt, 'Ssnir 1 

Between the river Shd'Ru and Mot'hura on the 
Yamurdi, is Bhdrata, and the Sauvfraa, (&f+ in 
the spoken dialects,) Sugkna, D'tvya, (a river, the 
Vz$dgL or Beyah,) 'Satadru, 'Satlaj, the country of 
Rdmnta, 'Sdfava, Traig-artta, now ThhwaA, Paw 
r m a  or country of Puru, (Porus,) Prnbashts BAD, 
near Tanehsar, Dhanya, Yand'heya or country of . 
Yacdd'h a, Ayoud between the Yetastd and Sirzd'ilu, 
the country of Saramnta, Arjzc?idyana, Matsya, 
Ardd'ha-grhnar, Hastytis'vapr4 Mangalgra, Paah- 
;;car, Sacta Cirrunjla. The following tribes drink 
of the waters of the Aircivatf ; Ravy, Vita* and 
Chanfdrabhbgd, the Prast'hn Ins, Mdlawcr, Caicuya, 
Basarn'u, Lrsliiunra. The country of Caietya is 
aeknowledgcd to be CaQul, and M b h  is M a h ,  / 
and of course they cannot drink of the waters of 
the above mentioned rivers: such blunders and 1 

inaccuracies are very frequent in the Purbda~: in 
the present list Cds'rnirca is !placed to the North. 
East of India : and I could point out many more. 

111. The Tacsha-silas mentioned in this Iist, a* 
called TacsAilas in the Vrlhat-cnt'ha, a d  their, 
cmn-try is said there to be on the banks of the 

. Vitast&, or Hystaspes. They still exist as a nu- 
merous tribe, under the name of 'Syahs or 'Siyaltzs, 
and are clividetl into sever21 branches ; the 'Syhlas 
proper, those. of 'Sydl-cote, of. 2ehung-'Sydl, whose 

~incipal town is ealled Yekacngsirilan, by Major 
P l E N N m ,  the ~ a c - ~ j ~ ~ o r ,  8ic. 

1 



The immense ruins bf Tacshaila, as it is spelt 
also, cover a vast extent of ground, upon which a 
town and several considerable villages have been 
built ; but these ,ruins are now mere rubbish. The 
SydZas are exceedingly p r o d  of their antiquity, 
talk of ancient heroes, yet they remember nothing 
OF ALEXANDEB, and his conqnests. They are a 
fine race of men, tall, boM, d generous, like 
their neighbou~s the Chlftars, the Chateri of Dro- 
~crsus, the Sicilian; the greatest part of the ktter 
are still Hintlus, and I have seen several of them 
at Benares: a d  their tribe is well knowh in Pn- 
jf b. The @&as, aud ChSt&~.s are certainly a dis- 
tinct race in that part of the country. The Syrilas, 

I or TacrJ,gslailas, or Silirs are also called sin] ly g Tmhas, as wellpas S~rilas. The Syrilas say, t at. 
the ancient laarm of their city was Uda-&grip 
and Hud that of their country, from one HVD- 
VALLALA, ar the shepherd, caLierl Y U L C U L E ~ H  by 
Porsia~z authors, and LILAIOS, by the Greh* .  
The countxy of Had is calkd Hodu, in the book 
of Esther, and seems to have included what is 
wlled $znd by Pemitut writers, at least the North- 

arts of it. It is called Yud~dlzeycr in the 
?w&'aa, and A@ or Aywd by Zw+n trauellar. 
of the sixtwth century. 

Serai Rawaut, called Ru&ut by Major REN- 
NELL, is built upon the site of lucshikr, near S e r b  
PwM. 
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CHAPTER THE THIRD. ' , . . !  

GEOGRAPHICAL EXTRACTS from the PURA'N'AS:. 

I. FOR t11e.satisfaction of the reader, 1- shall 11 
give a few specimens,of the geographical style of 

* the Hi~ldw, in the very words of the Paurdn'ics. 
The first specimen is from the Brahmcin'da-purcin'a. 

Now I shall describe the Iength, and breadth of 
8 the eafth ; an4 give a true account of the seas and ' 

islands. Between the seven islands are thousands 
of smaller ones. I shall now describe the seven 

I 
islands, with the Moon, the Sun, and the planets, 
with their dimensions,' to the satisfaction of man- 
kind. I shall describe the nine divisions of the 
island of Jamby which exists from old, their ~ length and circumference in Yganas. The breadth I 

of Jambu-dwipa is 100,000 of Yya'anas : i t  is very 
large, beautiful, and circular. It includes nine 
divisions, with mansions full of living beings ; i t  
is surrounded by the sea of salt; the breadth of 
which is equal to that of Jcanbu-dwlpa. Six ranges 
of mor~ntains, with their divisio~ls or countries, 
extend toward the East; which on 'both sides, 
East and' West, join the Ocean. 

Himaprayn is Himmhn, or full of snow : Hema- 
czi'tacn, full of goM, is Hemarocin: Nishad'ha re- 
splendent with gold, like the rising Sun : il&h 
of gold of four colours is the greatest of moun- 
tains ; its body appears high in all its dimensions, 
of many colours all round, united by the skill of 
PRAJA'PATI BRAHMA'. Eastward it is white, like 
the offspring of RRAHMA', born from the navel, of 
VXSUNU; South it is yellow, and appears like g 
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Yais'ya. On the side of Karun'a, West, it  is like - 
the dry leaves of a tree; and like' a 'Sddra, looks 
Mdru of many'names. North i t  is red, and looks 
like a Cshetri: these are conspicuous from their 
'colours. 

Like the Yaidhrya, or Lapis Lazuli gem, is the 
Ni la  mountain : 'Swetasrhga, abounding with 
gold, and 'Sr'ingavrin like the feathers of the pca- 

- 
cock. These are the chief hills, like so marly 
kings ; inhabited by Sidd'ha.9 and Gand'harwns. 
The  spaces between them are 9000 Yojalzas. In  
the middle is Ildvrata, round Mbru, a space of 
9000 Yojanas, and this mount Mkru, like fire 
without smoke, stands in the middle. The sur- 
face oE the Earth stands one half 011 tlie South of 
Mkru, and the other half on the North. Between - 
these seven divisions are hills; their breadth is 
2,000 Yojanns each, 'and 2,000 Yojanas their 
height. 

I have mentioned the breadth of Jam6u-dze.ipa, 
now the two middle ranges Nila and Nishad'ficz, 
are 10,000 Yqjanar. iess, ( t r a  the  B/d,pcata I000 
only). 'Stzeta and Ihrnacdt'n, likewise 10,'OOO less 
'than the two former in length, and so are Hinza- 
vCi)z and Srilzgnvtin. In these sewn Countrics 4 I e 
seen the footsteps of living creatures, with h ~ l l s  
here and the~c ,  as if scattered a t  random. The 
Country below Himarat is RhBratrz I)y name : be- 
yond is Haimackt'a w1:1i Ci~npurushn: beyond is 
Naishad'hn with golden peaks, and the country 
of Hilrivnrskuoz : and beyond Warivarsham is 
M i r u  and I h r a t a r ;  beyond IlEorata are the Nils 
mountains, and the ~ o b n t r ? ;  of 1C~myacn; bcyoncl 
Ra~nyaca 1s Hirar2'nznya;' beywid this IS 'Sringa, 

; and the Country of Curu. I<now that the coun- 
tries South and North of dfiru, are shaped like a 
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haw. These are four districts renatkable for theit 
length, between them is &rat& The division 
of,  the surface behind Nishad'ha is called the I 
Southern division: the division beyond N&z i s  
called the Northern 'one. South of NU#, and , 
North of Nishad'ha length-wise, and towards the - 
East is Mhlvm&n, a thous& Ydalra~: high, like 
Nil0 and Niahad'ha. Its length is .%k,t)Oo Yojanae, 
W a t  of it is the mountain of Gand'haddams. 
Its length and breadth like MhI$tz~hm's. ' ID the 
middle of a sort of circle, is Mdret high a d  of 
four colours ; of four sides is this golden molilatain, 
the greatest of alL 

These four sides are remarkable, as they ace the 
fbur aths of the five affections of the mind, from 
whicg a they rrnswer to thgfroc c k v w t a ,  are prp 
duced all living beings. 1 

, The great Gon, the great, omnipotent, omni- 
scient one, the greatest in the world, the great , 
Lord, who goes through all the worlds, incapable 
of decay, and without body, is born a moulded 
body, of flesh and bones, ma&, whilst himself was 
mt ma&. His wisdom and power ervades all i: hearts ; from his. heart sprung this adma Lotor 
like world in times of old. I t  was then in this, 
that appeared, whm born, the GOD of Gods with 
four faces, the Lord of the Lords of mankind, who 
ruks over all, the Lord of the world: when thia 
flower was produced by VISHNU, then from his . * 
navel sprang the worldly Lotoo, a h n d i o g  with 
trees, and plants: then the dimensions of this 
worldly bas became obvious to the sight. 

Round it are four great islands or countries: in 
the micldle like tile germ is 3347au thus called; 
a great mountain of various co1o.w~ all rot&& 
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t d ~ a t d  the East palq& -it is- white, 1 say : yellow 
toward the South : apara Westward it is black ; and 
to  the North red like the dawning mom b6lhrca. 
I ts  height is 84,000 Yojunas: 16,000 below the 
surface of the. Earth. In the middle i t  is hob 
low like the germ of the Lotos, Its breadth 
is abwe 38,000 Ygancls: its circumference twice 
that, added to it. Round it are four larger coun- 
tries, and many smaller ones, BhadrQJ'va, BM- 
ratrt, C e t d l a  to the West, and to the North 
the Casravas, Curu, in the sin,plar number; in 
which are men abounding in righteousness. The 
circumference of the germ carn'ica is 90,000 
Yganas, the internal circumference is . 84,000 : 
the stamina, filaments, or chives ces'Qrajci6a ex- 
tend length-wise to the n~irnber of 100,000; 
and their circumference is 500,000 Yganas. The 
four petals are 80,000 Ion$ and as many broad. 
I am now going to describe this great and won- 
derful germ carn'ica, drupe, or pericarp. 

It cohsists of 100,000 angles : BHRY~U says 
SO00 ; SA'VERNI 8000; VARSHAPANI 1000: BHA'- 
auRr sayq i t  is square ; GA'LAVA that'it is hollow ; 
GRA'MYA that it is like an egg, with the broad 
end below. URD'HVEI'N, like three twisted locks 
of hair, whilst others will have it to be spherical. 
Every Rls'shi represents this Lord of mourltains, as 
it appeared to him from his station. BRAHMA', 
INDRA, and all the Gods, dectai-e, that this largest 
of all mountains, is a form, consisting of jewels 
of numberless colours ; the abode of various tribes; 
like gold, like the dawning morn, resplendeilt, 
with a 1000 petals, like 1000 waer  pots, with 
1000 leaves. 

Within i t  is adorned with the self moving cars r 

of the Gods, all beautifill: in its petals are the ' 

abodes of the Gods, like heaven : in its thousdnd 
VOL. VIII. A a 
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,p?tals they dwell wit11 their consorts. There re- 
udes above BRAHMA', God of Gods, with four 
faces, the greatest of those, who know tbe Ye&, 
the greatest of the great Gods, also of the inferior 
ones. There is the court of I~RAHMA', consisting 
of the whale Earth, of all those who grant the ob- 
ject of our wishes : thousavds of great Gods @re in 
this beautiful court ; there the Brahmarishis dwell; 
i t  is called by all the world Manoacrti. There in 
t l ~ e  East is INDRA for ever to be praised, the God 
setting upan a .uirn&a, resplendent like a th~usand 
suns. 'l'here the Gods and tribes of Xishis are 
always sitting in the presence of the f o ~ r  faced 
God: these the God makes happy with his r e  
splendence : there the Gods are singing praises tq 
him. There is the Lord of wealth, beautiful with 
a thouaand eyes, the destroyer of towns : the 1% 
draloeas enjoy all the wealth of the three worlds. 
In the second interval, between the East .aucl tlle 
South, is the great virnd~ta of Agni orfie, with a 
great resplenclence, variegate,d with a hundred 
sorts of metals, resplendent; ant1 from .whom 
sprang the Vedns: there is his court; be does good 
to all, and Ins name is JI'VANI', in the mouth of 
w11om the sac& elements of the koma are put. 
There fire ANALA, the greatest of Gods, is seen in 
his proper for111 ; he who gives delight to all the 
Gocis. 

On the tliird side, in this very same nlanner, 
know there is the great court'of VAIVASWATA- 
Y A ~ ~ A ,  called by mankii~d S u-SANYA bra'. Thus 
in the ilex t 01- fburth, is the court Skbhk of the 
Lord of the corner, or country, of .Nairltcr : his 
court is called Crlshnti~gand; his name is VIRU'- 
P ACS H A', with a disug?.eealk cofmte?~alzce. On the 
West, know that there is the court of VARUN'A, 
called 'SUBHAVA~~I '  : Now toward the North, in 
the North-West; is the c ~ u r t  of YAY u', called 
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GAND'HAVFTI. In the seventh corner is the &hhd 
of the h r d  of the Zodiac, called MAHODAYA', his 
seat, most beautiful, is of l~ahddya, or lapis k%di. 
In the eighth corner is the seat of IS'A'NA, or 'SIVA; 
its colour is of fervid gold, and i t  is called Yas'o- 
mtf. I'btse are the great and. beautiful uimdnas 
in the eight corners of the eight most benevolent 
Gods, called Indra-mlcc'hyns. There dwells on the 
summit the God of Gods, with four faces. There 
is tbe beautiful court of BRAHMA', served by tribes 
9f Rlsh:  it is called M a m a t &  by illankind. 
There the Rhhi~, the Gods, and Gand'harum, the 
Apartbas, the great snakes are the attendants,. 
most fortunate, and constantly lifting up their 
bands, 

Such is this Carnlica, or germ, abwe the surface 
of the earth. Its circurnfepnce at the surfice of 
the Earth is 48,000 Yqanas: This Mdm, above the 
surface of the Earth, is declared to be a hill full of 
inhabitants. On all sides, iu every eouutry, are 
maqddci, or dividing mountains. La these coun- 
tries are mountains with seven channelq oile from 
each hill, with beautiful peaks, like gold, yellow, 
with many streams : without, there we three ehan- 
nels, and as many within Jat'nra, and Deroa-ck t6, 
are two hills to the East. Their length is from 
North to South equal to that of Nihz and Nishad'- 
ha : Caikisa and Hinzavdn are S.outh and North of 
each other: their length is East and West, jutting 
into the sea. Of this Mbru very high, and of 
gdd, the supports, or buttress like nlountains, I 
shall now describe, like so oiany feet on four sides : 
10,OQO Yejaw is their breadth ; and they are adoin- 
ed on all sides with great uimdnlis. East is Man- 
&va, South Gand'hamhdana; 14pula West, Supdrs vn, 
North. Their thousand peaks .are so many seata 
adomed with black and red coral. There are foul 

. A a 2  
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large trees, each with as many roots sa-mula, and 
branches with thousand smaller ones, all beautiful, 1 j 
and with flowers : these trees are the largest in the ~ 
'dre:ipas. On the summit of the Mandara moun- 
tain is a beautiful Cadamba tree : its fruit is like a 
great waterpot, with flowers, with open Ca l i c~ .  
Its fragrance is felt one thousand Yqanas, and 
above, all round : consider i t  then as a large flag: 
from its excellence, the country it  is in, is called 
Bhadrhsf.ja. Here is seen R~SHICES'A, BHAGA- 
VA'NA, and he, with numerous Lidd'hm, rules 
there; here HARAHARI the great, the white, did , 
obtain the tree Rzrdracadarnba; he who does good 
to  every body. No great man,< fa?nous and learned 
among the bipdes, ever saw this whole island called 
Rhadrds'va. The Jambu tree, most beautiful, is on 
the South of the mountain of ikfkru; the fruits of 
which are Amrltcalph?zi, like those of the CaQa- 
vr'icsha, and fall on the summit of the mountain. 
From this mountain issues the Jambu river, flowing 
with honey : in i t  is found the gold called Jcimbu- I 
nada, with which the Gods are adorned. This 
flag-like tree is in the Southern part of the h i p a ,  
and is called Jamb21 by mankind : from i t  Jamb* 
druipa derives name. 

On the Q u l a  mountain, toward ,the West, is 
the Placsha tree : from this flag-like tree, or C&u, 
the country is called C'etac-ll/I4la; the Gods, and 
Gand'harvas worship it. O n  Supars'va, in the North, 
on its summit: is a large tree, the Nyagrod'ka: 
its large branches, and their circumference extend 
many Yojnnas all round. Thus I have described 
the flag-like tree of the North, Curus. There 
are the seven Cu'ravas, or Curzrs: for C'uravn ;s a 

ural form, truly fortunate, ant1 who obtained 
appiness, unalterable, most exquisite in this world, 

for a long time : and after them this island or 
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- country was called the seven Curavas, o; Czrow 
simply in the singular number. 

This will suffice to give an idea of the geo)pa- 
phical turn of the Hindus, and I shall leave oft, in 
future, the descriptions of mountains, dales, and 
lakes, as if viewed through a prism, omitting the . . 

enchanting buzs of ' the sis-footed Bhranznra, a 
beetle, or rather a large black bee,jitcus, or drone, 
the names of fravrant flowers, and precious stones, 
with which the hi2dtu are as ~uuuh delighted, as 
children are with the bare names of sweetmeats,- 
and ,flowers jumbled together. 

11. In the description of Bhadrhs'va, or China, 
as we have observed before, the Paurhn'ics take 
peculiar notice, that this extensive country had 
never been visited by great men, that is to say, 
by men of learning and respectability. The au- 
thor then ives an account of the four sacred. 
streams in t % ese words : 

1 

Hear now what divine streams issue fr9m the, 
lakes, abundant with ogha living waters. The 
water of the Ocean, coming g.. from heaven upon 
Mkru, is like amrjta; and from i t  arises a river, 
which, through seven channels, encircles J4drr4 
for a space of eighty-four Yyantls, and then di. 
t i des  into four streams springing over the fotir 
sacred hills, toward the four cardinal points. One 

es over Mandara in t11e East, and en- 
circles stream t f?' e beautiful grove of Chaitra-rat'ha, and 
falls into the Arztn'odd, or Arun'a lake, and goes 
thence to the mountains of Sitanta, Sunzanta,' Su- 9 
mnjasn, Mhdhyavanta, to Yaicanca, Man'i, Rlssit- 
abha, from hill t o  hill ; then falls to tlie groulld, 
and waters the country of Bhadrh'va, a &-mahh- 
&&a, . or beautiful and extensive island, or coun- 

A a ?  
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tjr ; and then it joins the Eastern Ocean near the 
Puma-dwipa, or Eastern island, called, in other 
Purcin'as, the islandaof hdra,  and of the rising 
sun, as implied also in its present CAineee name of 
Gepwn, or Japan. 

The Southern branch goes to Gaazd'hamddana, 1 
from hill to hill, from stone to stone; it encircles 
the forest of Gantl'hamdd~na, or Deva-namdana, 
where it is called Alacanandb. I t  goes to the 
Northern lake, caller1 ,Wunasa, thence to the King 
of mo~intains with three summits, thence to the 
mouutains of Cclli~~ga, Kuchaca, Nishad'ha, Jam 
~dbha, or copper mountains, 'Srccetodara, Sumula, 
another Iiing of hills, Yasz~d'hf ra, Hemadt'a, Dm- 
s'rynga, Pishhchaca, a great niountain, Panchb- 
cht'a, or with five peaks ; then to Caihs'a, tbence 
to Himavat, or snowy range;. and then, this Ma- 
hdbhhg6, or most propitious nver, having watered 
many countries, falls into the Southern Oc-. 
MAHA'DEVA received it on his own head, from 
which, spreading all over his body, its waters are 
become most efficacious. I t  falls then upon Him& 1 
chuh, from which i t  gangs its way upou earth: 
hence it is called Gangd, 

To the West, apara is a large river encircling the 
forests of Yaibkrdjd : i t  is Mahci-bhdgci, most pr+ 
pjtious: it fdls into the lake Sitodd, called by Per- 
szan authors Diva-Sbran: thence it goes to the Su- 
Bacaha mountains, and to the Purn'oda lake, or 
the C+an Sea, to the mountains called 'Sic'hi, 
Cancu Yaiddrya, Capila Gand'ha-mhiana, Pinjara, 
Cumuda Mad'humcintu, Anjana, Muczifa Cr'ishna. 
'Sweta filled with large snakes, to the mountain 
with 1000 peaks, to'the P6rijCita mountain, throu h 
Cetumhla, a large country, then falls into t 
Western Ocean. It is tlie Chaahu or O w .  

%e 
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North from AZhu there falls a branch called Bha- 

drh, and Bhad~rd8mzb upon Supars'va of gold, which 
it encircles; and goes to the lake called Sitodacci, in 
the forest of Bhadra-soma, thence to the moi~ntains 
of 'hncka-cb'a, Yrisha Votsa, Nila, Capinjala, Indra- 
nth, jlfahd-nlia, Hemagrlnga, lSroetasri?lga, Sutmaga, 
to the. mountain with an- hundred peaks. Pmh- 
cara, Dwija-rcfja, VarhAa boar, Ahyura peacock, 
to the 'single ak Jdtudhi ; then after corroding a 
thousand in r- erior hills, i t  goes to the mountain 
with three peaks, to Yishzuid'ha ; then oes into 
the .Northern Ocean. Thie mountain o P Yataa is 
said by astronoillers to be in the same meridian 
with Lancd, and as such is mentioned by several 
#bench authors, as BAILLT, GENTIL, &c. 

Close to the Guizd'hambdana, along the banke of 
the  Apara-Gan'dich, or Western Gan'dich, is the 
country of Cetat-m&a, 34,000 Y?-ja??as in length, 
end 38,000 broad. The Ceturndh are rnighti in 
deeds, strong and powerful ; the women'-'bright 
like the Lotoe flower : and whoever sees them, falls 
i n  love with them. There is the great tree Papdasa, 
t h e  Ygdrad of the Ed&, fro111 which tlow the 
sixth juices. There resides I s ' w ~ ~ r a ,  or Is'A, the ' 

son of BRAHMA'. The proper nan~e of thiq coun- 
t ry  is Cetu, which has an obvious affinity u-itB the 
Cettim of Scripture, a ural forn!, and in the sin- 

authors. 
'I" gular number Cett, an wiih the C<tif of prophane 

On the East, in Bhadrds'va or Chhn, is the 
Puma-Gan'dicb, or Eastern Gaddicd: and the,lengt h 
of its course is the same wit11 that of the Apcl~-a, 
or Western one, In the Var6hn-prr1.6?z'a, i t  is said 
tha t  the course of the Purva-Gan'dicci is 1000 I70- 
j a t w ,  but that of tile Apal-n or Westcrn, is only 

h a 4  
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QOO, which is more conformable to truth, as the 1 Oxa does not fall into the Athntic Ocean, 
i 

The author then. gives an account of the coun- 
tries .round Mkru, as far as the seas surrounding ' 
the old continent. He treats first of the Drodb, 
vailies, or countries situated between ranges of I 

mountains. The Brtihm, Vdyu, and BrahmMda- 
purdn'as, are the 'most copious on this subject. 
The mountainous tracts to the North of India, are 
so- little known. to us, and to the Hindzu them- 
selves, that I can by no means throw any light 
upon so extravagant and obscufe descriptions of 
them, as are to be found in these Purdn'm. I shall 
of course pass them over, after having taken net- 
tice of two curious passages, one relates to the fa- 
mous mountain of Cailhsa or Caiks, the heaven 
of 'SIVA, apd often used by his.followers for heaven 
in general, as Coilus, Coilvm, and Cbila, by the Ld- 
tians. There resides 'SIVA, .called also ARHAN, or 
URAN us i for 'SIY A, like URANUS, presides over 
Astronomy, 

I t  is said to be one hupdred yojanas in length, 
and fifty broad ; and a most extravagant descrip- 
tion of it is given in the Purdn'as. I hare cos- 
versed with many pilgrims, who had seen this fa- 
mous mountain, and they uniformly declared t9 
me, that it is only eight or nine miles to the South 
of the lake of Rhvana, the Lanken of the maps. 
It is about thiee coss long, or sevrn miles, and 
shaped like a mandup, by which they understand 
a building, like a barn. Yaicantn, the heaven of 
VISHNU, is toward Assam; and that of BRAHMA; 
towards Y'nrtary, a considerable way to the North. 
I n  the V4ytc-purolta we read, that in the Souther0 
vallira w,tli regard to M+u, is the immense forest 
of UDU r s n s n ,  in which is the place of abode 00 1 
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'CARDDAMEB'WARA, the eldest son O ~ A D A M .  This 
place they suppose to be in the vast Mediterranean 
~sland, in the Palt.ze iake in Tibet, a very proper 
place for him, and also to the Eastward of Eden. 

But let us pass to the mountains, vallies, and 
champain countries to the \Vest of ilfkru. I t  is 
said, in the Brahmra-purdn'a, that in B/radrri8'vn, 
or China, VISHNU resides with the coun tetlancc 
and head of a Horse. In  Bhhrcita, 11e has the 
countenance of a Tortoise ; in Cetu-nzrila, or E'zcrope, 
he  resides in the shape of a Vurdha, or Boar, and 
he  is described as the chief of a. numerous off'?psing, 
or followers in that shape. He is then i n  Cetzr- 
mhla Yardhapa, or the chief of the Yardhrrs, or 
Boars ; a word to be pronounced according to t h e  
idionl of the spoken dialects, If'hrci;~ci. I n  Clrru 
be  has the countenance of a ilIutsyn, or fish: and, 
of course, he is there Sira-nzatqa, or with tlle head 
or countenance of a fish. He is proba1)ly the 
CHKADO of the Goths, who was represented stand- 
ing upon a fish in the waters. For the extensive 
country of Ciwu is declarecl to be South of the 
Northern Ocean, and North of Afiru, in the Pu- 
rddas. and particularly in the bcginiling of tlie 
Brahma-purin'a. I t  begins ilnmecliately a t  the 
foot of the Northernnibst range of Hills, a little . 
beyond fifty-two degrees of latitude North, and 
extends from sea to sea. 

TII. In the Ydyu-purtin'a, the countries to the 
West of Mdru are thus descritied; and t l ~ c  an- 
thor begins wit11 the vallies, ant1 champain coun- 
tries. 

There are many vallies and flat grounds to tlie 
West of Mdrzc, divided by numerous ranjies of 
hills. About the mountains of $24-bacsha, the Ee- 
cpis af PTOLEMY, and 'Sidhi-s'uilu is a level c.oun- 



t ry  About a hundred yojrrnas in extent ; and there 
the ground emits flames. I t  is a mbst dismal 
place, horrid to the sight, inaccessible to mortals: 
the sight of it, makes the very hair stand. It is 
the abode of the superior deities. There is VIBHA'- 
VASU, or VASU siimply, w110 presides over the fire, 
burning withor~t fttel; he who is the great deity, 
and there fire seeins to hare life. When perform- 
ing holy rites with offerings to the Gods, Inen al- 
wavs give fire his share. There that very fire, 
mhWich one day will spread over, and encompass 
the whole universe, is constantly burning. With- 
in the mountains is the abocle of the illustrious and 
powei-f'ul Gods ; with the place of the Mdtu-linga, 
ten yojanas broad, and there is the hermitage of 
V ~ I r i a s r a ~ r .  I 

Lilte these two mountains are Cumuda and An- 
jnna: betwee11 these is an extensive valley with a 
lake. The Cu~nudn range answers to the ComedJ 
mountains of PTOI,EMP : a l ~ d  the AnjcnM, or black 
range, to the Anthema of Persian writen, as I ob- 
serled befbre, and there is the A'yatana, or abode 
of Vrs13r4 u. 

The st'hhn of VASW is obviouj.ly a volcano itt 
the Al-bzcrz mountains, and a volcailo is really 

, Yristivdyata?zn, or the abode of V~srr  in a derivative 
form : and here nre have the ety molo y of Vesmus, 
Yesurizls, and r l i t~la  or B t n a ,  whic R words have 
been iinproperly di\ricletl. Between the great moun- 
tains CI.j:Fhna and Yfm'dztrn, the black ancl white 
n~ounmills, is a level cbulltry. In i t  is a Pudminf 
lantl, or marshy ground abounditig with Lotos. 
There resides t11e GOD with a thousand bodies. 
Mankind call it Ananta-soda, or Ananiee-sedes, the 
scat of HART, wit11 the title of rlrzanta. In the 
micltlle of the Cumuda mouiltains with a tholisand 
peaks, there is a forest fifty yojanns long, and thirty 
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broad. There is the famous pool of the Apsdrasas; 
many holy 'men live there, and driuk of its pure 
waters, 

Between 'Snncu-cdt'a, or the peak like a woorlen- 
pin, and the Vi-bhebha nlountains,. is the sthuli, or 
country of Yarushaca, Inany yyalzas in length. 
There live the Cinna~;as, UY-agas, serpents, and 
holy men. 

The  tract between the mountains of Capiliala 
and Ndga-s'aila, is t w o  hunclied yojullns in length, 
and one hundred broad, truIy delig!lttul, adorr~ed 
with many groves. It abounds w ~ t h  fruits, and 
flowers of va~ioils sorts. The Cir~rzar.cts, ant1 l i r c l -  
gas, with tribes of pious and good rnen live there. 
There are beautifill groves of Brdcshri or vine trees, 
Nhga trees, or Ndga-dnga, the orange-tree, anti 
plum, or rather stone-fruit trees I t  abounds with 

, lakes and pools filled to the brim, with sweet arlrl 
refres11ia.g waters. What part of i t  lies between 
the Puslrpaca ancl iC3:aht-i-Afcgha nlountains, a t ~ o ~ i t  
one huntlred yqjanas long, and .  sixty broatl, is as 
flat as the palm of the hand, as known to e\wy 
body, with very little water, wr11ic.h is \chitish. 
The soil is hard, and tenacious, \ri thoi~t trecs, and 
even [without grass. 'l'here arc- f e w .  l iv ing  cya-  
tures: and the fcw inhabitants arc without fixed 
habitations: this desert is so tlreal-y as to make 
the traveller's hair stand up. The whole country 
is called Cdnu~za, or Chnnq. l'hel-c arc several lasge' 
bkes, likewise grcnt trecs, and l aye r  gsoves, c;ilie(l 
Cdntci. The s~naller lakes, pools, gro\,es, orcl~al~cls, 
producing delightfiil, juices, arc numberless. 'Yhe 
vallies, depths, lakes, ancl groves are, sorue ten, 
others twelve, seven, eir,.ht, twenry, or thirty 

a, 7 yganas in cil-cumf'erence. 1 here arc. caves, i n  the 
mountains, rrlost dreary a r ~ d  (lark, inaccessil)le to ' 

the rays of the sun, coltl, ant1 difficult of access. 
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I n  that country are Sirld'has, or prophets, with the 
gift of miracles; learned and hmous Brtihrnm, 
bright like fire ; hundreds of th~usands  of them 
are In that country. 

It is truly surprising to find so plain, and sen- 
sible a tlescription of a country in the P u r M a s  : 
for the translation is faithful, and I hare not left 
out, as before, any passage on any account what- 
soever. I t  appears to be Syria in its la]-gest di- 
mensions, anrt which the author calls Cdnun; 'be- 
cause the Cana~zeans, and amongst them the Phe- 
nicians, were possessed of the greatest and best 

art of it, and were, moreover, famous 911 over the 
L t .  

The dimensions in yojanas in general, must he 
'considerably reduced : but there are particular in- 
stances when they' must be retainetl, and such 
cases are by no means numerous. I have noticed 
that  the description of this country was a plain 
narrative, which, if not true, bore a t  least every 
mark of probability. 

The mountains of Capi~tjala, a sort of bird, and 
Nhgn, or of the Serpents, aVe unknown : the re- 
gion between them was 200 yoja~ns,, or about 
900 miles long, and 100 broad, or' about 450 
miles. These are tile dinlensions of Syriu from 
Babylon to the JIediterranean sea. It consisted of 
two  parts, a dreary desert, and the other a most 
charming and fruitful country, with six or seven 
lakes, called seas, the largest of which ,is the As- 
phaltite sea, thirty -yojnnqs in circumference, act 
cording to JOSEPH u S'S account. 

The Paurrin'ics, in their description of countries, 
never . mention, p a t  least as far a3 I can recollect, 
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the vine, and plum, or olive tree, nor the Niigu- 
rhnga, or orange tree, unless we are to understand 
the latter of trees, bearing golden a ples, The E larger lakes, the numberless pools, t e caves in 
the mountains, the abundance of vineyards and or- I 

chards filled with orange anrl olive trees, is per- 
fectly correct, as well as the description of the 
desert, with its scanty waters of a whitish colour, 
and a few inhabitants, without any fixed habita- 
tions, is literally true. The nuillerous and learned 
Lewites, who were really Brcihmens, the Sidd'haa 
or prophets working miracles, are certainly won- 
derful circumstances. 

The Cinnaras may be the inhabitants of the . 
country of Cinnereth, round the lake of the same 
name with h e  town of Cittmreth. The tribe of 
Uragas, or serpents, were probably the Hivites, , 

whose name implies the same thing. Yadari sig- 
nifies a pluh tree, but, in general, a stone-fruit 
tiee; and is, of course, applicable to the olive 

. tree, for which, I believe, there is no name in 
Samcrit. It is not understood here of the date 
tree, for which there is a name in that language. 

This curious passage proves the existence of an 
early intercourse between the Hindus with the in- 
habitants of the more Western countries, and par- 
ticularly the Israeli~cs. I shall show, in the course . 
of this work, that such an intercourse existed 
formerlv: and LUCIAN takes a particular notice . 
of the Hindw visiting holy places in Syria, such 
as the st'hdn of -4fahh-bhdga-devi, called Bombyce, 
and now ,+fanbeg. This, in mv humble opinion, 
explains an obscure passage of the prophet ISAIAH, 
who lived in the eighth century before C H I ~ I ~ T * ;  

* ISAIAH, chap. ii. v. 6.-See also Bishop LOWTH on ISAIAII. 
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fi Verily thbu hast forsakefi thy people, the house 
" of JACOB; because they are filled with DIVINERS 
'' from the EAST, from mere than or beyond the 
(' E A ~ T ;  who are sooth'sayers like those of the I 

1 4' Philistines; and they d e l i ~ h t  in the society of I 

" children of strangers." This passage I conceive I 
t o  allude to Hindus, from the very forcible expres- 
sion of,frona the E a ~ t ,  from beyond the Eost, or 

from the remotest parts of the East. The prophet 
Bid not mean the Chaldeaw, who were well known 
to him, as he repeatedly takes notice of them. 

IV. The next mountains are those of Sitha,  
many pjanas  in extent, abounding with all sorts 
of metals and gems. Ii; is skirted by a most de- , 

Iightfnl country, well watered, enlivened with the 
harmonious noise of the black bee and f ags .  

. There are towns with gates : and the refreshing 
moisture of this country, proceeds from Ur.tl;sa, or 
the Lord of the Zodiac ; and re-uniting together, 
forms a stream, called the Yahd of the Moon, OF 

Cha~'dra-vahd. There live the Sicld'has and Yac- 
ahas, in caves, with intricate bbt delightful mazes. 
There, anlong immense caves, is the CrMkma, 
or place of dalliance of N~AIIENDRA, where know- 
ledge and the completion of our wishes is fully 
obtained. There is the great forest of the Pkrid 

jdta tree, of the kings of the Gods, known throuqh 
the three wo1.1ds: and the whole world sin 
praise from the Ykdas: such is the place o ,dalli- 
ance of him with 1000 eyes, or INDRA. 

One side is Suvarn'a of gold, as iniplied by its 
- name, full of hills of the purest gems and corals. 

I n  this charming grove of 'SACRA, or INDRA, the 
Gods, the Dhncavas, the snakes, Yacshasj Rdcsha- 
sas, Guhya, or Cuveras, Gand'harvas, Yidydd'haras 
live happy, as well as numerous tribes of Apsard- 

, sas, fond of sport. 



To the East of this lord of mountains is Cumla, 
a peak, with ei,pht towns of the proud Dh.1uvaa. 
In the mountains. of Yajrarch, with many peaks, 
live Rdcshasas, frightful, assuming whatever counw 
tenaace they please, strong, and performing won-. 
derful achievements : these . U c s k s  are called 
Nilqcm, . 

IQ 31uiui-Nila, or the great blue range, are fif- 
teen towns belonging to the Hqcinana, ox Aslva- 
muc'ha, or horse-faced tribe, probably the Par-  
thian~, and the descendants of Torgama, who bred 
horses, and carried them to the principal fairs in 
the East. In  Sanscrit, Turungama, perl~aps the 
same with Thorgama, for thus Thogarnu is also 
writtea, signifies a horse, and implicitly a horse- 
man : and the liindgs derive from it the appella- 
tios of Ilirrcarnafi. They are originally Ci?~tmras, 
courageous Jike the leader of tlie armies of the 
Gods; CA'RTICE'YA, wit11 large hands, and strong 
like the fildrcidicas. There are fifteen chiefs of the 
Cinnaras, elated with pride. There in towns, under 
ground, like Bhniyan, live people like snakes ; no 
Inan can look tliem iu the face, anti meet their eyes: 
their looks are lilte fire, like the poison of serpents. 
These live upon the golden stanstna of certain 
flowers. I n  the hills tliere are above a thousand 
abodes of Daityao: the ,houses aro elegant, like 
high-embattled forts. 

In  Verau-mpnta, or Ven'uman, are three forts be- 
longing to the Yidydd'knras, thirty yojanas long, 
qnci twen ty-five broad. Tliese belong to the U h r -  
cas, the liomashas, or Ronzacrru, and the &lahi- 
oetras. These rank among the greatest of the 
Vidydd'lraras, and u.liose mighty deeds equal those 
of INDRA. The country of C7ell'umanta is OIIC liun- 
Jred and forty miles long, and about sixty bibad:  

1 



in  i t  there are three strong fortified places, held at 
the same time by the three most powerful nations 
then existing. The Romashas, or Romaca4 are 
the Romana, called Romaicoi in Greek, and often 
mentioned in the. Purcin'as and other books of the 
Hindus, but only in general' ternla. The UIUCQS 
are the 'Sacas, called also BoZga, ?'olc&, and IVolke 
these were probably the Parthians. The Mahd- 
~ e t r a ,  or with large eyes, are probably the A r m -  
nians: and i t  was in the first-century, that these 
three powerful nations were thus brought in con4 
tact, on  the borders of Syria, Armniu, and Per- 
sia, in a country bordering upon the lake Van, thus 
called from a town of the same name, which in the 
Armnian language signifies a fortified place. Har- 
Minni, or Har-Minnith, signifies the mountains of 
Mi~znith, or Armenia, and Vani-minnith, or Vanni- 
minni, the strong holds of Ar-minni, Armunu, Ar- 
mana, or Armenia: for thus its name is variously 
written. 

I n  the Brahrncin'da i t  is declared, that in the corn- 
try of Cus'a, including Iran, Syria, and Arabia, is 
the Camudvati, or Euphrates, with the Cumuda 
mountains; froin which Cus'a is also denominated 
the dwipa, or country of  Cumuda. There live the 
'Sacas, a powerful nation: the Ydrasicas remark- 1 

able for their beauty, and the 'Sydmacas seemingly 
thus called from their black complexion. These I 

were subtlued by RAGHU: and in the book of his 4 

wars, a few remarkable circumstances relatin to 
that extensive country, occur occasionally. O t  f er- I 

wise the Phrusicas, or ~ ~ a t i v e s  of Purasa, or Persia, 1 

are seldom noticed by the Paurdn'ics. I n  Cum& ~ 
is the Cumzrdvati river, and the st'hhn of MAHA'- 
BHA'QA-DEVI', the sister of MAHA'-DEVA. Of  this 
fanlous place, I took particular notice in my Essay 

- on Semirantis, under tile name of Malog and 
Ha~~leg .  - 



On Yaicana resides the offs ring of GARUWA, 
the destroyer of serpents : it a ounds with metals 
and precious stones. A strong and turbulent wind 
swiftly passes over this mountain, in a human 
form, called hgriua. The offspring of PUNNAI- 
GA'RI; or GARUD'A, in the shape of birds, fly 
about this mountain : they are strong, fly quickly, 
and mighty are their achievements. On Caraja 
always resides the' mighty lord of living beings, 
who manifists llimself there to human SI ht, the 

' great GOD riding upon atBull, hence called % RYSHA- 
BHA'NCA-SANCARA, the chief.of Yogis. The inha- 
bitants, like &I AHA'-DEVA, always carry poison 
about them: they are Pramat'has, or servants of 
MAHA'-DEVA, and difficult of access. MAHA'-DEVA 
resides there among them. 

On Vasu-d'hdra in Tasumati, a mountain and 
country full of fire, as implied by their names, 
are the 8t9hdm, or places of the eight forms of 
MAHA'-DEVA, the merciful Gon. They are full 
of resplendence, and' proper places of worship. 
There are seven s t ' h h  of Sidd'has : and the st'hdn 
of BRAWMA' with four faces, the mighty lord of 
created beipp, on a high peak: all living crea- 
tures bow to t t .  The eleven Rudras reside there, 
on the Gga-s'aila, or elephant mountain. 

Su-Megha is full of metals, a king of mountains 
it is, like the clouds Megha, with many caves in 
its bosom, and arbours in its skirts. It is the 
kyatanan, or place of abode of the twelve Suns, 
and.of the eight forms of Rudra. There also the 
& ' A h  of VISHNU, and the As'winnu or Diosmri, 
with many belongkg to the Sidd'hm and Gods. 
There the Yacshas, Galed'hamaa, and C'innaras, 
probably riests and minstrels, are constantly per- R forming t e puja. I n  the bosom of this mountain, 
VOL. VIII, S .- (-5y . , - 
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are famous and large cities of the Gand'hmaa, re- 
splendent like Amara-purt', with large forts well 
embattled, in which reside the Sidd.'hm, and Gad'- 
hamas deeply skilled in war, with t h e i ~  king CA- 
PINJALA, God and king ofi kings. From him 
these are called the Capinjala mountains, of which 
I took notice before. 

On Anala, a fire mountain also, reside tribes of 
Rdcshasas, or evil spirits with a human body, on 
this mountain with five peaks, with the Dcfnuvm, 
proud, enemies of the Gods, great, strong, and 
of mighty deeds. These Ddnavas are perhaps the 
Greeks, the offspring of DAN AUS. 

On 'Sata-drYnga, or with one hundred. peaks, re- 
side the Yacshas, a benevolent tribe. On Tam- 
rabha, or the copper mountain, is a town iqha- 
bited by the Chdraveyas, or children of CADRU, 
the wife of CA'S'YAPA, and by Tacshacas, a am- 
pentine tribe of artists. 

In  the great and beautiful Yis'cicac'ha are many 
caves in its skirts : 'it is the famous place of abode 
of the God, who always dwells in caves, CA'RTI- 
CEY'A, or MARS. OR 'Swetodaru, or with a white 
belly, is a large town, and settlement of the b e  
'neficent SUNA'BIIA, the son of GARUD:A. 

On the large mountain of Paudchaca, is a set- 
tlement of the C'uweras, (called also Cuberas and 
Guhyas, ant1 the same with the Cabirian tribes,) 
with a commodious palace, resorted to by the 
Yac~hm and Gand'harvas. On Hcri-czit'a resides 
the God HARI, to whom all the world bows: the ' 
famous navel of this most resplendent mountain is 
remarkable for its splendour. 



On cumuda reside the Cinnaraa; on Anjam the 
eat Snakes : on Cr.lshw are the towns of the 

Eand'hatPos with large houses. 

On Pdndu~a, an a beautiful peak, is the town 
of Yidyddharit, well fortified, atxd a large palace 
with battlements. 

On the mountain with a thousand reside 
the D a i t -  and Ddnavas in.  a thousand towns. 
They are all shining with gold, and their voice is 
most melodious. 

On Suchtn reside the chiefs of the P a d g a s ,  or 
great Snakes: and on Puhpaca many tribes of 
Minis. On Supacsha, or Subacsha, are the four 
mansions of VAIVASWATA, or NOAH, of the Moon, 
of VAYU, and NA'GA'D'HIPA', or King of Serpents. 
The Gand'harvas, Cinnuras, Yucshas, N&gas and 
Yidycial'haras, and their chiefs, are constantly wof- . 
shipping their ISHTA, or favourite deity. 

The place of VAIVA~WATA, or MAITLAM, is 
near CabuI, in the country of Lampacam, .as it is 
e,alled in t h e  Purdn'm, and Lamgam, by the na- 
tives. Of this place, I took particular notice in 
my Essay on mount ,Caucasus. 

. . 

V. In this Pul*bn'a, the author, whilst describ- 
ing the mhntains to the South, and South-West 
of Mkru, mentions a. circumstance truly curious 
and interesting. Here, says he, in the forest of 
Sanc'ha was born SH APA'N-AN A, or C A'RMCE'YA, 

MARS with six facee. Here he wished, or formed 
the resolution of going to the mountains of Crazm- 
cha, Germany, art of Poland, kc. to'  rest, and 
recreate himsel ? after his fatieues in the wars of 
the Gods with the giants. 'l%ere, ;in the skirts of 

Bb 2 
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the mountains of Crazmcha, he flung hi8 sword, 
the very same which ATTILA, in the fifth century, 

. asserted he had found under a clod of earth. It 
was placed in his tomb, where it is probably to be 
found. 

In the Dmi-Purdda, i t  is declared, that DEYI~ 
in her character of JAYA-IYEVI', or goddess of vic- 
tory, is worshipped in the &@a of Crduncha, un- 
der the emblem of a sword. 

The rest of the inore Western countries is ne- 
glected by the compiler, as they are described in 
other paragra hs, under the names of hipas or 

If countries of lacsha, Xhlmali, Cramcha Shcam, and 
Pushcara. He takes particular notice of a singular 
region in Salmali, called the peak-land of the Gods. 

Hear now : in Data-cht'a, or peak-land of tlie 
~ o c l s ,  which is a mountain dividing, parting coun- 
tries, or, in other words, a long and extensive 
range, is this place where GARU'DA, the son of 
VINATA', was born; which is also his Dhrima- 
domus home, on a broad peak of this great range, 
with a beautiful palace. This country is one hun- 
dred yganas in circumference, or about four hun- 
dred and ninety miles. There resides the numerou3 
offspring of GARU'DA, in the shape of large birds, 
and of men also swiftlyaflying, strong, ruling all 
over the country, and full of pride. This is the 
first mansion of the lord of birds, generous and 
merciful, swift like the stormy wind, and who re- 
sides in the chipa of Scilrnali. It is toward the 
South on one of the peaks of this mountain, con- 
spicuous, full of wealth, beautiful, seven in num- 
ber, bright like the morning and evening s k i 6  
with forts of silvel; well embattled, adorned wih 
chaplets of houses made by the Gods, forty yqj'stlds 
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long, two hundred miles, and thirty broad, one 
hundred and fifty miles. These are called tha 
seven towns of the Gand'karvas, full of men and 
women. This is a peculiar tribe of the Gand'ka* 
w, called Agneyas, firemen, or  ath her artificers 
by fire, very strong, and of mighty deeds. They 
are the servants of the Culueras, OF Guhyas, whose 
principal employment is to explore the bowels of 
the earth in search of wealth. The rest of this 
curious description will be hereafter the subject of 
a particular sectioa; I 

Before we pass to the second part, i t  will be re- 
quisite to give some explanation . of the accomn- 
panying Plates : 

No. I, represents the worldly Lobos, flaating 
upon the waters of the Ocean, which is smraunded, 
aud its waters prevented from falling into the ua- 
cuum by the Suvarn'a-bhhrni, or land of gpld, a d  , 
the mountains of Loccilocas. 

No. 11, represents the globe 'of the Earth, ac- 
cordin to the Hindu astronon~ers. I t  is projected - 
upon t f e plane of the equator, and the Southern 
hemisphere expanded in such a msnner, that the 
South pole, instead of a point, becomes the largest 
circle of this projection. They also represent the . 
two hemispheres, separately upon the plane cd &e 
equator. 

No. 111, represents the same, projected upon 
the plane of a meridiaa These two pro ections 
are against the tenor of the context of the 9 urdn'as: 
a Southern hqniqhere b e i q  t,hc;a. absdutely un- 

- known. 
B b 3 -  
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Here I have placed the three ranges of moun- 
tain& according to the documents of Hindu astro- 
nomers : but not according to their usual delinea- 
tions : for, according to these, the three ranges 
should be represented by three concentric half 
circles, parallel to the meridians of the projection. 
It is acknowledged, that these ranges are in the 
direction of as many parallels of latitude. In that 
case the outermost ranges must be the longest: 
and this is the opinion of the Jainas, as I observed 
before, in the sixth paragraph of the first chapter. 

No. IV, exhibits the old Contident, projected 
upon an imaginary circle passing through the 
North pole, and just grazing the equator in the 
South. Instead of a circle, i t  should be an oval, 
with the lon est diameter East and West. But as 
the tracing o f an oval would be attended with some 
difticulty, the indolent Paurdn'ics have adopted the 
circle in its room ; and seldom use the other. As 
such a delineation I .  would be useless, I have, of 
course, omitted it. 

The chasm ip the North-Westl through the 
mountains surrounding the world, was made by 
CRYSHNA, when he went to see his prototy e E VISHNU, or the great spirit, the ParamQtmQ o f t  e 
world, 'whose abode is among waters, 'in the land 
of darkness; Several heroes have assed since 
through this chasm, which will be t e subject of 
a particular paragraph hereafter. . 

E 
No. V, explains the true system of the known 

world, according' to the 'PurcSn'm,' ' and ithe Jainns, 
recopciled . . with that . .  of . the astronomers of India. 

Here the Mkm of the Paurhn'ics is brought back 
to its proper place, whilst the Ntru of the a'stio- 
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noiners remains under the North pole. The zones 
be tween Jambu or India, and the Miru of the astro- 
nomers, are obviously our seven climates; and the 
points where the astronomical zones intersect the 
zones of the Paurhn'ics round their respective cen- 

I tres equally called Mdru, shew the true situation 
of the drvipas or countries, from .which these zones, 
according to the system either of the astronomers 
or of the Paurd&cs, are equally denominated, 
whether they are reckoned relatively to the North 
pole, or to a centrical point in the elevated plains 
of Tarta y. 

No. VI, is a delineation of the count~y of Bhd- 
rata, in the fullest acceptation of that denoinina- 
tion. Its nine divisions with Curu, or 8iberia, 
and the Northern-parts of Eurppe, making. in all 
ten districts, were all destroyed by a violent storm, 
and inundation, except one. Thus the ten divi- 
sions of the Atlantis were all destroyed by a flood, 
except one, called Gades, which ,probably included 
Spain. 

.Some also are of opinion, that, out of  the seven 
hipas,  six were likewise overwhelmed by a' flood. 
This circumstance is also noticed in the third vo- 
lume of the Ayin-Acberi. But I believe that this 
notion originated wit11 the Purdtiicas, who, unable 
to point out these woqderful countries, described 
in so extravagant a manner in  their sacred books, 
found that the best way was .to owear, that they 
had disappeared. 
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VIII. 

the Vdnns, OP SACRED WRITINGS of &c 
t Hindus. 

BY H. T. COLEBROOKE, ESQ. 
U 

I N the early progress of researches into Indian 
literature, it was doubted, whether the Yddm 

were extant; or, if portions of them were still pre- 
' served, whether any erson, I-iowever learned in 
other respects, might ge capable of understanding . 
their obsolete dialect. It was believed too, that, 
if a Br&hmanla really possessed the Indian scrip- 
tures, his religious prejudices would nevertheless 
prevent his imparting the holy knowledge to any, 
but a regenerate Hindu. These notions, supported 
b po ular tales, were cherished long after the 
ddas Rad been communicated to DA'RA' S ~ u c o a  ; 
pnd parts of them translated into the Persian lan- 
guage, by him, or for his use *. The doubts were 
not finally abandoned, until Colonel POLIER ob- 
tained from Jeypdr a transcript of what purported 
to be a co~nplete copy of the Yddgs, and which 
he deposited in the British Museum. About the 
same time, Sir ROBERT CHAMBERS collected, a t  
Benares, numerous fragments of the Indian sqrip- 
ture : General MARTINE, at  a later period, ob- 
tained copies of some parts of it : and Slr WILLIAM 
JONES was ~uccessful in procuring valuable por- 
tions of the Ydda8, and in translating several cu- 

EXTPACTS have also bees trvlrlated iqto the H M  b 
p a g e  : but it does not appear, up94 wb*t uersiov 
luto the vulgar dialect was made. 
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rious passages from one of them*. I have been 
still more fortunate in collecting a t  Benares, the 
text and comnlentary of a large portion of these 
celebrated books; and, without waiting to ex- 
amine then1 inore completely, than has been yet 
practicable, &shall here attempt to give a brief 
explailation of what they chiefly contain. 

I t  is well known, that the original Vtda is be- 1 lieved, by* Hindus, to have been revealed by 
URAIIBLA'; and to have been preserved by tradi- 
tion, until i t  was arranged in its present order by 
a sqge, who thence obtained tbe surname of 

. VYA'SA, or VE'PAYYA'SA ; that is, compiler of the 
Vidas. He distributed the Inchap scripture into 
four parts, which are severally entitled Rich,, Ya- 

j'ush, Sdman, and 'At'haruanb ; and each of which 
bears tlie comlnon den~mination of Ydda. 
a Mr. WILKIKS and Sir WILLIAM JONES were led, 
by the considesation of several remarkable pas- 
sages, to suspect, that the fourth is more modern 
than the other three. It is certain, that MENU, like 
others amol~g the Indian lawgivers, always speaks 
of three only, and has barely alluded to the 'At'har- 
ztan'at, without however terming it  a Ykda. Pas- 
sages of the Indian scripture itself seem to support 
the inference : for the fourth Vida is not mentioned 
in the passage, cited by me in a former essay $, 
from the white Yajush 11 ; nor in the follo wiag text, 

. * See Preface to MEXU, page vi. and the Works of Sir WIG 
LIAM JONES, Vol. VL 
t MENU, chep 11, v. 3s. 
1 Essay Secoud, on Religiiour Ce-niea. See ~.irrtic' Re- 

searches, Vol. VII. page 25 1. , 
11 From tho 31st chapter; which, together with the preeedhg 

cl~apter (SOth), relates to the Puruakmid'kz, a type of the alle- 
gorical inifnolation of NA~A'YAN A, or of BBAHMA in that cha- 
racter. 
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quoted from the Ikdian scripture by the commen- 
tator of the RXcA. , 

" The Rlgwdda originated from fire ; the Yajtcr- 
" adda fiom air; and the &mavkda, from the 
4 I sun '." 

Argun~ents in support of this opinion might be 
drawn even fiom popular dictionaries ; for AMERA- 
srNHA notices only three Vidas, and mentions the 
'At'hamalra-without giving i t  the same denomina- 

, - tion. It is,'however, probable, that some por- 
tion at least of the 'At'hamada is as ancient as 
the compilatiori of the three others ; and its name, 
like theirs, is anterior to VYA'SA'S arrangement of 
them: but the same must be'admitted in regard to 
the I t ihha  and Purdn'as, which constitute a fifth 
Kids, as the "~t'haman'u does a fourth. 

I t  wolild indeed be vain to quote i11 proof of 
this point, the Purh'as themselves, which always 
enumerate four Yt&; and state the It'lihrisa a d  

. P,urCtnfas as a fifth : since the antiquity of some, 
among the Purcin'as now extant, is more than 
questionable; and the authenticity of any one, in 
particular, does not appear to be as yet sufficiently 
established. I t  would be as useless to cite the 
Man'ddca and Tdpanka L$anishads, in which the 
'At'harva-aeda is enumerated among the s c r ~  tures, 
and in one of whibh the number of four 9 tdus is 
expressly affirmed : for both these Upanishads ap- 

MENU alludes to #his fabulous origin of the Vi?dnn, (chap. I, 
v. 23). His commenbtor, ME'D'HA'TIT'HI, explains it by re- 
marking, that !he Ri@da opens with a hymn to fire; and t l ~ e  
Yiurvtdu, pith one, m which air is meutioned. But CULLQ'GA- 
~HAT'T'A has recourse to the renovations of the universe. In 
one Cuba, the VLdw procgeded from fie, air, and the stlo ; is 
another, from BEAHMA; at his allegorical immolation. 



pertain to the '-4tiharoaPt'a itself. The mention of 
the sage AT'IIA'RVAN in various places, throughout 
the lTddas*, proves nothing: and even a text of 
the Yajasm4dnT, where he is named in contrast 
with the EZcR, Yajush, and Sdnzan, and their sup- 
plement or Brcihmanfa, is not decisive. But a very 4 
unexceptionable passage may be adduced, which 
the commentator of the RYcla has quoted, for a dif- 

I 
I 

feren t purpose, from the Ck'khnddgysUparaishad, a 
portion of the Shean. In it, NA~REDA, having I 

solicited ipstruction from SANATGUMA'RA, and be- 
ing inturroga~ed by him, as to the extent of his 
yrevio~is knowledge, says, ' 1 have learnt the Rug- 
vbda, the Yajactotda, the ~ m a u t d a ,  the 'At'hr- 
wan'a, [which is] the fourth, the Itihhsa and 2%- 
rcin'a, [which are] a fifth, and [grammar, or] the 
VLda of Vedus, the obsequies of the .manes, the art 
of computatio~~, the knowledge of omens, the re- 
volutions of periods, the intention of speech [or 
art of reasoning], themaxims of ethicks, the divine 
science [or construction of sclipture], the sciences 
appendant on holy writ [or accentuation, .p!osody, 
and religious rites], the acljuration of spirits, the 
art of the soldier, tj~e, s&ence of astranomy, the 
charming of serpents, t l ~ e  science of demigods [or 
music and mecf~anical arts]: all this have I stu- 
died ; yet do I only, know. the' text, and ha\= no 
knowledge of the soul $,' 

* Vide VMas passim. 
t In the 'IhiUiriya Upaniuhad. 

CA'hlind6gya Upn-4, &. 7, 4 1. I b r t  the wbda 
. passage, beauso it coutab an ample raumeratian of the acierrcea 

The names,. by wl~icll~grantmar and the lrsst are indicaied in the 
original text, are obscure; but tlre anootatiom of SANCARA a- 
plain them. 

This, like any ~ t h e r  pertiom of a Y&g when it is itself named, 
(For a few other instanceo occur ;) mpst of courss be mom nm- 
dern than another pat, to which the nau3c had been prerioudy 
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From this, compared with other passages of less 
authority, and ~v i th  the received notions of the 
Hindus themselves, i t  appears,. that the RYch, Ya- 

jzlsh, and Srnan, are the three principal portions 
I 

of the Ydda; that the 'At'haman'n is commonly 
admitted as a fourth; and that divers mytholo- 
gical poems, entitled ItihcS~a and Purhras, an 
reckoned a supplement to 'the scripture, and, as 
such, constitute a fifth 17kda s. 

The true reason, why the three first Ye'dag me 
often mentioned without any notice of the fourth, 
must be sought, not in their d i f lem~t  origin and 
antiquity ; -but in the difference of their. use and 
purport. Prayers, employed at solemn rites, cdled 
Yajnyas, have been placed in the tlwee principal 
Vddm : those, which are in prose, are named Ya- 

jush; such, as are in  metre, are denominated RYch; 
and some, which are intended to be chanted, are 
called &ma#: and these names, as distinguishing 
different portions of the Vihs, are anterior to 

w i p e d .  I t  will hereafter be shown, that the Vidas are a com- 
pilation of prayera, called malclraa : with a collection of precepts 
m d  maxim, entitled Brhhnanno: from whik f a t  portion, the 
'Upanbhad is extracted. The prayers are properly the V i h ,  
and appsllently preceded the Brlihmama. 

+ Whem the study of the Indian scriptures was more general 
than at present, especially among the Br6hnann'as of Canyacubja, 
learned priesb derived titles from the uumber of V i d ~ ,  with 
which they were conversant. Since every' priest was bound to . 
study one Vida, no title was derived from the fulfilment of that 
duty.; but a person, who had studied two Vidas, m s  snrnamed 
Dunvkdi : one, who was conversant with three, Triukdi ; and 
one, versed in four, Chaturvidl: as the mythological poems 
were only figuratively catid a Vkda, no distinction appears to 
bare been &rived from a knowledge of them, in nddition to the 
four scriptures. The titles, abovementimed, have become the 
surnames of families among tlx Brdhqm of CunBj, and are 
corrupted by vdgm pronumiation into D6M, Tiw6r-i; and 
C h M .  . 



their separation in VYA'SA'S com ilationr Rut  ehe 
'Ji'harvan'a, not being used a t  t R e religious cered 
monies' above-mentioned, and containing prayers 
employed at  lubtrations, at sites conciliating the 
deities; and as imprecations on enemies, is essen- 
tially different from the other YJdm ; as is red 
marked by the author of an elementary treatise on 
the classification of the India39 sciences *. 

But diferent schools of riests have admitted R aome variations in works w ich appear under the 
same title. This circun~stance is accounted for by 
the commentators on the Ykdas, who relate the 
following story taken from Purdn'as, and other 
authorities. VYA'SA, having compiled and ar* 
ranged the scriptures, theopnies, and mytholo- 
gical poems, taught the several Yddm to as many 
disciples : viz. the Rlch to PAILA ; the Yajwh to 
VAIS'AMPA'YAIJA., and the Sdman to JAIMINI; BB 
also the 'At'harvan'n to SUMANTU, and the Itihiaa 
and Purdn'as to SU'TA. These disciples instructed 
their respective pupils, who, becoming teachers in 
their turn, communicated the knowledge to their 
own disciples; until, a t  length, in the progress 

, of successive instruction, so great; variations crept I 

into the text, DF i n t ~  the nranner of reading and 
reciting it, and into the no less sacred precepts for 
its use and application, that eleven hundred' dif- 

i 
ferent scho~k of scriptural knowledge arose. 

# The several Sanhitrb, or eol~edions of '  prayel+ 
in each Ykda, as received in these nnrnerous schools, 
or variations, more or lesb sonsidcrablc, admitted 
by-them either in the arrangement of the whok 
text (including prayers and precepts), or in regard 
to particular portions of it, constituted the Sdc'hm 

MAD'H~SU'DANA SARASWATI', in the Prut'hdmabMda . 
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or branches of each - J7i?da. Tradition, preserved, 
in the Purdn'm, reckons sixteen Sunhitcis of the 
Rip&; eighty-six of the .Ya?i;uok ; or, including 
those which branched from a second revelation of 
this Vdda, a hundred and one; and not less than 
a thousanil of the ~%mvCcki; beside6 tline of the 
'At'haroan'a. But treatises 011 tlie stutly of the 
Ykda reduce 'the Slic'ha of' the Ri'cla, to five ; and 
those of the Yajush, including both ~.evclations of 
it, to eighty-six *. 

The progress, by which (to iise tlie l a n g u p  of 
the Pwbalas) the tree of science put fi~rtll, its nu- 
merous branches, is thrts reluedr PA  LA taught 
the RYgvida, or Bahvrich, to two disciples, BAH- 
eALa and IXDRAPRA~ATI.  The first, also wiled 
Bahcuii, was the editor of a Jh~alrbdi, oc collectioa 
of prayers ; and a 'Who,  bearing his name, still 
aiibsists : i t  is said eo have first branched into four 
schools ; afterwards into three otbers. INDRA- 
PRAMATI communicated his knowleclge to his own 
son MAN'DUCE'YA, by whom a Sanh~tci was com- 
piled: and from whom oae of the 'Sdic'hcis has de- 
rived its name. VJS'DAM ITRA, ~ul-name<l S'A'CA L- 
YA, studied under the s a m  teacher, and gave a 
complete collection of prayers : it is still extant ; 
but is said to have given origin to five varied 
editions of the same text. The two otlxr ancl 
principal 'Sbc'hds of the Rich are those of A s ~ A -  
LA'YANA and SA'NC'HYA'YAN A, or, perhaps, CAU- 
B H I ~ T A C I ~ :  but the Yishn'upurkn'a omits them, ant1 . 
intimates, that SA'CAPU'HN I, a pupil of INDRA- 
PRAMATI, gave the third varied edition from thia 
teacher, and was also tlie author of the rVirwta : if 

* The autlioritks on which this is stated, are tbe Z'iraluur 
prdn'a ,  part 3, chap, 4, a ~ d  the ~;jqyavil& .on the study of 
rcripture; also, t& Chan'avryiJla, ou the Shc'hbo of LLe Y h .  



so, he is the same with YA'SCA. His school seems 
to have been subdivided by the formation of three 
others derived from his disciples. 

The Yqjwsh, or Ad'hu~a?yts, consists of two dif- 
ferent V'das, which have separately branched out 
into various '&c'h&s. To explain the names, by 
which both are distinguished, it is necessary ad 
notice a legend, which is gravely related m the 
PHI-kn'as, and in the commentaries on the YJ&. ' 

The Y+h, in its original form, was at first 
taught by VAIS'AMPA'YANA, to twenty-seven pu- 
pils. At this time, having instructed YA'JNYA-. 
WALCYA, he appoislted him to teach the Ytda to 
other disciples. Being afterwards offended by the 
refusal of YA'JNYAWALCYA to take on himself a 
share of the sin incurred by VAIS'AMPA'YA~A, 
who had unintentfonally killed his own sister's 
son, the resentful preceptor bade YA'JNYAWALCYA 
relinquish the science, which he had learnt *. He 
mstantly disgorgeti. it in a tangible form. The 
rest of VA IS'AMPA~Y ANA'S disciples, receiving his 
commands' to pick up the disgorged V&a, as- 
sumed the form of partridges, and swallowed these 
texts which mere soiled, and, for this reason, 
termed " black :" they are also denominated Tait- 
tiri'ya, from tittiri, the name fot a partridge. 

YA'JNYAWALCPA, overwhelmed with sorrow, 
had recourse to the sun ; and, through the favow 
of that luminary, obtained a new revelation of the 
Yqiu~h ; which is called " white," or pure, in con- 
tradistinction to the other, and is likewise named 
Yiasankyi, from a patronymick, as It should - 

* The Viahnu purrZnfa, part 3, chap, 5. A m t  motiW 
of resentment is assigned by others. 

2 
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seem, of YA'JNYAWALCYA himself: for the Y& 
declares, ' these pure texts, revealed by the sun, 
arepublished by YA'JNYAWALCYA, the offspring of 
VA'JASANI *.' But, according to the fiAn'u p 
r&a (3. 5. ad finem), the priests, who studied the 
YaMh, are called Yiills, because the sun, who 
revealed it, assumed the form of a Horse (V4in). 

I have cited this absurd legend, because it is re- 
ferred to by the commentators on the white Yajacsh. / 

But I have yet found no- allusion to it in the Vkda 
itself, nor in the explanatory table of contents. 
On the contrary, the index of the black Yajwh 
gives a different and more rational account. Var- 
S'AM PA'YAN A, according t~ this authority t, taught 
the Yd2rzrkdiz to YA'SCA, who instructed TITTIRI~ : 
from him UC'HA received it, and communicated i t  
to A'TRE'YA : who framed the 'Sdc'tut, which is 
named after him ; and for which that Index is ar- 
ranged. 

The white Yajwh was taught by YA'JNYAWAL- 
CYA to fifteen pupils, who founded as many schools. 
The most 'remarkable of which ,are the 'S&'&' of 
C A N ~ A  and MADHYANDINA; and, next. to them, 
those of the Jhbdh ,  Baud'hiyanas, and Tlfpan&m. 
The other branches of the Y d d  seem' to have 

* Vrilrad Armyacn ad calcem. The passage is cited by the 
commentator on the Rigveda. In the index likewise, YA'JNYA- 
WALCYA is stated to have received the revelation from'the sun. 

. t Chd'Bnucnma, verse 15. This.index indicatorius is f o r d  
for the 'Atrkyi SUM. Its autbor is CUN'DINA, if the t a t  
(verse 27) be rightly interpreted. 

1 This agrees with the etymolog of the word Taittiriya: for, 
according to grammaria~ls (see Phin i  4. iii. 102), the derivative 
here +CII recited by nttki, though composecl by a di&red 
persfp.' A similar explanatioh. is #van. by commeptatpm on tbc 
Upanwhads. . 



been arranged in .sevetal ckuea. Thus the Chs- 
T ~ W ,  or saudente of a S&c'h&, so defiominated 
fkom tbe ~~~ of it, CEARA~A,  are stated as 
inc\uding ten subdivisions ; among which are the 
Cuf'h, or discipb of CAT"~A, a pupil af Vat* 
S'AM+A'Y ANA ; aa also the Wt&-wataras, A a p  
manyapras, nand Maitrkyuniyaa: the laet mentioned 
comprehend seven others. In  like manner, the 
Taittidyecas ad, In the first mstande, eubdivided 
into two, the Auc'hydy~ and CkLtrdiafyrs: and 
them laat are again subdivided into aye, tbs Alpat* 

&c. Among them, KPA~TA~M'S 8'&k& 
i$ "T sti 1 subsisting; and so is A'TRE'TA'~, .among 
those which branched frm UC'HA r but tk mt, 
or ]nost of them, d1.e become rare, if not dtap 
ther obrdete. 

SUMANTO, 000  of ~ ' A 1 1 1 N 1 ,  studied ths &ma- 
v&, or Whdgya, under his fither.: and his uwn 
son, SUCARMAN, studied under the same teacher, 
but founded a different scl~ool ; which was the ori- 
gin of twd.otllers, derived from his 
W'Y AMAJBHA . a d  PAUBHY INJ I, and t Pilg ena: branch* 
ing into a thousand pore. For UCA~CBHI, CU- 
~ a u r  E, md .other disciples of ,PAUIH.PIEJI, g a v ~  
their names to separate a c h d ~ ,  wihich were in- 
m e a d  by their pupas. " The S'dc'hb, entitled 
C&"' still suhusts, HIBAN'YANA'BH.+ the 
other pu i l  of SUCARMAN, had fifteen .disa les, R authors of  Sanhith, collectivkly 'called the norr em 
Sdmirgas; and fifteen others, entitled the southern 
&mQ~gaa : said C R ~ T ~ ,  one of his pupils, had t w n -  

"I: -four disci les, by whom, and by their followers, 
t e.other sc R 001s were founded. Most of them. 
3rk 'now b s t  ; and, according. to a legend, were 
.-oyed .by the thunderbolt of IIDILA. The 

kroipal S'&M ROW aubsisting: is h t  of the 
%cid(iYadyas, including sew4 subdivi$ons ; y e  



of which is entitled Cazrt''hA, as abve-men- 
tioned, and comprehends six diatinct schools. 
That af the Talaoacdrm, likewise, is extant, at 
least, in part : as. will be shown kspeaking of tha 
Upmislradr. 

The ~t'h.u&-2$& was taught b S U ~ A N T U ,  to 
his pupil CABAND'HA, who divi d ed it between 
DE'VADARS~A and PAT'XYA. The first of there 

, has given name to the S&hd, entitled D&adarsl; 
as PIPPALA'DA, the last of his four disciples, has, 

, to the $'&Ad of the Paitrpalddiu. Another braach 
of the Afhamanu derives its appellatbn holn 
SAUNACA, the third of PAT'HYA s pupile. The 
rest are of less note. . % 

Such is the brief history of the Vdda, deducible 
frum the authorities before cited. But those nu- 
merous Sdc'hh did not differ so widely from each 
other, as mi ht be .inferred from the mention of 
an equal num $K r of Sanhith, or distinct collections 
of texts. In general, the various schools of the 
same V4h seem to have used the same assemblage 
of prayers; they digeted tnore in their copies of 
the precepk ar B r & A ~ u 1 ~ ;  and ecme received, 
into their canon of scripture, portions which do 
not a pear to have been acknowledged by others. 
Yet t R e chief difference seems always to have beer 
the use of particular rituals taught in aphorisms 
(Sdtras) adopted by each school ; a d  these do not 
constitute a portion of the Vida; but, like grammar 
and artronomy, are placed among ito appendages. 

It may be here proper to remark, that each 
Vk& consists of two parts, denominated the Man- 
trae and the Brtihmau'm; or 
The complete collection d 
and invocations, belon ing to m e  e,, 



its Sanhitd. Every other portion of Indian scrip- 
ture' is included under the general head of divi- 
nity (Brhhmn'a). This comprises precepts, which 
inculcate religioiis duties ; maxims, which explain 
those precepts; and arguments, which relate to 
theology '. But, in the present arrangement of 

8 the Vkdas, t h e  portion, which contains paasages 
called Brbhman'as, includes many which are stricdy 
prayers or Mantras: The theology of the In& 
scripture, comptehending the  argumentative por- 
tion entitled YMdnta, is contained in tracts deno- 
minated Upanishads; some of which. are portiohs 
of the Brrihman'a, properly so called; others are 
tound only in a detached form ; and ane is a part 
of a Sanhitd.itself. 

. , 

'SHE SanAitd of the first YMa t. .contains .nun- 
.t.ts&, or prayers, which, for the most part, are 
encomiastick; as the nqme of the Rigdda im- 
plies 1. This cdlkction is divided-into eight parts 

* The, explanation, here given, is taken from .the Prast'h6~ta 1 
ZhCda.' 

1 t I have seven1 copies of it, with the c q s p n d i p g  index fot - 
jhe Shr'alya,, SBe'h6; .and also an exellent commentary by ! 
SAY A N ' A ' C H A ' ~ ~  A, I@ another coliection of mantras, belong- 
ing to the 'As'zi~al6yani S'b(:'h6 of this Vldo, I .find the first few 
sections of each lecture agree with the;other copies ; but tbe rest 
of the sections are omitted. 1 question whether it be intended as 
p colnpletc copyifor tbpt Stk'hi. 
. Derjved ; froni the verb rich, to laud ; and properly signify- 
ing any prayer or hymn, in which a deity is praised. As t l ~ o ~ e  
a& mostly in Lene, tlie terni hecrc~nes~'elao q~flicable: td such 
.paamp of .say .Yddb, as are seccdwible to, m t a m  acwnjing ,to 
Xhe rub of. prqady . The firet Yida, in VY qls&s 'com@atiol~ 



(-Chan'da); each of which is subdivided- into as 
manyrlectures (ad'hydya). Another mode of di- 
vision also runs through the volume ; distinguish- 
ing ten books (mhnldala),- which are subdivided 
into 'more than a hundred chapters (anuvdm), and 
comprise a thousand hymns or invocations (&&a). 
A further subdivision of more than t w o  thousand 
sections (barga) is common to 110th methods : and 
the whole contains above ten thousand verses, or 
rather stanzag, of various measures. 

1' 

- On examining this volumi~rous compilation, a 
eystematical arrangement is readily perceived. 
Successive cha ters, %nd even entire books, com- 
prise hymns oPa  single au'thor : invocations, too, 
addkessed to the same deities, hymns relating to 
like subjects, and prayers intended for similar or;. 
casions, are frequently classed together. This re- 
quires explanation. , 

. . 

In  a regular perusal of the Yida, which is mi 
'oined to all prieste; and tvhich. is much practised iy MaAr4tfas and Telingm, the student or reader 
is required t a  notice, especially, the author, s u b  
ject, metre, and purpose of each mantra, or invo- 
cation. To upderstand the meaning of the pas- 
sage is thouight less important. The institutors of 
the Hindu system have indeed recommended the 
study of the sense ; but they ha've inculcated. with 
equal st~enuo,usness, and more success,. attention 
to  the name of the Rlshi or person, by whom the 
text was first uttered, the deity to whom it is ad: 
dressed, or ,the subject to which i t  relates, and 
also its rhythm or metre, ,and its purpose, or the 

comprehending most of these texts, is called tbe RigvCda; or, as 
expressed in the ComrnedCary on the Index, " because it abounds 
wirh such tarts IAi l ) ." .  , 

C c 3  



;eligioua ceremony at which it should be uaed. 
The pkctice of modern priests is conformable with 
these maxims. Like the Kwar) among the M' 
h m e d a m ,  the VLda is put into the hands of chi& 
dren in the first period of their education ; and 
continues. afterwards to be mad by rote, for the 
sake of the words without cornp~ebsa~ioa of the 
Beuse. 

Accordingly the V& io d t e d  in rarioue 1 3 1 ~  
vstitious modes : word by word, either simply 
d~ejoining them, or else repeating the words alter- 
nately, backwards and fomards, once or oftener. 
Copies of the RZgvida and .Y.jwh (for the &ma- 
wkab is chanted only) are p r ~ p a r d  for these a d  
other modes of recital, andt,are calkd P& Cru- 
ma, J d ,  G h m ,  &c. But the various ways of 
inverting the text are restricted, as it should ap 
pear, to the princi a1 V&s; that is, to t b  or& P ginal editions of t le Rl~vkda and Yajush: whiIe 
tlte sabrrqwnt editions, in which the text, or the 
arranglcment of i$ is varied, bein theretbre 
deemed subordinate '&c1l&, shotild e repeated 
only in a simple mitnner. 

% 
I 

It seems here neceaary to justify my interpre 
tation of what is called the " Rlshi' of a ~ t ~ ~ a . "  
The last term has beendmught to signify ans in- 
mntat i~n rather than a prayer: and, so far as su- 
pernatural efficacy is ascribed to the mere recital 
of the words of a rnnnt~~a, that interpretation is 
sufficiently accu te ; and, as such, it is undoubt- 
edly plicable the unmeaning inciwtatim of 2 a 
the aptrcb$'as'&a, or Tmtras and Aganw. But 
the origin of the term is certainly different. Ib 
derivqtlon from a verb, whichlsignifies ' to speak 
privately,' is readily explained by the iqjunctios 
for meditating the text of the Vi& or reciting it 

I 
I 
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i u ~ ~ d i b l y :  and, the import of any manfrd in the 
A d o n  scriptures, i s  generally found to be a payer, , 

. cantaiming either a. petition +o a deity, or else 
thanksgiving, praise, and adofation. . 

The ~ k i  a saint of a rnontm is defined, both 
in the index -of the RY&&da, and by commcn~ 
tatora, '' he, by whom it is spoken :" as the D& 
wtd, or deity, is, " that, which is therein men- 
tioned." In the index _ta the Vi#jasrmOgf Ydur- 
vida, the .RYshZ is interpreted " the seer or re- 
mrrmbocer" of: the  text ; aml the Dhat& .is said to 
be " contained in the prayer; or n b e d f  at the 
mmeneement  .of i t  ; or [indicate d . as]. the deity, 
Who shmea the oblation, .. or the praise." Con- 
farmably with these defin~tioaa, the deity, tbat i s  
lauded or supplicated in the prayer, is its DhatQ : 
h t ' i n  a few passages, which contain neither peti- 
ti0h nor adoration, the wb$ct is considered as 
tbe deity, that is spoken of. For example, the 

K raise of g4mosSty 'is the Dkwrtk af many entire 
ymns addressed to princes, f m  whom gifts 

were received bysthe authors. 

The Rlshi, or speaker, is of course rarely men- 
tioned in the'-mantra itsek:- --but, iri s o w  in: 
m c e s ,  he does name .hiniwlf. A t'w passap 
too, among; the metras of the Vtdn, are in the 
'form of dialogue; and, in such .cases, the dis- 
,mursers were alternately considered as Rhhi and 
D87olt6. In  geeeral, the pereon,, to whom the pas- 
.sage was revealed, or, acoordi~g to another gloss, '7 Whoin .its use and application was first discovered , 

Traoslaiing literally, tg the Riehi is he, by whom the text 
waa seen!' PAN'INI (4. ii. 7) employe the same tern in ex- 
plaiping the imp~rt of derivatives used as denornipations of - 

C c 4  
$ ' sages in scripture; and bh commentaton concur with those o the 
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is  called the RYsIsi of that'mantra. He is evidently 
then the author of the prayer; notwithstanding 
the assertions of the Hindus, with whom i t  is an 
article o$ their creed, that the Y&s were com- 
posed by no human author, I t  must be under- 
stood, therefore, that, in affirming the primeval 
existence of their scriptures, they deny these 
works to be the original composition of the editor ~ 
(VYA'SA), but beliedre them to have been gradually 
revealed to inspired writers. 

The names of the respedtivc authors of each 
passage are preserved in the Amll~~aman'i, or 
explanatory table of contents, which has been 
handed down with the V& itself, and of which 

I the authority is unquestioned*. According to , 
this index, VIS'WA'MITRA is author of all the 1 

hymns contained in the third book of the Rlpkda; 
as BHARADWA'JA is, with rare exceptions, the 
composer of those collected in the sixth book; 
VASISHT'HA, in the d e n t h ;  GR~TSAMADA, in the 
second ; VA'MADE'VA in the fourth ; and B U D ' H A ~  
and other descendants O~ATRI,  in the fifth. But, 
in the remaining books of this Yida, the authors 

Vkds, in the explanation bere given. By W i  is generafly meant 
the slrppossd inspired writer : r o m e t i m ~  however, the imagined 
inrprer, is called the Rishi, or saint of the text; and, at  othtr 
times, a8 above uoticed, the dblogist or speaker of tile sentence. 

I t  qpears from a passage in the Vijryd &ha, as also from 
the Ykdadtpa, or abridged commentary On the V ~ ~ J ,  as 
wall ae fioln the index itself, that CA'TYA'YANA Li the aclmow- 
ledged author of the index to the white Y a j d .  That of the 
Rigafida is ascrib~d by the comnientator, to the same CA'TYA'- 
YANA, pupil of SAUNACA. The eeveial indares of the Vdh 
coutribute to the preservation of the genuine text; espekially, 
where the metle, or the number of riyllab'les, is stated; aa a gh 
perally ille case. 

t First of the name, and progenitor of the race of Kingo 
ealled children of the moon. 

I 

I 
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are more various : among these, besides AGASTYA, 
CASIAPA, son of MARI'CHI, ANGIRAS,, JAMA- 
DAGNI, son of BHR~GU, PARA'S'AIIA, father of VY- 
A'S'A, G ~ T A I K A  and his son N~D'HAS, VR~RASPAT.~, 
NA'REDA, and other celebrated Indian saints, the1 
most conepicuous are CAN'WA, and his numerous 
descendants, -ME~D'HATFT'HI, &c.; MAD'HUCII~~IAN- 
DAS, a ~ d  others among the, posterity of Vrswa;. * 

MITEA ; S'UNAS'E'P'HA, son of AJIGARTA ;' CUTSA, 
HIRAN'YASTUJY A, SAVY A, and other descentlants 
of ANGIEAS ; besides many other saints, among the 
peterity of personages above-mentioned. 

I t  is worthy of remark, that several 11ersons of 
' 'royal birth (for instance, five sons of the king 

VR~HANOIB;  TRAY Y ARUN'A ~ ~ ~ T B A S A D A S ' Y U ;  
who were themselves kings) ; are mentioned among 
the authors of the hymns,, which constitute this 

- Vkda : and the text itself, in some places, actually 
points, ' and in others obviously alludes, to mo- 
narchs, whose namea are familiar in ttle I n h  
heroic history. As this fact may qontribute to , 

fix the age, in which the Y4& was composed, I- 
sfiall bere notice such passages of this tendency, 
as have yet fallen under my observation, 

The sixth hymn of .the eighteenth chapter of 
the first book, is spoken by an ascetic named CAC- 
~HI 'VAT, in praise of: the munificence of SWAN AYA, 

who had conferred immense gifts on him. The 
subject is continued in the seventh hymn,* and 
concludes with a very strange dialogue between 
the king BHA'VAYAVYA and. his wife R~JIASA', 
daughter of VRYHAS~PATI. It sllould be remarked, . 
concerning CAC~HI'VA,~,  that his mother *US'IC 
was bondn~aid of king ANGA'S queen. 

The  eighth book opens with an invocation, 

I 



which allucles to a singular legend. ' A s n a a ~ ,  aan 1 
of ~ L A Y ~ G A ,  and his succeisor on the throne, was 
n~etarnorphosed ill to a woman ; but retrieved his 
sex through the prayers of M~D'HYATIT'HI, whom 
he therefbre rewarded moat liberally. In this hymn 
he' is introdtlged praising his own munificence; 
and, to\vnrcls the close of it, his wife 'SA~WATI; 
daughter of ANGIRAS, exults in l i s  restoration to 
man hood. 

I 

The next hymns applaud the liberality of the 
kings VIBHINDU, PAOABT'HAMAN (80n of CUBA- 
YA'N'A), CURUNGA, CAS'U (son of CHE'DI'), and 
TIRINDIRA (son of PARAS'U), who had severally 
bestowed splendid gifts on the respective authors of ' 

these thanksgivings. In the third ,chap= of the 
same book, the seventh hymn commends th ,we- 

I 

rosity of TRASADA'SY n, the grandson at *&~A'BD'- 
BA'TRY. The fourth chapter opens with an invoc* 
tion containing praises of .the liberality af CHITRA; . 

and the fourth hymn of the same chapter celebrates 
VARU, son of SUSEIA'MAN. 

In the first chapter of the tenth book,\ there is a 
hymn to water, spoken by a king, named SIND'HU- 
DWI'PA, the son of AMBARISHA. The seventh I 

chapter contains several passaqes, frml the fifteenth 
-to the eighteenth sricta, h i c h  dlude to a mmark- 
able legend. ASAMA'TI, 8on or descendant of Icssr- 
wa'cu, had deserted his former priests, and employ- 
ed others : the forsaken Brdhman'ae recited incanta- 
tions for his destruction ; his new priests, howevet, 
.not only counteracted their evil designs, but retali- 
ated on them, and caused the death of one of those 
Brcihman'as : the rest recited. these prayers, for 
their own p~~servation, and for the revival of their 
companion. 
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The eighth cbpter  opens with a hymn, which 
alludes to a story respecting NA'BHA'NE'DISHT'A, 
isbn of MENU, who was exciuded froin participa- 
tion with his brethren in the paternal inheritance. 
The legend itself is told in the Ritardya Brcih- 
man'a*, or secbnd portion of the RKgstda. 

. Among other Z~yn~ns by royal authors, in the 
subsequent cbspters of the tenth book of the &loc 

hitci, I remark one by MA'ND'HA'TR~, son of Yu- 
YANA'S'WA, and anothe; by S'rvr, son of US'I'NARA, 
a third bv VAS~MANAS, son of R~HIDAS'WA, and 

The deities invoked appar, on a cursory in- 
s ction of the TG&, to be ao various as the au- 

, t c r s  sf the rayers add resd  to the? : but, ao l  
cording to t i e most ancieat annotations on the - 
i710db scripture, tlrose numerous nama of persons 
mcl thiags We all resblvable into different titles of 
three deities, and ultimately of one god. The 
Nig'hanti, or glossary of the Y2da8, concludes witb 
three lists of names of deities : the first con~prising 
wch as are deemed sywqyiloous with h e  ; the 
aqcond, with +ir ; and the third with the sun .f. 
In the last part of the Niructa, which entirely re- 
18ks to deitiep, it is twice ttsserted, tliat tbwe are 
but: three gods.; ' Tiara &a &a;tcih 5.' The f~ r the r  

* In the second lecturOandfo~rrteenth section of the fiflh hook. + Wihanti, or first part of the NiPueta, C. 5. 
3 In the a r c d  d tbird rre~tiws ~f the twelfth chapter, or 

]@are, of tbe 1- and U u e t r a t k  of the Ye'de. The fli- 
m t a  consists o I three parts : the first, a glossary as above-meo- 
'tioned, comprises five short chapters or lectures. The second, 
'cutitied Natpma, -or the fint hatf- afthe Nimta ,  property so 
died, aonsmZr of a& kng ch- ; and the third entitled Dai- 
*a, or second half of the proper Bimctrr, contains eight more. 
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inference, that these intend but one deity, is sup- 
ported by many passages in the Y4&; and is very 
clearly and concisely stated in the beginning of 
' the index to the RTgvt!da, on the authority of the 
Nimto, and of the Y4da itself. 

I YASYA v%cyam; sa rYshir ; yli dn'bchyatC, d 
dkvati; yad acst~ara-pariminim, tach ch'hand6. 
Ar t'hkpsava rYshay6 dhatiis ch'hand6bhir abhyad'-' 
hhvan. 

' Tisra &a dhathh ; cshity-antaricshad yn-st'hC 
ni, agnir vSyuh sbrya ity : evam vy4hfltaya.h 
pr6ctS vyast%h ; samastinhm pra.patir. @&r& 
sarvadkvatyah, piramkd1t'hy6 va, btihm6, daivG 
va, 4d9hyhtmicas. . .T@t tat st'hinl a h k  .tad vib- 
hbtayah ; carma prrt'hactwhd d'hi d$ag abhidl- 
h6na stut-ay6 bhavanty : Cc'aiva v i! .mahiin Atmi 
dCvat6 ; sa siirya ity khacshatb; sa hi sarva-bhiit' 
BtrnA. Tad uctarn .rlshin'Q : " dryti .dtrn& jagat& 
tdst'Amha,t' ch'tti.". Tad vi bh6 tayG' nyL d6vitt4s. 
Tad apy &ad rYshint' 6ctam ; '4 Idram Mitram Ya- 
run'awa Agnim &ur iti." 

. ,.. 
'The RZ'shi [of any particular passage] is he, 

whose p speech it  is ; .and that, which i s  thereby ad- 
dressed, ia the deity [of the text]: and the num- 
ber of .8yllables constitutes the metre [of the 
prayer]. Sages (RIshirp), s6licitous of [attainiy] 
particular objects, have approacl~edthe Gods with 

- [prayers cumposed in] mgtqe, ., / I 

' The deities are' only three 3 whose places are, 
the' earth, the intermediate region, and heaven : 
[nanlelyl fire, air,, and the sun. , They are pro- 

4 ,. , 

The cbaptar, bere cited, is reded as tbe'twclft8 idd ing  t& 
glomary, or reveotb exdusire of it. 
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nounced to be Lthe deities] of the mysterious 
names " severally ; and (PRA JA'PAT I) the lord of 
creatures is [the deity] 6f them collectively. The 
syllable Om intends every deity': i t  belongs to 
(Partanabht'hi) him, who dwells ill the supreme 
abode; it a pertains' to (Brahme) the vast one; 
to (Ddva) 6 od ; to (Ad'h-ylttma) the superintend- 
ing soul. Other deities, belonging to those se- 
veral regions, are portions of the [three] Gods; 
for they are variously named and described, on ac- 
count of their different operations : but [in fact] 
there is only one deity, THE GREAT SOUL (Mahda 
CitmcE). He is called the sun ; for he is the so111 
of all beings; [and] that is declared by the sage, 
" the sun is the soul of ('jagat) what moves, and 
" of (tast'hwh) that which is fixed." Other deities 
are portions of him : and that is expressly declared 
by the sage : " The wise call fire, INDRA, MITEA, 
" and VA~UN'A ;" &c.T 

This passage of the Anucraman'i is partly 
abridged from the Niructa (c. Is), a d  partly 
taken from the Brhhnzan'a of the Vbda. I t  shows 
(what is also deducible from texts of the Idian 
scriptures, translated in the present and former 
essays), that the ancient Hkdu religion, as found- . 

ed on the Indian scriptures, recogilises but one 
God ; yet not sutficiently discriminating the crea- 
ture from the creator. 

* Bhur, bhuuoh, and swar ;. called the Vylihritis. see\ MENU, 
c. 2, v. 76. In the original text, the llomi~lative case is here used 
for the gelritive; as is remarked by the Corun~entator, on this 
passage. Such irregularities are frequeot in the Vidas them- 
selves. 

-f A-irwta, c. 12, 5 4, ad -5nenl. The remainder of the pas- 
sage, that is here briefly cited by the author of tire Index, iden- 
tifies fire with the great and only soul. 



The subjects and uses of the prayers contained 
in the Ydda, differ more than the deities which are 
invoked, or the titles by which they are addressed. 
Every line is replete with allusions to mythology*, 
and to the Irufiun notions of the divine nature and 
of celestial spirits. For the innumerable ceremo- 
nies to be performed by a householder, and, stilf 
morc, for those endless rites enjoined to hermits 
and asceticks, a .choice of prayers is off'ered in 
every stage of the celebration. It may be here 
sufficient to observe, that INDRA, or the firma- 

I 
ment, fire, the sun, the moon, water, air, the 
spirits, the atmosphere and the earth, are the ob- 
jects most frequently addressed : and the various 
and repeated sacrifices with fire, and the drinking 
of the milky juice of the moon-plant or acid as- I 

clepias t, furnish abundant occasion f i r  numerous , 
prayers adapted to the many stages of those reli- 
gious rites. I shall, therefwe, select for remark 
such prayers as seem most singular'; rather than 
such as might appear the fairest specimens of this 
YJda. 

In the fifteenth chapter of the first book, there are ~ 
two hymns ascribccl to CUTSA, and also to TRITA, 
son of water. Three asceticks, brothers it should 

* Not a mythology wliicli avowedly exalts deified Ixroes (IU 

iii tlie . f i , -dn as); but one, which p e l s o n i b  the  elements and 
planets; and \vhicb peoples heaven, and the world below, with 
various orders of beings. . ' 

I observe, Iiowever, in many placea, the ground-work of le- 
gends, n,hicli are fiainiliar in lllytliological poems; such, for ex- 
an~ple, as tlie demon VBITRA, slain by INDRA, who is thence 
surnalncd VRITRAHAN; but I d o  not remark any thing that cor- 
responds with the favourite legends of  those sects, which \vorship 
either the Lingo, or  Socti, or  else UMA or CRISHN'A. 1 ex- 
cept some detached portions, the genuineness of which appears 
d o ~ ~ b t f u l ;  as will be shown towards the close of this essay. 

t S6m-kat4, Asclepias acida, or Cynanchum viminale. 



seem, since they .are named in another portion of. 
the VCda as ('Aptya) sons of water (Ap), were op- 
pressed. with thirst while travelling in a sandy de- 
sert. At length, they found a well; and one of 
them deecended into it, and thence lifted water 
for his c~mpanions : but the ungrateful brothers 
atole his effects, and left him in the well, chvering 
it with.a heavy cart-wheel, In his distress he pro- . 
nounced the hymns in question. It appears from - . 
the test, that C u ~ s a  also was owe  in similar dis- 
tress ; and pronounced the same or a similar invo- 
crticni : and, for this reason, the hymns have been 
placed, by the compiler of the J'kdu, among thme 
of which CUTSA is the author. 

The twenty-third chapter of the same book 
commences with a dialogue between AGASTYA, 
INDRA, and the MARUTS ; ancl the re~nainder of 
that, with t lx  whole of the twenty-fonrth chapter, 
comprises twenty-six hymns adtlressed by AGAS- 
TYA to those divinities, and to the A~'~ ins ,  fire, 
the sun, and some other deities. The last of these 
hymns WAB uttered by AGASTYA, under the appre- 

. 

hension of poison ; and is directed by rituals to be 
used as an incantation against the efEects.of venom. 
Other incantations, applicable to the same pur- 
pose, occur in various parts of the Vddu; for ex- 
ample, a praver by VASISH'T'HA for preservation 
from poison (book 7, ch. 3, .$ 18). 

The third book, distributed into five chapters, 
ontains invocations by V IS'WA'MITRA, son of 

E*/T7a IN, and grandson of C u a r c ~ .  The last 
hymn or Shcta, in this book, consists of six 
prayers, one of which includes the celebrated Gh- 
yatrt :. this remarkable text is repeated more than 
once in other Y d h ;  but, since VIS'WA'MITHA is 
acknowledged to be the Rishi, to whom it was 
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first revealed, it appears, that its proper and o r b  
ginal place is in this byrnn. I therefore subjoin a 
translation of the prayet,<which contains it, as also 
the preceding one, (both of which are addressed 
to the sun;) for the sake of exhibiting the Indun 
priest's confession of faith with its context ; after 
having, in former essays, given more than one 
version of i t  apart from the-rest of the text. The 
other prayers, contained in the same &cta, being 
acldressed to other deities, are here omitted. 

' This new and excellent "raise of thee, 0 , 
splehdid, playful, sun ('P.lishzw)! is offered by us 
to thee. Re gratified by this my speech : approach 
this craving mind, as a fond man seeks a woman. 
May that sun (Pdrshan), who contemplates, and 
looks into, all worlds, be our protector. 

. . ' LET US MEDITATE ON THE ADORABLE LIGHT 
OF THE DIVINE RULER(S.~VITRT)*: MAY IT GUIDE 

i OUR INTELLECTS. Desirous of food, we solicit the 
gift ofsthe splendid sun (Smitrl), who should be 
studiously worshipped. , Venerable men, guided 
by the understanding, salute the divine sun (Sir- 
wit7-Y) with oblatials and praise.' 

The two.last hymns, in t$e third chapter of the 
7th book, are remarkable; as being addressed 
to the guardian spirit of a dwelling house, and 
used as prayers, to be recited with oblations, on 
pi ld ing a house. The legend, belonging to the 
second of these hymns, is singular : VASISH'T'HA, 

I 

- 
. S'AYAN'A'CHA'RYA, the commentator whose gloss is he? 

followed, considers this passage to admit of two interpretations: - 
* the light, or Brahme constituting the spleudour, of the supreme 
ruler, or creator of the universe;' or '- thp light, .of mb, of th. 
rploedid NO.' , 
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' coming at night to the house .of VABUNJA, (with 
the intention of sleeping there, say sqme; but, as 
others affirm, with the d e s i ~ n  of stealing grain to 
appease his hun &, after a fast of three days,) was ' a assailed by the  ouse dog. He uttered this prayer, 
or incantatim, to lay asleep the dog,  who w a  
barking at, aqd attemptingdo bite, him. A literal 
venihn of the first of -those hymns .is here subT . 

joined. 

' Gaardian of this abode ! be acquainted .with 
us ; be to us a wholesome dwelling; affo~d us what 
we ask of thee ; and grant happiness to our bipeds 
and quadrupeds. Guardian of this house ! increase 
both us and our ivealth. hfoon! while thou art 
friendly, may we, with our kine and our horses, 
be exempted from decrepitude : guard us as a tither 

' protedts his offspring. Guardian of this dwelling 1 
may we be united with a happy, delightful, and 
m,eladious abode afforded by thee : guard our wealth 
now under thy protection, orOyet in expectancy : 
irnd dq thou defend us,' 

The fourth hymn, in the fourth cl~apter, con- 
cludes with a prayer to BUDRA, which, being 
used with oblations after a fast of three days, is 
supposed to ensure a happy life of a hundred years. 
I n  the sixtb book, three hymns occu~, which, be- 
ing recited with worship to the sun, are believed 
to occasion a fall of rain after the lapse of five 
days: the two first are aptly addressed to a cloud; 

the third is so, to frogs, becaise these had 
croaked while VASISH'T'H A recited the preceding 
piayers, which circumstance he accepted as a good 
omen. ' ) 

_I 

The sixth chapter of the tenth book closes ,with 
two hymns, the' prayer of which i s  the destmc. 
YOL, VXII, ?J d 



tion of enemies, lad which are wed at meri3cc1 1 
for that purpose, I 

I 

The seventh chapter opens with a hymn, ia 
which SUEYA', suwtned S A V I ~ ' ,  the wifc af 
.the moon *, is made the speaker ; as DACSH~A',  
daughter of PRAJA'PAWI, and JUHU, d a u g h  of 
BRAHMA', are, $ rubsequent chapters t. A r~ 

P asaage occurs in another place, coiltrun* 
ing a dia pgue between YAMA and his twin-sister 1 

YAMUNA', whom he endeavours to seduce; but 1 his offers are rejected by her with virtuous expw 
tulation, 

Near the close of the tenth chapter, a hymn, ia 
e very different style of composition, is spoken by 
VA'CH, daughter of AMBHRYN'A, in praise of her- 

, self as the supreme and universal soul $. Pkb, it 
should be observed, signifies speech ; and- she ir 

I the active power of BBA~MA: proceeding from 
him. The following is a literal version of ~ 
hymn, which is ex ounded by the commentator, 
consistently with t& theological doctrines of tbc 1 
v&&78, 

I - * 

* Thi marria* is noticed in the Aitarhya B r d h ~ ' ,  when 1 tbe sec~nd lecture of the fourth book opens in this manna; 
PRAJA'PATI gave his daughter, SU'RYA' SA'VITRI', to 9 6 ~ 4  , the king! I'he well b , w n  legend in the Asrhnk,  eopcernvy 

the marriage of %MA with the daughters of DACSHA, seem 10 
k founded on this story in the Ykdas, 

5 In the introduction to the index, these, together with ather 
goddesses, who are reckoped authori of holy texta, are eium+pd 
and clistinguished by the appellation of Brdeh&l, & D 

i gpirecl writer is, in the masculine, termed J3rtahqmd&n, 
1 Towards the end of the Ytr'h~d6r(0~1yg~1l, VA'CH is ismend& I as receiving a revelation from AMBHI'NI, who obtained it fm? 

the sun: but here she b w l f  bean the *at siPtilarptronpW 
Aa68#k~~'1'~ 
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I rmge with the Rac$ra, with the-Vdsus, with 
the 'Adii-ysa, and with the Visw&a8. I uphold 
both the sun and the ocean [MITRA and VARUN'A], 
t&e firmament [ h ~ s a ] '  and fire, ahd bath the . 

, AB'WIHS. I support the moon [SO'YA], destroyer 
[af &a] ; and [the sun entitled] TIASHTRY, Puf- 
asnx, or BRAGA. I grant wealth to the honest 
rotary who performs sacrifices, offers oblations, 

. a d  satisfies [the deities]. Me, who am the queen, 
ok conferrer of wealth, the posseseor of know- 
itcllp, and first: of awh as merit worship, the gods 
render, universally, prewn t every where, an$ per- 
vader of all kings. He, who eats h d  through 
me, as he, who sees, who breathes, or who hears, 
through me, yet knows i l~e not, is lost; hear then 
the faith, whlch I pronounce. Even I declare this 
seli!, who is well-shipped by gods q ~ d  men : I' make 
strong, whom I choose; E make him Brcchrn4 
bly,  a d  wise. For RUDRA I bend the bow, to 
day the deman, foe of DUHMA ; for the people I 
make war [on their fioes3; and I pervade heaven, - 
and earth. I bore the father, on the head of this 
[universal mind]; and my origin is in the midst 
df the oman * : and, therefore, do I pervade all 
beings, #and touch &is heaven with my hrm. 
Originating all beings, I pass like the breeze; I am 

I 

above this haven, beyond t h i ~  earth; and what 
i% tlw great me, that am I.' 

Heaven, or the sky, h the htherr ea expressIy declared in 
@r'p20cgcg: the sky i s  produced froru mkd, according to 
ene more puwae ~f tbe Vialor. Its birth is therefore 'placed od 
#be bead of the supreme m i d .  The commentator suggests three * I  

&terpr@ath ef the sequel of the stanza: my parent, the holy 
Adhri.de, kih the midst of the ocean;' or, ' my .origin, the 
rsotwlt deity, is i waten, which constitute the bodies of the 
gods 6' or, ' the ~ o t i e q t  god, who ia h the midst o f  the waters, 
whicb pervade intellect, is my origin! 

D d  2 



I The tenth chapter closes with a hymn to night j 
and the eleventh be ins with two hymns relative 
to the creation of t t e world. Another, on'this 

' subject was translated in $ former essay * : i t  is the 
I 

last hymn, but one, in the Rlpdda; and the aw- 
thor of i t  is AG'HAMARSHAN'A (a son of MAD'- 
HUCH'HANPAS), from whom it  takes the IlaUIe by 
which it is generally cited. The other hymns, of 

! which a version is here subjoined, are not ascribed 
to any ascertained author. PBAJ A'PATI, surnamed 

, Para&htnhi, and his son YAJNY A, aie atated as 
. the original speakers. But, of these names, one 
is a title of tne primeval spirit; and the other 
seems to allude to the allegorical immolation of 
Brahmri. 

I. ' Then was, there no entity, nor nonentity; 
no world, nor sky, nor ought above it:  nothing, 
any where, in the happiness of any one, involving 
or involved: nor water, deep and dangerous. 

I 
Death was not; nor then was immortality: nor 

I distinction of day or night. B~it  THAT 1. breathed 
without afflation, single with (&ad'hll) her who 
is sustained within him. Other than him, nothing , 
existed, [which] since [has been]. Darkness there 
was ; [for] this universe was enveloped with dark- 

, ness, and was undistinguishable [like fluids mixed 1 
in) waters : but that. mass, which was cavered by 
the husk, was [at length] produced by the power 

* Auiatk Researches, Vo1.V. p. 361. 
t The pronoun (tad), thus empllatically u d ,  is udmtooB 

to intend the supren~e being according to the doctrinee of the 
V.ddnta. When manifested by creation, he is the entity e a t )  : 
while forms, be~ng mere illusion, are nonentity ( a t ) .  The 
whole of this hynin is expounded hceording to the reaeived dm- 
triuea of the Indian thealog:, or V6+tu. Darkness and dCir. 
fl' and Cdnm) bear a ~stant resemblance to the Chaos and 
Fros of HESIOD. .Theog. v. 116. 
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of contimplation. First desire was. formed in his 
h ind :  and that became the original productive 
seed; which the wise, recognising it by the intel- 
lect in their hearts, distinguish, in nonentity, as 
the bond of entity.' 

a 

' Did the luminous ray of these [creative acts] 
kxpand in the middle ? or above ? or below ? That 
productive seed, at  once, became ovidence [or 
sentient souls], and matter [or 't R e elements] : 
she, who is sq~tained within himaelf*, was infe- 
rior ; and he, who heeds, was superior.' 

',Who knows exactly, and who shall in this 
world declare, whence and why this creation took 
place? The gods are subsequent to the produc- 
tion of this world : then who can know whence i t  
proceeded 7 or whence this varied world arose i or 
whether i t  uphold [itself], or not? He, who, 'in 
the highest heaven, is the ruler of this universe, 
does indeed know; but not another can posses8 
that knowledge.' 

. - 

11. 'That victim, who waa wove with threads 
on every side, and stretched by the labors of a 
hundred and one gods, the fathers, who wove and 
framed. and placed the warp and woof, do wor- 
ship. The [first] male spreads and encompasses 
this [web]; and displays it in this world and in 
heaven : these rays [of the creator] assembled a t  
the altar, and prepared the holy strains, and the 
threads of the warp.' 

' What was the size of that divine victim, whom 
all the gods sacrificed 7 What was his form? what 

* So Swad'hd is emounded : and the. commentator makes it 
equivalent to M ~ I J ~ ,  & the world of ideas, . ' 

D d 3 



the motive(.? the 'fence ? the metre? the obistion ? 
I 

and the prayer? First was, produced the Gbatrf 
joined with fire; next the sun (Savitrl) attended ., by Ushnih ; then the splendid moon with A n d  
tlicbh, and with prayers; while Vrlhatl acmxbpa- 1 
nied the elocution of VRYH ASPATI (or the planet 1 
JUPITER). Virhf w a  supported by the sun and i 
by water (M ITRA and VARUN'A) ; but the [middle] 
portion of the day and TrYshatlbh were here tha 
attendants of ~ N D R A  ; Jagati hilowed all the gods2 
and by that (universal] sacrifice, gages and mca 
were cornled.' , 

' Wheh that ancient sacrifice was completed, 
sage, and men, and our progenitors, were by 
him formed. Viewing with an observant wibd 
this oblation, which primeval saints o&edY I - ~e -  

nerate them.  The seven inspired sages, with 
prayers and with thanksgivings, follow the path 
of these primeval saints, and wisely practise [the 
performance of sacrifices], as charioteers use kin9 
[to p i d e  their steeds].' ' 

Some parts of these hymns bear an evident re- 
semblance to one, which has been before cited 
from the white Yajushl*, and to which I shall 
again advert in speaking of that Y4&. The com- 
mentator on the Rlgoida quotes i t  to supply some 
on~issions in this text. It appears also, on the 
fai tli of his citations, that passages, analogous ta 
these, occur in the Taittirfyaca, or black Ygocsh, 
and also in the BrcERman'a of the Ykda. 

- The hundred and one pods, who are the agents 
in the framing of the unlverse typified 'by a sacri- 

Asiatic Researches, Vol. VII. p. 25 1. 
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fice, are, according to thia commentator, t-hb 
years of BRAHMA'S life, or his afflations personified 

. m the f0r.m of ANGIRAS, &9. The s.even sages, 
who instituted sacrifices in imitation of the prime- 
val ape,. are MABI'CHI, and others. Ghyatr6, 
UshozJ, kc. are names of metres, or of. the various 
lengths of stanzas and measured verses, in the 
Y-daS, 

The receding quotations may be sufficient to 
show t i! e style of this part of the YCda; which 
comprehends the prayers and iuvocations. 

Another part belonging, as i t  a pears, to. the B same Ydda, is entitled Aitardya Br hman'a. It is 
divided into eight books (panjicd), each contain- 
ing five chapters or lectures (ad'hyhya), and sub- 
divided into an unequal number of sections (c'hunt- 
da), amounting is the whole to two hundred and 
eighty-five. Being partly in prose, the number of 
distinct passages contained in those multiplied sec- , 
tions need not be indicated. 

For waqt either of a complete comtbentar *, or 
of an explanatory index 7, I cannot un ertake 
from a cursory perusal, to describe the whole con- 
tents of this part of the Ydda. I observe, how- 
ever, many curious passages in it, es ecially to- R wards the clpse. The seventh book ad treated 
of sacrifices performed by kings; the subject is 

, continued in the first four chapters of the. eight11 
book ; and three of these relate to a ceremony for 

- the consecration of kings, by pouring on their 

. * I possess three entire copies of the text, but a part only of the 
commentary by SA'Y AK'A'CH A'RY A. 
t Tbe index Wfore-mentioned does not extend to this p a t  of 

the Vdda. . 
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heads, while seated on a throne prepared 'for the 
purpose, water mixed with honey, clarified butter, 
and spirituous liquor, as well as two sorts of grase 
and the sprouts of corn. This ceremony, called 
Abhishtca, is celebrated on the accession of a king; 
and subiequently, on divers occasions, as part of 
the, rites belonging to certain solemn sacrifices per- 
formed for the attainment of particular objects. 

The mode of its celebration is the subject of 
the second chapter of the eighth book; or 
thirty-seventh chapter, reckoned (as is done by 
the commentator) from the beginning of the Aita- 
rkya. I t  contain$ an instance, which is not sin- 
gular in the Ykdas, though i t  be rather uncommon in 
their didactick portion, of a disquisition on a dif- 
ference of opinion among i~ispired authors. ' Some: 
i t  says, ' direct the coilsecration to b e  completed 
with the appropriate prayer, but without the sacred 
words (Yyhi~rYtis), which they here deem super- 
fluous :  other^, and particularly SATYACA'MA, 
son of JA'BA'LA, enjoin the con~plete recitation of 
those words, for reasons explained at full length; 
and U D D A ' L ~ C A ,  son of ARUN'A, lias theixfore so 
ordained the performance of the cerernony.' 

; The subject of this chapter is concluded by the 
following remarkable passage. ' Well kx~owing 
all the [elscacy' of consecratibn], JANAME'JAYA, 
son of PAKICSHIT, declared ; " Psiests, conversant 
with this cerernony, assist me, 1vha am likewise 
apprizecl [of its benefits], to celebrate the solemn 
rite. Therefore, do I concluer [in single combat] ; 
therefore, do I defeat arrayed foices with an ar- 
rayed army : neither the arrows of the gods, nor 
those of men, reach nie : I shall live the full pe- 
riod of life; I shall rerrlain master of the whole 
earth." Truly neither the arrows of the gads 
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hor those of men, do reach him, whom well' in. 
strbcted priests assist in celebrating the solenrn 
rite: he lives the full period of life; he remains 
master of the whole earth.' 

The thirty-eighth chapter.(or third of the eighth ' 
\ 

book) describes a supposed consecration of INDRA, 
I 

when elected by the gods to be their king. It 
consists of similar, but\more solemn, rites ; in- 
cluding, among other peculiarities, a . fanciful 
construction of his throne with ,texts of the Ykda ; 
besides a repetition of the ceremony of consecra- 
tion in various regions, to ensure universal domi- 
nion. This last part of the #description merits to 
be quoted, on account of the geographical hints 
which it contains. 

' After p i s  inauguration by PRA JA'PATI~, the 
' divine Vasw consecrated him in the eastern region, 

with the same prayers in verse and in prose, ahd 
with the sarne holy words, [as before-mentioned,] 
in thirty-one days, to ensure his just domination. 
Therefore, [even now,] the several kings of the 
Prdchyas, in the East, are consecrated, after the 
practice of the gods, to equitable rule'(Shmrdjya); 
and [people] call those consecrated princes, Sam- 
rdj *.' 

' Next the divine Rzddras consecrated him in 
tlie southern region, with the same przyers in , 

verse and in prose, and with the same holy words, 
in thirty-one days, to ensure increase of happiness. 
Therefore, the several kings of the Satrfiats, in the 

* In the nominative case, Sgnz*dY, Snmriid, or- SamrBl ; ewb- 
stituting in this place a liquid letter, which is peculiar to tlie Vida, . 
and to the buthern dialects of India ; and which arproaches,' in , 
sound, ,to the common 1. . 



south, aie maecrated, after the practice uf thr! 
s, to the increase of enjoyment (BMja);  and g ple] name those consecrated princes, BAbja, 

' Then the divine 'Jdifyas consecrated him ilt i 
I 

the western region, with, kc., to ensure sole domi- 
nion. Therefore, the several kings of the Nz'ch* 
and A'prfchhyo8, in the West, are consecrated, &c. 
to sole dominion; and [people] ckriorniaate them 
Jkwr&*. 

'Afterwards all the gods ( ~ & t  d)oa) conse- 
crated him in the northern region, with, kc., to 
ensure separate domination. Therefore, the se- 
veral [deities, who govern the] countries of Uttara 
nrnc and Vtiara madra, beyond Himavat, in the 
North, are consecrated, &c. to distinct rule (Vat 
rdjya), and [people] term them Yirdj T.' 

' Next the divine &Whyas and AIpdyas conse- 
crated him, in this middle, central, and present 

\,region, with, &c., for local dominion. Therefore, 
the several kings of Crru and Pancihcfla, as well 
as Vda and Usinma. in the middle, central: and 

- present region, are consecrated, LC. io sovereignty 
(R&pa) ; and lgeople] entitle them R&.. 

I ' Lastly, the Ma~suts, and the gods named An- 
pias, consecrated him, in, the upper region, with, 
LC., to promote his atta~nment of the supreme 
abode, and to ensure his mighty domination, su- 
perior rule, independent power, and long reign: 
and, therefore, he became a supreme deity (Para- 
mdskt'hi) and ruler over creatures. 

C& the norninativq case, Swrncit: Slaordd, or Swar61. 
t fo thr nopinative, fir& Vircfd, . or f i r 4  



' Thus consecrated by that great inauguration, 
INDRA subdued all conquerable [earths], and won 
all worlds : he obtained, over all ihe gods, su re- 
macy, transcendent rank and'pre-eminence. Ebn- 
quering, in 'this world [below], equitable dornina: 
tion, happiness, sole dominiofi, separate authority, 
attainment of the supreme abode, sovereignty, \ 

mighty power, and superior rule ; becoming a self- 
existent being and independent ruler, exempt from 
[early] dissolution; and.reaching ail [his] wishes in' 
that celestial world ; he became immortal : he be 
came immortal '.' \ I 

The'thirty-minth chapter is relative to. a pecu- 
liarly solemn rite, performed in imitation of the 
fabulous inauguration of .INDRA. I t  is imagined 
that this celebratibn becomes a cause of obtaining 
great power and universal monarchy; and the 
three last sections of the chapter reclte instances 
of its successful practice. Though replete with 
enormous and absurd exaggerations, they are here 
translated at full length, as not uniniportant, 
since many kin are mentioned, whose names are 
familiar in the r eroick history of Idia. 

5:VII. ' By this great inauguration similar to 
INDRA'S, TURA, son of CAVASHA, co~~secrated 
JANAME'JAYA, son of PARICSHIT; and, therefore, 
did JA~AME'JAYA, son of PARICSHIT, subdue the 
earth completely, all around, and traverse it every 
way, and perform a sacrifice with a horse as an 
oRering. 

, 
Iu the didactick portion of the Vkda, the last term, in every . 

d q t w ,  is repeated to indicate its conclusion. This -repetition 
ww nut preserved in a forinera quotation, from the necessity of 
varying considerably tkorder of the words. 

/ 



4i4 ON + d i  VE'DA~, 
concerning that solemxi sacrifice, this Jersd 

is universal1 chanted. " I n  Asandivot, JAN AMEL 

JAVA-boun a' [as an offering] to the gods, a horse 
fed with grain, marked with a white star on'his 
forehead, and bearing a green wreath round his 
neck." 

' Rjr this, kc. C H ~ A V A N A ,  son of $HRY;GU, con- 
secrated SA'RYA'TA sprung from the race of MENU: 
and, therefore,. did he, subdue, &c. He becatne 
likewise a'householder in the service of the gods. 

By this, &c. SO'MAS~USHMAN, grandson of VA'- 
JARATNA, consecrated 'SATA'NI'CA, son of SATRA: 
JIT : and, therefore, did he subdue, &c. 

a 

' By this, &c. PARVATA and NAREDA conse- 
crated A'MBA'SIIT'HYA : and, therefore, &c. 

' By this, &c. PARVATA and NA'REDA conse- 
crated YUD'HA'NS'RAUSHTT, grandson of UGHA- 
SE'NA ; and, therefore, &c. 

' By this, &c. CAS'YAPA consecrated VIS'WA- 
CARMAN, son of BI-IUYANA; and, therefore, did 
he subdue, &c. 

' The earth, as sages relate, thus addressed him: 
" No mortal has a right to give me away; yet 
thou, 0 VIS'WACARICIAN, son of BHUVANA, dost 
wish to do so. I will sink in the midst of the 
waters ; and vain has been thy promise to CA'SY- 
APA *." 

* So great, was the efficacy of consecration, observe the corni 
mentator in tbis,pl&ce, that the submersion of the earth was 
tlleaeby prevented, notwithstanding this declaration, ' 

1 
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By this, &c. VASISHT'HA consecrated SUDAN,' 

son of PIJAVANA ; and, ,therefore, &c. 

By this, &c. SAMVARTA, son of ANGTRAS, .conl ' 

secrated M A V U T T ~ ,  son of AVICSHIT ; and, thcre- 
fore, &ci 

On that subjeat this verse is every where chanted, 
" The divine Maruts dwelt in the house of MA- 
RUTTA, as his guards; and all the gods were corm- 
panions of the son of AVICSHIT, whose every wish 
was fulfilled *." 

5 VIII. ' By this great inpguration similar to 
INDRA'S, UDAMAPA, son of A T ~ I ,  consecrated 
ANGA; and, therefore, did ANGA subdue the 
w t h  completely all around, and traverse it every 
way, and perform a sacrifice with a horse as .aq 
~ffering. ' , 

' He, perfect'in his person, thus addressed [the 
.priest, who was busy on some sacrifice], " Invite 
me to this solemn1 rite, and I will give thee [to 
complete it], holy man! ten thusand elephants 
and ten thousand female slaves." . - .  

I On  that subject these verses are every where 
' chanted, " Of the cows, for which thd sons of 

BRIYAMETJ'HA assisted UDAMAYA in the solemn I 

rite, this sop of ATRI gave them, [every day] a t  
-noon, two thousand each, out of a thousand inil- 
lions. 

'' The son of VIRO'CHANA [ANGA] unbound and 
gave, while his .priest performed the sdlemn sacri- 
fice, eighty thousand white horses fit for use. 

* All this, observes,the commentator, was owing to his soIemn 
jnaupratipn. 
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' The son of ATRI bestowed in gifts trea thou- ' 
s a d  women adorned with necklaces, all daughters 
of opulent persona, and brought from various coun- 
tries. 

' While distributing ten thousand elephants in 
Avachatruca, the holy son of ATRI grew tired and 
dispatched messengers to finish tbe distribution. 

\ 

64 A hundred [I give] to you ;" "A hundred tn 
you;" still the holy man grew tired ; and wlts a); 
last forced to draw breath,. while bestowing them 
by thousands ".' 

6 IX,. ' By this great inauguration, similar td 
INDRA s, DI'RO'WATAMAS, mu of MAMATA-', mu- 
&crated BHARATA, the son of DUIISHANTA~; 
and, therefore, did BHABATA, son of DUHSZLANTA, 
subdue the earth completely all around, and tram 
verse i t  every way, and perform repeated sacrifices 
with. horses as offierings. . 

' On that subject too, tkeee verses are every 
where chanted. " BH~RATA distributed in M d -  
nlLrca$, a hundred and seven thoueand millions of 
black elephants with white tusks, and decked 
with gold. 

b 

* It wes tbroqh the solemn imuguration of ANGA, that his 
priest was able to give such gred alms. This remark Is by the 
Commentator, . , 

t So the name should be written, as-appears h m  this passaga 
of the Yidar'ad' mot, as . i ~  mpk of wma of &e Pmdr'a, 
DUSHMANTA, or DUBZIYANTA. 

f The several manuscripts d i s r  on this name of a eouob-y; 
and, having no other inforriation respecting it, I am hot confident 
- 1  bavedededthebestreading. T b i s ~ ~ i s a p p l i .  
rsbk Plao to some other lAtx0IPa)OP qanses. 
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" A nmred.fire was lighted for BAABATA, son . 
- of DUHSHAIATA, in U c h i  gun'a, at which a thou-. 

sand Br&manas shared a thousand millioas 04 
,cows apiece. 

I 

~HABATA,  son of DUHSHANTA, bound seventy- 
eight horses [for solemn rites] near the Yammi; 

, and fifty-five, in PrUrag'hnu, on the Gang&. 

'' Having thus bound a hundred and thitty-three 
horses fit for sacred rites, the son of DUH~HANTA 
became re-eminently wise, and surpassed the pru- P dence o [every rival] king, 

" This great achievement d BHARATA, wither 
former nar later persons [have equalled] ;, the five 
classes of men have not attained his feats, any 
more than a mortal [can reach] heaven with hi$ 
hands *," 

6 The holy saint, YRIHADUCT'HA, taught thig 
great inauguration to DURMUC'HA, king of P&+ 
chdla ; and, *erefore; D u RM UC'HA, the Pdlachdh, 
being a king, subdued Ijy means of that know- 
kdge the whole earth around, and traversed it 
every way t, 
' The son of SATYAHAVYA, sprung from the 

Tace of VASISMT'HA, ammunicated, this' great in- 
auguration to ATYARA'TI, son of JANANTAFA 1 
and, therefore, ATPARA'TI, son of J A ~ A N T B P A ,  

All tbi cays the complentetor, & o w  the e0icacy of ineqgp 
d o n .  

f- It is here remarked, in the cornmentap tbat a &&Rmtq, 
being incompetent to receive cousecration, IS however capable af 
knowing its form : the e$cacy of which. knowledge is sho.wa in 
tbis flaw. . 



\ being no king, [nevertheless] subdued by means 
of that knowledge the whole earth around, and 
traversed i t  every way. . , 

I ' SA'TYAHAVYA, of the race of VASISHT'HA, ad- 
dressed him, saying, " Thou hast conquered the 
whole earth arohnd ; [now] aggrandize me." AT- 
IARA'TI, son of JANANTAPA, replied; " When 
I conquer Uttaracuru, then thou shalt be king of 
the earth, holy man ! and' I will be merely thy 
general." SA'TYAHAVYA rejoined; ".That is the 
land of the gods ; no mortal can subdue i t  : thou 
hast been ungrateful towards me; and, therefore, 
1 resume from thee this [power]." Hence the . 
king SUSHMIN'A, son of S'IVI, destroyer of foes, 
slew ATYARA'TI, who was [thus] divested af vigour 
and depiived of strength. 1 
' 

Therefore let hot a soldier be ,ungrateful to- ' 

wards the priest, who is acquainted [with the form], 
gnd pmctises [the celebration, of this ceremony]; 
lest he lose his kingdom, and forfeit his life : lest 
he forfeit his life.' 

710 elpcjdate this last story, i t  is necessary to 
I 

observe, that, before the commencement of the - ceremony of inauguration, the priest swears the 1 
soldier by a most solemn oath, not to injure him. 
A similar oath, as is observed in this place by 
the commentator, ha4 been administered previ- 

i 
'quslY- to the communication of that knowledge, 
'to which ATYARA'TI owed his success. The priest 
considered his answer as inusory and insulting, 
because Uttara Curu, being north of-MCl'u, i s  the 
land of the gods, and cannot be conquered by 
men: as this ungrateful answer was a breach of 
%is oath, the priest withdrew his power from him ;' 
and, in consequence, he was slain by the fw, 

I 
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The fortieth and last chapter . of the Aitartya 

Brdhman'a, relates to the benefit of entertainin a 
Purthita, or appoihted priest ; the selection o f a 
roper person for that station ; and the mode of 

!is appointment by the king ; together with the , 
functions to be discharged by him. The last sec- 
tion describes rites to be rformed, under the dj- 
rection of such a priest, P" or the destruction of the 
king's enemiess As i t  appears curious, the whole 
description is here translated ; abridging, however, 
as in other instances, the frequent repetitionrr 
with which i t  abounds. 

' Next then [is described] destruction around 
air (Bmhme)+. Foes, enemies, and riyals, perish 
around him, who is conversant with these rites. 
That, which [moves] in the atmosphere, is air 
(Brahm), around which perish five deities, light- 
n ing rain, the moon, the sun, and fire, 

' Lightning having flashed, disappears behind 
ra in t  : i t  vanishes, and none know [whither i t  
is gone]. When a man dies, he vanishes; and 
none know [whither his soul is gone]. There- 
fore, whenever lightning perishes, pronounce this 
[prayer] ; " May my enemy perish : may he dis- 
appear, and none know [where he is]." Soon, in- 
deed, none wii1:know [whither he is gone]. 

' Rain having fallen, [evaporates and] disappeard 
within the moon, &c. .When rain ceases, pro- 
nounce this [prayer], k c .  . 

'The  moon, at,  the conjunction, disappears 

. So tl~is observance is denominated, viz., Br&='& phi- . .  
mT7Ih. 

-t Behind a cloud. 
VOZ. vIII.- E e  



within the' sun, &c. Wlien the moon is dark, pm- , 
nounce, &c. . 

. . 

' The sun, when setting, disappears in fire,, 
&c *I When the sun sets, pronounce, &c. 

'. Fire, ascending, disappms in air, &c. When 
fiEe is extinguished, pronouke, &c. 

' ~hesesarne deities are again .produced .from , 

this very origin. Fire. is born of air ; for, urged 
with force by the breath, it increases. vie4ng ' 
it, pronounce [this prayer], " May fire be revived; 
but not my. foe be reproduced: may he depart 
averted." Therefore, does the enemy go far away. 

The sun is born of .fire?. Viewing 'it, sag, 
'! May the sun rise;-but not my foe be rep* 
duced, 'kc.?. . 

' The moon is born of the sun $. Viewing .it, 
say, " May the moon, be renewed, &c." 

- ' Rain is produced from the moon 9. Viewing 
it, say, " May rain be produced, &c." 

+ The TitirIp. Y a j d e  contains a pls*rgrt, which may 
serve to explain this r~otion ; The san, at  eve, penetrates tire ; 
and, therefare, fire is seen afar at night: for both are l u -  
minous.' 

. - t At night, as:the -commentator nbw observes, the-an 6s- 
appears in fire : but re-appears thenee next day. Accorctin@y, 
fire is destitute of splendour by day, and the sun shines brighter. 

3 Tbe maon, as is remarked iu the .con~mentrry, disappears 
withirl the sun at the ccin,juncti?n ; but is reproduced from tbc 
m, cmtbe*Beyef . b ~ ~ .  

5 Here the commentator remarks. b i n  enters the lunar orb, 
which consists of water'; and, at a snbsegueat time, it is repro- 
.duced from the moon. . . 

. 
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' Lightncng comes of rain. Viewing it, say, 
" May lightning appear, .&." 

' Such is destruction around air. MAITRE'YA, 
son of CUSHA'RU, cammunicated these rites to' 
SUTWAN, son of CIRIS'A, descended from BHA'R- 
GA. Five kings perished around him; and SUT- 
WAN attained greatness. 

' The observance [enjoined] to him [who under- 
takes these rites, is, as follows] : let him not sit 
down earlier than the foe; but stand, while he 
thinks him standing, Let liim not lie down earlier 
.than the foe; but sit, while he thinks him ,sitting. 
Let him not sleep earlier than the foe; but wake, 
while he thinks him waking,. Though his enemy 
had - a head of stone, soon does he slay him : he 
does slay him .' 

Before I qhit this portion of the Ydda, I think 
it right to add, that the close of the seventh book 
contains the mention of several monarchs, to whom 
the observance, there described, was taught by 
divers sages. For a. reason before-mentioned, I 
shall subjoin the names. They are VIS~WANTARA, 
son of SUSHADMAN; SAHADE'VA, son of SARJA, 
and his son S ~ D ~ A C A  ; BABHRU, son o f ,  DE'VAI- 
V ~ ~ D ' H A ,  B ~ i f i f ~  of VIDARBHA, NAGNA~IT  OF 
GAND'HA'RA, SANAS'RUTA of ARINDAMA, R'ITu- 
VID of JANACA ; besides JANAME'JAYA and Su- 
DA's, who have been also noticed in another 
place. 

The Aitnrlyn A'raryyaca is another 'portion of 
the RY'tda. I t  cotnprises eighteen chapters or 
lectures unequally distributed in five books (A'ra- 
n'yaca). The second, which is the loogest,. far it 
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contains lectures, constitutes with the third 
an Upanishad of this Y#a, entitled the BahvrlcA, 
Brtfhmanfa Upanishad; or, more commonly, the 
Aitdrdya, as having been recited by a sage named 
AITARE'YA*. The four last lectures of that se- 
cond i l ' r r n ? ~ ~ ~ ,  are particularly consonant to the 
theotogioal doctrinee of the VCdQnta ; and are ac- 
cordingly selected by thedopians of the V'dhntE 
school, as the proper AltarJya Upanishad -1. The 

* I t  is so affirmed by ANANDATI'RT'HA in his notes: and 
be, and Ihe mhmentator, whom be annotates, state the originat 
speaker of this Upsubhad to be MAEIIDA'~A, am hcunatim of 
NA'BA'YAN'A, proceeding from VIS'A'LA, soe of A ~ a r .  HI 
adds, that, on the sudden appearance of this deity at a solemn 
celebration, the whole asseinbly of gods and priests fainted : but, 
at the intercession of BRAEMA', they were revived ; and, aftq 
making their obeisance, they were instructed in boly mcieimce r th i  
AcutQra was called M A a I ~ a ' s r ,  because those venembbe per- 
mnages f Mahin) declared themselves his slaves (dhaa J . 

In the concluding title of one transcript of this A'renka, I find 
3' ascribed to A'S'WALA'YANA : probably, by an error of the 
transcriber. On the other hand, SAUNACA appears to be autbor 
of some texts of the kf'ra~'ya ; for a passage, from the secoad 
lecture of the fifih (Ar. 5, lect. 2, 5 ll), is cited ~s SAUNACA'S, 
by the commentator on the prayers of the Ripr'da (tect. 1, 
5 15). 
- t -1 bave two copies of SANCARA'B wmmemtrry, and one of 
annotations on his gloss by NA'RA'YAN'E'NDILA ; likewise 8 copy 
of SA'YAN'A'S commentary on the same theological tract, and 

, also on the third A'ran:yaca ; besicies .annotations 'by ANANDA- 
TI'RT'HA on a tlifferent gloss, for the entire Upanixhad. Tbe 
concluding prayer, or seventh lecture of the secowl A'ram'yim, 
rvas omitted by S A N ~ A R  A, as s&cieetly perspicuous : but is ex* 
pounded by SA'YAN'A, wl~ose exposition is the same, which i 
acfcled by SANCARA'S cornoier~lator : aud which transcribers some- 
tin~es subjoin to SANCAR A'S gkjss. 

AS an instance of,singular anti needless frauds, I must mentien, 
that the work of ANANDATI'RT'HA .wis sold' to n~c ,  under s 
diffrrent title, as a cornlneutary on the Taittiriya sonhiti of the 
YajurrPda. The runl~in;: titles, at the end of each chapter, had 
been altered accordingly. On euaniiilation, I found it to be a 
dltrereut, but valu.dble work; as above desktibed. 
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fdlowing is literally translated from tgr  portion 
of the second A  an yaca. 

1 ' Originany this [universe] was indeed 
SOUL only ; nothing else whatsoever existed, active 
for inactive}. HE thought, " I will create worlds :* 
thus  HE created these [various] worlds ; water, 
light, moi-tal [beings] and thk watets. That "water," 
is the [region] above the haven, ivlrikich heaven 
upl~olds ; the atmosphere comprises light ; the 
earth i's mortal; and the regions below are '' the 
waters * ." . , 

HE thought, " these are indeed worlds ; I will 
create guardians of worlds." Thua HE drew from 

, the waters, and framed, an embodied beingp. 
HE viewed him;  and of that being, so contem- 
plated, the mouth opened as an egg; froin the 
mouth, speech issued ; from apeech, fire roceeded. 
The i~ostrils spread ; fium the nostri f' s, breath 
-passed; from breath, air was propagated. The 
eyes opened : from the eyes, a glance sprunp.; 
from that glance, the snn was prodaced. The 
ears dilated : from the ears came' hearkening ; and 
from that, the regions of space. The skin ex- 
panded : from the skin, hair rose ; fioin that, grew 

- .* A d h a  wcater ; and A'p the Were, Tbe emme&km 
.assign reasons for these synonymous terms being employed, se- 
' verally, to denote the regions sbove the sky, and those bdow &e 
earth. . . . . t Purwha: a human form. . . l i e 3  



herbs and trees. The - breast opened ; from the 
breast, mind ibsued: and; from mind, the moon. 
'The navel burst: from the navel, came degluti- 
tion*; from that, death. The generative organ 
burst : thence flowed productive seed ; whence 
waters drew their origin, 1 
' These deities, being thus framed, fell into this 1 

vast ocean; and to HIM they came with thirst and 
hunger: and HIM they thus addressed; " Grant 
us a [smaller] size, wherein abiding we may eat 
food." HE offered to them [the form of]  a cow : 
they said, " that is not sufficient for us." HE ex- 
hibited to them [the form of] a horse : they said, 
" neither is that sufficient for us." He showed 
them the human form: they exclaimed : " well 
done ! ah ! wonderful !" Therefore man alone is 
[pronounced to be] " well formed;" 

" HE bade them occupy their respective places. 
Fire becoming speech, entered the mouth. Air, 
becoming breath, roceeded to the nostrils, The 
sun, becoming sig R t, penetrated the eyes. Space 
became hearing and occupied the ears. Herbs and 
trees became hair and filled the skin. The moon, 
becoming mind, entered the breast. Death, be- 
coming deglutition, the navel ; and 
Water became productive seed and occupied the I 
generative organ. 

I I 
' Hunger and thirs t,addressed him, saying " As- 

' sign us [our places]." HE replied : " Yob 1 distri- 
bute among these deities ; and I make .you parti- 

A 6na. From the analogy betweek the acts af inhaling and Q of h a  lowing, tlie latter is considered as a sort of breath or in- 
spiration: hence the air, drawn in by deglutitiop, is reckoued ow 
of 6ve breaths, or airs inhqled into the body. 



'cipant with them." Therefore is it, that to what- 
' ever deity an oblation is offered, hunger and thirst 
participate with him. 

' HE reflected, " These are worlds, and regents 
of worlds : for them I will frame food." HE 

. viewd the waters : from waters, so contemplated, 
forin issued;. and food is form, which was so pro- 
duced. 

Being thu; framed, it turned away, and sought 
to flee. The [primeval] man endeavoured to seize 
i t  by speech; but coqld nqt attain i t  by his voice: 

'had he by voice taken it, [hunger] would be satis- 
fied by naming food. JTe attempted to catch i t  
by his breath; but could not inhale i t  by breath- 
ing:  had he by inhaling taken it, [h~nger] woul'd . 
be satisfied by smelling food. He sought to snatch 
i t  by a glance; but coGld not surprise ~t by A look: 
bad he seized it by the sight, [hunger]) w o ~ l q  be 
satisfied by seeing food. He attempted to catch 
i t  by hearing: hut could not hold i t  by listenin : f had he caught it by hearkening, [hunger] wou d 
be satisfied by hearing food. He endeavoured to 
seize it by hisaskin ; but could not restrain i t  by 
his touch : had he seized it by contact, [flungerj 
would be satisfied by touching food. He wished 
to reach it by the mind; but could not attain i t  

by t h i n k i ~  
: had he caught it by thought, .Ihun- 

1 ger] woul be satisfied by meditating on food. 
He wanted' to seize it by the generative orggn, 
but could not sa hold it: had he thus seized it, 
[hunger] would be satisfied by emission. Lastly, 
he endeavoured to catch it by deglutition; and 
thus he did swallow i t  : that air, which is so clra\rn 
in, seizes food; and that very air is the bond of 
life. 

E e l t  



' HE [the &ersaZ awl] reflected " How can ,I 
this [body] exist without me?" He considered by 
which extremity he should enetrate. HE thought, 
" If [without me] speech $ iscourse, breath inhale, 

' , and sight view; if hearing hear, skin feel, . a n d  
, mind meditate; if deglutition swallow, and t h e  

or an of eneration perform its functions ; then 
. w  f oam I?  1 

' parting the suture [slnmnl], HE penetrated by 
this route. Tha t  opening is called' the suture (vi- 
dryti), and is the road to beatitude (ruindam) +. 
' Of that soul, the pkces of recreation are three; 

and the modes of sleep, as many : this (pointing to 
the right eye) is a place of recreation ; this (point- 
ing to  the throat) is [also] a situation of enjoy- 
ment; this (pointing to the heart) is [likewise] a 

. region of delight. 

' Thus born [as the animating spirit], he discri- 
minated the elements, [remarking] "what  else 
[but hinil can Ihere affirm [to existj;" and he con- 
templated this [thinking] .person T, the vast ex- 
panse $, [exclaiming] IT have I seen. Therefore 
1s Ile named IT-SEEING (IDAM-DRA) : IT-SEEING 
is indeed his name: and him, being IT-SEEING, 

they call, by a remote appellation, INDRA; for 

TI7e Hindw believe, that the soul, or' conscious life, enten 
the body through the sagittal suture; lodges in ibe brain; and 
nray coute~i~plate, throl~gli the same opening, the divine perfix- . 

tiotls. . Mind, or tire reasoning f~icul~y, is reckoned to k an 
orpair of tlre hotly, situated in the heart, 

t P~ru8h4l. * 
f Brahm, ur die great one. 
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the gods generally delight in the concealment [of 
their name]. The gods delight in privacy*. 

b V. .c ~hia [living principle] is first, in mad, 
a etus,. OF productive seed, which is the essence 
.drawn from all the members [of the body]: thua 
the man' nourishes hilaself within himself: But, 
when he emits i t  into woman, he procreates that 
[fetus]; ,and such is its first birth. 

I *  -. . 
' It becopes identified with the woman ; and 

being such, , .  a's is her own body, it dqes not de- 
-stroy her, ., she clierishes his ownselft, thus re- 
ceived witbin her; and, at3 nurturing him, she 
ou ht to be cherished [by him]. The woman now 
.ris g es that fetus; but he previously d~erisbed the 
child, and*furtller does so after its birth. Siiice 
.be supports, .the child, before arid after. birth, he . 

cherishes l~imself: and that, for the perpetual suc- 
cession of persons ; for thus are these persons per- 
petuated. $-h ie his second hrth. 

' This [second] self becomes his representative , 

for holy acts [of religion]: and that other [selfl, 
having fulfilled its obligatioas, and completed its 
eriod of l~fe, deceases. Departing hence, he is 

l o r n  again [in some. other sllape]: and such is his 
third birth. 

' This was declared by the holy sa e. With- 
in the won~h, I have recognised all t f e successive 
births of these deities. A hundred bodies, like 

* Here, es at the eonclusior, of every division of an Ujmidad, 
or of any chapter in the didactick porliou of the Yddas, the k 
phrase is repeated. 

t For the man ia identified ria the cbild procreated 6 him. 



iron chaids, hold me down : yet, like a falcon, '1 
swiftly rise." Thus, spoke VA'MADE'VA, reposing 
in the womb : and po.ssessing tbis [intuitive] know- 
ledge, he rose, after bursting that cofporeal con- 
finemen t ; and, asceiiding to the blissful' region of 
heaven *, he attained .every wish,'anil . became 
immortal. He became immortal." .: 

' ; j . , :  

$ VI. ' What is this s o ~ i l ?  that we'smay- wor- 
ship him. Which  is the soul? I$ it that by which 
[a  man sees]? by which he. hears? .-ti9 which he 
smells odours ? by which be  ntteis r+peech? by 
which he discrimhates a pleasaiit br j~npjeasar~t 
taste? I s  it the heart [or understaficling]! or the 

-mind [or will]? Is  it se~isatiorl? or power? or dis- 
criminati'on ? or comprehension? or perceptioh ? or 
retention ? or attention ? or application ? or haste 
'[or pain]? or memory ? .  or assent ? or determine 
-tion ?- or animal action t ? or wish ? or desire ? 

:) , ' '  

All those are only various nain&b;f @@rehen- 
sion. But this [soul, consisting in 'the factllty of 
apprehension,] is BRAHMA' ; . he is TNDRA ; he is 
(PRAJAIPATI) the lord of creatures : these gods 
are he ; and'so are the fire prirnary'elements, earth, 
air, the etherial fluid, water and light $:  these, 
and the same joined with minute object's and other 
seeds [of existence], anddagain] other [kings] pro- 

/ 

* SWARGA : or place of celediuj blias. 
t h: the unconscious volitiou, which okasions an aet ne- 

cessary to the support of life, as breathing, kc. 
1 BRAHMA' (in the masculine gender) here den~tes, according 

to commentators, the intelligent spirit, whose birth was in the 
mundane 'e~ ; from whicll is named H I R A N ' Y A G A R ~ ~ ~ A .  IN- 
DBA is tbe chief of. the gods, or subordinate deities ; meaniog 
the elements and planets. PBAJA'PATI is the first embodd  
spirit, called VIBA'J, and described in the preceding wrt of this 
extract. The gods are fire, and the rest a3 there,stated. 
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duced 'from e g p ,  or borne in wombs, or origin- I 

.sting in hot molsture *, or springing from pbnts ; 
whether horses, or kine, or men, or elephants, 
whatever' lives, and walks or flies, or whatever is 
immovable [as herbs and trees]: all that is the 
eye .of intelligence. On intellect [every thing] is . 
founded : the world is the eye of intellect; and 
intellect is its foundation. Intelligence is (Brahme) 
the great one: 

' By this [intuitively] intelligent soul,. that sage 
ascended from the present world to the blissful . 

_region of heaven ; and, obtaining all ,his wishes, 
became immortal. He became immortal. 

Q VII. ' May my speech' be founded on under- 
standing: and my mind be attentive to my utter- 
ande. Be thou manifested to me, 0 self manifested 
[intellect] ! For my sake [0 speech and mind !] a p  
proach this YikZa. May what I have' heard, be 
unforgotten: day and night may I behold this, 
which I have studied: Let me 'think' the reality : 
let me speak the truth. May it preserve me;  may 
.it preserve the teacher: me may it preserve: the 
teacher may i t  preserve; the teacher may it  pre- 
serve; may it preserve the teacher T.' 

Another t@alzishad of 'this V'da, appertaining 
to a particular S'dc'hci of it, is named fiom that, 

* 

Verplin and iosects are supposed to be gtuerated from hot 
moisture. 

' t This,- like other Wprs; is denomhuted a mantra ; though 
it be the concliwion of as Uprmishad. 



and from the Brdhman'a, of which i t  is an extract, 
Caushitaci B~.fihnlan'a Upanishad. F r m  an abrid 
mept of it  (for I have not seen the work at large, 7 
i t  appears to contain two dialogues; one; in which , 
INDHA instructs PRATARDANA in thedogy; and 
another, in whicb AJ A'TA S'ATRU, king of Cals'r, 1 

comtnunicstes divine knowledge to a prie~t named 1 
RA'LA'CI. A similar conversation between these I 
two  persons is found likewise in the F'rlhad'bra- 
aka of the Yajurveda; as will be slibsequently no- 
ticed. Respecting the other ~0htent8 of the Bdh- 
man'a, fiom which these dialogues are taken, I 
have not yet obtained any satisfactory informa- 
tion. 

The abridgment above-mentioned occurs in a 
metrical paraphrase of twelve principal Upanisha&, 1 
in twenty chapters, by VIDYA'RAN'YA, the pre- 
ceptor of MA'DHAYA dcMrya. He expressly states 
Caushitaci as the name of a Shhd of the Rig.vUa. 

The origjnai pf  the Cduah6taci was among the 
portions ot the VJda, which Sir ROBERT CHAM- 
BERS collected a t  Benares; according to a list, 

-which he srnt to me, same time before his de- 
parture from India. A fragment of an Lrpaniahad, 
pl.ocured at the same place by Sir WILLIAM JONES, 
and given by him to Mr. BLAQUIERE, is marked 
in his hand writing, " The beginning of the Ca* 
shitaci." In it, the dialogists are CHITRA, sur- 
named GA'NGA'YANI, and SIVE'TACE'TU, with his 
father UDDA'LACA, son of ARUN'A. 

I shall resume the consideration of this portion 
.of the a'rgvtda, whenever I have the good for- 
tune to obtain the complete text and commen- 
tary, either of the BrtYlrnan'a, ar of the Upanishd, 
which bears .this title. 
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On the WHITE YAJUBVE'DA. . 
The 'Vhjasant?~~h, or white Yajwh, is the shortest 

of the YJdm; so far as respects the first and prin-$ 
ci al. part, which comprehends the Mantms. T R ~  Sankith, OF coIIectionl of prayers and i n v o c ~  
tions belonging to this Vtda, is comprised in forty 
lectures (,4d'hydya), uilequally subtlivided into 
numerous short sections (can'dicd) ; each of which, 
in general, constitutes a ,prayer or Muntra. I t  is 
also divided, like the RYgvtda, into Anuvricm, or 
chapters. The number of dnuvcfcas, as they are 
stated a t  the close of the index to this VEda, ap- 

ears to be two hundred and eighty-six : the num- 
ger of sections, or verses, negrlp two thousand (or 
exactly 1987). But this includes many repetitions 
of the same text in divers places. The lectures 
are very unequal, containing from .thirteen to a 
hundred and seven teen sections (can'(Zic4 *).' 

Though called the Yeurvidn, i t  consists of 
passages, some of which are denominated Ri'ch,' 
while only the rest are st]-ictly Y!ljrtsh. 'l'he first 
are, like ,the pravers of the RYgrbda, in mebre: 
the others are either in ~neasured prose,'cont;\ining 
from one to a hundred and six-syllebles ; or such 
of then1 as exceed that length, are considered to 
be i;rose reducible to no measure. 

The Y(?jurcCda relates chiefly to oblations and 

I have several c+apies of MA'D'HY ANDINA'S wl~ite Y?iwhl  
one of nliich i s  arco~l~pnierl by a comnle~~tury, et.titletl Vl;'d~~di!~a; 
tile author o f  whirh, 81 A H I ' D ' H A ~ A ,  consirtted the cbmmerrlarier 
pf UV A r'n ud MA'D'HAVA, as he hiuself' luforlns us in his prec . 
face, , I  . 



sacrifices, as the name itself implies *. p e  first - 1 

chapter, and the greatest part of the second, con- 
tain prhyen adapted f%r sacrifices at  the full a d  
change of the moon: but the six last sections 
regard oblations to the manes. The subject of . ~ 
the third chapter is the consecration of a perpetual 
fire, and the sacrifice of victims: the five next 
relate chiefly to a ceremony called Agnishtbma, 
which includes that of drinking the juice of the 
acid asclepias. The two following relate to the 
74ijnpLrya and RhjasLyct; the last of which cere- I 
monies involves the consecration of a king. Eight I 
chapters, from the eleventh to the eighteenth, 
regard the sanctifying of sacrificial fire; and the 

,- ceremony, named Saut~hman'i, which was the sub- 
ject of the last section of the tepth chapter, oc- 
cupies three other chapters from the nineteenth to I 

the twenty-first. The prayers to be used a t  an 
As'rc7carntd1ha, or ceremony emblematic of the im- 
molation of a horse and other animals, by a king 
ambitious of unicfersal empire, are placed in four 
chapters, from the twenty-second to the twenty- 
fifth. The two next are miscellaneous chapters; 
the Sautrciman'i and Aswamtd'ha are completed in 
two others ; and the Purushamed'ha, or ceremony 
perfonned as the type of the allegorical immolation 
of NA'RA'PAN~A, fills the thirtieth and thirty-first 
chapters. The three next belong to the S a ~ a d -  
dV/ta, or prayers and oblations for universal suc- 1 

cess. A chapter follows on the PitrIdd'ha; or 
obsequies in commemoration of a deceased ances- 
tor: and the last five chapters contain such pas- 
sages of this lrkda as are ascribed to DAD'HYACH, 

Yojwsh is derived from the verb Yaj, to worship or adore. 
Aat l~er  etymology is sometitues ~wigoed : but this is most con- 
'sistent with the wbject; viz. (Yajngo) W c e s ,  and (&) 
oblotiona to fire. 
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son or descendant of AT'HARVAN :'four of them 
consist of prayers applicable to various religious 
rites, as sacraments, lustrations, penance, &c.; and 
the last is restricted to tlleology. 

Excepting these five chapters, most of the pas- 
sages contained in the preceding part of this col- - 
lection of prayers, are attributed to divine.person- 
ages : many arc ascr ihd to the first manifested be- 
ing, named PRAJA'PAT~, PARAME'SHT''HT, or NA'- 
RA'YAN'A PURUSHA; some are attributed to SWA- 
YAMBHU' RRAH~\LE, or the self existent himself: 
the reputed autliors of the rest are VRIE-IASPATI, 
INDRA, VARUN'A, and the A s ' w r ~ s  : except a few 
scattered passages, which are ascribed to 1-ASISH- 
T"HA, VIS WAIDI ITRA,  VA'MADE'VA, MAD'IIUCH'- 
HANDAS,  ME'D'HA'TIT'HI, and other human au-, 
thors ; and some texts, for which no XZshi is spe- 
cified in the index, and which are therefore assigned 
either to the sun (Vivasmat or A 'ditya), as the 
deity supposed to have revealed this  Ydda ; or t o  
YA'JNPAWALCYA, as the person who received the 
revelation : in the same manner, as the unappro- 

riated passages of the Rip4du are assigned to 
5nnJA!uATI, or DRAHMA'. 

Several prnyen and hymns of the y;jur-l7ida 
have been already translated in former essays"; 
and inay serve as a sufficient example of tlie style 
of i t s  composition. : I  shall heye insert only two 

- passages, both remarkable. The first is the begin- 
ning of the prayers of the Sa?.vnmtd'lia. It con- 
s t i tutes  the thirty-second lecture, comprising two 
chapters (muvdca) and sixteen verses. 

Fmr: is THAT [original cause] ; t he  &n is that; 
I . . . 

* -4siatic Research, Vol. V, agd+Vm;.* 



so is air ; so- is the moon :, such too is that pure 
BRAHME, and those waters, and that lordsof crea- 
tures. Moments rand other measures of tirne] pro- 
ceeded from the effulgent perspn; whom none can 
apprehend [as an object of perception], above, 
around, or in the midst. .Of him, whose g l o v  is 
so great, there is no image : he i t  is, who is cele- 
brated in various holy strains *. Even he is the 
sod,  who pervades all regions : he is the first born: 
~t is he, who is in the womb; he, who is born; 
and he, who will be produced : he severally, and 
universally, remains with [all] persons. 

' HE, prior to whom, nothing was born; and 
who became all beings; himself the lord of crea- 
tures, with a [body composed of] sixteen members, 
being delighted by creation, produced the three 
luminaries [the sun, the moon, and fire]. 

' To what God shoi~ld we offer oblations, but to 
him, who made the fluid sky and solid earth, who 
fixed the solar orb (mar), and celestial abode 
(nka ) ,  and who framed drops [of rain] in the at- 
mosphere? To what god. should we offer obla- 
tions, but to him, whom heaven and earth men- 
tally contemplate, while they are strengthened 
and embellished by offerings, and illuminated by 
the sun risen above them. 

' The wise man views that mysterious [being]; 
in whom the universe perpetually exists, resting 
on that sole support. In  him, this [world] is 
absorbed ; from him, it issues : in creatures, he is 
twined and wove, with various forms of existence. 
Let the wise man, who is  conversant with the 

I I 

* The text phrs to particular passages. 
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import of revelation *, promptly celebrate that 
immcutal being, the m sterimly existing and Z ' various abode : he, who nows its three states [its 
crecrtion, continuance and destnrctiorl], which am - 

involved in mystery, is tather OF the fbther. That 
[BralrwJ, in whom the ds attain immtaiity, r while they abide in the t ird [or celestial] re 'on, 
is C ~ U F  venerable arrmt, and the providence w ch 
governs all worl S a. 

% 
' Knowing thi elemknb, discovering the worldr, 1 

and recognisin all re 'one and quarters [to be 
himJ and worsfipping aPeech or revelation, whd 
is] the firit-born, the votary pervades the animatin 
spirit of solemn sacrifice by means of p is  own? 
soul. R e v i z i n g  heaven, earth, and sky [to be 
him], knowing the worlds, discovering ace md T I (mar) the solar orb [to be the w e ] ,  e view8 I 

that being : he becomes that being ;& and is identi- 
fied with him, on completing the broad web of 
the solemn sacrifice. 

" For o ulence and wisdom, I solicit thii won- B derful lor of the altar, the,friend of INDRA, moat 
desirable {fire]: may this oblatiqn be efktual. 
Fire l make me, thia day, wise by means .of that 
wisdom, which the gods and the fithers worship : 
be this oblation ehcious .  May Vasu'na grant 
me wisdom; may fire and PXAJA'PAT~ confer on' 
me sapience; may INDRA and air vouchiafk lncr 

For tbe word Gad'hBa u bere interpreted, or intendiq 
one, who m?catigata holy wtit. h uMther place (&tic R.. I 

reorcha, Vol. VII. p. 297), the tglan +i6ed the m; 
and 8hollld h n n  been so t n o s l z -  of "-1y ri- 
*ter, n c e ~ ~  zm w is not th meaning in-& 
place, tborrghit k t b r ~ p m a m + p t d k o f 4 b ~ .  
VOL VIU. ' F f  



,bHPaadge ; may pmviQence +a me unclerdd 
4: h this oblrtilm happily ofFemd l May & 
pereand the d d k  both sham my proqrity; 

I 
I may; tb gDds grant me supreme happiness: to 

tlrse, wbsas t  that [Micityl, b this ablation d- 
fictudy.presantcd' , 

TSnaex$ppmragt, w a L s h d t e i @ i s & p a r 9 ~  
to fire *. 

- '. Thou ;ffb ( ~ a t s a r ~ ) . d x  [firat;] jcw [d the 
&ck]; thou art fiprkwkmu) tha [secad] ya; 
.b m& (itithut-) t+ [thbd] par;  thwart 
( & h & a ~ r a r a )  the [fourth] ycac ; t b ~ ~  art.c-) 
the.[fif;th] jkar : may mrningr ap xrtain to thee; 
i ra  .) dag. a d  n i g h  and fixtdta, a d  month 1 d -*, belong ro bbee; may (-tm) 
bke,yeirt: be! a, pettion af t h e  : to go, rn to. owe, 
cmttawkirrgl; or. e x p d n g  [thy&::, ; thou st 
kd@ @&ti Tagdxz with that. dtitp, .rck 
main thou firm like A N G I R A S ~  

- .  I- hawe quoted this almat.umarstning 
h s a  it.xtatines the divbions of time, .w r 'ch ba 
b .to. the. cnbmrtar Of the, P b  ; ' and: wIricb w P mp b d ; k  &ass. an .that d j e o t  annexed to 
t h p : e w d . d u a ~ e ,  ultda .tb t i h  af TO 
dais: I ahali. ain, dverk, in allllqutmt. p* d 
~ s .  cls;p P s h p ~  here.. m1y o h v e ,  vnth ths 
.*:.&-ti fmhsee-  i a b l l d t p o f  
the. text. now cite ?% that- &fires .as .in .another. f i ~ t ,  
sa~rifi~ce,: is. identified miith the.. yqr.  and with thc 
&I!, by. rearjan of the war, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ' . b i ; ~ \ p e e n  
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&c~nsecrated fit, and the reguratioh of time dlative 
to( teligious rites ;' at wh k h  one is' wed, and which 
ilk other goveins. 

The fmtieth atnd last chapter of this t76dyt is an 
Upanishad, as before intimated : which iil usually 
called I's'a-vhyam, from the two initial words; 
and mmctirnes Is'd 'dhy d, fim the Atst word ; 
bat the proper title is .% pmiskad af the Viaah 

tad$&.' The author, as befoyd-mentioned; 
m D A E ~ Y A C R ,  SOU or descendant of AT'RARVAN *. 
'A tFanslation of it ha8 been published in the pwt- 
hmous works of Sir WILLIAM JoNg8. 

The gecund part ~f this Bddd, appertainitrjg to 
the Mcfd'Agritndbd S'hc'hd, is efhtled the &at& 
pt'& Mhmm'u  ; md is much more copious tharl 
dae dlectim of prayers. I€ codsidts & fi~urtthf 
bdrs  (cidda:] u ~ q u d l y  distributed i'n two partd 
f w a ) :  the first: of which contaiiis ten books ; 
md the m n d ,  anfy four. The number of' lec- 

( d ' h y d y ~ ) ,  conhacd in each book, varies ; 
arid 8 6  dbes tW of the Brhhman'tfa, or separate pre- 
cept%, iri each 1ect:nn. Another mode of divi'sion; 
by &apt&% ( P r y ) ,  aldo prevails throughout 
the V ~ W I B ;  an the diethcticm of BrMmda8, 
which are again subdivided into short sections 
(le); is mbbpdinaw W bofh modes of divi- 
aioR 

W d e c  HAHI'D'~ABA*S gloss on thiO chapter, in his t*t& 
b)pd, i hm tbt' separate cornmentag o f  S'ANCA~A, and one by 
BA'LACRISRN' 'A'NANDA, which wntabs a' clear and copiod 
expsitido' o f  this C&zs&~ .  Re pmfesbes to eipouid ' air it ia 
r2aci&d by both thk CWwn and MWiyandjtw r b 3 s .  Sil  
~ C L I A M  yon$,  ih his vkd0n of it, U&d V C N ' ~ A ~ A ' ~  g1OSS ; 

-'a cdpy af W gloss, which li@carefuny stu- 
? z r n W h * h  bi bad-ni* h - m  *.YGA 
phcc. . 

F f a  



486 ON THE VE'DAS, - 
. The fourteen books, which constitute this part 

gf .the Vdda, comprise a hundred lectures cor- 
responding ' to six ty-eigh t chapters. The whole 
number of distinct articles, ent~tled Brhhman'a, is 
four liundred and forty : the sections (catz'dca) are 
also counted, and are stated at 7634 *. 
'  he same order is observed in this collection.bf 
precepts concerning religious fites, wllich had been 
followed in the arrangement of the prayers belong- 
ing to them. The first and second books treat of 

' 

cerenlonies on the full .and change of the ,moon;' 
the consecrqtion of the sacrificial fire, &c. The 

. third and fourth relate to the made of preparing 
the juice of the acid Asclepiag, and ' other cererno- 
nies connect.ed with it, as the Jydtisht'lima, &c. 
The fifth is confined to the Y&c~pLya and, R d f  
s&ya. . The four next teach the consecration of sa- 
qrificial fire : and the tentb, entitled Agni r a h q a ,  
s h ~ w s  the benefits of these.ceremonics. The three 
first books of the second part are stated, by the. 

,-commentator T,, as relating to t h e , & ~ r h & i  and 
As'wamkd'hu ; and the fourth,. which is . the last, 
lylongs t9 , theo1,ogy. In the original, the . thir-. 
teeqth book is, specially denonlinated A4w&'&a; 
id thq,..fyurtee~tt.i is entitled VrYhad hmn'juca. 

TIE As'raadd'ha and Purztshdd'ha, celebrated 

* My copies of the text and of lhe commentmy ue both k* 
perfect; b H  the deficiencies of one o w r  in pJaws, w b m  #e 
ether h~o~lrplete ; and I have been thus enabled to inspect cur- 

. -lily the whole of thia ortion of the Vi&. 
ht~ong f r v e n t s  of & BrdlkAom'u, comprising entire 

1 have one which agrees, in the substance arqi purport, with tbq 
second book of the Mdd'hymdincr ~'atapui f , '  thoegh ditfering 
much iu the readin0 of almost eve;ry pwa*. It probably be 

to a d&mt S'6db. 
'f At tha b e g i n ~ n ~ - &  bb #oa oathe eleventh book. 
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OR SACRED W R I T I N G S  OF THE HINDUS. 437' I 
. in the manner directed by this Yida, are not really 

sacrifices of horses and men. .In the first men- ! 
tioned ceremony, six hun(11;ed and nine animals of 
various prescribed kinds, domestic and wild, in- 

+ 

eluding birds, fist], and reptiles, are made fast; 
the tame ones, to twenty-one posts ; and the wild, 
in the intervals between ft pillars : and, after cer- 
tain prayers hare been rec ed, the victims are let 
loose without injur . In the other,a hundred and 
eighty-five men o r  various specihd tribes, cha- 
racters, and rofessions, are bound to eleven posts : 
and, after t R e hymn, concerning the 'allegorical 
immolation of NA'RA'YAN'A *, has been recited, 
these human victims are liberated unhurt: and ob- 
lations of butter are made on the sacrificial fire. 
This mode of performing the As'wamCd'ha and Pu- 
iusham!dYha, as emblematic ceremonies, not as 
real sacrifices, is taught in this Vkda: and the in- 
terpretation'is fully confirmed by the ritualst, and' ' 
by commentators on the Sanhitd and Brtihnmn'a ; 
one of whom assigns as the season, ' because the 
flesh of victims, which have been actually sacri- 
ficed at  a Yajnya, must be eaten by the persons" 
who offer the sacrifice : but a man cannot tie al- 
lowed, much less required, to eat human flesh $.' 
It may be hence inferred, or conjectdred at  least, 

* Asidic Reaearchee, Vol. VII, p. 251. The version of the 
bynm, as there given, should be amended by substituting, at tbe 
I 5th verse, ' bi img'  for ' immow'ig.' A similarity of tumr 
led to that error, whih the contpxt did not correct; for the 9th' 
verse is rightly traeslated, However, to follow the commentaries 
strictly, even the term,.wbicb there occula, and which properly ' 
oigdies ' immdated;-thay be t d a t e d ,  ' consecrated.' 
t .I F l a r l y  advert to a separate rhul of the I b r r M d J -  

hq by A'JNI~ADB'V~, 
1 Cited from memory : I read the passage several years ago ; 

byt i c%uusot dm mcowr it, 
F f o  



that h~lmanpadrifices were pot autharized by the P!!d+ 
itself: but were either then abrogated, and an em- 
blematical ceremony substituted in their e c e ;  ar I 

they must have beep introduced in later tiruep, on 
the authority of certain Purhnlas, or Tarttra~, fi- 

in this as in other mat- 
I 

The horse, which i s  the subject of  the religious 
ceremony called As'wadd'ha; is aha, avowedly, 
an emblem of Vir& or tbe primeval and uuiuer- 
sal manifested being. In the last eection ~f the 
Taittirfya Yajul.cldda, the various garta of the horse's 
body are described, its divisions of time, and por- 
tions of the upiverse : ' morning is his head ; the 
sun, his eye ; air, his breath ; the mqop, his q r  ; 
&c.' A similar passage in the 14th book of the 
Slatapat'ha lrbhmnla describes the same a1leg;oricd 
horse for the meditatipn of such, as cqnnot per- 
form an Bs'wumtd'hq ; and the assemblage of Jiving 
animals, constituting an imagingry victim, qt a 
real As'yuaddPha, equally represent thq universal 
being, according to the dwtrines of the Idiaq 
scripture. Jt is not, fiowever, certain, ~ h e f h e r  
this ceremony did not also give occasion to the in- 
stitution of another, eppare~ly not atrthdzed 
the Vkh8, in wbicb a koqoe wy actudly savifi 03 
. The V i e d  t#ran'yaca, which constitutes the 

fourteenth book of the Sbtspat'ka br&ww'a, ia 
the conclusion of the YdjasanhJf, or white Yojuslq. 
Ii consists of seven chapters Qr eight iccturea ; zrsd 
the five last lectures, in one yrpngement, w n ~ n d -  
ing with the six last lectyrea in the other, f m  a 
t h ~ l o g i d  treatise entitled the VrlM Im.w 



OR SACRED WRITJ.NOS OF THE HINDUS. 

ar P** b4.&rnrnf@ *reiskad; bltt lDOIt corn- 
m l y  cited aa the Tfdhud 6ran1pe *. The 
eat rt of it is in dialogue ; and YA'JWYAW~~LLCYI 
is t c  principal speaker. As an U air-hi, it prob 
perly belong. to the ~CEncaa B ' E ~ ~  at least, it h 
SQ cited by VIDTA'RAN'YIS, in hk par 
VpaazkW befow-mentioned. There %::< 
however, appear to be any material variation m rrt, 
as received by the Mbd'hyandina school : unless in 
the div i~om of diqpters a d  tmctims; and in the 
h t s  of suacasive teachera, by d c n a  it W Q ~  W d  
down t. . . 

To convey some notion of the scope and style 
of this Upnisbad, I shall, here, briefly indicate 
some \of the moot reinbt.labk passages; aod chiefly 
b e  whieh have ban paraphrased by V ~ Y A ' -  
RAN'YA. A few others have been a l d y  cited ; 
and the fdowing appear4 bikwire to berm na- 
tice. 

i ,, . 
Towards the beginning of the YrYW d-'ymq 

a passage, concerning the origin of fire hallo~ed 
fi)F an As'wedd'ha, spew thw : ' Noddug esisted 
in this world, before [tha wdiaotioq, of mid]: 

' this univene was e ~ i r c l d  g y death m p  rn de- 
voar ; for death is tbe d e v m r .  He f& mb& 
being desirous of himself bcambg emhd aith - 
a soul.' - . ,- ,,. >.... " .... , - 

lk&s three copies 
&&an's amunentary, I 
41-t ,cmmenDug by 
titled Alithcokrni;  asd ? tpetkal pmpipae ef FAN&~~A'B 
gloss, by !~E~X'S'WAR'A'CHA'RYA, as we11 a~ annotatione in p r w  
by ANANDA G I R L  

f 'XEs ie' the. UjtixisM, to whiih ~;'R?ILLIAM S O ~ E S  re- 
fern, ... in bb p r e b  to the traoslation of t$e Idtutsl  of MENU : 

\ p. vm. 
F f 4  



Here the commentators explain death to be the 
-intellectual being who sprung from the. golden 
, mundane egg : and the gage before cited f i o ~  

.the RYgwUa*, where t E" e pnmeval existence of 
death is denied, may be easily reconciled with 
this, upon the Indian ideas of the periodical de- 
struction and renovation of the t~orld, and tinally 
of all beings but the supreme one. 

The first selection b VIDPA'RAN'YA, h m  this 
Upanishad, is the fourt g article, (brcihman'a,) of the 
third lecture of the Yrlhad- dranywa. It ie dew 
scriptive of VIRA'J, and begins thus : 

' This [variety of forms] was, before [the pro. 
duction of body], soul, bearing a human shape. 
Next? looking around, that [primeval being] saw 
nothing but himself; and he, first, said " I am L" 
Therefore, his name war " I :" apd, thence, even 
now, when called, [a man] first answers '' it is I,' 
and then declares any other name which apper- 
tains to him. . 
' Since he, being anterior to all this [which 

w k s  supremacy], did consume by fire all sinful 
[obstacles to his own supremacy], therefore doe8 
the man, who knows this [truth], overcome him; 
who seeks to be before him. 

8 

' He felt dread ; and, the&re, man fears, whca 
alone, But he reflected, " Since nothi exista 
besid~s rnyqelf, why should I fear?" %us his 
terror departed from him; for what should he 
' dread, since fear must be of another ? 

r , . . 



OR SACRED WRITINGS OF T H E  HINDUS. Mf. 
' He felt not delight ; and, therefore, man de- 

lights not, when alone. He wished [the existence 
of] another ; and instantly he became such, as is 
man and woman in mutual embrace. He caused 
this, his own self, to fall in twain ; and thus be- 
came a husband and a wife. Therefore, was this 
[body, so sepal-ited], as it were an imperfect moiety 
of himself: for so Y A ~ J ~ A W A L C Y A  has pronounc- 
ed it. This blarik, therefore, is completed by wo- 
man. He approached her ; and, thence, were hu- 
man beings produced. 

' She reflected, doubtingly ; " how can he, 
having produced me from himself, [incestuously] 
approach me? I will now assume a disguise." She 
became a cow; and the other became a bull, and 
approtidied b; and the issue were 'kine. She ' ' 
waa changed into a mare, and he into a stallion; 
oqe waar turned into a female ass, and the other 
into a male one : thus did he a in approach her ; C and the one-hwkd kind was t e offspring. She 
became a female goat, and he a male one ; she was 
an ewe, and he a ram : thus he approached her ; 
and goats and sheep were the progeny. In this 
manner, did, he create every existing pair whatso- 
ever, even to the ants [and minuteet ineect].' 

The sequel of this passage is also curious ; but 
is too long to be here inserted. The notion of 
VIBA'J dividing his own substance into male and 
timale, tx?mrs in more than one Pardnla. So does 
that of an in~estuous~marria e and intercourse of 
the Brat Mmu with his &ughter SATAHUPA': 
and the commentators on the Upanishad under- 
stand that legend to be alluded to in this place. 
But the inst~tutes, ascribed to MENU, make VI- 
JU~J to be the issue of such a separation of persons, 
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and MENU himelf to .be his &spring*. There 
is, indeed, as the reader may obwrve from the 
passages cited in the present essm, much &agree- 
ment and consequent confusion, 'in the gradation 
of persons interposed by Hindu theolo between 
the supreme being and the created war@ 

The author of the paraphrase befwe-mentioned, 
bas next selected three dialogues from the fourth 
lecture or chapter of the Yr-yrnd: In the 
first, which begins the chapter and ampies  ghree 
articld (Brhhmanaa), a conceited and loquacious 
priest, named BA'LA'CI (from his mother BA LA'CA'), 
and GA'RGYA (from his ancebtor GARQA), visits 
AJA'TAS'ATRU, king of Wf, and &ra to com- 
municate to him the knowledge of GOD. The 
king bestows on him a liberal re<rJolapetrs& for the 
offer ; and the priest unfolda his &trine, saying 
be worshipe, or recognises, u, GOD, the being 
who ir manifest in the sun; him, who ie +pp;ue~t , 

in lightning, in the ctherial elements, in air, in 
fire, in water, in a mirror, in the regions of aptus, 
in Shade, a id  in the soul itself. The king who wra, 
as it appears, a well instri~cted h l p g i a a ,  refuter 
these several notbna, successively; and, findrag 
the priest remain dknt, asks " is  that all you have 
to say ?' GA'RGYA replies, " that is all." Then, 
says the king,& " that i s  not su&ient for t.he'kaow- 
ledge of God.'' Hearing this, GA'MYA Prep-  
to become his pupil. The king rcplk, '' t wm1d 
reverse established ~rder, were a priest to d 
a soldier in expectation of rtligiools i n sbuc th :  
but I will suggest the hodedge to you." He 

Sea SL W. Jonas's trwuhiom of Urn. Ctt I., 1.a 
and 33. . . 



t+km him by the hand ; and, rising, cooducts ldat 
to o place, where a man was sleeping. He calla 
the sleeper by various appellations suitable tp t b  
priest'$ doctrine; hut without succeeding in 
aw&uing kiim : he then rouses the sleeper by 
stirring; him; and, afterwardq addressirjg the 
priest, asks, " While that man was, thus asleep, 
where was his soul, which c~nsista in intellect? * * 

end whence came that soul w4en he ~vw awaken- 
4 ?" GA'RG YA could not solve the queetion : wd 
the king then proceeds to ex lain the nature of R s ~ u l  and mind, according to t e received notiws 
af the Ydddnta. As it is not the urpose of this 
csaay to conaider those doctrinee, f shall wt b e  
insert the remainder of the dialogue. \ 

' n e  next, accupyiug a single article, is a con- 
- uemation between YA'JNYAWALCYA, and his wife, 

MAITRE'YZ'. He announces to her his intention 
of retiring from the civil world ; requests her con- 
tieat, and roposes to divide his effects betwceo 
her, aad R is second wife, CA'TYA'YANI'. She 
asks, " Should I become immortal, if this whole 
earth, full of riches, were mine?" " No," r e  
pljm Y~JNYIWALCYA, " riches serve for the 
trreans of living ; but immortality is not attained 
t$rou 4 wealth." MAJTRE'Y I' decla~es she3has no 
qse, $en, for tha, by which she may not become 
ispqwrtal; and solicits f~om her husband the com- , 

mwlkation of the knowledge, which he assesses, 
oo the means, by which beatitude may g e attain- - 
4. Y+'JIWYAWAL~YA, answers, '' Dear wert thou 
to me; and a pleasing [sentiment] dost thou make 
hnowq : cape, sit down ; I will expound [that 
doctrine]; dQ t b u  endeavour to comprehend it." 
14 disqpurse follows, in which YA'JNYAWALCYA elu- 
&#s the gotion, that abstraction procures im- 
qqqt+\itx ; kcawe affections we ~elative ttr the 

2 



soul, which slio~~ltl therefore be contemplated, and 
consitleretl in all objects, since every thing is soul; 
for all general and particdar notions are ultimately 
resolvable into one, whence all proceed, and in 
~vhich~all merge ; nl~d that is identified with the 

atitude may Lie attained. . . 

I . % .  
. , 

! supreme soul, through the knowledge of which be-. 

I shall select, as a specimen of the reasoning in 
this dialogue, a passage, which is material on a 
clifferent account ; as it contains an enumeration of 
the.Vkdrrs, and of the various sort8 of passages, 
which they comprise ; and tends to confirm someob- 
servations hazarded at  the beginning of this essay. 

* 
' As smoke, and various substances, separately 

issue from fire lipl~ted with moiat wood ; so, from 
(this 'great being, were respired the RlgvGda; the ' 
Yajttrvlda, the Sthavkda, and the At'haman and. 
Angi~m ; tlie I tildsa , and Purtina ; the sciences' 
and Upanishads ; the verses and aphorisms ; the 
expositions and illustrations: all these were breatlied 
fort11 by him.' 

The commentators remark, that four sorts of 
prayers (Mantra), and eight kinds of precepts- 
(Blbhmtina) are here stated. The fourth descrip 
tion of prayers comprehends such, as were revealed 
to, or discovered' by, AT'HARVAN and A N G I R A ~  r 
meaning the! A't'harva~za oE&. The Itihhaa de- 

, signates such lassages in the second part of the. 
F'Ldas entitled !B r&ma~a, as narrate a story : fvr' 
instance, that of the nymph U ~ v ~ s ' ~ ' . a n d  the kin f PURURAVAS. The Purhn'a intends those, whi . 
relate to the creation and similar topics. " Scia 
encrs" are meant of religious worship. " Verses"- 
are .memorial lines. " Aphorisms" are short seu- 
tences in a conoise style. Expositions* interpret 
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such.~ntences ;- and " illustrations" elu'cidate the 
meaping of the prayers. 

It may not be superfluous to observe in this 
place, that t b  Itihitoa d Purd~ias, here meant, 
are, not the mythological poems bearing the same 
title ; but certain passages of the Indian scriptures, 
which are interspersed among others, throughout 
that part of the Vkdas, called Bnihnzanq, and in- 
stances of which occur in more than one quotatioil 
in the present essay. 

The dialague between YA'JNYAWALCYA and 
MAITRE Y I', above-mentioned, is re eated towards R &e close of the sixth lecture, wit a short and 
immaterial addition to its introduction. In  this 
place, it is succeeded by a discourse on the unity 
of the soul : said, towards the conclusion, to have 
been addressed to the two A'swi~s, by DAD'YYACH,' 
a descepdant of AT'HABVAN, 

The fourth lecture ends with a list of the 
teachers, by whom that and the three preceding. 
lectures, were handed down, in succession, . to 
PAUTIMA'SIIYA. .It begin6 with him, and ascends, 
thraugh forty steps, to AYA'BYA; or, with two 
more intervening persons, to the A1miw; and 
from them, to DAD'HYACH, AT'HARVAN, and 
MRYTYU, or heath; and, throu h other gradations 
of spirits, to VIRA'J ; and d nally to BRAHME. 
The same list occurs again .at the end of the sixth 

, lecture : and similar liste are found in the corres- 
ponding places of this Upazzishad, as arranged 'for 
the Mhd'hyandina 'Sdc'hL. The succession is there 
traced up\mrds, from the reciter of it, who speaks 
of himself in the first person, and from his imme- - 

diqte teacher SAUBYANA'YYA, to the ~ s a ~ n e  ori- ' 



ghat ~&rfofi, through nearIp the saxhe Wmbef 
of gradations. The d~ffermce is almost entirely 
confined to the first ten or twelve names*. 

The Afih and sixth lletures of this Up;dn&zd 
have been paraphrased; like the kurth, by t%t! 
atrtlrar behfope-mentioned. They eol~sist of aiav 
krgues, in which YA'JNYAWALCYA is the chief 
diacourse~. 

' JANACA, a king paramount, dr empero? oQ 
the race of YidGhas, was celebrating at great ex- 
pme;  a solemn cr;tcr-ificei, at the B r L l i ~  
ef- Cum and Pan&& were asserrlbled ; and the 
Ring, being desirous of ascertaining which of those' 
pries@ was. the mdst learned a ~ d  eloquent theob  - 
@an, ordered a thousand cows to be made fast ~-KI 

his atablee, and their horns to be gilt with a arc- 
'scribed quantity of gold-. He rhcri addressed. the 
priests, " whoever, among p w ,  0' venerable B r d h  
manas, is most skilled in theology, may take the 
COWS." The rest presumed not to touch the cat- 
tle;. bat YA'JNYAWAC~YR bade his pu il SA'MA~'- 
BAVAS drive them to his ha%. He f id so; aad 
the priests wvel.e indigmnt, t h e  he shduld thus 
arrcrgafe to ' hihsdf superiority. AS'WALA, who 
was the king's &ciating priest, asked him, " art 

* I do not find VI-A'SA mentioned ia etthet list: nor cam the 
mrname Plirha a, which occure more than once, be applied to 
him; for it is *?his patmnydck, but I deduced.hm the 
timi& patronymiclr P&kbwR)#, It eeenra'tbercfore ~uestiombie, 
whether any infrrrtnce, mpxtkg ther rye d ths )f&, em be 
drawn from tbeselistp, in tbe ru~oller ptopcecd tbe.' late Sir 
W'. JONES, in his preface to the translation of I? BNU (p. viii.). 
Tbe a~achmaism, which I oirseH6 ih' thetm defer me from a 
ei* a t w t a t o  &~\ICC tho qt & tf~r# 
o h  lifts, which will be n o t i a & ~ a u  . 

I 
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thou, 0 $ k ~ n u A w * ~ c ~ n  ! more skilied in thm- 
logy than we are?" He replied, I bow to th& 
llaost learned; but I was desirous of possessing the 
cattle." 

This intmduction is followed by a long dialogue, 
tx rather by a succession of dialogues, in which 
six other rival $ests (besides a learned fkmak; 

' named GA'R~I', the daughter of VACHXCRU ;) take 
part as antagonists of YA'JN.YAWALCYA ; proposing 
q ~ s t i o n s  to him, which he mswen ; and, by re- 
fitting their objections, silences them successively. 
Each dialogue fills a single article (Brcik-); \ 

but the oontmversy Cs maintained 'by GA'WI' in 
two separate discussions; and the contest between 
YA'JNYAWALGBA and VIDAGD'U, -pmamed SA'- 
aaLYa, in the ninth or last article of the fifth 
lecture, concludes in a singular rnaaner. 

YA'JNYAWALCYA proposes to his adversq  oa 
abstruse uastion, and dedares, " if thou b t  not 1 explain t is unto me, thy. head shall drop off." 

. SA'CALYA (proceeds the text) could not explain. 
i t ;  and his head did fhll OR; and robbers smle 
his bones, mistaking them for some other thing.' 

Y A ~ J N Y ~ W A L C Y ~  then asks the rest af his's- 
gonists, whether they have any qestion to prcr. 
pose, or are deqirous, that he should propose my: 
They remain silent, end he address= them ss. 
follows : 

a Man is indeed like tz~ a loPty tree: his bits 
are the leaves ; and his skin, the, cuticle. Ehm 
his skih flows blood, like juice fram bark; iSr 
isstps from his wounded person, as juice from a 
stricken tree. His flesh is the inner bark; an& 
the membrane, near the bows, is: t& cjrmi d- 
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stance of the wood". The bones within are the 1 
I 

wood itself :, ,and marrow and pith are alike. If 
then a felled tree spring anew fro111 the root ; from 

i 
I 

what root does mortal man grow a in, when 
# P" 

hewn down by deatli ? Do not say, rom prolific 
seed ; for that is pi-oduced frdm the living 'penan. 
Thus, a tree, indeed, also springs from seed ; and 
likewise sprouts afresh [from the root)after [seem- 
ingly].dying: but, if the tree be torn up by the 

' root, it doth not grow again. From what root, 
then, does mortal man rise afresh, when hewn 
down by death ? [Do you answer] He was born 
[once for all]? .No; he is born [again]: and [I 
ask you] what is it, that produeee him anew ?" 

The priests, thus interrogated, observes the 
commentator; and being unacquainted with the 
first cause, yidded the victory to YA'JNYAWALCYA. 

, Accordingly, the text adds a brief indication of 
the first cause as intended by that question. 
f ~ ~ A H B ~ E , -  ~vha  is intellect with [the unvaried 
~ierception of] felicity, is the best path [to h a p  
piness] for the generous votary, who knows him, 
and remains fixed [in attention].' 

The sirth lecture comprises two dialogues be- 
tween YA'JNYAWALCYA, and the king JANACA; 
in which the saint communicates teligious it19,puc- 
tion to the monarch, after inquiring from him the 
hctrinea which had been previously taught to the 
king by divers priests. 
' 

Tlieai are followed by a repetitidn -of the dia- 
logue between YA'JNYAWALCYA and his wife MAX- 
TRE'TI'; with scarcely a variation of a singlc- 
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word, except the introduction as above-mentioned.' 
The sixth lectul-e con,eludes with repeating the 
list of teachers, by whom, successively, this part 
of the Vdda was taught. 

Concerning the remainder of the Vi-?had &an'- 
yam, I shall only observe, that i t  is terminated 
by a list of teachers, in which the tradition of it 
is traced back fro111 the son of PAUTIMA'SI-II', 
through forty steps, to  YA'JNYAWALCYA ; and, 
from him, through twelve more, to the sun. I n  
copies belon ing to the -Mdd'hyandina Shc'hd, the 
list is varie f , interposing Illore gradations, with 
considerable difference in the names,( from the 
reciter who speaks in the first person, and his 
teacher, the son of RHA'RADWA'JI', LIP to YA'J NYA- 

WALCYA ; beyond whom both lists agree. 
f 

The copy, belonging to the Cdnwa ~hci id,  gob- 
joins a further list stated by the.commentators, 
t o  be common to all the Shc'hds of the F74in, or 
Vd+z,wdgi Ycljumtdn, and to be intended for the 
trdcing of that Ytdo up to its original revelation. 
I t  begins from the son of SA'NJI'VI', who was fifth, 
descending frolrl YA'JWYAWALCY A, in the tists 
above-mentioned; and i t  ascends by ten steps, . 
without any mention of that saint, to TLTRA, sur- 
named GA'VASHE'Y A ,  who had the revelatio~ from 

. PRAJA'PATI ;' and he, from BR J H ~ I E .  

Before I proceed to the other Ynju?*vtda, I think 
i t  neckssary to remark, that the Indian saint last 
mentioned (TURA, son df CAVASHA) has been 
nained in a former quotation from the Aitarkya, 
as the priest who consecrated JANA~IE'JAYA, son 
of P ~ ~ r e s r r r ~ .  I t  might, a t  the first glance, be 
hence concluded that he was contemporary with 

/ 

the celebrated king, \who is stated in Hindu his- ' 

- .VOL. VIII. G g 
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'tory to have reignid a t  the beginning of the Cllrh' 
age. But, besides t lx  constant uncertainty re- 
specting Indian saints, who akpear and re-appear 
in heroic history a t  periods most remote, thcre-is 
in this, as in many other instances !of the names of 
princes, a source of confusiov and possible ermr, 
from the recurrence of the same name, with the 
addition even of the same patronymic, for princca 
remote from each other. Thus, ~ccoding to Pu- 
rdm,  P A R ~ C S H ~ T ,  third son of CURV, had r son 
named JANAME'JAYA; and 1~ may be the pereon 
here meant, rather than oae of the same name, 
who was the great grandson of AB.~UNA. 

On the BLACK YASURVJC'DA. 

THE Taittirba, or black Y(Eiwh, is more co- 
pious (I mean, in regard to mumbras,) tlun the 
white Yojuh, but less so than the h!Y&da. Its 
Sanhitd, or collection of prayers, io arranged in 
seven books (a~hi'aca, or cdn'da), cm~qining fm 
five to eight lectures, or chapters (d'hy&a, pus'- 
na, or prapkt'aca). Each chapter, or lecture, is 
subdivided into sections (andcs),  which are 
equally distributed in ths? third and sixth boob;  
but unequally in t l ~ e  rest. The whole number ex- 
ceeds six hundred and fifty. 

Another mode of division, by chidaa, is stated 
in the index. In  this arrangement, each book 
(ccin'da) relates to a separate subject; and the 
chapters (prae'na), comprehended in it, are enu- 
merated and described. Besides this, in the h- 
hitb itself,. the texts contained in every section 
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;lac numbered; and so are the syllables in each 
text. 

The Grot sectioa ( a m ~ v h ) ,  in this collection 
of prayers, corresponds with the first section 
(culsldicd) in the white Yajwh*: but all the 
rest differ ; and so does the arrangement of 
the subjects. Many of the topics are indeed 
alike in both Vedas; but differently placed, and 
differently treated. Thus the ceremony called 
Rt#mtiya occupies one ccfiz'da, corresponding with 
the eighth prm'nu of the first book (Asht'aca); 
and is preceded by two cdn'das, relative to the 
Vi$q&!ya, and to the mode of its celebration, 
which occupy fourteen sections in the preceding 
prdna. Consecrated fire' is the subject of four 
&&, which fill the fourth md fifth books. Sa- 
crifice (ad'hwara) is noticed in the second and 
third' lectures of the first book, and in several 
1ectures.of the sixth. The subject is continued in 
the seventh and last book; wliich treats largely 
on the Jy6tkht16ma, including the forms of pre- 

aring and drinking the juice of acid Asclepias. 
$he Adwadd'ha, NrXdd9ha, and Pitrlmkd'ha, are 
severally treated of in'their places; that is, in the . 
collection of prayers t, and in the second part of 
thie Ytda. Other topics, introduced in different 
places, are numerous; but it would be tedi~us w .  
specify them at large. 

Among the Rlrkb of the texts, I observe no hu- 
man authors : nine entire chn'das, according to the 

* Tianslated iu e fomer essay, with the first verse tu w h  of 
the three other Vddar. Asiatic Researches, Vol. V, p. m. 

-f The prayers pf the A o w d d ' h a  occur in tbe conchdig jec- 
tbm, between t k  12th seetion of the 4th chapter, and the cud 
of the fifth chapter of the 7th and last book. 

G g a  . , 



second arrangement indicated by ,the index, ap- 
pear to be ascribed to PBAJA'PATI, or the lord o f  
creatures ; as many to SO'MA, or the moon ; seven 
to AGN I. or fire ; and sixteen to all the gods. Pos- 
sibly some passages may be allotted by the com- 
mentators t'q their real authors, though not pointed 
out by the index for the A'triyi S'cic'hli. 

Several from this Yida have been trans- 
lated in former essays *. Other very remarkable 
passages hare occurred on exanlinipg this collec- 
tion of Montrast. The folkwing, from the se- 
venth and last book t, is chosen as a specimen of: 
the Taittiriya Yajurvkda. Like sereral before- 
cited, it alludes to the Indian notions of the crea- 
tion; and, a t  the risk of sameness, 1 select pas- 
sages relative to that topic, on account of its im- 

, portance in explaining the creed of the ancient 
Hindu religion. The present extract was recom- 
mended for selection by its allusion to a mytholo- 
gical notion, which apparently gave origin to the 
story of the Varhha-avatcfra; and from which an 
astron~mical period, entitled Cajp, has perhaps 
been taken 9. 

' Uraters [alone] t h e ~ e  were; this wortd origi- 
nally was water. In i t  the lord of creation movertl, 
having become air: he saw this [earth]; a d  up- 
held it, assuming the form of a boar (uarciha); 
and then  moulded that [earth], becoming VIS'WA- 
CARMA N, the artificer 'of $he universe. ' I t  became 

' *, Asiitic Researdles, Vol. V, and VII. I 
t I Lave seveihl complete copies of t l ~ e  text; but only a part of 

the commentary by SA'Y AYA. . I 

. 1 Book VII,  Chapter 1, Section 5. 
5 One qf the Calpas,.or reuovatiolle of .the universe, is'deno- 

minated V 6 r h .  ' 
I 

. . "  i 



celebrated (apmt'hata), i n d  c~mspicuous (prli'hi- 
vi); and therefore is that name (Prlthivi) assigned 
to the earth. 

' The lord of creation ' meditated profonndly on 
the earth; and created the gods, the Vasus, Ru- 
dras, and 'Adityus. Those gods addressed the lord 
of creation, saying; " How can we form crea- 
tures?' He replied, " As I created you by pro- 
found contemplation (tapus); so' do you seek in 
devotion f tapas), the means of mu1 tiplying crea, 
t~ires." He gave tlltm consecrated fise, sa~ing,,, ' 
" With this sacrificial fire, perform derot~ons. 
With i t  q e y  did perform austerities; and, in one 
year; framed a single cow. He gave her to the 
Ymus, to the Rudrus, and to the 'Adityas, [suc- 
cessively] : bidding them ' guard her.' The Ymu.r, 
the Rudras, and the '~dityas, [severally] g~ardetl  
her; and she calved, for the 'Yam, three hundred 
and thirty-three [calves];. and [as many] for the 
Rwlras; and [the same number] for the 'Adityrcs: 
thus was she the thousandth. 

' They addressed the lord of creation, requesting . 

kiln' to direct tkern in performing a solemn act of 
religion with a t h o u m d  [kine for a gratuity]. He- 
&used the Vasus to sacrifice with the Agnisht'oma; 
and they'conquered this world, and gave i t  [to the 
priests]: he caused the Rub-as to sacrifice with 
the Uct'hya;'an.d they obtained the middle region, ' 

and gave it away [for a sacrificial fee]: he caused 
the 'Adityas to sacrifice with the Atirdtra; and 
they acquired that [other] world, apd gave it [to 
the priests for a gratuity].' 

This extract may suffice. Its close,, and the re- 
mainder of the section, bear allusion to cqrtain re- . . 
ligious ceremonies, at which a thousand cows 
must be given to the officiatiqg priests. 

G g P  
/ 



To the second part of this V&a * belongs an 
Aranya; divided, like the Sanhitd, into lectures 
(pras'na), and again subdivided into chapters (arm- 
adca), containing texts, or sections, which are 
numbered, and in which the syllables haw been 
counted. Here also a division by can1&, accord- 
ing do the different subjects, prevails. The six 
first lectures, and their corresponding canldas, re- 
late to religious observances. The two next cm- 
stitute three Upanishads; or, as they are usually 
cited, two: one of which is commonly entitled 
the Taittiriytzca UjmkRad; the other is called the 
Ndrhyan'a, or, to distinguish i t  fmm another be- 
longing exclusively to the At'hamuwtda, the great 
(MhAa, or VrYhan,) nrirbgrrm'a. They are all ad- 
mitted in collections of theological treatises appm- 
dant on the At'hnmm'a; but the last-mentioned is 
there subdivicled into two Upaniahada. 

For a further specimen of this YGumdBa, I shall 
only quote the opening af the third and last chap 
ter of the Vdrun'i, or second Taittirfyuix Gpani- 
shad, uritli the introductory chapter of the firstf. 

BHR~GV, the offspripg of I 7 ~ a u ~ ' ~ ,  appi.oached 
his father, saying, " Venerable [father)! make 
known ta me Brahme." VARUN'A propounded 
these: namely, food [or body], truth [or life], 
sight, hearing, mind [or thought], and speech: 

* The Taittidye, like other Vkdd~,  has its &Prs~'a: and 
frequent quotations from it occur in the commeutary on the 
prayers, and in other . But I have not yet seen a complete 
copy of this portion o places tlie Indian sacred books. 

f I use selgral copies d the e h e  4rm54 & SANCARA'S 
commentary ou the TaittiPly0 Upanishad, and anmobtiom an bm 
gloss by ANANDAJNYA'NA : h i d e s  separate copies of that, md 
of the Mahbnlfrdyana; and a cornmentaq on the Vhn' i  U ' j  
shad, entitled bzglbps dhid. 
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and thus proceeded, " Th~t,  whence all beings 
are produced; that, by which they live when 
born; that, towards which they tend ; afid that, 
into wfSich they pass; do thou seek, ifor] that is 
Brqhnsr." 

' He meditated [in] devout contemplation ; and, 
having thought )rofoundl J, he recognised food 

. lot body] to be Bralrne: for all beiogi are indeed 
produced from food ; whe* born, they live by 
food ; towards food they tend ; they pass into 
food. This he comprehended ; [but yet unsatis- 
fied] he again approached his father VARUN'A, 
saying, " Venerable [father]! make known to me 
Brahrne." VARUN'A replied, " Seek the know- 
ledge of Brahme by devout meditation: Brahme ' 

k profound contemplation." 

' Having deeply meditated, he discovered breath 
[m life] to be &ahme; for all these beings are 
indeed produced from breath; when born, they 
live by breath; towards bteath they tend ; they 

ass into breath. This he understood : [but] again L, approached his father VARUN'A, saying, " Ve- 
fictabb [father)! make known to me BEAHME.'' 
VARUN'A replied, " Seek him by prafound medi- 
tation : B~wurhme is that." 

' We meditated in deep contemplation, and dis- 
covered intellect to be Brahme: for all these be- 
ipga are indeed produced fi-m intellect; when 
born, they live by intellect ; towards intellect they 
tend ; and tkgy pass % irttelleet. Thii he m- 

' derstood: [but] again he came to &s father VA- 
BUN'A, saying, " Venerable [fathes] ! make knows 
to me Brahme." 'VARUNJA replid, '( f nquire by 
devout contemplation : profouud meditati~n is 
Brakme." 

G g  4 
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He thought deeply; and, having thus medi- 
' tated [with] devout contemplation, he knew Anan- 
da [or felicity] to he Brahme: for all these beings 
.are indeed produced from pleasure; when born, 
they live by joy; they tend towards happiness; 
they pass into fklicity. 

' Such is the science which was attained by 
BHH~GU, taught by VARUN'A, and founded on the 
suprepe etherial spirit. He who knows this, rests 
on th: same support; is endowed with [abundant] 
food; and becomes [a blazing fire], which con- 
suines food: great he is by progeny, by cattle, 
.and by holy perfections; and great by propitious- 
ce1ebnty.'- 

The above is the begiilning of the, last chapter 
of the Jcir~ln'T Upanishad. I onlit the remainder 
,of it.. .The first Taittiriyaca Qanishad opens with 
the following prayer. '. hlay MITRA [who pre- 

-sides over the day], V A R ~ N ' A  [who governs the 
night], ARYAMAN [or the regerit of the sun ,and 
of sight], INDRA [who gives strength], VRYHAS- 
PATI [who rules the speech and understanding1 - 
and VISHN'U, whose step .is vast, grant us ease. . [TI bow to- Brahm. Salutation unto thee, 0 air ! 
Even thou art Brahme, present [to our apprehen- 
sion]. Thee I will call, " present Brahme:" thee 
I (will name,. " the right o.xle :" thee I will pro- 
nounce, . " the trui: one." May THAT [Brahme, 
the unireisal being entitled air]? preserve me; may 
that preserve the teacher : propitious be it". 

t * 1 have inserted .here, as in' other places, between crotchets, 
such illustratio~is 'from the commentary, as appear requisite to 
render the text intelligible. - 



On other U r i i n r s ~ a o s  of the Y A J U ~ E ' D A .  

~ k o n  the SLc'hds of the'Ynjuhkda, one en-  
titled ditTiiynn'i, furnishes ai Upishad,  which 
bears the same denomination. Atl abridged para- 
phrase of it, in verse +, shows i t  to be a dialogue 
in which .a sage, named SA'~A'YAXA, com;n,uni- 
cates to the klng V R I B A D R A T ~ ~ A ,  theological 
knowledge derived from another sage, called 
MAITRA. 

A different S&hb of this Trida, entitled the 
Cat'ha, or.CcitYhaca, furnishes an Upmishad bear- 
ing that name; and which is one of those most 
frequently cited by writefs on the Vtddntn. It 
is an extract froin a Brdl~man'a; and also occurs 
in collections of Qanishads appertaining to the 
At'hnrvarra. 

SWE'TA~S'IVATARA, who 11a9 given 11;s name to 
one more Sdc'hd of the Yujt~rrkdu, fro~n-which an 
Upanishad is extracted .I-, i s  introtluced in it, as 
teaching theology. This Cpani.shnd, compriseti in ' 

six chapters or lectures (ad'hydyn), is found in  
collections of theological tracts, appertaining to 
the At'harvnvCda; I~ut ,  strictly, it appears to be- , 

long exolusively to tlie Yajush. 

- By VIDYA'RAN'YA. I have not seen the original. 
- t lo the abridgment of it by Vidydranya, this is the descrip- 
tion given of the Sw86s'u~aru Upanishad. 
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A peculiar degree of holiness reemr to be at- 
tached, according to Indian notions, to the &mu- 
ukda; if reliance may be placed on the inference 
eu gcsted by the etymolo y of its name, which 
inficates, according to t f e derivation* usually 
assigned to it, the eficacy of this part of the 
Yths in removing sin. The prayers, belonging to 
it, are, as before observed, composed in metre, 
and intended to be chanted, and their supposed 
efficacy is apparently ascribed to this rnode of ut- 
tering them. 

Not having yet obtained a coolplete copy of 
this Vdda, ,or of any commentary on it, I can only . 

describe it, imperfectly, from such fragments as I 
have been able to collect. 

A principal, if not the first, p a ~ t  of the -&a- 
a&u is that en titled A 'rckca. I t compriaee prayers, 
anlong which I observe many, that conetantly re- 
cur in rituals of &mavkdlya, or Ch'haad6ga prieats, 
and some of which have been translated in former 
essays 7. Thev are here arranged, as appears from 
two copies of ihe A 'rchica $, in six chapters ($re 
pit'aca) subdivided into half chapters, a d  inta 
sectiolls (das'ati) ; ten in each chapter, and usually 

+ From the root Shb, coavertiblc into a6 and d, 4 w- 
ing ' to destroy.' The derivative is expounded ar m e -  
thing ' which destroys sin.' 

t Asiatic Researches, Vol. V. and VJI. 
1 One of them dated nearly two centuries ago, in 1672 Snnwt. 

This copy exhibits the further title of Cii'handuai Scmhit6. 
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mntaining the exact number of ten verses each. 

. The same collection of prayers, in the same order, 
but prepared far chanting, is distributed in seven- 

, , teen cha ters, under the title of the Grhag.dyu 
g"M* d a t ,  at least, is its title in the only Copy 
which I have seen. But rituals, directing the same 
prayers to be chanted, employ the designation of 
Amhica gdna, amon other terms applicable to 
various modes of rhyt 1 mica1 recitation. , 

Another portion of the Scfmaddn, arranged for 
chanting, bears the I i tle of A ' r d p  gan'a. Threa 
copies of it *, which seem to agree esactly, exhi- 
bit the same distribution into three chapters, which 
are subdivided into half chapters and decades or 
sections, like tlie A'rchica above-mentionedvt. ~ 

But I have not yet found a plain copy of it, di- 
vested of the additions made for guidance in 
chanting it. 

The additions here alluded to, consist in pro- 
longing the sounds of vowels, and resolving diph-. 

. thongs into twa or more syllables, inserting like- 
wise, in many places, other additional syllables, 
besides placing numerical rna~ks for the -manage- 
ment of the voice. Some 06 the prayers, being 
subject to variation in the mode of chanting them, 
are repeated, once or oft;ener, for the purpose of 
h w i n g  these differences ; and, to moot, are pre- 
fixed the appropriate names of the several pas- 
sages. 

The most ancient of those in my possessiorr, is dated tlearly 
three centuries ago, in 1587 Samvat. 
t This Amnya compriees nearly tl~reo hundred versa ( S h n n ) ,  

ar emaat)g 290. Tbe A'rchicu contains twice as many, or warty 
600. 
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' Under the title of A "rshnya Brahmans, I haw 
found what seems to be ap index of these two 
portions of the Umardda. For the names of the 
passages, or sometimes' tlie initial words, are there 
enumerated in the same order, in which they oc- 
cur in the Grdmcl g!ya, or A'rctiica, followed by 
the A'ran'ya gha. 'I'his index does not, like the 
explanatory tables of the other Vddas, specify the 
metre of each prayer, the deity addressed in it, 
and the occasion.on which it should be used ; but 
only the &hi, or author: and, from tlle'variety 
of names stated in some instances, a conclusion - may be drawn, that the sqine texts are ascribable 
to more than one author. 

It has been already hinted, that the modes of 
chanting the same prayers are various,-and bear 
different appellations. Thus, the rituals frequently 
direct certain texts of this V& -to be first recited 
simply, in a low voice, according to the usual 
mode of inaudible utterance of the Yddizs; and then 
to be sipilarly chanted, in a particular manner, 
.uncter the designation of A'rchica gdm; showing, 
however, divers variations and exceptions from 
that mode, under the clistinct appellation of dni- 
m t a  ghnn". So, likewise, or nearly the same 

- passages, which are contained in the A'rchica-and 
Grtimagkya, are arrangecl in a different order, with 
fnrther variations as to the mode of chanting them, 
in another collection named the ,Uha gdna 

From the comparison and examination of these 
partsof' the Scimnuutda, in which, so far as the col- 

a tation of them has been carried, the tests appear 
i 

* The ritual; ahicll is tbe chief authority fop this .remark, is 
.mw by Sa'y AN: A'CHAR:Y A, eotiUed Yajny@antro Srd'/i&C 
d'tti. 



to be the same, onlv arranged in 'a different order, 
and marked for a different Inode of recitation, I 
am-led to think, that other ~collections, under si- 
milar names*, may  not differ more widely from 
the A'rchica and Ara,ljla above-mentioned : anti 
that these may possibly constitute the wllole of 
that part of the Shuvt?da, which corresponds to 
the Sanhith of other Vddus. 
. 
Under t11e denomination of B?.cihrnatt1a, which 

is appropriated to the second part or -supple- 
ment of the Viddu, various works have been re- 
ceived by different schools of the SLimaatdu. Four ' 

appear 50 be extant;  three of which I i a ~ e  been 
see11 by me, either complete or in part. Orie is 
deno~ninated Slrddvinh ; probat? frola its contain- * 

i ng  twenty-six chapters. Another is called ,4d- 
bhlita, or, a t  greater length, Adbhzita Brcihman'a. 
T h e  onlv portlon, which 1 have yet seen, of either, 
has tke 'appearance of a fragment, aiid breaks off 
at the close of the fifth chapter : both names are 
there introduced, owiug, ns it sho~lld seem, to 
some error; and I sl~all not attempt to determine 
which of them it really belungs to. ,4 thil-cl Brdh- 
nza?ia of this I'd& is termed Yunchavirzs'u; so 
named, probably, from the ~lmnber of &venty-five 

' 

chapters comprised in i t :  alld I coi~jectul.e this to 
be the same with one in my possession not desig- 
nated by'any pal-ticuldr title, but coiitsining that  
precise tiu~hber of chapters. 

* Sir ROBERT CHAMBERS'S COPY o f  t!le SdmnvCda cotn- 
' 

pised ibar port~ons, entitled G'bya,, the distinct ]lames of which, 
arcording to the list receiveti from bi::l, are I'ighno A'rnct, 52- 
gma, Ugdna, and Uhya gaw. Tlte iirst ,of thesr, 1 susjwct tc, 
I,e tile A'ranya, written in that list, A'rnB : tile last seerus to I,e 
tlje sape. witti that whic l l~  in III? copy deaomiuated Uha gdna. 
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The best known .among the. Rrdhman'a of the 
Sdntnwdda, is that entitled T'n'dya. It was ex- 
pounded by SA'YAN"A'CHA'RYA ; but a f ~ v e n t  
of the text with his commentary, including the 
whole of the second book (pang'icci), from the sixth 

' to the tenth lecture, is all that I have becn yet I 
able to procure. This fra,pent relates to the reli- 
gious ceremony named Agnishtbm. I do not 
find in it, nor in other portions of the Sbmuvtda 

I 

befme described, any passage, which can be con- 
veniently translated as a-specimen of the style of 

a this Yk&. I 

Leaving, then, the Nantrao and Bdhm(~11'm of 
the SdmmCda, I proceed to notice its principal 
Upankhad, which is one of the longest .and' nlost 
abstruse compositions bearing that tatle.. 

The Ch'hdnddgya Upanishad contains eight chap- 
ters (prapdtacm), apparently extracted from some 

or'tion of,the Brrfhrnam, in which they are num- 
[ere* from t l m  to ten *. The first and second, 
not being included in the Upanishad, prohbly' re- 
late to rkligious ceremonies. The chapters are un- 
equally subdivided into paragraphs or sections; 
amounting, in all, to more than a hundred and 
fifty. 

A great part of the Ch'hdndbgya -[ is in a didactic 
form : including, however, like, most of the other 
[q~anishads, several dialogues. The beginning 

1 ' of one, between SANATCUMA'RA a d  NA'REDA, 

I ,  

* 1 have seved copks of the text, with the dm of SANCARA, 
and armotalioas on it by ANANDAJNYA'NA~IRI  ;'besides dte 
votes of VYA'SATI'BT'H~ on a commentary by ANAIDA: 
TI'RT'AA. 
t Its author, indicated by VYA'SATI'RT'HA, is HAYA~BZ'PA. 

1 
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which occupies the whole of the seventh chapter*, 
has been already quoted. The preceding chapter 
mnsists of two dialogues between SWE'TACE'TU, 
grandson of ARUN'A, and his own father, UDDA- 
LACA, the son of ARUN'A. These had been pre- 
pared in the fifth chapter, where PRAVA'HAIA, 
son of J~VALA, convicts SWE'TACE'TU of ignorance 
in theology : and where that conversation is fol- 
lomd by several other dialogues, intermixed with 
successive references for instruction. The fourth' 
chapter opens with a story respecting JA'NAS'RUTI, 
grandson of Puma; and, in this and the fifth 
chapter, dialogues, between human beings, are 
interspersed with others in which the interlocu- 
tors are either clivine or imaginary persons. The 
eighth or last chapter contains a disquisition on 
the soul, in a canfaence between PBAJA'PATI and 
INDBA. 

I shall here quote, from this Uponishad, a sii~gle 
. - dialogue belonging to the fifth chapter. 

' PRA'CHI'NAS'A'LA, son of UPAMANYU, SATY- 
AYAJNTA, issue of PULUSHA, INDRADYUMNA, off- 
spring of BHALLAVI, JANA descendant of S'AR- 
C A . ~ A ' C ~ H Y A ,  and VUDILA sprung from AS'WA- 
T A R A ~ W A ,  being a11 persons deeply coriversant 
with holy writ, and possessed of great dwellings, 
meeting togzther, engaged in this disquisition, 
" What is our soul ? and who is Brahme ?" 

' These venerable persons reflected, " UDDA'LA- 
'CA, the son of ARUN'A, is well acquainted with 
the universal soul : let us immediately go to him." 

- 
* That is the seventh of the extract which constitutes this 

Upanishi: but the ninth, according. to the mode of nupberiug I 

tbe chaptem, in the book, whence it IS taken. 
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They went: but he reflected, " these great all& 
oerv learned persons will ask me ; ant1 I shall not 
[beUable] t o  communicate the' \r.tlole [which they  
incpire] : .I wiI1 a t  once ihdicate to them another 
[instructbr]." He  thus addressetf' them, " AS'WA- 

- PATT, the soil of CE 'CA~A,  is well acquainted with 
dle universal soul ; let us now go to hirn." 

" They all went ; and, on their arrival, [the 
king] caused due hono;:rs to be sllown to them re- 
spectively; and, next morilinv, civilly dismissed 
them ; [but, observing that tKey staid, and did 
nqt accept his presents,] he thus spoke : " In  my 
dominions, there is no robber; nor miser; n o  
drunkard; nor any one neglectful of a consecrated 
hearth; none ignorant; and no adulterer, nor adul-. 
teress. Whence [can you have-been aggrieved]?" 
[,4s they did not state a complaint, he thus pro- 
ceeded ;] " I must be asked, -0 venerable men! 
[for what'you desire]." [l?inding, that they made 
no request, he went on;] " As much as I shall be-q 
stow' on each of icia~ing priest, so illuch will I 
also g i t ~  t o  you. Stay then, most reverend 
men." - They answered : " It is indeed requfsite to 
inform a person of the purpose of a visit. Thou 
well knomest the universal soul; communicate 
that knowledge unto us." IIe replied ; " To-mor- 
row I will declare i t  to pan." Perceiving his drift, 
they, next day, attended him; bearing [like pu- 
pils] logs of firewood. Without bowing to them, a 

he thus spoke :- 

" Whorn dost thou worship as the soul, 0 son 
of U P A ~ ~ A N Y W  ? " Heaven," answered he, " 0 
vknerable king!" " Splendid is that [portion of 
the] univ-ersal self, which thou dost worship as the 
soul: therefore, in thy family, is seed [the juice 
of the acid asclepias] drawn, expressed, and pre-- 
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ared, [for religious rites] ; thou dost ' consume 

&ocl [m a blazin fire]; and dbst view a [son or 
other] beloved o 'ect. Whoever wornhi s this for 
*e universal sou h similarly enjoya f o o l  contem- 
plates a ZPeIoved object, and finds religious oww 
patio- in his family. But this is [onl~] the head 

, of the soul. Thy head had been lost, added the 
king; " hadst thou not come to me." 

' He now turned to SATYAYAJNVA, the son of , 

PULUSHA, saying; " Whom doat thou worship as 
'the soul, 0 descendant of PRACHINAP~GAP 
" The sun," answered he, " 0 venerable king l" 
" Varied is that [portion of the] universal self, 
'which thou do& worship aa the soul ; and, there- 
fore, in thy family, many various forms are seen ; 
a car yoked with mares, and treasure, together 
with female slaves, surround thee: thou dost con- 
sume food, and contemplate it pleasimg object. . 
Whoever worships this, for the m~versal soul, has 
the same enjoyments, and finds) digious occupaa 
tions in his family. Bpt this is on17 the eye of 
soul. Thou hadst been blind," sa~d the king; 

hadst thou not come to me." 

He next addressed I ~ b f i ~ b t u ~ t t ~ ,  the son of 
BHALLAVI : " Whom dost thon worship as the 
soul, 0 descendant of VY'A~HRAPAD." Air," re- 
plied he, " O'tenerable king!" " Diffused is that 
portion of the universal self, which thou dost war- 
ship as the soul ; numerous offerings reach thee; 
many tracts @Ears follow thke : thou dost con-' 
sume food : thou viewest a favourite obbct. Who- 
ever worships this, for the universal soul, enjoys 
food and contemplates a beloved qbjece : and has ' 

religious o.ccu ations in his family. But: this is R only the breat of soul. Thy breath had expired," 
.said the king, " hadst thou not come to me." 

VOL. VIII. H h  



' He t h  'interisgated JANA, the son of SA.S 
CARA'CSHYA.: " Whom dost thou worship as the 
soul, 0 son of S ~ A ~ ~ A ' C S H Y A  ?' " The etherid 
.clement, :'said he, " 0 venerable king !" " A b d -  
ant is thab universal self, whm thou dsst wmskip 
ae the soul; a d ,  therefire, thou likewise dort 
abound with progeny and wealth. Thou dost 
consume food; thou viewed a famufite object. 
Whoever worships this, for the universal soul, 
comumta' f d ,  and see6 a beloved obj& ; and has 
religious occupations in his family. Bat this jr 
'anoaly.the trunk of soul. Thy tnmk had c o r y t e  
said the king, " hadst'thou nut come to me. 

' He afterwards inquired of VUDILA, the son d 
AS'WATAU'~WA: " Whom dost thou worship as 
the soul, 0 descendant of VYA'OHRABAD?" " We 
ter," add he,, " 0 venerable king l" " Rich M 

that u n i d  adf, whom thou b t  . wornhip rr 
tb scml; and, tkxfore, art t h ~ ~  opulent and 
thriving. Thou h t  ~caa\aumc fioad ; thou viewest 
a .  fuveurite objact. Whoever warships this, f;or 
tile universal mul, partakes of similar enjoyments, 
contemplates as dear an object, zord has religiclus 
occupations in hia family. But this is 011.1~ the 
abdomd of the aod. Thy bkdckr hab bunt," 
said the king, " hadst thou not come to me." 

Lastly, b interrogated UDDA'LACA, the son 
of ASUN'A. " W b m  dast thou worship as the 
soul, D descendant of G ~ T A  MA ?" ;' The earth," 
said he, " Q venerable king!" " Conatant is thzt 
universal self, whom thou doat ~ ~ 1 ' ~ b i p  as fhC 

, soul : and, therefore, thou remainest steady, witb 
offs rin and with cattle.- Thou dost consume 
foot!; tgdl viewest a favourite object. Whoever 
worships this, for the universal soul, s h e s  like 
enjoyments, wd views as beloved an abject, and 
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hae religious occu ations i n  his family. But this 
forms on.ly the !' eet of the soul. Thy feet bad 
been lame," said the king, ".hadst thou not come . 
to me." @ .' 
' ' ~e thils addressed them [cdliecti~el~] : " YO; \ 

'cdnsider this universal soul, as i t  were ap indivi- 
'dual being; and you partake of distinct enjoy- 
ment. But he, who worships, as the universal 
soul, that which is known by its [manifested] 
portions, and is inferred [from consciousness], en- 
JOYS liourishment in all wcirlds, in all being, in 

. all souls: his head is splendid, like that df t hb  
universal soul; his eye is similarly varied; his 
breath is equal1 diffused; his trunk is n o  less 
abundant 5 his a g domen is alike fill  ; and ,Ks feet 
.are the earth; his bteast is the* altar; his hair 
is the sacred grass ; his heart,. the household fire ; 
his mind, the consecrated flame ; and his mouth, . . 
the oglation. . . .  

l' The food, which first reaches him, should be -- 

solemnly offered : and the first oblation, which he 
makes, he should present with these words : "Be 
this oblation to breath efficacious.". Thus breath 
is satisfied; and, in that the eye is satiate; and, 
in the eye, the sun is content;. and, in the sun, 
the sky is gratified ; and, in the sky, heaven and 
the sun, and whatever is dependant, become re- 
plete: and after that, he himself [who eats]: is fdty 
gratified with offspring and cattle; with vi .our k roceeding from food, and splendour arising, rom 
{ol. obser iances *. 

, . 
* Several similar paragraphs, respecting four other oblations, 

so presented to other inspirations of air, arehere omitted for the 
sake of brevity. The taking of a mouthful, by an ortilodox Hindu 

H h a  



" But whoever makes an oblation to fire, being 
unacquainted with the universal soul, acts in the 
-me manner, as one who throws live coals into 
kshes : while he, who presents an oblation, pqs- 
ressing that knowledge, has made an offering in 
all worlda, in all beings, in all souls. As the tip 
of dry grass, which is cast into the fire, readily 
kindles ; ao are all the faults of that man con4 
burned. He, who knows this, has only pre- 
sented an oblation to the universal soul, even 
though he knowingly e v e  the residue to a Chln- 
dhk. For, on this point, a text is [preserved] : 
" As, in this world, hungry infants press round 
their mother; so do all beings await the holy obla- 
tion : they await the haiy oblation." 

Another Upanishd of the S 4 ~ 4 &  belongs to ' 
the &c9hB of the Tulavacdrcts. It is called, the 
.46 Chhhita,," or, " C h n  LFanishad, from the 
&old, or words, with which i t  opens: and, as 
appears from SANCARA'S commentary *, this trea- 
tise is the ninth chapter (ad'hydya) of the work, 
'From' which it is extracted. It is comprised in 
four sections (c'hnn'da). The form is that of a 
dialogue between instructors and their pupils. 

. The subject is, as in other Upanishads, a disquisi- 
tion on abstruse and mysticai theology. I shali 
nut make any extract from St, but proceed to de- 
scribe' the fourth and last Yhda. 

. tkokgimn, is c o d e r e d  as M e0ieacious ebletioa : a d  den+ 
minaakd R&n&gaP&a. 

I bave SANCARA'S glass, with tbe ill~~strationr of his an115 
tator, and tbe iuuple commentary of CRI~HNA'NANDA : besides a 
-te gloss, with annotations, on the similar V p i d u d  belong- 
ing to fbe A t ' M d a  
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1 The Sanhitd, or collection of rayers and invo- 5 cations, belonging to the A 't arvan'a, is corn: 
prised in twent booka (e), subdivided into 
sections (anuv & a), hymns (sdcta), and verse 
r e ) .  Another mode of diviaian by chapters 
(papftaca) is  also indicated. The npmber of 
verses is stated at 6015; the sections eq~eed a 
hundred; and the hymns anqount to wore than 
seven hundred and sixty. The eumber af chapters 
is forty nearly. 

A passage fram this Ykdu was quotad by Sir' 
W. JONES 'in his essay an the literature of the 
Hindus + ; and a verai~n, of it was given, as a spe- 
cimen of the language and style of the A't'hm 
wbw. That passage comprises the whole af the 
forty-third b m n  of the nineteenth boak t. Iq 
the beginning of the same book, I find a hymn 
(numbered aa the sixth) which is almost word for 
word the same with that, which has k e n  before 
cited , fmm the thirty-first chapter of the white 
Yajqshiz. Some of the 'verse4 qre indeed trans- 

* -&tie Researches, Vol. 1. p. 347. -+ Sir W. JONBE cites it, as from the fint bobL ; I suspect, thrt, ' 

in CoIotq1 P~wxR's copg,the n ~ t h b o o k m i g h t  s t d  firsbin, 
the volume. It does so, m General MARTIN'S t-ript, thougb, 
tbe eolophoo be correct. I have mother, and very compleb, 
copy of thb V'A.  <3mml MARTIN'% whiih I a h  posses, it 
defective: containimg only. the ten first and the two lad books. 4n 
apcient fragment, also in my posseasion, does not eptend beyon4 
the sixth. 
4 &tic bcarches, Vol. VIL p, 251. 

H h g  



p'osid, and here and there a word differs : for ex- 
ample, it opens by describing the primeval man 

w h a )  with a thousand a m ,  instead of a 't‘ t ousand heads. The urport is, nevertheless, the 
1 B same ; and it is nee less, therefore, to insert a 

version of it in this place. - 

- I h e  next hymn, i n  the the same book; indudes 
an important passage. It names the twebty-eight 
yterisms in their order, beginning with CritricL : 
and 'seems to refer the solstice to the m d  of A#- 
&Ah, or beginning of Maghh, I call it an im-. 

, portant passage ; first, because it shows, that the 
mtrduction of the twenty-eighth aaterism is as 
ancient as the At'haha-vida ; and; secondly, be  
cause it authorises a presumpti,on, 'that the whple 
of that Ykdit, like this partic6lai hymn, may have. 
been composed when the solstice 'was reckoned in 
the middle, or at the end, of Asf&hh*,- and t b  
origin of the Zodiac was placed at the beginning 

. of Cmticd. On the obv~ous conclusion, respect- 
ing the age of the V4&; I shall enlarge in m o t h s  
place. 

An incantation, which appears to be the aama 
that is .mentioned b Sir W. J o k ~ s  f, 06urs i~ P the fourth section o tlie nineteenth book. It is 
indeed a tremendous incantation; eepeoially tb 

\ three Suctm, or hymns, which are numbered m, 
!@, and SO. A.s~ngle line will Ik a fu!&imt r p  
cirnen of there impmxtioq in which, too, there 
is much sameness. 

. . .  . 
The-middle of Aa'ffihdJ if the divisions be ttgenty-sevenJ and 

'its end, when they are twenty-eight equal portiow, give the same 
place for the colure. 

t AWc Resedw, Vo!. I. p. 548. 
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' Destroy, O w c r d  grass*, my faos; exter- 

minate my enemies ; mnihilate all thore, who Bate 
me, 0 precious gem !' 

Tbe AthamaoBBQ5 -.is well known, contains 
numy hrms of imprecation for the destruction of 
enemies. But it must not be inferred, that such 
is the chief subjeut of that Ydda; since it ,also, 
ooncains a great number of prayers for safety and, 
for the averting of calamities : and, like the other 
V h ,  numemus hymns to the @a, with prayers 
to be used at solemn rites and religious exercws, 
excepting suah as are napled Ydnya. 

The ~ 6 ~ t * / i a  B d M a  ap ears to belong to 
the second part of this Ydda. h o t  havinf seen a 
m m n e n t q ,  n w  an index, of. this war , , I can ; 
only .speak of it from a copy in my posaeseion : 
this contains five chapters ,(prapitaca), with the 
date of thetranscript -1- and name of the tmnscriber, 
at the end of the fifth, as i s  usual in the colophon 
st the clooe of a volume, 

The first chapter of this Gbpat'ha Brdhmrrn'a 
traces the origin of the universe from Brahm ; 
and it ap ltrs from the fourth section of this 
chapter, . a t MHARVAN k oonsidered as a Pra- 

jdp t i  appqinted by BraArne to create and protect 
subordinate beings. 

In tlm fifth chapter, sever4 remarkable.passages, 
identifjring the primeval person ( p r u ~ h a )  with 
the year (samvatsara), convey marked allusions tu 
the calendar; In one plate (the fifth section), b e  
sides stating the year to contain twelve or thirteen 

r 

* mrh, Ptm cgaosaroide8. 
t It M dated at M a t ' h ~ 6 ~  in the year (Sizmat) 1734. 

. . 
H h*  



lunar months, the subdivision of that period 'is 
ursud to 360 d a p ;  and, thence, to 10,800 mu- 

Erm, or hours. 

I proceed to notice the most remarkable part of 
the At'hamwdda, consisting of the theological 
treatises, entitled Upanisirads, which are ap ndant 
on it. They are computed at fifty-two : c t  this 
number is corn leted by reckoning, as distinct d' Upa&huds, di erent parts of a single tract. Four 
such treatises, comprising eight C/'p&hmib, t q e -  
the% with six of those before described as ap r- 
aining to other V& am per tually c i d n  
dissertations on the Vd&nta *. ge thers are either 
more sparingly, or not at  all, quoted. 

It may be here proper to explain what is meant, 
by Upanishud. In dictionaries, this term is made 
equivalent to Rehesya, which signifies mystery. 
This last term is, in fact, fre uently employed by 
MENU, and other ancient aut 71 om, where the com- 
mentators understand Upnishd to be &ant. 
But neither the et mology, nor the acceptation, 
of the word, vhic t is now to be explained, has 
any direct connexion with the idea of secrecy, 
conceahnent, or mystery. Ita proper meaning, 
according to SANCAEA; SA'YAW'A, and all the 
eommsltators, is divine scienae, or the knowledge 
of GOD : and, according to the same authorities, 
i t  is equally applicable to theology itself, and to a 
book in which this soience is taught. Its deriva- 

* The Ct4lr and Ch'Mnd6gycr tiom the S h M a  ; tbe Pa+ 
W 6r(111'yw and I ' b d y a  from the white Y* and tbe 
Taittiripca from the black YIljush ; the A i t ~ 4 6  from the Rig- 
pi%% ; and the Cat'hu, Prodno, Mun'&ca, and M u d  a from 
the At'harvanl~. 'So theac ~hould be the N A  1+- 
piya, 
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tim is from the verb sad (shad-lrY), to destroy, to 
move, or to weary, preceded by the prepositions 
upa near, and ni continually, or nia certainly. 
The sense, properly deducible from this etymology, 
according to the different explanations given by 
commentators, invariably- points to the knowledge 
of the divine erfections, and to the consequent 
attainment of catitude through exemption &om 
passions *. 

! 
I 

The whole of the Indim theology is professedly 
founded on the Upaniahirads t. Those, which have 
been before described, have been shown to be ex4 
tracts from the Yida. The rest are also consider- 
ed as appertaining to the Indian scripture : it does 
not, however, clear1 appear, whether they are K detached essays, or ave been extracted from a 
Brcfhmun'a of tfre At'hawa-uida. I have not 
found any of them in the &hit& of the At'har- 
rran'a, nor in the Gbpat'ha B7vfhmn'a. 

- In  the best copies of the fifty-two ~panbhad8S, 
the first fifteen are stated to have been taken from, 
the Saunacbas, whose Sdc'Rct seems to be the prin- 
cipal one .of the At'hama-rlCda. The remaining 

SANCARA, and ANANDA'S'BAMA on the Vdad Cdyaca; 
m also the commentaria on other Upnkhi&: especially SAW 
CABA on the Cat'haw. Other authors concur in assigning tk 
same acceptation and etymology, to the word : they vary, only, 
in the mode of reconciling the derivation with the sense. 

t It is expressly so affirmed in the VCddnta a d o .  o. 3. 
1 I powess an excellent capy, which corresgonds with ooe 

traoscribed for Mr. BLAQUIERE, horn a similar collection of 
Z+mishd belonging to the late Sir W. JONES. In t w  o t k  
copies, which I also obtained at Bnrcm8, the waagement differs. 
and severat U~~ are imrtdd, the genuinemas of which ia  
&onable ; while ottm are admitted, which belong exclu. 
rively to the yajure. 



thirty-scvm ap ertain to various S'&s'&, m d y  
to that of the J aippuI4di.s: but some of them, a+ 
will be shpwn, w borrowed from other Y h .  

The MUPI'&W, divided into six sections ma- 
squally distributed in two parts, is the first Upa- 
nlehad of the A 't'hman'a ; and is dso cme of the 
moat important, for the doctrines which i l  coni 
ains. I t  has been fully illustrated by SAXCAEA, 
whose gloss is assisted by the annotations of 
ANANDAJNYA'NA. The opening of this Uplrjdhd, 
comprising the whole of the first section, is here 
subjoined. 

' BRAHMAJ was first of the gods; framer of t% 
universe, guardian of the world. He taught the 
knowledge of GOD, which is the foundation of all 
science, to his n&st son AT'HARVA. That holy 
science, which BBAHIKA' revealed to AT'HABVAN *, 
was communicated by him ts ANQIR, who trans- 
mitted i t  to SATYAVAHA, the descendant of BHA- 
~ A D W A ' J A :  a d  this son of BHAB&DWA'JA b- 
parted the traditional science to AN~IBAS. 

' S'AWNACA, or the son of SUNACA, a mighq 
householder, addressing ANGIRAS with due re* 
spec4 asked What is it, 0 vqwable sage; 
through which, when known, this univeme is unl 
derstood Y' 

To him the holy personage thus replied : "Two 
sorts of science must be distinguished; as they; 
who know GOD, declare: the supreme science, 

4 

. - 
* SAWCARA nmarb, that' AT'UA~VA, or AT%S~SVAN, nrlr 

b e  Bees the first creature, in one of the many mode8 of ocsk 
tion, which have beea practised bv BBAEMP. ' . 
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rrnd w o k .  Thie other is the RYp&&z, the Y4i 
jum& the Sanuwt& the Atrharv~& *; the rules 
of adcentuatim, the rites of religion, grammar, 
the glossary and explaaation of obscure terms, 

rosody, and astronomy: also the I t U a  and 
$u&a ; and logic, with the rules of istqreta- 
tkm, and the system of moral duties. 

" But the aupme science is that, by which thh 
unperishble. [nature] is apprehended ; invisible [or 
imperceptible, as is thatmature] : not to .be seized I 
nor to be deduced.;. de-void of colour; destitute uf 
eyes and ears ; without hands or feet, yet ever va- 
riously pervading all : minute, unalterable ; and 
contemplated by the wiae fur the source of beings. 

"As the rpider spins and gathere back [its 
thread] ; as plants sprout on the earth ; as .hairs 
grow on a living person: isa is this univerae, here, 
prodqced, from the unperishahle nature. By con- 
tem lation, the vast one germinates; from him, 
fao ‘l [or bdy] i s  produced ; and thence, succes- 
pively, breath, mind, real [elements], worlds, and 
immortality arising from [good] deeds. The om- 
niscient is  profountl contemplation; consisting in 
the knowledge. of him, who knows all : and, from 
that, the.[mani&sted] vast one, as well as names, 
forms, and food, proceed : and this is truth." 

\ 

The Prhs'm, which is the second Upanishad, 
and equal@ important with the first, consists, like 
it, of six sections; and has been similarly inter- 
preted by S ' l r ~ c a i t ~  and BA'LACRYSHN'A f. In this 

Meaning the prayers contained in the four Vidas, disjoiued 
.fkorn theology. 

t .I have eeveral c o p b  of the text, besides comnlerltaries oq 
both Upanishadu. ' I .  



dialogue, SUCE'S'A, the son of BHARADWA'SA, SA- 
TYACA'MA, descended from S'IVI, SAURYA'YANI, 
a remote descendant of the Sun, but belonging to 
the family of GARGA, CAU~'ALYA, surnamed A'w- 
WALA'YANA, or son of AS'WALA, VAIDARBHI of 
the race of BHB~GU, together with CABAND'HI', 

. surnamed CA'TYA'YANA, or descendant of CATYA, 
are introduced as seeking the knowledge of the- 
ology, and applying to PIPPALA'DA for instma- 
tion. They successively interrogate him concern- 
ing the origin of creatures; the nature of the gods, 
the union of life with body, and the connexion 
of thoughts with the aoul. 

The nine succeeding U M h a h  (from the ad to 
the 1.lth) are of inferior importance, and have 
been left unexplained, by the. writers on the 74- 
&nta, because the do not directly relate to the 
Sliriraca, or thm r ogical doctrine respecting the 
soul *. They are enumerated. in the margin $, 

The Man'ckccya follows, and consists of Cur 
parts, each constituting a distinct Upmridrad. 
This abstruse treatise, comprisi~g the most mate- 
rial doctrines of the Vtdhta, has been elucidated 

, by the labours of GAUD'APA'DA, and S'ANCA~A. 
GAUD'APA'DA'B commentary i a  asaisted by the 
notes o'f ANANDAGIRI. 

Among the miscellaneous Umhoda ,  the first 
thirteen (from the 16th to the 98th) have been left 

I 

This reason is assigned by the annotator on lancaar'~ 
, gloss, at the beginning of his notea on the Mtrll'drrcn U p i . k l .  

t 3d Brahme-m'dyd. 4th CshzKie6. 5th Chhlico. 6th 4 
7th At'lima-dhu. 8th Garbha. 9lh M&. 10tb Br-. 
1 ltb Prdn'dg-nihbtra. 
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pncomrnented by the principal expbundere of the 
Y6&ta, for a reason beforementioned. The ' . 

names of these Upanishads will be found in the 
subjoined note*. - . . . , . . - .  . < 

. . 

, The following six ( h m  the mth to the a th , )  
constitute the NrYsih T4antgra; five of them 
compose the Plma Tlpanlya, or first part of the 
Upnishad so called; and the last, and most irn- 
portant, is entitled. Uttara T@nfya. It has been 
expounded by GAVWAPAIDA, as the first part (if 
mt the whok UpanisRad) has been ~ ~ ~ A N C A R A - ~ .  
The object of this treatise appears to be the iden- 
tifying of NR~SINHA with all the gods: but, so 
far as I comprehend its meaning (for I have not 
sufficiently examined i t  to pronounce confidently 
on this oint,) the fabulotis ihcarndon of V I ~ H -  
yu, in t& shape of a vast lion, does not sarm to 
be at all intended; and the name-of NRYSINHA is 
applied to the divinity, with a su erlative import, 
but with no.apparent allusion to t H at-fable. 

The two next UpnisM ccmsti cute the first and 
aecond parts of the C(itfhaca, or V 4 ,  or Cat'ha- 
vaZZI (for the name varies in different copies). It 
belo s properly to the Yag'ermddu, as before men- 
t ion3;  but i t  is usually eitecl from the A't'hnr- 

16th N I W r a .  ' 17th N&ia-oinda. 18tl.1 Bruhm&&. 
]gth Aan'ta-vhdm. 40th Dhyh-viudu. 2 1st Ti$6-vindac. 
22d Y6ga-dc8h6. 13d Y6ga-tatwa. 24th Sunny&. 25th 
Arun'iya or Amn1i-yka. 16th Cant9&asrutl. 27th Piu'da. 
28th A'tmb. 

t I have several eopia of the text, and of Q A U ~ ~ A P A ~ D A ' S  
- commentary ; with a single traescript of SANCABA'S g l w  011 the ' 

five hrst of the treatises eutitled Tdpanfyo., 



1san'h; ant3 h-as been m~rhentkd, aj appcrEaining to 
this Vdk, by S'AMARA, afid by BA'LACRYSHW'A*. 

It comprises six sections, s&erally entitled 
YaZZf; but constituting two cha ters (ad'hpi p) 
de'nomlhattd h31kwa-uaBf and rP t t i t r i t -d l .  $hi 
dialogue is kupported by' MrYtyzt, or death, and 
the pr ine NACHI~E'TAS, whom his fkther, VA'- 
S A ~ R A V A S A ,  consigned to Y A ~ A ,  being provoked 
by the boy's im ottutiately P eea1, howev*, or thk 
finned td ellsure universal conquest, '' to whod k wilt thou 'give me ?" Y ~ n r a  receives A C H ~ C ~ T A S  
with honour, ahd instructs him in theology, b 
which beatitude and exemption fmm b+orldly so l  
ferings may & attained, throu h a knowledge of f the ti-ue nature of the soul, an its identity with 
the supreme being. The doctrine is similar t8 
that of other principal Upanishads. 

The Cknk$hita, oi C h  UpanisAnd, i$ the thirty- 
seventh of -the At'hatpan'a, and agrees, alm~st  
word for word, with a treatise Bearing 'the same 
title, and belonging to a S'cic'lhd of the SdmiavIda. 
SANCARA has, howeter, wdtten beparate com- 
mentaries on both, f i r  the sake of exhibiting their 
different' interpretations t. . Both cammintaries 
hare, as usual, been annotated. 

. . 

* The compqtary of S'ANCAEA is, 9 uusual, concise! aud Rer- 
spicuous: and that of BA'LACRISHETA, copious but clear. Be- 
sides their cotnmentaries, and several copi* of the text, togethet 
with a paraphrase by VIDYA'RANYA, I have found this u ~ i -  
uh&d forming a chapter in a Brbhwna,  which is marked as be- 
longing to the Sdmuvkdn, and which I col~jecture to be the P w L  
sinaa B r a h m m  of that VCclir. 

t Here, as in other instances, I speak from copies in my p-+ 
session. I 

1 



A shod ~UpmoMhd, entitled Nhrhyuru, is fsl- 
lowed by two others (39th and ~ t h ) ,  prhich form 
the first and second parts of the YrYhzn Ncirhym'a. 
This corresponds,. as before mentioned, with an 
Upmtihd, bearing the same title, and terminating 
.the A'run'ya of the Tuittiriya YajumLda, 

On the three subsequent 'QPCfnishada I shall.& 
. no remarks; they have not been commented among 

such as relate to the Vdddnta; and I have not as- 
certained whence they are extracted *. 

Uodn the name o f  A ~ A  at& BlirYgu- 
. v*, two UpankRQap follow ( ~ t h  and .45th), 
wkh..have been already noticed as extracts fim 
the A'ranya of the black Yajwh, distinguished by 
the titles of Taittiriya and Ydrun'i. 

The remaining m e n  Upan#hadst ate uncjcplain- 
ed . by corninentatom on the PWdnta. They arg, 
indeed;sufficiently easy, n& to rtquirea htbured 
.interprttation: but there is room to regret .the 
want df an ancient coq~mentary, whioh might as- 
sist in determining whether these: U p d n d i  be 
genuine. The reason of this remark will be subse- 

, . 
' quea'tlp qrdpkined; ' 

I .  

~ntert '&nin~ no doubts concerning.& genuine- 
ness oE the. other works, which lmve been here de- 
scribed, I think it, hevertheless, proper to state 
some of the reasons on which my 'belief of their 

. . 
/ 

Tbeir titles are, 4lst Sarv'6pankhats~a. 42d Hansa. 
A~id 43d Parama hanoa. - 

t 46th Gamda. 47th ~61kpti-rudra. 48th and 49th Rhmn 
tdpanlya, first and second parts. Sot11 Caivdya. 5lst Jdkla.  
52d A f m a . .  



authenticity is fourided. I t  appears necessary to 
do so, dnce a late author has abruptly pronounced 
the Y4ha to be forgeries *. 

I t  has been already mentioned, that the practice 
of reading the principal YJdaa in superstitious 
modes, tends to preserve the genuine text. Copies, 
prepared for' such modes of recital, are spread in 
vanous parts of Id&, especially Benures, J e y m  
gar, and the banks of the\G&dvdrf. Interpola- 
tions and forgeries have become impracticable 
since this usage has been introduced: and the 
Rl'kda,. and both the Yajwhes, belonging to the 
several S'k'ish, in which that custom has been 
adopted, have, been, therefore, loag safe from 
alteration. 

The explanatory table of contents, belonging to 
the'several Yddm, also tends. to enwre the urity 
.of the text; since the subject and length o I' each 
passage are t h m m  specified. The index, again, I 
1s itself secured from alteration by more than one 
exposition of its meaning, in the form of a per- 
petual commeotary. 

It is a received .and well grounded o inion of 
the learned in India, that no book is a P together , 
safe from changes and interpolations until it 
have been commented: but when once a gloss 
has been published, no fibrication could after- 
wards succeed ; because the perpetual commentary 
notices every passage, and, in gweral, explains 
every word. 

Mr. 'P~NXIEBTON, hi9 Modern ck?grspby, Vol. 11. 



, ,&mmentaries on the Yddm themselves exist, 
Which testify the authenticity of the text. Some 
are stated to have been composed in early times t 
I eball not, however, rely on any but those to 

,Which I can with certainty refer. I have frag- 
ments of UVAT'A'S gloss; the greatest part of 

: SAYAN'A'B on several Yddes; and a complete one 
. by MAHID'HARA on a single Ykda. I also possess 
nearly the whole of SANCARA'S commentary on 
the UpmieRads; and a part of GAUD'APA'DA'S; 
with others, by different authors of less note. , 

The genuineness of the commentaries, again, is' . 
secured by a 'crowd,of annotators, whose works ex- 
pound every passage in the original gloss; and 
whose annotations are again interpreted by otheis. 
This observation, is particularly .applicable to the 

;most important parts of the Yddas, which, as is 
. natural, are the most studyusly and .elaborately 
.explained. 

The Niructa, with its copious cornmen taries on 
the obsolete words and passages of scripture, fur- 
ther authenticates the accuracy of the text, as 
there explained. The references, and quotations, 
in those porks, agree with the text of the Yd&, 
as we now find it; 

The grammar of the SanscrTt language contains 
rules applicable to the anomalies of the ancient 
dialect. The many and Y O ~ U ~ ~ ~ O U S  commenta- 
ries on that, and on other parts of the 
mar, abound in examples cited from the 
and here, also, t h e  present text is consonant to 
those ancient quotations. 

Philosophical works, especially 'the numerous 
commentaries on the aphol.isms of the Mim6ns6 
VOL. VIII. I i  . 



4B2 6N TRE VE'DAS, 

and YJ&nta, illustrate and support every position 
advanced in them, by ample quotations fiom the 
i s .  The object of the Mfnscind is to establish 
the cogency of precepts contained in scripture, 
and to furnish maxims for its interpretation; and, 
for the same purpose, rules of reasoning, fm 
which a system of logic is deducible. The object 
of th6 Ve&nta is to illustrate the system of mysti- 
cal theology taught by the supposed revelation, 
ahd to show its application to the enthusiastic pur- 
suit of unimpassioned perfection and mystical in- 
tercourse with the divinity. Both are closely con- 
nected, with the VMQ.~: and here, Iikewise, the 
authenticity of the text is supported by ancient 
references and citations. 

Numerous collections of aphorisms, by ancient 
authors +, on religious ceremonies, contain, in 
every line, references to passages of the Vidtu. 
'Commentaries on these aphorisms cite the pas- 
sages at greater length. Separate treatises also in- 
terpret the prayers used at  divers ceremonies. Ri- 
tuals, some ancient, others modern, contain a full 
detail of the ceremonial, with all the prayers which 
are to be recited at  the various reliwious ritesfor 
which they are formed. Such rituab are extant, 
not only for ceremonies which .are constantly ob- 
served, but for others which are rarely practised; 
and even for such as have been long since disused. 

T h e  Sktrasd A'~'WALA'YAN~~,~A'N~HYA'~ANA, BAVDD'. 
HA'YANA, CA'TYA'YANA, LAT'A'YANA, GO'BBILA, A'PM- 
TAMBA, &c. 
- These, appertaining to various Slc'hb of the V ' ,  ..e6nshh 
the calp, or system of religious observamxs. I have bere * 
merated a few ouly. The Gat might be mucli enlrrged; from m? 

' Qwn collectkin: and still more so, from qaolations hy WHW 

. compilers : for the origjual w o k g a d  their commentaries, as 
ae compiiatiam from them, are very numerous. 
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sages taken from the Y4diu agree with 
the text o the general compilation.. In the r 

The Indian legislators, with their commentators, 
and the copious digests and compilations from 
their  work^, frequently refer to the V&; ape- 
cially on those points of the law which concern 

"%?. Here alro the references are consistent 
wit tht  present text of the I&n scripture. 

Writers on ethics sometimes draw fiom the VC. 
&ra illwtratioaa of moral maxims;' .and quote h r n  ' 
their hol writ, passages at  fbll, length, in support 
of ethicdprecepts*. These quotations arc found 
to agree n t h  the received text of the sacred books. 

Citations fram the Indian scripture occur in 
every branch of literature, studied by orthodox 
Hirrdus. Astronomy, so far as i t  relates to the ca- 
leudq has frequent occasion for reference to the . VCckrs. Medical writers sometimes cite them ; 
and even annotatom on profane poets occasionally 
refer to this authority, in explaining passage8 
which contain allusions to the sacred text. 

Even the writings of the heritical sects exhibit 
quotations from the YUar. I have met with such 
in the books of the Jainas, unattended by any in- 
dication uf .their doubting the genuineness of the 
original, thou h they do not receive its doctrines, 
nor acknowle c f  ge its cogency T. 

A work entitled NItf mmjari is an instance of tkia mode of 
treating m o d  wbjects. 
t The Sdqd'hu &&a, especimlly the 14th book, or 

Viihdro11'yum, is repeatedly cited, with exact ref;erences to the 
nuluben of the dapks and sections, in a fragnxnt of a treatise 
by skim autbr; the commr~nication of which I owe to Mr. 

l i  2 



1' In all these brariches of Indian literature, white 
perusing or consulting the works of various aw 
thors, I have found perpetual references to the 
.Fi?das, and have frequently verified .the quotations. 
On this ground I defend .the authentic text of the 
.h&zn scripture, as it is now extant; and although 
nhe passages which I have so ve~ified are few, 
:campared with the great volume of the Yidus, yet 
I have sufficient grounds to argue, that no skill,, 
in the nefarious arts of forgery and falsification, 
could be equal to the arduous task of fabricating 
iarge svorkq to ,qree with the very numerous ci- 
tations, . pervading thousands .of volrrmes, coin- 
posed on diverse subjects, in every branch of lik- 
rature,. and disp~rsed through the various. natiias 
of Hindus inhabiting Hindustan, and the Dekhin. 
. . 
- If any part of what is now received as the 744 
cannot stand the test of such a corn ariaon, it may 
be rqjrcted, as.at least doubtful,. i f not de~taiely 
,spurisus. Even such parts as cannot be. fully con- 
firmed by a strict scrutiny, must be either rs- 
ceived -with caution, or .be. set aside as question- 
able. I. shall. point out parts of. the fourth Y ~ G  
which I consider to be in this predicament. But, 
ivith the exceptions now indicated, the various 
portions of the YJdas, which have been examined, 
arc: -as yet free from such suspicion ; and, unti! 
they are impeached by more than vague assertion, 
haveevery title to be admitted as genuir~e copies of 
books, which (however litt1e.dei3erving,of it) have 
been long held in reverence hy the Hindzts. 

6 I am apprised that this opinion will find oppo- 

SPEKE, among ather 4hpent.s collected by the late' Capt 
~ ~ A R S  edd.pFel.sed.rt f h e d e  of w,geotlemo's library. 
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nents, who are iuclined to dispute the whole of 
Indian literature, and to consider it all a& consist- 
ing of forgeries, fabricated within a few years, or, 
a t  best, in the last few ages. This appears to be 
grounded on 'asarertions and conjectures, whieh 
were inconsiderately haearded, and which ]lave. 
been eagerly received, and extravagantly strained. 

. . 
In the first place, it should be observed, thqt a. 

work must not be hastily condemned as a forgery, 
because, on examination, it appears not to have 
been really written by,the person whose name is 
ustlally coupled with quotation8 from It. $or if 
the very work itself show that it does pot purport 
to be written by that person, the sak conclusion, 
is, that it was never meant to be ascribed to him. 
Thus the two principal codb of Hindu law are 
usually' cited as MENU'S and YA'JNYAWAL~YA'S : 
but in the codes themselves, those, are dialogists, 
not authors: and the best commentators expressly 
declare, that these institates were written by other 
persons than MENU and YA'JWYAWALCYA ". l'hq 
Shrya Sidd'hdntn is not pretended to have been 
written by MEVA : bilt he is.fntrodweb .as receiv- 
ing instruction from a partial incarnatbn of the 
Sun ; and their conversation constitutes a dialogue, 
which is recited by another person in a diqerent 
company. The text of the Sdnc'itya philoso by, 
from which the sect' of RUDD'HA seems to 1 ave 
borrowed its doctrines, is not the work of CAPILA 
himself, though vulgarly ascribed to 'him ; but i t  

. purports 'to be comy~sed by I'S'IVARA CR~SHN'A-; 
and he is stated to have received, the doctrine vie- 
diately from CAPILA, through successive teachers, 

VIJNYA'NAYO'GI, aldo named VIJPOYA'NE'~'WARA, who 
- cqmmented the institutes whieh bear the name of YA'JNYAW AL- 

CYb, states the text to be an abridgement by .a diffe~zut author, 
I i 3 
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I 

after. its publication by P~~caas ' l c ' na ,  who had 
k n  himself instructed by ASURI, the pupil of 
CAPILA. 

To adduce more instances would be tedious: 
they abound in every branch of science. A m y  
worka, the authors of which are unknown, an 

, which, therefire, as usual, are vulgarly ascribed 
h some celebrated name, many contain andie 
guised evidence of a more modern date. Such am 
those parts of Purlbras, in which the prophetic 
ptyle la assumed, because they relate to evenu 
jmsterior to the age af the om who are speakers 
in the dialogue. Thus r D b y a l  i4 mentioned 
under various names in the M w a ,  Vishq'sC, Bhf- 
gavata, G a d a ,  Nr2s6rRq and other pran'a. 
I must not omit to notice, that SAN~AR'A'C~A~RYA, 
the reat comrneatator on the abstrusest ports of 5 the &a, is celebrated, in the VrrRud d'hm 
purdn'a*, as an incarnation of VISHNU ; and GAV- 
D'APA'DA i s  described, in the Sancara vijey, as 
the pupil of SUCA the son of VYA'SA t. 

I do aat mean to say, that forgekies' are not 
soinetimes committed; or that books are not 
counterfeited, in whole or in part. Sir W. JONES, 
Mr. BLAQUIERE, and myself, have deteqtcd inter. 
polations. Many greater forgeries have been at- 

*.In the 78th cbapter of the 2d put. This is the R r b 6  
mentioned by me with doubt in o former auuy. I have uiw 
procured a copy of it. 

t If this were [lot a fable, the d age of VYA'SA might be 
benee ascertained ; and, conqudy ,  the period when tbe V i  

" ""$ 
d in their present form. GO'VXNDANA'TEA, tbc 

instructor o S'ANCARA, is stated to have been the pi1 of QAU- 
D'APA'DA ; Ud, according to the t d h  gea& received in 

-the nimala of Ik&, S'AUCABA lived little more thui dgbt r bun ed yeam ago. 
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@rnptd : some have for a time s~l@d,. and 
baa ..ultimately discovered : in regird to others, 
detection hai~ immediately overtaken the fraudu- 
lknt atempt. A 

for a time 
h a  beenn.fuHy stated by that gentleman- . &t 
though some attempts have been abortive, athers 
may doubtless have succeeded. I. am myself in- 
dined to. adopt an opinion. supported by many 
learned Hindw, who collsider the celebrated Sr): 
Bhdgavatcr as the work of a grammarian, supposed 
to have lived about six hundred years ago. 

In this, as in severaI other instances, some,af: 
which I shall have likewise occasion to notice, the: . 
learned. among the Hindtcs have resisted the imp-  
sitions that have been. attempted. Many others 
mi ht  be stated, where no im osition has heen. f qit er practised or intended. % Eu+ as well. 
as -in the East, works are often published ancmy- 
mously,~ with fictitious introductions : and diverse 
compositions, the real. authors of which are. not. 
4now11, have, on insufficient grounds, been dig- 
nified with celebrated names. To such  instance,^, 
which are frequent every where, the imputation of 
Eorgery does not attach. I 

In Emope too, literary hrgeries have bfen com- 
witted, both in ancient and modern, times. The 
poenis ascribed to ORPHEUS, are. generally admit- 
ted not to have been composed by that poet, if, 
indeed, he ever existed' NANI, or ANN IUS, of 
I17iterlo, is now universally considered as a n  im- 
postor, ngtwithstandin the defence of his pulli- 
wtiou, and of himself, f y some among the learned 
of his age. In our own country, and in recent 

, t imes,  ,hterat.y frauds lave been not unfrequent. 
l i e  - .  



But s native .of India, w410 should retort the" 
char e, and argue from a few instances, that the a B - who e literature of Europe, which is held ancient, 
consists of modern forgeries, would be justly cen- 
sured for his presumption. 

We must not, then .indiscriminately condemn 
the whole literature of India. Even Father HAR- 
DOUIN, when he advanced a similar paradox re- 
specting the works of ancient writers, excepted 
some compositions of CE~FRP, VI ~ G T L ,  HORACE, 
and. PLINY. 

It is necessary in this country, as every where 
else, to be guarded against literary impositions. 
But doubt and suspicion should not be carried 
to an extreme length. Some fabricated works, 
some, interpolated passages, will be detected by 
the sagacity of critics in the progress of researches 
into the learning of the east : but the greatest part 
of the books, -received b the learned am6ng the 
Hindw, will assuredly $e . found genuine. - I do- 
not doubt that the Yddas, of which an account 
has been here given, will appear to be of this 
description, 

I n  pronouncing them to be genuine, I mean to 
say, that they are the same compositions, which, 
under the same title of Ytda, have been revered 
by Hindus for hundreds,, if-not thousands, of 
years. I think i t  probable, that the were corn- 

iled by DWA~PA'YANA, the person w [ o is said to 
Kave collected them, aad.who is thence surnamed 
Yydsa, or the compiler. I can perceive no diffi- . 
culty i s  admitting, that those passages, which are 
now ascribed 'to human authors, either as the 
Rlshis, or as the reciters of the text, were attri- 
buted to the same persons so long. ago as when . 
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the compilation was made ; and probably, in 
most instances, those pasgages were really com- 
posed by the alleged authors. Concerning such 
texts as are assigned to divine persons, according 
to Hindu mythology, it may be fairly concluded, 
that the true writers of them were not known 
when the compilation was made; and, for this 
reason, they were assigned to fabulous person- - 
ages. 

The different portions which constitute the 
Yddm, must have been written at  various times. 
The exact period when they were compiled, or. 
that.in which the greatest part was composed, can- 
not be determined, with accuracy and confidence, 
from any facts yet ascertained. But the country 
may; since many rivers of Indin are mentioned in 
more than one text : and, in regard to the period, 
I incline to .think, that the cere~nonies called 
Yq'y a ,  And tlie prayers'to be recited at  those ce- 
reinonies, ' are as old as the calendar, wliich pur-. 
ports to have been framed for such religious rites. ' 

To each VJda a treatise, under the title of Jy& 
tish, is annexed, which explains the adjustment 
of the calendar, for the purpose of fising the pro- 
per periods f'or the perfo~mance of religious duties. 
It is adapted to the conlparison of solar and lunar 
time with the vulgar or civil year; and was evi- 
dently formed in the infancy of astrono~nical 
knowledge. From the rules delivered in the 
treatises which I ' have examined ', it appears, 

I have seveial copies o f  one such treatise, besides a commen- 
tary on the JyBtisA of t l~c Rigvtda, by m u~lkliown author; 
which iq accordi~lgly assigned to a fabulous personage, Slr'ssi4 
W 4'0 4. . 



that the cycle (Yacgaj there employed, is s 
of five years only. The mouth is lunar ; 9"" ut a t  
the end, and in the middle, of the uinquennid 
period, an intercalation is admitted, 'I, y doubling 
one month. Accordingly, the cycle comprises 
!three common lunar years, and two, which con- 
tain thirteen lunations each. The year is divided 
into six seasons; and each month into half months. 
A complete lunation is measured by thirty lunar 
days; some one of which must of course, in al- 
tiernate months, be sunk, to make the dates agree 
wi.th the nyctbernera. For this purpose, the sixty- 
second day appears to be deducted * : and thus the 
cycle of five years consists of 1860 lunar days, o r  
1830 nycthemera; subject to a further correction, 
for the excess of nearly four days above the true 
aidereal year: but the exact quantity of this cor- 
rection, and the method of making it, accorcling 
t~ this calendar, have not yet been sufficiently 
investi ted to be here stated, The zodiac is 
divid 3 into twenty-seven asterisms, or signs, the 
fint of which, both in the Jy6tish and in the V4- 
&s, is CrYttich, or the Pleiads. The place of the 
colures, according to these astronomical treatises, 
s i l l  be forthwith mentioned; but none of them 
hint at a motion of the equinoxes. The measure 
of aday by thirty hours, and that of an hour by 
sixty minutes, are explained; and the method of 
constructing a clepsydra is taught, - 

This ancient Hindu calendar, corresponding, in 
i t s  divisions of time, and in the assiped origin of 

- Th* Athenian year was reillated in similar manner ; bot. 
according to GEMINUS, it was the sixty-third day, which was 
deducted. Perhaps thin f1kdu calendar may asist in explpinig 
the Grecian system of lunar month. 



the ecli tic, with sevetal. passages of the 7Cdas, is P evident y the f~undation of that which, after s u e  
cessive corrections, is now received by the Hindw 
throughout India. The pro ress of those correc- f tiona may be traced, from t e cycle of five *, to 
one of sixty lunar years (which is noticed in many 
popular treatises on the calendar, and in the com- 
mentary of the Jy6tiah); and thence, to one of 
sixty years of JUPITER; and, finally, to the 
greater astronomical riads of twelve thousand 
years of the gods, an r- a hundred years of BRAH- 
MA'. But the history of Indian astronomy is not 
the subject of this essay. I shall only cite, from 
bhe 'treatises here referred to, a passage in which 
the then place of the colures is stated. 

' &ar &ramkt4 sbnui'rcaa yadi &cam saxdsarqau ; 
sydt tadddiyugam, mlfghas, tapas, s'ucG, 4~lycrnm 1'3 
udac. 

' Gharmq-arldd'hil; aprin~ prast'hah, cshapr- 

The tr&taPs in q u e h  contain allusions to the r ~ s  of the 
world: but without explai~~iog, whether any, and what, specific .- 

period of time was assigned to each age. This cycle of five years 
is mentioned by the narne of Yuga, in PARA'SARA'S institutes of . law edited by SUVRATA, and entitled VriRd Pardsmo. It ie 
there (Ch. 12. v. 83.) stated, as the pasis of calculation for 
larger cycles : and that of 3600 years, deduced from one of sixty 
(containing twelve siu~ple yugae), is denominated tlre xigo of 
YA'CPATI; whence the yugo of PRAJ~NA'T'HA, -containing 
%6,000 :iears, is derived; and twice illat constitutes tlie Cali- 

' yuga. The still greater periods are afterwards cLescriLed under 
tke usual names. 



hrdsa; udag gatau : dacshin'i tau a$a~~astau;  sho2 
muhilrty ayantna tu.' 

The following is a literal translation of this re- 
markable passage, which occurs in both the trea- 
tises examined by me. 

',When the sun and moon ascend the sky t o p  
ther, beinq in -the constellation over which the 
Yasus pres'ide ; thenldoes the cycle begin, and the 
[season] Miiy'ha, and the [month] Tapm, and the. 
bright [fortnighti and the northern path. 

- The sun and moon turn towards the north. at 
the beginning of Sravisht'hci; but the sun turns 
towards the south in the middle of the constella- 
tion over which the serpents preside ; 'and this 
[his turn towards the south, and towards the north,] 

. . 
always [happens] in [the months of] Mdgha and 
Srcivbnta. , . . 

' In the northern progress, an increase of day; 
and decrease of night, take place, amounting to a 
prsrst'ha (or 39 palas) of water; in the southern, 

- both are reversed (i, e. the days decrease, and the 
nights increase), and [the ditiirence amounts] by 
the journey, to six mtchb-tas *.' 

Sravisht'kd is given, in all the dictionaries &the 
Sanscrlt langage, as another name of Dhanisht'hh ; 
and is used for ~ t ,  in more thau one passage of the 
Vddus. This is t l ~ e  constellation which is  sacred to 

" I cannot, as yet, reconcile the time here rtatcd. Its erplana- 
tiolr, appears to depend on the construction of the . c l cpsyd~  
which 1 do not well understand; as the rule for its coustruction 
is obscure, aud involver some difficulties, which reniain yet u- 
solved. 



. the V m  ; as A9ILshd is, to the serpents. The dei- 

.ties, presiding over the twentyseven . constella- 
- tions, are enumerated ,in three other verses of t lx 
Jybtish belonging to the Yajwh, and in several 
places of the Vi!das. The Jybtish of the Rich dif- 
fers in transposing two of them ; but the cornmen- 
tator corrects this as a faulty reading. 

In  several passages of the ~j6t,ish, these names 
of deities are used tbr the constellations over which 

. they preside; especially one, which states the si- 
. . tuation of the moon, when the sun reaches the 

. tropic, in: years other than the first of the cycle. 

. Every where these .terms are explained, as indi- 
- cating the constellations, which that enumeration 
.allots to them*.. . Texts, .contained in the ITtdas 
, tbemsebves, confirm tlx correspondence ; and the 
connexion of Ao'wini and the Amim kindeed de- 
cisive. 

Hence it is clear, that D'hrmishi'hh and A/s'Iksh& 
are the constellations meant ; and that when this 
Hindu calendar was regulated, the solstitial points 
were reckoned to be at the beginning of the one, 
and in the middle of the other : and sucl~ was the ' 

situation of those cardinal points, in the fourteenth 
century before the Christian era. I for~nerly t had . 

, occasion to show. from another pawage of the 
.. V t h ,  that the correspondence of seasons with 
months, as there stated, and as also sug ested in 7 .  the passage now quoted froin t l~e  Jydtis 7, agrees 
with such a situation of the cardinal points. 

I now proceed to fulfil the of indicating 

6 

. . ' I ahink it needless to quote tlle original of tbb enumeration. . + Asiatic Researches, Vol.VII. p. 2s 7. . , 



4% 6TO THE VZ'nAS, 

such parts of the fourth Vd&, as 'appear liable to 
sus icion. These are the remaining detached Upa- 
nis l' ads, which are not received into the best d- 
lections of fifty-two the010 ical tracts, belon ing 
to the At'ham-dda; an f even some of t % ose 
which are there inserted, but which, so far as my a 

inquiries have yet reached, do not, appear to have 
been commented by ancient 'authors, . nor to have 
been quoted in the whole commentaries on the.  
Yedhta. Two of these Upanishads are particularly 
suspicious : one entitled Rcim t@dya, -consist- 

of two parts (Puma and Uttara); another 
ca led GbpBlo t@adya, also comprising two pauts, jnY 
of which one is named the CrIshn'a U p a d a d .  
The introduction to the first of these works wn- 
tains a summary, which agrees in substance with 
the mythological history of the husband of SITA, 
and conqueror of La?~c&. The' other exalts the 
hero of Mat'hurd. 

Although the Rdm tdpnfya be inserted in all 
the collections of Upnishads, which I have seen ; 
and the G@d& tdpanfya appear in some ; yet I am 
inclined to doubt their genuineness, and to sus 
that they have been written in times, mo Ft ern, 
when compared with the remainder of the YMa. 
This suspicion is chiefly grounded on the opinion, 
that the sects, which now worship RA~MA and 
CRYSHN'A as incarnations of VISHN'U, are corn 
ratively new. I have not found, in any ot r er - 
part of the Vddas, the least trace of such a wm- 
ship. The real doctrine of the whole i&n 
scripture is the unity of the deit , in whom the h universe is comprehended : and t e seeming poly- 
theism, which it exhibits, offers the elements, and 
the stars and planets, as wods. 'the three yrinci- 
pal manifeitations of the 8vinity, with other per- 
sonified attributes and energies, and most of the 
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other gods of H i d  thology, are indeed men- 
tioned, or at least in ?' icated, in the V&s. But 
the worship of deified heroes, is no part of that 
syetem ; nor an the incarnations of deities aug- 

s e d  in iiny other portion of the text, which .I 
E v e  yet wen; though sveh an sometimes hinted 
.at by the commentaton. 

I 

According to the notions, which I entertain of 
the red history of the Hindu religion, the worship 
of RA'MA, and of CRYSRN'A, by the Vaiahn'avag, 
and that of- MAHA'DE'VA and BHAVA'N'I by the 
Saivas and Sdctas, have been enerally introduced,' d since the persecu-tion of the audd'has and Jainas. 
The institutions of the Vddas are anterior to 
BUDD'HA, whose tlleology seems to have been 
borrowed from the system of CAPILA, and whose 
m'ost conspicuous ractical doctrine is stated to 
have been the un f' awfulness of killing animals, 
which in his opinion were too frequently slain for 
the purpose of eating their flesh, under. the 
tmce of performing a sacrifice or Yojnyn. Kl 
overthrow of the sect of BUDD'HA, in India, has 
not effected the full revival of the religious syst&m 
inculcated 'in t.he Yddas. Most of what is there 
taught, is now obsolete: and, in it i  stead, new 
orclers of religious devotees have teen instituted ; 
and new forms of reli ious ceremonies have been 
establishecl. Itit~~als 5 ounded .on the Purciabs, and . 

observances' bourotvcd from a \s70rse source, the 
Tantras, have, in great measure, antiquated the 
institutions of the Yddns. In  particulal; the 
sacrificing of animals before the idols of CA'L~ !, 

* In Brngul. and tbe contiguous ph\~ineen, thoesnrtds of kids 
ant1 I~uffalo calves are sacriticrci befi)re the idol, at eve? ccle- 
brmtcd temple; d oyule~~t peryonr m.Je a siu~ilar clestruclioo 



bas superceded .the less sanguinary tactice. of 
the Yajqa;  and the adoration of9 & AJMA, and 
of C ~ S H N ' A  has succeeded. to that ~f the .ele- 
ments . and planets. If this opinion .be well 
founded, it follows, that the UpanLW.s in ques- 
tion have probably been composed in later times, 
since the introduction of' those sects, which hold 
RA'MA and G~PA'LA in peculiar veneration. 

On the same ound, every UpnnisRd. which 
tr strongly favours e doctrines of these sects, may 

be rejected, as liable to much sus icion. Such is 
the A'trnLbd'ha Upanishad*, in w R ich C E ~ H N A  is 
noticed by the title of MAD'HU-SU'DANA, son of 
DEVAC~ : and such, also, is . the Sundaritcfpanl t, 
which inculcates the worship of DE'VI. 

The remaining Upankka. do not, ,so fir .as I 
have examined them, exhibit #any #internal evi- 
dence of a modern date. I state them as liable to 

of animals at their private chapels. The sect which has adopted 
tbissystem is revalent ill Brngal, and in many other provinces 
of ~ i a  : v B  the gnguinary Cbpter, translrteci horn tk c(- 
&c6 t lsk by a member of this society, (&ic Reaearclres. 
Vol. V. p. 371,) is one among tlte autllonties on wl~icb it relies. , 

But the practice is not approved by other sects of Hinduu. 
* I bPve w o  but one copy of it, in an imperfect co1lecti00 of 

the l 4 ~ m i u k d a .  1t is not inserted in other c o m p ~ e ,  wGcb 
neverthela purport to be complete. 

t According to tbe only copy that I hive seen, it comprises 
five U mi&&, and belongs to the At'liaraanu ; but the style re- P semb es that of the %ntrar more than the Y&an. It is followed 
b a tract, marked as belonging to the same Y& and. entitled 

U$tddud, or Z+k(piya:, Lnt thin di&n from another 
bearing the similar title of Tri@ Upankhud, and found in 8 
different collection of theological treatises. I equally discredit - 
bolh of them, although they are cited by writers on the jlfkttu 
&tra (or use of incantations); and although a commLdarg 
been written on t]he Triprra, by BHAT'T'A BHA'scA+..' . . 
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doubt, merely ,because I am not acquainted with 
any external evidence of their genuineness +. But 
it 1s probable, that further researches may ascer- 
tain the accuracy of most .of them, as extracts 
from the Yddm; and their authenticity, as works 
quoted by known authors. In point of doctrine, 
the , appear to conform with the genuine Upa- 
nis X a&. 
The precedin descri tion may serve to convey 

some notion o P the V t! dm. They are too voluml- 
nous for a complete translation of the whole: 
and what they contain, would hardly reward the 
labour of the reader; much less, that of the trans- 
lator. The'ancient dialect, in which they are 
composed, and es cially that of the three first 
Y k ,  is extreme P y difficult and obscure : and, 
-though curious, as the parent of a more polished- 
and refined language (the classical S a d # ) ,  its 
difficulties must long continue to prevent such an 
examination of the whole Ydh,  as would be re- 
quisite for extracting all that is remarkable and 
im ortant in those voluminous works. But they 
we ! 1 deserve to be occasionally consulted by the 
oriental scholar. 

* The mme obse-rvation is applicable to s e v d  U-, . 
whiih are not inserted in the best collections, but which occur in 
others. For instance, the Scan&, Cat&, G 't3an&na, Dar- % ~una, and Vqjrru6chi. I shall not slop to in 'ate a few q u e ~  
tiouable passager in some of these dubious tracb~ 
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IX. 

A BOTANICAL and ECONOMICAL ACCOUNT of 
Bnsaln BUTYR~CEA,  of  EAST INDIA BUTTEB 

. . 
TREE. 

BP W. ROXBURQH, M. D. 

B A S S I A  B U T Y R A , C E A .  

Polyandria Monogynnip. 

G E N E R I C  C H A R A C T E R .  

C ALYX beneath, four or five leaved. Corol, 
one petaled : Border about eight cleft. . Berry 

superior, with from one to five Seeds. 

Bassia Butyracea. ROXBUHG H .  

Calyx five-leaved ; Stamens thirty or forty, 
crowning the subcylindric tube.of the Corol. 
' 

Fulruah, Phulwarah; or Phulwara, of the inha- 
bitants of the Almorah hills, where the tree is indi- 
genous. Flowering time, in its native soil, the 
month of January; Seeds ripe in August. ' 

:' Trunk of the larger trees, straight, and about 
five or six feet in circumference, Bark of the 
young branches smooth, brown, and marked with 
wal l  ash-coloured specks. . 

. .  

K k  2 
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Leaves alternate, about the ends of the branch- 
lets, ~etioled, obovate-quneate, obtuse-pointed, 
entire; snlooth above; ~ l l o u e  underneath; veins 
simple, and parallel ;' length, six to twelve inches ; 
bteadth,. thtee tu iix. ' . 

Petioles, froin one to two inches Img. . . 

Stipules, if any, minxate, a d  cadpcous. 

Flowers numerous, round the base of the young 
ahoots, and from the eta uf the lower leaves, pe- 
duncled, large, pale-yellow, drooping. 

Calyi, fiw, live, or six leaed (five i, by far 
the moat common number); ovate, obtuse, cover- 
ed externally with Iferruginous pubescence, per- 
manent. 

. . 

Co~ol ; tube subcylindric, length of the cal x . 
M oc eight, spreading, o~~c+ng, obtuse % v i  
siahs, l age r  Am the tub .  

. , 

Stamens ; filaments from thirty to forty, about 
' as long as the tube of the C o d ,  and iaatted on 

its mouth. Anthers linear-oblong. 
. . 

m conical, (tea or twelve celled, one' 
surrounded with a downy necta- ; sd:$;. Y$ leager ttx stamens ; stigma ~ 

at&?. ' 

&ky &bag, gmemlly pointed by a remdoing 
portion of the style; smooth, fleshy, containing 
me, twe, or &we, rarely risorc, large laed6;  the 
mt nvt r i p d .  

Seeds oblong, ra&r r o a d  zkm Ilat, ha d i f b  
. . 



ing in shape according to the number contained in 
each fruit ; smooth, shining, light brown, with a 
lonf lanceolate, E hter cdoured, hss smooth, 
urn ~lical mark on t if e inside. 

This t r e ~  \vkicb id rendered interesting on ac- 
munt of i ts  weds yieldiPg a firm butymmou~ sub 
stance, resemblm Bu* ~ . @ Q & I ,  C~WWW&I 
Plants, Volunle I, No. 19, also Asiatic Researches, 
V~iume I, Page 300,) ao mrch as sea* ba be 
distinguished fmno it, euroept by t.lae Cord and 
Stamina. 

Here (in Bmfa brttywma) the Cord is of a 
thin texture, with a tube marly cylidrie, and 
bods r>f eight, large, sprcadioog, oblong eeg- 
menu. Them (in Bawb btiib) it is  thick atld 
fleshy, with a gibbous, indeed almost globular 
tube ; h d  border d gaumlly mcore than &&t, 
smdl, cordate, rather k w u d  qpnmte. 

Hm, the $$amha, from thirty tb forty in spm- 
ber, hme long &menta inserted am the & d 

, the tube of the Corol. There they are fewer in 
aumw; bave very ahart iihments, and arc ar- 
ranged in two, or three series, completely dh 
the tube, to which they are affixed. 

It may not be impropa to not& hem glmo 
other species of the same genus. The following 
Mtastied de4c~iptiot.r o f  h m i u  W u l i 4 .  Lrmt~. 

age 563, I have been favoured with 
Doctor Mantn !k LEIN, of Tran uebar, and the account of 
i ts  economical uses by t e Reverend Doctor JOHN, 
of the sanhe place. 

R 
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- Calyx,. Perianth : monophyllum, 4-parti tum ; , 
laciniis ovatis, acutis, coriaceis, extus tomento 
ferrugineo obductis, persistentibus. 

Corolla monophylla, campanulata; tub0 cylin- 
draceo, inflato, carnoso, limbo spartito ; laciniis 
lanceolatis, erectis. 

Stamina, filamenta 16, brevissima, in duos or- 
dines divisa, quorum octo ad incisuras laciniarum,' 
octo in tubo* coro l l~  inserta. Anthem lineares, 
setaceae, amtat, extus pilosae, limbo breviores. 

Pistil : Germen superum, ovatum. Stylus se- 
taceus, corolla duplo longior. Stignia simplex. 

Pericarp : drupa-oblonga, 1-3 sperma, carnosa, 
lactescens. Seminibus subtrigonis oblongis. * .  

Arbor magna ; ramis sparsis, erectis, horizonta- 
libusque. 

Folia sparsa, petiolata, lanceolata, acuta, inte- 
gerrima, . glabra, venosa. 

i .i 

. Flores . longe-pedunculati, axillares, solitarii, et 
aggrega ti. 

I 
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ECONOMICAL USES of the OIL, o r  ILLEEPEI TREE, 

BY T H E  REVEREND DOCTOR JOHN. 

1st. .The oil, pressed from the ripe fruit, is used 
as a common lamp oil, by those who cannot afford 
to buy the oil of the coco-nut. It is thicker, burns 
longer, but dimmer, smoaks a little, and gives 
sonle disagreeable smell. 

2d. I t  is a princi a1 ingredient in making the 
country soa and, t erefore, often bears the same C R 
price with t e oil of tlie coco-nut. 

3d. It is, to the commbn people, a substitute 
for ghee, and coco-nut oil, in their curries and 
other dishes. They make cakes of it, and many 
of the poor get their livelihood by selling these 
sweet oil cakes. . 

.4th. I t  is used to heal different eruptions, such 
as the itch, kc. 

5th. The cake' (or Sakey) is used for washing 
the head; and is carried, as a petty article of 
trade,. to those countries, where these trees are not 
found. - 

6th. The flo.wers, which fall in May, are ga- 
thered by the comlnon people, dried in the sun, 
roasted, and eaten, as good food. They are also 
bruised, and boiled to a jelly, and inade into small 

K k  4 
. , 
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balls, which they sell or exchange, b r  fish, rice, 
and various sorts of small gHid . . 

. I :_' 

7th. The i p e  fruit, as well. as the 'unripe, is 
eaten by the poor,, as other fruits. Of the unripe, 
the skin is taken of& and after throwing away the 
unripe kernel, .boiled to a jelly, and eatqn with 
salt and Capsicum. 

' 8th. ni leaves are boiled with water, a ~ d  
given aa a medicine, ia several diseases, both to 
men, and.to cattle. 

' 9th; Themilk of the p e n  fruit, and of the 
tender ba~lc, is also adrnin~stered as a medicine. 

, . . . . . 

10th. The . . .  bark; is used'. . . .  as a remedy .'for the 
i,tch. . , 

11th. The wood is ae hard, and durgble, AS teak 
wood, but not so dasily wmght, nor is it pro- 
curable d such a length for beams, and planks, as 
the former; except in clay gretlad, w k e  the 
tree rows to a considerable height ; but, in such 
n soif it produces fewkr branches, and is less fruit- 
ful, than in a sand , of mixed sail, whiek is the 
best suited for it. %n a sandy soil, the h n c h e ~  
shoot out nearer to the ground, and to a greater 
circuinference, and yield more fruit. T h e  trees 
require but little attention ; beyond watering them 
duling the first two or three years, in the dry 
season. Being of so great use, we have here whok 
groves of them, on high, and sandy grounds, 
where no other fruit trees will grow. 

19th. We b a y  add, tht the oris  aquinrl, 
lizards, dogs and jack~ls, take a shuns of &e 



hers ; but. .tk vulgar belief is, that. the latter, 
cgpetid,Iy. ib the time of blossom, itre apt to grow 
mad, by toa much feeding oa them. 

~~lpik ~Bmruta, FORSTER'I Prad. No. POO : r 
native of the Lle of T a m ,  in the South Sera. Of 
this epecieq, I possess no other account than the 
definition, which corresponds with the habit of 
the genps. If FOMTEB has left us no account of 
the wes of the tm, it may be worth whils to make 
iquiry, whea a opportunity offers. 

P ~ m ' s  Sku, or butter tree of Africa, we have 
rewon, from his description, aad figure, as well 
as from analogy, to sup ose a species of this same 
@nu$. At  page 358 (o ! his travels in the interior 

, of Africa) he says, " The appearance of the fruit 
evidently places the &a tree in the natural order 
of Sapote, (to which Bassia belongs,) and i t  ha 
some resemblance to the Madhuca tree (Bassia 
latjfilk), descfibed By Lieutenant CHARLES HA- 
MILTON, in the ~ s f i r t i c  R~searches; Volume I, L 

PaP.W. 

" The copk were every where employed in cob 
lecting t g e fruit of tne SWea trees, from which 
they prepare a ve ble butter, mentioned in the 
f ~ m e r  part of tfF' ia work". These trees grow in 
great abundance all over this part of Bambama. 

This commodity, S%-a taaclou, wbkb, literatly translated, 
s i @ i  %r-lndter, is e d m t d ,  By means of boiling water, 
frop) the kern4 of the nut, has the cclilsistesce a d  appearance of 
butter; and is in truth an admirable substitute for it. It forms 
an important article in the food of the natives, and serves also 
for every lmestic purpose in which sil woaM otherwise be used. 
'I% dermsd fa it b therefore greet. PARK'S Tnrvela in 14flica. 
Paoe* 
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They are not planted by the natives, 'but ar i '  
found growing naturalty in the woods; and in 
clearing woodland for cxlltivatioa, every t n e  is 
cut down but the Shea. - The tree itself, very much I 

1 
regmbles the A m e r k  oak, aid,  the fruit, from 
the kernel of which, first dried in the sun, the ' 
butter is prepared, by boiling the kernel in water, 
has somewhat the appearance of a Spa?rish olive. 

1 
The kernel is enveloped in a sweet 
thin green rind ; and the butter pro cf"lp, uced from under it, a 
besides the a$vantage of its keeping the w h l e  I 

year without salt, is whiter, firmer, and to Iliy 
palate, of a richer flavour, than the best butter I 
ever tasted'inade of cows milk. The growth and : 
preparation of this commodity, seem to be amongst 
the first objects of African industry, in this and 
the neighbouring states; and it constitutes a main 
article of their inland commerce." PARK)S Travels 
in Africa, page 203-3. 

In the following account of the Bawsia Bubyra- 
cea, by Mr. GOTT, we find the people of Ahnorah 
eat the dregs, left after the finer parts have been - 
-extracted; consequently there can be little doubt 
of the rholeso~neness of the pure vegetable butter 
itself. The thick oil of Bass& latijoha, and,longi- 

foliu, the natives of va~*ious arts of India, either 

in their diet. 
R use alow, or mixed with' g ee (clarified butter), 

On Captain HARDWICKE'S departure for Eng- 
land, in the beginning of 1803, he gave me -a 
small quantity of the above-mentioned substance, 
observing, that tlie only account he could give 
we of it was, that it was reported to him to be a 
vegetable product from Almoralt, or its neighbow- 
hood, where it is called Fulwah, or Phulwarah. 
I n  coilsequence of this information, I applied ta: 



Mr. GOTT,' (who is stationed in the vicinity of 
that country,) to make the necessary inquiries; - 
and from him I procured an .abundaice of well 
preasrvqd specimens, at  various times, in leaf, 
flower, and fruit. From these, and that gentler- 
man's account of tlie tree, and its product, tihe 
foregoing description, and the annexed figures, 
were taken. 

The same sample, urhich I got from Captain 
HARDWICKI, ill January 1803, I have still by. 
me. It remains perfectly sweet, both in taste: 
and smell. Its flavour is that ,of cloves ; Iwvinq,. 
I plvsume, been perfumed with that spice, preyt 
msly to its falling into his,hands, a practice men- 
tioned in the follo\ving narrative. At  this instant. 
the thermometer is at  ninety-five, and for these 
six weeks, it has rarely. been below ninety, and 
has often risen to one hundred, .or more, yet it. 
continues .atout as firm as butter is in Engdarzd. 
during winter. 

. . 

Mr. GOTT'S account of the tree, and' i.ts pm 
duct, is. as follows :- , .  

The tree. producing a fat-like substance, known 
in this Country by tile name of Phudziah, is a na- 
tive of the.dlnaorah hills, and known there by the 
samt name. The tree is scarce, grows on a strong. 
soil, on the declivities of the southern aspects of 
the hills below Almorah, generally, attaining the, 
height, when full grown, of fifty feet, with a 
circumference of 'six. The bark, of '  such speci- 
mens as I have been able to obtain, is, iuclined. 

' to smoothness, and speckled ; it flowers in Jrrnu- 
ary, and the seed is pe'rfect about August, at  which 
time.'the natives collect them, foi- the yilipose 
of extracting the above substance. On opening 



the shen of the seed or nut, which is of a fbh 
cheanut colour, smooth, d brittle; the kernel 
a pears of the size and shape of a blanched almond: 
$ kernels a n  bruised, on a ~rncmth stow, ta lba 
consistenc of cream, or of a fine pul y matter; 
which is t g en put into a cloth bag, wit g a, rn& 
rate weight laid an, and left to. stand, till the 
oil, or fat, is expressed, which become6 immcdi- 
ately of the consistency of hog's-lard, and is of a 
delicate white colour. Its uses me in medicine ; 
bkng highly esteemed in rheumatism, and con- 
tractions of the limbs. I t  is dm much esteemed, 
asd used by natives of rank, as an unction, fix 
which purpose, it is generally mix& with m Utr 
of some kind. Ex t tho fruit, which b nc& 
much esteemed, no ot % r part of the tree is used. 

This tree is sup sed to bear a strong &ity 
ta the Mama, ( MP" aaAuca, or Bawuawua lair$ioib;} but 
tho oil or fat, extracted fram the weds, differs 
very materially. The oil from the M(A~s is sf a 

eenish-yellow colour, and seldom congeals. That grn the PhImzh congeals, immediately after ex- 
pression, is perfectly colourless ; and, in the hot- 
test weather, if melted by art, will, on being left 
to cool, resume its former consktencg. Tht oil 
from the seed of the M a ,  3 rubbed on w&n 
h t h ,  leaves as strong a stain ~IJ other oils or ani- 
mal At. The ktty sub&tnce from the ~ ~ u k h a b ,  
if pu&, being rubbed on woolien cloth, wild leave 
no trace behind. 

The oil af M ~ u a  is expresacd in ~~aaidetrbk 
q~antities, about Cbiupr, and Pprruckbwl, rrnd 
being mixed with, is sold as &eo. 

This Eatty substance very rarely ccdrnee pm from 
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416 hills, and reaims mure and more adulteration, 
(by adding the p e s t  %led,) as it pasm down to 
& h e r  ptoviaceo : age giva i t  tke firmness d 
pure tallow: 

ADDrTIONAL REMARgS BY TRE SABXE, I N  CON- 
SEQUENCE OF A FEW QUEBIES TRANSMITTED 
TO ME. GOTT. 

I t  ia supposed there might be annually procured 
from twenty tb thirty maunds, at the price of 
fourteen or fifteen rupees the maund. 

I st. It is never taken inwardly as a medicine, nbr 
is i t  used in diet; further than that the dregs, after 
the purer fatty substance is ex ressed, are eaten, 

bourers, who extract the fat. 
R as a substitute for ghee, by t e peasants, or la- 

ed. 1 have some pure, which has been by me 
ten months, and i t  has neither a4ulred colour, 
nor bad smell. 

3d. After it is imported into Rohilkhund, i t  is 
scented with Utr, (an essential oil,) and a little of 
the flour of the Indian corn (Zea Mays) is added, 
to increase its consistency. N. B. This flour is 
added on account of its peculiar whiteness. . 

4th. If  it is clean, and free from dirt, i t  never 
under oes an purification; if the contrary, i t  is 
heate if , and d ltered through a coarse cloth. 

5th. The flowers are never used. The pulp of 
the fruit is eaten by some ; it is of a sweet, and 
kt Wte. 
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The timber is white, soft, ancI porous; and is . 
never made any use of by the natives. I t  is nearly 
as light as the Smul, or cot ton tree (B0tnba.r Itep 
taphyllum). . . 1 
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. DESCRIPTION ofa Species of Ox, n a d  GAYA~L 

COATMUNICATED BY H. T. COLEBROOKE, ESQ. 

T H E  Gay& was mentioned in an early volume 
of the researches of the Asiatic Society ", by 

its Indian name, which was explained by the 
'phrase, ' cattle of the mountains.' I t  had been 
obscurely noticed (if indeed the same species of ox 
be meanq) by KNOX, in his historical relation of 
Ceylon f ; and it has been imperfectly described by 
Captain TURNER, in his journey through Bootanf. 
Herds of this species of cattle have been long pos- 
sessed by many gentlemen, in the eastern districts 
of Bengal, and also in other parts of, this pro- 
vince : but no detailed account of the animal, and 
of its habits, has been yet published in India. To 
'remedy this deficiency, Dr. ROXEUEGH undertook, 
at  nly solicitatioa, to describe the Gaycil, from 
those seen by him in a herd belonging to the Go- 
vernor General. Dr. BUCHANAN has also oblig- 
ingly communicated his observations on the same 
cattle : and both descriptions are here laid before 
the society ; with information obtained from sere- 
ral gentlemen at Tipura, Sill~et, and C'hatgnon, re- 
lative to the habits of the animal. The original 
drawing, from which the plate has been taken, is 

* In the second volume, (p. 188,) published iu 1790. 
t P. 21. 
$ Embassy to %bet,' p. 160. 
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in the collection of Sir JOHN AXSTEUTRE~, for 
whom it was drawn by a native artist in his aer- 
vice. 

From the information which was first received, 
it. was suppod that the thy& mkl nat -a- 
der either with the buffalo, or with the common 
bull and cow, and must therefwe constitute a dis- 
tinct species in every system of classification. 
Although that be not confirmed, by the co,rrecter 
infirmation now obtained, yet' an bc~ornrt oQ the 
considerabk, and apparently p a n c n t ,  diflkr- 
cnce between tht common cow afid ttte &ydI, 
thie aught still, perhaps, to be considered as .a 
distinct species, rather than as a variety. Its ge- 
neric, and trivial names, with the aynoayma, may 
be stated s ffdlows. 

SYNONY M A  : Sansc. Gavaya; Hind. Gava?, or 
Gay61; Beng. Go8aygm; Pers. Geujangatt; 
mountaineers (Chds, &c) eas't of Silhet, M&%a- 
nu; mountaineers (Cdck) east of Chatgaon, &a; 
Mugs, J'hongnua. Bumas, NLnec. Ceylon, 
Gauvera *. 

Bos Buhlus Gauvera: PENNANT t. 
.' The Gay&!,' says Dr. ROXBU'PGH, ' is nearly 

ofthe size and shape of the Englhh. bull. It has 
ohort horns, which are distant at their blrses, and 

* K~ox's hi&o&d relation of C ~ 1 0 5  p. at , 
' 

f History af Quadruped% I. p. W. . . .  



rise in a gentle curve directly out and up : a trans- - .  
verse section, near the base, is ovate; the thick 
end of the section being on the inside. The front 
is braacl, and crowned with a tuft of lighter co- 
loured, long, curved hair. The dewlap is deap 
and pendent. It has no mane, nor hump ; but a 
cdnsiderable elevation over the withers The tail 
is short; the body covered with a tolerable coat 
of straight, dark-brown hair: ou the belly, it is 
lighter coloured; and the legs and face are some 
times white.' 

DOCTOR BUCHANAN thus describes it : 

' The Ga&i generally carries its head with tile 
mouth projecting forward like that  of a buffalo. 
Tb head, at * tbe up cr part, is very broad and 
flat, and is contracte d' sud&nly towards the nose, 
which is naked, like that of the common cbw. 
From the up cr. angles of the forehead proceed L two thick, s rt, horizontal roqesres of bone, 
which are covered with hair. 8 n  theso we p l a d  
the horns, which are smooth, shorter than the 
h d ,  and lie nearly in the plane of the forehead. 
They diverge outward, and turn up with a gentle 
curre. A t  the base they are very thick, and are 
slightly compressed, the flat sides being toward 
the front and the tail. The edge next the ear is 
rather the thinnest, so .that a transverse section 
would be somewhat avate. Toward their tips, 
the horna are rounded, and end in a sharp point. 
Tbe eyer resemble those d the cmmon ox ; the 
ears are much longer, broader, and blunter than 
tbose of that animal. 

' The neck is very slender near the hearl, at 
some distance from which a dewlap cximinenees* 
hut this is wt so dccp, nor lo mu& u n d u l a d  

VOL. VIII. L 1 
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as in the Bos Zebu,, or I d a n  ox. The dewlap k 
covered with strong longish hair, so as to form a 
kind of mane on the ldwer part of the neck ; but 
this is not very conspicuous, especially when the 
animal is young. 

' In place of the hum which is situated bl- t tween the shoiilders of t e Zebu, the;Gay& has 
a shar ridge, which commences on the hinder 
part o ! the neck, slopes gradually up till it comes 
over the shoulder joint, then runs horizontally 
almost a third part of the length of the back, 
where it terminates with a very sudden slope. , 
The hei ht  of this ridge makes the neck appear 
much f epressed, and also adds great1 to the 
clumsiness of the chest, which, althoug g narrow, 
is very deep. The sternum is covered by a con- 
tinuation of the dewlap. The belly is pmtubc- 
rant; but in its hinder part is greatly contracted. 
The rump, or os sacrum, has a more considerable 
declivity than that of the ~33uropean ox, but less 
than that of the Zebu. 

' The tail is covered with short hair, exce t 
near the end, where it has a tuft like that of t 1 e 
common ox ; but, in the Gay4 the tail descends 
no lower than the extremity of the tibia. 

' The legs, especially the fore ones, are thick 
and clumsy. The false hoofs are -much larger 
than those of .the Zebu. The hinder parts are 

, weaker in proportion than the forehand; and, 
owing to the contraction of the belly, the hinder 
legs, although in fact the shortest, appear to be 
the lwgest. 

. , 
' The w$lc body is covered with a thick coat 

of short hair, which is lengtherred out into a 



mane on the d e ~ l a p ,  and into a pencildlike tuft 
oh the end of the tail. From 'the summit of the 
head there diverges, with a whirl, a bunch of raA 
t l~er long coarse hair, which lies flat, is usually 
lighter coloured than that which is adjacent, and 
extends towards the horns, and over the forehead. 
The general colour of the animal, is brown, i l l  va- 
rious shades, ' which very often approaches to 
black, but sometimes is rather light. Some parts,' 
es cially about the legs and belly, are usually r w ite; but in different individuals, these are very 
differently disposed. 

' In the first column of the following table is 
the measurement of a full grown cow : in the se- 
cond is that of a young male. . 1 

Ft. In. R. L. 
From the nose to the summit of the 

head, . . . . . . . . . . . . , .  1 6 1 8 
Distance between the roots of the 

horns,. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 10 0 9 
From the horns to the shoulder, . 3 S 3 0 
From the shoulder to the insertion 

of the tail, . . . . . . . . . . .  4 3 3 10 
Height at the shoulder, . . . . .  4 9 4 7 
Height at  the loins,. . . . . . . . .  4 4 4 2 . . . . . . . . . .  Depth of the chest, 2 9 - 
Circumference of the chest, . . .  6 7 5 7 

. Circumference at  the loins, . . .  5 10 5 6 
Jxngth of the horns, . . . . . . .  1 2 - - 

. Length of the ears, . . . . . . . .  0 10 - 
' The different species of the ox kind may be 

readily distinguished from the Gaydl by the fol- 
lowing marks. , m e  European and 'Indian oxen 
by the length of 'their tails, which reach to the 
false hoofi ; the American ox by the gibbdsity on.- 

L l  a 
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its back ; the Baves moschatus, Cafer, and pumilw, 
by having their horns approximated at the bases; 
the Boa grzlmniens by its whole tail being covered 
with long silky hairs; the Bof Bubalus, at least 
the Indian buffalo, by having the whole length 
of its horns compressed, and by their k i n g  longer 
than tlze head, and wrinkled; also by its thin 
coat of hair, by its want of a dewlap, and, above 
all, by its manners ; the Bm barbatus by the long 
beard on its chin. 

' The cry of the Gaydl has, no resemblance to 
the grunt of the Indian ox, but - a  good deal re- 
sembles that of the buffalo. It is a k i d  of low- 
ing, hit shriller, and not near so loud as that of 
the European ox. To this; however, the Gqdl 
approaches much nearer than it does to the 
buMo.' 

The result of inquiries made by Mr.' MACBAE, 
at Chatgaon, has been conimunicated'by that gen- 
tleman, i n  the following answer to'questions which 
were transmitted 'to him. ' , 

' The Gaydl is found wild ia the range of moun- 
tains that form the eastern 'boundary of the pro- 
vinces of hacan,  Chittagong (Chatgaon), Tipura, 
and Silhet. 

' The Chis, or Lunctas, a race of people inha- 
biting the hills immediately to the eastward of 
Chtgaon, have herds of the Gay& in a ,  domesti- 
cated state. By thenl he is called Sh'idl; from 
which, most probably, his a;uae of Guydl is de- 
rived; as he ia never s e a  on tlae plaih, except 
when brmgbt &re. By the Rugs he i s  named 
J 'hqpuah;  and hy tk .&w Niaw ID the 
R ~ W  he k caw 8Zq. n* appepn, 



however,' that he is an animal very little known 
beyond the limits of his native mountains, except 
to the inhabitants of the provinces above-men- 
tioned. 

' The Gaydl is of a dull heavy appearance ; but, 
a t  the same time, of a form which indicates much 
strength and activitv, like that of the wild buf- 
falo. His colour is "invariably brown ; but of dif- 
ferent shades, from a light to a dark tinge; and 
he frequently has a white forehead, and four 
white legs, with the tip of the tail also white. 
He has a full eye, and, as he advances in age, , 

ofien becomes bli~lrl; but it  is unc~rtain whether 
from disease, or from a natural decay. His dispo- 
iition is gentle; even when wild, in his mat~ve 
hills, he is not considered to be a dangerous ani- 
mal, never standing the approach of man, much 
less hearing his attack. The Cdeis 'hunt the wild, ' 

ones for the sake of their flesh. 

'The Gaydl delights to range about in the 
thickest forest, where he browses, evening and 
morning, on the. tender shoots and leaves of dif- 
f e rmt  shribs; seldom feeding on grass, when he 
can ,get these. To avoid the noonday heat, he re- 
tires to the deepest shade of the forest; preferring 
the dry acclivity of the hill, to repose on, rather 
than the low swampy ground below; and never, I 

like the buffalo, wallowing in mud.. 

"Gayhls have been domesticated among tbe 
Czicis from time immemorial; and without any 
variation, in their appearance, from the wild stock. 
No difference whatever is observed in the colour 
of the wild and tame breeds : brown of different 
shades being the general colour of Both. The 

L.1 3 
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wild Gaydl is about the size of the wild buf- 
falo of India. The tame Gaycfl, among the Czicis, 
being bred in nearly the same habits, of freedom, 
and on the same food, without ever undergoing 
any labour, grows to the same size with the wild 
one. 

' He lives to the age of fifteen, or twenty, years : 
and, when three years old, the Gaycil cow receives 
the bull; goes eleven months with young; and 
will not again admit his embrace until the follow- 
ing season after she has brought forth. 

I 'The Gaydl cow gives very little milk, and 
does not yield i t  long; but, what she gives is of 
a remarkably rich quality ; almost equally so with 
the cream of other milk, and which i t  also re- 
sembles in colour. The Czicis make no use what- 
ever of the milk, but rear the Gay& entirely for 
the sake of their flesh and skins. They make their 
shields of the hides of this animal. The flesh of 
the Gq6C is in the highest estimation among the 
Czicis; so much so, that no solemn festival -is 
ever celebrated without slaughtering one or more 
Gaylik, according ta the importance of the occa, . sion. 

, . 

The Chcis twin their Gaycils to no labour; al- 
thouvh, from the great strength and gentle dis- 
posit~on of the animal, he must be very coin- 
petent to every purpose, either of draught, or 
carriage, to 'wh~cb the buffalo, or the ox, is. ap- 
plicable. 

' The domesticated Gay& are allowed by the 
Cdcis to .roam at large, during the, da , through 
the forest, in the neighbourhood of t i' e village; 



but, as evening approaches, they all return home, 
of their own accord ; the young Gaydl being early 
taught this habit, by being regularly fed every 
night with salt, of which he is very fond : and, 
from the occasio~lal continuance of this ractice, 
as he gmas  up, the attachment of the BaYcil to 
his native village, becomes so strong, that, when 
the Chcts migrate from it, they are obliged to set 
fire to the huts which they are about to leave, 
lest their Gayrib should return thither fro111 their 
new place *of residence, before they become 
equally attached to it, as to the former, through 
the same means. 

' The wild Gaydl sometimes steals out from the 
forest in the night, and feeds in the rice fields 
bordering on the hills. The Chis wive no grain 
to their cattle. With us, the tame gaydb feed on 
CaIri'i (phaseolus rna,r) ; but, as our hills abound 
with shrubs, i t  has not been remarked, what par- . 

ticular kind of grass they prefer. 

' The Hindus, in this province, will not kill the 
Gabay, which they hold in equal veneration with 
the cow. But the A d  Gaycil, or Seloi, the hunt, i: and kill, as they do the wild buffalo. T e ani- 
mal, here alluded to, is adother species of Gay& 
found wild i n  the hills of Chatgm; a correct de- 
scription of which will be given hereafter. He 
has nevef been domesticated; and is, ip appear- ' 
ance and disposition, very different from the com- 
mon Gaydl, which has been just described. The 
natives can him the As'l Gaydl in contradistinction 
to the Gaba . The Czicls distinguish him by the i' name of Se 05, and the  MU^ and Burmas by that 
of P'hanj; and they constder him, next to the 
tiger, the most dangerous and the fiercest animal 
of their forests.' 

L 1 4  



The G$dt (Mr. EZ~IOT writer from ~ i p a , , )  is 
little known to.the natives here ; i t  is principally 
considered as an inhabitant of the Chatpn hills. 
I n  conversation with people belonging to the 
1Roja of Tipara, on the subject of thia animal, I have 
understood, that it .is known in the recesses of 
the more eastern part of the Tipura hills, but 
bas never been caught. In the past year, some 
of these animals were seen in a herd of elephants, 
and continued. some time with the herd: but 
they were alarmed by the noise used in driving 
the elephants, and escaped being secured in the 
fenced enclosure. The K'hCda of that season was 
nearly five hours journey from the skirts of the 
hills. 

' The animal is found wild, but is easily domes- 
titated, though, in this state, he essentially par- 
takes of wild habits., I have some Gnycikr a t  
Mwmamutty ; and, from their mode of feeding, 1 

, presume, that they kedp on the skirts of the val- 
lies, to enable them to feed on the sides of the 
mbuntain, where they can browse. They will not 
touch grass, if they call find shrubs. . 

' While kept at t?mrlah, which is situated in 
a level country, they ised to resort to the tanks, 
a-d e&t en the sides ; frequently betaking them- 
selves to the water, to avqid the heat of the 
sun.' Ho~reter,  they became sickly, and ema- 
eiakd; and their dyes suffered much. But, on 
M n g  sent to the hills, they soon recovered, and 
WE now in a healthy condition. F y  seem 
h d  bf the shade; aad are observed In the hot 
weather ta take the tarn of the hills, so as to 
be always sMtered* from the sun. They do n o t  
wallow in mud Iike buffaloes; hut delight in 
water, and stand in it, during the greatest heat 
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of the day, with the front of their heads above 
the surface. 

...* Each cow y kids fiom two and a ha% 10 about 
four drs, of milk *, which is" rich, sweet, and d- 
most as thick as cream ; it is 6f a high flavour, and 
niakes excellent butter.' 

Information, decisive of the question, whether 
the Gaydl engender with the common IndiLlPl bull, 
has been received fiom Mr. BIRD, at h a ;  who 
' having brought a domesticated female Gaydlfrom 
' Chittagmg to that lace, and not being able to B ' procure a male Gay 1 at: Dacca, directed a common 
' bull t to be presented to her, which the l%rnalt 
' received, upon being blinded by a cloth thrown 
' over her eyes : the issue was a cow resembling ' 

mostly the GqCl mother; and from that cow, 
impregnated by a buli of the same common breed, 
another cow was produced, which also bad g o w n  
' up and was in calf by a common M, at the 

date of Mr. BIRD'S letter.' 

Mr. DICK communicated the following answer 
from SilAet. 

' Not being able t o  procure, here, any satisfac, - . tory information respecting the Gay&, 1 tram- 
mitted questions to my Vaktl zt Crich'hdr (having 
understood, that those animals had been sent hi- 
ther, from that place,) and desired him to o b h  

. the most correct information on the subject. 

* From five to eight poonds. 
t .Of the breed named D&&. 0 l t  i s  a .&ih of the iommon 

Bin4 tkmd in tL anale dietricb of Bmgd. 



' With regard to the Hindas' scrupling to kilI a 
Gayhi, I could not obtain a direct answer: as the 
word " G6" is affixed to one of the names, from 
which they inkr that it 'partakes of the cow, and 
are afraid positively to declare, that it is not im- 
proper to kill the animal ; quoting a passage from 
the Scfstra, " Gbsadrls'ah Gavayah," ' a Gavaya is ' 

like an ox.' However, the R&ci of Cdch'hdr, who 
is a Cshztriyia of the Sziyabansi race, occasionally 
sends several Gayfb to be sacrificed on certain hills 
m his country, in order to conciliate the Dhutci 
of the place ; as his Yakil informs me.' 

T& answers received frcim the vikil at  Cdchhhr, 
to the questions forwarded by Mr. DICK, con- 
tain the following information. 

' The Gaydl is called Gailjungali in the Persian 
language, Gmaya in Samwlt, and Mdt'kanf by 
the mountainetn : but others name the animal 
Gobay-gm 

I 

' Gaydls are not confined to the woods: they 
are domesticated. But  wild Gay& are found in 
the mountains of Bh6tant, &c. They are kept, in 
a tame state, by the people who inhabit the Cha- 
.adgh hills, near the district of Ch'hilhet (Silkt), 
on the eastern border of the proviace of Chch'har, 
west of Man'ipzir, and north of a tract dependant 
on Tripura, C&fin&ds, Czicis, and Khds'is (tribes of 
mountaineers), keep Gay& for the sake of the flesh, 
not for the milk, which they do not use ; nar for. 
burden, since they have no such employment for 
their cattle. 

The Gay& lives to the age of twenty, or twen- 
ty-five, years: it has reached its full growth at  



five years ; and the female is generally higher 
than the male. She receives the bull in her fifth 
year, and hears after ten months. If milked, she 
yields from two, to two and a half, 8 t h  of milk *, 
or sometimes more, , 

' The tame Gaydb, however long they may have 
been domesticated, do not at all differ from the 
wild ; unless in temper: for the wild are fierce 
and untractahlr. The colour of both is the same; 
namely, that of the antelope; but some are white, 
and others black : none are spotted, nor piebald. 
Tliey graze and range like other cattle; and eat 
rice, mustard, chiches, and any cultivated pro- 
duce ; as also chaff and chopped straw. 

" The Gavaya is like a cow ;" consequently, not 
the same with a cow; a Hindu, therefore, com- 
mits no offence by killing one. But natives of 
Bengal, or of the mounta~ns, who are Hiridus, 

+scruple to kill a Gaydl themselves, because i t  is - 

nained Gobay-goru (or the G6vaya cow).' 

To this answer, an addition was made by tbe 
AqjQ's Ydil, at Silhet. 

' Mdt'hands are sacrificed, especially by Nigh 
and Cdcis, before the mountain gods, Nrikharam 
and Mdirarn. The Chcis' and ~'Vcfgris are fond of 
the meat; and, therefore, constantly keep such 
cattle, and eat their flesh ; and often make re- 
wnta of them to the of Cdch'lh. The && 
preserves them, and sometimes.offers Mit'kanh in . 

sacrifices to deities ; or.entertains, with their flesh, 
Ndgh and Cdcfs, who come to visit him. l'he 

From four to five pounds, 
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rnountaitlee1.s are much pl'eaaed with that compli- 
ment, and eat the meat with delight.' 

11;s information has established (what I had 
previously conjectured), that the animal mention- 
ed by many Sanscri't authors, under the name of 
Gmaya, is no other than the Gay& AMERA 
SINHA, in a chapter of his dictionary .relating to 
animals, mentions the G m y a  with many wild 
animals ; among which are the black antelope, the - 
spotted axis, the porcine deer, the painted or 
white-footed antelope, the grunting ox, and the 
musk deer. One of his commentators (RA'YA- 
NUCUTA) says of the Gavaya, that, in shape, it 
resembles the ox. He had previously compared 
the form of the grunting ox (Bus grunniens,) to 
that of a buffalo. Another annotator states Ga- 
vaya, as a name received into the common tlialects, 
Both agree in deriving the word from G6, a bull 
or cow, and aya knowlecige ; because, as they re- 
mark, ' one might take it  for an ox.' 

The R&a-niqhmti, an excellent catalogue of 
natural roductlons, with their reputed qualities 
in the ti ateria Medica, states Gmayn as syno- 
nymous with Yana-gci, or wild ox: also called 
in Sansc~Xt, Bahbiwrdra and Mdhiigava : and, in 
the vulgar dialect, Gavai. Another vocabulary 
has added Gavrintica to' the Sxmcrlt synonyma; 
and, according to the R&a-Itighamti, the female 
is likewise named B.illagavi, or cow of the B U  
b, {a tribe of pillagers and mountaioeels). 

No further evidence would seem nmssary, had 
not the Bhawpracdsa, a celebrated medical work; 
confounded the Gavaya with the Rlsya, or 
Rlshya, (in Hindi, Rbjh), whjcl~ is the painted 
or whi te-foo ted antelope, called Nflgau. MADA- 

3 



N.APA'LA, in a similar catalogue of animals con- 
sidered relatively to their medical uses*, has 
fallen into the same. error ; and so, probably, other 
writers may have done, who inhabit countries 
where the Gaydl is little known. 

To correct this miotake, (without relying on 
theseparate mention of the two animals in the 
Ameracbsha,) I shall cite no less an authority, 
than the Indian scripture. Tile twenty-fourth 
chapter of the Vijjman~!yi Y4jurvbda, enumerates 
the asimals, which should be consecrated to va- 

. rious deities, a t  an As'wamCd'ha. I t  is there di- 
rected (v. 27), that three R$yas, (whitekfooted 
Antelopes,) shall be consecrated to the deities 
named VASUS ; and, towards the close of the next 
verse (v, 98), i t  is required, thab three buffaloes 
shall be presented to VABUN'A, as many Gavayas to 
VBIHASPATI, and the sanle number of camels t o  
TWASHT'RI. The commentator on the Vkda, (MA- 
HI'D'H A RA,) explains Gavaya, as signifying, ' wild 
cattle reserilbling kine.' It is evident, that this 
suits better with the Gaycil,. than with any 0 t h  
animal known in India. 

Froin the authorities above quoted, the Sanscrit 
synonymamay besafelyconcluded. Rt l t i t i snot  
so easy to determine a Pwsian name of this spe- 
cies of ox. Gaujungali, a r  cow of the forest, 
mentioned .by Mr. DICK'S Vakil at Cdclr'hhr, is a 
suitable designation; but it does not occur, so 
far as I can learn, in any Persian work of au thb  
rity. It may be necessary to caution the reader, 
not .to slrlppose the Persian Gdm6ht (which lite- 
rally signifies, as Mr. GLADWIN translated it?, - 

+ In the Mgdaa-vint&-nighanft. 
rt. Arf& Adviyeh, 547. 
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mountain cow), to be this, or  any other species 
bf the ox. T h e  To4 f htu'lnaumtnin, and Makhzenu'l- 
ahiyeh, two celebrated treatises by Persian phy- 
aieiaus, coucur in describing the three varieties 
of Gaudhi, also named Gaibzet~, or Gbzen, and 
in Arabic, .lyyal, or Uyyal. as three sorts of deer : 
and the last mentioned work declares i t  to be, 
the same with the Hindi Bdrehsirzg'hd, or Cemw 
Etaphzis. 

I take this oppor.tunity, while treating of  a 
species of ox, to notice an error which crept 
into KERR'S unfinished translation of the animal 
kingdom in 1 4 ~ x ~ . ~ u s ' s  S stema Na tum;  and 
which has h e n  followed g y Doctor TURTON in 
translating the general system of nature by 
LINNZUS. hl14. KERR described and .figu~ed, 
under the name of Bos Armee, an animal, which, 
notwithstanding the exaggerated description, 
given on the authority of ' a British officer, who 
met with one in the  woods, in the country above 
Bmgai',' is evidently nothing else but the  wild 

, buffalo, an animaJ very common throughout 
Bcngnl, and known there, and in the neigh- 
bouring provinces of Hindoatan, by the name of 
Arna. Though neither fourteen feet high, as 
Mr. KEBR has stated, or rather as the officer, on 
whose info~mation he relied, had affirmed; nor 
even eizht 'feet, as Doctor TURTON, followhg 
KERR'S Inference from a drawing, asserts ; yet it 
is a large and very formidable animal, conspi- 
c ~ ~ o u s  for its strength, courage, and ferocity. 
It may, not be true, that the butialoes of Adia 
and Europe constitute a single species ; but, 'cer- 
tainly, the wild and tame buffaloes of Ipiclia do 

, . 

* KERB, page 336. 
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not appear to differ in any thing, except the supe- 
rior size, and more uniform figure, of the wild 
animal. A better description of the buffalo, than 
has been yet given, is perhaps wanted; bat the 
Bos Arnee, of KERR and TURTON, must be re- 
jected from systems of zoology, as an erroneous 
description taken from a loose drawing, assisted . , 
by the fragment of a skeleton. 





~ P ~ O D U C T O R Y  R E ~ Z A R ~ S ,  iletendbd - to hdve ae- 
companied cdptain MA'HONP~S Paper oza Ceylon, 
aRd the D&inea of BUDDHA, published in the 
1Sbaenth Y* of the Asiatio &searches, but 
indoertoit& omitted in pblmhing that Volume, 

I HAVE the pleasure of la 'ng before the Society i? a paper on the island of egknk, and on the. teli- 
gious opinions of the greater part of its inhabi- 
llmts, the ~0rShi  pers of BOODW, or BUDDRA, 
whose religion an cf philosophy appeared to.Sir W. 
JONES, " connected with some of the most curious 
" parts of Asiatic history *," and the riod of his 

l ' w  T* 
HP" appearance an important epoeh ih zndoo Chrono- 

This paper, which has been procured by the 
Honoumble Mr. DUNCAN, from Captain MAHONY, 
an. officer of the Banbay* establishment, fbr some 
time resident on the Island of Cih~lon, has, with 
another paper already communicated to the Society 
by Captain MACK ENZIE, anticipated arid super- 
seded some cursory remarks written by myself, 
during a short residence at Colulabo, in the year 
1797 ; and which I had hoped to render more wbr- 
thy of perusal, on receiving a translation of the 
Pe~rbwknd Pbt$ an ancient book composed in the 
P&li. language by 'ANUNDA' MA'HA' TI RU'N A'GI-IEE, 

M i c  R e ~ a r ~ ,  Volume I, pag354. 
t Dimme on the HWw, &io h e a d & ,  Volume I. 

VOL. VIII. M m  
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which mas given to me by a priest of BUDDHA, as 
containing a full account of his. religion ; and 
which I left to be translated at  Columbo, by Mon- 
sieur DE HOAN, with the assistance of LEWIS DE 
SYLVA. But the French version made by them 
was unfortunhtely put on board the Greemich, 
ca tured by a vessel from the Lsle of France; a d  
a ~t R as consequently never reached me. We shall 
not, however, have to regret this accident, if 
Captain MAHONY, who has given an extract from 
hn historical work, the Maha Raja IValJieh, or as 
a co y of it shewn to me was called, the Rhjhu- 
tee 8 uttur, shaH hereafter favour the society with 
the comm~inication of the authentic materials for 
a history of the.Sii'ngalecce, their reliwion, manners, 
and customs, which I understan3 to be in his 
possession. 

I 

I n  the mean time I beg the Society$ accept- 
ance (for their Museum) of two small images. 
of BOODH, which I rocured at  Columbo; and of P two others brought rom the Burnsah dominions 
hy Captain Cox, late ~vsident at  Rangoon; the 
identity of which proves incontestibly that the 
object of worship on the Emtern peninsula, and 
the Island of Ceyh,  is the same. I also beg to  
deposit in the Societ -'s library the accoinpanying 2 copy of the Peerh ttd P6td above-mentioned, of 
which, a t  some future period, we may hope to 
prqcure another translation, if that-carriecl to  
Bourbon or Mauritiw, should not find its way to 
Europe, and the public. 

I shall only add my testimony to that of Cap- 
tain MAHONY, as to 'the period at which tlie Sin- 

..#aZae compute the appgarance of GOU'TAMA BUD- 
DHA ; whose death, or rather disappearance from 
the e arth, they state to have been 2539 years be 



fbrb 1797 A. C. or 548 year's before the birth of 
CHRIST; and as their sacred era is reckoned from 
this epoch, it may be esteemed deservin of eredie 
It a h  corresponds, almost exactly, wit % the com- 

utation of the same era in Siaa, as stated by Mr. 
I$aasnm, in his tract on the chronology of the 
Hindw wherein, speaking of siam, he observes, 
" the civil reckoning is by lunar ears, consisting 

ordinarily of twelve months eac K , with an inter. 
" calation of seven months in the period of nine- 
66 teen years, and commencing with the new moon 
" that precedes the winter solstice. This era is 
" computed from the supposed time of the intro- 
" duction of their religion by SUMMONACODOM, 
" 544 years before CHRIST j or in the year of the 
" JnIiafi period 4 169." 

The real time at which BUDDAA, the son of 
S U ~ H ~ D U N ,  (From whom he has the appellation 
&&&dcfni, in the Amara-cbha,) propagated the 
heterodox doctrines ascribed to h ~ m  by his fol- 
lowers, and for which they have been branded as 
atheists, and persecuted as heretics, by the B r d b  
~nend, is, however, a desideratum which the learned 
knowledge, and indefatigable research, of 9ir W. 
JONES have still left to be satisfactorily ascer- 
tained. His usual candour induced him to ac- 
knowledge his original error, in supposin 
BUDDHA to have been the W ~ D E N  of the 8 oths, 
and genius uf the planet Mercury"~ and the pas- 
sage from the Bhhgwatarnrita, quoted in his dis- 
sertation on the chronology of the Hindus, which 
states that BUDDHA, (the ninth 'Awatdr), " be- 
" came visible the thousand and second year of the 

* Dissertation ou the &rouelogy of the IJindw, Aaiatic Re- 
-*ureh.m, Volume 11. 
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Cddi-age being past," is, % dnd, open to a a o k r  
peading, which makes k t h  second thowandtb year, 
or the year 9000, instead of 1009. At least k 
was so interpreted to me by ~ ~ A ' D H A ' c A ' ~ ~ ,  the 
very Pun& who is  mentioned by Sir W I ~ L I A M  
JONES, as having produoed to him the book, fiean 
which the passage in. question is quoted, and: who 
is now one of the P d t 8  of the court of 8udr 
Deerohhee A'ddlist. His interpretation was &o 
confirmed to me by S W R V ~  TEWAREE, the other 
Pundit of the court ; but in justice to our revered 
Founder, whose regard to truth L: have but irni- 
taad in this remark, I must add, that MT. BLA- 
eulnm, whose knowledge of the 8anacrit lan- 
guage is tao well known to need my testimony, 
concurs in the reading and version of Sic WZL- 
Lraar JONES. 

Another oint yet to be ascertained is, nhthm 
BWDDHA, t 1 e ninth 'Aoatdr of the IJindw, be the 
same wit11 the heretic BUDDHA, now worshipped 
at  Ceylon, and in the eastern peninsula ; as well as 
in China, Bootan, and Tibet. Sir: WILLIAM JONLS, 
in his dissertation on the Gods of Grace, &a&, 
and Ipldih: *, observes on BUDDHA, that " he seems 
" to have been a reformer of the doctrines con- 
" tained in the Yddas; and though his good - 
" ture led him to censure these ancient books, be+ 
" cause they enjoined sacrifices of cattle, yet he is 
" admitted as the ninth A'vattfr, even by the 
" Brtehlriaens of Cds'i." Captain WILFORD, in his 
dissertation on Egypt and the Nile?, after men. 
tioning the subvers~on of the religion and gowrn- 
ment of DE'VA'DA'SA, the sovereign of h c s ,  by 

Asiatic Rcdcarchen, Vohm I. 
t Asiatic Rcucarchen, Volume III. 



VI.SHESU, in the character of J I N A ,  &~A'HA'I&':'P~ 
in $he brm of ARCIAN, or MAHIMA/&, and B~nir-  
mJ in the figum of BUDDHA, remarks, " most of 
" the Bdhena insist that the Bunom, who p d ~ .  
" verted DE'VA'DA'SA, was not the ninth ificafnak 
" tim of VISHNU, whose name, some say, s h d d .  
" be written BOUDHA, Or R ~ D D H A  ; ~ U C  n0k t6' 
" mention the Amarchh, the Mughdhccbodh, and 
" tfie Gttu-ghind, in ail bf which, th nin* Am- 
" thr is called BUDDHA, i t  is expressly declared in 
" the Bhctgavat, that VISHNU should appear ninth; 
" ly in the form of "BUDDHA," son of JINA, for 
" the purpose of confounding the Daityas, at  a 
" lace named Cicata, when the Cdli-age should 
" ge completely begun." 

I n  this quotation, the ninth A'aatctr is called the , 
s as a descendant from JINA, 

of his doctrines ;) but 
of BUDDHA state him to 

and those from whom 
AB~OLFUZUL took his account of BOODH in the 
Ayeen Akbery, gave him the same information ; 
In which they are su ported by the Amara-cdsha, 
as already noticed. ! 'he followers of BOODH, a t  
Ce lon, although their long intercourse with the 
dvndus (especially since they have been governed 
by a Hindti prince) has introcluced some Hindz2 
tenets and observances, in addition to what may 
have been ori mall derived from them, also po- 
sitively deny t at  t i leir BOODH is the Hindii Ava- 
tdr. The conclusion of Sir W. JONES *, that a se- 
cond BUDDHA, .assumi~ig the name and character 
of the first, attempted to overset the system of the 

Dissertation on the chronology of the Hindus, Auiatic Re- 
geprch, Volume 11. 
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Brdhtninr, and-was the cause of their persecution 
of the -ha, corresponds with, and is s u p  
ported by, the information given to ABOOLFUIU~ 
who says, " The Brdhmm call BOODH the ninth 
" A'vatdr, but assert that the religion which is a& 
" cribed to him is false, and fabricated by soply, 

other person'*." 

See futtber account of thin religion, in Third Vol-. 
# GLAD-N'~ ' l b d a h  of the Ajvar, A m ,  page 157. 
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